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IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

Mr Spencer (ED).- On a point of order, Mr Presi-

President

dent. The Stungan Declaration seys rhar the enlarged
Bureau of this Parliament will be consulted by the
governments before the appointment of the next President of the Commission. As the last meeting of the
enlarged Bureau is on \Tednesday morning and such a

(Tlte sitting ans opened at 5 p.m.)

l.

Resumption of the session

I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament
adjourned on 13 April 1984.1
Prcsident.

1

Mr

s

8.

4.

Mr Albers; Mr Klinkenborg;

Janssen oan Raay;
(Commission)

Mr Galluzzi; Mr Klepscb;
Mr Enight; Mr Arndt; Mr Klepsch; Mrs
Eaing; Mr Hord; Mr

Geurtse4

Approoal of the min*tes:See the minutes of this sitting.

consultation is not on its agenda, will you make a
sBtement to the House as to whether Parliament's
enlarged Bureau has been consulted on this appointment or give us an indication as to when you will
make such a smtement?

President.
I can inform you that rhe
- Mr Spencer,
meeting on'$Tednesday
is not the last meeting of rhe
enlarged Bureau: there is anorher scheduled for the

beginning of July. But as the beginning of July would
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Prcsidcnt

be after the Fontainebleau Summit, and
exclude the possibiliry

I do not

because that is more

or

less

- European Council will take
that the
the obligation
upon itself a discussion concerning the nomination of
the President of the Commission, I will discuss the
problem with the President of the European Council
when he is here. If the need arises, we shall have to
envisage the possibility of an additional meeting of the
enlarged Bureau to follow the consequences of that
Stuttgan Declaration.
Mr Cottrell,

are you asking for the floor to speak on a

point of order?

Mr President, if I might correct
Mr Cottrcll (ED).
I think it was-you that had a point of order. I
thought you were going to make a proposition rc the

you,

House, and I would comment on that.
Presidcnt.
Then I was wrong. I understood that you
vant€d to -make a statement concerning your report in
conneoion with the agenda. V'e cannot deal with that
subject in discussing the agenda because Rule 55
, applies and that means only two speakers. If you want
to say something, you must say it now..

Forgive me for being difficult,
Mr Cottrcll (ED).
Mr President. You -know I always t{y not to be difficult. I think you have rc explain to the House what the
proposal is and I shall be very happy to comment on it.

Dutch Parliament has just published a report on this
subject ahrr a study of several years. This report is
much sounder and contains far more relevant informa-

tion than the report by Mr Cottrell. This could not be
and
otherwise, because of the limited time available
here I am not criticizing Mr Cotrell in any way - but
- in
we feel that the report as it now sands is wanting
depth and can too readily give rise to misunderstandings, especially if we now begin to vorc on it in a hasty
manner.

For these reasons, Mr President, I should like rc make
rwo proposals to the plenary. First, that we do not take
the repon this week, but refer it back to the commiftee
from which it came. Second, that we ask our committee to study this whole matter once aBain, to hold
we have received a suffihearings wiilr the groups
to know that there
cient amount of correspondence
are many people who are passionately interested in
this subject
and to submit to us in the autumn a
'report which-is sufficiendy sound, solid and detailed rc
enable Parliament to vote on it en connaissance dc
cause.That is the proposal that I make on behalf of my
8rouP.
Presidcnt.
I did not say that we are not yet discuss- This is in fact a sort of preliminary dising the agenda.
cussion. I have seen a number of hands raised from
various groups. I believe that, given some of the controversial features surrounding this report, it would be
a good idea if, before the agenda is fixed, we could
give one speaker per group the opportunity to state his

I cannot yet deal with the details of the
President.
agenda, but- I would say that the enlarged Bureau does
not propose any modification to the agenda in respect

views on Mr Nord's proposal as a whole, in view of
the fact that it was already on the agenda last time. I
noticed that Mr Cottrell has also asked to speak, but
he will be doing so shonly in any case. I shall first call

of your report.

Mr Hord and then Mr

Mr Nord (L).

(NL). Mr President, at the April

pan-session we -decided to hold over the repon by Mr
Cottrell until May. It is therefore perfecdy natural that
vre should find this report among the itcms proposed
by the Bureau. However, it is questionable whether it
is reasonable rc ake this report, as it now stands,
during this pan-session.'Ve asked ourselves this question in our troup and came to a negative conclusion.
\Fhy was that? There are in the report two panicularly
imponant and fundamental issues. One is thar the civil

libenies of a number of our citizens in Europe are
being threatened by the particular activities of panicular groups and sects. But the repoft goes so far that
it raises a second point, namely, the fundamental freedom of worship for which Europeans have fought for
ates, many of whom died in the struggle.

Mr President, we feel that this repon deals with such
imponant matters that it should possess a stature befit-

dng the imponance of the subject and we consider
that this is not the case. Some of you perhaps will have
noticed that a committee of the second chamber of the

Mr Forth (ED).
dent.

-

de la MalCne.

On a point of order, Mr Presi-

President.
Mr Fonh, I said that under the normal
procedure,-as set out in Rule 56, it is not possible to
have a wide-ranging debate on the agenda. You have
one speaker for and one speaker against. That is it.
This is a specific problem. I would deal wirh it outside
the normal rules for preparing the agenda, and so outside the application of Rule 55, in order to enable all
the political groups and'not just one or rwo ro pronounce on the issue. Then we move on to the agenda
and procced under Rule 56.

(FR) Mr President, we
Mr dc la Mdlnc (DEP).
are faced here with a delicatr
problem. The committee, of which Mr Cottrell is the rapponeur, pre-

with a contradictory resolution: we do not in
eny wey intcnd to restrict the freedom of conscience,
the free practice of religion or faith in the Communiry.
sents us
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dc la

Mdlnc

t

This is something absolutely fundamental which is not
contested in any part of this Assembly.

On the other hand, we are witnessing the proliferation
in our Communiry of a number of sects which, sheltering behind this fundamental principle, and in breach in
one way or another of our penal code, behave in a
way that we uiterly deplore.

This is a contradicdon. How is the problem to

be

solved? The committee, by way of its rapporteur, pro-

poses a number

of

measures at European level. !fle

think that at [he moment this is premature.'$7e condemn those sects that arc in breach of penal legislation, we condemn them with the greatest severiry, and
we ask our nadonal govemments to apply the law, and
nothing but the law, and consequently we feel that
there should be a debate rc draw the attention of our
States to this problem and request those States to
regulate them in accordance vith their criminal legislation. In shon, we are in favour of a debate provided
that the quesdon is not made the subject of European

legislation but that

our own States' legislation

is

applied to thesc sects which, once again, we condemn.
Consequently, we shall vote for the debate,
dent.

Mr Presi-

I think we should avoid going into the
Presidcnt.
substance, -because we are now having a preliminary
debare on whether or not later on we shall decide for
or against treating this subject.
Mr President, you referred rc the
Mr Hord (ED).
rule in question, -Rule 56, and I wonder if you cbuld
tell this House, under Rule 56(1), whether in fact you
have received representation by at least 21 Members to

make a revision

to the Cottrell repon,

because this

point has not come over clearly at this stage. If so, by
whom was the representation made?

Hord, I said in the first place that I
Presidcnt.
- Mr
as yet rc open the discussion on the
did not want
agenda, where Rule 55 applies. As soon as we come to
we are now having a preliminary debate
the agenda
you will- be made aware that there is indeed one

-polidcal group asking for the deletion

of this repon
from the agcnda for thc reasons Mr Nord has indi-

cated.

with this request. You said that the Cotuell motion
was not a good onc and that it should therefore be
referred back to the committee and not debated here
at all. If you had said that we ought to discuss it at all
events and to consider the amendments and then
decide whether we were justified in coming to some
decision in the House on the report or whether we
ought to refer it back to committee, then I should have
agreed. However, Mr Nord, the fact that you rule out
any debate at all makes me think that the only reason

that the Liberal and Democratic Group intends to
table this request is that it is somehow afraid of this
debate.

(Appkuse)

I do not want to pronounce here and now on whether
Mr de la Maldne is right or not. There are differences
of opinion on the whole matter within our group also.
However, since each one of us has received between
100 and 200 leners, Parliament must tackle this whole
matter in a debate. After all, what have we done about
it in the last five years? My group will not ask for a
group whip on this question. It is a matter of conscience, and each one of us is free to decide as he wishes.
My group feels that this matter should at all events be
debated during this pan-session and that we should
then decide whether we vote on it or not. For rhis
reason we shall vote, when the dme comes, against the
motion that it be referred back to committee.

(Appkase)

(m I think that the proposal by
Mr Fanti (COM).
- considered
very carefully. I also
Mr Nord should be
think you can take my word for it when I say that I am
cenainly not the son of person to be pressurized. by
religious movements, whether genuine or self-sryled. I
shall confine myself, therefore, to expressing a layman's point of view.

The Committee on Culture
I am sorry that its
- and
now
discussed this
chairman is not with us right
mamer at some length. As a member of the committee,

I took pan in that discussion which was a very
thorough one, since we were faced with a severe denunciation of extremely serious and unacceptable activities, which should be brought rc the atrcntion of
Member States so that the current legisladon may be
strictly applied.

That said, one cannot after denouncing and condemn-

(DE) Mr President, Mr Nord has
stated that his -group would be making this request

Mr'Arndt (S).

later on. I found the procedure that you proposed a
very good one, because it gives each group an opportunity to stat€ its position here and now, so that it does
not have to come back aftcrwards and invoke Rule 55.
Noscrithsanding the high persortal regard I have for
you, Mr Nord, I must say that what you have said
here does not seem to me to have anything at all to do

ing such activities express judgments that threaten
freedom of religious faith, of expression and assembly;
on the conrary, these need to be protected. Herein
lies the ambiguiry which runs throughout the repon
and the resolution we are debating.
'S7ithout

wishing to make too much of this, I think
that the problem should be looked at more deeply. I
know, for instance, that the Durch Parliament has car-
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Fanti

I

ried out an investigation into this quesdon, rhe findings of which are about to be made public. I think that
we too should go into the matter more deeply so as ro
preyent mistakes being made in so delicate and important an area as the libery of every single person or

trouP.
Sir Fred Catterwood (ED).
what we
- MrorPresident,
are discussing here is whether
not we discuss a
committee report. I think it is absolutely intolerable
that we should receive thousands of letters and that,
because we receive thousands

of letters and are under

pressure from a series of groups, this Parliament
should not discuss something that has come before it

in the ordinary way. !7e really must discuss it! \7e
cannot possibly be silenced by thousands of letters.
The last thing we wanr ro do is to go out with the feeling that this Parliament is not prepared to discuss what
comes in front of it.

I entirely accept Mr Nord's point this repon does
- be interprercd as
go too wide. I think this report could
infringing on religious libenies.

I

would not myself

vote for this repon as it stands. I think that's the way
of dealing with Mr Fanti's points. But the fact is that
this repon does deal with three very imponant things.
It deals with raising money under false pretences, it
deals with holding citizens incommunicado so that
their families cannot get at them, and it involves rhe
protection of those under age. Those are three things
which we should cenainly deal u,ith. So we are having
a free vote on this and I imagine most of our group
will vote to limit the report, but I think we musr discuss the repon and we must be seen to deal with what
is a very serious and most disressing problem in our
Communiry.

(m Mr President, in my
Mr Barbi (PPE).
- have been expressed andGroup
too differing opinions
concerns voiced; it was, however, agreed by a majoriry
that this repon should be debatcd in the Assembly. On
this subject we have been bombarded by letters and
visits of every sort, as if the commirree had not already
discussed the subject in depth, as if this Parliament
were incapable of freely and responsibly discussing so
delicate a subject.

I believe that the majority of those who have sought to
put pressure on us have not read the Cottrell repon: if
they had, there would not have been so much concern
for freedom of religion
which we
the first to
- for freedomare
defend
so much concern
of thought
- are the first to supprr. I urge therefore rhat
which we
Parliament hold an open debatc on this topic.

Mr Skovmand (CDI).

(DA) Mr President, I sup-

pon the proposal to posrpone
the Cottrell reporr, bur
for a different reason than that put forward by Mr
Nord, namely that this is a matter which does nor concern the EEC.

Mr Cottrell (ED), rapporte*r.
Mr President, I shall
indeed try to be as brief as possible.
However, having

of this report nov for some rwo
and three-quarter yeius with the four drafts through
which it has gone to reach this stage, with the near
unanimous support of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport and, I must
remind Mr Fanti, with the supporr of the Communist
Members on that commirtee, and with the unanimous
favourable opinion of the Legal Affairs Committee, it
been the custodian

would be asronishing

if I did nor recommend to this

House that we should vote on it.

I
I
I
I

it is awkward that this May pan-session of the
European Parliament has come in the middle of an
election campaign. But that is all the more reason ro be
seen by the people of Europe to be discharging our
responsibiliry and not running away from it. It is a fact
that most of us
of you, I think
- all
- inonthisthisChamber have received
more correspondence
than
on many of the topics which we have dealt with in this
Now

House. Is that not then a measure

t

of the concern

which is felt by the people of this Communiry?

Ve

spend a greet deal of time talking about human
rights in the European Parliament, and that is right.
'!7'e
concern ourselves gready with human rights all
over the world. Ve will be debating the situation in
Central America this week, for example. But what
should matter more than the human rights of the peo-

ple of our own Communiry? That is whar we

are

addressing ourselves ro noy/.

I

say to those who have rheir doubm about this repon
that it is no more rhan the work of a group of people
who have tried to get it right. It is for you ro decide by
voting on the repon and the amendments whether we
have got it right or not. If you do not like it, throw it
otrt. Thdt is the way in which you discharge your res-

ponsibiliry.

The last thing I would want to see happen is rhis being
turned into a debate on religious freedom because it is
not about religious freedom, it is abour human rights.
But since religion has been raised, I think it is important to quote ro the House the letter which I think has
been sent to all Members of this House by the Catholic European Study and Information Centre. !7hat it
says is terribly imponant:

'MEP's should ask themselves whether the dropping or postponing of the Cottrell repon at this
stage would nor be a sign of moral capitulation on
the pan of the European Parliamenr'.

I regret that that is the way it probably would be

seen.

(Apphuse)

The journalists who are listening downstairs now ro
this debate are waiting for us ro take our decision to
get on with our job, to behave like parliamentarians
and rc make up our minds and vore on this repon.

I

l
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The journalists will hear when we decide
Presidcnt.
whether or-not to keep it on the agenda, which we will
do in a few minurcs, I hope.

Ladies and gentlemen, our colleague,

President.

Angelo Narducci,
depaned this
May

ner befitting the importance of this international
assembly.

'!7e are all'agreed then, I think, that care needs to be
taken over its proper funcdoning, that it needs to be
watched and changes made.

2. Tibate

10
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life in Milan

on

1984.

He was born on 17 August 1930 and had been director
of. Avaenire since 1959. He also taught at the Social
Communications Institute of the Catholic University
of the Sacred Hean in Milan.

He was elected to the European Parliament in June
1979 and was a member of the Group of the European
People's Parry. He had been panicularly active in the
work of the Committee on Development and Cooperation and of the Consultative Assembly of the Convention berween the African, Caribbean and Pacific
States and the European Economic Communiry. He
was also a member of the Joint Committee of the Consultadve Assembly.

I should like to pay tribute to the courtesy, tact and
generosity of our departed colleague and rc express
once again our deepest sympathy to his family. I
would ask the House to observe a minute's silence in
memory of our dear depaned colleague.
(The Hoase stood and obsented one minate's silence)

But, Mr President, there are in the UN, I believe, 160
member countries and the 10 member countries of this
Parliament are members of the UN. I feel it is there,
Mr President, that they should bring forward, within
their Assembly, the criticisms they have, what they
think ought to be improved. The European Parliament
is not the IJN, even if sometimes there is a tendenry
on the part of some to mix the swo and give our
debates a sryle partaking a little too much of the UN.
Added to which we feel that, coming as it does today,
there are ulterior motives on the pan of some behind
this proposal.

Mr President,

is this a matter of pure chance? I would
like to think that, for some people, it is. But, if chance
it be, it is unfonunate that, whilst such criticism has
existed for a long time and, in any event, has been justified for a long time, this repon should surface at the
precise moment when, within the UN, criticism is
being levelled by cenain major countries at the functioning of some of the UN institutions. Speaking
bluntly, is it a matter of chance that people want to
discuss this subject at the precise moment when the

United States and the United Kingdom are requesdng
clarification of cenain policies and cenain controls
which, it appears, are not all that they might be at
Unesco.

Mr

3. Agendar

At its meeting of ttApril 1984 the
President
drew up the draft agenda which has
enlarged Bureau
been disributed to the House.
At this morning's meeting the chairman of the political
groups instructed me to propose to the House a number of amendments.
Tuesday:

Mr

-

Deschamps and nine other signatories have
on behalf of the EPP Group, that the

Ve think then, Mr

President, that in our own interest
and in the interests of the UN, it is better not to start a
discussion on this point now.

That is why we asked that discussion of this report
rejected for the moment.

be

asked,

'

report (Doc. l-65/84) by

Mr

Galfuzzi be with-

drawn from the agenda.

Transfers ofappropriatiotts
Petitions
tions (Rile 49):See Minutes.

-

Mr Gdluzzi (COM),

-

lYitten

declara-

ropporter4r.

(17)

Mr

Presi-

- the decision to
should like to point out that
draw up a report on the UN was taken by the Political
Affairs Committee of the European Parliament in September last year. Following that decision, the Political
Affairs Committee authorized me m visit the United
Nations Assembly in order to contact leaders of that
organization, on behalf of the same committee of
course, and to gather information for the repon which
has since been discussed on more than one occasion,
dent,

(FR) Mr President, everyMr Deschamps (PPE).
that the UN does not
one in this Assembly knows
function satisfactorily and, more especially, in a man-

r

President, we are not saying that this Parliament
should not be able one day to discuss, as a parliament,
what an international Assembly such as the UN should
be, but we feel that this is not the right time and that
such haste, if we were to discuss the matter now,
would be interpreted in a one-sided and counterproductive way. That is why I say there are some people
who have ulterior motives.

I
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Gelluzzi

in different ve6ions, by the Polidcal Affairs Committee and approved by it unanimously
that is, with
- groups.
the sympathetic backing of all the political

if we vere to debate and adopt this
report as it stands, it would rurn our to be a kind of
anachronism in the light of the current state of play on
meantime that

this question.

Honourable Members might like to know that there
are, I think, eight or nine amendments to the text presented to this Assembly, none of which seek to replace
'or dispute any paragraph in the repon.

I am bound to say, therefore, that I am amazedatMr
lenz's proposal: if manoeuvre there be, it would
obviously be the work of the Political Affairs Committee, and so we are faccd with two possibilities:
either Mr l*nz
and I don't quite recall whether he

atended the committce's
meetings because he did not
speak
is a membcr of the Political Affairs Com-

mittee,-in which case I am flabbergasted, or he is not a
member and his group should tell him so. I rhink it
would be absolurcly ridiculous if the European Parliament, after placing on the agenda a report unanimously approved by its Political Affairs Committee,
wer€ at this point to withdraw it without any explanation. Vhat manoeuvre can you be thinking of, Mr
Lcnz? In the Political Affairs Committee all the groups
are represented and all the groups were in agreement.
Consequently, I request that the texr's inclusion in the

Mr

Enright (Sl, rapporter.r.

Mr

President, this

- by the Commitree on
report was adopted unanimously
Development and Cooperation. Ir concentrates completely on development issues and on what DG VIII
can do to assist Namibia towards its independence. It
wishes to take no other stand and does not do so. I
think that is imponant w realize.
The Political Affairs Committee had an opportunity of
conveying its opinion to the Committee on Development and Cooperation as far back as October. It has
not seen fit so to do, and therefore I find it rather odd
that they should commenr in the way they did in a
rush. I understand from some of my friends thar they
were confused that this issue was suddenly brought up.
I also find ir odd rhat I was asked afterwards, because
at the time I was in rhe next committee room attending
a meeting of the Committee on Development and
Cooperation and could therefore have spoken to the
Political Mairs Commirrce.

agenda be confirmed.

Mr

(Parliament agreed to tbe request that the report be witb-

drawn)

President.

On the repon (Doc. l-47/84) by Mr

- that there is no need to go wer all the
Cottrell, I feel

ground that has been covered just a few moments ago.
I would propose therefore that we vote immediately
on whether or not this repon is to be vithdrawn from
the agenda.
( Parliament rej ected

I

the reqrcst

Klepsch has talkcd about dynamic changes that
I think that if he had been rhere
on the morning on which the Political Mairs Committee discussed this matter, he would have known
that we did indeed take these various changes into
account. For example, even in the resolution Hermann
have taken place, but

ya Toivo, who is currently visiting Europe, I am
pleased to say, and is cenainly interested in the posi-

tive and peaceful steps that we can take, is mentioned
and also his release. There has been time, I notice, for
Mr de la MalCne and Mr Luster to table a number of
amendments to the resolution.

for aithdraanl)

Mr Rumor and nine other signatories a request that the report (Doc. l-67/84) by Mr
have received from

Enright be withdrawn from the agenda.

(DE) Mr President, the PolitiMr ll'lcpsch (PPE).
- having
cal Mairs Comminee,
discussed this endre
quesdon, has instructed me by a large majoriry ro urge
the House to refer rhe Enright repon back to rhe committee responsible and to have it withdrawn from the
agenda. I should like very breifly to give the reasons
for this.

In the first place, it is the Political Affairs Committee
that is responsible for polirical srat€menrs and not the
Committee on Development and Cooperadon, and the
Political Affairs Committee feels very strongly that it
should have delivered its opinion on the mattcr in
question. Much more serious, howwer, is an objection
that may be raised to the content of the report. Ve
fecl that the situation has changed so drastically in the

I think it would be a great affront to the churches, nor
if we were to refuse to
debate this resolution. They are unanimously in agreement with it. The Committee on Development and
Cooperation, including, in fairness, members of Mr

only here but in Namibia,

Klepsch's own political group, are unanimously in
favour of it. The Commission agrees wholeheanedly
with it and has been consulted at ercry stage. \7hat is
more, the Member States vere all consulted during
the compilation of rhis repon and there is not one single pan of either the explanatory starement or rhe
resolution which is not unanimously agreed to by all
10 Member States. Therefore it would be a very serious stcp if we decided not to debate rhis issue. I think
it is imponant that we do so and I thank fou for your
patience in dealing with this mancr, Mr President.

Mr Arndt

(S).

(DE) On a point

of orddr, Mr

President, Mr Klepsch
has said that the Polidcal
Affairs Committee takes the view that it is tlre committee responsible. I should like to know from you
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Arndt
which committee is, in fact, legally and in vinue of
Parliament's decision the actual commitrce responsible.

Mr Arndq the report was,prepared by
Prcsident.
- on Development and Cooperation. No
the Committee
objection was raised to thal I take it therefore that
that remains the position up to the present time.
(DE) I only said that the PolitMr Klepsch (PPE).
- felt that cenain parts of the
ical Affairs Committee
report did not fall within the competence of the Committee on Development and Cooperation and that it
had therefore gone beyond its rcrms of reference.

request of tfie Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs, the repon (Doc. l'192/8a) by Mr
Velsh will be entered after the Nybotg report on maritime transport.

At the

At the request of the Committee on Agriculture, I propose that the following reports be put at the end of
Vednesday's agenda:

-

the repon (Doc. l-236/84) by Mr Eyraud;
the repon (Doc. l-60/84) by Mr Howell;
the repon (Doc. l-61/84) by Mr Stella.

At the request of the Committee on Development
Cooperation,

and

the report (Doc. l-212l8a) by Mr

will be placed at the end of the agenda after the
agricultural reports already entered there.
Pearce

My point is quite simple, Mr
Mrs Ewing (DEP).
President. I wish to ask that Members be refreshed in

(Parliament agreed to these requests)

their minds as to the decision that was taken when this
repon was postponed last time. As rny recollection
goes, it was postponed and an assurance was given
rhat it would be discussed this time.

Mr President, could you enlighten
Mr Hord (ED).
the House as to- whether it is the intention for the
Howell report to be without debate or not?

(Parliament reiected the reqaest that the report be with-

drawn)

Presi&nt.
debate.

Prcsident.

-

fu far as things stand now, it

is with

The Group of the EPP requests that the

- l-248/84) by Mr Ghergo, which is
repon (Doc.
entered on the agenda as Item No 168, should be put
after Item No 171, the Squarcialupi repon. This quesdon was discussed this morning and the chairmen of
the polidcal groups were opposed to this request, since
if a rapponeur cannot be present when his rePort is
being debarcd, he may be replaced by the chairman of
the committee or any other member of his grouP.
However, since the request was tabled in accordance
with the Rules of Procedure, that is to say, Pursuant to
Rule 55, I must put this request by the EPP Group to
rhe vote.
(Parliament rejected the req*est)

President, would you clarify
Mr Pearce (ED).
- Mr
words that you have just used,
the meaning of these
'As far as things stand'? The messages we have got

from the enlarged Bureau seem to raise some doubt as
to what will happen. I would like your assurance that
if, owing to the pressure of time, some of these repons
which are to be added are not in fact debated,'there
will nevenheless be a vot€ on them at the appropriate
dme. Can you give me that assurance?

I merely wanted to say that I have no
- so far that it will be dealt with without
informadon
debate. That is why I said that, as far as I know, it will
be taken with debate.
Presidcnt.

At the request of the Committee on Development and
Cooperadon, the report (Doc. l-218/84) by Mrs Dury
debate and will therefore be
entered after the reports without debate scheduled for
the sitting of Thursday afternoon.

will be taken without

Wednesday:

-

the EPP Group has asked for the inclusion of an
oral question with debate to the Commission on
the financial situation in the Communiry, and particularly on the Commission decision to set uP a
special reserve of 800 m ECUs.

'Pursuant to Rule 42 of the Rules of Procedure, this

will be included in the debate on the rePorts
concerning the financial situation in the Community
on the agenda for Vednesday morning.

Mr President, as regards my own
report on drought,- I believe the wish of the Committee
on Development and Cooperation vas that it should
be aken with debate if there is time. However, if this
proves impossible, then the Committee on Development and Cooperation, I believe, would wish that it be
taken without debate. I hope that can be adoprcd as a
fall-back position if necessary.
Mr Pcarce (ED).

!7e shall have to consider that question
- the moment
we can only put it on the
later on. At
agenda as an item with debate.
President.

question

Mr G. Fuchs (S).

(FR) Mr President, my recollec-

dons are not quite- those of Mr Pearce.

I

believe that
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Fuchs

whilst this repon deals wirh humanitarian problems in
its consideration of droughr, it also has a number of
polidcal aspecrc for which reason, in my view, ir would
be extremely regrettable

if Parliament were ro adopt it

without prior thorough discussion of the content of his
motion for a resolution.

Mr

Contogeorgps, Member

of the

Commission,

(GR) Mr President, negoriarions on rhis complex and
difficult problem are currendy taking place in the
Council of Ministers. Discussion of the matter is well
under way, and in these circumstances the Commission does not think it would be useful to make any
statement at this point.

President.
Mr Fuchs, there is a misunderstanding
here. Mr Pearce
and you accepr rhe proposal that this
report shoud be taken with debate. All that Mr Pearce
said was thar if it became clear later on rhat there was
no longer any time to debarc it, we would then have to
consider what ought to be done about it.

(DE) Mr President, you are proMr Arndt (S).
posing that this -report with debate should be put on
'$Tednesday's
agenda as rhe lasr item. At the moment
we have no objection to this, but I would already voice
the objections of my group ro purtint this repon on
the agenda at all, if it turns our rhat there will be no
debate on it.

President.
The siruation rhen is rhat the Commission cannot- make this staremenr and does not consider
it advisable to go ahead with this debare.

Mr Chambeiron (COM).
(FR) Mr President, if we
were to take the ongoing -character of situations as a
pretext for not taking decisions, we would never discuss anything in this Parliamenr.

I am amazed to hear but perhaps Mr Contogeorgis
was misreading the Chair
that we are asking for a

- we are asking
Commission starcmenr today;

I think that forry-eight hours
Mr Gautier

(DE) Mr President,

(S).

I

have just

- repoft on a block exemprion on
heard that Mr Velsh's
motor vehicle distribution and servicing agreements is
to come after Mr Nyborg's repon and is to be item
179 on the agenda. \Zould you please fix the deadline
for the tabling of amendments rc this repoft, and in
such a way that we will have an opponuniry ro peruse
this repon thoroughly once again?
President.

-

Ve

shall come ro thar when we have

established the agenda.

I

Mr Manin and nine orher signatories a requesr, pursuanr to Rule 56 of the Rules of
have received from

Procedure, that a debate on rhe v/ine sector be put on
the agenda of this pan-session.

I

must remind the House that during the April pansession, rhat is to say, barely a month ato, we considered and voted on a report on the wihe market,

This request by Mr Mardn and others also asks that
the agenda should include a starement by the Commission on this matter. Before I give the floor to Mr Martin, I must ask rhe Commission if it can make such a
statement. If it cannot, I do not see how this item can

be put on rhe agenda and

I

for

a

starcment on Vednesday, that is to say in forry-eight
hours. Armed with the inrcllectual material, as it were,
leaves enough time
an answer to the question we are asking.

for

Vhat is all this really about, Mr President? !7e have
set it out in the lemer. In spite of more favourable circumstances in 1983, wine growers across the Communiry have not seen any real improvement in their
situation. I am not going to open a debate at this point
and talk about the inadequacies of existing arrantemenr or their poor implementation, but we do know
that there has been a deliberate underestimation of
harvests in a number of States and that we are now
going to find ourselves faced with distilling operarions
which were not provided for and which hive entailed
very substantial budgetary expenditure.

Ve

merely ask, because the matter is imponant and
the procedure we have suggested will noq we feel,
take up too much of the time of this fusembly, thar we

b9 Sivgn a satemenr which would be followed by
shon debare.

a

I have not given up hope, Mr President, that after
hearing me, the Commission representative, who
thought he was being asked for an immediare answer,
will be able to give us an answer next Vednesday.
I therefore maintain, my requesr that this quesrion be
placed on the agenda.

must therefore ask Mr

Manin to wirhdraw his requesr and possibly to table a
motion for a resolution to be dealt with by urgenr procedure ahd pursuanr rc Rule 48 of rhe Rules of Procedure.

However, I should like rc knovr first of all if the Commission is in a position to make a sraremenl on the
problems in the wine secror.

President.

- Mr Chambeiron, you have requested

a

debate on the basis of a starement by the Commission.

If I have understood Commissioner Contogeorgis correctly, rhe Commission does not feel that it can make
such a statement at all this week.
Is that so, Commissioner?
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Contogcorgis, Member

of the

Commission.

(GR) Mr President, the Commission considers that- it
would be inappropriate for it to make a statement on
the wine sector this week, given the circumstances.
You have, of course, indicated the procedure whereby
discussion could take place in the Commission. This is
a matter on which the Council will decide, however.
Let me say something, however, Mr President, in connection with the first part of the honourable Member's
comment. Parliament may of course debate matrcrs
which are under discussion in the Council, but at this
point the Council negotiations on the wine sector are
at avery decisive stage and, in the Commission's view,
any sarcment now would not be conducive to the best
possible outcome in this sector.

President.
I must therefore rule that we cannot have
- a^statement by the Commission, because
a debarc on
the Commission only akes the floor at its own request
and it does not intend to do so.

I must therefore advise you, Mr Chambeiron, to have
recourse to urgent procedure and to invoke Rule 48 of
the Rules of Procedure.
You have just mentioned the point
- I would like to have a debate, and
I was going to raise.
it seems to me that if Mr Chambeiron wants to initiate

Mr Hord (ED).

a debate, he can do so under Rule 48, as you have just
indicated.

President.
Thursday: Mr Barbi and twelve other sig- asked, on behalf of their group, that the
natories have
draft joint declaration by Parliament and the Commission on relations berween the two institutions be put
on the atenda.

This question will be put before the enlarged Bureau
again at its meeting on Vednesday morning. If an
agreement is reached berween the Commission and

Parliament, I would put the document before the
House, without debate, at the voting time on Thurs-

the political group chairmen will conclude
1P.-.

-

3

about

p.m.:

Mr Cheysson, President-in-Office of the Council, will
reply to the morning's speeches.

I have received from Mr Ansquer, on behalf of his
group, a request that the repon (Doc. l-209/8$ by
Mr J. Moreau, which was to have been taken without
debarc, should be either taken with debate or else
referred back rc committee.

Mr Ansquer (DEP).

(FR) Mr President, I request

- Rules of Procedure that the J.
under Rule 3aQ) of the
Moreau report be entered without debate or held over
to another part-session.

Mr Ansquer, your request simply means
report is referred back to committee,
that the Moreau
President.

which means, in the special circumstances at present
obtaining, that your request effectively kills off this
rePort.

(DE) Mr President, it would not
Mr Gautier (S).
- this repon were to be simply'burbe a good thing if
ied', because it is about very practical matters. The
Council of Ministers should settle practical questions
reladng to crossborder taffic. For years now Parliament has been urging the Council to put some order
on these matters. Should we now remove this item
from our agenda, then we must not complain later on
if the Council of Ministers finds that it is not in a position to harmonize certain taxes relating to crossborder
traffic. I should therefore like to ask you . . .

...

President.

what you say cenainly makes sense,

- is perfectly clear.
but Rule 34(2)

(DE) A number of Members are
Mr Gautier (S).
needed for this. -Or can one Member make such a
request?

day afternoon.
President.

Vith

regard to the statements by the President-in-Office of the European Council and the President of the
Commission on the meeting of the European Council,
I propose that the debate be organized as follows:

8rouP.

-

Mr Gautier

The request is being made on behalf of a

(S).-

(DE) But that is not a group.

\[e

are only talking about three Members.

-

11 a.m.

to 1p.m.:

the address by the President of the Republic of France
and President-in-Office of the European Council, Mr
Frangois Mitterrand, followed by the satement by the
President of the Commission, Mr Thorn, and then the

chairmen

of the political groups for a maximum of

10 minurcs each,

which will mean that the speeches of

(Laughter)

(Parliament decided

to refer the report back to

com-

mittee)

Mr Hord (ED).- Mr President, I was not able to
follow precisely the dialogue between you and Mr
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Hord
Gairtier, but the point I want€d to raise on a matter of
procedure concerned the suggestion that a resolution
dealing with relations between Parliament and the
Commission was to be presented to Parliament by the
Bureau without debate. Could you enlighten us as to
which rule stipulates that we should take it wirhout
debate? Under Rule 34(1), as I understand it, only the
committee responsible may request procedure without
debate. It seems to me that there is no committee responsible in this case, so if the resoludon is to be put to
the House, we must have a full debate. I would appreciate your commen$ on that point.

Mr Hord, we have a somewhat specific
will realize that we have to rry, as an
enlarged Bureau, to get atreement with the CommisPresidcnt.

problem. You

sion on the final text. That process is still going on. If
we achieve agreement, we will present that agreement
to Parliament. If Parliament disagrees with rhe agreemenq then you will have the possibility of asking for a
debate which will automatically mean, I think, referral
back to the Political Affairs Committce. But it is not
possible, I think, in this contcxt to amend the report
because it would then be necessary to reopen negotiations with the Commission. So I think the procedure
in itself is fair and respecr the rights of everybody.

Mr Forth (ED).
You may have answered my ques- but you have just
tion, Mr President,
said that there
will be no possibiliry for amendment. In other words,
this House will be presented with a documenr and will
be asked [o vorc for or against it in its endrety wirhout
any opportuniry to discuss it. That does seem to be
pushing our procedures a little too far, Mr President.
Presidcnt.

an aBreement
-

Mr Fonh, that is not right. Ir concerns
if the agreement is actually reached

berween Parliament
and the Commission.

Mr Forth (ED).
Commission!

-

No, between the Bureau and the

I

would point out that if this directive were
it would alter the present situation by restricting the free movement of ravellers. So let us

And

adopted,

make haste slowly.

Presidcnt.

-

Thank you, Mr Delorozoy.

(The hesi.dcnt read out the requests by tbe Council

for

urgent procedure)l

Mr Forth (ED).
I wonder if you could tell us, Mr
President, if each-of the parliamenury committees has
given its aBreement to the requests for urgenry that
you have just read out or if, alternatively, the House
could have the counery of an explanation as m the
need for urgency. I think we have gone through this
before. To come to the House with a mere list of items
which are deemed to be urgent is surely not sufficient.
One would like to know why they are urgenr. I vould
be satisfied if the committees had given their agreement; but if not, could we please have an explanation
from the Council as m why they have come ro us with
these requess?

President.
Fonh, as I already indicarcd, in only
- Mr
one case has
the committee expressed an opinion of
this kind, namely, in the case of Mr de Courcy Ling's

report. The Committee on Budgers, as indicarcd,

is

deliberating this afternoon on the question and, I suppose, will give its conclusions tomorrow morning. fu
far as the two agricultural regulations are concerned,
the Committee on Agriculture has indicated that it.
leaves it to the plenary to decide 'yes' or 'no'. On
some new ones, I have no opinion as yet from rhe
Committee on Agriculture.

Mr Gatrtier (S).

(DE) Mr President, you were a
linle bit rco quick-for me. I have a document in my file
and I suspect that it is one of those that you read out.
It is about dried grapes.
Doc. COM(84)
final.
- or will it be dealt 251
Is this problem also urBenr
with this
time?

President.
|r[s, if you do not refer it back to the
committee, -which would mean, in fact, that there is no
agreement, But, of course, the House cannot unilaterally amend the agreement without asking the Commission whether it accepts those amendments. That is
why, I think, in case of disagreement on rhe rcxr,
referral back to the Political Mairs Committee is the
best way m negotiate a new solution, if the actual one
before us is considered unsatisfactory. I rhink there is
no other way to do it.

(FR) Mr President, it does
Mr Dclorozoy (L).
indeed appear difficult- to pursue any orher course bur
referral, since the Council's proposal for a direcdve
runs absolutely counter to previous decisions of Parliament.

fu far as the Council is concerned, this is
- requiring
regarded as
urtenr proceduie. Ve shall be
votint on it tomorrow morning.
Presidcnt.

(Parliamett adopted the drafi agenda tbas amendcdf

IN THE CFIAIR: MR KLEPSCH
Vice-President
I
2
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4.

Votesl

LENZ REPORT (DOC. t-56/84-CENTRAL
AMERICA)2

Mr Chambciron (COM). - (FR) Mr President,
under Rule 71 of the Rules of Procedure I request that
you check whether a quorum is present before we vote
on the repon by Mrs knz.
Point of order, Mr President. I
Mr Pearce (ED).
was trying to catch- the President's eye just before he
concluded the business on the agenda, and the fact
that there is a new occupant of the Chair makes what I
have to say rather difficult and embarrassing. I regretted the view that came from the Political Affairs Committee d propos the Enright resolution. I regretted that
it should be said in the Chamber that one committee
could take the view that something should be deleted
from the agenda, simply because that committee had

not delivered the opinion on it which it had been
invited to do. It seemed like a wrong note on which to
end this Parliament.

Mr Pearce, what you have just said has
whatever
to do with the Rules of Procedure.
nothing
If you wish to make a personal statement, you may do
that when the agenda has been completed.
Prcsi&nt.
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Mr Pearcc (ED).
On a point of order, Mr Presi- to
prorcst about the way you
dent, I should like
treated me on the last point of order. You barely listened to what I had to say and you did not try to restrain Members opposite from making so much noise
that I was unable to make myself heard. I give you
notice that I will be writing a letter of complaint to the
President of Parliament about what just happened. I
am very dissatisfied, and the fact that I was talking
about what you yourself were involved in earlier when
you were not in the Chair makes the matter worse.

5.

Tecbnical afuptation committees

The next item is the repon (Doc.
l-205/84) -by Mr Tyrell, on behalf. of the Legal
Affairs Committee, on committees for the adaptation
Presidcnt.

of directives to technical and scientific progress.

Mr Ilresident, ladies
Mr Tyrrell (ED), rapporte*r.
- years Parliament has
and gentlemen, for the last five
been learning to use the powers which have been
devolved to it by the Treaties. At the same time, the
Council and the Commission acting rcgether have
contrived to arrogat€ to themselves powers which the
Treaty, in fact, bestows on Parliament. This has happened over quite a wide range of Community law,
when the Council has delegated its law-making powers to the Commission acting on the advice of some
committee.

I

must ask Mr Chambeiron whether he is speaking on
behalf of ten Members or on behalf of his group.

(More than ten Members rose to srpport the request that
a

qrorait

be establkbed)

have ten Members, so that is alright. Now I must
find out whether we have a quorum, which would not

Ve

seem to be the case.

(DE) Mr President, the meetMr Pfennig (PPE).
- on Budgets began at 6 p.m.
ing of the Committee
Amongst other things it was to discuss two ircms that
are to be dealt with on this week's agenda. I would
consider it' fair therefore that the members of the
Committee on Budgets should be given an opponunity
to suspend their meeting briefly in order to be here for
the establishmenc of the quorum.

President.

-

No, we cannot do that.

There are 73 Memberc present. This means that we do
not have a quorum for vodng purposes. The repon is
therefore referred back rc the committee.

1
2

Scc Annex.
See Debates

of

12

and 13April 1984.

The method used has varied. The repon before the
House today deals with a panicular class of committee, namely, the technical adaptation committees.

The way in which Parliament has been losing

its

power has arisen in this way. The Commission makes
a proposal for legislation under some article of the
Treaty which requires consulation with Parliament
usually Anicle 100 or 235. It provides that, once made,
the legislation may be amended by the Commission,
referring the proposed changes in the legislation to a
management committee. That committee is made up
of civil servants. If they veto the proposed change, the
matrcr goes to the Council to decide. If the management committee agrees with the proposed changes or
takes no action, then the Commission can make the
changes in the legislation.

In thar way Parliament is deprived of the powers of
consultation which the Treaty bestows upon it.

Vhat is perhaps evcn more important, the public are
deprived of the opportuniry to make representations
with regard rc fonhcoming legislation which may
affect them, and thcy have no opponuniry to foresee
what kind of legislation may be coming that does
affect them.

Another evil of the current rystem is that the management committee mcets in secret. There are no pub-
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Tyrrell
lished minutes. There is no published forewarning that
the management committee is considering a panicular
proposal. Above all, the managment committee is the
Council in disguise. That is to say, it is the Council of
Ministers wearing another hat, answerable neither to
its national parliaments nor to the European Parliament. This system has been the subject of mounting
complaints in this Parliament in the last five years, but,

norwithsnnding those complaints, the Commission
has continued to put forward proposals along these
lines. Indeed, there is one such proposal before this
House on Vednesday dealt with in the repon by Mrs

this will come about through an institutional agreement with the Commission
but cre musr be swice as
- of losing what little legactive when we are in danger
islative 'influence'we have
and I think it bener to
use the word 'influence'than- 'power'. That is whar has
happened here. I realize, of course, rhat rhe Tyrrell
repon and the original resolution tabled by Mr Collins
concern secondary legislation. But we all know that in
almost all, if not all, the Member States secondary legislation has in practice become so significant
- eve{Fone here is familiar with all the various framework
and

outline laws

parliamentary
- that

influence

has

Squarcialupi.

become panicularly imponant in this area too.

Our proposal is that instead of referring these changes
in legislation to management committees, the proposal

Vhat the Tyrrell report is in fact proposing is that
Parliament should at least have thg opponuniry of

should be referred back to Parliament
as indeed it
-. a ffuncated
ought to be under Anicle 100
but with
- Parliament underparliamentary procedure, whereby
takes to deal with matters which are more than rcchnical, if they are, in a limircd period of time and then
the matter goes back direct to the Commission.

retrieving the influence it once had. This repon is consequendy so important because it concerns one of the
essential powers of a parliamenr as one of the bodies
which adopt legislation.

In our repon, which was adopted unanimously by

rhe

Legal Affairs Committee, we have called on the Commission to produce a protramme of legislation which
has already gone through the Community law-making
process over a period now of 15 years and to bring
these technical adaptation committee directives back
one by one to the next Parliament, which can srarr as
from June 1985 to review the powers thar Parliament
has unwittingly permitted to be bestowed on rhe Commission and its management committees.

I therefore fully endorse the suggestions made in the
report, and I can assure you that the Christian-Democratic Group will be voting for the proposals it contains. I would also make an urgenr appeal to the Commission
as you can see from the reporr, a kind of
dialogue- has begun with the Commission, although
there is some confusion about rhis for rhe momenr
and point out that we very much wanr to play rhe role
we have played in the past and above all that we object
to imponant matters being cooked up in secret, outside Parliament's conrrol and out of sight of the
public, the press and everyone else. Ve therefore fully
endorse the Tyrrell reporr.

Mr President, I think it is right that that we should say
at this srage that the Commission, while frequently
appearing to be a friend and ally of Parliamenr, has in

this instance shown irself rc be just a lapdog of rhe
Council. It has removed the law-making power of Parliament in order to besrow it, apparently, on itself but,
in fact, upon the Council. This is not a mauer which
can be tolerated if this Parliamenr is going to be the
democratic voice of the peoples of the Communiry.
For these reasons I regard this repon as being an
imponant first step towards Parliament regaining
powers which should never have been taken from it.

Mr Janssen van Raay (PPE).
(NL) Mr President,
Iadies and gentlemen, we musr- begin by thanking Mr
Collins for his motion for a resoludon and Mr Tyrrell
for this important report. I will explain why it is

so

lmportant.

The European Parliament cenainly does have powers.
The criticism that we do not have any po\rers is not in
fact correct. But we have little or none of one of the
most important pou/ers known to all nadonal parliaments in the democraric countries: legisladve power.
Ve must therefore be extremely diligent and active
when it comes to ensuring, in one way or another, that
we obtain new legislative powers
and in practice

-

Mr

Contogeorgis, Member

(GR)

Mr

of the

Commission.

President, Parliament

expressed concern about the question

has

frequendy

of the commit-

tees for the technical adaptation of directives. The
matter came to the fore last year with the amendment
of Directive 70/220 on moror vehicle pollution and of
Directive 76/768 on cosmetic products. This year it
has come up again, amontst other cases, in connection
with the proposal for a directive on exrracdon solvents
in foodstuffs which is dealt with in the repon of Mrs
Squarcialupi lisrcd on romorrov/s agenda.

Mr

President, the reasons which'led the Commission
not to agree with the requesr by Parliament for its opinion to be sought as of right during this procedure still
hold good. Allow me to remind you of rhese reasons,
because the Commission srill rhinks there is more to be
said against than for the motion we are debating. The
procedure followed by rhe Commission was provided
for in a Council decision of 1969 aimed at simplifying
and speeding up rhe process of decision-making in thi
Communiry which, as you are fully aware, can be
exceptionally drawn out. The consultation of Parliament, especially where this would delay decision-making for 6 or 9 months, would run counrer to this aim in
an area where the panicularly rapid rate of technolog-
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ical advance in many cases necessitates the immediate
application in the Communiry of the latest rcchnological developments.

As their name implies the committees deal with the
adaptation of technical provisions, and this, by its very
nature, has to be done in collaboration with specialists
and suitably qualified scientific and rcchnical experts.
Because of this technical aspect the Commission thinls
that Parliament, which exercises control in the political sphere, is not suited to play a role in this son of
work, in matters, that is, which are strictly technical
and scientific. The Commission believes that by agreeing to the active participation of Parliament in this
area of decision-making it would weaken the efforts it
is making, in absolute concurrence with Parliament, to
get the Council to delegate executive powers rc the
Commission more frequently under Anicle 155 of the
Treaty. The Council will, of course, be not at all
encouraged to delegate powers to the Commission in
sectors where there is deemed rc be a call for swift and
immediarc actions if it sees the Commission accepting
a procedure which would lead rc the decisions with
which it is charged being held up for several months.

committee procedure the Commission could refrain
from using the simplified procedure and insrcad follow
the procedure provided for in Anicle 100, something it
did recendy, moreover, in connection with motor
vehicle pollution in response to the yritten question by

Mr Tyrrell.
President.

on the Environment, seek to make it incumbent on the
Commission, in cases where Parliament wishes to
amend the measures proposed, to submit the measures
as amended by Parliament to the Council and, in the
final analysis, to adopt the measures in their precisely
amended form.

.
President.

-

-

Inkndwaterutays

The next item is the joint debate on

the repon (Doc. l-ll5/84)by Mrs Veil, on behalf
of the Legal Affairs Committee, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council

(Doc. l-1239/83

COM(83) 720 final) for

a

directive on access-to the occupation of carrier of
goods by waterway in national and international
ffansport and on the mutual recognition of diplomas, cenificates and other evidence of formal
qualifications for this occupation

-

the repon (Doc. l-43/84) by Mr Albers, on behalf

of the Committee on Transpon, on Communiry
measures to improve the situation in the inland
waterways sectors.

The following oral question with debate (Doc.
l-173/84) by Mr Albers and others, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, to the Commission will be included in
the debate:
Subject: Structural reform

of the market in

the

carriage of goods by inland waterway

l.

Mr President, the Commission has cause to wonder whether Parliament is here
seeking far greater powers than those conferred on it
by the Treary, given that the Treary stipulates that the
Commission should have untrammelled right of initiative. In the light of this it seems to me even more difficult for us to construe the procedure proposed in the
motion for a resolution as more accurately reflecting
the institutional framework established by the Treary.
Under these conditions,

!7hat action has the Commission taken on the

resolution adopted by the European Parliament on possible measures to improve the
situation in the inland waterway sector?2

To wind up, Mr President, I would like to say again
that the Commission fully understands and appreciates
Parliament's wish to avoid having matters of political
consequence obtrude, through inadvertence, in matters which are ostensibly of a purely technical nature.
The Commission has undenaken, especially as regards
discussions concerning the directive on cosmetics, to

2.

Is it correct that market surveys of the inland
waterway sector have predicted a pessimistic
outlook with little hope of a recovery, as a
result inter alia of a declining market for rhe
transport of ores and building materials?

3.

Does the Commission agree with the gloomy
forecasts that waiting times for inland shippers and '".psy journeys' will increase as a
result of structural overcapaciry combined
with the poor prospects for market recovery?

4.

\Zhat imponance does the Commission attach
to the following proposals for improving the
situation in the inland waterway sector:

inform Parliament each time a particular technical
problem could lead rc political difficuldes or have political repercussions. Furthermore, in cases where technical problems assume political significance and there
is no longer a case for using the technical adaptation

The debate is closed.

Voter

Mr President, the Commission also wishes to draw
your attention to a new appraisal of the problem
which backs up what I reminded you of previously.
This concerns the process through which Parliament
seems to v'ant the consultation procedure conducted.
The report of the Legal Affairs Committee on extraction solvents in foodstuffs, and the report on the same
subject, due for debate tomorrow, of the Committee

-

1
,

SeeAnnex.

oJ
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6.1979,p.169
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(a) proposal for a Council regulation concerning access to the market for the carriage of goods by inland watcrway,l

States concerning the obligations inherent
in the concept of a public service in trans-

pon by rail, road and inland waterway,2

(c) proposal for a Council regulation on the

structural reform of the market in the carriage
of goods by waterway?l

harmonization of cenain social provisions
relating to goods ransport by inland wat-

(d) proposal for a Council regulation (EEC)
concerning a slrst€m for observing the
markets for the carriage of goods by
road, rail and inland waterway between
the Member States,a

(e) proposal for a Council regulation (EEC)
on a sysrcm of reference tariffs for the
carriage of goods by inland waterway
ben/een Member Statesr5

(f1

proposal for a Council decision setting up
an information and consultation procedure for relations and agreements with
third countries in the field of transpon by
rail, road and inland waterway?6

'lZhat

action has the Commission taken on the
in the resolution adopted by the
European Parliament on 9July 1982 to grant

request

aid, within the framework of aid to transporr
infrastructure projects, for the development

of the Communiq/s

waterway network,

as

well

as to the Rhine-Main-Danube canal, the
Rhine-Rh6ne link and'the Italian projects in
the inland wat€rways sector, and the improvement of the inland waterway nerwork in

Nonhern France?7

Vhat are the Commission's views on the
imponance of developing the inland vatfrway sector in the context of:

-

)
I
5

5
7

the promotion of combined ransporr ro
relieve overcrowded roads,

environmenalprotection,

Doc. 9OM(67) 720-final of 23.11. 1967 zmcnded by
Doc. COM(69) 311 final of 25.1. 1969
Doc. COM(72)- 1515-final ol 7.t2. 1972 amended by
COM(80) 907 final of 9. 1. 1981 amended by COM(82)
105 final of 11.3.1982
COM(75) 465 final of t0. g. 1975, amended by COM(79)
363 final of 17 .7 . 1979
COM(75) 490 final of 1. t0. 1975, amendcd by COM(80)
785finalof5.12.1980
qOM(75) 640- final of t0. t2. 1975, amendcd by
COM(77\ 116 final of 6. 4. 1977
COM(80) 809 finalof 11. 12. 1980
oJc238 oI 13.9.1982,p. 102

the year of the SMU,

in view of the proposals referred to above
which have not yet been concluded, and in
view of the undenaking given by the Commission in an oral stat€ment by Commissioner
Giolitti before the European Parliament on
1l May 1979 that a proposal would be submitted before the end of that year on the

(b) proposal for a Council regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No1191/69 of
26 June 1969 on action by the Member

erwayr3

energy-saving,

-

Mr

(NL) Mt
Geurtsen (L), deprty rd.pportear.
- her repon
President, Mrs Veil has asked me to present
for her. I do not think that I need take too long over
this, not because I consider the rules governing access
to occupations and the associated harmonization of
diplomas to be unimpoftant, but because what is being
proposed here for the transpon of goods by inland
waterway, in line with what was done for road transpon in 1977, is really rather meagre. AII that remains
of the original proposals put forward by the Commission in 1976 is the proficiency requirement. It is to be
left to the Member States to decide whether they wish
to impose additional requirements with respect to reliability and financial viability.

In view of the almost catastrophic situation

facing

inland waterway carriers, you will, of course, appreciate that a meagre arrantement is beuer than none at
all. All the same, I am afraid that the arrantemenr proposed will have no more than a marginal effect on the
reorganization that is so urgendy needed in rhis transl
POrt Sedor.

The main reasori, Mr President, why the Commission
dropped its original proposals regarding probiry and

financial standing uras the opposition

of

various

national delegations. Although, like the Committee on
Transport, we do not object to rhis, there remains the

interesting general question of how convinced rhe
Commission itself is of the need for the proposals it
initially makes and what has to be done before a Commissioner draws the logical conclusion from the rejection of his proposals and resigns. I hope that the new
Parliament is able to define more clearly rhan has been
possible in the pasr rhe limits to what rhe Commission
or an individual Commissioner can and will do on its

or his orrn responsibiliry. I have the impression that
these limits are rather fluid at rhe momenr, in fact too
fluid, and that is one reason why the Commission's
position is weak.

Mr President, if I am right in thinking that the proposed arrangcment will do little ro reduce rhe overcapacity in the inland warcrway secror, it will be interesting to hear from the Commission what it intends to do

I
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to ensure that this sector is reorganized as it should be.
But that lies outside my terms of reference, that is a
maffer for the Committee on Transport. I leave it to
Mr Albers to comment on this, but I will fint invite
you to approve the Commission's proposals and the
ainendment to it that has been tabled by the kgal
Affairs Committee.

(NL) Mr President, in
Mr Albcrs (S), rappotreu.
the explanatory statement contained
in my report on
Community measures to improve the situadon in the
inland waterways s€ctor I recall s,hat Mr Kapteyn
wrote in 1961 in his repon on problems connected
with the Communiq/s transport poliry. I quote: 'If, the
European Economic Communiry is to live up to its
name, and if something is really to be done for the
freedom

of transport in Europe, the acknowledged

aim of a common transport policy must be first to
ensure that common rules are applied in the foreseeable future to the entire European waterway nerwork.'

In the ensuing years of the 1960s and in the first half
of the 1970s the Commission put forward various proposals in an atrcmpt m establish a policy aimed at
establishing common rules for inland waterway shipping. The limited speaking rime I have does not allow
me to refer to all these proposals. They are listed in my
oral question 0-l/83, which is to be found in Doc.
173/84.

It should be noted that the Comrhission's proposals
were not followed by a decision in the Council of
Ministers. This means that in over 20 years little of any
importance has been done at European level. In my
report on measures to improve the situation in the
inland waterways sector I cannot therefore avoid
being extremely critical not only of the Council but
unfonunately of the Commission too, because the
hopes aroused by the starcment the Commission made

during Parliament's last pan-session before the first
direct elections in 1979 on the Fuchs report on possible measures to improve the situation in the inland
waterways sector have not been fulfilled in any way at
all.

The Commission said that it would submit a proposal
concerning the strucugpl reorganization of the transport of goods by wateri,ay before the end of 1979.
Five years later all we have are f,wo paltrl, controversial proposals from the Commission. The first, sqbmitted last October, concerns joint action by cenain
Member States within the Central Commission for the
Navigation of the Rhine regarding measures to reduce
the structural overcapacity of the Rhine fleet. Parliament has not been consulted on this proposal. The
second proposal conoerns access to the occupation of
operator in the national and international transport of

goods by inland waterway and the recognition of
diplomas. This proposal is a toned-down version of
previous proposals dadng back to 1975 and 1976.
There can be little hope of this approach bringing any

major improvement in inland u,aterway shipping. The
of consultations with the inland waterway

years

organizations have obviously been wasted.

In the communication it forwarded to the Council in
the spring of 1983 cntitled 'Progress towards a Common Transport Poliq/, the Commission calls for
coordinated scrapping, a reduction in government aids
for the building of new vessels and limited access to
the occupation and for more to be spent on infrastructure. This communication states that there is no need
at present for new measures regarding access to and
withdrawal from the market.

This statement ignores the views of inland waterway
operators and owners. The organizations that have
been consultcd are left with the impression that the
Commission does not take them seriously. fu for the
European Parliament, it must be said that nothing has
come of all the fine words used after the direct elections in 1979 abow an alliance berween the Commission and Parliament in the interests of European inrcgration in inland warcrway shipping. The European
Parliament seems to be powerless. The inland waterway organizations feel betrayed. This is detrimental to
the European idea, because they had put their hope in
a European solution.

The sector has lost a treat deal of ground to road
hauliers. Its profitabiliry has shrunk, its debt burden
has increased, the surplus of carrying capacity

I m tonnes or, put another v'ay,
more than I 000 vessels averaging I 200 tonnes. The
working conditions in private, family inland waterway
transport firms and of employees have deteriorated
and are lagging well behind what is being done in
other sectors.
amounts to more than

Things really cannot go on like this. The Commission
and Council should take the views of the inland waterway organizations and of the European Parliament
seriously.

Inland waterway shipping has an important role ro
play in an integrated common Eansporr rystem. In the
interests of safery, the protecdon of the environmenr
and energy conservation, its share of the transpon of
goods must be increased. The fleet must be modernized. New, advanced equipment must be installed on
the vessels, they must be convened so thar they can
take more containers and become more involved in
combined Eansport operations, the waterway network
must be adjusted to new developments, and the state
of the network of principal waterways in Europe must
be improved with subsidies from the funds set aside for
infrastructure. A European poliry of this kind must

not be confined rc the Member States traditionally
involved in inland waterway shipping, such as the
Benelux countries, the Federal Republic and France,
but must also take in Italy, for example, where much
of the Po can be improved for navigational purposes
and where there is a demand for such shipping.
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In our development cooperation with third counries
we should find out what need there is for inland waterway vessels withdrawn from service in \Testern
Europe. As pan of a policy aimed at developing small
rypes of firm, we must find out how private operators
can be helped by the European funds and the European Investment Bank. Social and working conditions
in inland warcrway shipping must be improved and
harmonized at European level. A poliry of this kind,
aimed at integrating this sector of the transport industry into a European transport system, goes far beyond
the existing framework of the Central Commission for
the Navigation of the Rhine as set out in the Convention of Mannheim. The Commission is urged to take
the initiative in developing such a policy in close consultation with the inland waterway organizations. The
future of the European Communiry is also at stake in
this sector.
(Apphuse)

Mr

Klinkenborg (S).

(DE)

Mr

President, ladies
and gentlemen, I must first of all thank the rapponeur
on behalf of my group for the excellent work he has
put into this report. I myself have had an opportunity
of joining with him in discussions with some inland
waterway operators, and I know how thoroughly he
has gone about the ask of drawing up this repon and
what a realistic approach he has taken to the problems
involved. It is no accident that in the Committee on
Transpon \Tillem Albers is regarded as one of our
expefls on the problems of inland watefiiey transport.
It is a piry that he will be leaving us when this Parliament comes rc the end of its term of office.
'IZe have major problems in the inland water-ways sector. '!7e have excessive lonnate
we have known
- many problems as
that for a long time
we have too
- and large-scale shipping combetween private carriers
panies and we have too many national regulations
which make it almost impossible to devise European
rules for inland waterway transport.

Vhen you speak to the private carriers, you are speaking direcdy to the markel If we want an expanded
market, vre must realize that life musr be made easier
for these privarc carriers, othen'ise the market will be
destroyed. However, we can only protect rhese private
carriers by guaranteeing their continued survival in the
inland waterway transport sector.

This brings us already to the nub of the whole marrer,
namely, how is a fleet to be scrapped and how is access
to the market to be regulated? The Commission steers
a wide course around this point, because it quite

clearly lacks the courage to face up to rhe fact that
access [o the market is a vital componenr of market
management.

The private carriers in panicular have rc contend with
panicularly serious difficuldes in the Federal Republic

of Germany,

because they are caught in a vice, so to
speak, between international conditions and German
legislation on inland waterways. It is not m be wondered at therefore that in the German nadonal inland
waterway secor vinually no new vessels are being
built any more for the private carriers.

The Council and the Commission would be well
advised to take prompt and vigorous action once and
for all to bring about what they have been promising

for so long now, namely, the creation of a European transpon poliry. The Albers repon points out
that on top of all the problems with which we already
have to contend at the moment, a further problem is
eheady looming into view. !7hen the Rhine-MainDanube Canal is finally completed, the fleets of the
Eastern bloc countries will be able to move into our
inland waterways. It is true that the Commission is
doing its utmost to prevent this happening. It is imperative, it seems to me, that we should re-establish contact with the Austrians with regard to the situation in
us

the Austrian inland waterway secor, and that we
should do this at Commission level. After all we mus!
not repeat all the mistakes rhat have already been
made elsewhere, only to come finally m the realization
that we cannot go on in this manner and rhat the situa-

tion

has

only been further exacerbared.

Ve

shall vote for the repon. It meets the demands of
the present situation. Anyone who wants ro prorecr rhg
private carrier and who c/ants an expanded market in
the inland water-way transport sector can only vote in
favour of this repoft.'!7'e want an expanded market
and we want more private carriers. For this reason we
shall vote for the report.

(NL) I should like to
Raay (PPE).
Mr President, ladies and-gentlemen,
ty. removing an agonizing uncerainry from the mind of my
friend and colleague Mr Geurtsen. The ChristianDemocratic Group will be voting for Mrs Veil's
report, buq like rhe previous speakers and Mr Geurtsen himself, with very little enthusiasm. This, of
course, has nothing to do with the two rapponeurs,
Mr Albers and Mrs Veil, but it has everything to do
with the extremely poor effon that has been put
Mr

Janssen van

begin,

before us.

I

heard Mr Albers quoting something said in 196l by
Mr Kapteyn, a former member of this Parliament, and
I assume that it was not the present member of the
Council of State in rhe Netherlands, but probably his
father who was referring ro rhe major importance of
this matter. And when we realize that nothing of any
significance has happened in rhe meandme, I believe,
Mr President, I am right in srying for the umpreenrh
time that this Parliament was right to initiate proceedings against the Council of Ministers for its lack of
action particularly in tle area of transpon.

It

is not only those who come from Rotterdam, as Mr
Klinkenborg said, but all rhose who know Rotterdam
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and how imponant inland waterway shipping is and
of so many ships lying idle who feel
bitter
and I urn once again to the Commission
about -the way in which this sector has always been
treated as the Cinderella of the transport industry. As
Mr Albers has said, those who work in this sector feel
they have been let down.
see the uagedy

Mr President, sharing as I do the concern of the Legal
Affairs Committee and the Committee on Transpon
regarding the need for harmonization of the two sectors, I accept the additional recital referring to experience gained in the road transport sector.

Vith

Ve

shall therefore vote for the resolution solely
because we are starting absolutely from scrarch and
hope that something may yd be done. fu regards placing this sector on a par with road transpon, it was high
time this was done, and very litde is being done even

now. Two exceptions have been made. I am also a
depury member of the Committee on Transpon. I
agree in every way with the objections voiced by the
kgal Affairs Committee, of which I am a full member, and I therefore endorse Mr Geunsen's criticism in
this respect. In the Committee on Transpon we said
that in practice the proposals would make little difference, but we should at least do something.

The House and the Commissioner now in the Chamber must regard my group's vote for the resolution as
born of desperation, as it were, in the hope that it will
be construed as a stimulus forfntensive action without
any funher delay.

to Mr Albers' report I would like to

Klinkenborg and

Contogcorgis, Member

of tbe

Commission.

(GR) Mr President, the Legal Affairs Committee and

the Committce on Transport are recommending that
the House approve the Commission's proposal on
access to the occupation of carrier of goods without

This gives coherence to Parliament's
efforts and continuity to what it is doing to bring
about a real improvement and the effective organamendment.

ization of this sector.

Mr President, on behalf of the Commission I would
like to make a point of thanking the draftsmen of the
reports of these two committees, Mrs Veil and Mr
Albers, for their excellent work on the subject and
especially for underlining and supponing the Commission's purpose in making the proposal, namely, to
improve the qualifications of carriers so as to enhance
the quality of service offered and to bring the basic
provisions of the two sectors, warcrway and road
transport, into line.

Mr Loo which is

being jointly

debated today.

This repon, the rpotion for a resolution and the oral
question make specific reference to your resolution on
the same subject of 11 May 1979 which found the
Commission in total agreement with Parliament. The
Commission has never omitted
and it has made this
manifest on many occasions - to consult with carriers, users and expens in the -Member States about its
various proposed measures. If the results of this activity by the Commission seem relatively insubstantial
from the point of view of formal measures and specific
proposals, there are many reasons for this, and examination of these would provoke major debate about the

state

Mr

reference

that, with regard to the situation in the inland waterway sector, the Commission shares the anxieties
expressed in the report and motion for a resolution of
Mr Albers on behalf of the Committee on Transpon
and in the oral question put down by Mr Albers, Mr
say

of the market and the problems involved. !7e

must have a clear understanding of the political difficulties involved in every endeavour in the inland waterqrays sector and of the special economic problems
which affect this sector.

The Commission outlined its programme for action in
this area in its communication rc the Council of 9 February 1983 entitled 'Progress towards a Common
Transpon Polig/, and Parliament is certainly aware of
the content of this, given that it will shonly be delivering an opinion on it. This document vinually answers
the oral question of Mr Albers, Mr Klinkenborg and
Mr l,oo and contains the intentions of the Commission regarding the meisures proposed in the new resolution you are being asked o approve today.
In view of this, Mr President, I shall confine myself to
stating that in general rcrms the Commission favours
the reduction of cargo capacity bur sees no reason for
changing the present regime governing access to the
occupation of carrier in the inland waterway ransporr
sector.

The draftsman of the

kgal Affairs

Committee report
notes that Parliament gave its approval, in 1976, to the
Commission's former proposals. The present proposal,
unlike that of.1975, does not cover the occupation of
passenger carrier and omits the special conditions
reladng to good repute and financial standing. This
has been done in order to avoid complicating the discussions at Council level with demands which are not
essential as far as inland waterway transport is concerned. Their omission does not create a dispariry
betn een these provisions and those which apply in the
road ransport sector.

As regards overcapaciry we plan and propose the withdrawal of surplus cargo capaciry on a harmonious
basis and we shall approve and suppon every move in

this direction. \7e shall consult with operators and
governments and keep up our effons to improve the
situation in inland waterway transport.

Mr Klinkenborg raised a point which touches on our
relations with the Easrcrn bloc countries and the problems which could arise when the Rhine-Danube link is
established. On this I would like to say [har measures
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I can be brief therefore and recommend this
to votf for the repon together with these

to prevent unfair competition by the fleets of Eastern

tabled.

bloc countries are being looked at, and that agencies

House

Commission are working with the Cenral
Commission for the Navigation of the Rhine on the
implcmentation of Protocol No 2 of the Convendon
of Mannheim. As soon as this work is completed a
proposd will be presented to the Council on the basis
of Article 75 of the Treaty, and Parliament vill of
course be consulted in order to ensure that the mea-

amendments.

of thc

(Apphuse)

Mr Key (S).

Mr

President, the Socialist Group

Necessary measures formulated with specific rcference
to rade with the Eastern bloc countries will also need

welcomes this-report. All we want to say about it is
that when we alk about airpon policy ve do not see it
in isolation: it is pan of the air Eansport service that
we are trying to provide in this Communiry. Ve hoped
as a cemmittee that we should be able to have a gen-

to take account of the link to be established berween
the Main canal and the Danube.

eral debate on air transport today which would
include all the other aspects. As it is, we must just look

sures taken are adequate.

That is what I wished to say, Mr President, in answer
to some of the points made, and I would like once
more to pay tribute to the drafumen of these two
resolutions.
Presidcnt.

-

The debate is closed.

tonight at the problems of airpons, where they are and
what their future is within the Community.
is almost the first essential, but it
is not enough just to run an air service to or from an
airport; we have to ensure that the infrastructure is
suitable and geared rc meetint the needs of the surrounding regions.

Of course, an airpon

'S7hat

Voter

7.

Airpo* in the EEC

The next item is the repon (Doc. l-63/
8a) by Mr- K.-H. Hoffmann, on behalf of the Committee on Transport, on airport planning in the European Communiry.
President.

Mr Klinkenborg (S), dspaty rapponerr.

(DE) Mr

President, ladies and gendemen, I have -been sprung
from the bench for this repon. Mr Hoffmann has

unfonunarcly been held up for business reasons and
cannot be with us here today. However, we have gone
into the report so thoroughly in the Committee on

Transpon that we think it only reasonable that it
should be dealt with here in the House and not
referred back to the committee.

Mr Hoffmann

has asked me therefore to present his

report, which I gladly do. Ve in the Committee on
Transpon worked on this rcpon for quite a long time.
Basically it tries to define thc role that airpons have to

play in transport policy and how we can eliminate
obstrucdons and resuictive facrorc in air raffic. The
second imponant point is that airports creatc subsan-

tial employment and must at the

same time provide a

Ve must therefore provide the
conditions needed so that these rwo functions can be
service for our citizens.

adequately fulfilled.

Mr Hoffmann has informed me that he is in agreement with the eight amendments rhat have been
I

SeeAnnex.

I want to talk about is not the problems of international airpons such as Heathrow, which has serious
environmental problems because of the number of aircraft going in over the ciry and its suburbs, but to consider the small regional airpons which this Communiry
has been endeavouring to develop. I want to look at
one in particular. I only take it at random, not at all
for elecoral reasons, and it is very near to my own
region of Bradford. It is one that could be a model
example of hov this Community could help. \[ith a
litde money from the Regional Fund, we could ensure
that some of the regional airports in this Communiry
were adequatrly equipped with runway facilities,
background and suppon services m enable regions
which are now deprived, regions outside the golden
triangle of Europe, to develop and be imponant.
But

it

is no use just providing a sophisticatcd airpon

with attractive facilities for people to go and sit down
and have meals in. !7e also have to ensure that from
these regional airports we can actually fly to the other

of the Communiry. Ve have therefore to
change the policy within thc Communiry of interregional services, so that people can actually fly from a
regions

small community in Yorkshire to Lille or even ro
Frankfun or Dusseldorf or wherever we decide to go.
This will not only enable businessmen to keep in contact with each other easily without having to go

through the major national airports and conurbations:
it will help to enoourate tourism out of the main cities.
Anybody who visits a capital city wday realizes rhat
millions of people go into cities and do not ger our to
see the beautiful countryside that is to be found in dl
our member countries.

Funher, we can en@urate cargo facilities into the
regions. That is vcry importanu Ve are spending

enornous amounts

of

money

at the European,
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Kcy
national and locd levels to encourage new industries

within our regions. Many of them are being developed
round regional airpons: new technologies, new scientific equipment can be based round an airport. Ve are
not talking about the Eansport of heavy machinery but
about sqphisticatcd machinery which can actually be
loaded onto a plane and taken within a mafter of minutes or hours into another area of regional development. That can be very imponant.

Ve

also look for the development, within the conurbation of an airpon, of facilities which make life easier
for us as passengers. All of us today have travelled
here. Ve all knour the difficulties of going through a
big airpon. There can be difficulties in actually getting
into an airport, of deciding where you park your car.
That has to be looked at very seriously, Ve have to
look at the rail linls with an airport. Ve have also rc
consider the problems of getting people through the
qfsrcm of safery and security checks. That must be part
of our Community policy, for we are talking about
people who, like us, travel every day, and people who
only travel once a year on their holidays. '$7e must be
very careful how we reat the development of extra
terminals into airparts, how we deal vith all the possibilitics that are available to us.

Basically, Mr President, our group welcomes this
repon by Mr Hoffmann, even though we wished it
could be pan of a package covering a whole new
Communiry air ranspon poliry which would enable
thc citizens of Europe to fly freely and easily throughout the Communiry.
(Apphuse

Mr

Veroncsi (COM).

(fi) Mr

President, ladies

and gentlemen, as Mr-Klinkenborg observed in his
brief insroduction, this documcnt has been submitted
to us after a long time in committee. \Thilst this is certainly due in pan to the prolonged indisposition of Mr
Hoffmann, essentially it is attributable rc a thorough
examination of all thc problems connecrcd with this

whilst ve have not yet come to the end of the road,
whilst, that is, we have not yet worked out a final plan
for solting the questions at issue, nevertheless we have
staned out on the right road.

Mr

Contogeotgps, Member

policy on infrastructure projects. Among other things
this policy would take account of the efficiency of airports and of the financial burdens involved. Airport
infrastructure projects need rc be looked at therefore
in the light of the economic, legal and social problems
which exist, as well as from an environmental standpoint.

Mr Hoffmann's report is very realistic and useful in
this respect. The Commission would like to express its
thanhs to him for drafting this report in which he
highlights the chief factors which would make for
improved airpon infrastructures and proposes ways
whereby these infrastructures in the European Community can best be developed. As a first step the Commission accepts the requests made in paragraphs 9-11

of Mr Hoffmann's resolution in their entirety.

I would like to say a couple of things about small airpons, Mr President. Following a proposal by the
Commission last year the Council approved a directive
esablishing inter-regional air routes. The aim was to
give a boost to the regions through the establishment
of regular inter-regional air links. In Mr Hoffmann's
report various measures are proposed which are necessary in order to give pracdcal suppon to these small
airports, and the Commission agrees with these proposals.

Presidcnt.

-

The debate is closed.

Voter

Thc report by Mr Hoffmann is a serious and comprehensive piece of work which makes use of objective

airpons and the equally important need of coordinadon within the framework of a policy characterized by
an improved service and hence, by a greater economic
impact in the Community. The two requirements are

8.
Presidcnt.

The next item is the repon (Doc.

mittee on Transpon, on
the proposals from the Commission rc the Council

(COM(84)

I.

attained.
agree with the proposals put forward and we shall
support them. !7e would point out, however, that

Commercial motor vehicles

- Mr Vandewiele, on behalf of the Coml-204/84) by

not irreconcilable, as Mr Hoffmann's report shows
it gathers together in the resolution those points which
have to be worked on if these objects are to be

Ve

Commissiott

of the Commission there is a need for a Communiry

topic.

data and incorporates entirely acceptablc proposals. It
is not easy to srike a balance between the need for
managerial and economic autonomy in the running of

of tbe

(GR) Mr President, the Commission's memorandum
on a common transport policy includes reference to
airpons and emphasizes their imponance. In the view

I

17

t final-

Doc. r-130/ 84) for

a directive amending Directive 83/l8l/EEC
determining the scope of Anicle la (l) (d) of
Directive 77/388/EEC as regards exemption

SeeAnnex.
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President

II.

from value-added tax on the final imponation
of certain goods;

and Mr Herman's impressive repofts, both of which

a directive amending Directive 68/297/EEC
on the standardization of provisions regarding the duty-free admission of fuel contained
in the fuel tanls of commercial motor vehi-

I will conclude, Mr

cles.

(NL) Mr PresiMrVandcwielc (PPE), rapportcur.
- taken by the
dent, ladies and gentlemen, the acdon
customs officials and lorry drivers in February brought
transfrontier transport within the Community to a
standstill in many places. This did e greet deal of harm
to indusry and the transport undenakings, as has been
repeatedly stated here.

emphasized this aspect.

President, by wishing the Com-

mission luckwith this initiative.

The Commissioner responsible for transport and we of

the Committee on Transporc, which unanimously
decided to approve the proposals as they smnd, now
hope that the Council will reach an early agreement
on these proposals, which are bound to facilitate the
transfrontier transport of persons and goods in the
Community. !7e therefore urge the Council to act
quickly, and I hope Parliament will unanimously
approve the Commission's proposal. There are no
amendments, Mr President, which indicates unanimity, not only in the Committee on Transpon but also
in Parliament as a whole.

These blockades, which are, of course, regrettable, did
have some success, nohbly in prompting an exraordi-

nary meeting of the Council of Transport Ministers,
which was devorcd almost entirely to making transfrontier transport more flexible, the adoption of a
resolution by our Parliament, making many recommendations for the easing of restrictions on intraCommunity tf,ansport, and finally the submission by

the Commission of specific proposals with the

same

alm.

Mr President, my report must be seen in this context.
Ten years ago this Parliament called for what the
Commission is now proposing, the duty-free admission of all the fuel contained in the normal tanls of
commercial vehicles. Ladies and gentlemen, I emphasize: all the fuel in these tanks. At present, 50 litres may
be transported across the Community's internal fronders without the payment of VAT or excise dudes.

Only a few countries have adopted a more flexible
attitude. Last year, after nine years of vacillation, the
Council at last said that this quantiry would be
increased to 200 litres on 1 July. Ladies and gentlemen, an arrangement of this kind means litde or
nothing in practice. An arrangement of this kind is not
protress, since checks vill still have to be made at
frontier-crossing points rc see whether the tanls of
coaches and commercial vehicles contain more than

Mr

Contogeorgis, Member

of the

Commission.

(GR) Mr President, the Commission, is in absolute

atreement with everything Mr Vandewiele has said,
and on behalf of thc Commission I would like to thank
him for his report which is of help to us in pressing the
case for the proposal we have submiwed to the Council
for the abolition of all restrictions on the amount of
fuel carried in commercial vehicles, subject, of course,
rc this not exceeding the normal fuel tank capaciry as
per manufacturers' specifications.

As you know, the restrictions are to be eased from
I July and the dury-free amount increased to
200 litres. However, this will be implemented by only
two counries, France and Germany. At the last Council meeting the Commission proposed the abolition of
all restrictions, because restrictions involve chechs
which in turn involve delays. !7e proposed the abolition of this restriction in line with the aim of doing
away with all the formalities which exist. Unfonunately our proposal has not yet been accepred, but we
hope that it will be accepted at the next meeting of the
Council and therefore the initiative taken by Parliament will be of very great help to us in achieving this
abolidon.

Mr President, I would just like to make clear that the
of these restrictions and the abolition of all
these. checls will apply only at internal Community
frontiers and not at fronder crossings bescreen rhe
Community and third counctries. This wirh reference

200 litres of fuel.

easing

This is why Parliament called for what the Commission is now proposing as long ato as 1974: complete
exemption. Ve know why there has been this hesitation. $7e know that cenain authorities object to a general exemption because of the relatively wide variation
in taxes on motor fuels. They are afraid that competition will be disoned and that traffic will be divened to

to paragraph 5 of the resoludon which could be taken
as meaning that the easing of restrictions will apply at
frontiers with non-Communiry countries.

the disadvantage of their sea ports.

The revenue from the tax levied on excess quantities
of fuel at frontiers bears no relation, in our view, to
the costs caused by such checls in terms of stoppages,
the immobilization of. commercial vehicles, salaries
and so on. I would ask you to think back to the last
part-session, when we considered Mr von 'V'ogau's

Presidcnt.

-

The debate is closed.

Votel
(The sitting uas closed at 7.30

1 SeeAnnex.
'z Agndtfor next sitting:

see

p.m.f
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ANNEX
Votes

The Report of Proceedings records in an rnnex the rapporteu/s position on the
various amendments as wcll as explanations of vote. For deteils of thc voting the
reader is referred to the Minutes of thc sitting.

LENZ REPORT (DOC. I-i6/84-CENTRAL AMERICA): REFERRED BACK
TO COMMITTEE
tb

*+
TYRELL REPORT (DOC. |-21'/84-TECHNICAL ADAPTATION
COMMITTEES): ADOPTED
+

!+

r*

VEIL REPORT (DOC. t-t0s/84-INLAND ITATERVAYS): ADOPTED
,&

*{ALBERS REPORT (DOC. t-43/84

-INLAND

VATERVAYS): ADOPTED

The rapponeur was:

-

IN FAVOUR OFAmendmentNol.
+

r+

,+

HOFFMANN REPORT (DOC. |-6\|t4-AIRPORTS IN THE EEC):
ADOPTED
The rapponeurwas:

-

IN FAVOUR

OF all the amendments.
Explanation ofoote

(FR) The French Members of the Communist and Allies
IvIr M. Martin (COM).
Group are well aware of -the vital importance of air transpon and airpon infrastructures

for the orderly elaboration of a common ffansport policy. They will therefore vote in
favour of the motion for a resolution contained in Mr Hoffmann's report.
Some months ago, when the repon which I had the honour to draw up on tf,ansport
infrastructures was being considered, we drew attention to the argument advanced by certain major airpons that their infrastructures benefited the Communiry and therefore justi-
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ficd financial suppon from the Communiq/s financial instruments. The vast fund of
expericnce acquired by our countries in the construction and manatement of their airports
can certainly be pooled in a better effon at cooperation, panicularly where it comes ro

improving the various control formalities. Ve hope that this report, enriched as it is by
our amendments, will help to bring about this improved cooperation that we consider
necessary.

+

+*
VANDE\FIELE REPORT (DOC. t-204/t4- COMMERCTAL MOTOR
VEHICLES): ADOPTED
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Mrs Hammerich

tt2

Are there any comments?

Mr Arndt (S).
(DE)
the minutes of
- recordMronPresident,
yesterday's sitting
page 9 that Mr Pearce
requested that his repon be put to the vorc and that I
myself spoke on that marrer. If this is to be a repon
without debate, the Socialist Group will object, and I
would ask you to have this recorded in the minutes.

Approoal ofthe Minutes

President.
The Minutes of yesterday's sitting have
been distributed.

Mr Forth (ED).
Mr President, pages 11 and 12 of
- rhe minutes gives,
the English text of
for each request
for urgency, a reason for the request. Now these rea-
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Forth
sons were not given rc the House yesrcrday. Although
it is very laudable that they should appear in the minutes
and I welcome it
I fail to see how they can

- when they were not availbe recorded
in the minutes
able to the House yesterday. That is my first point.
In this connefiion I

therefore ask that, when the

requesr for urgency are put to the vote
they are
- as be
going to be this morning
the House should
given
- requesr before it is put to
properly the reasons for each
the vote. They are in the minutes of yesterday, where
they should not be, and I hope they will appear in
today's minutes where they should be!

Prcsident.
Fonh, the reasons for urgency were
- Mrand
given yesterday
will also be given this morning for
each of the requests for urgent debate presented.
( Parliament

approved the M inate s )t

.

not consistent.
Secondly, I believe it is premature to consider nonr this
proposal from the Commission. The Commission has
estimated the shonfall for this year, but much can happen between now and when they really need the
money in the autumn and I think it would be wrong
for Parliament to deliver its opinion so early in the
financial year when so much can change. Ve could
deal with this in July or even in September.

Thirdly, this is a very imponanr marter of principle. It
is the first time that the Community appears to be
spending more than its income and I believe ir wrong
that in the dying days of this Parliament, we should
deliver an opinion on somethint that will have such
far-reaching consequences. I believe it should be dealt
with by the new Parliament, and for those reasons I
believe we should oppose urgency.

( annotncement ).' see

do feel nevertheless

Mr Hord (ED).

President, with your permis- aMr
sion I rise to call for
quorum under Rule 7l(4),bearing in mind that you are about to take a vote.

Mr Hord\

to dscefidit ubetber

President.
I note that we do not have a quorum.
- be held over
The vote will
undl the next sitting.

1e84)

ago and the press release which the Council issued
afterwards indicated that there was no sense of
urgency whatever on the parr of the Council. Yet subsequent to that press release, a request was made by
the Council to this House for urgency. The rwo are

Doanments receioed

I

by urgent procedure.

-

Lord Douro (ED).
- Mr President, I would like to
oppose urgency on this marrcr. Firstly, the Council
considered the Commission's proposal some 10 days

I

advanced by Lord Douro, but

that it is our dury to solve rhis problem or, aL any rate,
to blueprint some kind of solution, even if it is not the
solution that will be finally adopted. It is imperative
therefore that we consider this problem, and I myself
have spoken out in favour of having it pur on rhe
agenda of this part-session as a maner to be dealt with

request
The hesident proceeded
d qaorun uas present.)

PROPOSAL FROM THE COMMISSION TO
THE COUNCTL (DOC. t-213/E4- COM(E4) 254
FINAL'MEASURES TO COVER BUDGETARY

IN

revenues or, [o put it more precisely, excessive
expenditure and furthermore unable to tackle this
problem in the middle of the year. There is a cerrain
sense in which I understand perfectly the arguments

(More than ten Members rose to sr4p?ort

2. Deckion on rtrgetucy

REQUIREMENTS

(FR) Mr President, ladies
- rapporteur for 1984 it seemsand
gentlemen, as budget
to
me rc be rather awkward that we should find ourselves
in our present situation, that is to say, with insufficient

Mrs Scrivener (L).

Topical and urgent

Minutes.

debate

DE COURCY LING REPORT (DOC. t-217/t4
-STRAVBERRIES)

Mr de Courcy Ling (ED),

rap?orteur.

Mr

Presi-

dent, I am in favour of urgent procedure.-It is reasona-

ble in view of the fact that we are talking about
market bemreen November 1984 and March 1985.

a

I would also like to give norice to the Commission thar
we expect a full debate on this quesrion and we expect

the Commission to take account of the amendmenr
contained in my repon.
( Parliament

adopted urgent proce&tre)

PROPOSAL FROM THE COMMISSION TO
THE COUNCIL (DOC. t-276/84- COM(r4) 251
FINAL'DRIED GRAPES)

Mr Gauticr (S).
(DE) Mr President, I am against
this matter being -dealt with by urgenr procedure and I
should like briefly rc give my reasons for this. Vhat is
being put before us here is a downright scandal. One
year a3o we discussed these matters. At that time, after
a very lively debate in the European Parliamenr, rhe
Commission explained that the measures for the distillation of raisins, which it was then subsidizing rc the
tune of 800 ECU per ronne, were ro be confined to
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Gauticr

the hanest of 1981. Now the Commission puts

a

Ve

have made a mistake. Ve need these measures also for raisins that are
in intcrvention for 1982, because 1983 was also a very
good harvest. If we vere to apply intcrvention in the

document before us and says:

House can bring forward a considered and full opinion for the benefit of the other institutions. On that
basis, I speak against urgency in this particular case.
( Parliamo*

adopted urgent procedurel

normal way, the 1983 harvest would be interfered
with.' In this way it is already preparing its arguments

for resoning to

these measures again next year.

It

wants to give away raisins in order to have them destroyed. That is what this proposal is all about, and for
that purpose the Commission needs I 300 ECU per
ronne, a total sum therefore of 3o m ECU.

The Council has now requested that this matter be
dedt with by urgent procedure, because the Community is supposed to be on the rocks. However, are
'we now rc decide on some urgent measure in this con-

nection, while at the same dme the Commission has
the effrontery to submit to this House a document in
which it asks for 30 m ECU in order to desuoy raisins? The price is a big round zero. Just look at the
document for yourselvesl Zero, it is giving them away!

I am against urgent procedure. The
Commission should submit a report to us setting out
the rue situation in the raisin market. In the event,
however, that we should decide on urgent procedure,
which might also be possible, we should reject the
document and tell the Commission plainly that it must
do its work more intelligendy and not come onto us
For this reason

with measures of this kind for the systematic destruction of stocls that obviously are not
every year.

being used.
(Parliament rejected tbe reqaestfor urgent Procedare)

PROPOSALS FROM THE COMMISSION TO
THE COUNCIL (DOC. t-281/t4-COM(r4) 1e2
FINAL
AGRICULTURAL QUESTIONS

CONCERNING
GREECE')
Mr Bourniai (PPE).

-

(GR) Mr President, this item

is of particular importance to thc agricultural economy

of my country, where cattle breeding is an imponant
sector. Because of this, I ask our colleagucs to consider the matter as urgent.

Mr Hord (ED).

Mr

President,

- this. Too often
against urgency on

I

wish to speak
the Commission

and the Council take this House for granted, and
probably very
whilst it may be an important matter
- reason why it
imponant to Greece
I know of no
should be urgent. Ve -should be allowed to do our job
in the way we believe it should be done. Too often we
are forced at the last minute by one of the other insti-

tutions into promoting an urgent operation. I am not
at all convinced that this is called for here. I believe
that this is a matter which should be investigated in the
normal way by the relevant committees, so that this

3. Humanights
The next it€m is the repon (Doc. 1-58l
Prcsident.
- Bethell, on behalf of the Political Affairs
84), by lord
Commimee, on human rights in the world and the
Community's policy on human rights for 1983-1984.

Mr President, I am
Lord Bcthcll (EDI, rapporterr.
- Bureau members for
very gratcful rc you and the other
giving this House the chance to have a second annual
report on human rights in the world. It indicates this
Parliament's panicular concern with the principles by
which our Community is guided and the need to preserve human rights and fundamental freedoms in the
very large number of countries where they are being
violated. The fact that no fewer than 41 resolutions
have been adopted by this Parliament in the past year
on human rights indicates the panicular concern of
this House on this complicated question. I very much
hope that the new Parliament will proceed with this
work and give the working troup or subcommittee on

human rights the resources that it will need to carry on

with rhe work that we have tried to do these past five
years.

Ve

believe that only the European Parliament can
effectively carry out the essentially undiplomatic and
tacdess task of inrcrfering in the internal affairs of
other countries in this resped. It is not something that
governmets or embassies can do very easily. It is up to
us as parliamenarians to continue with the annual
report that has become pan of our schedule. It is also
important that, as a joint budgetaqy authorit| of the
Communiry, we should realize that we have considerable economic strength and muscle. It would be appropriate for us to bear this in mind in the negotiation of
reaties and the allocation of funds and loans to Third
Vorld countries. 'S7e must be prejudiced in favour of
those countries that have a purer and cleaner human
rights record.

I do not wish to list the tremendous number of human
rights violations which have taken place in the past
year. This would demand a speech not of five minutes
but of five hourc, and would demand a report not of
the modest length that you have before you but some-

thing along the lines of that put out by the State
Depanment recendy
a book of some 2 000 pages.
This is the measure of- the sad human rights situation
of the world today. However, I should like to mention

I

For the rcsilt of tbe sote on otber reqrests

dtre:see Minurcs.

for xrgent prcce-
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just a few cases which symbolize various categories of
human rights violation.

come up rc Parliament's usual standards. It ought to
have been possible, considering all the claims we make
with regard to human rights, for a sounder reporr to

The European Parliament has more than once raised
the case of the Baha'i faith in Iran and rhe execudon
of large numbers of members of that faith. Ve continue rc support the human rights of the Baha'i religion in Iran as a rymbol of those who suffer because

be submiued. This has not been possible simply
because we have still not managed to obtain the staff
who are needed for the work that we of the Vorking
Group on Human Rights would so like to do. I find

this very disappointing.

of their religion.

'!7e

also wish rc support the campaigns of Amnesry
Intcrnational to abolish the use of torture against political prisoners or, indeed, against any prisoner, and
also their campaign against disappearances and extrajudicial executions.

Panicularly appropriate today is the case of Mr Jermak Lukjanow, a citiz*n of our Community who has
bcen for many months under sentence of death in the
Soviet Union. Also, of course, the case, which is mentioned in our report, of Mr and Mrs Sakharov who are
being harassed in the Soviet Union although they are
in bad health and quite elderly. There is also the case
of Mr Anatoly Shcharansky in the Soviet Union who
represents and symbolizes the plight of rhose Jewish
citizens in that country who wish to emigrarc.
'We

must also bear in mind the case of Nelson Manin South Africa who rymbolizes the plight of
many Africans who strive for greater freedom in South
Africa. Mr Mandela has already been in prison for
more than 20 years, and it is apparently the South
African Government's inrcntion to keep him in prison
for the rest of his natural life. I hope that the next Parliament will agitate and try to bring about the release
of Mr Mandela.

dela

It

to find any glimpse of light in rhis
I would, however, like to
mendon the happy example of Argentina. In the past
is veqy difficult

chronicle

of

sad events.

year we have seen a great improvement in the human
rights record of Argentina, and it is a pleasure, in
introducing this report, rc have a least some good
news.

However, all this is a task for the next Parliament: I
hope that the ministers will report to rhe House regularly on the question of human rights. I give notice of

this through the Council representative and I hope
that he will communicate it to Mr Cheysson. I shall
also be raising it this evening in the colloquy with the
President-in-Office of the Council and asking him m
report to the Polidcal Affairs Committee. I am grateful
to all the Members of the House who have taken an
interest in human rights, and I leave it to the next Parliament to cerry on the torch and continue rhe work
that we have tentatively begun.

Mrs Van dcn Hcuvcl (S).

(NL) Mr President,

although my group appreciates- the report Lord Bethell
has submitted to us, I musr say that it does not really

Mr President, human rights must form part of the foreign poliry pursued by any countrlr and undeniably by
a group of counries like the Ten. It is therefore
regrettable that we have still not achieved what we
wanted to achieve, a regular report from the Presidenry to Parliament on respect for human rights in the

world. On behalf of my group I therefore endorse
what lord Bethell says in the resolution, where he
urges the Presidency to submit a report before Seprcmber 1984.

As regards the Sakharov affair, which is also discussed
at length in thiS report, we similarly wish to endorse
the protest against what is being done to Mr and Mrs
Sakharov in the Soviet Union. Ve Socialists are nor
selective in our indignation. This conffasrs, Mr President, with what happened the last time we discussed
the annual repoft on human rights in this Parliament.
On that occasion
and if I remember rightly, lord

- majority the passages which
Bethell joined the
- Philippines, Malaysia,
refered rc the situation in the
Thailand and Taiwan were deleted from Parliament's
resolution, even though the explanatory statement

made it clear that human rights were being violated in
those countries.

In the resolution, under the heading of 'people who
have suffered for their efforts to establish human
rights and restore democratic freedoms', the rapporrcur refers not only to my personal friend Marianella
Garcia Villas but also to Benigno Aquino, the Philippine opposition leader. This is, Mr President, perhaps
posthumous proof that we were right, but it is not
always pleasant to be right.
My group,

as everyone knows, views with concern the
developments in far too many countries of the world,
and my colleague Mr Van Miert recendy took the initiative by raising the question of human rights during
the negotiations on the new lom6 Convention. But we
are opposed to the granting of food aid being made
dependent on rcspect for human rights. People who
are hungry should be rhe last of suffer because of the
criminal policies pursued by their governmenrs. Ve
have therefore tabled an amendment on this subject,
which I hope will have rhe rapporreur's support.

One final remark: I feel lord Berhell must be thanked
for the way in which he has drawn up, with the limircd
facilities available to him, a reporr which can stand the
test of criticism. Parliament oves him a grear deal of
respec for this.
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(NL) Mr President, the EuroMr Pendcrs (PPE).
pean Parliament has -various functions. One of them is
to seffe as a kind of platform where various views and
opinions come together and are then shaped into a
European opinion. Varying cultures meet here to give
shape to a joindy determined European culture. This
then forms the fertile soil for a poliry aimed at prom-.
oting respect for and the enforcement of human rights
in the world.
In so saying, we would do well to remain modest in
view of the mistakes we have made and the opponunides we have missed in this area.'SI'e must bear in mind
that a careful analysis of the human rights situation in
the world should have prioriry over the expression of
an arroBant European feeling of superioriry.

are considered by a subcommittee or working paffy or

some other group: what is important is that enough
staff with the right qualifications should be available

and that all the political group$ should panicipate in
its activities. In the last 12 months I feel that the
Socialist Group in panicular has done far too little in
this respect.

My thanks once again to Lord Bethell.

repoft on human rights for the second time. Compared

Mr President, I want to con- referred to as the undiplomdnue what Lord Bethell
atic task of this Parliament. I want rc draw attention to
the human rights record of a European State; a European Srate where, in the lifetime of most Members of
this Parliament, 7 million subjects were starved to
death. Seven million: more than died in the holocaust!
The State I refer to is the Ukraine. 2l May was desig-

with its

nated

I

am pleased that we are now discussing an annual

predecessor, the Israel report, the Bethell
repon is a definite step forward. Nor could we have
expected much more. But I hope we have laid the

foundations for the development of a genuine European policy on human rights during the life of the next
Parliament.

I will pick out just one set of facts from the Bethell
report to demonsrate the desolate situation in the
world today: at the moment 20 wars are being waged,
people are being rcnured and maltreated in 50 countries, 75 countries have political prisoners and there
are 15 million refugees, 14 million in the Third I7orld
alone.

During the life of the next Parliament a greater effon
must be made to persuade the Commission, Council
and EPC Ministers to incorporate human rights issues
in the poliry on development cooperation, in the commercial poliry and in the policy on polidcal cooperation. This is an enormous task, but it is the only way if
Europe is to achieve more where human rights are

Mr Spenccr (ED).

by the US

Congress as Ukraine

Day of

Remembrance just so that, occasionally, the civilized
world would remember the 7 million people deliberately starved to death by Stalin for the crime of declaring that the Ukraine had a separate identiry, a separate
culture and a separate history going back to the
eleventh century.

I

hope, therefore, that Members

will feel able to vote

for Amendment No 7 that just makes a passing reference to the Ukraine, in the catalogue of misery and
human disasrcr of which our century has been the witness. I hope, moreover, that they will feel that they can
add their names to the resolution under Rule 49,
standing in my name and that of Mr von Habsburg,
which draws attention to the continuing abuse of
human righm in the Ukraine; to the mysterious disap-

and sudden deaths amongst Ukrainian
anists and popular song-writersl to the continuing
policy of Russification and the movement of rhe
pearances

Ukrainian people away from the Ukraine.

I

I hope the afiempts to include a human rights clause in
Lom6 III succeed. The Lom6 Parliament and the

endorse entirely the work that lord Bethell has
I endorse the fact that his report refers to rhose
gallant Russians urho maintain standards of human
decency and human righa in the Soviet Union. How

European Parliament have argued long and hard over
this. In future the policy on arms expofts will inevitably be joined by a policy on human rights. Integration
is extrememly difficult, but highly necessary.

whole people whose very existence, whose very cause
is often forgotten by those of us who care passionately
about human rights in our Continent.

concerned than the Member States acting individually.

done.

If the Commission decides in future that one Commissioner should deal specifically with human rights problems, I believe it must be the President of the Commission who assumes this responsibility, because he is the
first to be affected when the Commission has difficulties with European political cooperation.
I do not support the idea of setdng up a separate committee on human rights in the new Parliament. It
would probably become an apology for a committee, a
committee where things could be quietly filed away. It
'is also completely immaterial whether human rights

much more, therefore, do

Mr Vurtz (COM).

I

ask

for suppon for

a

(FR) Mr President, ladies and

- 1980 Georges Marchais progendemen, in March
posed, on behalf of our Group, that a committee of
inquiry on violations of human rights in rhe Communiry be set up in the European Assembly. This proposal, as you know, was rejected.
This Parliament will have reached rhe end of ia term
without having done anything in this field, and I
would remind the House that of the 78 resolutions on
these matters adopted by our Assembly over a three-
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year period 73 have been concerned with countries
outside the Community.

Does this mean that there have been no violations of
human rights in Europe?

I

invite you, ladies and gentlemen, to study this long
catalogue of violence, segregation and humiliation in
the European Communiry. You will see how sorely in
need of freedom are millions of people living on terri-

tory which

is

directly within our remit.

I invite all those who share Lord Bethell's inclination
m believe or make out that this is the case to spend a
litde time reading the 40-page document tabled by the
Communist and AIIies Group, in which details are
given of just some of the violations of human rights
committed since 1979 in each of the 10 countries of

I therefore put it to you: are you going to do something at last for the Europe of freedom? fue you going
to accept the Communist amendments and at last
decide to set up a committee of inquiry on the violation of human rights within the Communiry:

the Communiry.

I would add one final point: I cannot help feeling that
there is a whiff of colonialism in the proposal to
include a so-called human rights clause in the Lom6
Convention, which would simply be a covert way of
insening a political clause into an agreement whose
value lies in the fact that it is strictly concerned with

A reading of this document should be enough to convince them that there really is a Ereat deal to be done
in Europe in order to advance the cause of individual
and collective rights and freedoms. In the rapponeur's
country, for instance, is there not a great deal to be
done when there are a million and a half children
working from the age of eleven; when Great Britain
has been maintaining a state of emertency in Nonhern
Ireland since 1973; when the high securiry prison
blocks are being filled up with prisoners of conscience
such as the 11 young men who died in the 1980
-hunger
srike
tried by special couns where there are
- that same country resorts to banishno juries; when
ment, torture and corporal punishment?

It did not escape

my norice, by the way, during the
debate on Nonhern Ireland that Lord Bethell opposed
every single amendment mentioning violations of
human rights in that region.

To take an example from the Federal Republic of Germany, only a few days ago, on 9 May, the postal
worker Hans Meister was dismissed under the terms
of a judgment applied for by the responsible minister
on the sole grounds that he was a communist and a
supporter of the peace movement, this after 25 years'
service.

Since 1972 six and a half million citizens of the Federal Republic have been subjected to so-called loyalry
screening. The former Nazis, on the other hand, are
Eearcd rather differendy: here a former Nazi sitting in
judgment over a Beru$verbot, there a Nazi released on
bail.

This is the same country that has no qualms about
deporting Turkish refugees back to their oppressors or
condoning the traffic in human lives in which some
two thousand women are sold by mail order every
yeat.

In Italy it is babies who are bought and resold, refugees

who are exploited.

In France 27 racist crimes have been committed during
the past 3 years. Recent months have seen a spate of
cases in which right-wing local authorities have
debarred individuals from jobs on account of the opinions they hold.

economic matters.
taken on board.

I

hope that these commenrc

will

be

(DA) Mr President, before I
Mr Haegerup (L).
- Bethell's report, I should like
begin to speak on Lord
to say a couple of things about the procedure chosen
by cenain Members in this chamber to hold up the
vote and the debate, respectively, on two reports
which had been discussed in the Political Affairs Committee.

To begin with, there was an initiative

unfor- which
tunately got a majority
to exclude
the Galluzzi
report on the UN, without- prior consultation with the
leadership of the Political Affairs Committee, and then
there was a move by Mr Galuzzi's group
the Communist Group
to request a declaration-of decisionmaking competence
prior to the vote on the Lenz
report, which had been debated quite normally in the

Political Affairs Committee. I should like to express
my personal regret that the European Parliament
chose to follow these swo unfonunate procedures
during its last pan-session.

On Lord Bethell's repon I would point out that it
appears in a form different to that of previous occasions; I think that Lord Bethell has given a convincing
explanation for this. The Committee did not have the
expertise or sufficient staff to produce a report as
comprehensive as I know the I7orking Group would
like rc have produced on this major problem or more
correctly this major complex of problems.

My group nevenheless has a slight reservation in that
we are biting off more than we can chew: we are taking on more than we can really accomplish in practice
for, in presenting the very large number of violations
of human rights which regrettably occur in the world,
c/e must not forget the individual cases. I should like
to say that Lord Bethell and other members of the
'\Torking
Group concerned with the question have
managed in an exemplary manner to combine the general review with consideration of individual human
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rights cases on which Parliament should be able to do
something.

I should like to conclude by sayrng on behalf of my
group that we consider the work of lord Bcthell here
to be an outstanding piece of work. He has sel an
examplc both for the next Parliament and for other
parliamentarians in the treatment of human rights violations, and I would warmly recommend the adoption
of his repon.
(FR) So our Parliament is estabMr Isra€l (DEP).
- Every year from now on it will
lishing a new tradition.
fall rc us to make a conscientious examination of the
human rights situation in the world. This is a very
good thing, despite the imperfections in our work,
despite the obsacles to our efforts.
This is more than a theoretical task. I would remind
the House that the working group on human righr
attended the Madrid conference, where it met all delegations, including those from counries in Eastern
Europe. I would remind you that the working group
on human rights has been rc Pakistan, where it visited
Afghan refugee camps. I would remind you that it is

through no fault of the working group on human
rights that it has not been able to visit Chile, where
violations of human rights have unquestionably taken
place.

Mr

President, progress has been made.

I would point

out to our eminent colleague Mrs Simone Veil, who is
absent from the Chamber, that she was not quite right
eyeer
when she described our report as an 'inaccurate^go
catalogue'. Considerable progress has been
made since we drew attention to the violations that are
being perpetrated in all parts of the world. For instance, of the three African countries at which we
pointed the finger for serious violations of human
rights, one, Guinea, has re-established democracy.
The European Parliament cannot of cource claim the
credit for this, but the mere fact that we drew our
[,om6 Convention panners' attention to the flagranq
systematic and inadmissible violations perhaps count€d
for something nevertheless. It is therefore unacceptable to describe our report as an 'inaccurate catalogue'.

I should also like to remind the House that it was at
the instance of the general repon on human rights that
the Council of Minisrcrs authorized the Commission
to introduce the subject of human rights into the next

Lom6 Convention, and I regret the attitude of Mr
Vurtz, who has just told us that it is not a good thing
m bring human rights into the Iom6 Convention

it

is an economic convention. Then how do
you account for its inclusion of cultural marters, Mr
Vunz? Vhy is there a joint assembly where we discuss not only economic cooperation but issues of
because

subsance, such as the restoration of peace in Africa?
The only solution is to have a dialogue on human
rights.

Thirdly, Mr President, we have had the gratification
in this very ACP/EEC
of securing a vorc
- of a resolution calling forJoint
in favour
Committee
the
- an ACP/EEC working party on human
setting-up of
rights. This working parry will provide a forum for
really thorough dialogue on human rights.

As we debate this most grave of issues, our thoughts
naurally to out to the Sakharovs, who are being subjectcd to unacceptable constraints, incredible pressures. 'Vhen we ask what crimes they have committed,
we are at a loss. They have committed no crime
against communism, no crime against the socialist
order, no crime against freedom. They are honest
Soviet citizens who deserve to be treated as such by
the Soviet Union, but that is far from the case. It gives
great sadness to the whole world rc see honest men
and an honest woman subjected to such incredible
pressures. The same applies to Mr Shcharansky, who
has committed the grave crime of campaigning botfi
on behalf of the Jews and in suppon of human rights,
a combination of causes vhich has brought the full
weight of Soviet fury down upon him. Iord Bethell,
whom I take this opponunity to thank, will remember
what the Soviet Ambassador said to us abour Shcharansky at the Madrid conference; he told us that rhis
man would be set free one day, that his lot would
improve when he 'behaved', in other words when he
recants his beliefs, when he denies what he stands fur.
I conclude by saying that our thoughts really go out to
all those who are suffering and, in what are perhaps
my last words to this Parliament, that it is imponant
for each of us to understand that the sole objective of
the dury of conscience which each of us bears is freedom for cveryone everywhere.
(Appkuse)

(FR) Mr President,ladies
Mrs Th6obeld-Peoli (S).
and gentlemen, in the record
of this first European
Parliament to be elected by universal suffrage, its action in defence of human rights makes up for some
disappointment over the difficulties encountered by
efforts to develop common policies. Vhenever freedoms are under threat, whether it be the physical or
mental wellbeing of people that is in jtiopardy, wherwer it may be in the world, this House is unanimous
in its defence of the victims, alrhough there may sometimes be differences of emphasis among us in condemning affronts

to human digniry. That what we
in no

have to say on this subject has an impact is
doubt, as I should now like to demonstrare.

Vhenarer

I

have spoken in rhis House in defence of

human rights

,

on behalf of Jews in the USSR, of'

Brazilians, of-Iranians, Turks or citizens of South
Africa
I have received emotional thanks from the
victims- or their familics and embarrassed offers of
varyingly convincing explanations from those whose
crimes have been denounccd. This proves that governments are not indifferent to rhe wishes expressed by
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the representatives of 270 million people in Europe,
people.traditionally devoted to justice and freedom, in

other words committed

to the very principle

of

democracy.

For this reason, it proposes a number of measures conceived by the working party, and calls upon rhe Commission, by September 1984, to submit a written report
concerning the working party's views. Of course the

to restrict the evils in quescongratulate those who formulated them, but I am afraid the new Parliamenr will do
no better than we did in the seoor of human rights,
measures proposed tend

'!7e

therefore have real proof that Europe is a living
reality, an identiry, a culture exerting influence in the
world. Europe's collective conscience
that is the
role in which the European Parliament- is cast in the
exccllent repon by lord Bethell, chairman of our Political Mairs Commitrce's working group on human

rights. Ve owe him our thanks for this document,
which does credit to the House. Iet us hope that this
action in favour of human rights will be taken up and

tion, and

I therefore

unless the silent majoriry amont the peopl6s of the
free world is aroused, and makes strong demands from
the governmenr for common and decisive measures,
independent of any political considerations and motivated only by hurnanitarianism, ethics and jusdce.

developed by the next Parliament.

(Appkasefron the cenne and ngbt)

(Appkuse)

Mr

Mr

Bournias (PPE).

(GR)

Mr

President, when-

ever v/e debate matters- relating to human rights
as
we already have very many times in this House - one
Bets the impression that the governments in rhe free
world, the internatignal organizations and even the
Church are bankrupt in the matter. In the three and a
half years that I have been sitting on these benches, I
have learned that the world today, as it approaches its
second millenium, has forgotten all abour the horrors

of war, the inhumaniry of the Nazis, and the frozen
Siberian wastelands of Stalin and his successors to this
day. It seems as if man today is pursued by a curse that
causes him to be indifferent to age-old principles for
which millions of our fellow-men shed their blood in
the rwo world wars of our century.

On the Political Affain Committee, of which

I am a

member, we have listencd, in rwo lengthy sessions, one
in 1983 and the other last month, to represenadves of

the international organisations for the protection of
human rights, who d,ramatized for us in the darkest
colours the tonures and degradations imposed by
authoritarian and totaliarian regimes upon innocent
people.

I shall not refer to specific cases, many of which were
mentioned by Lord Bethell. I will just recall that, it is
now lOyears since Auila's invasion of Cyprus, and
deplore the deathly hush surrounding the fate of the
approximatcly two thousand missing people of that
island, even afrcr l-ady Elles' repon and our resolution
of February 1933. Of what value, then, the international organisations and the resolutions? Vhat is she
point of the Pope's crusades all over the world? Vhat
good, indeed, is today's debate, when the governments
of our peoples sacrifice man's most sacred rights upon
the altar of dubious purposes and unacceptable calculations, as Lord Bethell's report in fact admits?
Ladies and gentlemen, the report we are debating on
human rights during the year 1983-1984 recognizes
that since the time of the first repon and our resoludons of 17 May 1983, the situation has dercriorated.

Seg;re (COM).

(m Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, it is tnre- and it is in any event the view
of us Italian Communists
that, generally speaking,
human rights have not progressed
in recent months;
on the contrary, this permanent challenge that mankind has accepted, or should accept, is not only marking time, but also shows very worrying characteristics
of complexiry. 'SI'e must be aware of this and take the
necessary action, both where individual cases are concerned
and here we cannot omit a reference, at rhis
time, rc- the isolation in which the scientist Sakharov
and his wife are held
regards rhe more gen- and as'$7e
eral aspects of the problem.
musr do thig with
firmness and we must do it objectively, without political shon-sightedness, because when human rights
come under fire
whether it is in the East or in rhe
Vest, the North -or South
it is mankind as a whole
that is hit and wounded. -

The role that the European Parliament can play in this
regard is in consequence great, but only on condirion
that every form of political shon-sightedness is abandoned, and every cost-accounting rype of approach, in
the face of a problem that requires a very differenr sort
of political and culrural handling.

This is the point that we Italian Communists emphasizedlast year on the occasion of Lord Bethell's annual
report, and which we feel it is even more necessary to
If ours is not to be just a voice crying in the
desen, then the Europe of the Ten must to forward
as, alas! has not been the case during these last
-12 months
building its own unity and defining its
- as a factor
own personaliry,
of civil and social progress
and peace: and it must acquire the ability ro work
strong-mindedly and consistently for a world free
from dramatic injustice or pressure, and from the
many unresolved problems that threaten to strangle it.
raise now.

In realiry, this world of ours is going from bad to
worse, at an increasingly rapid rate, l6years away
from the year 2000, which in times gone by had
always been indicated as a kind of terminal point in
the evolution of mankind. Ve are in fact aware of living on a volcano of conradictions and injustices that
are rcaring us apan.
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Hunger takes its daily toll of the lives of thousands
sf 6sn, women and chilnay, tens of thousands
dren, but nothing of any imponance is done in the

world m fight it. On the contrary, next year
according to American information of a few days ago
the world, for the first time, will spend a thousand
-billion dollars on arms: tc/o hundred more than last
year, and four hundred more than barely three or four
years ago. Tension increases, and the absence of communication benreen the great powers grows ever more
marked. In this dramatic crisis, which grips the whole
world and affects East-Vest and Nonh-South relations as a whole, the barbarous conviction that the end
justifies the means seems to go on gaining ground.

How can we be surprised if, in this situation, human
rights are constantly violated? How can we be surprised that that world free from fear, from constraints,
which 40 years ago was said to be
and from need
- of a rcorganized international
the necessary goal
sociery, appears to be receding ever funher? The challenges that face us are immense! Our parliament, Mr
President, has and will have in this connection a prime
role rc play; and it can be equal to the task, if it can
truly express its awareness that peace, securiry, civil
and social progress, and human rights are all inseparable. If the world progresses, it progresses in each of
as is
these field: if it stands still, or goes backwards
- being
now, alas! the case
ever)4hing is in danger of
lost.

Mr

(NI).

(GR)

Mr

President, the
European Parliament and- the European Communities
have a long-standing traditional involvement in the
fight for human rights, and I would like to stress the
importance of this fight, and to congratulate lord
Bethell on his previous support and on his repon today
on this most important subject.
Pesmazoglou

Mr President, I would like to stress that we are not
dealing just with matters of principle and consequence
for the cultural traditions of all Europe's peoples. This
is also a matter that concerns our interests, and reflects

the face of Europe, of the European Community,
throughout the world. From this standpoint I think the
matter is of the trearcs[ imponance, and the European
Parliament which direcdy represents our peoples, must
make its position clear. That is why lord Bethell's
report is both timely and imponant.

Mr President, I would like to make three comments:
Firsdy, it is essential that the recognition of violadons
rights and political freedoms should be
objective, and should cover all the countries in the
Communiry and, indeed, in the whole world, wherever they may be . Objectivity will lend force and credibiliry to all our endeavours, and this is of great political significance. Mr President, I need hardly say how
sensitive we Greeks are concerning the violadons that
have taken place and that still continue in Cyprus fol-

of human

lowing the Turkish invasion of. 1974 and its prolonged
aftermath of military o@upation, with 2 000 missing
persons concerning whom there is even a special resolution of the European Parliament, and with about
200 000 refugees. I also wish to stress the imponance
of immediately establishing the principles and rules of
multi-party democrary, and of safeguarding political
freedoms. These principles are inconsistent with violations and inequalities in elections for our national parliaments and for the European Parliament, violations,
discriminations and inequalities that call into question
the validiry of election results, in other words of the
rrue representation of our peoples.

My second comment is that the matrcr is clearly a political one, and should be left rc the European Parliament's Polidcal Affairs Committee and rc the President of the Commission, because the policy in question relates both to matters of exrcrnal relations and to
the lom6 Treaties.

Mr President, my third comment is that

a flexible and

evolutive policy should be pursued in cenain countries
'!7e must
outside Europe.
emphasize the protection of
human rights, and perhaps, for the moment, place less

importance on respect for political freedoms. This,
however, is a quesdon of relative values, and should be

dealt with flexibly in conformiry with the positions
adopted by the European Parliament and the Commisston.

Mr President, I think it is a momenous subjeit that
we are debating at this last pan-session in the present
session of our Parliament, and I would again like to
congratulate all those who have worked for it and
especially

lord Bethell.

(Applause)

(DE) Mr President, ladies and
Mrs Lerz (PPE).
- rights are still being violated,
gendeman, Human
human dignity is trampled underfoot, obstacles are
still placed in the way of freedom of conscience. Political pressures and wars are still driving vast numberc of
people from their homes, resulting in funher floods of
refugees in dire need and yet more human right violations. Iord Bethell's report gives only a few instances
of what it means rc fight with one's life for rhese fundamental freedoms, panicularly in countries where
governmenrc suppress any expression of opinion in
favour of these freedoms and view such opinions as
political rebellion, and where people dare to do this
under fear of death for rhemselves and their families.
At present the eyes of th world are turned on the fate

of the Sakharovs, and I should like panicularly to
thank the Member States of the EC for demonstrating
so clearly how strongly y/e suppoft this desire, this
demand, for human rights. I really admire the courage
of this prominent Russian couple in their steadfast defence of their convictions; it takes more than physical
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courate to stand up, to go back rc one's own country
as the Filipino opposition leader Aquino did, in the
knowledge that the deadly trap would snap shut. If it
was so
I should like to say this to the previous
then let us say so clearly. It nkes
Socialist -speaker
- courage steadily to defend freemore than physical
dom of conscience as the priests and nuns of the Eastern bloc do, as did the Hungarian priest Geza Palfj,
who was tonured to death because he demanded that
Christmas Day, which is anchored in the.Constitution,
be observed as a public holiday. Or the followers of
the Bah'ai faith in Iran who continue to pay with their
lives. It takes unshakeable conviction, the idea of freedom and the knowledge of faith to know that therb is
an order which goes beyond the individual.

The European Parliament can only ask and demand
that the Governments of the Free'$florld use all available means to create the conditions under which the
respect for human rights, which our continent has
learnt in such sorrow, can be observed. This is my
answer to the Communist speakers: for us the defence
of human rights knows no frontiers and anyone may
defend them.
(Appkuse)

As paragraph 4. says, condemnadon and ourage are
not enough. The powerful position of governments
undoubtedly makes their disregard for human righu
appeer more indicable than the risks run by those
people who believe that the only way to enforce their
political ideologies is by armed acts of resistance.
Nevenheless both ruthlessly fight out their quarrels on
the bacls of people who want only rc live in peace and
for whom the daily fight for survival is difficult
enough without conflicts. The Groups in the Parliament should do what they can to draw atrcntion to
these dangers by taking a clear line in their political
debates and not using parliamentary tricks to set aside
uncomfonable truths and so prevent the warning from
getdng through to those people who are already well
on their way to imposing new resraints and cunailments of freedom. The bullet holes which I have seen
myself over the doorways of priests homes in Nicara-

gua, daubings on rhe walls of the homes of r I members of trades unions, censorship and curbs on Press
and Church, even down to pastoral letters, are clear
warnings for us. In the case of the report on Central

America, which was taken off the agenda, it would
pincipiis
have rcld us to 'check it at the source'
obsut; it might then have been possible to take more
seriously the attitudes to the report of some of the
Groups in this House.

through this Parliament. I should like m remember
here a man who has worked hard in the service of
human rights, our friend G€rard IsraEl, and to tell him
how sorry we are he is leaving us. Human rights could
have done with his help for much longer!
(Appkuse)

The question of human rights is one which is of great
importance to us, because Europe, the continent of
freedom, must also be the continent of human rights,
for freedom and human rights are closely linked. Ve
must realise that freedom is not innate. It is the grearcst achievement of our civilisadon. Neither must we
forget that freedom is in greater danger today than at
many dmes in the past. Let us not forget that of the
154 member countries of UNO only 24 are free constitutional States. The remainder are totalitarian, i.e.
Communist dictatorships, military dictatorships or single pany States.
'S7e

in Europe are the custodians of a great, perhaps
the greatest, treasure of mankind. Ve are the custodians of it at a time when it is the smallest minoriry in
the world. [.ct us not forget that! For this reason I
must welcome the fact that the question of freedom
condnues to be included with human rights in the
LomE Convention.
(Appkuse)

It

is totally unacceptable for us to continue to use taxpayers' money, as the Commission has unfonunately
so often done, to support regimes which can survive
only by suppressing human rights.

and here I should like rc address our
we must defend
Communist -colleagues once more
- Mr Spencer has
the rights of Europeans, as my friend
said, of the Ukrainians, the Baltic nations, the Hungarians, Czechs, Slovaks and Poles who are deprived
of their human rights. On this point our Communist
colleagues could achieve a great deal from their masters, instead of trying to start a case here, which is not
the right place for it.

In addition

I should therefore

like to thank the rapponeur Lord
Bethell for his repon which we shall suppori, enthu-

siastically.

,

(Applause)

Mr President, ladies and
- @R)
gentlemen, this is our
last opponuniry in the lifetime
Mrs Spaak (ND.

of this Parliament to express
our concern that funda-rights
mental freedoms and
should be respected

(Appkase)

throughout the world. The draft ueary esablishing the

Mr Habsburg (PPE).

(DE) Mr President, I find it

- in this ia last session Parliaimponant that once again
ment is concerned with the problem of human rights, a
problem which has been like a thread running all

European Union adoptcd

bp

Parliament rightly

stresses this aspect.

I should like rc make three obsen ations.
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The EEC must lose no time in acceding to the Euro-

that interventions concerning human rights are often

pean Convention for the Protection of Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms. The Commission's 1979
mcmorandum was clear on this point; the ball is cur-

more effective when carried out discreetly.

rently in the Council's court, and I intend to put a
question on this subject to the Belgian Governmenr,
which seems to be dragging its feet somewhat.

Ve

must remain vigilant, even in Europe, even in the
Community, in view of the recent Amnesry International repon drawing attention to cases of tonure in
three Member States during 1980.

Thirdly, in the campaign for human rights, we must
take account of two realities. Nothing is more fragile
than the progress that has been achieved by dint of
great effort and much suffering. Each threat, each
violarion must be exposed wherever it is found.

The subject of Lord Bethell's report is respect for
human rights outside the Communiry. In this essendal
pan of the European Parliament's work, we shall command authority only as long as we in the Communiry
are above all suspicion. That is not the case in my
countrl, Belgium. On the outskirts of Brussels, efforts
have been made to nullify the choices made by the
electorate exercising their right to universal suffrage,
and'now, having refused the residents of these communes the right m belong to the French-speaking
communiry in our country, attemp$ are being made to
deprive them of the right to nominarc their representatives on the communal councils by the device of stipulating linguistic abiliry for which no provision is made
in thc Constitution. There can be no justification for
making uncompromising demands on all other countries in the world to observe the principles on which
the Communiry is founded while at the same time passively tolerating breaches of those principles byone or
other of the Member States. This is somerhing that the
next Parliament must not ignore.

Mr

Contogeotgis, Member

of the

Commission.

(GR) Mr President, ladies and tentlemen, as you can
imagine the Commission has studied with grear
interest the Political Committee's reporr on human
rights in the world, and our common policy relative to
these rights. In exercising its powers and pursuing the
Communiq/s aims, rhe Commission has always respected fundamental rights, panicularly as laid down in
the national constiturions and in the European Agreement on Human Rights, and always ensures their correct implementation. Ir uses every political and economic means at its command to promote and reinforce
respec for human righu within the framework of the
Treades.

So far as concerns the lack of progress towards the
development of a consistent common.policy on human
rights, the Commission is not in a position ro commenr
on this since such a policy should emerte from polirical cooperation. Despite this, it is wonh remembering

As for the call for the Foreign Ministers to submit a
written report to Parliament within the scope of political cooperation, I would like to remind you that
during Council's meeting in May 1983 the German
Presidency declined to undertake that responsibility.
Besides, the Commission is not empowered rc take initiatives where political cooperation is concerned.
As for those points which the report mentions as vorthy of special attention, the Commission is already in a
position to lay down the main guidelines.

Firstly, on the initiative of its President, in January

1984, the Commission agreed to delegate the coordination of all its acdvities relating rc human rights to its
President at Commission level, and to the Secretariat
at the level of the General directorate.

of Communiry aid to a
of protection for human rights, the

Secondly, as for the linking

minimum level

Commission does not think that condidons should be
imposed upon its aid. This view is not a negative one;
on the contrary,.it seeks to esablish the best way of
acting in favour of man's prosperity. Indeed, the Com-

muniry is from time

to time

called upon

to

offer

humanitarian aid to countries in a state of tension or in
very delicate situations, such as internal conflicts that
might lead to serious violations of human rights. However, the Commission takes panicula;r care to see that
the aid it provides really does ter ro rhe people who
need it, and to whom it is in any case granted, under
the best possible conditions and in the fairest way.

Thirdly,

as

for rhe proposal rc embody maters relarcd

to human rights in the development programmes, it
has already been stressed from rhe very beginning of
the talls besween the Communities and, the ACP
countries that respect for human digniry, as defined in
the worldwide Declaration of Human Rights and in
the African Chartcr of Human Rights, for rhe prosperiry and development of the potential of human beings,
and esrcem for the role of women, musr be regarded
as aims that invest development with its true imponance and meaning. Talks berween the rwo sides began
on that very basis.

After the Commission's proposals and the mlls with

the ACP counrries, the Confercnce of ACP-EEC
Ministers, which took place on 3-5 May 1984 in Fiji,

and at which the Commission was represented by my
colleague Mr Pisani, rcok note that the EEC Presidency communicated a written proposal to rhe ACP
countries on the marrcr in question, with a view to
examining it at the meednt in June.

fu for the Communiq/s other external relations,

the
Commission considers that in most cases the best way
for the authoritiec in the various counries involved rc
recognize the imponance of human rights and the
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strength of feeling within the Community regarding
this matter, is to continue laying stress on this point as
in the past, whenever opponunities arise during the
regular bifarcral contads at the political level.

Founhly, I would like to mention that unfortunately
there is little prospect of increasing budgetary appropriations for programmes relating m human rights
within tho Community.
Finally, as for the European Parliament's call to be
kept informed regularly on the outcome of its resolutions on human rights and on the Communiq/s other
activities in this connection, the Commission wishes rc
sress that according to the present procedure, it
already informs Parliament about the outcome of
resolutions concerning various initiatives, and that
within this framework it will continue to do so for
anything concerning human rights as well, just as in

an amendment can do so? Are we sdll working in
accordance with the agenda? It ought still m be possible for anyone who wishes to express an opinion and
mble amendments to do so.

Presidcnt.

-

[s5, amendments may still

be abled.

(Parliament adopted the Preside*\ proposal)

5.

'Neqt religious mooements'in the EEC

The next ircm is the repon (Doc. l-47 /
8a) by Mr- Cotrell, on behalf of the Committee on
Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Spon, on
the activities of certain new religious movements in the
Community.
President.

the case of other matters.

As for the Communiqy's other activities connected
with human righm, when these are not the subject of a
resolution for an initiative, they are covered by the
general repon provided by the Treaty.

President.

-

The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

4.

Agenda

Presidcnq
I have a proposal
rcday's agenda.

to make

concerning

This moming at the opening of the sitting, Parliament
adopted urgency for four consultations concerning
respecdvely strawberries originating in ACP countries,
foot-and-mouth disease, three agricultural regulations
concerning Greece and dairy products.

As Parliatrnent accepted the proposals, I proposed that
the four urgent debates be entered at the end of
tomorrow's agenda, On reflection, and in view of the
distribudon of work berween the two night sittings, I
think it would be bener to deal with these questions
this evenilng rather than tomorrow evening as there is a
danger that, if they are aken tomorrow evening, it
may not be possible to debate them for lack of time. I
therefore propose that ve change the decision we took
earlier and ent€r the four consultations for which

Mr

Delsess (PPE).

(DE) Of course

President, it
debate

Ladies and gentlemen, that is exactly the subject with
which my report is concerned. I was sruck, listening
ro that debate, by points which could well have been
made with regard to my own work. For instance, my

honourable colleague Mr Otto von Habsburg said it
was intolerable [hat people suppressing human rights
should be subsidized by the taxpayer. Miss Spaak
spoke of the struggle for the protection of human
rights, and said that each and every infringement
should be confronted and opposed wherever it occurs.

That indeed is the purpose of the report which I now
present on behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Spon and on the
preparation of which I have now spent two-and-a-half
years. Some people have represented this as an attack
by me personally, or perhaps even by the Parliament,
on religious freedom. It is, of course, nothing of the
kind. I draw the attention of the House to Anicle 9,
paragraph 2, of the European Convention on Human
Rights (1950), which says this:
Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs shall
be subject only to such limitations as axe prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratie
sociery in the intcresa of public safery, for the
protection of public order, health or morals or for
the protection of the rights and' freedoms of
others.

That is the context within which my report has been
drawn up.

It

I

agree, but I
- anyone who might wish to table
would like to ask how

Mr

Mr

to- me that the

on my report should follow that of my colleague, lord
Bethell, dealing as he did with the wide field of human
rights.

urgency was adopted this morning, at the end of
today's agenda, on the understanding that if they cannot be taken this evening, they will obviously be carried over to the end of tomorrou/s sitting.

Cottrell (ED), rapportear.

seems particularly appropriarc

is not concerned with belief. Let me make that absoIf we look at the movement which was

lutely clear.

responsible for this report being drawn up in the first
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it is my understanding
that the philosophy, the so-called divine principle,
sates that Jesus Christ failed in his mission and that
place, the Unification Church,

the Reverend Sun Myung Moon, who has now failed
in his appeal in the United States on tax fraud charges,
had been handed this mission. If people wanr ro
believe that, that is their affair and it has nothing to do
with me or Members of this Parliament. Vhat we are
concerned with is the whole sorry chapter of human
misery which has resulted from the practices of certain
organizations. It is a miserable catalogue which I have
encountered this past two-and-a-half years.

It

involves such revolting things as prostitution as a
lure for recruits and money, sexual abuse of children,
coercion, mind-bending, brain-washing, the exhonadon of recruim of these movemenrc, which have a hunger for money and ever more recruits to break the law
at each and every opponunity.

Mr President, my report says nothing
despite the
- this House
thousands of letters which Members of
may have received
about the necessity for law or
- lZhat we
legislation in this field.
have proposed, which
I think is an elegant and correct approach, is a voluntary code. Those who represent my work as somehow
being restrictive on those who wanr to have a different
view from the rest of us have, I am afraid, completely
misunderstood the point of it. Vhat we have said is
this. It is almost cenain that this phenomenon, which
has now affected every Member State of the Europgan
Community, is here to stay. Therefore, we must find
some way in which we can live with these movements
and pirsuade them to show the same tolerance
towards us as we show to them. That is why we have
proposed a voluntary code. This provides for perfectly
normal practices such as the right to leave a movement
unhindered, if you want to, always rc have access to

your family and friends, to be given the right to
change your mind, to have proper medical rearmenr,
not to have your telephone calls or letters interrupted
indeed, quite normal things which the rest of us in

-a democradc

This is also the background to the Conrell report and
the resolution it contains on new religious movemenrs,
on which we are concentrating today. It is a subject
that is already raising a great deal of dust. The parliamentary committee has devorcd a fair number of
meetints to the report, concerning itself principally
with the resolution at its more recenr garherings. This
was understandable, in view of the number and diversity of these movements and because the problems are
not so easy to define and because they also had rc be
considered in terms of whether certain proposals and
reactions would not conflict with constitutional law,

the freedom of religious belief, which cannot, of
course, be questioned as such and should be respected.
Not all the reactions reveal thar this has been understood.

Furthermore, the committee naturally felt that it did
not have the authoriry to judge religious views and
convictions. Nonetheless, it can be said that the committee modified its approach somewhat, which is
natural when problems of this kind are being studied.
Rather than setting itself up as a comminee which
passes sentence on the complaints it receives, it tried to

establish criteria which new religious movements
should satisfy when recruiting new members, for
example. These criteria y/ere essentially based on

writ-

ten and oral complaints received from those directly
concerned. You will find a list of such complaints in
paragraph

2,

rnd,

I

would point out that the Legal

Affairs Committee approved the resolution in its present form after lenphy discussions. Since it emerged,
Mr President, that these criteria already apply to one
or other new religious movemen$, the committee
decided at its lasr meering to make funher refinements, as is evident from the joint amendmenr rhar
have been tabled with Mr Bocklet as the first signatory.

sociery have come to resped.

If

there are movements which find thar they cannot
possibly accede to such a reasonable requesr, rhen I am
sure that sociery itself will make ia own judgement. It
is imponant, I think, ro understand that it is not a
question of religious freedom which lies before this
House today. I am grateful, indeed, for the suppon of
the Catholic European Study and information Cenrre,
which makes it absolurely plain that there is no doubt
whatever that rhe Conrell reporr concerns norhing
more than a question of human rights.
(Appkuse)

Beumer (PPE), cbaitman of th Committee on
Youth, Cuhtre, Educatio4 Infotmatiott and Sport.
(NL) Mr Presidenq it is one of Parliament's tasks -ro
react to rhe signals it receives fairly regularly of public

Mr

concern about certain social phenomena. That is what
happens in national parliaments, and it also happens
when problems of this kind arise.

\Tithout wishing ro anticipare the conclusions finally
drawn, we now place the emphasis on a request to rhe
Commission and, through ir, rc the Ministers of Justice and Foreign Affairs ro ascerrain what material is
available in the various counrries. This might include
sudies by parliamentary committee, research sudies

and even judgments handed down by the courts,

which should then be examined to see what possibiliry
there is of a common approach being adopted. It may,
of course, turn our that the legislation and regulations
of the various Member Sates are quite capable of
keeping any recruitmenr practices rhat are less than
acceptable and problems conneded with withdrawal
from such movements within reasonable limits.

Mr

President, it seemed wise to me to give this brief
explanation of the nature and intention of the resolu-

tion and the way in which it came into being. The
amendments I have tabled are designed ro emphasize
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the conditional nature of the statemenr we

have

made. Final conclusions should only be drawn when
sufficient representative material is available.'V'e are
now asking for this material, and once we have it, we
can and must draw fairly definitive conclusions. I feel
that the collection of further information should once
hearings, for
again include more detailed ulks
with representatives of Churches,
new reliexample
parents, people who have left such
gious movements,
movements and also representatives of parliamentary
committees so that u,e can obtain a balanced picture.

To conclude, Mr President, I should like rc point out
that this would also comply with what we consider to
be a panicularly good working method and one which
we should always try to adopt: leaving no stone
unturned to arrive at a fair, balanced and cautious
assessment. This is precisely what the Committee on
Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Spon
tried to do when drawing up this resolution.

Mr Schwencke (S).

-

individual are denounced. Vhat I referred to above as
chariry
I could just as well have said the digniry of
-the good European tradition, has recently in
man
the practices
of the 'new religions' become perverted
into despisal of man.
These so-called new religions are destructive cults.
They promise happiness and bring dreadful misery.
Never before in my life as a member of Parliament
have- I
my colleagues have had the same experience
received so many lemers with such terrible conrcn$.

There is the example of the young German Hare
Krishna disciple who after a long search was eventually found in India by his relatives suffering from
terrible burns because the sect would not allow him to
receive medical ffeatment.

There is the twenry-year-old woman who fell into the
clurches of the so-called children of God and had to
earn money by prostitution while her rwo-year-old
son was begging in the streets.

(D) Ladies and gentlemen, for

as long as Europe has had an identiry there have been
new religious movements. Even if most of the ones

which are known to us followed the paths of existing
religions, they were all original in that they questioned
tradition, at the very least altered it, wanted to revitalise it, and so reacted to contemporary spiritual and
inrcllecual challenges and, as a general rule, pointed
out new ways of truth and salvation to a more youthfully-minded generation. Francis of Assisi in the 13th
century and Manin Luther in the 15th were probably
the most famous figures in this European movement.
However much these two personalities were revered in
their time by their followers, and of course intra muros
were hated and persecuted by their enemies, they
nevenheless became heroes in our common European
religious and intellectual history. If we today failed to
acknowledge them and their traditions we should be
setting aside all the good of our common European
heritage. Their theme was chariry as the embodiment
of the love of God. \7ith hindsight and from the modern viewpoint it is impossible to describe their modvation as an irrational process. In our churches European

enlightenment, enlightened Christianiry, has been
united with the Christian tradition.
Thus it can be said that the copul4 the union of faith
and reason, or in evangelical terms of the Gospel azl
the law, was never abandoned. The present-day,
so-called new religious movements want to know
nothing of what I consider rc be good enlightened
European religious raditions. Even where these movements are eclectic they are not 'religious' in the traditional sense. They have a cynical attitude, or no attitude at all, to both traditional religion and the enlighrcnment. At this point they renounce European enligh-

tenment. through the ideological dualism of good
against evil in theory and in pracdce. In other words,
concepts such as enlightenment, individual, reason,
emancipation, the digniry of man, the rights of the

There is the former student who joined the Bhagwan
and who, without any training and without insurance,
has to do dangerous work with a building team from
the sect. She has neither social insurance nor health
insurance, works more than twelve hours a day, lives
on a completely vegetarian diet and sleeps on the cold
floor of communal sleeping quarters.

There is a former medical student who was brainwashed by the scientologists and who, after four years

with that sect, is about to be referred to a psychiaric
hospital.

There is the dental student who joined a transcendental meditation group, won over by the idea that transcendental meditation promorcs creativiry; his parents'
bitter discovery: two suicide attempts as a result of this
therapy.

The Guyana affair in which there were

several

hundred dead and which is familiar to us all was no
accident, it is the logical consequence of a situation
which the democratic countries have created by their
disregard of democractic principles. Those who kept
silent up till then also bear the guilt of Guyana. Ve,
the European Parliament, must not keep silent over
this inhuman trcatment, these crimes, which occur
ddly a hundred, a thousand, times over in the midst of
our sociery under cover of freedom of conscience.
(Appkuse)

Vhere

is religion to be found in these sects? The latest
news from the USA: the leader of the Moon sect has

to prison, not for an excess of piety, but
because he has been found guilry of ax evasion. The
same thing happens a few days later to the head guru
been sent

of the Moonies in France. And if one considers the
weapons, drugs
areas in which these sects operate

-
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and other things
it has to bc said that it is clear
- then
enough and we must
understand the signs. In the Federal Republic of Germany, where there are repeated
complaints against the Moonies and other sects, the
Civil Chamber of the Federal Coun of Justice in
Karlsruhe found as follows:'The so-called Unification
Church of the Korean Sun Myung-Mun, also known
as the 'Moonies', was also found to have exposed peo-

ple to prychological terror during weekend seminars,
to proclaim a fascist system and to have driven young
people to suicide'(DPA repon).

I think this has something to rcll us about the nature of
the so-called new religious movemenm.

In America a parliamentary inquiry, the 'Frazer
Repon made the following findings
I quote
briefly: 'Vith the help of the Unificadon -Church and
its numerous active organisadons Moon wishes to gain

sufficient influence in America to be able to dictate
policy in important matters, to influence the legislaturc
and to enter electoral politics.' And one more quotation, for those here in the House and those outside
who say that all this is harmless, some words of Moon
himself on the 'necessiry' of a third world war, 'Nevertheless there can be no doubt that there must be a final
world war, however it may be fought.' Quotation
from 'Divine Principles', second edition, 1973. All
Moonies repeatedly have to swear, 'I will fight with
my life'.
Fight for that third world war, ladies and gentlemen?
kt us open our eyes at last and start to fight! !7e cannot remain silent any longer, buf must begin to fight as
Europeans for civil rights and human dignity, which
means, to fight for those in the so-called youth movemens who no longer have these rights.

The majoriry of the Socialist Group will suppon Mr
Cottrell's modon for a resolution.

\7hat is involved in this repon from our colleague Mr
whom I must thank for his repon
Cottrell
It

-?
concerns-a phenomenon which probably has its origins
in the loss of a sense of purpose and securiry in our
countries and which has given rise to a series of organisations which claim to be religious organisations.
They do in fact carry out cenain religious pracices in
order to win people's trusq bur they then abuse that
trust with exploitation and oppression.

Mr

Cottrell

and Mr Schwencke have both given impressive examples and I shall not give any funher details of individual cases.

If an organisation of this rype

operates in this way in
only one country, the laws of that counrry will gener'ally be adequate to dealing with infringemenrs. Yesrerday for instance in my home ciry of Munich the scientology sect was suspended on an exrcnsive summons
on suspicion of fraud, duress and many orher criminal
offences. Ve are not therefore just discussing phenomena which exist only in the minds of a few people,
they are a very serious realiry. I should like however to
add one thing
and here I differ with my colleague
Mr Schwencke- it is not for us rc judge the dogma
- groups. That is nor rhe role of poland beliefs of these
itics and we must refrain from it. There can be no restriction of freedom of religion, it is subject to limitation only when it infringes the law.
(Apphuse)

That is why it is immaterial to me utbat people believe.
\7hat matters is thar they do not infringe human rights
and oppress people under the prorection of religious
freedom.
as joint aurhor of one of the amendments
- something
also say
about the title of this Report. As
we have seen the German term'Jugendsekte'is liable
to misinterpretation for two reasons: firstly the people
involved are generally adults, not young people, and
secondly a'sect'is a splinter group of an established
Church and the term implies a denigratory attirude ro
new religious communities. Ve do not inrcnd either of
these, and it is not for us ro be denigratory in our use
of terminology. For this reason
I aik the Plen""a to use a someary for its approval
we have- tried
what complicated circumlocution
in the title of the
Repon, namely, 'on a common approach by the Member States of the European Community towards various infringements of the law by new organizations
operating under the protecrion afforded to religious
bodies'.

I may

(Apphuse)

IN THE CFIAIR: MR FRIEDRICH
Vce-fueside*

Mr

on us as the European Parliament. But neither would I
wish to conceal the fact that the lobby of the sects in
question is without equal in Europe. Compared with
them all the established groups are mere babes in arms.

Bocklet (PPE).

(DE)

Mr

President, col-

leagues! Few reports in-this Parliament
here I agree
- aroused
with my colleague Mr Schwencke
have
as
much emotion and led to such fundamental
disagreement as the Cottrell Repon has. It is very seldom that
the Members involved have seen as much suffering
and human misery as they have in rhe numerous letters
received in connection with this reporr on the effects

of what are called in

German the 'youth sects'.

Anyone who has read the despairing letters from parens all over Europe knows rhat calls are being made

I

have perhaps one criticism to make at this point: I
read the comments of the Brirish Council of Churches

with great interest.

I

was amazed to find that they
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were working with completely wrong texts. Vith
many opinions it frequently happens that people use
obsolerc texts or rcxts which have been misleadingly
interpreted in order rc be provocative. This is therefore the time to make cenain things clear: ,we do not
want in any way to have any effect on religious feelings and Man's desire for realisation of consciousness,
nor to make them a matter for regulation by the State.
Neither will we act as the extended arm of the great
Christian Churches when they want to get rid of
unwelcome compedtors.
(Appkuse)

Just as we are not the srong-arm boys of the lay
movement which in 1901 invoked human rights to
suppress religious orders in France. None of these
things concern us. Our aim is simply and solely to Protect the individual who has faith in a religion from
having his faith shamelessly abused, whilst those who
abuse-his faith are alloived rc operate under cover of
religious freedom.

books are filled vith the unfonunate results of those
who have tried to impose religion or indeed those who
have had to fight against such imposition. The amendments today which stand in the name of the rapporrcur and of the members of the Committee on Youth,
Culture, Education, Information and Spon from virtually every group seek to confine our remarks to
those activities of some organizations who have broken the law. Those illegal activities have very little to
do with religion..This Parliament in its deliberations
has the additional difficulry of trying to find exPression in seven diffcrent languages to cover the narrow
dividing line between not restriding genuine religious
freedom and, at the same time, ensuring that the

national laws

of thg Member Sates are upheld' I

believe that the very publicity given to this issue, whilst

we may not be able to contain those activities within
the laws of the Community immediately, is a-timely
warning to young people, panicularly those who will
be travelling abroad as part of their studies, because
they will be most panicularly the targets of movements
who seek to recruit them by less than desirable methods.

(Applause)

I

'$7e

Mr Beumer, the chairman of the Comare
- so clearly only at the beginning of the
minee said

- of
but hundreds

thousands of parents in
Europe have pinned their hopes on us. Ve may not
disappoint them. I therefore ask you to vote for this
Repon as amended by the Committee.

debate,

am grateful for this opponunity to say a few words
in this debate to draw attention to one of the most
concerning issues that we as Members of this Parliament have had to deal with. Like Mr Schwencke, my
postbag has been larger on this issue than any other
topic in the last five years with one exception.
(Applaase)

(Appk*se)

Mrs Cinciari'Rodano (COM).

Mr

Simmon& (ED).

Mr

President,

I

am not

speaking on behalf of my group. I am speaking as a
member of my group. There will be a completely free
vote within my group on this modon for a resolution,
as I believe there should be on all religious issues and
matt€rs of conscience.
Mr Bocklet quite righdy in his remarks has identified
the fact that there are a number of texts available on
this report. He has drawn the attention of a number of
churches to the most recent rcxt' but I have rc say that
there is sdll further confusion on this issue. Almost
without precedent, I believe, in the life of this Parliament, ve have an amendment which is in the name of
the rapponeur and members of vinually every grouP
of this Parliament and which actually seeks to change
the title of the repon. So I do beg through you, Mr
President, all Members of this Parliament to pay pani-

Mr Fanti

-

gD Mr President,

said yesterday, and as other members have
recalled, Mr Conrell's report was discussed at length
as

both in the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education,
Information and Sport and by the Legal Affairs Committee, whose opinion was sought.

The question is in fact an extremely delicate one. Ve
are dealing with two rights, both of which are in my
view inalienable.

On the one hand, there is freedom of association and
not just believe
the right of everyone to manifest
convictions.- I
and practise his or her own religious
think it is no coincidence that the Committee debated
reliat such length which term should be used
movemen6',
gious movements','so-called religious -'new
without its proving possible to
'sects' or wharcver
agree on a term. Even with the best inrcntions, in fact,

withdrawn.

there is a danger of offending the principle of religious
freedom which in truth appears indivisible.'Ve remain
of the opinion that the term adopted, 'new religious
movements', is both ambiguous and dangerous.'What
is more, however, it is no coincidence that the amend-

Quite righdy, there is very considerable concern on
this issue, but may I say that I believe that no Parliament should seek to interfere with the most basic of
human rights which is the freedom of religion. History

lem clearly.

cular attention to the amendments that have been
tabled. May I mendon that the amendments that have
been tabled in my name and my name alone have been

ment outlined a short time ago by Mr Bocklet is so
complex and intricate: that, I believe, implicitly confirms our concern. It convinces us even funher that it
is extremcly difficult rc define the scope of the prob-
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On the other hand, we are faced with anorher righr,
which is just as inalienable and fundamental: the right
that obliges us to defend our citizens, panicularly the
young
and it is worse still where minors are concerned - from pracices capable of producing a starc
- deprivation of freedom because that is
of actual
what it is. It is a facr that some of-rhe groups whose
activities have been investigated
for example the

Broups should be dragooned into taking a parricular
attitude on a subject so personal and so imponant.

I want to compliment Mr Cottrell on

quesdons that give rise to such emorion as rhe question

of religion, what exactly is religion, how

religious
organizations should be conducted in the light of the
civil law, for instance, and so on. I must confess that in
recent weeks I have become increasingly suspicious
about the opposition to Mr Cottrell's repon because it
is very clear to me thar the opposirion is orchesrarcd.
It is hardly a coincidence that I should have received
so many letters and so many phone calls almost all in

so-called 'Unification Church' -of the self-sryled
'Father' Moon
commit inadmissible, intolerable

-

acts. From the documentation that each one of us has

it is clear that

such acts are akin to kidnapping and subjecdon, which is undoubtedly difficult to
define legally, but which comprises elements of marcrial, physical and moral coercion. There are orher cases
of incircment to prostirurion and, regularly
and this
is the experience of all of us
to unauthorized
beg- evidence from parents
ging. Ve have heard dramatic
who have lost their children
an intolerable itate of
affairs. And rhere are also documenrs
that justify rhe
suspicion that, beneath these pseudo-religious activities, there are others that are less well known, political
in nature, and bordering on subversion.
received

the one direction. It is too much of a coincidence.
That is, in my view, a bad sign. On the other hand,
strangely enough, I have received, very little advice in
the opposite direction.

The basic point that Mr Cottrell is making is that there
should be a juridical basis for the operation of these
various religious groups and rhat cenainly I would
supporr. I am aware in my own counrry of the most
distressing cases of young people who have become
and I can hardly describe it in any orher way
- brainwashed by certain organizations, who have been
taken
over completely, who have been separated from their
parenr and their brothers and sisters, not in a normal
separation as they would by geographical distance or
anything of that kind, but separated in the mind, in the
emotions, in the normal attachment rc the family.

In addition, I would say that the campaign itself,
which was obviously organized
this collection of
- many
letters sent to members of parliament,
of which
were in fact written by people whose good faith had
been corrupted by false information
are up against a reality of this kind.

-

rclls us rhat we

But the real problem is not rc punish [hese movements

or regulate them as such; it is to punish any crimes
that may be committed. And it is only when it can be
shown that the sole purpose of the associadon is to

That is somerhing complercly repugnanr to me. I come
from a counr{f where, back in the past, there was a lot
of intolerance, a lot of force used even, to try rc
change people's atritudes towards religion. Iam proud
to say rhaq in my country, we srood up to that because
our belief was in a cenain direction. Ve were nor prepared to be dictated to from rhe outside or by any

commit acts rhar are punishable by law, that that associadon can be considered to have a criminal intenr

As

it

now stands

even

if I

work done by the- rapport€ur

have

rc recognize the

the resolution does
- purpose for which
not appear to us adequate to the
it

is intended. Ir can be dangerous, because rc speak of
religious movements is to generalize; at rte same rime
there is the risk that rhis generalization may be used to
the detriment of groups or associations that behave in
an entirely legal manner. And, moreover, the code of
behaviour does not show a sufficiently clear way for
Member Sates to take administrative, legal and penal
acdon to punish the crimes in question. Ve therefore
still consider that further examination of the question
in detail is necessary, and it is our view that, in the
form in which it now srands, the repon is not acceprable.

Mr Maher (L).

Mr Presidenr, I want to make ir
- necessarily speaking
clear that I am not
on behalf of
my group. I think rhis is a mamer where every individual has a point of view and where there ought to be
freedom for each individual parliamentarian to adopt
his own stance or take his ourn panicular view. I do
not think it is a case where any of us in the various

rhe prepararion

I also wanr ro compliment him on
this courage because I know that rhere are very few
of this report and

panicular group, however powerful they may have
been.

,

But

I think it is necessary

that in particular some of

these new organizations thar havC appeared on rhe
scene should be examined to determine what exactly
their motivation is. I have a suspicion that it is not
exactly to do good. It is not to uplift mankind or to
i-pr-*. living conditions or to better prepare people
for the next world but rather to make money, to exercise power on behalf of a limited number of individuals. That we cannot accepr. That I think we must be
opposed to as Christians because Christianiry has rhe
very opposirc aim. Ve are all familiar with what Christ
taught when he was on eanh. I am nor trying to argue
that the Christian churches today neclssarily fulfit
what Christ himself said in those early days. I rhink we
need to go back to that but that is another question.

I think it is a bit unfoftunate that a very imponant
repon which was commissioned by the Dutch-parliament has not yet seen rhe lighr of day and that Mr
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Cottrell's report has come in advance of that. As far as
I am aware from the information I have got, the Dutch
Parliament set out in a very objective and inrcnsive
way to examine this question and to make a report on
it. I think it is unfortunarc that we have not had the

opponunity to examine that repon in advance of the
Cottrell report because I believe it is the only one of its
kind that is in preparation,
However, I believe that this Parliament should be very
clear in its approach to this question. I think we need
to give leadership to the people in Europe, to the ordinary parent and to the young people in particular and
to warn them about the dangers of being taken over
and brainwashed by organizations who do not, at the
end of the day, have their best interests at heart.
(Appkase)

(DA) Mr President, the EuroMr Nyborg (DEP).
pean Communiry is a historical innovation in that we
do not have a common military establishment, we do
not have a common police force; it is left to the individual nations themselves to maintain peace and order. I
think therefore that I have good grounds for saying
that the matter we are discussing here has nothing rc
do with the Communiry. It is not a Communiry issue,
it is a national issue. But I realize that the subject is a
very delicate one for, whatever we decide here today,
we can be sure that it will be misused. If we reject the
Cottrell report, the sects have won the day, they will
have the laurels of victory in their hands. If we adopt
the Cottrell report, we shall have repudiated religious
freedom and shall thereby have made Europe a less
free place to live in. S7'e are thus in a disturbing
dilemma.

Personally, I think
and I am not speaking here on
behalf of my Broup -as such, for we have full freedom
to vorc as we wish
that we should reject the Cottrell
repoft, but follow -it up with a motion for a resolution
urging the national governments rc keep a more
watchful eye on what is happening, how our young
people are being treated; to check whether human
rights are being infringed, whether people are being
brainwashed, whether they are being forced into uniformity, whether they are being held in isoladon and
deprived of contact with the world outside. But these
are still national tasls, in which the concepts of criminal law obtaining in the various Member States must
be followed. '$7'e must also realize that these sects do
not take the same form in all the countries. A sect may
appear in one form in France, in a completely different
form in Denmark, in a third form in Switzerland etc.
Ve cannot and we have no right to set up concrerc,
general guidelines for how people can, may and must
behave. Some sects are decent according to our criteria, and follow normal moral and religious precepts,
others are less reputable.

Point 3 of the Cottrell proposal calls for the setting up
of a conrol body under the Commission which would

have the task of investigating sects and individuals
throughout the world. Vell, it is foolish to think that
that can be done with the economic resources available ! But we should also bear in mind that it would be
an infringement of human rights, if we shned rc build
up a kind of card index of persons and movements
for the 'good' ones would also be included. Otherwise
there is no point whatsoever in such an investigation.
can therefore only repeat what I said at the start: I
think that it is the concern of the individual Member
States to act firmly where national provisions on

I

human rights are being violated.

Mr

Skovmand (CDI).

(DA)

Mr

President,

I

do

- to comment on whether
not wish in this intervention

these new religious movements are so dangerous that
we should take action against them. In fact it is a matrcr which does not concern the European Communiry.
Each of the ten Member States of the Community has
the means
should it so wish
to proceed on its
- against
- movements which
own account
those religious
it considers harmful to its citizens. But that of course
presupposes a public debate on the matter beforehand.
If in Denmark we implemented a proposal such as that
of Mr Cottrell, for example, we would have to look
very carefully at the ideas in the proposal to ensure

that they were in conformity with the Danish Constitution and the traditions of spiritual freedom which we
have in our country. The Communiry does not have
such a constitution or such traditions of freedom. It
would therefore be a matrcr of serious concern if the
Community ever got powers to intervene among its
citizens in the way Mr Cottrell and many others in this
chamber clearly desire. Fortunately, the Communiry
does not have such powers. There is nothing in the
Treary of Rome which authorizes the decisions which
Mr Cottrell wants aken. If a proposal of this kind is
ever put before the Council of Ministers, it will be met

with a Danish veto.

\7e in the People's Movement against the EEC consider it utterly pointless to spend time on proposals of
this kind, and we shall of course vote against it.

Mr Eisma

(ND.-

@L) Mr President, we feel that
to live his life as he thinls

every adult should be free

fit, provided that

he does not harm others. Every adult
should also be free rc make mistakes and to harm himself, provided he does not harm sociery. Every adult
should funhermore be free to give up his freedom if
that is what he wants. The new sects should therefore
be left alone.

However, the weaker members of society should be
protected. This applies to the economically weaker
and to the physically and mentally weaker members of
sociery. Sociery should ensure that they are not
exploited or swindled by the economically or physically and mentally sronger. For these reasons limits
should be imposed on cenain practices of new sects.
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As you see, Mr President, this is not an easy matrcr.
'We must either violate the principle of the freedom of
conscience, religion and association or act in solidarity
with the less privileged. In view of the examples the
rappofteur has given and the shabbiness of cenain
pradices, y/e are inclined rc place trearcr emphasis on

per reports. Newspaper reports are not always as carefully composed as they might be, as the following quo-

the lattcr aspect, solidariry with the less privileged.

ment before the European Parliament on the new

The rapponeur righdy refrains from attacking organizations as such and focuses his attention on improper
practices. But do these new sects have a monopoly on
such practices? Undl not so very long ago, for example, new members of the Roman Catholic Church
'were not permitted to speak to their family and friends
f.or a year. This conflicts with paragraph 2(c) of the
Conrell report. In the same Church minors have
always been urged to join and train for the priesthood,
'a solemn long-term commitment that will determine
the course of their lives', something which paragraph 2(a) of the Cottrell repon would prohibit in the

religious movemenrc is not amended. The Council has
expressed its concern in a letter to the Second Chamber's Subcommittee on Sects. The rcxt to which it
objeca was drawn up by a Committee on Sport of the
European Communities.'

case

of new

tation from one of the major Dutch dailies shows:
'The Council of Churches in the Netherlands is seriously concerned about the violatiort of religious freedom and of human rights if the second policy docu-

Three mistakes in so shon a text. !7'e do not draw up
policy documents, whether first, second or third versions. Ve do not have a Committee on Spon. It may
have been a mistake, but it may also have been a deliberate attempt to show that this strange Committee on
Spon also conce;ns itself with this kind of thing.
Either way, the article was cenainly not carefully written. If people react to this kind of thing, I consider it
rather weird to pass judgement on it. !7'hen work first
staned on the Cottrell repon, almost rwo years ago, I
received stacks of letters from very penurbed parents
throughout Europe. I said even then that parents who

sects.

There are other religious organizations with other
customs that are prohibircd by law in most Member
States, such as the amputation of limbs as a punishment for theft, the genital mutilation of girls, the flogging of adulterous women and so fonh. In shon, whac

is not allowed should be prohibited by law. This
should apply to a// religious organizations, not only
the new ones. And it should, of course, apply equally
to non-religious organizations, although they are far
less

guilry of such excesses.

This discrimination against new organizations

as

opposed to old ones is apparent throughout the resolution. Unfonunately, Mr Simmonds has withdrawn a
number of amendments designed to remove this discrimination. All that remains is amendment No 25 by Mr
Sieglerschmidt, which calls for other religious communities to be made subject rc the same criteria to those
laid down in paragraph 2.

Mr President, it is to be hoped that Mr Cottrell will
endorse amendment No 25 in panicular. For many
people this repon will then bc more acceptable than
the text as it now stands.
(NL) Mr President, in view of all
Mrs Viehoff (S).
the reactions to which
this repon has recently given
rise, Parliament should really be pleased about the
interest shown in its activities. But when I consider the
relevant letters and particularly those I have received
recendy
although I would exclude s6ms
fs6rn
- that
people in- the Netherlands, I cannot help feeling
we have an organized campaign here: the same envelopes, the same machine for printing the addresses, the
same postmarks, even though the letter headings indi-

catcd that the letters came from different parts of the
Netherlands. I must emphasize that I have nothing
against organized campaigns, but I am afraid that
most of the people who wrote letters had not studied
the resolution carefully but were reacting to new'spa-

.

are ardent members of the Catholic and Reformed
Churches are also exremely concerned and do not
take kindly to their children joining, let us say, a
Socialist youth movemenl This is no reason for Parliament to intervene, but that is not the quesqion
either. The Council of Churches is concerned about
religious freedom, with absolutely no jusdfication in
my opinion. If we look at point B of the re5olution, we
see that it emphasizes very strongly that the freedom
of religion must not be violated. The basic issue has
been explained at length by Mr Schwencke. I will not
repeat what he said. I feel that we in this Parliament
must not only take account of a repon that has been
drawn up in the Netherlands and will probably be
published today, however good it may be, but there
are other countries in the Community. I hope that the
Members of this Parliament will receive the report
from the Netherlands as soon as possible, but there is

no reason why we should not take a well-balanced
decision rcday. I cerainly hope that the amdndments
which have been tabled by a group of members of rhe
Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport will we adopted. I believe that, if those
amendments totether with amendmenr No 25 by Mr
Sieglerschmidt is adopted, we shall have an excellent
resolution in which Parliament expresses its concern
about practices which, in my view, have norhing to do
with religion.

Mr Brok (PPE).

(DA) Mr President,

colleagues,

in recent weels we- have experienced a disinformation
campaign on a grand scale. \7e have been swamped by
a centrally directed mailing campaign on the pan of
the Moon sect, which in some cases, as we have been
told by cenain sources, such as pasrors in the Evangelical Church, involved unauthorised use of letterheads
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in order to give the impression that the Moon sect is
supponed by serious-minded people. Mr Skovmand, I
find it quite unacceptable for you to hold fonh here in
such a cold way about the rights of the EC, when we
are faced with such enorrnous suffering on the pan of
many young people and their paren6.

Ve

have here an abuse of the idealism of young peo-

ple, of minors.

Ve

see

the psychological terror which

is used by these new sects, and whereas in earlier times

driven to work with iron fetters, today it is
the psychological fetters of modern slavery which are
used to make cenain people in these sects richer. It
involves the economic, the social, exploitation of people, to the destruction of their personalities. People are
forced into prostitution. \7e should realise that religion is only the cover which is used by a few in order
to enrich themselves. Take for example the leader of
the Bhagwan sect who has said himself that he is able
to afford a Rolls Royce for every day of the year.

simply a way of concealing the symptoms. The real
origins are rc be found in our sociery and are comparable to the problems of drug-taking and juvenile
alcoholism. This is the expression of young peoples'
escape from reality, from a reality which they see as a
cold society, as a functional, soulless bureaucracy.
They complain about the cynicism of politics, they see
themselves as glass beings in a compurcr age in which
they can no longer find any future for themselves
because of youth unemployment,

slaves were

For this reason we have to make the whole thing economically unattractive for these sects. They are quite
unlike the Catholic orders, Mr Eisma, and this is crucial, in that they use yount people as willing workers
in discotheques, factories and small businesses, give
them only pocket money, and when they no longer
have any labour value they are thrown out so that the
Starc has to take over responsibility for them through
the social network, through the system of social services and benefits. \7e should take preventative measures so that if these septs use people for their labour
they must also provide them with social insurance for
their lifetimes. If these costs are generated cenain
things will become unattractive.

If it

is clearly esablished that the practice of religion is
merely being used as a cover for businesses, then we

must ensure that the latter are not accorded any kind

of charitable status.

The whole thing is a monstrous trick. Ve should
advise virtually every radesman to declare himself to
be a religious leader so that he need not pay any taxes
thereafter. These sects do this and surreptitiously gain
a competitive advantage over those who go about their
business in a responsible manner. I think that it should
thus be possible to deprive these supposed religions of
much that they find arracrive.

Something must also be done about the crossing of
frontiers. Ve have often found that the German courts
for instance are unable to get anywhere because people avoid legal summonses simply by crossing the border, so that even the court judgments which are possible and necessary cannot be enforced. This is why

cooperation within the European Communiry, the
exchange of information, is necessary, in order to
prevent evasion of judicial pursuit by the trick of
crossing the frontier.
These sects are however also a consequence of social
problems. All the things I have mentioned so far are

Ve

must once again humanise society and State. \7e
must make the younger generation feel that it does not
have its back to the wall. It is primarily the Churches
which are being challenged here and they should perhaps leave more room for emotion and not just pure
intellect. This raises the question of the family, of getting to know one's neighbours, of no longer speaking
rc people who live nearby, and this is where clubs have
a part to play.

In his encyclical 'Mater et Magistra' Pope John XXII
wrote, 'The individual is the origin, the goal and the
bearer of all social life and of his freedom'. I believe
that this must once more be our political and social
msk. \7e must make it clear that people are more
imponant than things. If we succeed, we shall be in a
better position to tackle the causes of the situation of
the young generation and so humanise the position for
the citizens of Europe.
(Apphuse)

President, the
- Mr
hean of this repon is about groups
of people who tell
lies rc raise money, tell lies to get other people to join
them, isolate those in their control from family and
friends, and threaten those who oppose rhem. So this
repoft has really nothing to do with religious freedom,
because no Jew, Christian, follower of Islam, Buddhist
or member of a house church or of a charismatic
movement would want to damage religious freedom
by invoking that very hard-won right
hard-won
- to protect
over the years by our ancestors
in order
- rc do rhat.
that kind of practice. It is ridiculous

Sir Fred Catlervood (ED).

I think we have to distinguish very
strongly besween religious freedom and the civil mis-

As a Christian,
behaviour

of

such troups. Otherwise, those many

countries that want to suppress religious freedom will
say that if religious freedom means this kind of behaviour, then they are against it. Therefore, conrrary ro
the advice we have been given that this is an artack on
religious freedom which will encourage orher countries to suppress religious freedom, if we let this go
unmarked and cover it with the protection of religious
freedom, we will do enormous damage rc religious
freedom in those countries that want ro suppress it.
(Apphase)
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Therefore, in case there is any. misapprehension, the
repon has to be altered so that it does not say that it is
about new religious movements. There is an amendment abled to alter the title and there is an amendment abled to make this distinction much sharper
than it is. I hope those who agree with me will go
along with those amendments.

I am very happy with the amendments
that have been tabled, especially the amendment concerned with the title of this report, for which we shall
of course be voting, since we consider it essendal m
remove all ambiguiry about what we are trying do do.

point of view,

fu for

Parliament, it wants to see national laws affording individuals protection against the activities of these
organizations strengthened and applied, and at the
same time it wants to encourage an exchange of information at Communiry level.

These are appalling groups. I was once president of a
group of 500 evangelical churches. I was approached
by people rc give an interview f.or a magazine which
rhey told me, when I asked them, was simply a new
magazine set up by a group of people not associarcd
with anyone. I found out that it was the magazine of

An amendment has also been tabled along these lines,
and we shall be voting for it in the hope that it will be

the Unification Church.

supponed by a majority.

I found that out when my
church members were given the Unification Church
magazine and mld that their president had written an

anicle in the magazine. SThen I protested on television
about this, a lot of people got in touch with me. They
were very frightened people who were threatened by
endless legal harassment. They had been warned that
if they told what they knew this rich church would sue
them and pursue them through the courts. These peo-

ple no longer seemed in control of themselves and
were too terrified to conduct a rational conversation. I
had meetings with people who were trembling from
some ghasdy hidden fear. I had despairing letters from
parenr who had lost their children, desperate to bring
them back again from what was, in fact, slaveqy.

'!7e must bring the searchlight of public opinion onto
these fraudulent troups, varn our people and enable
them to prorcct themselves as free citizens by the rule
of civil law.
(Appkuse)

Mr

President, ladies and gentlemen, those were the
few comments which I wished to make on this subject,
which has apparently caused a stir, although this was
no doubt a mistake since there has been more misunderstanding in this mamer than we should have wished.
Vandcmeulcbroucke (CDD.
WL) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I must -begin by saying that
I am pleased this repon was referred back to the committee and that a number of major adjustments have

Mr

been made. Mr Bocklet has made this very clear. A
distinction must be made berween religion and the inalienable right to religious freedom on the one hand
and the degrading and shameful practices adopted
under the cloak of religious movements or religious
organizations on the other. Sir Fred Catherwood has
also emphasized this very strongly, and Mr Schwencke
has given numerous examples of these shameful practices.

I fully
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
we
grateful to Mr Cottrell for
while
are
tentlemen,
the immense amount of work that he has put inm this

Mrs Scrivener (L).

report, we would have been happier, as we said yesterday, if it could have been studied in greater deail. Ve
are aware that a number of churches have been disturbed at this report, probably because certain things
were perhaps not fully explained to them, and it would
have been more satisfacory, in our view, if hearings
had been held and they had been given an opponuniry
to put their views. This is what I mean when I say that
we would have been happier if we had been able to
study this report in greater detail. Hovever, things

being what they are today, we must reaffirm the
which I am sure every
strength of our commitment
single one of us shares
to -religious freedom, which
- in all our democracies and
is absolutely fundamental
must not be eroded in any way whatsoever. This is a
matter of deep concern to us.

At the same time, though, there seems just as great a
need for us to condemn the use of physical and psychological pressure by cenain organizations when
recruiting members or exploiting their work. From this

agree to the change in the title.

At

some time in

history every religion was after all a new religious
movement or new religious organization. They were
often unpopular or at least controversial in the eyes of
the dominant system and the religion generally pracdsed. The original accusation that new religious
organizations

or

movements corrupt the youth has

been made throughout history with clockwork regularity. !7e need only think of Socrates, Christ, the
Cathars, Francis of Assisi and so on.

And yet we must sress, Mr President, that selective
restrictions canno[ be imposed on religious freedom.
\7ho is to draw the line be$/een Churches and sects?
On what basis are religious organizations to be
defined? In fact, an implicit distinction is made
beween sec$ or cults on the one hand and the Church
on the other. Sociologically, it is difficult to make a
disdnction, especially since the inroduction of the
term 'denomination'. Vhat criteria are applied? Vho
is to establish them? Vho is to apply them? Vhen does
a movement stan to become religious? Vhen can it be
called new? Are all movements which have begun since
the Second lIorld'!Var new, or is the word 'neu/ only
applicable from now on?
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would have been difficult to include all these
in the original repon. Consequently, the
amendments tabled by Mr Beumer on behalf of the
Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Spon are really designed to tone down the
original text. I do nor for a momenr doubt Mr Cottrell's sincerity or his desire rc put an end to these
shameful practices. I feel that the nuances we have
now introduced will bring us a step closer to what was

enjoy freedom of conscience or of religion and without tax privileges such as charitable status and the like.
Tolerance towards those with different beliefs and the
freedom to believe what I want. ro believe are one of
the great achievements of the Free Vorld, an achievement for which humaniry has had to make enormous
sacrifices and which cannor yet be taken for granted
by weryone in the world.

originally intended. But I am sorry rhat we now have
to approve this repon, because no more than a provisional repon has been drawn up in rhe Dutch Parliament, for example. I would have preferred to see a

The decisive criterion which characterises genuine new
religious movements and differentiates them from
pseudo-religious groups and movements is freedom of
conscience. That includes freedom from psychological

thoughts

very thorough analysis, reconciling religious freedom,
individual freedom and above all human digniry.

I would also urge that a careful study be made of the
legislation in the various counries, and I also agree
with the imponant nuance to which Mr Nyborg

has

referred: will a vote in favour here be interpreted as a
restriction of religious freedom, and will a vote against
not be regarded as a victory for the sects? Ar all
events, the nuance is now far clearer than it was originally, and I think we have come a srep nearer ro our

terror, the freedom to withdraw from a group of
believers at any time and the freedom ro have family,
friends and a separate personaliry. Vhere this does not
exist there can be no question of freedom of conscience, on the contrary, there is a glaring violation of

human rights. For that reason, and despite cenain
of our col-

weaknesses in the formulation, the report
league Mr Cottrell merirs our approval.
(Applause)

objective.

Mr President, I rise as perhaps the solitary voice to urge rhe House to reject the
Mr R. Jaclson (ED).

Mr Seeler (S).

(DE) Mr President, ladies and gen-

- of letters with which we have been
tlemen, in the flood
inundated

in

recenr weels we have been urged to

intervene on behalf of freedom of religion and of conscience. In fact, we musr. For good reasons this Parliament has made the protection of human rights all over

the world its task. fu the voice of the peoples of
Europe we have condemned violations of human
rights, no matter where in the world they occurred, we
have tried to help and we have fought, somerimes with
success, forjustice and right. Freedom of conscience is

a human right, as is the free development of personality. These human rights are daily abused and violated
by many of the so-called new religious movemenrc,
and not only by them. The guise of a religious movement frequently conceals norhing more than intentional personal economic enrichment. The search,
especially by young people, for personal resources, for
a sense of communiry and protection from rhe abrasive

rediry of our everyday lives, of our world, is often
shamelessly abused. Physical freedom, and often prychological freedom as well, is aken away from these

people. They are separarcd from rheir families. On
occasion they are used and exploited, I might almost
say like spiritual slaves.
Here we make an urgent appeal rc the Member States
of the Community and to other States in the w.orld to
use the criminal law to put an end to rhis activity.

Iet it be said quite clearly yet again: new and genuine
religious movements deserve our full protection. I say
this as a practising Evangelical Christian. Christianiry
once surt€d as a new religious movement more than
2 000 years ago, without at rhar time being able to

-

Comrell resolution. My fundamental objection to it is
thaq even with its amendmenrs, the resolution and the
report lack sensitiviry to the depth and complexity of
the issues which are involved, and I do not think that
the European Parliament would do iuelf credit by
adopting it.

Let us ake, for instance, the repon's philosophy on
the fundamental question of the ieladonship berween
religious belief and what the rapporreur calls 'the secular consequences of belief. Ve should nor forget rhar
this has been one of the central issues in human civilization
in European civilization
but one
- cenainly
finds little
recognition of its difficulry and ambiguiry
in
the resolution, in the reporr or, indeed, I must say, in
the debate today.

'!7e see that rhe resolution srates
ar recital B rhat'full
freedom of religion and opinion is a principle in the
Member Srates' and that 'the Community institutions
therefore have no right to judge the value of eirher
religious beliefs in general or individual religious practices'. The report emphasizes that'beliefs of a religious
nature are personal and beyond the realm of inrervention by sysrems of government'. But, ar rhe same dme,
let us be clear that rhe whole purpose of the Cotrell
report is to subject the practice of beliefs of a religious
nature to a qfstem of government based on'what the
resolution refers to as 'human and civil rights' and the
possibiliry that such practices 'may be derimental to
the position in sociery of those affected'.

Mr

President, to be frank, this prompts the question
I hope will not be thought blasphemous
-the question
of what could have been more detrimen-

which
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tal rc their position in sociery than Jesus' call to the
apostles to follow him on the way of the Cross. In a

I believe that the fundamenal error of the
Cotrell report is that it fails to consider the relevance
of our concepts of human and civil righr to those who
feel themselves to be living in the immediate Presence
and the awe and majesry of God, or who feel themselves to be in some sense joined or united rc or Possentence,

sessed by the divine essence.

It

is only the fact that this question has not been prop-

erly addressed which can explain, I think, the insensitivity with which the repon condemns, with reference
to so-called new religious movements, practices which
are central to the whole of the Christian monastic
tradition, let alone the religious traditions of other civilizations. I refer in panicular to paragraphs2.6 and
2.7 of the explanatory starcment which condemn the
renunciation of possessions, the undenaking of lifelong commitments, the submission of the personal will

rc an absolute external authoriry, and the practice of
what the report calls 'mind dependence' behaviour
such as lack of sleep, control of diet . . . and sublimation of personaliry'. As I read these words, drawn from
the 'pop' psychology of the rwentieth century, it
occurs to me that the rapponeur might have benefited

from a brief reading of the Rule of St Benedict or
sojourn in

a

a

Treppist house.

Mr President, I am as puzzled and disrurbed as anybody by the rise in our societies of these so-called new
religious movements. But I am afraid that I cannot follow the rapponeur, or other speakers in this debate, in
their confidence as to the way in which we should deal
vith them. These beliefs, these practices, are as alien
to me as they are to other honourable Members. But
we should always remember the possible application'to
this siuation of St Paul's description of Christianiry as
'foolishness to the Greeks'.
Mr President, I am an adherent of the Church of England. As this House approaches a vote on this difficult
matter, I think it would do well to abide by the words
of that great lady who was the real founder of the

English church. Queen Elizabeth I said, 'Ve should
not make windows into men's souls'. \7e would do
well to follow that advice today.
(Applause)

who has put forward the proposal. I do not think that
Mr Cottrell has said or done much in this chamber
with I have not been 1000/o in agreement. If all the
work Mr Cotrell has done here had been used by him
in his own country, dealing with a government which
has a full majoriry, it would certainly have achieved
treater results. Mr Cotrell belongs to a group of
which I was once very happy and honoured to be a
member. That group once had a slogan, which it has
evidently now set aside: harmonization yes, but not
for the sake of harmonization. Now they are going in
for the harmonization of countries and conditions
which are vastly different.
But now to the most regrettable aspect for us Danes. I
am the chairman of a pany which is alone in Denmark
in advocating greater European unity, and we shall
have the treatest difficulty in explaining *rat European union is not limited to economies and defence
in
and a great many other imponant matters. No
- to
we are about
the phrase used by Mr Jackson
'make windows into men's souls'. I do not know precisely what the report meant, for it does not emerge
clearly; but I know precisely how public opinion will
see it. To that extent, we shall recruit adherents of
those who are opposed to European uniry. That will
be the result if Parliament adopts what we have before
us today.

It is fonunate that my pany has four

members in the
Danish government. \7e shall have to do all we can to
ensure that that government opposes any further action on this matter in the Council of Ministers.

Mr President, may I first answer
Mr Roben Jaclson- who directed all his criticisms to
Mr Turner (ED).

the explanatory satement of this resoludon. Now, we
are not debating the explanatory starcmenrc at all. Ve
are debating the resolutions themselves, and I agree
that the original resolutions, and, no doubt, the repon
itself, are inept in many places and unacceptable. But
they have been totally redrafted by the amendments
which have been abled and which, I hope, will bc
accepted. There

is no doubt that there is a

serious

international'problem here concerning abuses by somc
of the so-called neur religions, and I have no doubt
myself that they must be dealt with by the authorities
in the EEC and the national governments in the way
called for in the amendments to the resolution.

(DA) Mr President, in the l1
of this Parliament, I can
have been a Member
safely say that I have not burdened Parliament with
long speeches on all kinds of things; I therefore feel
called upon all the more strongly to make a protest
and give a warning in all seriousness against what we

Two of the original paragraphs are unaccepnble. One
is 2A, which actually seels to prevent baptism and
confirmation in a new church and thus would have
prevented the stan up of the early Christian church

are doing here.

Paragraph 5 is also far too loose. But as I say, of all
21
the amendmenr put in
and there are 26 in all
of them are acceptable -to me, and I believe that -if the

Mr Jakobsen (PPE).
years

I

I regard this matter as an unfonunare development at
*ort unfonunate time, and I will explain that more
"
fully.
It is unfonunate that it is precisely Mr Cotrell

2 000 years ago.

majoriry were adoprcd the resolutions
would be wholly acceptable.

themselves
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I do not accept are numbers 24 and 25,
think, unnecessarily apply the resolutions to
the established religions. Now, I have had letters from
Sikhs and other religious groups who are worried for
their own future. There is absolutely no obstacle in the
amended resolution in the way of any open or nonsecret religious body. Ve have also all had letters from

The two
which,

I

the British Council of Churches, concerning the freedom of religious belief. Again, in the amended paragraphs there are no obstacles to this a[ all and I therefore hope, Mr President, that the Parliament will pass
by a large majority this report as totally rewritten, as it
were, by the 24 amendments which we have before us.
It is interesting that of all the amendments tabled, 24
of them are all wholly in accord with each other and
indicate that the Parliament as a whole, having seen
the original draft, has come to a reasonable conclusion, if, indeed, it acceps these amendments.

Mr Kirk (ED).- (DA) Mr President, I feel that Mr
Cottrell, as rapporteur, has taken the least line of resistance. If we tried to implement what Mr Cotrell is
proposing to the Council of Ministers competent in
the matter, it would in realiry mean that we would be
forced to register all religious movemen$, and in so
doing we should be staning to meddle in what for us
Danish conservatives is a vital principle: religious freedom.

I

cannot therefore vote for the repon before us,
because I think it has very dubious implications. It is of
course easy to compose a text, pass it on to the Coun-

cil of Ministers and ask them to try to look at the
problems raised in the report. But if in reality it means
we are to set about registering religious movements
and attempt to intervene in the right of the individual
to join various religious movements, then I fear sre are
heading for George Orc/ell's 1984, and w'e as conservatives are very much against that.

I shink it utterly deplorable that there are movemenm
which abuse what we uphold, religious freedom. But
this abuse must be combated with the same means as
we combat other violations of the law. Therefore, Mr
President, we readily join in calling upon the ministers
of justice to cooperate in action to counter all forms of
criminaliry. But we cannot support a measure which
singles out specific religious movements, and I must
therefore vote against the repon in question.

and tr repeat this again
Jackson, is that we are no[
analysing or attempting -in the House to set our-selves up as the thought police, which you will remember were a cenral element of George Orwell's 1984.
'We are not attempting to set up a thought police to
look into people's minds and to control what they
believe. But we are faced with a social crisis of horrendous proponions which is increasing. One simply can-

not ignore the long chapter of human misery which
leads not ony to degradation but to death. I have to
remind you that this is not an exaggeration. In the
South American jungles 900 people, men, women and

children, once committed suicide rcgether, at the
whim of a self-appointed guru. Now we would be
doing much for the people of Europe if we prevented
that ever happening here. Ve talk much in this House
about issues of human rights and as I said briefly yesterday, this is human rights. It is the human rights of
our own people in this Communiry who have a right
to look to this Parliament as the European forum laying down the guidelines by which decenry and democracy can be conducced in the future(Applause)

Mr Pisani, Member of tbe

Commission.

(FR) Vhile

- interest, I
have followed this debate with very great
have equally great misgivings about stating a view on a
matter which falls outside the Commission's competI

ence.

It

is clear that this debarc has not been about religion

or faith. Our Assemblies do themselves credit by not
debating those subjects. Nor has it been about religious freedom. Our countries do themselves credit by
safeguarding that freedom through their laws.
This debate has been about the acceptability of cenain
practices engaged in, exalted, by various groups in the
name of religion.
The Commission's feeling is that national legislation is
the proper means for dealing with these practices,
whether they infringe individual freedom or are used
by these associadons for the purpose of obtaining
Power or money.
As soon as the problem is seen in these terms, there is
nothing for it but to stress that competence for these

at national level. The Commission will
accordingly give all the suppon that it can ro rhe
amendments urging the Member States
nor rhe
Commission
to consult on this. If it is- invited to
give suppon -for one or orher aspecr of the study, it
matrcrs lies

Mr Cottrell (ED), rapporteur.
Mr President, first of
all I should like to thank the -Members of this House
for a debate which, I think, has been conducted at a
very high level of inrcrest, intelligence and panicipation and I think it is perhaps one of the most difficult
subjects which we have ever had to analyse together. I

will do

so, but

ance is

ouride

it reaffirms that

a topic of such importits own sphere of competence.

thought that the conribudons, without exception,
were quite outstanding.

(Applause)

I7hat I would say to those Members who sdll retain
some doubts, and panicrrlarly to my colleague, Robert

Presidcnt.

-

The debate is closed.
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I saw it with my own eyes
equally divided. It is true
Namibians about it as well as
and I talked to the white to the black Namibians.

The vote will be uken at the next voting time.

6. EEC-Nanibia
President.

8a) by

The next item is the report (Doc.

Mr- Enright, on behalf of the

1-57

/

Committee on
Development and Cooperation, on relations between
the EEC and Namibia.

Mr Enright lSl, rapporteur.
- Mr President, may I
begin by thanking most sincerely the Commission and

Commissioner Pisani in panicular for the superb
cooperation I have had in preparing this report. In the
way of assistance nothing was too much trouble for
them and Mr Scott on the Commission staff uras especially helpful. Secondly, I would like to thank, albeit in
their absence, the Council and particularly the presidenry. For various reasons going to South Africa was
a very difficult task to undenake. Therefore, it was
imponant that it be done under the umbrella of the
European Communiry. The French Presidency was
panicularly helpful in South Africa and in Namibia
and I would like to place that on record rco.
Finally, I should like to thank the committee itself for
the extreme patience that they showed towards me
throughout the compilation of this report. As a result,
we were able to adopt the repon unanimously with
both of us giving a limle here and there. I think the
result is quice sadsfactory and with the Enright
amendments which are made at the suggestion of the
committee and on behalf of the committee I think the
repon should be adopted.

I would like to put certain things in a proper framework. First of all, it is quite clear that the Foreign
Ministers meeting in political cooperation and all the
member governments bilaterally assent to the following principles. First of all, that no aid should go to
Namibia directly through the current administration
which it considers to be illegal. Secondly, that there
should be no linkage of any sort. I emphasize this in
view of some of the amendmens that have been put
down and I would appeal rc the proposers of those
amendmens to withdraw them.

I should like rc say something about apanheid in
Namibia itself because I was panicularly asked by the
committee, and hence by this House, to examine what
the precise situation was since it is said that apartheid
no longer operates in Namibia. Now it is quite true
that at nadonal level those laws have been repealed
which would apparently sutgest apartheid. But in fact
at the second tier level of adminisuation apartheid
exists very rigorously indeed right down to each and
every tribe so that, for example, the library in \7indhoek itself which used to be multi-racial under the old
laws is now for whircs only and the education system,
the hospital system and the social services system are

\7hat this means in effect is not only that apartheid
exists, but that there is going to be a considerable

of administration when independence does
come because it is a very inefficient way, practically, of

problem

administering education in panicular. To a large
exrcnt this accounts for the amazing illircracy rate that
exists among the blacks and also for the tremendous
disproponion between the literate whites as opposed

to the

literate blacks. That

is

something which is

admitted by the white civil service itself. They certainly
did so in talks with us and they would very much pre-

fer to

see education administered at a national level.

Such changes when independence comes are going to
be very costly to put into effect. They are going to be
very costly not because all white South African civil
servants will be leaving when independence comes
it struck me that that was going to be very far from the
case. Indeed, some white civil servants
- and at their
behest I changed pan of the recommendation
affirm that they would very much like to stay on, be-it
under a government by the South !7est African People's Organization or any other body. They did not

mind, they were merely hoping for the democratic
process to take place very soon.

Finally, the questions of SADCC and Lom6 are mentioned specifically in the report because this report is
about development issues, it is not about solely political issues though all development issues must include a
consideration of the politics of the place . It is cenainly
very important indeed that at the time of independence there should be a link up with SADCC. This
point was made to us not only by the South Vest African People's Organization and the internal parties
whom we met but also by the South African de facto
administration and that, indeed, I found interesting. It
is quite clear that all the parties will want to accede to
lom6 and so in particular we have asked the Commission if they will prepare a report [o ensure the smooth
transition to independence and to membership of the
Lom6 Convendon.
(Applaase)

(NL) Mr President, the EPP
Group believes the European
Communiry has obligations to the people of Namibia, soon ro be the 'state of
Namibia'. I should like to elaborate on this in rwo
Mr Vergeer (PPE).

ways.

Firsdy, we must abide by our posirion of principle, in
other words, press for Namibia'a independence and so
for the termination of its occupation, which will mean
the elimination of apartheid from the counrry. It is this
that is preventing the European Economic Community
from having official relations with Namibia.
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At the

same time, Mr President, we musr realize that
the people of Namibia, black and white, have been
hard hit by the armed conflict, the continuing drought
and political uncertainry, which have resulted in the

country 'dryrng up' completely in economic terms.
The people of Namibia need our help now.
The motion for a resolution reflects these two ideas,
and we therefore largely agree with it, although we
have tabled amendments to specific secrions.

I

should

like to thank the rapporteur, Mr Enright, most sincerely for the work he has done and for his willingness

to seek some kind of consensus.

The South African Government seems increasingly
cooperative in its attitude towards Namibia's independence. How is this independence to be achieved? The
Security Council has indicated one way in its Resolu-

tion 435. The l7estern Contact Group has righdy
done everything it can to implement this resoludon.
let us hope that its efforu will soon be successful.

Mr

President, the motion

independence in 1984.

Ve

for a resolution refers to
feel thar this goal must not

be allowed to conceal the fact that sound and thorough preparations need to be made. The rebuilding
of existing political and administrative structures and
the organization of elections at national level will after
all take some time. It will be time well spent. If adequate preparations are not made, independent Namibia may well face major internal problems, with all the
external consequences that would entail. The European Community and its Member States might also
offer other than financial services during this prepara-

It must be possible for a rystem of this rype
ultimately to be incorporated in a more general system

Africa.

of promoting and protecting

investments within the

ACP-EEC framework.

Mr

President,

tle

repatriation and rehabilitation of

refugees and displaced persons will require a considerable effon before and after independence. The Community is already financially involved through the
humanitarian aid programme of the United Nadons
High Commissioner for Refugees. I hope the Commission will take up the rapporreur's suggestion and
submit proposals for the financing of projects under
item 936 of the budget to enable refugees to fend for
themselves again. This is a chance to translate Mr
Dur/s report into action.

The next ACP-EEC Convention must be open ro rhe
state of Namibia. I hope the present negotiarors are
now looking into ways of complying with a request for
accession as quickly as possible. In the meantime we
call for Namibia to be treated as a parrner under the
Lom6 Convention as soon as possible. Aid can then be
channelled through the instrumenr for which the
Convention provides, and they must therefore be used
with this in mind.

Mr

President, let us as a Parliamenr show that the
Namibian people can counr on Europe as they head
for independence: on the one hand, by adopting a

tory period.

resolute position with a view to their achieving
independence quickly and by peaceful means; on rhe
other, by granting practical aid even now. And, last
but not least, let us draw up a new Lom6 Convention
that will be a sign of hope for the new Namibia.

Mr

(Appkuse)

President, the Communiry as such cannot and
must not establish formal and officid relations with
Namibia before it becomes independent. But we feel
there are opponunities even now, before Namibia
achieves formal independence, to offer the people help
and suppon. My group very much wants these opportunities to be seized. !7e have taken initiatives on several occasions rc this end, and Parliament has also
adoptcd a resolution on this. Ve are pleased that the
motion for a resolution now makes practical proposals
along the same lines. They focus on training projects.

The aid the Communiry grants can be channelled
through the NGOs by joint financing means. Ve are
much in favour of this. I should also like to emphasize
the role played by the Churches in this. Mr President,
is the Commission prepared in principle to react positively to this proposal? My group would be very disappointed if the answer was in the negative.

My group believes
without depaning from its posidon of principle on- pre-independent Namibia
that

- some
the European Communiry could offer invesrors
kind of guarantee if they help to create jobs for rhe
black population. In addition to a tuaranree of this
kind, thought might also be given to a code of conduct
like the code on investments in the Republic of South

IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDEMELE
Vce-President

Mr Pearce (ED).
Mr President, we would congratulate Mr Enright-on the reporr rhat he has prepared
and thank him for having gone ro considerable trouble

to obtain support, including that of other groups, in
the course of preparing it. \7e find it a balanced and
constructive repon and its contents to be a matter with
which we are in substantial, although not quite toal,
atreement. At all events we hope the repon will go
through. \[e think it is imponant that this Parliament
should speak about this matter, and we are pleased to
compliment Mr Enright on what he has done.

It

is imponant that Europe should be seen rc be srying
something about the question of Namibia. It would be

wrong in the contexr of world politics if the solution

of the Namibian problem, if Namibia's acquisition of
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or French, or British, or anything else,
have an equal right. The idea tfiat this is some backyard in which only one Member State can operate is
one that I wholeheanedly reject.

independence, which we all want, were thought to be
wholly a matter that the United States had brought
about and that Europe was not interested. Ve are
interesrcd, and we hope that the Communiry authorities will take whatever steps are appropriate to
speed up the achievement of independence for Nami-

w'e are Belgian,

bia.

Enright's report.

Ve

(Apphusfron

note the progress that has been taking place in
rec€nt times as regards Namibia itself and as regards
the situation in Southern Africa generally. I, too, have
visited Namibia relatively recendy. There is a Ereat
development of change there. There is, I believe, an
acceptance by South Africa that Namibia should be
independent. Bringing this about is merely a matter of
time, and I hope it is biought about without being
mixed up with other issues which are, frankly, irrglevant to the situation in that country.

I think that we, in Europe, should pay grearcr regard
to the changes of policy going on in South Africa.
Through a mixture of the carrot and the stick, through
a mixture of criticism and constructive suppon, the
ending of apartbeid and the bringing about of peace
with prosperiry for all people in that pan of the world
have, I believe, been brought a litde closer to us. I
think we should support these developments. '$tre
should continue to maintain our view abow apanbei.d
I think probut where progress is being made
- and
we
question
gress is being made in the Namibian
should congratulate all those concerned.

-

Mr President, I wanted to say a word about SVAPO.
It is past time rhat the Vest rcelized that S'$7APO is
not the only voice of the people in Namibia. There are
many voices there, and SVAPO is beginning rc look
like something of the past. The SVAPO people I have

met in neighbouring counries rather talk in past
terms. They are not, I believe, fully in touch with the
thoughts and aspirations of the people who now live in
Namibia. I think that we have to be prepared to deal
with all of the population there. I sincerely hope that
the miliary forces under SVAPO command accept
the new situation, the new deals that have been done
in Southern Africa, and do not upset the new peace
which is in the process of being achieved. I believe we
are on the way to peace, on the way to freedom and
on the way to an independent Namibia, and I am
happy that that is the case.

Mr President, I should like to conclude with one or
cwo remarkis about the atrcmpr made rc have this ircm

I thought it was shdbby that the
Political Affairs Committee should try ff remove this
ircm from the agenda simply because it had not been
able to produce a report
the repon which it was
- is a bad way for this Parasked to produce. I think it
liament to come rc an end with that son of trickery
going on. I have to say, Mr President, that I hear
repeatedly a stand of thought which says that only
people from the Federal Republic of Germany should
pronounce on the question of Namibia. 'Ve, whether
put off the agenda.

Our group is happy to support the main lines of Mr
the European Democtatic Group)

Mr President, I should like rc
- by Mr Pearce. On behalf of
take up the point raised
the Political Affairs Committee, I should like to
explain that it was not that the Political Affairc Committee did not like Mr Enright's report. There vas a
Mr Haagenrp (L).

feeling in the Political Affairs Committee that the
latest political developments had not been included,
and rhat it was inappropriate that we should not be
able rc address those latest political developments. In
which resulted in a
fact, there vas a vote
- basis of attendance ofsmall
less
majoriry
taken on the
than 500/o- of the members. I do not think we should
make too big an issue out of this.

Having said thaq and returning to my role as spokesman for my troup, I wish rc congratulate Mr Enright
on his report. I shall take the liberry of reminding him
and also Members of the House that the Liberal
Group took the initiative some years ago of going to
Angola and other frontline States in orderto look into
the possibilities of bringing about a development that
could promote the independence of Namibia. I was a
member of a two-man tcam from my group, the other
being Mr Irmer who is our spokesman on African
affairs but who could not be present here today. Our
conclusions vere very much in line with those contained in Mr Enright's report.
There is only one point on which I would take issue
with Mr Enright, and that is when he says that this is
purely a development repon and not a political report.
As the political spokesman for my group, I do not see
how it is possible to draw a sharp line of demarcation
bemreen development policies and political srategies.
My group is in broad atreement with the political
conclusions drawn by Mr Enright.
Therefore, I wish to offer Mr Enright our congratulations and express our support for the conclusions he
has drawn. Ve will support his repon and we will vorc
for it. May I end by srying that I have heard rumours
which I hope are unfounded
that Mr Enright's
-achievement
in this Parliament as- a very active Member in the field of development has not been sufficiendy appreciated at home. I cannot believe that these
rumours are true. Though I belong to a different
group and do not always agree with Mr Enright's
views, I wish to say that ve :rre great admirers of his
work in this panicular field.
(Appkuse)
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Mrs Eving (DEP).
Mr President, first of all I must
say that on this occasion
I am not speaking for my
group, which may not share my views. I am speaking
for myself.

I wish to thank Mr Enright for

all the work he

has

done, and to say how glad I am that this vas nor posrponed again. I speak as a member of the Consultative
fusembly of the Lom6 Convention and I would feel
very ashamed to face my friends again had we posrponed this for a second time. The eyes of our 53 Lom6
panners in the Third \Zorld are on us, and it is good

that we are debatting this repon. I hope it will be
adopted. I think it is fair, thorough, and seems to have

the suppon of most of the groups.

I hope that Mr Enright's timetable of the events which
we hope will lead to independence is correct and that
the recent e\renr
which I think Mr Enright did
- to be some
cover
are not going
kind of false dawn.
- make one small point here,
If I might
it is my view, as
a member of the delegation that visited Angola and
other frontline srares, rhat the recenr moves by South
Africa are not in any sense signs of South African
weakness but, on the contrary, signs of enormously
increased South African economic strength.
However, let us welcome what is happening and hope
that the dmetable mentioned in the explanatory srarement will come abour. Of all the things that unite the
Lom6 Convention, the solidariry on the question of

Namibia remains central. Anyone attending Lom6
Convention meetings will immediarcly realize that. Ve
have almost been put on probation by our Lom6
friends. They say to us that fine words are not enough,
that they will judge us by our actions. If our airports
are sending planes full of people to do business with
South Africa every day of the week, they have rc balance that against our condemnation of South Africa
and so on. That is why it is very important that this
report be adopted today. It will show that we do care.

For myself, I will end by srying that I hope that those
observers who came from Angola and expressed the
total determination of those people who have fought
for their independence'for so long, will soon be sitting
as a full delegation with the rest of us.

Mr

(FR) Mr President, this
d'Ormesson (PPE).
report comes at an inappropriare
moment, and I find it
surprising that the Committee on Development and
Cooperation and its chairman should not have seen fit
to agree ro the request from the Political Affairs Committee, supported by the votes of a substantial majority
of its members, asking for this repoft to be submitted
rc it for its opinion before being debated in plenary.

If I may say so to the chairman of this commitree, one
can be in command of events only if one is in command of oneself. His direct intervention in this marrer
to prevent referencc to the Polirical Affairs Committee
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cenainly rhrows light on his atdtude to an issue of the
highest political impoftance, in which what is at stake
is the difference berween Namibia's accession ro
independence or its subjection to totalitarianism. If, as
I want to believc, the chairman of this committee and
the rapponeur himself share my hope to see Namibia
accede to true independence, I should like to make
three points.

First, if there is one absolute rule in politics, it is this:
never make uncalled-for interventions when negotiations on peace and liberry are in progress at the highest level. This repon is biased when it claims that
dpdrtbei.d subsists in Namibia, whereas it has been
abolished..there and, although some after-effecm sdll
unfonunately remain, it would have been appropriate
at the very least to acknowledge the efforts made to
abolish it.
Secondly, it omits the key fact that rhe 27 members of

the multipanite conference represenring Namibia's
internal political parries are henceforward taking part,
on a footing of equal rights and obligationq, in the
negotiations for Namibia's accession to independence,
the first conference on which was held from 11 to
14 May in Lusaka under the joint chairmanship of
President Kenneth Kaunda and Mr Van Nierkerk,
Administrator General of Namibia. This means that,
after six years of courageous and persevering efforts,
the policy of Namibia's internal leaders, which has
been supported by Pretoria, has led to recognition of
their right to represenr the Namibian people, a recognition which the United Nations Council on Namibia,
in its culpable complacency, has hitheno granted only
to S!7APO, whose troops are trained, advised and
armed by the USSR.

Vhat is more, the Heads of State of Gabon, Togo, the
Ivory Coast and Senegal have each in turn officially
received the 27 represenr.arives of Namibia's internal
Partres.

Finally, this report makes no mention of the fact that
these representatives have adopted a declaration of
fundamental rights which is directly inspired by our
human rights, a declaration such as no African parliament has yet adopted. Vhar is S\ZAPO waiting for,
Mr Rapponeur, before ir in turn adopts this resolution?
Because

it is incomplete and biased and does nothing

to advance the cause of peace, ir will unfonunately be
impossible for me, Mr Rapponeur, ro vo[e for your
rePort.

Mr Luster (PPE).

(DE) Mr President, a word of

appreciadon for the-rapporteur. It can be seen from his
report hor/ hard he has tried to be objective. The thing
that we wish for Namibia is its independence. lZhat
we do not want for Namibia is false independence. Ve

do not want

dependence

on South Africa to

be
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exchanged for dependence ois-i-ois Angola, Cuba or
the Soviet Union. \7e do not vant nine tribes to
exchange their present dependence for dependence on
the Ovambos. That is why caution is advised in the
interests of the people. '$[e welcome the movement
which has been brought about in no small measure by
tlre intervention of the Zambian president Mr Kaunda

in the process of Namibian independence.

In this context, and this is a word of criticism, the rapporteur spealrs of the so-called multi-parry conference.
It would be even better if tlat were not in the text as
you do not speak of the so-cnlled SVAPO. Ve have
contacts on both sides and I value the contacts on the
side of the Multi-party conference higher, because
they are trying to achieve independence without the
use of force. I wonder who is the greater obstacle to

independence at the moment, South Africa or
S\ZAPO. I suspect that since S!7APO allowed the
Lusaka Conference to fall apan it is they who are the

the granting of aid prior rc Namibian independence. It
is the view of the Commission and the Member States
in this connection that, for as long as the present situation prevails, direct governmental development aid rc
Namibia is incompatible with international law and in
breach of the United Nadons framework.

Our relations are State-to-Sate relations, so that it is
impossible for us to enter into relations with Namibia
on our customary basis until such time as it exists as a
Starc. However, having consulted the relevant United

Nations bodies, the Commission is lookint a[ ways
and means of granting humanitarian aid to Namibia,
through co-financing with the European non-governmental organizations which are working with the
Namibian Council of Churches and independent
groups active in the fields of education, training and
communiry development.

As regards aid to Namibian refugees

this is still
the Commission
broadly
endorses paragraphs 2l and 22 and recognizes the

obsacle.

prior to independence

pleases me about your report is that you say
with us that help is needed now. I say with Berthold
Brecht, 'Food first and then the moral'. Independence
is fine and desirable but there is no need for people to
go hungry over it
therefore humanitarian aid at
once!

need to encourage refugee communities to have confi-

Vhat

Mr

(FR) The
Piseni, Member of the Commission.
European Economic Communiry and-its Member
Sates have been engaged for a long time in positive
action aimed at Namibia's accession to independence,
notably in the context of the deliberations of the
United Nations.

The repon presented by Mr Enright on behalf of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation is consistent with this approach and very useful in this resPect.

Mr Enright puts his suggestions under three headings,
and I should like to take these in turn, clarifying a few
points as necessary. In paragraphs 1 to 10 he deals
with the international satus of Namibia and implementation of the United Nations plan. The Commission welcomes the recommendations made here, in
paragraphs 4 and 5 in panicular, inviting the Community to declare its readiness to help to meet the considerable needs of the United Nations Transitional
Assistance Group, especially in regard to the efficient
conduct of elections. In this context, the Commission
is giving the closest attention to the question of repatriation and resettlement of refugees returning to
Namibia during the transitional phase leading up to
elections.

In his second group of recommendations the rapporrcur refers more specifically to relations between the
European Economic Community and Namibia, dealing in the first place with the framework necessary for

dence in themselves. It will be investigating ways in
which budgetary line 936 can be used to provide funds
to support specific programmes in this field. Under iu
programme of cooperation with non-associated developing countries, the Commission is already providing
grants for a number of Namibians to enable them to
continue their vocational raining in Europe, and it

will examine the

scope for extending this programme.

Mr Enright's rcxt contains a section on the
relations set up or to be set up between the Communiry and an independent Namibia. In this connection, the Commission is naturally of the view that the
Communiry
in concert with its ACP partners, how- envisage the prospect of political and
ever
must
- relations with an independent Namibia in
economic
the context of the next EEC-ACP Convention. Howwer, while it is right that this Convention should make
specific provision for the eventualiry of accesiion by
an independent Namibia, the initiative for this should
come as much from the ACP countries as from the
Communiry. But the Commission has made known

Finally,

that it, for its pan, would bd favourably disposed
towards such an initiative. Obviously, though, any
final decision on accession to the Lom6 Convendon
would depend on the existence in Namibia of an independent tovernment and the submission by that
government itself of an application to accede to the
Convention. The Commission for its pan is preparing
itself for this eventualiry, studying economic and social

conditions in Namibia so that it will be in a position to
act without delay, just as it did when Zimbabwe itself
acceded to independence, with the Communiry following up with appropriate commitments.

In this contexq the Commission fully appreciates
vital economic importance of Valvis Bay to
SADCC countries and to trade flows berween
Community and Namibia, as emphasized by

the
the
the
the
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Securiry Council in Resolution 432. The imponance

of SADCC and consulations on Namibia with

the

international community is recognized by the Commission, which has every intention of continuing to
develop its relations with southern Africa as a whole,
including Namibia.
The economic and social priorities in future relations
between the Community and independent Namibia

have been defined prudently, notably

in

paragraphs 32,33,34 and 35 of the morion for a resolution
contained in this report, and in this context the Commission intends to set up preparatory studies in order
to determine the prioriry areas, as I was just saying.

I repeat, however, that the context in which these studies are to be conducted will be that of southern
Africa as a whole, in view of the obvious facts of
economic interdependence.

You will forgive me for not commenting on the debate
that we have heard in the Chamber. \7ith netotiations
in progress, it would be extremely dangerous for an
institution like the Commission of the European Communities to express any view. However, it proposes to
lose no opponunity to encourage a process which the
Community supports and has consistently helped to
advance,

of Churches in panicular at this
moment
and especially. I think, they could do with
assistance in setting up a bureaucraq. I am not
ashamed to say that. Bureaucracies can help in the
Namibia Council

efficient administration of aid. \Tithout an efficient
bureaucracy you do not get aid distril,uted efficiently.
I think that is one aspect which I would ask the Commission to consider.
Investment guarantees, of course, are quite out of the
quesdon at the moment, because none of the member
governments is prepared to give according to the
United Nadons resolution any investment tuaranrces.
On the other hand, once independence does come it
would clearly be very useful to assist Namibia by giving investment guarantees, and I would accept that.

On the question of a code of conduct, I am somewhat
rynical about codes of conduct throughout the world,
not just in the case of large firms in South Africa, but
with regard to drugs, baby-food substitutes and so on.
'S7e

have seen regularly that they are not kept to. The
best evidence that one can see is that this or that firm
is now behaving very well indeed. I had the oppoftuniry m see the uranium mine, and I am bound m say
that as far as could see, the Rossing company are

I

first class employers. Indeed, the mining conditions
there are considerably better than mining conditions in
Kent or in Vest Yorkshire, where I have seen the
mines working.

Mr Enright (S), rapporteur.

|

do not specifically

wish, Mr President, to reply-to Mr Pisani, for I am
most grateful to him for his comments, which I found
helpful and encouraging, and I am sure that the Communiry will play a dynamic and very imponant role in
the process of bringing Namibia to her independence.

accession to Lom6, I accept completely what
Commissioner Pisani said about the legal difficulties at
the moment of including it, and I hope that the wording, as we have it at the moment, encourages the
Community to take a positive attitude towards Lom6
without offending against any legal susceptibilities.

On the

I should like to reply to a few of the points that were
made. First of all, to that of Mr Vergeer, and this

I thank Mr

really follows upon

indeed, we talked to some of the internal panies. But it
is equally clear that the South Vest African People's

Mr Pisani's last remark about
independence and its timing in 1984. The actual date
of independence is not for us to determine, and therefore the reason why that date is in is merely that it is in
the appropriate. United Nations resolution. I think it
should be left there for the parties to the present discussions to discuss thoroughly and absolurcly.

Concern has been expressed that there might be inadequate preparation for independence, and I understand
these concerns. On the other hand, I think one must

also understand the c-ncern

of Namibians

black

- been
that they have
and white, I underline that
waiting eagerly for independence since 1918
- certainly since the Commission investigated the question
in 1954: that was 20 years ago, and still nothing has
happened. So I think they would feel a litsle rynical
about having inadequate time in which to prepare
themselves.

Aid to

non-governmental organizations, clearly is
going well. Equally clearly, however, they could do
with considerably more assistance
that is to say, the

-

Pearce for his comments. He did say that
S\flAPO was not the only voice. That I accept and,

Organization has the very strong backing now of a
considerable pan of the internal parties, including
those who previously belonged to the multi-parry
Conference. Roughly half of S\trANU, for example,
has clearly thrown its weight behind SVAPO in the
current negodations. I think it is imponant to recog-

nize the ve{y constructiye part that Nora James

is

I found, within the internal parties, including
even Dirk Mudge who is a somewhat suspicious,
playing.

though very enrcnaining and attractive character, that

there

is a relaxed

acceptance

of the possibility of
I had

S\IAPO rule. There is no awesome fear which
expected before

I went

there and which would, per-

haps, have been natural.

I thank Mr Haagerup for his very kind words and I
totally accept what he says about politics and developmen. Mrs Ewing made some very helpful comments,
in panicular about the timetable and I hope she
I said about it, that it is a matter for the
negotiating panies to discuss and agree on.
accepts what
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Although I personally cannot recommend as rapporteur, Mr Lust€r's, remarks about Kenneth Kaunda, I
personally accept that.one amendment of his which

stronger negotiating position than does

talhs about the helpful role that KK has played and is
playrng. Of course, t.he current conference is also very
helpful.

In ia emancipetnry

If I could turn now to Mr d'Ormesson who complained, first of all, about the lack of consultation of
the Political Affairs Committee. In fact it was consultcd way back in October, and that is very clearly
stated. He talks about there being no apartheid. That
is simply untrue. He does not even have to move out
of \flindhock to see it in operation. You can to to two
hospiuls there and see it in operation. You can to to a
training college there, which is about to close down,
and see it in operation. It simply is ingrained in the
second-tier government syst€m. It is there, whether we
like it or noL I accept that the pass-laws have been
removed, but this is of no great help.

Finally, on the question of the South Vest African
People's Organization, because I did have extra speaking time, I would just like to say this. They struck me
very forcibly as men of the Lutheran faith. That is very

clearly what motivates them in very many vays. To
suttest that they are dominaged by Soviet Russia, or
indeed, that the Council of Churches is, is a simple
nonsense and to claim that is to push them into the
arms of people that we do not want them to consort
with. I think it therefore quite wicked to sugBe$ that
they will naturally be 'red-dominated'. I do not believe
it. I believe that their commitment is a Christian one,
and I hope that this House will guard their Christian
commitment.
(Apphuse)

its

actual

economic and financial status.
stage the island found itself in a
it has succeeded in
regaining
somewhat courateously and progres- economic position that is interesting. This
sively
- aneconomic
position is strictly bound up with
interesdng
Europe: just consider that over 720/o of Maltese
exports go to the Communiry, and 730/o of its imports
come from the Communiry. Therefore Malta's option
ggenqmisllly speaking
has always been the rela-donship with Europe:
not-always an easy relationship
I am not speaking about friendliness. I mean,
-quiteandsimply,
not easy, because of muual mistrust.

difficult economic situation, but

I

do not know whether the fact that the new Labour

government decided immediately in

of neutrality and non-alignment

l97l

on a position

which our coun-

- is a guarantor
tries suppon, panicularly Italy, who
may have upset, ratler than helped, our relations.
Upset them, perhaps, because we should have preferred another choice; helped them, perhaps, bccause

we feared a third alternative. The fact remains that
there has been a lack of understanding that has continued to spread and grow, at the same time as trading
relations have intensified very gready, so that Malta's
demands have sometimes increased beyond the capaciry of the Community to cope with them. The Commission therefore asks Parliament today to help
and

we can do this through this resolution
to- place
- The first
trading relations on a contractual footing.
uade protocol, which came into force in 1978, was
only renewed in its first state
without ever passing
on to the second sage
for- six months at a time
- the present paradoxical
almost automatically, until
situation has been reached in which the Communiry,
independently and unilaterally, decides what action to

to make in reladon to
Malta's requests. This also places the Communiry in a
somewhat uncomfonable position because, obviously,
the uading agreement berween rhe EEC and Malta
must be negotiated in order to give the contracting
take and what concessions

Prcsident.

-

The debate is closed.

The votc will be taken at the next voting time.

panies great€r security.

7. EEC-Maha
The next item is the repon (Doc. l-59/
- Baduel Glorioso, on
8a) by Mrs
behalf of the Committee on External Economic Relations, on economic
and trade relations bescreen the EEC and Malta.
Prcsidcnt.

Mn Baducl Glorioso (COM), rapporteur. (17) M,
- rhis is the
President, ladies and gentlemen, I think that
first time in the last five years that we are discussing
economic and trading relations and the financial protocal with Malta, which is an imponanr Mediterranean island
nor only for Italy, because it is very
close to our -coas6, but also because its strategic position, its geopolitical situation, which enables ir to supply the Mediterranean flee6, places it in a very much

And then with regard to the financial protocol the
story is even more interesting, because the first financial prorocol

of

1978

which expired on 31 October

contained conditions
that were quite favourable to Malta
namely, 25 million units of accounr,
which was proportional
to what was agreed with the
1983

other Mediterranean countries in the financial protocols concluded with them. The first financial protocol
with Mala provided for the allocation of 26 mitlion
ECU, 16 million being in the form of EIB loans, 5 million in the form of special loans, and 5 million in the
form of trants or interest rebates. But of these 26 million, Malta was able to use only 13 million, for rhe
reconstruction and modernization of the Port of Valletta. There vas a very simple reason for this, of which
the Community was axrare: namely, the existencc of a

Malrcse law forbidding the tovernmenr

rc

accepr
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international loans with rates of interest higher than
3%. I think this is a law motivated by the determinafinancially as well
tion to remain independent
- of the fact that very
vis-a-vis other countries, in view
generous loans are available because of the strategic
situation of Malta, not for any other reason regarding
its wealth above or below ground.

which she has advocated an improvement in relations
with Malta. The Socialist Group considers it imponant
that these reladons should be as close and as good as
possible and we think that, particularly in view of the

overall political and economic imponance which
Malta has in the Mediterranean area, it is in the Community's own interest to keep them so. I should like to
emphasize that we expressly support Malta's role as a
neural, independent and balancing facor in this

which is an internal law that we cannot
- though we might possibly speed up its
interfere with,
modification
- means that the special EEC loans can
be used, and the aid which has not to be repaid and
which is called 'gifu' are used, to pay the difference
berween the interest on the real loans from the EIB
10- 1 1 %
and the 30/o that Malta is allowed to pay.-

The rapponeur went into this in detail and I too
should like to point out that the relationship did not
develop in the way that both sides had hoped. The
1970 Agreement of Association provides for the pro-

a trifle boring, perhaps,
but
To give an example
it is like offering someone
a fine cake, in the -knowledge that they can only pay for one slice. Isn't it perhaps better to offer them one slice of cake on a plate,

till now we have not got as far as agreement on the
transition to the second stage. Ve hope and call upon
the Maltese Government to declare its readiness rc
examine whethcr in future there might be more

without all this grandness that is so rypically European
offering the cake and knowing that the other per-son can only eat one slice of it, because he has not the
money ro pey for the entire cake. And something of

favourable conditions for the start of negotiations.

This law

-

gressive abolition of barriers to trade in two stages. Up

the son is happening in the case of Cyprus.

The new financial protocol, which has already

been

approved by the Council of Ministers, has ignored the
proposals of the Commission, which was in favour of
establishing better relations with Malta and having
loyal, trusting negodations, instead of this continuous

mistrust and, indeed, reciprocal spitefulness. The
Commission proposed a loan of ls million units of
accounr, plus a special subsidy of 10 million, to pur
right the past and help the future.
The Council of Ministers
or at least, some of the
did not -see fit rc grant these faciliMember States
ties to Malta, -and decided to reduce the loan to
28

million units of account,

region.

as

well as cancelling the

subsidy of 10 million ECU.

Ve

support the rapponeur in her hope that negotiations on a new financial protocol be staned as quickly
as possible. In addition to what has been said in the
Repon I have tabled an amendment taking up the
Commission's proposal of reinstatement of the aid for
1984, as well as the review of the rctal figure along the
lines of the Commission's proposal. It is our opinion
that this gesture by the European Community will
create a basis for improving relations and we hope that
the impulse mwards improvement will be transmittcd
to the Council through this Repon and through
today's debarc. This is all the more important as we
naturally see the shape of reladons with Malta in the
context of the overall picture of the EC in the Mediterranean and, therefore, of the accession of Span and
Ponugal as well.

Our aim is to help Malta in our own interest and the
prime aim of the Communiry for the fuure should be
to establish the best cooperation possible.

At this point a kind of cold war, a cold war in miniature, or rather an atmosphere of incomprehension, set
in. And that is what this resoludon seeks to put right,
without proposing any conclusion, except that negotiations should be reopened on the basis of the Commission's old proposal. It is therefore a proposal for
pre-negotiations, not one supporting the Council's
proposal, nor one urging Mala to accept the Commission's proposal. It simply asls both contrafiing parties
ro sit down together round a able and stan discusthat is, on the basis of the Comsions on this basis

mission's 1982 proposals.

(DE) Mr President! l.et me say
on behalf of my Group
that by and large we are in
agreement with the section of this report which deals
with trade policy. Relations between the Community
and Malta have been depicted in a somewha[ onequite
sided way, first by the rapponeur and then
understandably
by the Socialist Group. It- is pre- is made to the strategic imponcisely when reference
ance of the island and m the imponance of the trade
policy of the European Communiry to Malta, that one

(DE) Nk President, on behalf of
Mr Ricger (S).
- I should like to give our approval
the Socialist Group
to the Repon on relations berween the EC and Malta
which Mrs Baduel Glorioso has tabled on behalf of the
Committee on External Economic Relations.'SI'e congratulate the rapponeur on the. strenuousness with

negotiations.-

Mrs Lcnz (PPE).

realizes that reladons between the European Community and Malta require a climate of mutual trust
and that the blame should not simply be laid at the
door of the EC. Nevenheless Malta did at one time
consider an association and in the meantime has practically gone over from the prolongation of such an
association
at least with some hesitadon
to other

-
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It is in this framework that the doubts of our Group
should be seen. Because of the importance of its strategic position the form of Malta's overall policies is
also important. These policies which are so delicately
described as 'rather disurbed relations' are naturally
causing us serious concern at present. Even if we here
advocate the general principle that rade agreements
should not be tied to political clauses, and even though
it has already been said this morning in a different
conrcxt that no conditions should be attached to certain measures of aid, we should like to point out that
in the case of Malta, which is linked to us in a political
reladonship in so many ways, dangers do exist. The
amendment proposed by our colleagues in the Group,
Mr van Aerssen and Mr Zarges, tries to include these
douba at least in the formulation. Ve introduced the
amendment so that it does not look as though Malta
lies in some remote place with which the only relations
which exist are economic ones and do not include the
political relations whose present form is so unsatisfactory to us.

Mr Spencer (ED).

I think I can be brief. My group

- Aerssen
will suppon the van

amendment ugderlining
the importance of democratic constitutional principles.
'S7e
will also suppon the Baduel Glorioso repon.as it
stands at the moment but not the amendments to it,
and we shall do so not because of the geopolitical
importance of the island of Malta but because of our
longstanding affection and respect for the people of
Malta. I have little respect, I must tell this House, for
the Government of Malta, but a great and undying
affection for the people of Malta, and for that reason,
my group will vote for this report.

omous measures and it is equally important rc Bet our

rade arrangements back on a contractual footing.
Therefore for the first dime since the entry into force
of our Association Agreement in April l97l we have
neither contractual trade arrangements, nor a financial
protocol. This is in the view of the Commission a most
regrettable position. I am quite convinced that it is in
the interests of both Malta and the Community to get
round the negotiating table as soon as possible, and I
would hope that this debate and this resolution u,ill
enable that to take place.
Mrs Baduel Glorioso (COM), fttpportear.- (FR) Mr
President, while I accept Amendment No I from the
Socialist Group and Amendment No 2 tabled by Mr
Papapietro on behalf of the Communist Group, I find
it difficult to agree to the amendment from the Christian-Democratic Group for the sole reason that we
have our doubts about the democratic foundations of
the State of Malta. I should therefore like this amendment to be withdrawn if possible.
Prcsident.

-

The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

(The sitting uas adjoarned dt I p.rn. and resamed at
3

P.n.)

IN THE CFIAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Vce-President

Mr Richard

Member of the Commission.
Firstly,
may I congratulate Mrs Baduel Glorioso on-her excellent repon on the EEC/Malta relations. The Commission fully shares the view Parliamenr has expressed in
the resolution: that it is important rc develop and to
consolidate our economic and financial relations with
Malta. Indeed, the Commission's proposal ro rhe
Council at the end of 1982 were specifically designed
to achieve this objective.
On the basis of the Commission's proposals the Council last October adopted negotiaring directives for a
new EEC/Malta financial protocol. These direcives
were not as Benerous as the Commission would have
wished. Nevenheless, with a view to promoting rhe
development of the Maltese economy, the Communiry
has agreed rc offer Malta a specially structured financial protocol which would enable all the funds to be
utilized under acceptable conditions. 'Sfe have invited
the Maltese authorities to open negotiarions, and we
hope they will soon agree ro do so.
'We have also, Mr President, invircd
the Maltese authorities to open uade negotiations. Since 1 January
1981 our rade relations have been governed by auton-

8.
President.

Unemploymerrt dmottgst uomcn

The next ircm is the repon (Doc.

- Mrs Salisch, on behalf of the Committee
l-170/84) by

on Social Affairs and Employmenr, on:
the proposal from the Commission to the Council

(COM(84) 74 final
Doc. l-38/84) for a draft
- action to combat
resoludon concerning
unemployment amongst women.

Also included in rhe debatc is the oral question with
debate (Doc. 1-180/84) by Mr Glinne and Mrs Salisch, on behalf of the Socialist Group, to the Commission:
Subject : Youth unemployment
28 April 1983, the European Parliament adopted
its programme for combatting youth unemployment.
On 13 October 1983, it delivered its opinion on the
draft resolution submitted by the Commission to the
Council, on employment promotion measures for

On
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young people. The key elements in Parliament's decisions were its demands for integrarcd and guaranteed
training and employment programmes for all young
people besween 16 and, 24.

1.

Can the Commission indicate how successful it
has been since then in following up Parliament's
decisions with measures of its own to improve the
labour market situation for young people?

2.

Can the Commission also state what progress it
has made in inducing the Council to adopt a
coordinated approach in combatting youth unemployment?

3.

4.

Does the Commission consider that the Council's
lack of action on the question of a general reduction in working time constitutes an obstacle in the
combat against youth unemployment?

Does the Commission have a list of special measures by individual Member States to create genuine, additional and specialized training opportunities and jobs? Has it received initial repons
from the Member States on their practical experience with the measures they have adopted to help
young people and the results of those amendments?

5.

Does the Commission believe that the resources
earmarked in the current financial year for action
against youth unemployment are on a scale commensurate with the problem?

6. Vhich

special programmes

to

combat youth

unemployment does the Commission consider to
be most urgendy needed and how does it propose
to finance them?

(DE) Ladies and genMrs Sdisch (Sl, rapporte*r.
tlemen, I am laying before Parliament
today a report
on a problem on which there has abeady been a great
deal of discussion in this House. I interpret the opinion as a sign to the Council of Ministers, as a signal
that it should put an end to an employment and
economic poliry which, with the exception of solemn,
but non-binding, declarations, condnues to discriminate against women.

Vhat is one to think of a Dutch government which
creates the principle of head of the household, contrary to the Third Directive on equal treatment of
women in social securiry, and thereby clearly disadvantates women in the social securiry rystem? \7hat is
one rc think of a Belgian government which, conffary
rc the Directive to which I have just referred, introduces provisions relating to unemployment benefit,
900/o of whose victims will be unemployed women?
Vhat is one to think of a German Federal government

which reduces the maternity benefit for working
'women, rediscovers motherhood and tries in this
underhand way to force women out of the labour
market in order rc eliminate pan of the unemployment
problem? Vhat is one to think of governments which,

despite continually rising unemployment, steadfastly
to adopt a joint, legally determined European
order on working hours leading to a fair redistribution
of labour for women and for men? Finally, is it not
scandalous for the Council of Minisrcrq to dare to
leave a directive on voluntary part-time work, which
was carefully drafted by Parliament, untouched for
more than two years and then simply to instruct the
Commission to change the Directive back into a mere
refuse

resolution?

Commission not to be evasive, I expect a
statemen[ on this point from the Commissioner today.
I only hope that the Report will mean that this procedure becomes so widely known that it mobilizes the
hundreds of thousands of women affected by it, who
would otherwise continue to be exploited in part-time

I warn the

employment without the corresponding social insurance.

These events have demonstrated to me how imperative
it is that we should revert to the principle of majority
decisions in the Council of Ministers, since otherwise
it will continue to be possible for individual countries
measures
in this case
the countries concerned are Denmark,- Great Britain

to boycott forward-looking

and, unfonunately, the Federal Republic of Germany.
The procedure involving the directive on part-time

work is presumptuous trickery and we cannot tolerate
this kind of thing. Politicians are acting as though they
are dercrmined to give their blessing at European level
to the policies they are already pursuing in their own

countries against women and against employers. I
expect

I repeat once more
that the Commission
- European Parliament
statement to the

- a
will make

about this scandalous procedure.

The French example in promoting female employment
is a welcome contrast to this. I think that the French
presidenry has done great senrice here, both by its
efforts at European level and by the measures in suppon of v/omen which it has taken in its own country,
especially as the measures being taken in France are
identical rc the decisions taken by Parliament towards
improving the position of women in employment. The

European Parliament has adoprcd forward-looking
resolutions to protect women in employment and to
prevent women being relegated rc the reserve and
driven out of the labour market.

The people most affected by unemploymenr, nexr to
women, are young people. It is not by chance, therefore, that you find on the agenda a relevant quesdon
by the Socialist Group. 'We examined the question of
youth unemployment over a year ago during a muchpublicized special session of the European Parliament
on the theme of youth unemployment. Youth unemployment and ways of combatting it were a focal point
of the special session in Brussels.
has happened since then? Ve are asking the
Commission today for details of what it has done and

Vhat
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how it has dealt with the Resolutions of the European

most srenuously, especially by the Government, but

is, apparendy, in Parliament and in the

it

Parliament. The Commissioner, Mr Richards, was
somewhat annoyed when, on another occasion, I
accused the Commission of being a puppet of the
Council of Ministers because it did not have the courate to make proposals that did any more than echo
urhat it expected to hear from the Council of Ministers. On that occasion I said to the Commissioner,
'Make this Parliament your partner. Fight with us to
push through measures which go funher than anything the Council has been prepared to accept so far.'

I have also heard this view aired at home,
during the election meetings that I have been holding,
and I find this very disurbing, because the question
put to me is this: what are your reasons for thinking
that women should work? I reply that we have never
obliged women m work. It is an irreversible and very
undersandable rend: there can be no independence,
no freedom, without economic freedom, and women
are really determined to have this.

Ve would like you to tell us how things have progressed. Vhat change has there been in the labour

There can therefore be no question, in my view, of
telling women to go back rc being housewives, so that

market for young people? I7'hat change has there been

in the position of young people as regards training?
'!7hat
has the Commission been able m achieve in the
Member States? Ve expect a precise answer from the
Commissioner on behalf of the Commission, and not
just a declaration of inrcnt. A year is a long time for
young people who are waiting for employment or
training. Should it appear that the Commission has not
forcefully expressed to the Council of Ministers and in
the European Council the will of Parliament to combat youth unemployment on a continuing basis within
the framework of a harmonized European package on
omployment, this will be a decisive point for the
Socialist Group in ia appraisal of the work of the
Commission and of the conclusions to be drawn from
it.Ary laxiry on the pan of the Commission, including
the question of shortening working hours, would be
an offence and unforgiveable. I am sure that the European Parliament would find it unaccepable in view of
the 13 million unemployed, of which the majoriry are
women and young people.
(Appkase)

(FR) Mr President,
Mrs Duport (S).
and
- L'Expansion in the Ladies
Gentlemen, reading
'plane this
morning, I learnt that all rhe indicators are imprgving,
with the sole exception of the unemployment figures.
In the swo and a half years sincc I came into this Parliament, this is a problcm which has exercised us a
great deal, one which has been thc subject of much
effort on the pan of the Commission as well as Honourable Members and the political Broups, bur in fact
no progress has been made. And those most severely
affected are of course women and young people. So
can there really be a solution ar Communiry level? I
believe that there can, but probably not by rhe means
conventionally envisaged: an increase in the Social
Fund. \7hile I am convinced of the obvious need for
its appropriation to be increased, rhis Fund is thoroughly ill-suited to solving the problems of unemployment, which are of quite a different order. There is a
danger of a worsening of the unemployment siruation
amont women in particular because the idea that it
would be as well for women to rerurn to being housewives is gaining wider and wider'currenry; this is not
the case in France, where this idea has been opposed

political

troups.

solutions have to be found.

A

stan could be made by reducing working time,
increasing investment, and displaying an imaginative
approach to the creation of jobs in all our communes,
jobs stemming from local initiative. The Commission
has made proposals along these lines, but how can we
get things moving, how can we mobilize the conviction that will make for an improvemenr in the situation?

Rather than use the Social Fund for training, since its
resources ere very inadequate, perhaps we could use
the Community as the means for spreading information, for creadng awareness. Material could be produced in the seven languages for use in the various
countries to get across the message that women want
to work, and under bemer conditions ar that, that they
v'ant a reduction in working time and effective application of laws which, ro take the example of those
recently passed in France, serve their interests well.
They have to be applied in practice if they are to do
any good. This is the most difficult part, as we well
known, it is a constant struggle. The Commission and
the Community could therefore perhaps mounr a
consciousness-raising exercise on a much larger scale,
using modern audiovisual resources, to oppose this
current t€mptation to put pressure on women to reyert

m

being houseurives. Parental leave,

for

instance,

which I think is going ro be adopted by the Council, is
an excellent means of allowing women to wogk and
creating better conditions for the early education of
children, which is far more balanced from the viewpoint of their mental and prychological wellbeing
when this role is assumed by both parents, either in
succession or by turns.

Finalln I feel that we mus[ show imagination and not
simply go on intoning this refrain complacently
I

will stop doing
this and really take this problem in hand
so thar a
- awareness
really energetic effon will be made ro creare
amont our peoples, working time is reduced and the
am confident that the nexs Parliament

laws in this field are effecdvely applied, especially
those prohibiting discrimination against vomen at
work and in recruitment by employers, as has been
done in France.
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(PPE).
(NL) Mr President,ladies and gentlemen, this Parliament
has discussed the
extent and gravity of unemployment on various occasions in the past. It has always stressed that cenain
groups are harder hit by unemployment than orhers.
They include young people, foreign workers, the handicapped and above all women. Unemployment among
women, as the European statistics show, is almost half
as high again as among men. Two thirds of the young
people out of work are girls, one third boys.

Mn Maij-Veggen

Ve

No 1-314/59

One of the most imponant pieces of advice which
women and young women in panicular should be
given is that they should stop setting their sights on a
limited number of occupations and opt for work that is
less raditionally done by women, particularly in the
economic and technological spheres. Many jobs will
be created in the new technology sector in the future.
If women fail to get their share of these jobs, their
situation will simply become even worse.

In addition, women must rise above the lower

and

must therefore welcome the fact that the French
Presidency and specifically the Minister for the Condition of 'S7'omen, Mrs Yvette Roudy, have called for
special action by the Council to reduce unemployment
among.women. This complies with requesr Parliament has made in the past, in its resolutions of January
and,Ivlarch of this year.

marginal rypes of occupation. There is everything to
be said for pan-time work and rcmporary work. They
lubricate the labour market machiqe, but work of this
kind must not be allocated exclusively to women. It
must be distributed fairly among all categories. Men
should also do their share of this work.

Before I say anything about the contents of these reso-

A third

lutions and Mrs Salisch's explanatory statement, I
should like to comment briefly on the cause of unemployment among women.

In

1981 the repon by the then ad hoc Committee on
the Rights of !flomen warned of the extreme vulnerability of women in the labour market. This vulnerability is due to three factors.
Some 800/o of women work in about 200/o of all possible occupations. These occupations are concentrated

we have millions of rypists in
- services,
the social
health
education,
- medium-sized firms thinkcare,
small and
of the millions
of shop assistants in Europe - and the textile and
food industries. Almost all of -these sectors are under
considerable pressure at the moment. Automation is
being introduced into administration on a large scale,
at the expense of numerous jobs. In the social services
and in health care jobs are on the decrease because of
the limited resources available to the national authorities. In education fewer jobs are available because

on administration
Europe

the number of children is declining. In small and
medium-sized firms turnover has dropped in recent

years, and many shop assistants have lost their jobs as

a result. And a large pan of the textile industry has
rc the developing countries. So you
can see that 800/o of women work in the very sectors
of industry which are in considerable difficulry.
been ransferred

Secondly, many women work at low levels, in minor
part-time jobs, in temporary jobs or in cottage industries. All the statistics show that these are the areas in
which unemployment is most likely rc occur.

Thirdly, many women interrupt their careers complercly or panly for family reasons, a very understandable and legitimate consideration for women wanting
to devote some time to their families, but it is also a
major handicap for women when compared with men.

The question is whether the Council's resoludon as it
now *ands provides a satisfactory solution to all these
problems.

aspect is that is that it should not just be the
mothers who interrupt their careers for family reasons.
My group believes that paid work and work in the
family should be shared more fairly ben/een men and
women. Making more pan-time jobs available for both
parents, panicularly during an acdve period in the
family, may be a good solution here. !7e are therefore
in favour of a considerable incre,ase in part-time work
provided that there is adequate social prorection. In

this context, Commissioner Richard, we feel that

a

y'irective would be far better than a recommendation.

Mr

President, we are happy to say that these factors
are adequately covered by the Council's resolution
and Mrs Salisch's resolution.

One funher comment to conclude. The Council's
resolution again confirms that women have a right to a
place in the labour market; and I totally agree with
this. In some Member States, however, the tendenry at
present is to cast doubt on this right and to discourage
w'omen from taking their place in the labour market.
Such tactics are often wrapped up in extremely sophisdcated terms, with the resulr that women are often
confused and perplexed about their statutory rights.
Mr President, I have abled an amendment which denounces these actics of discouraging women, and I
would be grateful if Members gave it their suppon.
Finally, Mr President, for the last five years the European Christian Democrats have supponed every action, directive and resolution in favour of women in
this Parliament Christian-Democratic w'omen in
Europe have been able to count on the ChristianDemocratic Group in this Parliamenr. And women in
the Member Staces will be able ro counr on us again in
the coming five yearc. 'Ve must simply be prepared to
act in their interests. I hope women will place their
trust in us in the elections. I look forward to l4June

with optimism.
Mrs Cincieri Rodeno (COM), Chairman of tbe Comminee of Inquiry into the Situation of tYomen in
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President there is no doubt that
Earope.
- @)Mr
as is made
clear also in the resolution of the Com-

mittee of Inquiry into the Situation of lfomen, which
this Parliament adopted in January last

the question

- and girls in
of the growing unemployment of women
I am not going to
the central problem. The figures
- The number of
repeat them
speak for themselves.
- labour market today is growing, whilst
women on the
female unemployment is growing fastei than the number of women in jobs, and is also increasing fasrcr than
male unemployment.

In Italy, the figures are even worse than the European
averagei one woman in four today is unemployed, and
one girl in two cannot find work. Clearly, in these
conditions, it will be very difficult to achieve progress
with the application of Community directives and
regulations aimed at equality. The danger is that the
reverse will be the case, and that such directives and

regulations will be increasingly less applied, so that the
way that jobs are divided on the basis of sex will worsen. Ve must also ask ourselves what will become of
the hundreds of thousands of girls today if for years to
come they cannot find work, cannot use their abilities
and the skills that they have acquired at school or
in word, they have
through vocational training
- if,canaonly provoke
an
no hope of self-fulfilment. This
abysmal return to antiquarcd, long-since abandoned
srcreotypes, which will seriously harm the democratic
development of our entire Communiry.

Ve

therefore value the initiative of the Commission of
rhe Communiry and that of Mr Roudy, who drew the
attention of the Council to these problems. Undoubt-

edly, this draft resolution of the Council is not very
much of a thing, compared with the graviry and dramatic nature of the problems involved. However, it is
something, and as such we value it. Ve should like,
Mr Commissioner, to ask you to do something for us:
in the text, it says 'Considers that the following guidelines for action should be implemented.. .' and
para3.3 says 'Measures should be taken...'. 'We
should like to have a guarantee from the Commission
that this text will constitute a precise commitment for
Member States. In fact, if these few items remain
nothing more than good intentions, or simply represent something that the Council of Ministers is adopting with an eye to the imminence of voting day, the
women will certainly not be grateful to them, because
this will be valueless.
Secondly, we must take into account the fact that the
climarc in Member States is not a favourable one. In
particular, I ask the Commission to be very much on
the alert and to insist, by accepting the amendments
presenrcd rc this effect, on having a real check on
equaliry of opponunity for jobs. As I said, the climate
is rrot favourable: in Italy, the introduction of recruitment by nomination has seriously penalized
and the
- women
figures confirm it
the number of jobs for
and girls, even in -those sectors where women represent tq/o-rhirds of the unemployed. Of the training

agreements concluded on the basis of the new law in

Italy, turo-thirds are for boys and only one-third for
girls. A cateful warch is therefore necessa{y to ensure
that the principles of equaliry of opportuniry are really
applied. It must also be remembered that the European
Social Fund can be used as an instrument to help
employment, not simply in general terms, but in order
to achieve some of the objectives here stated, in regard
to the employment of women.
(DA) Mr President, when
Mrs Tove Nielsen (L).
we discussed the repon -on the situation of women in
Europe here in Parliament a few months ago, the Liberal Group tabled a number of amendments in order
to show how we thought we could make our contribution to an improvement in the present situation. The
ranks of the unemployed include many women and
many yount people. It is a problem of the utmost
gravity for us all. !7e therefore said at the time that, in
order to dispose of this problem, we had to begin at
the beginning and concentrate our efforts on training.
This means ensuring through the rystem of education
and training that children of both sexes become
acquainted with different forms of education and
training. Vhat in the past were regarded as traditional
girls' subjects and traditional boys' subjects are no longer relevant to the society of the future or to the
society of the present. It is therefore important that
boys and girls should learn the same things in their
schooling.

'!7e

also pointed out that it was of the utmost importance that children should have both female and male
teachers from the start and throughout their progress
through the education system. There seems to be
atreement in the various Member States that there are
not enough women occupying key posts in the educa-

tion system, and we would like rc contriburc to a
development in which women do not just feel modvated to get ahead in the education system, but also
have the opportunity to do so. Precisely as Liberals,
we must be the first to respec the individual, man or
woman, with the qualifications he or she has. In this
way we can play a part in creatint a better sociery for
us all.

I hope that what comes our of this
will be much more positive than what emerged
from the debate on the situation of women, for that
Mr

President,

debate

regrenably ended in a classical Marxist-Communist
discussion on the society of women, and that quite
simply will not help women at all. In our concern that
both men and women get the best possible advantage
from their situation, we of the Liberal Group want to
do our bit to ensure that everyday life for rhe family
and for the individual, man or woman, in working life
is as good as it can possibly be, and we would point
out that, as far as we can see, part-time work must be
a good thing for men as well as for women.

My final remark is that we Liberals do nor believe in
the Socialist propaganda that shoner working hours
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will be a help to women. On the contrary, we think
that both men and women should have the best opportunities to receive the training which is necessary in
contemporary sociery That is why we must adopt
technology. That is why we must take up the challenges, deal with them and join in creating a better life
for us all. That will in our opinion offer better possibilities of employment, not just for men but also for
women, and that is in the best inrcrests of sociery.

Ms Clwyd (S).
Mr President, first of all I would
- my colleague, Mrs Salisch, on
like to congratulate
what I think is an excellent report. It underlines many
of the points we have made in this Parliament over the
last five years. It cenainly underlines the fact that the
two pressing problems which faced us five years ago
rising unemployment and the failare still with us
- acdvities of the multinational comure to control the
panies.

This is probably the last chance I shall have to speak in

rhis European Parliament, since I have now been
eleced to the House of Commons, where I shall have
an opportunity, no doubt, on many occasions to tell
our Prime Minister precisely what she ought rc be
doing to reduce unemployment in our own country.

The fact is, of course, that in this Parliament we have
failed to control the activities of the multinational
companies. I have an example now within my own
constituency where the Japanese Hitachi company has
just made over half the workforce redundant, and
rqro-thirds of that workforce are women. The information and consultation procedure that this company
followed with its workforce went like this. The workforce found out that they were being made redundant
on the same day that the company told the press. That
is why I think it extremely important that we get proper legisladon to control the activities of multinational
companies, so that they properly inform and consult
their workers. Quite clearly, this company and many
other companies like it are not doing anything of the
kind.

In fact, the workforce would have liked more time to
consult amongst themselves so as to come forward
wirh proposals for sharing the work in this panicular
fectory, because it is in an area of very high unemployment indeed. Cynon Valley in South'S[ales, where this
panicular faaory is situated, has an unemployment
rate of 190/0, and the vrorkers there would have liked
the opponuniry to come forward with proposals to
share that work out in the factory. That opponunity
has not been given to them.

At the

moment the factory is concluding a singlefirst time
union agreement within that factory
- inthethe United
that any site outside a Greenfields site
Kingdom has concluded a single-union, no-strike
agreement with a company. The workers, of course,
are expected rc abide by the guiding principles of the

Hitachi management; 'sincerity, pioneering spirit and
harmony'. The staff have for three years already been

without a s/age increase. They are now to get a
wage increase which will be given to all staff

70/o

a rela-

tively generous offer but without any negotiation

whatsoever.

Mr President, the management quoted high absenrceism as a problem in this factory but included in their
figure women on materni[y leave and people on holiday. So that again is how a multinational company
sees the problem of absenteeism, and I think that that
is a panicularly worrying factor as far as women are
concerned.

The other problem that may be facing workers at this
f.actory, Mr President, is that the normal principles of
redundancy in Britain, which are that the last in will be
the first out, are not going to be applied in this case.
This is not the first time that women have been treated
in this way in Britain in the last few years.

I

urge this Parliament to suppoft the resolution and

the repon by Mrs Salisch.

(DE) Mr President! For the nth
time the European -Parliament has aken up the urgent
question of unemployment amontst women and we
welcome the Commission's intention of laying before
the Council a proposal in the form of a resolution,
and here I share my colleague's opinion
although
- naturally have
we would
preferred more concrete
-proposals. The Committee of Inquiry into the Situation of '$7'omen in Europe has tabled an opinion on
this, which suppons the demand and puts in into concrete form.
Mrs Lenz (PPE).

In view of the uigenry of the problem of unemployment as a whole, and of unemployment among women
and girls in particular, in February we welcomed in an
emergency resolution the conference of ministers in
Paris, which q/as to draw up proposals for solving this

problem and which now, as the Council,'is rc lay
down these proposals
if only in the.form of a resolution. Ve saw at the -dme that the proposals for solutions were to disregard all taboos and that every kind
of arrangement of working hours was to be included

in the discussions. That

includes flexible working

hours, i.e. new working arrangements, as well as parttime work, and it is to this aspect that I shall confine
my remarks. Ve ask therefore
this is the object of
- Maij-Veggen and
the amendment tabled by Mrs
myself
that the relevant passages of the resolution
closing -the procedure for consultadon of the European Parliament on the draft Council resolution to
combat unemployment amongst women be incorporated in the draft resolution itself. \fle do think that the
more concrete sections of the resoludon should be
included in the draft Council resolution.
'$[e

when it
share the Socialist view only inasfar as
- our govcriticizes the lack of readiness on the part of
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ernments to take a decision on the directive on parttime work
we would very much have welcomed this
directive, perhaps
not always in agreement with our
own governments, since it would primarily help
women in countries where pan-dme work is vinually
unknown, and for whom, if it is known, the insurance
position is much worse than it is for us who live in

a whole series of measures have
already been taken. In the end it is not a question of
creating employment opponunities, but of giving
countries where

women and girls the opponuniry to use work skills
which have often been acquired as a result of expensive training, to continue to use this knowledge later in
combination with their family obligadons so that they
will be able to return to full-time employment later on.

Ve

are in favour of freedom of choice, we are in
favour of voluntary part-time work, but we are in

favour of pan-time work as oze possibiliry. If the statisticians are proved right and in the coming years
more jobs are available than there are skilled people to
fill them in the next generarion, this can be seen as
another opportunity for women who are still able and
willing to work, even part-time. Part-time work provides an opportuniry to do this and that is why we
should like to have these passages included.
(Appkase)

in fact numbenng 157 000, and young women capable
600/o of the young unemployed.
Moreover, women's unemployment lasts, on average,
much longer and they account for 620/o of those who
remain unemployed for more than a year. In Greece
the system of domestic service results in vomen having
rc work for 12 a 16 hours per day, for a wage evcn

of work account f.or

lower than the stipulated minimum wage for

an

8-hour day. Funhermore, domestics are nor covered
by any insurance scheme.

In our view, general unemploynenr can only be met
by State investment in the public sector and by the
nationalization of basic industries, to creare new jobs.
Measures should be institurcd for the educadon and
specialization of Greek women, 900/o of whom have
no special training. Training schools should be established in sectors that employ y/omen, and women
should specialize in the new production systems. The
age limit for retirement should be lowered to 55 for
vomen. The situation of motherhood should be prorccted, maternity leave of ar least 15 weeks should be
safeguarded, and crdches and kinderganens should be
established.

These, however, are measures that do not feature in
the resolution by the Committee on Social Affairs and

Employment.

Yet, without them unemployment
of decreasing, will assume

among women, instead

Mr Adamou (COM).
Salisch's

(GR)

Mr

President, Mme

repon paints a -vivid sketch of the tragic situa-

tion created by unemployment among women. However, some of the measures proposed can bring no
solutions rc this most acute problem of our Community. For example, the proposal for parr-rime
employment for women goes against the intcrests of
working women, because it facilitates their sdll trearer
exploitation by securing yet more excess profit for
employers, for whom women have always been a

even greater dimensions as capitalism's economic crisis

deepends day by day and the monopolies constantly
strive for Brearcr excess profits.

(DE) Mr President, I
Mrs Salisd (Sl, rapportear.
find it unacceptable for my -Greek colleague to take
from my report quotations which are nor to be found
in the repon. He has totally misinterpreted whar I said
about unemployment amongsr vomen.

I

must reject

this.

cheap pool of labour, a source of inhuman enrichment.

Pan-dme employment perpetuates the notion that the
wife's earnings are a mere supplement to the family
budget. And despite protesarions rc rhe contrary, in a
capitalist situation women are. not regarded as equal
members of society. The view is perpetuatcd rhat,
according to the familiar riprych, woman's place is
with the children, in rhe kitchen and at church (Kinder, Kiiche, Kirche).\7e still hear the baseless :ugumenr

that the increase in juvenile crime is supposedly the
result of mothers' employment in productive industry,
whereas it is in fact exclusively the consequence of the
structure of capitalist sociery. Part-time work is a weapon with which employers seek rc strike ar, weaken
and divide the rade-union movemenr, and consequently the resistance and struggle of working people
against the avarice of the employers.

Mr President, let me say a few words about the situadon of working women in my own counrry, Greece.
Though they make up only 310/o of rhe workforce,
they account f.or 45o/o of the unemployed as a whole,

Mr Petterson (ED).
Mr President, may I congratulate Mrs Salisch on- an excellent report which my
group in principle supports. I do nor know what the
opposite of a maiden is, Mrc Clwyd, but I would also
like to congratulate Mrs Clwyd on rhe opposite of her
maiden speech in this House. I would like panicularly
to congrarulate her on her ingenuiry in dragging the
muldnationals into a debate on women's unemploy-

ment. I wish you well in anorher place, because that
was a speech which would go down verywell in there.

Three very quick poins on rhe Salisch report. First of
all the Social Fund. My group does supporr, and has
always supported, the idea that the Social Fund must
be expanded, not jusr for women but for men as well.

It is panicularly imponanr, however, in combating
women's unemployment. If I may also be allowed, Mrs
Clwyd, to make a political point: reading the labour
manifesrc for the European Communiry elecdons
which I am sure you had a hand in drafting, I noticed
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something which says that the British women have not
benefited fully from the Social Fund. Vell now we
actually received 300/o of the total Fund last year, both
men and women, and I would ask Commissioner

Richard to confirm that that 300/o did not just go to
men, but that women in the United Kingdom benefited as well.

Another point. I am also glad, Mrs Salisch, that you
do not fall for the idea that the 35-hour week can just
be imposed upon everybody without any reference to
costs, because

I noticed

much in accord

and here my group is very

- D you say that the preserin point

vation of compeddveness
is imponant. Finally, there is
one point which I u'ould draw your attention to and
that is Amendment No 3 which seels to amend the
Commission's text. It is an addition and it says that
any adjustment in the social expenditure must be made
for the sole purpose of eliminating distortion and
waste, avoiding cuts in either public services or
employment in this sector. Now, this is obvious nonsense, Mrs Salisch. You cannot say and pretend that
the Council is going to vote for a resolution which
says not merely that you should not cut services, but
that you cannot even cut employment in the social services in order to make things more efficient. I do not
believe for a minute the Council will vote for that and
my group would be very much happier with your
repon if you could withdraw that amendment because
otherwise it seems to be an excellent way of tackling
women's unemployment.

Mr PresiMr Richar4 Member of tbe Commission.
denq if I may say so, I think this has been a useful and
comprehensive debate, though the fact that it is somewhat wide-ranging makes it difficult for me to answer
in detail all the questions that I have been asked, but I
will do my best.

makes that resolutions are one thing, action on the
ground, so to speak, is different.

The Commission is panicularly concerned by the fact
that this difficult period is giving rise to a tendenry,
especially in relation to social security, to cut back in

the area of equaliry of Eeatment between male

and

female workers. In this connection, the Commission is
extremely concerned as to the correct implementation
of the social securiry directive due to be implemented
by the Member States before the end of this year.
Insofar as some honourable parliamentarians asked for
close monitoring by the Commission of what is going

on in the Member States in this field, I can certainly
give them the assurance that we are doing precisely
that.

'!7'omen's

unemployment in the Community was, as
the House knows, the subject of a communication
from the Commission last November rc the Standing
Committee on Employment. This communicadon outlined the present situation, examined the reasons for
the high level of women's unemployment, and set out
some possible steps that might be taken to alleviate the
problem.

Over the past rcn years women's unemployment has
It is difficult to use averates across
the Communiry to illustrate the problem, because
increased steadily.

some Member States have much higher female unemployment than otJrers
Belgium, Italy, France and
- size of the problem becomes
Ireland, for example. The
clearer if one lools at the activity rates of men and
'women in the Communiry. It is an average of 56.10/o
for men and it is 31.20/o for women, whereas unemployment levels are roughly similar for both men and
women.

Vomen's employment, when they have jobs, is characterized, too, by a high concentration of women in cer-

It is obviously

tain specific activities and sectors. Coupled with the

raining policies.

restructuring of the economy that has aken place, this
has resulted recently in a substantial drop in employment in the sectors traditionally employing large numbers of women
for example, rcxtiles, clothing,
leather or skins. At- the same time, there has been a significant increase in the numbers of women employed
in the public and in the service sectors, although in
general there has been an increase in low-paid jobs
which require relatively few skills.

true that in an atmosphere of growing
concern about unemployment generally the Commission has taken a number of initiatives intended to conribute to the evolution of a general strategy of the
Member States to fight against that unemployment. To
date, these initiatives include promoting employment
about which I will have a word to
for young people
say in a moment - the reduction and reorganization
of working time -and the development of vocadonal

Parallel with that, the Community's commitment to
equal opponunities has also resulted in action at Communiry level, particularly by the adoption of the three

directives on equal pay, on equal treatment and on
equal treatment in social security, and also by the action programme on the p.romotion of equal opponunities for women, which was followed by a Council
resolution. That resolution emphasized the need to
intensify action at Communiry and national level in
order to implement positive measures to achieve equal
opponunities in pracdce. I take the point Mrs Salisch

The high proportion of women among the jobless
obviously has its origin in the types of jobs normally
undertaken by women. Other factors that have given
rise to the high levels of women's unemployment
could, I suppose, be said to be an insufficienry of jobs
to meet the increasing demand for work by women,
inadequate skills and training on the pan of women
who go into employment, further reinforced after
periods of unemployment, and there is an increasing
tendenry, too, to offer pan-time and rcmporary forms
of employment to vomen, with the accompanying
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lack of job securiry and, indeed, with a decline in their
status.

Following the discussions on this subjecr in the Standing Committee on Employment, sufficient imponance
was attached to the need for action for thar committee
to conclude that the subject should be discussed at
Council of Ministers level and that the Commission
should ensure that the right moves were made to enable the Council to propose an effective initiative. Sfe
therefore sent a draft resolution concerning action to
combat unemployment amongst women to the Council giving guidelines on appropriate measures in this
field.

Now the principles underlying any measures to be
promoted in this area can be clearly and quite quickly
stated. The principles are that men and women have
an equal right to work and to seek economic independence, regardless of the economic situation, and rhat
measures to stimulate economic recovery should
include the extension of positive measures ro correct
de

facto inequalities.

Taking account of measures being developed at present in the Member States, action is therefore recommended in cenain specific areas. First of all, job creation and recruitment. Young women in particular are
facing increasing difficuldes in obtaining jobs and
should benefit from positive action to recruit young
women at all levels. Effons should concenrate parricularly on promoting vomen in the industries of the
future, especially in the high technology areas.
Secondly, education and training. Action needs to be
taken to improve women's skills in general in order m
enable them to have a wider choice of jobs, panicularly in areas affected by the new technologies.

In this connection I was asked one or rwo quesdons
about the Social Fund, and I shall try and deal wirh
them. The Social Fund in our view can play an impor-

tant role in contributing to women's training, particularly in the areas for action oudined in the resolution.
The Commission considers that the new guidelines for

constirute a substantial and, indeed,
increased incentive for women's projects, but it is up
rc the Member States to respond rc them. There is no
legal provision for refusing applications on the basis of
the proponion berween rhe sexes. The Commission's
approach to this question is based on inducements
rather than compulsion.

the Fund

'!7ith

regard rc the point Mr Panerson raised, it is true
that the Social Fund is available for both men and
y/omen. However, as he will know and the House will

know, there was a specific line in the budget designed
specifically for women's measures'. In relation ro rhar
amount of money rhat was in the budget, it was true
that the United Kingdom was nor aking up a substandal share of that money. However, the issue is now
somewhat academic, since in the new Social Fund

under the new guidelines the separate budget line for
women has disappeared
as I think ir should have
done, since I proposed it- and therefore the whole
- open.
of the Fund is in theory now

The third area where action needs to be taken at
Member State level is on the collection of dara. An
improvement in the availabiliry of data on the situation
of women in the labour market would lead to a betrer

of

'the

progress in
desegregadon of
employment and in the identifying of women's unem-

monitoring

ployment trends.
Fourthly, action needs to be taken in relation ro information campaigns. As was mentioned in the course of
this debatc, a change in attitudes on rhe pan of
employers and unemployed alike would be of immense
benefit to progress in achieving equality of opportunicy in general. One example from the United Kingdom
is the campaign held this year on Vomen in Science
and Engineering. I thought it was a good campaign,
and it is something which I hope could be followed in
other Member States of the Community.

I should like to stress rhe importance the
Commission ataches to finding solutions to rhe unemFinally,

ployment problem in general, and to ensuring that
attendon is paid to those catcgories of workers for
whom unemployment is disproponionarely high. Our
commitment to equal opponuniries must necessarily
include a commitment to acdon when we can see that

women in general and young girls in parricular are
facing more than their fair share of unemployment.
'!7e
must hope that this Council resolurion will contribute positively to progress in the fight against women's
unemployment.

I

shall now turn ro rhe second half of this debate,
although it has not received very much atrenrion from
the floor. This is the oral quesrion on yourh unemployment. The Socialist Group has tabled some very
fundamental questions about youth unemployment to
the Commission, and it is difficult here to give an adequate response to each of those issues.
The Commission is deeply concerned about the lack of
progress in bringing down the level of youth unemployment. The Council has adopted a resolution which
connins most of the ideas for action proposed by the
Commission and supported by Parliamenr. As yer, rhe
level of commirment by the Council and by Member
States is clearly inadequate. As rhe House knows, the
Council refused m include specific targets for action in
the resolution. The Commission is therefore trying to
monitor the implementation of the resolution and will
before the end of the year be holding a first discussion
on this wirh the Member States and on the results of
the supplementary and exra effon which they are
commimed to make in this area.

One argument which we have heard in rhis debate is
that a breakrhrough mighr be made if there vere rc be
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a more dynamic attitude towards the reduction and
reorganization of working time by and within Member States. I can tell the House that opinion on this
issue is moving and I am optimistic that some progress
can be made on this subject at the Social Affairs Council in June.
Massively increased resources for the Social Fund
would also, of course, make a significant difference to

the level of investment in youth training and of
employment in Member States. This is easily said but it
is simply not possible to envisage given the present
Communiry budgetary situation. I wish it were other-

wise but I fear it is not.

Vhat I am most concerned about is that through familiarity with the problem of youth unemployment, the

of the problem will begin to disappear and
drop out of attention. I hope that the new Parliament
when it is elected will return to this question and will
urgency

insist on a more detailed debate before the end of the
year and I would hope that one might be in a position
to give some reacdon from the Member States to the
terms of the resolution which they accepted.

(DE) \[ith your perrapporteur.
- like to re-examine
President, I should
what Mr Richard has just said. Firstly, the Commission has made no statement regarding my question on
the progress of Parliament's directive on part-time
work. The directive does, however, affect women's
employment. I therefore repeat my question to the
Commission: what is the present position? Is it correct
that the Council requested the Commission to withdraw the directive and use the instrument of a mere
recommendation? \[hat is the Commission's attitude,
when does it expect to consult Parliament on the subject, what course will things take?
Mrs Salisch (Sl,
mission,

Mr

As for his reatment of the oral question, I say to the
Commissioner, Mr Richard, it is the same as ever. The
Commission does not give straightforward answers. It
was basically another wishy-washy statement. A year
has gone by and in principle nothing has happened.
That is how I read the Commissioner's reply, and, as I
said just now, young people are waiting for something
to happen.

Apan from the reform of the Social Fund, nothing

has

happened. The Commissioner obviously has no kind
of informadon on what has happened in the individual

erated with Parliament solidly on this issue of unemployment from the time I took up this job until today.
I am not prepared to accept from her, or indeed from
any other Member of this House, that the Commission
has been dilatory in listening to Parliament. I have lis-

tened to Parliament ad nauseam on this subject. It
would be infinitely better if the effons of some parliamentarians were devoted to making their Member
States listen rather than continually sniping at people
who are actually trying to do something about the
problem!
President.
The debate is closed. The vote
taken at the- next voting time.

will

be

Mr President, this is indeed a
- Rule 53. I was considerably dispoirtt of order under
turbed to discover that some people who have come
I
ouelh.r. to lobby on behalf of eti. Begum
- and
am not talking about the rights or wrongs of the case
have been refused entry to the building. Now that,
-I think,
is quite disgraceful in principle, and I think
that every Member here would agree with me. I would
ask, since they arrive at half past four, that it be examined with urgency by the President's Office or by the
Quaestors' Office who, I understand, gave the particular decision as to why this should be. I can find no
justification for it whatsoever in any of the Rules of
Mr Enright (S).

Procedure.
Indeed it is true to say that a couple of sessions ago we
had people who were lobbying here on behalf of wine
interests who were inside and who were blocking the
staircase. These people had agreed that they would
hand out leafles way down there by the flags. They
cenainly would not be so aggressive as the farmers.
They would perhaps be not nearly so effective as the
large business interests that lobbied against that splendid measure that was put forward by the Commissioner sitting there straight opposite not long ago on

behalf of worker participation in multinationals. Yet
these people seem to have been picked out and it looks
as if it is for political reasons. I can find no justifica-

it and therefore I think that the Presidency
should examine it with urgency irrespective of the
rights and wronts of the case.
tion for

President.
The presidenry will contact the College
- as soon as possible on this matter.
of Quaestors

Member States, or he does not think it imponant
enough rc be reponed to Parliament. How can he
hope to join us in the fight against youth unemployment if he does not even consider it necessary to
answer questions which have been precisely defined?

Mr Enright (S).
sorry, I am not trying to be
- I am
awkward, I just want
to know at what time you will
tell us what the decision is because the people are

PresiMr Richer4 Member of the Commission.
- Mr
intervendent, that, with great respect, is a ludicrous
absolutely absurd! I have coopdon by Mrs Salisch

President.
Mr Enright, I shall be leaving the Chair
- and I shall deal with the matter immediain a moment
tely.

-

arriving at 4.30 p.m.
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Only when these fundamenal questions have been
clarified is there any point in coming forward with
practical suggesdons. !7e therefore call in our resolu-

and social legisktion

The next item is the joint discussion of

:

tion for funher research in these three areas.

the interim repon (Doc. l-45/84), by Mrs MaijVeggen, on behalf of the Committee on Social

Ve

Affairs and Employment, on the Commission pub-

concern three main points: improving efficienry,

lication entided 'Social Security

reducing costs in health care and reducing cosrs in the
care of the elderly. The last two sectors have been
selected because of all the various areas of social
securiry it is here that costs are rising fastest.

Problems'

(COM(82) Tt6final),

repon (Doc.l-66/84) by Mr Calvez, on
- the
behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment, on the harmonization of social
securiry legislation in the Member States.

Mtr

(NL) Mr
Maij-Veggcn (PPE), rapporterlr.
President, the interest the European Communiry
has
so far taken in social securiry in the Member States has
been selective. Ve are all familiar with the legislation

it has adopted on social security for migrant workers,
self-employed migrant workers, frontier workers,
pan-time workers and temporary workers and on the
equal reatment of men and women. All these directives are chiefly aimed at improving the freedom of
movemen[ of workers berween the Member States and
removing all forms of discrimination against cerrain
groups of workers. I believe that these directives have
resulted in recent years or will result in the future in a
considerable improvement in the social security of millions of European citizens.

The document on social securiry which the Commission has now submitted rc us and which we are debating today is, however, of a completely different
nature. The growing budgetary problems with which
the social security systems in almost all the Member
States are having to contend have increased the pressure on the Community to come forward with sugges-

tions on the course u,hich social securiry should follow. The Commission document now before us contains a number of suggestions of this kind. It is now

for Parliamenl to ascertain whether these suggestions
are relevant. The Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment has looked very closely ar both the analysis of the problems and the suggestions made in the
Commission's document. In so doing, we have come
across various fu ndamental problems.

Firstly, we thought rhat the analysis in the documenr
was too brief and far from complete. S[e feel thaq
before relevant suggestions can be made to the Member States, a number of basic faeors musr be clarified.
I will name three. Should the problems ar presenr facing the. social securiry .q/st€qs be ascribed. to the
economic crisis or ro problems inherent in the rystems
themselves or ro a combination of the rwo? Secondly,
how is social security in the various Member States
organized and financed? Thirdly, what is the link

between the organization and financing
securiry and its efficiency?

of

social

shall, however, comment on the suggestions the
Commission makes in its communication. They really

fu

regards improvements in efficiency, we feel rhere is
one absolute criterion. Social securiry musr be geared
primarily rc preventing European citizens from being

to poverty. According ro recent studies
million Europeans, including . many old people,

reduced
30

many women and many handicapped people, are srill

living in povefiy. Vhat is more, the percentage

has

risen srceply in recent years. The Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment takes the view that maximum
efficienry in social securiry musr above all be geared rc
combating this poverty. Ve believe that the Member
States must be very careful about reducing various
forms of social security, especially where the pooresr
of European citizens are the first to suffer.

The Commission's suggestions for reducing the cost of
health care are in themselves useful. Every Member
State can learn something from them.

to

lfhat we

miss is

prevention. Some 900/o of the
resources for health care are spent on curing the sick
and about 100/o on prevendon. Shifting the emphasis

any rcference

to prevention might result in major savings in the cura-

tive sphere and also preclude e great deal of human
suffering.
As regards the third point- reducing costs in the care
of the elderly
we feel grear caution should be exercised. Firstly, because
the elderly already account for a
fairly large proponion of European cidzens who live
below the poverty line. Secondly, because every generation has a moral dury rc look after the elderly as besr
it can. Cuts in the social prot€crion of rhe elderly does
not therefore seem advisable ro us.
'SZe

were also surprised to find the Commission's
document paying so little aftention ro rhe growing cosr

of unemployment benefits, which, according, to our
information, is rising just as sreeply as the cost of
health care and the care of the elderly. These costs
have little to do with problems within the securiry systems. They are a direct consequence of the economic
crisis, and we therefore feel thar the best way to combat them is to combat the economic crisis.

So much

for my commenrs

as rapporteur.

I will con-

clude with a few words on rhe Calvez repon. Ve
approve this repon, but we also say that, until there is
convergence in the oqganization and financing of
social securiry, caudon should be exercised where the
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harmonization of social legislation is concerned. One
exception might perhaps be made. Ve might try to

working conditions and living standards

introduce

is made.

a

minimum European standard

for

any

social securiry legislation. This might result in everyone who needs social protection being guaranteed a
fixed basic benefit. It is the absence of this fixed basic
benefit in many Member States that leads to the poverry from which 30 million citizens at present suffer.
Combating this poverty is one of the first tasks the
European Communiq/s social policy must undertake.
Ve have tabled an amendment seeking the inclusion
of this point in Mr Calvez's resoludon, and we hope
and expect that he will support this amendment.

to

be

improved so that they can be harmonized as progress

Ve

are aware that various factors, some historical,

some cultural and others stemming from the different

economic structures

in each of the Member

States

have made for differences, often verlr pronounced, in
their social laws. Disparities which seem excessive have
sunived. And yet a drive to harmonize social legislation is absolutely necessary in order to defend the
European economy and to achieve equality of working
condidons for companies and workers in the Com-

munity.

\7ith the crisis, unemployment

IN THE CHAIR: MR NIKOU,OU
Wce-Presi&nt

Mr Cdvez (L), rapponeur.- (FR) Mr President, ladies and gendemen, the repon on the harmonization of
social legislation in the Member States which it is my

present in this last part-session of the
European Parliament elected in June 1979 stems from
a question for oral ansv/er with debate put to the
Commission of the European Communities back in

privilege

to

October 1979 by our colleagues

Mr Pininfarina

and

Mr Bangemann, to which our colleague Mr Peters had
attached a motion for a resolution with a request for
an early votf. Four years elapsed before the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment decided to
return to these matters. As you know, we do not set
our sights very high, given the complexities of this
problem and bearing in mind that economic and
monetary convergence is being held back by the Member States' policies and, when the inflation rate is four
times higher in some Member States than in others, it
is difficult to harmonize Bxation and compulsoqr con-

tributions, and accordingly difficult

to

harmonize

social policies.

As Mr Commissioner Richard was saying a few days
ago, Communiry social poliry has an essential role,
not a seconilary one, to play in meeting the challenge
of information technology. And is it not one of the
purposes of our debates to inform the European Parliament of the proposals brought forward by the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, asking for
its suppon for them and commitment to a Community
action programme? There has been much talk in this
Chamber of harmonization of taxation, of technical
harmonization through the adoption of Community
standards. There has also been talk of the efforts made
in all fields with a view rc approximation of Member
Sates' policies and regulatory laws, to providing
European citizens with a framework for a more fulfilling existence through legislation which is more cotnm*nautaire in character. Above dl, however, let us not
forget that Anicle 117 of the Treary of Rome calls for

has risen above 100/o

of

the labour force and reached the unprecedented level
of. l'50/o in the worst affected towns in some regions.
The industrial landscape has been transformed by
enforced rationalization. Industrial giants have collapsed, factories have closed and national businesses
have been taken over by our direct competitors from
the Unircd States and Japan.

Let us remember the reports and resolutions on various aspects of social policy that Parliament has passed

by large majorities. No-one could claim that

these

reports have helped to improve the employment situation! Nevenheless, the range of soludons proposed
should have been of interest to the Member States, the
employers and the workers who meet two or three
dmes a year in the Standing Committee on Employment and have been waiting forlornly for some sign on
the horizon of a fall in unemployment.

Communiry social poliry is something that we must
define together, but it is often difficult to get a clear
understanding of the social situation in the Europe of
Ten. Admittedly, there have been expressions of good
intentions, therc have been valuable declarations by
the Heads of State or Government, such as the one
issued at the Paris summit meeting in 1972, when the
Member Starcs affirmed that they attached as much
imponance to vigorous action in the social field as to
the achievement of the economic and monetary union.
So is harmonization of legislation a pipedream or a
realistic objective? It is no longer possible in today's
world, ladies and tentlemen, to isolate Europe from
the international market, where the talk is of companies' production costs, of declining efficienry, of the
erosion of purchasing power and rising unemployment.
Expansion of production should crearc the conditions
for combating unemployment and'raising living standards, with the adoption of the mepsures that we have
recommended, such as rcmporary end pan-time work,
as long as they are acceprcd by all poncerned and they
are approached with maximum flexibiliry.

Political speeches in this Chambgr ought to display
great realism, ladies and gender;ren. 'S7e are con-
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fronted with the same challenges, the same key problems. In the social field, we cannot go our own ways.
Although it may not be possible rc harmonize past
situations overnight, it should be possible to reach
joint decisions on social legisladon for the future, for
which purpose we need accurarc data on the current
situation. I would therefore be grateful if the Commission could each year devote a special ircm rc the smge
of progress in the harmonization of social legislation
and social systems in its report on social developments.

Mr Patterson (ED).
I am going to confine my
remarls to Mrs Maij-Veggen's
repoft on social security problems and my colleague will speak later on on
the Calvez report. The Maij-\Teggen repon is

an

excellent one and is based on a very imponant Commission document. fu the rapporteur stated, social
security comes into the remit of the Community pri-

marily through freedom of movement, and

I

would

quote Mrs Maij-\Teggen's statement because it is an
important point, that as a result of Communiry legislation, social security has improved significantly for millions of Europeans over the years and will continue to
do so. Ve are often asked in this elecdon campaign
what benefit has the Communiry been? I can think of
no better quotation than that for bringing home the
point.

But I make two reservations. First of dl, rhose on rhe
Commiuee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions
will know that a very high proponion of the petitions
we get and, indeed, letters we get as Members, refer to
the failure of nadonal ministries, to coordinate their
efforts on social security. Ve have people who are due
money from one country who have to wait months,
and sometimes years, before payment is made and this,

of course, really negarcs the idea of freedom of movement and is something that needs improvement.
Secondly, there are two big taps, as Commissioner
Richard will know very well: family benefits and
unemployment benefits, and I hope the Commissioner
will continue to w'ork for the completion of the interchangeabiliry of social security in those fields.

But the repoft is about other things, panicularly about
the budgetary strains on social security rystems. There
are two very imponant paragraphs in rhe Commission
document which I am going r,o quore
read into the
record, as they say in the Unircd States
because
they consider them so imponant.
'The labour costs are higher in the Communiry than in

most other countries in the world. These disparities
are due not only to differences in wages but also to
differences in the level of social protecdon which are
financed by taxes and social securiry conuibudons falling in pan on the employer. High labour cosrs may
have a critical effecr on the competitiveness of undertakings, especially in certain secrors vulnerable to the
competition of Third \7orld counries, such as t€xriles,
clothing, foorwear and shipbuilding. The potential

damaging effect on employment is self-evident.' Ve
have a paradox, do we not. The first paradox is, that
as we demand more and more social protection for
ourworkers, but the very cost of that social protection
is creating unemployment for those workers. It is a
paradox which I am glad the Commission is drawing
attention to.'Sfe have another paradox
of
- theandcost1980
social securiry has gone up. Betvreen 1970
the cost of social securiry in the United Kingdom rose
by one-third, from 160/o to 21.40/o and yet, as Mrs
Maij-\Teggen points out, there are 30 million Europeans below the poverry line. It is clear that our social
security systems are more expensive and yet they are
not curing the problem which they were designed to
solve. Ve know the causes; Mrs Maij-Veggen's
report toes into them. The ageing population
400/o
- is due
of social security costs in the United Kingdom
to the cost of maintaining the elderly; progress in
medical techniques and a combination of the rwo,

again quotint, 'an ageing population makes mare
demands on health services'.

I am very interested to see that the Commission points
to the health care as a panicular area in which we need
more efficient use of resources. I point this out again
Clwyd now having gone
in view of the fact
-thatMrs
the Labour Parry is going on-about the cosr of the
health sertice and defence of the health service in their
manifesto, and yet the problem is getting berer value
for money out of all our health services, which I am
glad to see the Commission has drawn amention ro.

Now the Commission also offers a few trains of
thought. In fact it offers seven rrains of thought and a
least three of them involve more expenditure, which is
perhaps another paradox. One I do agree with absolutely, namely, that we must make the law and administration of social securiry clearer, panicularly where
there are different national systems involved. I invite
Commissioner Richard, when he has dme, to go
through all the petitions we have had on this subject
and he will discover that they are nearly all from people who just do'not undeistand the'differencei in
national legislation, in some cases nor even the civil
servants up in Newcastle who in my country are supposed to organize it.

Three important points from Mrs Maij-Veggen's

report which I agree wirh. 950lo of health expenditure
would it not be more effective if we spent it
on cure
on prevention?
In rhe case of old people, it is not only
expensive but debiliating for them to be shutded off
into old-people's homes and so much more arrcntion
must be given to care in the home by their own families. Here we might have some research into such
things as automatic wardens, the sort of thing the
Commission can do very well by establishing best
practices.

A final point on Mrc Maij-Veggen's repon which she
did not mention hercelf. It is wonh investigating not
only whether cerain troups are being discriminated
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against but also whether certain grouPs are without
justificadon receiving favoured ffeatment in comparino doubt
son with other groups. Mrs Maij-\Teggen
- groups of
talks about
referring to her own country
civil servants. That deserves looking at.
So,

Mr President, no doubt we shall return to this sub-

ject when the discussions on the Commission document are fully advanced. I note that the Commission
has no ambition to establish identical social security
systems in all Member States.

Vhat we

need is not identiry of social security systems

but exchange of experience which I understand the
Commission is going for and converging conclusions.
Those would be most valuable.

(FR) Mr President, it is
curious that the reports by our colleagues Mrs Maij'lTeggen and Mr Calvez on the problems of social
r""*ity and harmonization of social legislation in the
Community should have found their way onto the
agenda for the final pan-session of this Parliament.
This gives the impression that they rePresent Parlia-

Mr Frischmann (COM).

ment'i conclusion and final opinion on the social
poliry initiatives of the Communiry institutions.
In the little time granted to us, rather than seek out the
points on which we can agree with what has been said
6y Mrs Maij-Veggen and Mr Calvez, we wish to
siress thaq for all his efforts, the rapporteur has had a
great deal of trouble in drawing up a significant list of
iesults achieved in the harmonization of social legisladon, a field in which the Communiry's responsibilities
are laid down in the Treary.

The five general directives mentioned, which have
been adopted over the period of more than ten years
since January 1974, are not enough to crearc the illusion that Europe can claim a credible record of action
on behalf of working people. These are texts whose
application has been severely distoned in practice, not
least in the case of road hauliers.

This lack of results, for instance on the restructuring
of working time, is particularly hard to bear at a time
when there are not far short of 13 million unemployed
in the Communiry. Is it not really significant that no
rcxt having the binding force of law has been adopted
on the reduction of working time, even though the
Commission itself has said that this is an unavoidable

The great movement which is currently
gathering pace, whether you like it or not, among
necessiry?

German workers shows just how the austerity policies
around which a consensus was supposed to build up
among our peoples had led us uP a blind alley' It is
really time that this legitimate demand vas met'

On the more specific problem of social securiry systems, we cannot settle for manoeuvres aimed at reconciting public opinion rc the prosPect of further sacrif-

ices. Ve are most certainly not un+ware of the difficulties being encounrcred currendy in financing these
systems. At the same time, however, we are very constious of the fact that the main cause of these difficuldes is the low level of revenues, which in turn stems
from the loss of growth and increase in unemployment.
Instead of austerity and sacrifices, qherefore, we comto sdmularc job creation as the
mend positiv.
""tion
key factor making for a return to balanced managemint of these systems, rc which we would add a

sffonger emphasis on prevention rather than cure' Ve
therefore find it impossible to subscribe to the Commission's contention, with which the motion for a
resoludon concurs, that health care costs are rising
excessively, except that we for our part would point to
the scandalous level of profits madd by the monopolies
in the pharmaceutical industry.

In this connection, we

issue

a

solemn warning to

anyone who might be minded to dismantle this most
precious of social inheritances, which working people

have campaigned and fought for a century to earn.
Anyone taking that idea into his hfad is likely to find
the workers, thcir unions and us ufranimously aligned
against him. Let there be no mistakd about that!

Vithout overlooking the many obstacles to be surmounrcd, therefore, we believe that only real harmonization of social legislation, at the highest level and on
a progressive basis, will gain Euroge the popular commitment which it so manifestly lac(s at Present. This is
an objective which must be pursueld with the workers
themselves, in the next Parliament also, with all due
vigilance and tenacity.

(GRl Mr President, I
Mr Pesmazoglou (NI).
would like m congratulate- Mrs Mfij-\Teggen and Mr
Calvez, and to commend their reports because they
refer to matters connected both with the present functions of the Communiry and with its future prospects.
As Mr Calvez points out, the harmonization of the
Communiq/s legislations is a matter that involves
equalization of the conditions of competition, but is

alio a matter of creating a comrnonaliry of interests
between working people in all the Communiq/s counries. It is hardly necessary for me to sffess how important this is for convergence of the economic policies
and for progress towards the political unification of
Europe.

On that basis I would like to make the following brief
comments, which stem from the e4perience of my own

country.

My first comment is that the p.{Ute. of unemployment takes a rather individual form in Greece, and
that is precisely why in previous pan-sessions I have
put forward ideas and proposal{ for a special programme designed to deal in panilular with the matter
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of youth unemployment in Greece, and proposals to
promorc equal reatment of women and recognition of
the social contribudon made by housecrives.
My second commenr is that there are very large differences in the conditions for granting pensions to Greek

working people. And I refer in panicular to agricultural workers, whose pensions are one quarter bf the
minimum pension granted by the national institution
for social security (the IKA). This gives rise to a very
large problem. There is also another very large category of pensioners in Greece, that of the TEBE pensioners, i.e. professional crafumen whose pension is
only three quart€rs of the minimum pension.
These differences in pensions, which also exisr in Ireland though to much smaller extfnr, consritute a problem that is of interest to the Communiry as a whole.

The reform of pensions legislation is a matter that
interests all people in Greece, and more generally all
over the Communiry. I think, rherefore, that there is a
good case for harmonization. Basically of course, the
responsibiliry rests with the Member States, but there
will have to be active panicipation by the Commission
and the European Parliament in integrating this harmonization, and if necessa{f some panicipation by the
Social Fund so thar, in the early stages of implementation of a reformed pensions system, some economic
assistance will be available ro overcome the inevitable
problems.

The subject of harmonizing social policies, as treated
in thc reports by Mrs Maij-Veggen and Mr Calvez, is
an imponant one rhar is linked to rhe functioning of
the Communiry as a whole, and I hope that Parliament
will vote in favour of them by a largi majoriry,
and so
-

tive of dle Member Statc of residence at the dme the
person is claiming benefits. Secondlp the Community
has specific powers in the field of freedom of movement. Thirdly, there is the European Social Fund, and
I am well aware of the benefits of the Social Fund.

Corby, in my own constituency, has received some
105 million from various European funding sources,
including the Social Fund. This has helped create
5 000 jobs since the steel closure there in 1980.
Equally, the Community has specific powers in the
field of vocasional training.

The Community needs a high level of employment,
but there are other policies which can help more if
they are concentrated on, namely, competition, the
internal market and cconomic and monitary affairs.
My group is not convinced of the need for cenain proposals that the Commission has brought forward,
nameln the shoner working week, temporary workers
and part-time workers' provisions. Ve feel that these
will add unnecessarily to employers' cosrs.

All in all, we feel that solutions ar Communiry level
must be both practical and cost-effecdve. The g;tisl,
approach is to build up from rhe ground, ro make
small contributions at rhe start, launch small policies
arrd see them develop and build upwards. I hope that
that is the approach the Community and the Commission will continue to apply in the future.

Mr Richar,{ Member of tbe Commission.
Mr presi- Mrs
dent, can I starr off by congratulating both
MaijVeggen and Mr Calvez on the qualiry and the excellence of their reports? I think each of them is a valuable
contribution o the discussion of this panicular subject.

deliver an imponant messaBe to ouipeoples.

Mr Simpson (ED).

I am addressing my remarks rc
Calvez's repon -and I should like to stan off by
congratulating Mr Calvez on behalf of my group on
the work that has gone into the preparation of this

Mr

rePort.

The ipproximadon of social legislation is an extrcmely
imporyalt and extremely wide subject, and it is perhaps difficult to ger mtether all thc strands in a single
r_eport. However, I think, and my Broup agrees, dlat
this is a subject which one must approaih with a certain amount of care. In the old phrase there should be
no harmonization for harmonization's sake. One musr
be satisfied that real benefits accrue when srcps are
taken at Community level.
The Community already has specific powers in cenain
areas which are covered by this report. One of rhese is
social securiry, which my colleague, Mr patrcrson, has
discussed. On that subject, I agree with the point made
by Mr Pearce, in his motion for a resolution annexed
rc this reporr, that social security benefits should be
commensurare with the conributions madc irrespec-

I_ will begin *,ith Mrs Maij-\Teggen's reporr. I think
there is a cenain amount of miiunderstanding about
the object of the memorandum itself. The id--ea was

1o1,

frqly, to propose solutions but to open a

I think the phrase Mr Patterson used was thar
we should open up avenues for exploration. That is
cenainly whar it
all about- The debate is taking
-was
place now on different levels, both at national leveJ
debate.

and at Communiry level.

I think the report itself of Mrs Maij-Veggen points
out whar it sees as some of the shortcomi"gs of the
memorandum. The memorandum never set out to do
the things which the repoft reproaches it for failing to
do. It was not intended rc bs a comparadve stud| of
national syst€ms or a first step towards the harmonization of systems; it was simply a debate to try and
explore common problems and see rc what extenr we
could profit collectively from each orher,s experience
in dealing crith those problems.

T'here was another reproach, that we have not
answered the question whether the problems are the
result of the economic crisis or wherher therc are
faults in the rystem itself. I think ve do answer it to a
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cenain extent, and our answer is that it is both. It is
not an either/or situation: the problems arise as a
result of the economic crisis and also because of faults
in the systems themselves. I do not think we are shirking the choice. That is the conclusion of our analysis.
The resoludon requests the Commission to take a certain number of initiatives. Studies and actions will be

continued concerning social securiry financing, the

Firstly, there is perhaps the need to reappraise the
nature of some of our proposals. Should they be less
detailed and more of a broad framework or an enabling piece of legisladon? Should the aim in some
6e to esablish a barrier to Prevcnt baclsliding
"reai
from existing national standards, r{ther than to harmonize in the way which some pebple would see as
being too ambitious and upwards?

struggle against poverty, the cost of health care, elderly-peopli and equaliry of treatment, but the Commiision also has to takc into account the wishes of the
Council, which, rc put it neutrally, is cautious about
Communiry compercnce in some of these areas.

Secondly, there is probably also a 4reed to establish a
clearer iink besween acdon and l(gislation itself. In
for example the exchanges of
many cases, action
could
infoimation and experience or pilot projects

I want to make it clear, however, that we do not wish
to hide behind the Council's reticence. The Commission itself is sceptical as regards some of the proposi-

ihich would

tions in this repon

for example, the forms of organ-

I
ization of social security.

think these depend on
national traditions and national choices, and variery
there is perfectly legitimarc.
Nevenheless, the Commission does see its work in this
area expanding, and the subject will perhaps be ripe
for the- submiision of an action programme in the
course of next year. In the meantime, the Commission
will make the best use it can of its limited resources to
carry the debate forward in the prioriry areas which
have been identified.

I would now just say rwo brief words on the rePort by

Mr Calvez. The resolution requests the Commission to
undertake a fresh study of the scope for expanding the
process of harmonizing social rysrcms and approximating legislation. Bearing in mind Article 117 of the
Treary, the Commission can only say that it shares
wholihearrcdly the underlying aim which is expressed,
but we do have doubts about the need for a srudy and
we have to be realistic, I think, about what can be
achieved in the shon term.

I am not clear what a study would actually tell us. The
situadon is, I am afraid, only rco clear. There is a
reluctance on the part of the Council to adopt new
direcdves for the approximation of laws. There are
plenry of proposals for the approximation of laws in
ihe social field on the table theady' There is Vredeling, there is the pan-time work proposal, there is the
t"rnpotary work proposal, there are several draft
directives concerning equal treatment for men and
women, and I have to say to the House that I cannot
be too optimistic about the chances of an early adoption of any of them.

It

is not my conclusion that the Commissi6n should
accept passively the situation in the Council, still less,
give up making proposds for binding legislation''\7e
ih"ll, of co,rrsg continue to work for the adoption of
the existing proposal; but I think we need to reflect
too on theieasons for the Council's reluctance and on

provide and perhaps should provide the essential
groundwork in the process of building. a consensus
then evinrually becomb enshrined in leg-

islation.

Thirdly, I think Member States seem to need reassurance about the implementation df legislation once
adopted. The Commission is fully cbmmitted to fulfilling its role as the guardian of the Treaties and of the
law, and will continue rc do this in an even-handed
way'
Finally, may I say that the Commission shares many of
the views in the report, for example, that there is a
need to ensure the increasing involvement of labour
and management in the economic {nd social decisions
of the Communiry and consequenth in the actual process of social harmonization, which is paragraph 14.
Moreover, the Commission is reassessing consandy its
stratery for achieving such aims and is in no way
claiming the right to sit back and]say, well, we have
done our bit, it is now up to othdr people. The fact
remains, however, that it is the Council, not the Commission that Parliament has got to Qonvince in many of
these areas.

(Appkase)

President.

-

The debarc is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.l

10. QrestionTine
Presi&nt.

The next item is the first part of Ques-

tion Time (Doc.

I -27 0

/ 84).

\7e shall begin with questions to the Council.
Question No 1, by Mrs Schleicher (H-744/83), for
whom Mr Alber is deputizing:
Subject: The so-called 'directives
use of asbestos'

to restrid

Torirot ood wgett fubate (announcement of
jecls to be inchided):sec Minutes.

what we can do to change that attitude.

-,

the

the

list of sub-
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On 23 April 1982 the European Parliament gave
its opinion on rhe Commission proposal for a
directive on the use of asbesros. The Commis-'

Mr Cheysson.
(FR) The complexity and scale of
the subject are -such rhat the Council has not yer been
able to set a deadline.

sion's original proposal laid down rules for the use
of blue and white asbesbs.

MI

Going on from this, the European Parliamenr,
acting on my proposal as rappofteur, called by a
large majority for an unambiguous s,ymbol m be
put on all products containing asbesrcs. The Commission took up this call in an amended proposal

for

this
is the
the
have

a directive.

to
Could
dent to
throu

The Council of Ministers was not able to reach
agreemenr on this proposal as a whole.

The Official Journal of the European Communities of 29 September 1983 contained a 'skeleton
direcdve' making it obligatory for all asbestos
products to be identified by a symbol and including the rules governing blue asbestos. There are
still no rules for the use of white asbestos, despite

the fact that the European Parliament has

(ED).
Vhile I and, I am sure, all the
- appreciate
of this House
the very real effon
lency has put into environmental questions,
ident-in-Office aware thar in one country of
iry, namely, the United Kingdom, we
y brought in or
rr are Dnnglng
bringing tn
in regulatlons
regulations

tor

and, license
and,
lir
asbestos

assure us that he

use the office of Presifor the rapid adoption of these directives

t the Communiry?

Mr

made very speiific proposals on rhem.

I can assure Members that we
-that the Communiry
adopt a position in
(FR)

shall
this
more,
the

also

in the workplace?
worknlace?

will

munity

.

This subject is imponant irritseft; further-

has a genuine political significance in view

raised in many countries
the use of asbestos.

of the

of

Com-

Vhat

is the present stare of protress in the Council's deliberations, when is a regulation likely to be
adopted, and how will the European Parliament's
recommendations be taken into consideration in
the deliberations in rhe Council of Ministers?

Mr

of the Coancil.
1983 the Council adopted
83/478/EEC concerning the labelling of
products containing asbestos and restrictions on rhe
marketing and use of chrocidolite or blue asbestos and
Cheysson, President-in-Ofice

On 19 September
fR)
Directive

products containing it. Examination of rhe orher elements of the Commission's proposal, concerning the

banning, resfficrions on rhe marketing and use of
other asbestos fibres such as chrysotile or white asbes-

tos, is being pursued actively ar rhe rechnical level
within the Council.

It is not yet possible, in the present state of discussions
and having regard to rhe complexiry of the subject, to
indicate possible furure directions of work any more
than a date for their completion. On the othei hand,
what I can tell the honourable gentlemen is that the
opinions issued by rhe European Parliament are taken
into consideration in rhe course of its work. l,et me
give you an example. In adopting the directive of
19 September 1983, the Council gave emphasis to a
point to which your fusembly attaches importance. It
called upon the Commission ro see about the establishment of one or more uniform methods of control for
accurately assessing the fixing of asbestos fibres and to
present to it, where appropriate, a proposal.

As

the

answe

Question No 2 has been withdrawn.

author is absent, Question No 3 will

Mr

(ED).
On a point of order, Mr Presi- thrng
acuy
[y tne
the same
thing happened last
lasr month.
monrh.
Some
us came to listen to the answers that vere to
be gi
to quesdons put down by our Greek colleagues.
ren suddenly with no warning the questions
were wi
rawn from the agenda. I wrote to President
Danken and he assured me that in future an
would be made from the Chair at the
dent.

beginn
been q

now if
withdn

of Question Time as to which questions had

by their aurhors. Could you rell me
are any more questions which have been
by their aurhors?

No other questions have so
n -by their authors.

(DE)

Mr Cheysson, having just
- set a deadline
said thar you cannor
for rhe Couicil, I

should like to know whether the Council has set any
deadline ar all for its c/ork.

Mr

far

been

Mrs

.her (PPE).

agenda

: Questions to rhe Commission. But now

is qu
come

Vhen

President, my

it

the change made?

have just been informed that there is a

-the German

not in th

rther versions.

See

(DE)

to the Commission-should -now be'taken.

mistake i

I

-

s [o the Council that are being taken. How
the.agenda is wrong? My agenda says that

I

Mr.Al.ber (PPE).

be

in writing.l

version of the agenda, though

ll ol 23. s. t9g4
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Mrs Schlcicher (PPE).
(DE) My apologies. I was
going by my German agenda
and so was not in the
Chamber in good time.

Mr Pesmazoglou (NI).
(GR) I am not very well
acquainted with the procedural
details. However,
Question No 3 by Mr Papaefstratiou is an important
quesdon of broad inreresr, and I would hope that procedural considerations would not prevent the President-in-Office of the Council from replying ro ir, so
that other Members may also commenr on it. I formally request that this quesdon be taken, and I would
hope that my requesr will be complied with.

No 1-314/73

one Member State. It has been brought to my arrcntion as a person interested in the creation of a truly
unircd Europe by the breaking down of all barriers
whether cultural, religious or in trade. This being so,
since the Minister's reply on behalf of the French Presidency is negative, can he not ar leasr agree thar rhis is
a matter which should be the subjeot of representations for an agreed ecumenical ryllabus amongsr the
Onhodox and Catholic Churches and, if so, how
should this development be encouraged?

Mr

(FR) However I might be tempted, I
Cheysson.
- the powers
dare not exceed
and rights of the presidenry.

President.
Mr Pesmazoglou, rhe Rules of Procedure which-we are all required to observe do not make
any provision for an oral answer by the President-inOffice of the Council if Mr Papaefsrrariou or someone

President.
Mr Pesmazoglou, paragraph 10 of
- Rules
Annex I of the
of Procedure reads as follows:

deputizing for him are not presenr.

If neither the questioner nor his substitute is present, the question shall be answerpd in writing by

I

the institution concerned, and published rogerher
with the answer in the Repon of Proceedings.

am very sorry, but the Rules do not make any provi-

sion for this.

Paragraph 11 continues:

*oo

The same procedure shall be apptied ro quesrions
that remain unanswered for lack] of time unless,
before Question Time is over, tfre aurhor withdraws his question or asks that id be carried over

Question No 4, by Miss Hooper (H-761/83/rev.):
Subject: Teaching of religion on the Greek Island

to the next Question Time.

of Syra

It

appears that more than 300 children

of Greek

Catholic parents on rhe Greek Island

of

Paragraph 9 stipulates:

Syra

A question may be answered only if the questioner
is present or has notified the Pregident in writing
before Question Time begins, of the name of his

(Cyclades) are no[ permitted ro receive instrucrion

in the Catholic faith in rheir schools even though
the Greek law, 4397/16/24.9.1929, requires a
state salaried teacher to be appointed for this purpose. They have unsuccessfully petitioned the
Greek Government to this end.

Given that freedom of religion, including the religious formation of children as well as a frequently
stated commitment to freedom of education,
obtains in the European Communiry, will the

Council make represenrarions

to the

Greek

Governmenr to remedy this injustice?

Mr

Cheysson, hesidert-in-Offce of the Council.
(FR) The Council musr act wirhin the limits of the
powers conferred upon it by the Treades. Consequently, it does not feel able to make represenrarions

to the Greek Government, or to any other government
for that matter, in any mamer ro do with religious
instruction in schools.

substitute.

The answer is therefore quite clear.
Pesmazoglou (NI).
(FR) Mr Fresident, I am
aware of those provisions.- The questiln I am asking is

Mr

whether they are discretionary or mandatory and, in
the event rhar they are discretionary, I think I am entitled to request thar an answer be given to rhe question.
President.
The provisions are mosr cenainly binding. I have -just read our rhe relevanr palragraphs.

fu

the authors are nor presenr, Questilns Nos 5 and 5
be answered in writing.l

will

Question No 7, by Mr Hutton (H-589/83):

Subject: Reform of conciliation prlocedure
Miss Hooper (ED).
I would draw panicular amention to the references- in the second paragraph of my

question to freedom of religion and to freedom of
education. I make no apology for raising rhe question
which affects a very specific and maybe unique case in

Vhat action has the Council aked, and what action does it propose to take, rc implement the reso-

1

SeeAnnex

lI ol

23. 5. 1984.
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Presidcnt

the institutions is fundamental to progress in
ity and hencc to improvement in relations
elected representatives of the'European peo-

lution adopted by Parliament on the conciliation
procedure based on the De Pasquale report (Doc.
l-98+/83), in view of the fact that the Commission has already made proposals on this matter in

the

with
Ple.

a Communication (COM(81) 816 final)?

Mr

Chcysson, Presidenrin-Offce

of the Co*ncil.

(FR) Examination of the Commission's proposals
regarding the conciliation procedure is continuing
within the Council in the light of the European Parliment's resolution of 14 December 1983 and having
regard to the position adopted by a delegation in res-

Quesdon No 8, by

manufacturing indusries
6 October 1983 the Commission submitted to

Council a scheme for extending the use of
price butter in the food manufacturing
stries.

Funhermore the Commission, by letter of 9 March
1984, has indicated that it considers acceptable, and I

of the amendments proposed by the
Europcan Parliament'. This point is included in the
agenda of the Committee of Permanent Representatives for 30 May and the presidency has decided to
raise it at the Council meeting of 18 June.

Marshall (H-

: Use of reduced price butter in the food

pect of paragraph 2.3.6. of the solemn Declaration.

quote: 'most

Mr

), for whom Mr Spencer is deputizing:

679,

Vhen does the Council

envisage mak-

a decision on this proposal?

Mr Hutton (ED).- Vhile I thank the President-inOffice for his answer and his recognition of Parliament's resolution of last December, does the Presi-

by

dent-in-Office recall that at the January pan-session
of this Parliament he himself said: 'Progress can and
mrstbe made in improving the conciliation procedure

vell

Presidenrin-Offce of the Council.
session f.rom 26-3lMarch 1984, the
adopted the proposal for a regulation quoted
honourable gentleman. The arrangements in
that is, up to 31 March 1984
till then
for the granting
of aid for the use of buner
in categories of consumer and industry,
institutions and non-profit making organizaies and analogous units of Member States as
manufacturers of pastry products and ice

while respecting the powers of each institution'.

Inv

of the existence of sizable surpluses of dairy

prod

the Commission proposed that the Council

President-in-Office now say why the
been so slow in taking so little action.

Vould the
Council has

(FR) That pan of the statement
Mr Cheysson.
which I had the-honour to make before the European
Parliament in January constiturcd, both for the presidency and for the delegation which is now in charge
of the presidency, t vital commitment. It is essendal

that we improve the conciliation procedures. It is one
of the prerequisircs for protress in the Community.

Mr
Cou
by
force

I

take

the liberry, Mr President, of referring Parliament to
the remarks he will be making on this subject and
which will bear very explicitly thereon. Moreover, I
mendoned a moment ago that the presidency pledged
that it would see that the Commission's proposals were
discussed since it was of course imponant rc act in
compliance with the Treaties. The President undertakes therefore to ensure examination of the Commission proposals as reviewed within COREPER at the
nerc meeting of the Council of Ministers scheduled for
18 June and I can assure Members, and in panicular
Mr Hutton, that, on the presidency side, there will be
full suppon for the proposals nou, on the table. They
raise a problem for one of our government delegations. I do not wish to conceal from this Assembly that
it is the kind of problem that it ought to be possible rc
air in public, as, I repeat, improvements in relations

-

the benefit of aids to cover the manufacture of
other food products such as confectionery. This proposal which formed pan of the package of regulations
tcd by way of decisions on agricultural prices
) 1984/1985 marketing year, was adopted by the

il at the end of March. The new arrantements
thus

,

a list
the C
ment
the u

The President of the European Council himself will
address Members, the day after mmorrow and

its

(FR)

Mr

the benefit of aids to other food products,
which is to be drawn up on a proposal from
mission vrithin the framework of the managemmittees and, of course, in accordance with
procedures of those committees.

our distinguished
- I amthatsure
would acknowledge
this is an important

enccr (ED).

given the dairy surplus situation and the oppor-

that this extension provides to use some 8 000
ercra of buttcr in one panicular branch of the
ionery industry itself. His answer does not
give us a date. His answer referred in general
to when the Commission got round m it in the
committees. Is he saying that there is no
impediment at Council level and that we must
our questioning only to the Commission?

Mr

(FR) I think that my response on
of the Council
answers Mr Spencefs question.

I mean is that the decision has been taken. \7e
now
to exactly what it will apply, and to which
food products and that the framework will be the
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management committees, in accordancc with their
usual procedures and, of course, on a proposal from
the Commission. But the decision to extend aids to
other food products has been taken.

Mn Ewing (DEP). My question is very shon and
- food include soup, because we
simple. Does the other
have very large manufacturers of that excellent commodiry in my area?
Mr

Chcysson.

(FR) Unfortunately the final answer

- does not depend on rhe Council but,
to this question
first, on the Commission and then on tle management

if only because of the budgetary diffioulties with which
I gatheryou are all acquainted.

Mn

Van Hemeldonck (S).
(N{) Does nor rhe
President-in-Office of rhe Council
Qonsider it somewhat excessive, now that we have a butter surplus of
nearly a million tonnes, that a gift sh$uld be made to a
'luxury indrtstr:/
confectionery
the form of
- products, whilst+theinordinary
cheap buwer for its
consumer
and here I am thinking mairply of people who
- live on a substitute income: the unemployed,
have to
pensioners and the like
- cannor this year look forward to Christmas bumer?

committee.

I

therefore recommend

to the honourable lady that

it is not yet in possession of the informadon, of the reasons for which
this measure, which, I repeat, has been adopted in
principle, should apply to those industries to vrhich she
refers.
she inform the Commission, where

Mr Hord (ED).
\fould the President-in-Office
not agree that the- process which has been institurcd
for this initiative is extremely slow? \Thilst it is a move
in the right direction
000 tonnes
we
have
- of8 surplus
- in thedoCom930 000 tonnes at least
butter

(FR) The honourable lady will bear
Mr Cheysson.
with me when -I say that, when I was a Member of this
fusembly, there was a good deal of pnhappiness over
the fact that butter was being placed at the disposal of
customary consumers in rather special economic conditions, to break tl're rules of the market economy and
to threarcn the good health of our fellow European
citizens' livers. I am therefore surprised that this comment should now be made.
President.

Meeting on 2 March 1984, the Council of the
Environment Ministers again took the view that
there was no need for a decision on rhe very
urgent problem of inspections and controls
regarding the ransport of dangerous v/asres
within the European Communiry.

(FR) I do not think theri is a more
Mr Cheysson,
expeditious procedure
than that of the managemenr
committees acdng on proposals from rhe Commission.
The management committees
and here I am draw-

and, very often, Members are concerned at the speed
with which decisions are aken. I do not believe there-

fore that there is a more expeditious procedure than
the one that has been adopted.

The problem of dairy surpluses now in srorage
milk
powder, butter, erc.
is quire a different -marrer,
which goes far beyond- the terms of the present question.

\[rs Van Hemel-

Subject: Inspections and contr(ls regarding the
transporr of dangerous ]wastes within the
European Communiry

munity. This is not only expensive in terms of the cost
of storage and also the interest charges, but the same
butter is deteriorating fast. Could the President-inOffice indicate why the process is so slow, because for
public assimilation this is unacceptable and when is the
Council going to do something with the balance of
922 000 ronnes of butter u,hich are in storage ?

ing on my memories as Commissioner
meet prac- agricultural
tically non-stop in the area of the common
policy. Their abiliry to make decisions is very substantial, as we all know, since much of the work of managing the common agricultural poliry is done by them

Question No 9, by

donck (H-86/84).t

Can the Council provide a detailed survey of the
problem areas? Has any progress been made? If

so, in what areas? Can rhe Council assure the
European Parliament that a final decision will
definitely be taken at rhe Council meering next
June?

Mr

Chcysson,

hesidcnrin-Offo o) ,1, Council.

March the Council made considerable protress on this proposal. Nonerheless some
difficult problems remain to be solved, including the
definition of the rights and responsibilities of the
Member States exporting wastes and the special procedures to be applied to wasres intended for recycling.
(FR) At its session of

I

The Council has instructed the Committee of Permanent Representatives to continue this work with a view

\Thilst we are well aware that the problem is formidable, it is not now getdng any worse. The Communiry's

to arriving at an agreement, if possible even before rhe
Council session in June.

abiliry to broach rhe most delicate, not ro say the most
explosive subjects, has been demonstratcd, but as you
well know, this problem will not be solved overnight,

I

Former oral question without debate (0-173183), convened into a question for Question Time.
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(NL) That is a comMrs Van Hemeldonck (S).
- A year ago this Parliapletely unsatisfacbry answer.
ment adopted a draft reguladon under the emergency
procedure. In the meantime a special committee of
inquiry has been set up in Parliament and its report
was tabled and debated at the last pan-session. That
repon simply confirmed the findings and recommendadons of the draft regulation of a year ago. It is just
not on, now that a couple of opinioni have been

delivered by Parliament, now that an emergency procedure has been used, now that various tribunals in the
Community have pronounced, among other things, on
responsibiliry in the Seveso case, for the Council to go
on hesitating and fail to take a decision. !7e might
well ask ourselves if there are not some imponant and
powerful lobbies putting pressure on the Council.

Mr

(FR) The recent examples to which
Cheysson.
the honourable -lady refers show how great are the difficulties in this matter.

just

a

ments

rc eli

dangerous w'asrcs.

Mr

(ED).

ion rystems and control systems are instituted,
they

be veqy open and public so that the public's
are assuaged and not just the officials are con-

Lst

the results? Could he ensure thar there is
publ lc confidence in the way these controls and
are carried out?
tent

(FR) The direcdve in preparation

the transpon
of waste and not its treatment.

I would point out, for example, that one of the delegaof the Member States would like to compel

that the transport of waste is a subject that

producers of waste, except in special cases, to eliminate waste in the country of origin.
I

disturbs the populations concerned. I was perinterested in this issue when I was an industriis necessary then that those people should be
as adequately as possible of the conditions

laid
duri

transport.

sona

alist.

for transpon and supervision before

I would also mention that discussions are taking place
and that a number of delegations are particularly sym-

pathetic, except in the case of cenain wastes, for
example, non-ferrous metal, to general rules that
might be laid down for elimination. In other words, I
repeat, this is a panicularly delicate matter in environmental and economic terms but also, undoubtedly, in
political rcrms.

That the Community should experience some difficulry in harmonizing its position, in arriving at common arrangements among countries which so far have
had singularly different arrangements, that it should
come up against entrenched customs, even in countries
that are panicularly conscious of their snvilenrnsns
once again, think of the example given by the honourable gentleman
should come as no surprise.
- allisthis
The imponant thing
that this important work should
be carried out responsibly.

:

Spanish fisheries netotiations

I the Council inform the Parliament of
of

Mr
(FR)

the

negotiations, in the fisheries sector, of
accession to the EEC?
President-in-Ofice of tbe Counril.

is indeed a very difficult question.

-

the introduction of the common fisheries
January 1983, the subject of fishing was thorough. analysed within the Communiry bodies and,
,lt, the Communiry was able, in June 1983, to
asa
make first statement to the Conference for Spanish
Fol

policy

statement the Communiry gave an account of
Communiry achievements to darc and
initial reacdons to positions taken by the

(DE) Migfu I draw to the
a disturbing probamenrion of rhe President-in-Office

lem

(FR) This is of course one of the
Mr Cheysson.
- subjects. Once again, the recent
really imponant

and

Question No 10, by Mrs Ewing (H-13l

-

Mr von der Vring (S).

in this connection: toxic w'astes can escape
intended controls by being declared trade goods. Can
the Council President tell me whether the Council will
ensure, or plans to ensure, that this will be made
impossible by an appropriarc formulation?

At Bonnybridge, in my part of

, there is a plant which is unique in Europe in
the
and type of waste that it disposes of. There is
there
a lot of waste transponed from all over
to this place. The existence of this plant gives
rise to many scares and worries among the population.
Could I say to the President-in-Office that wharcver

tions

Transpose this to the issue that has just been raised by
the honourable lady and you will at once see the implications.

referred to by the Member who intervened
ago shows just how much false statean complicate decisions that have to be taken

delegation in this connection at the stan of
ions. Supplementary information from the
then proved necessary in order to to more

inrc the problems and embark upon the search

for
Fol
the

ing this supplementary information, of which
ission was in possession in early March, it
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augmented and deepened its analysis of the subject
with a view to progressing in the negotiations. In its
report to the Council in the second half of March it set
out the results of its thinking. The study was immediately taken up within the Council's subordinate bodies
with a view to working out the Communiry position.
This position must be finalized very shortly with the
aim of commencing negotiations in this area at one of
the forthcoming sessions of the accession Conference,
and the presidency has no hesitation in telling Parliament that we should like this subject to be examined
subsantively at the June session of the accession Conference.

Mrs Ewing (DEP).

\fill

In the previous negotiations which led to the lom6
Conventions, there was treat reticence by our partners
to discuss fishing problems in the conrcxt of our overand this is
all relations. It is very striking to note
- this state of
pan of the progress we have made
that

affairs has now changed, and this- is due, in pan, I
to the
and here I am quoting Mrs Ewing
think

- violations they have suffered at the -hands of
repeated
third counries. These countries are interested in negotiating, in dealing more actively, more frequently and
more sysrcmatically with the Communiry, in the assurance that it is in the framework of fixed-rcrm fishing
agreements that they have the best chance of developing at home the corresponding industries, both at sea
and on land.

the President-in-Office go

a little funher and -tell us when the fishing industry
will be consulted, if it is consulted? It feels there is the

silence of the ostrich about a problem so vast as this
Armada F/o-and-a-half dmes the size of the UK fleet
and three-quarters that of the whole EEC fleet. Could
I not now appeal to the President-in-Office to follow
the line he himself adopted when he wore another distinguished hat as Development Commissioner, the line
that I have tried to follow for the last five years, that
we have a solution in that the Spanish fleet should sail
southwards rc make a real pannership with our Lom6
friends in !7est Africa who are being raped by Russia,
Korea and Japan, who need the presence of a modern
fleet, who need know-how and training and who are
not Betting it, and will he assure us that the idea he
himself followed will now be followed by the Council?

(FR) The honourable lady has menMr Cheysson.
doned the ostrich, and I must say that it stands oddly
with the fish we are dealing with. Let us therefore get
rhis animal out of the way.

Now it so

happens

Mrs Ewing was perfectly right

- that this coincides with our own
interest. It is already so before enlargement. It
this is not putting it too
becomes a necessity
given
after enlargement,
don't let
strongly
- andfleet
us forget-it
the doubling of the fishing
compared with -its present size which will result from
in pointing this out

enlargement.

Mr Pun'is (ED).
On a point of order, Mr President, I am sure the- President-in-Office of the Council
would like to withdraw his remarks calling for the
extermination of that beaudful bird the ostrich. The
nature-lovers of Europe would be appalled to think of
the French Foreign Minister demanding that step for
the Community.

(FR) I would never dream of attackMr Cheysson.
- I would fear its revenge. I merely
ing that animal.
wanted it to be kept in its proper place which,, you will
agree, is not at sea.

(I-aughte)

It

is viral that consultations should be opened with

(Laugbter)

those who have a direct responsibility, namely the fish-

ing industries. Mrs Ewing is perfectly right. These
will take place, as they should, at intergovernmenal level, but I think that the Commission
will also hold consultadons of this kind although it is
consultations

not able at the present time to give an answer.

I said in the first sentence of my answer earlier on,
this is an extraordinarily difficult problem given the
size of the Spanish fleet and the comprehensive nature
of its operations. Mrs Ewing's proposal therefore

As

deserves serious consideration.

I feel that in the progress that can now be seen in the
negotiations for a new convention with the 64 ACP
countries, the proposals that these have now made in
the area of fisheries are probably the most promising.

And in this connection,

I

Mr Provan (ED).
I think we are all grateful for the
- that the President-in-Office has
very full satement
given us this afrcrnoon. It was exremely helpful, but I
am sure he is funher aware that there are many practical fishermen in the Community who are extremely
worried by the thought of Spanish accession and the
potential reduction of the fisheries resource within the
Communiry; and funher, by the dilution of the funds

that are presently available to the common fisheries
poliry. Can he give us an assurance this afternoon that
he will drive the Commission into negotiating as hard
a deal as possible with the Spanish authorities, because
at the present time it appears that the Commission is
not taking sufficient action to look after the very fragile fisheries policy that was agreed so recently?

thank Mrs Ewing for

expressing the Parliament's support or, at any rate, its
interest in this matter.

Mr

(FR) The Council is too sensible to
Cheysson.
- 'drive the Commission'. That would
think that it can
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be a hopeless undenaking and, in any case, absolutely
at variance with the Treades.

However, I can assure you that the Council is perfectly well aware of the serious nature of this situadon,
which may be summed up very simply as follows. The
Communiqy's fishing fleet will be doubled after
enlargement. The fish stocks available in Communiry
waters will not be likewise doubled. That is the problem.

(NL) There have
Mr Ven Miert (S).
a num- clashes berweenbeen
ber of panicularly bitter
French and
Spanish fishermen. In view of the delicate nature of
the subject, can the President-in-Office confirm that
steps are now being taken to make absolutely sure that
such incidents do not recur and so make negotiations
even more difficult?

Mr Cl

lowed
ters.

hesidcnrin-Offce of the Foreign Minis(FR) The economic policy guidelines to be foleach Member State were considered by the
last December on a proposal by the Commis-

that is

after having obtained the opinion of ParliaCouncil has come out in favour of a srengand consolidation of the economic recovery
getting off the ground in the Communiry.

Up to now the Council has not been approached by
the
ission with an incentive programme of the
kind ferred to by the honourable Member. Howthe Commission, all the Member States are

ever,

aware of the need to support this economic
by every means in their power. Obviously
re the concerns expressed and the aims outthe honourable Member.

Pe

they
lined

For

r

years past the Communiry has been augresources, particularly the financial
that it is able to mobilize in order to back
programmes for supporting the economy. I
may claim that this is one of the vital new fac-

the

Prcsident.
Allow me to point out, Mr Van Mien,
that Mr Cheysson
is here as President-in-Office of the
Council of Ministers and not as Foreign Minister of
France.

Mr

Cheysson.

(FR)

I

years. i you add up all the financing carried out under
the au pices of the Community
by the European
Bank, the NCI, Euratom and the Coal and
Steel
nuniry
you will find that it comes to a
total
5 813 000 ECUs for these support programmes
in 198 This is a substantial sum of money, and one of

-

shall reply in my capacity as

- of the Council of Mlnisters, since
President-in-Office
in the measures it has been obliged to take in order to

prevent repeated irregularities commimed by mo
Spanish vessels

uP

think
tors ln the life of the Community during these past

to be more precise, 92 irregularities

-

which

in four months - France has been acdng in defence of
Communiry decisions.
These are Community waters.

It was a matter of regret to us thar all this matter had
to Bo to such exreme limits, and I am happy rc be able
to report to the European Parliament that since rhen
the coop'eration we have been able to establish with
the Spanish Government in enforcing Community
rights in Communiry waters has enabled us, whenever
a delicate situation of this kind came ro light, to alen
the Spanish authorities who would then rhemselves
oblige the vessels in question to withdraw from thar
panicular fishing area.
President.
No 11, by Mr Eisma
- Question
84), for whom
Mr Herman is deputizing:

(H-46l

Subject: European economic incentive policy

rr counries are too little aware. It should,
panicularly 4J
as ru
it rLpru.euw
represents

a, be
vv borne
vvruv
in uuus,
ur
mind,

ntial increase as against 1982, when the corresfigure was a very impressive 5 300 000 ECUs.

During
lutely

I of this time the Communiry has been resorwing its weight behind a genuine European
, outlining the general framework of new pol-

igned to enable us to tackle successfully the
of the third indusrial revolution, idendfyint the in individual protrammes and getting some
oft
off the ground right now, and all of thig on a
Eur
n scale. I am thinking, for example, of the
me, [he scope and importance of
which
not have escaped any ofyou.
lctes

Mr
ra's question reflects therefore very closely the
interest shown by the governments, right up m rhe
highest
in the present economic revival of the
n Community, a revival which, as you know,
remarkable progress ar rhe presenr time.

During the debarc on economic recovery on

27 March 1984, I advocated a European investmenr programme of 15 000 million ECU a year on
averate as worked out in the D'66's European
economic incentive policy.

'

DIr
the

Delors,
kind
directly
urgent

Has the Council already deliberated on such a
plan and does ir inrend to consider a programme
along the above lines, and to what extent are rhe
existing policy instrumenrs being used to pursue

and
been i

an incentive policy?

sidered

(PPE).
(FR) The plan to relaunch
- to which,
Community,
I may say, Mr
took pan in the deliberations on it was
to give his approval, was addressed
r the
re Council of Ministers. It included an
ommendation that negodations on rhe small
rm-sized enterprises be resumed. Ve have
med by the press that this question was conan informal meetint of the Council of Min-
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Hermenn
isters. Could the President-in-Office of the Council
tell us what is the exact truth behind this press repon
and what were the conclusions reached at this meeting?

Mr

(FR) I myself was invited to attend
Chcysson.
some of the meetings of the Finance Ministers and the

Mr

-

Governors of the Cenual Banls in Rambouillet rcn
days ago. These meetings were, in fact, followed by a
meeting of the Group of Ten which, as you know,
brings together some of the Communiry's Finance
Ministers together with their Swiss, Canadian and
American counrerparts. All of these meetings voiced a
determination to shift the present economic recovery

in some countries onto a larger scale

and into

a

broader framework, and above all to impose some
order and stabiliry on its main constituent elements.
The discussions at Rambouillet
and'this is some- Delors, could
thing that my colleague, Jacques
give
you more information about than I can
brought to
light some divergent views on this whole -matter. Some
felt that all the condidons are already fulfilled for this
economic recovery to move into a higher gear. Others,
Jacques Delors amontst them, felt that rhere are still
disturbing and fragile elements in this economic recovery and point to certain anomalous economic factors
such as interest rares, excessively frequent fluctuations
in exchange rates and, finally, the budgetary deficits in
certain countries which foster the instabiliry to which I
have referred.

President

Ministers. -

to give me a more definite answer for something that I
think is of considcrable importance to the Community.

!7e now rurn to quesrions to the Foreign

(FR) Having heard rhe honourable
Cheysson.
- only say
Member, I would
that I myself would be very
interested rc heer the reply given by my Irish colleague, that is, if he can give a reply within the framework of political cooperation.

Mr Howell (ED).

I should like to congratulate my

colleague on asking- that question. In view of the comments that the Minister has made, would it be possible
for him to say who would be responsible if the European Economic Community and its institutions are not
responsible? Clearly, this is a matter to which the
heads of tovernment, the ministers and so on of the
European Communiry must adjust themselves. If this
institution cannot address itself to the problem, which
institution in Europe can?

(FR) I have never heard thar the
Cheysson.
Communiry had- any direct responsibilides in regard to
defence and, as I say, I would be particularly interested to know if my Irish colleague will take a differ-

Mr

ent view.

Presidcnt.
fu the author is not present, Question
No 22 will -be answcred in writing.l

Question No 23, by Mr Plaskovitis (H-723/83):
Subject: Negative developments at the Stockholm
Conference

Question No 21, by Sir Peter Vanneck (H-661/83):

Following the recent negarive developments at the
Stockholm Conference with regard ro rhe resump-

Subject: Emergency arrangements to ensure telecommunications in the Communiry

tion of the Gcneva nuclear arms limitation talks,
the Canadian Prime Ministcr, Pierre Elliott Tru-

Have Member States made contingency arrantements to ensure tclecommunications linls within

deau, is planning to contacr the leaders of Eastern
countries with a view to clearing the ground to
open up the dialogue berween East and Vest in all
fields. To this end, he will visit Eastern European
countries, and in particular, the Soviet Union.

the European Communiry in the evenr of an
emergency, for example, in the event of Sovier
deployment of satellite jammers?

Can the Foreign Ministers meering in political
cooperation state whether they have discussed the
possibility of taking an iniriative ro encourage the

Mr Chcysson, hesident-in-Offce of the foreign minis(.iCR) This question does not fall within the
ters.

terms-of reference of European Political Cooperadon.

Sir Pcter Vanneck (ED).
Naturally I am disap- received, because
pointed in the answer I have
there
are commercial considerations and priorities to be
taken into accounr should something of this nature
occur. I venture to suggesr that rhere ought m be contingency plans if diplomatic intercommunicarion were
required, if we had, for example, another Russian situation such as that in Afghanistan. Disappointed as I
am urith this response from the French President-inOffice, I can only hope that even the Irish will be able

resumption

of the dialogue on nuclear arms

reduction?

Mr Chcysson, President-in-Offce of the Foreign Minis(FR) The main negotiations in which the Ten
ters.
panicipate
in the field of disarmamenr
they are
therefore the subject of consultations-within the
framework of political cooperarion
have to do wirh
the Stockholm Conference and the negotiation,
within
the framework of the Geneva Disarmament Confer-

I

See

Annex II of 23. 5. 84.
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Cheysson

ence, of an agreement prohibiting the production and
stockpiling of chemical weapons.

ment

. And, in this connection, the very

seem

The European Disarmament Conference on measures
relating rc security and disarmament in Europe, the
first stage of which is currently being held in Stockholm, was convoked on the basis of the mandate
agreed on at the Madrid meeting on the follow-up to

Vem

conclusion drawn just a moment ago would
be possibly premature, maybe even mistaken.
nor forget that, in spite of the crushing disap-

the CSCE in September 1983 and is not directly
related to the Geneva negotiations, since the latter
have to do with medium-range nuclear w'eapons or
strategic weapons. The discussions in Stockholm are
concerned with the adoption, on a stricdy regional
basis, of a number of cooperation and security measures that are of military significance, binding from the

polidcal point of view and endowed with adequate
control procedures intended rc lessen the risks of confrontation in Europe. Vith this end in view, the Vestern nations submitted a number of very concrete Pro-

posals in January last, not one of which had any
reference to the nuclear domain. The Ten naturally
wish to see progress being made in the Stockholm discussions, so as to enable measures to be adopted that
will make it possible for the 35 participating States to
arrive at a clearer mutual understanding of their military commitments from the Atlantic to the Urals.
These measures should enable us to pass on [o a
second stage devoted to disarmament in the strict
sense of the word, but always in the field of conventional arms. The establishment of some kind of balance in conventional weapons in Europe would boost
the effons being made to control nuclearweapons.
There can be no doubt whatever of this. However, I
must insist that negotiations on nuclear weapons are
nor the subject of any consultations among the Ten.

t they had m swallow at not being able to
the
deployment of the Pershing missiles and
Preven
rhat the Cruise missiles were to be
the an
, the Eastern European countries, including
amontst them, the Soviec Union, decided in
the
to be represented at the opening of the Stockference at ministerial level. This u,as not an
,ision for them to ake, and we continue to see
easy
for hope in that. The fact that at a time like
' could take a political decision of this kind
our hope that they do atach real imponance
to this conference and that the tardiness with which
is being made in Stockholm since that time
old habits and possibly also from shortsrcms
itical tensions that are bound up to a Breat
term
elections in certain countries of the world,
extent
in one of the other giants.
and
m

submined by the Soviet delegation, folreopening of the session of the European
ament Conference on 8 May, were certainly
kind that we expected, but these proposals do
not
exlst
can be woven into the broader debatc on this
whole
r. That is our impression, but it is also the

The

of the neutral and

point that I would make in my reply con-

The
cerns

the nuclear negotiations which take

point out that the question was submitted a long time
ago and unfortunately, as we know, no noable progress has been achieved since the Stockholm Conference. On the contrary, the situation has been made
worse by the stance adopted by the Soviets and other

Eastern-block countries over panicipation in the
Olympic Games, and this deterioration nullifies the
negotiating effora initiated in Stockholm. I therefore
repeat the question I put to the Minister regarding
whether there is any prospect that the Ministers of the
Ten might commence some fresh action or take up
some new initiative within the scope of political cooperation, to recreate an atmosphere of contact and
communication bitween the fl/o superpovers, so that

place

n the US and the Soviet Union, as the honourahas just remarked.

(GR) I thank the President of
Mr Plaskovitis (S).
for his ansver, but I must
the Council of Minisrcrs

non-aligned nations

which as you know, play a vital pan in these panEurop rn meetings, and we are very glad of that.

In this

case the Ten,

in political

cooperation, do not have any
direct compercnce. However, that should not stop
them 'om speaking about it between themselves. They
do thi every time they meet, and they will be doing so
again luring the coming weekend when they meet for

seminar at the Abbaye de Sainte-Croix in
Provence. Almost all the Foreign Ministers
these negotiations on strategic nuclear weathe Americans and the Soviet Union will

feel

have to be resumed. There is no serious
why they should not be resumed. It is obvious
th parties have an objective interest
indeed I
almost say a selfish interest
in resuming
these
- there is no need to
ations. Ve feel therefore that
allow ourselves rc be excessively frightened by these

that

misl

alwa;

the hopes raised by the Stockholm Conference may
not fade entirely. On this point, then, I would like a

will

more specific reply from the Minister, if possible.

these

suPer
c

of tension and exchanges of notes, not
of the most pleasant kind, betureen these firo
wers. At any rate, each of the Ten separately
all that it can to encourage the resumption of
nuclear negotiations between the US and the
Union.

In reply to the honourable Member I
Mr Cheysson.
- points. First of all, formal consultawould make two
tions between the Ten do not, I repeat, concern the
nuclear negotiations but only the European Disarma-

MrI

I welcome the statement which
- given us, bur I would ask him to
inister has just
oPen his mind to the increasing difficulty that we
the

I\

owell (ED).
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Howell
Europeans are facing

in

disassociating

NATO from

the EEC.

The Minister talks of the rwo nations involved in the
talks
Soviet Union and the Unircd States of
- thewithout
America
really realizing that the territory

- two countries are now deplolng weapons
which those
in and around is the territory of the European Communiry. Is there, therefore, any hope thar the European Communiry, through its organization and insritutions, including the Presidenry of the Council of
Minisrcrs, will take a lead, as requested by the author
of this question, in trying to resume talks befi/een the
Soviet Union and the United States of America, and
funher, will take an active pan themselves? Does rhe
Minister see any hope that the Europe rhat we know,
the Europe that we are talking abour with weapons
around us today, will itself have a say in how those
weapons are deployed and how we can move towards
multilateral disarmament of all nations around us?
(FR) Europe, the Communiry, and
Mr Chcysson.
each of the members
of the Communiry has a vital
interest in disarmament. Conventional disarmament is
exuemely imponant. Ve must not forget that it was
imbalances in the area of conventional weapons that led
to the proliferation of nuclear weapons, if I may put
it that way. '$7'e must nor forger either that the introduction of chemical weapons would change this bdance
of forces in a particularly dramatic way. In all these
areas the Ten are in a position to ake up common
positions or joint, positions. For reasons of which you
are all aware, the samc is not true in the nuclear field,
the status of the different members of the Communiry
being different in this regard. Since they cannot take
up a joint position in the matter of nuclear weapons,
the Ten are obviously badly placed to propose the
opening of negotiations in which tley could on no
account take part,

(FR) I should like to pay my
- optimism displayed by rhe Presihumble tribute to the
dent-in-Office of the Council with regard to the new
policy being pursued by the Soviet Union. However,
n ould he atree to give us a slighdy more searching
analysis of the hardening of attitudes that we observe
at the present time on the pan of the Soviet Union and
would he tcll us what he intends to do if he should be
accompanying the President of the Republic of France
to Moscow in the very near future?

Mr Israil (DEP).

and in the knowledge of our long-standing personal
friendship, to pick up one expression used by Mr
Isra€l. Are you sure, Mr Isra€I, that there is a new
policy on the port of rhe Soviet Union? Are you not
struck, just as I myself am, by the continuity of that
policy? Are you not impressed by the way in which the
attitudes taken, the lines followed and the arguments

advanced by the Soviet Union are all of a piece,
nofirithsmnding the changes that have aken place at
the highest level in that great counrry?

It

is true that the mode of expression and the timing of
pronounoements may change. For my part, however, I
am more struck by the continuity than by the discontinuity of the poliry pursued by the Soviet Union.

Mr Radoux (S).

(FR) Eleven years ago, in 1973,

assigned a very prominent place, not to pur it any
more forcefully, within rhe context of weaponry in

general. I am therefore all the more disappointed and
anxious when I see absolucely no results coming from
the conference to which I have referred.

Mr

(FR) Mr Radoux has given a
Cheysson.
- of continuiry:
remarkable example
something going
on for eleven years in Vienna! Howwer, I must confess that I am not qualified ro commenr on this mamer,
and that for rc/o reasons. I am not qualified as President-in-Office of the Council of Minisrers, since this
subject has never been discussed between the Ten.
Neither am I qualified to comment as French Foreign
Minister, because while I know where Vienna is, I
cannot know what is going on ar a conference at
which my govemment is not represented.
Presidcnt.
54/84).1

-

Question No 24, by Mr Van Mien (H-

Subject: Statutes

Mr Chcysson.
tion goes far beyond
the rcrms of reference of the
Presidency. The President-in-Office of the Council

for the staff of

humanitarian

organizations

(FR) The second pan of the ques-

Regularly over the past few years there have been
incidents in vhich memberc of non-governmental
aid organizations have been killed or ill-treated or
taken hostage in the exercise of their humanitarian tashs. Although these aid workers sent out by

does not have to know what the Foreign Minister of
one of the Member States will do on the occasion of
the visit by his Head of State ro Moscow, if and when
that visit takes place.

On the first pan of the question, however, I should
like, with the permission of the honourable Member

e

conference was -opened in Vienna that had for its
objective limited disarmament berween certain countries. In the context of this discussion would it be possible to ask what are the real feelings of the President-in-Office of the Council about the actions currently being undertaken and the results that may flow
from them, when one realizes that after eleven years
no result, I repeat, zo result has yet been achieved in
Vienna. No doubt like most or indeed all of my colleagues, I am very happy with the French initiative,
because I believe that conventional weapons must be

I

Former oral question rrithout dcbate (0-159/83),
vened into a question for Question Time.
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Prcsidcnt

NGOs are always stricdy impanial and try to
dlcviatc distress wherever it is greatest, oftcn in
very thankless conditions and crisis situations,

dap of its presidcncy, intcnds to make an
, effort to ensure that appropriate action is

last

taken.

they still do not cnjoy any legal protccdon.

1. Vhat are the Forcign Ministcrs

meeting in
political cooperation doing to cnsure the early
release of the rwo Belgian members of 'Artsen
zonder Grenzen' Dr C. Delzenne and M.C.
Rouckens who were taken hostage by the
rebel army of Goukouni Oueddei in Chad on
24 lanuary 1984 and have been held in captiv-

Mr
At the
to

of
that
bypass

ity since then?

2.

How much protress has been made on the
rccognition of a special satute for the aidgiving staff of humanitarian organizations, as
envisaged by the Ten in thcir reply rc written
question No 562183?t

3. Vill

the Foreign Ministers meeting in political
cooperation make wery endeavour to cnsure
that such a satutc is introduced at an early
datc, as urged by organizations such as 'Artsen zonder Grenzen'?

(FR) Thc honourable Member will
that this is an uncommonly difficult quesdon.
and there is no point in trying
time
and the panicular intcrest
this
the suength
organizations is the very fact
'iue non-Bovernmental. This enables them to
ccftrin number of administrative rules in their
to problems and to ciury out their humaniion without being brandcd with the mark

-

be

tanan

ofn

ism, political interest

or links with

any

or commercial interests.

tuMr
these a

the Co
non-

'an Miert will be aware, I have worked in
for many years and I am pround of what
rniry has been able to do to support these

organizations. Howerrer,

it

has

to do so by its realization that the
dnd the privatc or collective, but basically
character of these organizations is

been

element in their activities.

the

Mr Chcysson, kesident-in-Oftce of tbe Foreign Minis(fR) This question reached us very late, due
ters,
to a -number of unfonunarc accidents, and hence my
rcply will be unusually brief, at least my initid reply
will bc. All I would say is that the two doctors belonging to rte Mddeciw sans frottiires organization, to
which the honourable Member referred, were, as
everyone knows by now, set free in Tripoli on 2 April
1984. A Belgian parliamentary delegation was able to

Must : let it bc said that volunteers, people of good
will, all those who are sufficiendy dedicated to seffe
one of these organizations, are exposed o.danger

take them in charge at that time.

that e
bring

Secondly, the question of drawing up a special $atutr
for the aid-giving staff of humanitarian organizations
has not been specifically considered as yet by the Ten

meeting in European politicd cooperation.

Mr Van Micrt (S).

(NL) In spitc of the fact that

- first put, it has been possible to
sincc the question rras

who were, I might say, in a good
free tn'o doctors
satc of hcalth -and even though in various quafters

- being made, the situation does of
efforts are still
@unle remain precarious for a good number of these
people, who are cerryng, out an especially useful and
noblc task, since they havc no recognized status.

I

believe therefore that action must be taken in this
connection as a matt€r of urgency and I am actually a
litde disappointed at the fact that the Tcn have still not

taken the opponunity to deal with so important an
issue in the matter of human rights, given that human
lives are at sake here and that people are genuinely
prepared to lay down their lives. I would appreciatc it
if Mr Cheysson could tell us whether France, in the

,

protection and without a statut€? This would
to accept, but it is equally difficult to do
about it.

There

them

Red

1,1.

I

Red (

Committee.

Ttre
mltt€e

as

of the heads of the International Com-

you know, they are all

Swiss

contri-

this, while the exccptional work that- has been
done
is sdll being done by all those that are sent
r lnternational Red Cross Committee is also
out by

butes

a

conuibutory factor.

origin

fruits of this experience be passed onto other
ions? That may well be so. I fecl, however,
cssential not to consider this problem within
ively legalistic framwork. This vould mean
non-tovernmental organizadons would be
to constraints deriving from chechs on their
neutrality, thcir economic relations and the
thcir funds, thus robbing them of a large part

of the

independence and,

Can
rhat

anc
rhat

purely

My
OJ, C 280 of 17 Octobcr 1983, pegc

one organization that succceds in a quitc
in marrying the exccptional qualides
;saries of non-governmental organizations can
their work with the authority that can afford
)t€ction up to a cenain point. I refer to the
or, to be more precise, the Intcrnational
le way

if I may say so, of a vital
in their vigour, their neuraliry and their
commrtment.

to Mr Van Mien thercforc would be as
The problem is a very delicate one. For the
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moment it is being copcd with in a pragmatic manner,
that is to say, any worker senr out by a non-govcrnmenal organization is, as a passpon-holder, auromatically protected by his counrry of origin if he gets into
any difficulry in a Third Vorld counrry. He will also
be supponcd by his organizadon, and some of them
are not without a considerable measure

of authoriry

and influence.

for men and women in self-employed
occupations including agriculture and on protrction during pregnancy and maternity.
treatment

Also included in the debate is the ord question with
debate (Doc. l-178/84) by Mrs Cinciari Rodano, on
behalf of the Committce of inquiry on the situation of
women in Europe, to the Commission:

Subject: Action protramme on the promotion of
equal opponunities for women

However, this is no solution in absolute terms. To tell
the truth, I doubt if it is possible to introduce an international legal statute without jeopardizing some of the
basic elements of the non-governmental organizations.

Can the Commission say through which channels

it

obtained the information

for drafting the

Interim Report on the action programme on the
promotion of equal opponunities for vomen
1982-1985 and what acdon it inrcnds to take in
order rc expedite the programme's implementa-

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

tion?
fuesident

Mn Meii-Veggcn
Pr,csident.

cluded.l

I

-

The first part of Question Time is con-

thank the President-in-Office of the Council for his

answers to our questions.

I would remind the House that at the beginning of the
sitting, Parliament adopted urgent procedure for four
consultations concerning, respectively, strawberries
originating in ACP counrries, foot-and-mouth disease,
three agricultural regulations concerning Greece and
dairy products and schedulcd the debatc for tomorrow
evening. In order to ensure rhat the debates would not
be prevented from aking placc for lack of time, Parliament acc€ptcd the President's proposal that they be
entered this evening at the end of the agenda on the
understanding that if they could not be dealt with this
evening they would be carried over to the end of

tomorrow cvcning's agcnda.

ll.

Vote9

ooo

12. Eqwl treatmentfor men and uomen

The nexr irem is the repon (Doc.
l-214/84) -by Mrs Maij-\7eggen, on behalf of the

Prcsidcnt.

Committce on Social Affairs and Employmenr, on
the proposal from the Commission to rhe Council
(COM(84) 57 final- Doc. l-147/84) for a directive on the application of thc principle of equal

I
2

Anncx II of 23. 5.
SccAnnex.
Sce

198,1.

President,

(PPE), rdpportear.

(NL) l,Ar

the Committee on Social-Affairc

Employment, for whom

and

I am acting as rapportcur,

is

panicularly pleased that this directive on equal treatment for women in self-employed occupations has
been proposed.

Ve

are pleased because it is the fifth new directive of
the scven announced in the 1982 programme of action
and because it concerns a Broup in which we take a
particular interest: women in self-employed occupations and above all women working in family businesses.

This is not a marginal group, but one that consists of
millions of European women who, especially when
they work in family businesses, are ofrcn not registered as gainfully active and frequently have many
problems. These problems are caused, for example, by
their not having an official professional status and thus
sep:uate incomes, by the inadequacy of arrangemenm
regarding working hours, the fact that they have a
dual workload, poor social securiry provisions, the
absence of replacements, problems relating ro vocadonal training and also problems when they tqy to join
professional organizations.

I should like to say something about each of thcse
problems. Although a European survey shows thar
women working in family busincsses spend an average
of 45 hours a wcek in gainful activiries, they do nor
have a professional starus in many Member States. As
a result, they cannot represent the business in dealings
with official bodies, they do nor share in the profits of
the business in many cases and thcy frequendy receive
no wage or salary. Ve are also talking about a group
which not only undenakes gainful activities but
usually has a considerable amount of work to do for
the family as well.
According to the survey I have just mentioned, many
of thesc women vork ten or twelve hours a day, six to
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Maij-Vcggen
seven days a week. lfhere they do not have a formal
professional status, they frequendy have no social protection. In many cases there are no arrangements for

self-

prorccting them during pregnancy and maternity, illness, invalidiry and old age. Funhermore, women are
often excluded from the replacement services operating in some sectors even though replacement during
illness, advanced pretnancy and so on is so important
for this troup, if only because of the dual workload

will

with which they frequendy have to cope.

Such

tion

onl
nesses,

ofun
'We

only

replacement is also needed when these women want to
undergo vocadonal training to improve their professional qualifications. The absence of a replacement
results in the absence of raining, the danger then

men plus, of course, the right rc protccing pregnancy and materniry. The Commimee
Affain and Employment believes thas this
only help the women concerned but also give
support to small and medium-sized busin which very many of these women work and
a fantastic service.

that this will give fresh encouragement not
women but also to small and medium-sized
to optimalize the running of these busi-

so help the economy

of the European

being that these women will be condemned to do
unskilled work in their businesses for ever, despite

their abilities.
The last problem I should like to mention is the exclusion of women who work in family businesses from
some professional oiganizadons. This is not only a bad
rhing for the women concerned but also for the professional organizations since they are tlten deprived of
the contribution women can make and they are not
encouraged to do anything about the problems vomen
face.

IN THE CFIAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Vce-kesi&nt
Mrs
very

The directive now before us ffies to solve all these
problems. From the outset there have been two concep6 for giving this group of women some backing:

the pri

the concept of a specifically European professional

ment

status, which some Member States aheady have, and
the concept of antidiscriminadon. In the end, the
Commission opted for the second concept, and I feel

kind in

on

Pr

we must approve this. $fomen who work in family
businesses mu$ be regarded as self-employed. In all
rhe Member States the self-employed have their own
legal staus, and this legal status must be extended to
include women working in family businesses without

cularly

reservation. This directive can also liberate self-

family

employed businesswomen from unnecessary discrimination, such as that sometimes encountered when they

status

urant credit.

\7e

and I now quotc from the
Through this directive
- self-employed occupations,
women in
resolution
working in family businesses, will be
including women

must e

spared any form of direct or indircct discrimination on

grounds of sex, marial status andlor family circumstances and they will be given the right to a separate
income, separate Eeatment for tax purposes and separarc Eeatment in the social security syst€m, the right to

in all forms of education and training in
order rc attain the necessary professional qualifications, the right to full panicipation in the rystem of
panicipate

replacement services operating in some sectorc, the
rifh to full participation in the work of specific professional organizations and the same rights in the
event of pregnancy and materniry as those usually
accorded to female employees.

This will give self-employed cromen and women
working in family businesses all the rights enjoyed by

a drrec

(PPE).

-

(NL) Mr President, my group

welcomes this proposal for a directive on
of equal treatment of men and women in
occupations, including agriculture, and
ion during pregnancy and materniry. Parliathe Group of the European People's Parsy in
have repeatedly called for something of this
Past.

that a few amendments are adopted, the
People's Party will approve the proposal for
and the motion for a resolution. Ve panithe imponance of the proposed measures

rc the legal position of women working in
nesses, the recognition of their professional
their claim to social securiry.

that the equal treatment of husband and wife
the continuiry of the business where one
of
drops out, perhaps because of illness, death or
. Thought must also be given to the position
of the vo panners if their marriage runs into difficulty
breals down completely. Ve appreciate that
In cannot provide for each and every case, but
legisl
rt must
aocount of situations that actually occur. I
do
v'ant rc repeat what I said earlier, but where
human relations are good, legal provisions are usually

As

re1

the organization of replacement

services

is discondnued because of pregnancy,
and so on, ve believe that services must be
in consultation with the representatives of
the gr<
concerned. The acdvities of self-employed
people vary considerably, and these mcasures must
therefc
be adjusted as effectively as possible to the
where

nature of such activities and to actual needs.
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The drafting and panicularly the application of this
directive will act as a major impulse for the development of small independent undenakings. A very grea[
deal is expect€d of them in efforts to overcome the
present crisis. !7e can but welcome thc stan that is
being made on the implementation of the programme
of action that was established in 1983. '!7e urge the
Council of Ministers to take a satisfactory decision
quickly.

Mr President, Mrs Maij-'!7eggen has said that this- directive seeks to solve all these
problems. That, to me, it itself a problem because I
have come across very few magic wands in my dme
and therefore I think we have to consider here what in
fact we can do.
Mr Tuckman (ED).

This draft directive on equal ffeatment of women and
men is part of a range of proposals to ensure women's
equality with men. Here we are asked to consider the
self-employed. They are, of course, in quite a different
position from those in a job vhere an employer pays

them. They could so easily

fall into a kind of

no-man's-land belonging neither to protected workers
nor to the entrepreneur at risk. The form of the directive and the individual paragraphs show how difficult
it is to find a reasonable form of protection which does
not sultify the enterprise, panicularly if it is in the
early stages of commercial life .

Our Amendments Nos 28 and 29 in the name of Mr
Pattercon are designed to exclude from the directive
all forms of work or cooperation where no legal relationship exists or where such legal relationships are
not intended. As in other pieces of legislation in favour
of women, the real problem lies in overcoming prejudices which spread over our continent, if not the rest of
mankind, and also down the long corridor of history.

Voman

is regarded as less than man and this non-fact

is then underpinned by laws which keep her in subjection and inferioriry. In the United Kingdom my wife is
not entisled to sign her own tax return, while in the
Netherlands, I understand, a woman cannot be the
head of a pannership. In any evenq she seems to
require her husband's consent. Happily that is not so
in the Anglo-Saxon world where no one has suggested
that Mrs Tharcher required the consent of her husBritband! I also notice that three EEC countries

- as
have queens
ain, the Netherlands and Denmark
require
Head of State and none of them presumably
the consent of their husbands, each of whom, incidentally, is born abroad as far as his own country is concerned.

But the proposed directive goes funher than makes
sense. '$7'here in Anicle 4 it asks for equal treatment
especially in respect of the esablishment, fitting out or
expansion of a business, it steps into the private

domain of the risk-taking panners or of the initiating
family. This must be left to private arranBement.

Again, it ought not to be a matrcr of Euro-law to insist
that replacement services are available to women as
well as men. Apparendy we are concerned here with
Durch organizations which provide replacemenu for
farmers, doctors and the like during illness, holidays
and pregnancies. Hopefully, these are privarc commercial arrangemenr where the fee depends on the number of people to be covered and their risk profile. If a
young firm can afford the insurance premiums to
cover the husband but not the wife, why not? You get
what you pay for. I would be appalled if such a service
were funded out of taxadon.

Many of these cases are specific to a given country. I
am, in fact, doubtful about the extent to which EuroIaw should intrude into private concerns. There is a
limit to achievable fairness and each successive trancbe
of fairness is at ever greetr. social, moral and financial
cost. Most people have to put up with some disadvantage, being eithcr shoner or taller, fairer or darker,
'!7e should
hairier or balder than they would wish.
modestly limit the areas in which we aim to legislate.
Much of the material before us really is a matter for
individual States rather than for Communiry legislation.

Mrs Cinciari Rodo"o (COM).

(17)

Ve

are

delighted that the Commission of the Communiry has

prepared this directive, which this Parliament has
insistently called for, wen quite recently with the vote
on the resolution presented by the Committee of
Inquiry into the Situation of Vomen.
'!7e

consider, however, that, for example, compared
with Italian legislation, this directive is somewhat resricted in scope. Italian legislation in fact provides for
equal rights for women and, generally speaking, for all
the members of a family who work in a family con-

cern, whether from the legal standpoint, or that of
voting and standing for office within the rade associations and cooperetives, or from the standpoint of taxation, property and estate, and the right of succession.
None of which prevents such concerns
as I should
- economilike to reassure Mr Tuckman
from being
- contrary, the fact that
cally sound and cfficient; on the
all the members of the family, and hence the women,
are by the same token active participants in the econo-

mic life of the business, is an advantage where the
activities of these businesses are concerned.

Now the directive refers, on the other hand, only to
either the self-employed woman worker or the spouse
of the male worker, which very much limits the scope
of the directive. For this reason I would invite the
members of this Assembly to approve Amendment
No 8 put forward by the Committee on Social Affairs,
which aims to ensure that the more favourable provisions existing in Member States can remain in force.
On the other hand we consider that the part that refers
to the replacement services is very important and
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Rodeno

a new approach, and we suppon the
amendment presentcd by Mrs Manin, on bchalf of the
introduccs

Comminee of Inquiry into the Situation of Vomen,
which aims to extend the facilidcs for taking advantage of the replacement services, which are also in this
paniculas instance not at present included in the directivc.

Vith

22.5.84

regard to the qucstion of maternity benefits,

of the proposal for a directive refers to
:nt serviccs. The Committec of hquiry into
the Situ ion of Vomen considers that access to such

Anicle

services

it

scems to me that the way this is worded is rather gencrd, and that no reference is made, as should have

to

been the case, to self-employed vomcn receiving at
least similar treatment to employed vomen. I think
that matcrnity, regardless of t}e nature of the urorker's
employment, should attract the same benefits, from
both thc physical and economic points of vien.

tral

ing. the

Mrs S. Martin

(L).-

not be confined to internrptions due to
or maternity, but that a woman should also
call on the scrvices of a deputy or be entitled
at such times as the difficulr period followof her husband, or in order to attcnd

or retrainint, discharge professional responsi-

bilities,
These
asPects

Evcn with these reservations, we consider thar the
directive is very imponant. Ve only hope that the
Council will bc quick to adopt it.

been acccptcd by thc Committce on Social
nevenheless call for some explanation.

these

Affairs,

extcnd
Sates
sel

Finally,

take a holiday.

self-employed workers or wives of
workers, should be able to enjoy all
a normal working life. It is also necessar)' to
provisions in forcc in the various Member
puental leave and leave for family reasons to
workers and thcir spouses.
amendment which I consider to be essenbeen adoptcd by the Committee on Social

(FR) Unlikc my colleague Mr
Tuckman, I am delightcd that, as it &aws to the close
of its life, this Parliament should bc considering the
proposd for a directive aimed at promoting cqual

Affairs.

This is Amendment No l0 insening

Anicle

bis recognizing the conribution made to

treatment of self-employed workerc, sincc this proposd responds to an aspiration which is dceply felt by

cularly

red workers' estates by their spouses, padthe purposes of estate dury. No mention is

wotncn working

in

self-employcd occupations, an
have often had occasion ro voicc,

aspiration which I
both in the commitrcc of inquiry and in this Chamber.

I thcrefore feel direcdy involved in rhe proposds made
today by the Commission, especially since they coincidc largcly with those of thc committce of inquiry.

It is somc years now' since rhc Commission

imple-

mentcd a scries of directives aimed at promoting equal
trleatmcnt for men and women in regard to pay, acccss

to

employment, vocational ueining and promodon,
and social security. Howwer, by thcir very nature,
these dirccdves
and I am thinking in panicular of
those conccrned- vith cqud pay for men and women
were in fact applicable to employed workers only.
-The need
therefore remained for a text covering
uromen having the status of self-cmployed workers,
thereby filling the gap left by the first.

tial

has

made

i:

the repon of this point, which is of crucial
The direcdve would be weakened by failrporatc it, although Member States would
to make iurangements allowing a surviving
reap the benefit of his or her contribution to
worket's activity.

ure to
still be
sPouse
a

I

I

been

can persuade the House that it is absoial for it to incorporate this point in the
Abovc all I hopc rhat this directive, having
rrcd by a large majority, will quickly be

applicd

full in cach of our Member States.

hopc

lutcly

r

(The
9

was

be delighted that the Commission has filled
this gap, thus demonstraring its concerned intercst in a

cetotory of workers of both

sexes

men, ffaderc and many others besides
of

l4ce-kesibtt
MrX

Mmbcr of tbe Commissio*
- MronPresithe Community action programme
the

denq

of

whose occu-

of

high

8, p.m. and resumed at

THE CHAIR: MR FRIEDRICH

farmers, crafu-

- timc
immense value at this
unemployment and deserve to be rccognized.

pations are

djo*ned at

P.-.)

This we now havc in the Com-'ssion's proposal for a
directive, and we should welcome it.

Ve should

an

to

a(

for

s

of the sclf-employed by reinforcing indiviThis was an action which, as thJ House

dual

On the strength of experience gained and work car-

will

ried out during thc life of this Parliament, the Commitrce of Inquiry into rhe Situation of Vomen in
Europe has tabled a numbcr of amcndmens. Some of

ment

in

l

Eu

year.

equal opponuniries, the Commission

to draw up a Community legal instrument
equal trcatment for the self-employed and

It

w, rras suongly recommended to us by Parliaits 1981 resolution on the situation of women
and dso in the resolution thar ir passed this
r also been strongly advocatcd by COPA on
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RicLrd
behalf of the agricultural interests and, as somebody
said to me just before I came into the Chamber, this is
supposed to be 'about Irish farmers'wives'. I must say
that in the Commission's innocence we had thought
that it went funher than the Republic of Lrcland.
In drawing up our draft dircctive, ve were particularly
concerned by the fact that a great number of women,
the spouses of own-account oPcrators in areas such as
farming or crafu, havc no occupational status despite
the fact that they are oftcn panicipating actively in the
family business. If such women are without a clearly
defined occupational status, it is difficult, if not impos-

sible,

to identify their conuibudon to the family

incomes, and consequendy their social securiry entitlement is bound to be unclear. Even whcn they play a
full pan in the family business, their status often

remains that of a housewife, defined, if at all, by
matrimonial rather than occupational or industrial law.

This proposal stresses the need to improve the opportunities as well for women in self-employed occupations to obtain vocadonal training, especially technical
and management training. It is also evident that
women, especially wives sharing in the running of a
business but working without a partnership agreement
or a contract of employment, are very largely absent
frosr the bodies representing the occupations in question, even if the law grants them the right to panicipate, which is not always the case for wives sharing in
thc running of a family business.

of the self-employed and selfshould suffer the minprofessional disruption in the event of pregwives

employed women themselves
imum

nancy and motherhood. Such rights should include the
right to use replacement serviccs or to appropriate
social security coverage during pretnancy or marcrn-

ity leave.

posed a series of amcndments to the directive. I have
fe* comments to make on them. Some of them are
clearly designed to clarify the text of the draft; others

have a broader scope. I musq however, say a few
words about one of the committee's proposed amendments concerning Article 7(a). Anicle 7 in the Commission's draft is deliberately broad. It gives cntidement for the assisting spouse to receive due considera-

tion for his or her work either by a holding in the
increased asset value and a share in the profits or by
any other form of payment for the work performed.
The amendment proposed, if it is adoptcd, would limit
the freedom of choice of spouses in this respect' Cash
is not the only available form of payment, and sometimes it will be hard for the operator of the family
business to pay cash. The Commission belicves, therefore, that spouscs should have a free choice amongst
methods of payment for the work performed in the
family business.

In conclusion, I would commend this directive to Parliament, as an instrument which Parliament itself has
requested and to which I hopc Parliament will now
Finally, I am grateful for the report that Mrs MaijVegen has produced. It is not ofun the Commission is
in a position in front of Parliament to tet up and
thank a rappofteur of the Parliament for the kind
words that she has said about what the Commission
has

tried to achieve in the past.

Prcsident.

lPith rcgard to a point made by Mr Tuckman,

this

latcst proposal by the Commission is set firmly in the
framework of the Communiq/s develoging body of
equal-treatment law. Mr Tuckman used the phrase
'Euro-law should not intcrvene'. I am bound to say
that the conoept of Euro-lau, as opposed to other law
is one which I find difficult to understand, let alone to
accept. It seems to me that if this is a Proper arca in
which legislation should take placc, then it is a proper
area in which legislation should take place: whether

that comes

The Social Affairs Committee of Pailiament has pro-

give a favourable response.

The Commission's proposal would tlerefore require
Member Statcs to ensure tlat both catcgories of
women

Directive No 79/7 relating to statutory social iecuriry
schemes. Vhile these directives do apply to the selfemployed as well as to employees, they do not fully
take account of some of the problems specific to the
self-employed. It is to meet these specific problems
that the Commission has proposcd this latest measure'

ob

the European institusions

or

sia

national tovernments does not seem to mc to mattcr

a

great dcal.

The principlc of equal treatment for the various categories of self-employed women cannot be imple-mcntcd u,ithout changes in existing legislation azd
practices in cenain Member States or without additional measures as foreseen by Directive No 76/207
on equal treatment and acccss to employment and

-

The debate is closed.

The vote will be aken at the nextvoting time.

13. frsbeies

The nerc ircm is the report (Doc.
Prcsi&nt- Mr Battcrsbn on behalf of the Corirl-221/84) by
mittee on Agriculture, on
the proposals from the Commission to the Council

(Doc. 1-1553 /83

-

COM(84) 68 final) for

I. a regulation on the conclusion of the Agreement
on fisheries besween the European Economic
Communiry on the one hand and the Government
of Denmark and the local Government of Greenland on the other;

II. a regulation on the conclusion of the Protocol
on the conditions relating to fishing between the
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Prcsident
European Economic Community on rhe one hand

and the Government of Denmark and the Iocal
Government of Greenland on the other; and

III.

a regulation lrying down certain specific measures in connection with special arrangements on

fisheries applicable to Greenland.

much as we all regret it, the agreement by th€

means

of the

The

not take place wirhout the opinion of Parliament. I
therefore ask this Parliament, as one of its final posi-

would
not be

tive acts, to adopt this report unanimously. Then we
can stant work on managing Greenlandic fisheries and

\firh

have

Greenland can begin to conrol its own warers.

sen vl

Most of the ideas pur forward in our opinion on
Greenlandic fisheries, Doc. 1-1394/83, have been

having

rwo amendments which underline the rwo points I
have made, the point of fisheries managemenr and the

point of automatic renewal.

I would also like to say in my opinion the price vre are
payrng to Greenland this time round as part of the
agreement, that is 25.5 m ECU pet year, is very generous indeed to Greenland. However, the agreement
does preserve jobs for many years for the Communiry,
especially for the eighteen vessels operating out of
nofth-west German ports and the much smaller number operating our of Humberside. These distant water
f.reezer factoryvessels have very few other areas to fish
in and it will ensure that rhis fleet is employed for
many years to come.
these few words I would therefore like to recom-

it

is

adopted unanimously when we vote.

Mr Gautier (S).

(DE)

Mr

President, ladies and

Mr

Bat-

to the wishes of the Home

Rule

and the population of Greenland, as
in a close referendum, to accepr the formal
Denmark and the Home Rule Government,

request

with

iso, however
as in the repon of the
rs Committee - rhat Greenland's special
- are regulatcd in a manwith the Community
ner
is fair rc both panies. In addition, should
Gn
be granted OCT status, the rights and obligations
both panies are rc be permanendy setded
Legal

by an a1
ment besween Greenland and Denmark on
the one and and the Communiry on the other.

On

mend the reporr ro the House and hope thac

adoption of the repon drawn up by Mr Jansof the Iegal Affairs Comminee
1983, the European Parliament decided,

.aay on behalf

on7

incorporated in the agreemenE. However, one or two
points recommended by us have been excluded, especially in the field of fisheries managemenr. There is
one point of major principle which does worry us.
That is the problem of automatic renewal., I must point
out that there is no real commitment in the agreement
by either pafiy rc renewal after ten years. This is most
regrettable and rherefore I wish to suppon Mr Helms'

Political Affairs Committee

the European Parliament's misgivings about
unique proccdure and the fear that it might
udicial effects. On behalf of my group I
like to stress rhar I hope rhis will

fi

this

rapporte*r.
President, the
- Mragreements
radfication of the Greenland fisheries
can-

gentlemen, the Socialist
Group suppons
tersby's repon and Mr Helms'amendment.

Minisrers to DenmarlCs request thar
should bc allowed to leave the Community
Greenland will cease to be a Member of
ity as from 1 January 1985.

the Cc

Mr Battersby (EDl,

'!flith

of

Council

13

ment,
Green

and

r

you to
menr d

due acc
regards

fishing
the dev

all Men
is now
we
should
anced:

1

It is ou

this year, prior to the Council agreeEuropean Parliament, in its repon on the
ic fisheries, redefined its concrete demands
problems attaching to the agreemenr on
leavng the Communiry. Here I would refer
'Battersby's report. To be precise, Parliaa minimum ten years for the fisheries
and an obligation ro renew on both sides.
, should Greenland be accorded OCT status,
is to be taken of Community interests as
access, quotirs and operating conditions for
The same conditions should apply to
rt of Greenlandic joint venrures as for
States. I am pleased ro see rhar Mr Lynge
:nt. During rhe debatc it was assumed that
all seeking a fair soludon and that there
a reasonable quid pro quo
.tionship in the long term.

to

achieve abal-

task to consider in this light the three Com-

mission

which form the basis of the Council

I would like to thank the rapponeur, Mr
, for his excellent reporr. Thesi proposals
inized in detail by the subcommiree on

rt.
(Appkuse)

Mr Helms (PPE).

and the Committee on Agriculture and, like
speaker, I can say that the EPP group
ly endorses this repon.

(DE) Mr President, ladies and

tentlemen, the previous speaker has been commenda-

bly brief at this late hour and I am almost rcmpted ro
do the same and simply to refer you ro Mr Battersby's
excellent reporr. However, I feel that these imponant
problems merit a few urords. Unfortunately, our colleague from Greenland, Mr Finn Lynt", does not
seem to be present at what will be his last pan-session,

I share
ment's
C
the

view of the rapponeur that many of Parliaitiatives and demands were taken over by the
in the course of 1983 and we welcome
re

Commissioner Narjes, that, following deliand the debatc last June, the Commission
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finally acccpted many of the points made by Parlia-

It

is unfonunate that certain aspects were nor
made plain enough during this difficult debate on fundamental principles. One major question is whether,
during the ratification procedure with the Danish and
Home Rule governments, the Commission can clarify
by I January 1985 that for all joint ventures established in Greenland, the legal agreemens between
ment.

Denmark and Greenland will exclude any discrimination against joint ventures in all Member States.

But thar said, I should like to voice my great hope that
the House will adopt this motion with a handsome
majority, so that there will be no doubt that the Communiry gives its full backing to the excellent arrangement n e have reached between the Community and
Greenland. That is my hope, therefore, even though
will abstain from voting for the reasons

personally

I
I

have stated.

Mr

The Commission must ensure thar this imponant matter is finally settled by 1.1. 1985 and that legislation
has definitely been agreed by this date.

Ve

expect thar further consultations besween the
Greenlandic Home Rule governmenr and the Danish
Government will ensure that the Community fishing
industry has a fair share of any future increase in fis[
supplies. I made this point during my discussions in
Greenland. For funher information, I would refer you
to my amendments and ask for your suppoft. The EPP
Group accepts the repon and hopes that it will be possible to establish a long-term cooperative partnership
betcreen Greenland and the Community. I would like
to thank our colleague, Finn Lynge, for helping our
commitee throughout the discussions.

Mr Lynge (S).- (DA) Mr President, I shall try to be
brief. I have studied the report which is before us with
great pleasure and satisfaction, because for me ir
represents the culmination of the work to which I have
contributed over rhe past five years. Greenland will be
leaving rhe Community in about six months'time, and
I should like m say that it is to a Iarge extcnt due to

Parliament's largely exemplaqy rrearmenr of the
Greenland question that we are leaving the Communitywith honour.

As far as this report is concerned, I am personally unable to vote for rhe proposed resolution because it
refers to things which I spoke out strongly against in
the committee, for example that Parliamenr should
recommend rhe sening up of a joinr committee which
would provide a means for continued harmonious

consultations ben/een the two parties in the future. I
know that the Home Rule government in Greenland
and the Nadonal Assembly there do not favour the
setting up of such an ad hoc commirrce, because they
think that the existing arrantements, under which
consultations proceed berween the Danish Foreign
Ministry and the Commission, with the Greenland
Home Rule Governmerr appointing the members of
the Foreign Ministry delegation, are quite sufficient. I
cannot therefore vot€ for that. Vhen it is also said that
Parliamcnt is worried by the fact that the agreement,
when it runs out in lO years' time, does no"t contain
any provision for automadc renewal, I cannot vote ro
endorse that concern either, since I am not worried by

it.

Narjes, Member of the Commission(DE) Mr
President, this is the first time in the history
of the
Communiry that we have had to deal with problems
arising from a conrracdon of rhe Community. The
point at issue is Greenland's secession, which'we all
find very regrettable. However, our resped for the
right of self-dercrmination leaves us no other choice.
Vhat we now have to consider is the nature of future
cooperation besween the Communiry and Greenland.
A fair solution has been found, which takes account
both of Greenland's essential interests a's far as the
exploitation of its fishing grounds are concerned and
the Communiq/s equally valid interest in maintaining
the balance of the common fisheries poliry, which
includes access to Greenland's waters.

I

am pleased rhat the European Parliament agrees with

the Commission that the proposals as a whole offer a
viable basis for safeguarding rhe fisheries interests of
both parties and I would therefore, on behalf of the
Commission, like to thank the Committee on Agricul-

ture and in particular the rapponeur,
for his excellenr reporr.

Mr

Battersby,

As long as the qucstion of fisheries is regulated satisfactorily, Greenland will maintain its iight to free
access ro the Communiry market and its right to
annual financial aid. This aid, on average, amounts to
roughly the total aid that Greenland has received in
recent years. For its pan, the Communiry will be able
to mainain the joint fisheries policy. This includes
allowing Norway and the Faroes carch quotas on a
reciprocal basis in Greenlandic warers under existing
fisheries agreemenr.

The Commission is convinced rhat this interdependence of economic interests is the best guarantee-for a
lasting agreemenr. Your report recommends a clause
in the fisheries agreement for automatic renewal after
the first five years and correctly points out that it is
impossible to specify catch quotas over a longer period
of time. It was meinly biological reasons *hic-h prevented an agreemenr for a longer period. The ten
years' terms
the protocol rc the treary on the other
- unlimited
hand is for an
period
indicates that the
fisheries provisions will not be any- less favourable after
the first five years than at the outset. The Commission
will bear in mind Mr Helms' fears concerning the
transitional period.

context I should like to menrion a funher
imponant aspec: the regulation on specific measures

In this
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to complctc its discussions by the time
lulcd (30.6. 1983)? !7hen is the repon

if Greenland failcd to adhere to
the agreement Of course, no-one would cver wish to
sec thcse measures applied. I would draw panicular
that could be taken

to bc submittcd to Parliament, and
when is the directive intended to enter into

of the agreement,

attcntion to the flexible nature
which dcmonstraEs Greenland's willingncss to take

forcc?

account of Community needs. Ve have practicdly first
refusal of all potential carchcs in furure which excced
the capaciry of Greenland's fishing flcet' Thus we are
not condcmning our fishermen to the status quo, nor,
as would otherwise be the case in watcrs belonging to
third counuies, a gradual reduction of catches' They
can expect a fair share of future quota increases and

all the

catches presently available which

ln connection with the findings of the \[orking Party on Air Pollution, whose remit covers all harmful subsances in petrol, is it likely
that Council Direcdve 78/6ll/EEC of 29.6.
1978 crill at least be amcnded so that the ma:r-

imum permined lead content may be lower
than 0.15 g/l?

are not

rescrved for Greenland.

\Vhat prospccts does the Commission see of
complying with the increasingly frequent calls
for the introduction of lead-free petrol, and

Lct me conclude by srying that, given the political
situation which confronted us, the agreement with

for the inuoduction in all the Community

Greenland is generally satisfactory for the Community
and that with regard to Greenland's dependcnce on
fisheries tr/e can rest assured that we have treated our
future partner fairly.

Japan?

(Apphuse)

Does the Commission intend rc alter the EEC

Presidcnt-

-

have long bccn

The debate is closed.

ladies

(m Mr President,
gendemen, the subject of ecology is receiv-

irg

and more attcntion, and this is both as

Mt

14. kotection offorests

result

The next ircm is thc repon (Doc.

l-247 /84) by Mr Ghergo, on behalf of the Committee

on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, on the

proposal from the Commission to the Council
l-601/83) f.or a
(COM(83) 375 find
- Doc.a Communiry rysregulation (EEC) establishing
tcm to provide forests in the Communiry with
increased protection against fire and acid rain.

The following oral question with dcbatc

(Doc.

l-859/83) by Mr Gauder and otherc rc the Commission is included in the debate:

Subject: Exhaust gases from motor vehicles

The protection of human hcalth and of the environment requires a swift and drastic reduction in
the adverse effects produccd in those areas by
motor vehicles, panicularly in air pollution. Vith
existing technology, emissions from motor vehicles can be reduces substantially from the levels at
present obtaining in the Community, at a cost
which may be describcd as uivial.

rude
cern

o (PPE), rdpportew.

-

a

thc natural process of growing cultural
and
because of a realization of the magni,

the risks hanging oyer our earth, which conr very survivd.

fi opinions may differ as to the rwersibility of
what i happening, and the measures to be adopted, all
Grts and students of the sector agree at all
the
events
rwo fundamcnal aspects: the gravity of the
threat
t ovcrshadows the quality of life and, in the
, is very existcnce, and, at the same time, the
awareness that the ecological catasuophe can
still
That

the verdict of thc most reliable reporr,
which I would like to mention the well'2000 repon', drawn up by an American univ-

of the

ercity

for thc

News

thc pollution of watcr, of the eanh, or of the
is, alas! an weryday occuffense, and it is
ingly darming also because the more frequent,
and dangerous the individual causes of
bccome thc greatcr is the risk of intcracdon
thpm, and the consequent staning of an

Fcdcral Government

Unitcd

ingly accentuatcd process of degradation of the

The Commission is therefore asked:

and thc quality of life.

1. Vhat stage has been reached in the discus-

Vorking

Every

Party on Air Pollution? In panicular, will it be

the Ur

sions on draft directivc 15105 in the

in force in the USA and

tcst cycle in order rc bring the exhaust gas
testing provisions applicable in the Communiry inrc line with those of the USA?

The votc will bc taken at tlte next voting rime.

Presi&nt.

Member States of exhaust gas limit vdues for
motor vehicles that are as srict as those which

an arca of tropical forcst thas q'ould cover
Kingdom is lost. According rc estimatcs by
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an expert German governmenr souroe (Fontverein)
about half of the conifer forests in the Vest German
Republic, equivalent to about rwo-and-a-half million
hectares, has already been devastated, or is seriously
threatened, by acid rain resulting from the condensation in the water vapour of rhe atmosphere of pollutant agents coming from industrial waste.
In Italy, rhe loss to the foresr heritage due also to the
frequency of fires (whether maliciously staned or not)
is a source of great soncern. According to the Minisrcr
for the Coordination of Civil Defence, the damage, in
economic terms, caused by forest fires can be put at
around 1 500 thousand million lire for lasr year alone,
which is equivalent to around I 100 million ECU. In
addition to the material damage, it is hard ro pur a
figure.to the ecological damage.
Plants, as part of drcir physiological activiry, absorb
carbon dioxide, retaining rhe carbon and releasing the
oxyBcn which enriches thc armosphere and is indispensable to life: obviously, the depletion of the forests
has a harmful effect on the quality of the atmosphere.

In addition, the increase in carbon dioxide
both
- waste
because of the increased amounr of industrial
and reduccd absorption by the forests-produces what
is known as the 'hot house effect': it prevents rhe irradiation of the warm rays, causing a rise in tfie earth's

trmperarure, and since for physical feasons this is
grearcr at the poles than at rhe equator, it can cause
the polar ice-caps to liquefy to a Breatcr or lesser
degree, thereby raising the level of the seas.

This would in turn cause coastal regions to
submerged, and

become

if it

is not cenein,

it

is at least possible

may come to Pass.

And anyway, panial, locd ecological

catastrophes

have already occurred on our planct. Only recendy we

had thc news that British researchers from thc University of Hull have cleared up one of the mysteries that
has absorbcd so many scientists
the mpteqy regard- flowercd
ing the end of the civilization thar
in thc distant pa$ on Easter Island, a minutc fragment of the
Earth that emerged almost 4 000 kilometres from the
coast of Peru. This civilizarion was wiped out by an
ecological disastcr resulting from the scnseless deforesadon carricd out over the centuries by the inhabitants of that Pacific island, which has today become a
desert The British sciendsts have asccrtained that
there were over 40 species of vegeation on rhc island,
some vrith

all

ronment in whidr he livcs and, indeed, the very face of.
the planet. For example, it would be technically possible today to reclaim the great deserts of the Sahara
and Sinai, as well as the entire Arabian peninsula, and
make them fenile.

In other words, it all depends on man and his behaviour. There is nothing inevitable about the degradation
of thc environmcnt.

However,

a

convinced, combined

effon is

needed

from everyone individually, from public and private
institutions, borh national and intcrnadonal, if ecological reclamation is to go beyond the threshold of good
intentions and finally take on concrete forur, and if the
words writtcn in the last century by the French author,
Chateaubriand
trees precede man; rhe desert
follows him'- -'The
are nor [o come true.

The measures proposed by the Commission are on
concrete lines, and are undoubtedly to be suppoft€d.
They follow what was approrred about a yeer ago,
which aimed at the implementadon of non-pollutint
or only slightly pollutant rcchnology, and the prot€ction of particularly sensitive natural zones. The new
Communiry measures have in the main the tu/o follow-

mt alms:

(a)

the strengthening ofpreventive measures;

(b) the adoption of firefighting

measures.

it would destroy cities and inhabircd

areas that are not situatcd very much above sea level.
These are not figments of science fiction, but facts

which, even

But if the threat of ecological catasuophe is a concretc
one, it is also true that man, with the resourccs, knon ledge and technology that he has available, is in a position not only to avoid it, bur also to change the envi-

trunks, as is proved by thc discovery of

their pollens in deep-down layers of thc carth. It was,
among$ other things, the trunks of those uees that
made it possible trl ranqport the famous gigantic statues which, numbering over 500, are siruated dong the
coasts of thc island, and which have been of such
intcrest to the scicntists, as regards both thcir significance and their means of transportation.

The second of these objecdves represen$ an innovatign jn tJre operating techniques of the Community,
which had hitheno been conccrned only with prevention. The differencc in the amount allocated to the
rwo objectives should be seen in this light. The Commission shows itself well avare of the fact that, for it
to be effective, the fight against acid rain and its
effects requires very much more substantial resourccs.
It states in fact that it not only intcnds to purcue the
stcps taken against the emission of pollutants, but also

to take additional action with a

special initiativc

against acid rain and its effects. In fact in this connection the proposah have in view the acquisition of the
necessary elements ro set up this special initiative. Ve
must atree with this, even if it appears very desirable,
here and now, rrr increase the funds allocated for this
purpose.'Ve should also emphasizc the need to have

adequately trained personnel available in sufficient
numbers, not least where monitoring the observance
of the protective regulations is concerned.
One really new poinr which is of genuine value is the
provision for rhe pooling of resources and equipment
by Member States, to which cnd there are very timely
proposals for standardizarion, without which the joint
usage of such rcsources and equipment would not
appear possible. This principle was moreover laid
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down in the resolution concerning reciprocal aid in
cases of grave catastrophe, which was recently

ECU.

adoptcd by Parliament.

Since

of destruction is geatest in the south,
nonherly regions are not unaffeced.

scale

but the

improvement
Finally, l,e atree that with regard to the proposed action, there should be a special line in Chapter 38 of the
budget for Communiry action for the prorcction of
forests against fires and acid rain.

of forest Eacks etc.

tlon
all too

with one recommendation, namely,

that everything possible should be done rc give forest
protection an extra-European dimension, in view of
the global character of the problems regarding ecological equilibrium and the climatic systrm of the endre
globe.

Subject

to all that, I ask

Parliament

to register its

approval of the proposals in quesdon, and to adopt the
motion for a resolution.

ring must therefore go hand in hand, since

they

complemehtary rc each other.

this point, the European

Parliament
procedure in 982 md 1983, calling for preventive measures
and complemented by firefighting
to be
Responding to the European Parliament's
several resolution under

muniry

tbe

(FR) Mr Presidenq the
Committee on Agioilnre.
35 million hectares of forest land in the Communiry
play an imponant economic role and are also vital to

the environment and agriculture. As was rightly
pointed out in the Gatto report adoptcd by the European Parliament last October, the dwelopment of our
forestry asse6 is now a top priority. Unfortunately,
efforts in this direction are often frustrated by various

devastating phenomena, such as forest fires and
atmospheric pollution. The resultant losses are very
substantial in economic terms and the damage caused
can create imbalances which have adverse effects on
the environment and agriculture.

massive scale, especially in the Federal Republic of
Germany but also throughout the rest of Europe. Action has already been launched to combat atmospheric
interactions
polludon but the problems involved
-are so complex
between pollutants, climate and soil
rhat what has been done to datc falls- very f.ar shon of
what is required.

rype of measure envisaged.

r

Vhile

swallow does not make a summer, we have
son
to welcpme the proposals from the Comcgo9
which has largely taken account of the Eurorecommendations. The measures
Pean
are good overall and deserve our approval,
should provide a sound basis for srengthenslnce
I supplementing the Community measures
ing
already in hand. Vhat is required now is a sense of
u
so that these measures can be applied without
use of the five million ECU set aside in
budget.
the 1
Before

tional
sion,

In order to raise profitabiliry, therefore, it is necessary
to improve both management and protection against
these damaging phenomena. Atmospheric pollution,
with its acid precipitations in the form of rain and
deposits, is responsible for the destruction of trees on a

ia urgency

the Commission is proposing finance of
ECU a year over 5 years, with a Comion of 300/0, 500/o or 1000/o depend-

milli

ing on

Mr M. Martin (COM), drafisman of an opinionfor

have been undertaken

fire-

15

(Apphrse)

of run-down

- prevention and protecuniry level to improve
fire. They have yielded useful results but
r the effons made to improve prevention
rc nothing because of the complete lack or
of fire-fighting facilities. Prevention and

at

have

I will conclude

involving reafforests, con-

large-scale protrammes

1

I should like to make a few addi)mments on the proposal from the Commisbehalf of the Committee on Agriculture.

to

\7irh
ated

tion
that
equ

the

action

to combat acid rain in

our

committee feels that it should be incorporthe wider programme of measures against

ic pollution. In order to stimulate producemployment in the Communiry, I propose
muniry aid for the purchase of firc-fighting
and products should be on a higher scale in
o{ equipment or products manufactured in the

with interest, the emergency aid of 100 000
to Sicily after the terrible fires during
the
of tggt. This exception should become
by extension of the procedure applicable in
the
of natural disastcrs to include forest fires.
the
Acid
and fire are the swo main causes of damage
to our :ests, but they are not the only ones, and I
) suggest to the Commission that it could
draw
an inventory of all rypes of damage caused to
I

ECU

The European Parliament is alive to this situption and,
on 2OJanuary 1984, adopted thc Muntingh repon
calling for the implementadon of a maior programme

of

measures to combat air pollution. The proposal
from the Commission represents a contribution to
such a programme, one which is concerned specifically

with the Communiq/s forests, the aim being to measure the effects of damage and to gain a bettcr knowledge of the mechanisms involved. Vast expanses of
forest are destroyed by firc cach year: 120 000 hcctares in the EEC, representint a loss of 100 million

forests

r

form the basis of a European register, so that
could be made for the deployment of
resouroes to combat them. These combeen put into the form of amendments by
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rhe Committee on Agriculture, to accompany the
report by the Committee on the Environment.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, thank you for
your attention.
Mrs Scibcl-Emmcrling (S).

(DE)MI

President,

ladies and tendemen, the damage
to forests in my
country and yours, the dying and dead trees in the
Fichtelgebirge, in the Nuremberg Reichswald, in the
Vosges and the area round Lyons
to name but a
few forests which may soon belong to- the past
shows
how desperate the situation is. The harm -done to
southern forests by fires which threaten the environment every year in the dry season is now being
matched by the devasting, irreparable damage caused
by acid rain. If we resign ourselves to thc death of our
forests we are accepting the demise of nature and, ultimately, of mankind, as is demonsrarcd, to quote but a
few examples, by the increase in cases of false croup,
cancer and the evergrowing number of allergic diseases.

\7e have before us

lrc,da.y a report which represents a
tiny step forward along the road of the many measures
that must be introduced without delay. I would like to
thank the rapport€ur, Mr Ghergo, for recognizing the
problem of acid rain. This is by no means a matter of
course, but is part of the learnint process that we
have gone through
the members of this Parliament
rcgether. Those of us who come from colder areas

have only experienced small-scale forest fires. !7e have
seen what happens in your country. The concept of

here I am
also thinking of projects such as the regional energy
saving programme in the Nonhern Upper Palatinate
which also reduced air polludon. Special projects
-can reduce primary energy requirement and as a result
pollution by 70o/o using combined power station heating, biogas and other similar qfstems. But this requires
specific funds for pilot projects. Those involved in this
project, which is only cited as an example, are hoping
for Communiry funds for this promising project which
has sadly been boycotted by the Bavarian Economic
Minister who is totally committed to nuclear energy.
be explored. Pilot profees must be set up

Ve

must promorc this and similar projects. Time is
running out for our forests. The Council and the Governments of the Member Smtes must act nov.

Mr Mertens (PPE).
gendemen,

(DE) Mr President, ladies and

I would -like to take up what Mrs Seibel-

Emmerling has said. I too believe that action is long
overdue. This is why the European People's Party welcomes the fact that the Commission has lost no time,
following Mr Gatto's report on forestry, in drawing
up proposals which it believes will provide a measure
of control over the most serious damage to forests.

Ve
will

support all these plans, even though we feel that it
be very difficult to combat the dreadful scourge of

particularly in the south
forest fires
effectively
perfect syst€m because- we all know
with a technically
that most forest fires are caused by thoughtlessness.
Our aim must therefore be a large-scale information

the European Community. As
it in Hermann und Dorothea'thoughtless-

campaign through

dying forcsts meant nothing to our colleagues in the
south, and there was no word for it in their languages.

Goethe put

The Community must now take urgent steps rc meet
all the demands in the Muntingh report. The Member
States must take immediarc measures to reduce air
pollution drastically as agreed by the Council at the

The second point I would like to make is that I welcome the fact that the problems caused by acid rain
were discussed along with the quesdon of iorest fires.
I commend the Commission, but above all the distinguished rapponeur, Mr Ghergo, and the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer

end of March.'Ve must press for the implementation
of the regulation on large-scale incinerators, avoiding
the mistake made in my country of excluding existing
plant. This ruling has meant, for example, that the new
major power sation in Buschhaus on the border to the
GDR with an annual ourput of tzs 000t is allowed
not to desulphurize until 1988.

Ve must not delay the introduction of lead-free petrol

and the reducdon of vehicle emissions. '$7e must tacklc
the tasks proposed in the directive as amended and

improved

by the Committee on the

Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protecdon. This includes

a comprehensive monitoring protramme which must
not be carried out in open country, because research
to date would indicate that the basic level of SO2 pollution in forests is five to seven times higher than in
open country. For example, according to readings
taken in the Fichtelgebirge, these figures are considerably higher in foggy conditions. Sudies should be
made of slopes and in vallep. This phenomenon must

ness is unforgivable,

but it is a human failing'.

Protection, for drawing atrcntion to this problem. Mr
Ghergo also recommends that more funds should be
made available to create a comprehensive information
network within the European Communiry and above
all to promote coordinated research in this field, for
we are all facing the problem that research findings are
not sufficiendy unambiguous.

And there is a funher point which needs to be made
this evening: we, the mcmberc of the committee and
Parliament, thought that air pollution lras the overriding problem. '$7'e were suddenly confronted in committee by the Socialist view that the regulation on
large-scale incincrators and the quesdon of nitrogen
Mrc van Hemeldonck's report
were not
oxides

- after all, and this repoft was-surprisingly
so urgent
withdrawn. No cxplanation was given, to our astonVe sincerely hope that we can re-establish a
common view, as the intention y/as to submit Parliaishment.
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ment's opinion to the Council of Ministers by the end '
of June. Vhat son of Parliament ere we if we cannor
do our homework prcpcrly, if we fail to formulatc a
cleer opinion quickly enoirgh? I repear: wc deplore
this action. !7e have drawn up a substitutc motion for
a rcsolution on lead-free petrol, so that some protress
can be made and we hope that this motion for a resolution at least will gain general support.

Mr

(COM).

of heaares have already
in various pans of France. Each ycar,
it is thc
regions which pay the heaviest toll:
in 1983
southcrn regions of my country lost 50 000
34 000 of these in Corsica.

break

and thousands

been

nationd action

Since I
But I must draw to a close: I am grateful to the Commissioner for lisrcning to us this evening. looking to
thc future, all I can say is that what you have achieved
in difficult negotiations with your colleagucs in the
Commission is not enough. Thc ransitional periods
are too long. You may count on Parliament proposing
significant improvements and pushing them through.
This concludes what I wishcd to say on this subject
rhis evening.
Pcascc (ED).
Mr President, I would like to
rcfer to the oral question
put by Mr Gautier, which

*'ith emissions
from motor vehicles could be carried out at a cosr
says that the various movcs concerned

which may be described

reSlon

includi
impact

fined

as

trivial.

I would like to tcll the House something about those
cos6. To achieve the standards of purity for motorvchicle emissions called for, a catalyst would be
requircd which would cost about 800 ECU pcr car.
For a small car, that would be an increase of l0o/o150/o on the purchase pricc. To maintain the existing
standards of performance, or the performancc standards of acceleration and speed used in she United
Statcs and Japan, there would have a be t 200/o
increase in the size of the engine of cars using
unleaded petrol. That is even taking into account that
there is a speed-limit in rhose countries of 100 kph.
That is part of the pricc to be paid for this measure. In

addition, there would be an 8olo increasc in the
amount of petrol consumed and t 50/o increase in the

is intcresdng that in Germany at rhe present time
420/o of, the petrol sold is 92 octanc leaded. [t seems to
be thc policy of the German Government to cut rhis
out, and I can only suppose rhat thc purpose of this is
to suggest that when unleaded pctrol, 92 octanc, is
introduccd, it will appear to be as cheap as presenr

in panicular a large number of forestry
; projects which have had a favourable
forestry and agriculture, but have been con-

prwention, to the exclusion of fire-fighting
this complemcntariry berween,pranention
in 1982 and 1983 Parliament, at the

ng,

of the

Communists and Allies Group,

adopted several resolutions on the organization of a
Protramme to srrengthen and complement
rnity preventive action. The Commission
has
the validiry of these recommendauons
C proposed to the Council a new regulation

broadly in line with what Parliamcnt has called for.
The
ningi prevenuve
preventive measures would be strengthened
fire-fighting measures would be brought
mto
. This should make for improved protcction
of
against the risk of fire. Panicularly wclcome
are the rioriry given to raining and rhe organization
of acti cooperation bemreen Member Statcs with a
vlev to
assistance in fighting exceptional fires.
Here

daity,
some

From

the

p

price of petrol at the pump.

It

in the Meditcrrancan

been supplemented by Community action,

asPects.

Td

Mr

(FR) Mr Prcsident, we have

not had to wait until -the summer for forest fires to

should

have somc good examples of European soliwelcome contrast virh the all too common
exercises which have been carried out in
of industqy in the name of European

point of view, I am especially in favour of
sal from the Commiuee on Agriculture
to which a highor ratc of Community aid
granted on the acquisition of firefighting
and products

the

if

they are manufectured in

riry. This is a good way to encourage

and employment

in the Community.

this principle could well be exrcnded to
other

:s

on which common policics have a bear-

ing.

pctrol. This seems to me to be a gamc of deceit.

\7ould
Indeed, the whole marter is far too mixed up with the
German election campaign for comfon. Both of the
panies in Germany
is the country that is
- Germany
leading this campaign
are tqying to take votcs from
the Grcen lobby, which- is more and more influentid in
that country. Vhat we are seeing, I believe, is bids
from the various German political panies, panicularly
the swo big ones
the Christian Democrats and
Social Democrats - to take votcs by rushing into this
- will cosr far more than people
ill-advised srcp which
recognize. I urge the House to oppose it.

aid in
ber

Having
sion's.
as

set

In co

th" p
ment

not also be possible and desirable to adjust
light of the extcnt of efforts made by Memand the scde of the risls that they face?
ade these comments,

I approve the Commis-

posds, which should be brought into effect
y as possible, using the 5 million ECU already
in thc 1984 budget.

I should like to say that I disagree with
made by the Committce on the Environits paragraph 7, the effect of which would be
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that funding for firc-fighting would be reduccd in
order to finance efforts to combat acid rain.

This is not to say that I am not in favour of encrgetic
action against acid rain, far from it, but it is not only

tlat

are affected by this problem. Such action should bc pan of a wider programme to combat
emissions causing atmospheric polludon, the cause of
acid rain and deposits.
the forests

Resources on a quite different scale need rc be
deploycd, irs r,as stresscd vcry rightly in the Muntingh
repon which we adoptcd on 20 January 1984. Iet us
stick to the specific area of forestry and work within
the appropriations proposed by the Commission. fhis
is the thrust of my amendment 0o paragraph 7 of the
Ghergo report, which I ask you to approve.

The creation of a budgetary line for these protcctivc
and firefighting measures, which will be indispensable
during 1984, is also to be commended.

In the circumstances my Group will be voting in
favour of the cxcellent report by our colleague Mr
Gllergo.

Mr

(DE) Mr President, ladies and
Gautier (S).
- like to reply
gendemen, I would
briefly to Mr Pearce
before I come to tle main issue because his remarls
were not entirely accurarc. Mr Pearce assened that the
introducdon of lead-free petrol and caalyst purification of vehiclc emissions would increase petrol consumption by 200/o.If he reads the Commission report
ERGA II, he would see that this figure is quite simply
wront. Increased consumption depends on how high

the octane count of lead-free petrol is, and

(FR) Every year thousands
Mrs Scemeroni (DEP).
are destroyed by fires,
of hectares of forest in Europe
some of which are staned deliberately. Be that as it
may, the consequences are disastrous and the situation
can only be made worse by an inadequate forestry
prorcction policy.

of action can be envisaged and
recommended, both for prevention and for firc-fighting. Two examples in panicular suggcst themselves:
construction of roads to serye the dual purpose of car-

Various courses

rying traffic and providing protection against firc,
coupled with clearance of tracks giving acccss to vulnerable areas and sourcies of water; clearance of
undergrowth to prevent fire reaching ueetops. These
measures would facilitatc access for fire-fighters and

this

depends on the flow of energy at refinery level, which
is not necessarily for motor vehicles.

Secondly, Mr Pearce maintained that this whole matter c/as part of the German election campaign. You are
mistaken, Mr Pearce! It is not a question of whether
'![est Germany
Boes green because of the Environ-

mentalist party, but whether Vest Germany goes
brown because of its dfng forests. You should take
these matters seriously and not accuse us of elecdoneering in what is a serious business. Even if the British
Conservatives have not realized it, your forests could
start to die one day and you should be prcpared.
(Applausefrom

th

hft

-

Interruption)

increase the efficiency of their work while at the same
time improving the intrinsic fire-resistancc of forests.

Your political position doesn't yet show that you do

It should always be remembered, moreover, that there
is not just one type of forest, but many, and that firefighting rcsourccs which may be appropriate for a forest in the nonh of Europe will not be right for one in
the south.

And now to our oral question: when it was submitted,

Hence the necd for specific measures taklng account
of the rype and geographical location of each area of

foresr
Nevenheless, lhere are common lines of action to be
purcued, such as the use of the flees of fire-fighting
aircraft which perform wonders for days on end under
the most dangerous conditions during the summer,
especially in our Mediterranean regions which suffer
severe fire damagc every year.

As well as these aircraft, use must of course be made
of specialized fire-fighting forces.

Mention should be made, in conclusion, of the close
attention paid by the Commission to protcction of our
European forests, which are part of the heritage of the
Community, and indeed of the world.

so!

we were convinced that the European Communiry
needed to take urgent action. Mr Ghergo's very
important rcport explicitly refers to noflns and standardization. I can only hope that he does not mean the
standardization of dlng forcsts and that we will still
have something left rc standardize. Any monitoring
carried out should be designed to prevent damage to
the environment and not to esablish that damage has
occurred. Sadly the damage is widespread, not only in
'Vest
Germany, but in other countries as well
even
- and
in Great Britain: damage to buildings in Greece,
in France. Almost two years ago this Parliament took
st€ps to introduce lead-free petrol in the European
Communiry to rcduce pollution from exhaust fumes.
Some governments, for example the former SocialistLiberal coalidon in Vest Germany, made efforts to
encourage the Commission to improve the environmental situation. Unfonunately, the Commission has
not made much progress in this field, and this was the
reason for our question.

If we look back over the last few weeks, we can see
that the Commission has been behaving like a mini-
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Ministers, incapable of forward-looking
in purely national interests. Mr
Davignon allegedly represents French interests, Mr
Giolitti presumably speaks for Italy and Mr Narjes for
Germany. The Treaties stat€ that the Commission
shall be an independent body and Mr Thorn never
tires of pointing chis out. Mr Narjes, as the Commis-

Council

... Y

do have some time in the Socialist Group!
ask your ovn group how much time you
have. I ink I can speak for an additional few minutes,
should ask my own group leader. You can
ask
tomorrow, then he will give you an answer.
lZhere i your group leader?

decisions and acdng

You

sioner responsible for environmental policy, we judge
you by the statements the Commission has made to
Parliament on environmental policy, and in my view

The
not

the Commission's legislation on emissions is scandalous.

I assume that the Commission occasionally manates to
obtain some accurate information and that this
demonstrates relatively clearly that dying forests are
caused by what are known as the qynergistic effects,
that is the combined effects, of sulphur dioxidc, nitrogen oxides and photo-orydants, i.e. hydrocarbons and

NO,.

If this is the case, Mr Narjes, then it is not enough to
submit a reguladon on large-scale incinerators
which we would also have liked to discuss this week,
Mr Menens. The Commission must also make substantial progress on the question of vehicle emissions.
The present proposals are totally inadequate. According to the Commission's press release
nothing has

something -is to be done
some dme in the next few- years. Mr Narjes, some time
in the next ten years is too late. Ve expect the Commission to achieve concrete results more quickly than

yet appeared officially

this.

The Commission is now proposing a two-stage plan,
i.e. from 1989 or l99l a first stcp towards reducing
vehicle emissions
Mr Narjes' original proposal
with the final goal-being reached in 1995. I would like
to make it clear to Mr Narjes and the Commission
that this is bad environmenul policy, since improved
rcchnology is available to achieve this result. It is also
bad industrial policy, since you are forcing the industry to adapt its designs to meet the specification of 69
NO, in 1989 and then to stan all over again for 1995.
Are you not expecting rather a lot of rhe endre automobile indusry? I believe emission standards should
be drawn up onoe and for all, so that industry knows
where it is, instead of having to cope with something
new every year. Regulation ECE 1514 comes into
force this autumn, then your proposals on the 6 grams
and from 1995 on something different again, about
which you are obviously not yet certain.

A similar situation applics to the introduction of leadfree petrol, which is a prerequisitc for speedy progress
in the Member States. It is scandalous that the Commission does not intend to make thi6 compulsory undl
1989.lt must be introduced sooner, so thar the Member States can introduce reguladons on vehicle emissions on rhe basis of lead-free petrol actually being on
offer and using tax incendves or whatever.

(Intemtption by Mr Pearce)

point I would like to make, Mr Narjes, does
in the proposals at all: pan of our question
f,Ias
the Commission could not formulate a
sensible recycling policy from the start? Unfonuni

ately,

question of the mctals required to coat emis-

slon

South

...

S7e

cefi3jt
the
used

could reduce this dependence, which would
'be a sensible step in rcrms of foreign policy, if
y/ere ff provide for the recycling of
This is one of the,shoncomings.

Mr Nar

to summarize, I would like rc say that we

at least

d the Commission proposals totally inadebelieve that you bear the responsibiliry for

quate
this

should act accordingly.

(
(ED).
Mr President, obviously I respect
in presiding over the session. However,
if each
is allon ed so much time, you do nor
have th power, Mr President, I submit, to change the
r of dme.

Mr

Pca

-

your ju

Mr,
was

that
the

!

I
of the
Rules

you

had one and a half minutes of dme which
permitted rc him by the Rules. I rhink that
that you must deduct it from the time of
Group either today or tomorrow.

Mr President, that it

is not merely a question
that you exercise, it is a question of rhe
rat you are enmrsted to observe. I hOpe that
do that.

have been Vice-President and Presi- eIfor
five years and this is the first May

dent-ir

in f,u:

that you have spoken to me about this
of time.

You

' make a complaint to the Bureau, but here

and

it

is the President

m (ED).

who decides.

Mr President, this is a messy
drafted in haste and liable to do more harm
than
l. I doupt if it even has any legal validity. It
would
helpful to know if thc Commission seriously
that this measure will be eligible under
Article 3 and if it seriously believes that it can find
100 m
ECU in Chaprcr 38 to fund it.
Mr

-
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I would have veqy much preferred to see rhese nt o
unrelated themes of fire and acid rain dealt with quitc
separately. In fact, I cannot see how you can tackle the
problems of acid rain in the forests at all. By the time it
ge$ there it is already too late. There is still no clear
evidence of the precise effecrs of atmospheric pollution on uees. There are a lot of opinions and a lot of
work is going on right now to find our, for example,
why age, altitude and species seem ro be significant
and why the normally sensitive lichens in the forest are
unaffected.
I would not be happy to vor€ for the spending of considerable sums of scarce money to do what is already
being done, panicularly vhen there are much worse
Community-wide problems in forestry such as insects
and disease and serious local problems such as the
wind-blow we experience in the south of Scodand.
The Commission could usefully sorr our standard criteria for assessment of the work being done and the
exchange and use of data. It could do thar effectively,
efficiently and cheaply from its own budget and nor
from the very uncertain resources of the agriculture
funds.

Mr Coust6 (DEP).
(FR) Mr Presidenr, the regulation proposed by the- Commission and approved by the
Committee on the Environment seems ro our Group
to be along the righr lines, and it has our suppoft.
And since any opporrunity for dialogue with the Commission is always welcome, I should like to remind the
Commission that
Mr Ghergo referred to the prospects for thc year- 2000, apropos of the repon which
the United States produced a few weeks ago in
Ottawa
the signatures for the Geneva Convention
against atmospheric
pollution have now been gathered
ln.

Vith

regard to the decisions taken in Ottawa, what I
am interested in, Mr Commissioner, is the degree of
consistency berween the reguladon which you are proposing, and which we supporr, with the conclusions
adopted in Ottawa. My question is all rhe more peninent, it would seem, in that on I March, if memory
seffes, a Council of Ministcrs meeting on environmental problems adopted another directive aimed at limiting atmospheric pollution, under which all new industrial installations on European territory must comply
with the reguladons on atmospheric pollution, especially that caused by sulphur dioxide.

In the Ghergo report, therefore, we have a document
which has
been overtaken by Council of Min"lrc"dy if I have correcdy understood the
istcrs decisions
- campaign against atmospheric polchronology of this
ludon
and I would add that my consern is dl the
trearcr and my anxiery all the more justified in that
not only do we have these decisions to which

referred

I

have

Onawa, the Geneva Convention, the decision of I -March
but the European ministcrs respon-

-

for the environmenr are scheduled to meer on
June next to examine anotler directive, on fuel

sible
28

installations.

In a word, Mr Commissioner, I see the approval that
we are giving m this rcpon and the regulation, which I
have to agree makes for improved protdction against
fires and acid rain, as marking a very considerable
effon which seems to reflect a new avareness. The
feature of this debare which I find most suiking and
deserving of comment is the fact that, as Mrs Scamaroni has just noted, we all share the same concerns,
wherever we sit in this Chamber. In shon, we have
formed the Community of men and vomen who are
concerned at what is happening to our forests. Vhy is
this? Because the problem is not a national or local
problem but essentially inrernational, with complex
phenomena affecting forest land in all our counries.
The drift of my conclusion, Mr President, is extremely
simple: I should like the Commission, which knows
that we have been concerned for weeks and months
and have approvcd a programme, to address itself to

the task of blending a series of initiatives taken at
national, regional, European and world level into an
overall scheme suited to the task of meeting the challenge confronting the presenr and future generations
and all those in Europe and elsewhere in the wodd
urho are concerned about the qualiry of life.

Mr Linkohr

(S).
(DE) Mr
ladies and
- discussionPresident,
gendemen, rhe present
is both bizzare arnd
contradictory. On the one hand we are discussing a
proposal to protec forests from acid rain at a cost of
something in the order of 15 million UA, and on the
other hand we are discussing a Commission proposal
which by its very inadequacies will cause damage rc
the very same forests costing millions. This is out of all
proportion! The Commission's well-meaning propoto combat acid rain and other precipitation do not
exonerat€ them from the major errors they rue cursals

rently committing.

I know that Mr Narjes is sincere in his efforts, and he
should really be ercluded from criticism of the Commission and its proposals; but the oral question is nor
addressed to you, Mr Narjes, but rc the whole of the
Commission, a procedure to which you righdy attach
imponance. The Commission proposal concerns tc,'o
main areas: the question of lead
heavy
dam- whichmetals
age health
and nirogen oxides,
are at least
- of acid rain and.dying forests.
one of the causes

The Commission proposal evades both of these environmental problems. It postpones any anempt to find
a solution, and in my opinion the deadline suggested
by the Commission for the introducdon of lead-free
petrol is a slap in the face for millions of people in our
countries who are doing their best to ensure that the
forests survive, and for whom this whole question has
become an imponant aspect of rheir lives.
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now to ensure that what has happened too
not happcn again. The rcason for the forest
have been seen, first in the south and now in
is rhat the hardwood forests have been
the
allowed to die out and conifers havc been planted in
on the pret€xt that they grow morc
their
quickly,

Thc dcadline you have suggestcd must be brought for-

to

ward and American emission regulations must.apply in
Europe. I am sure that when we discuss this matter on

often
fircs

Thursday in the urtcnt debate that has been
rcqucstcd, the European Parliament will decide
accordingly. The worst aspect of this whole matter is
that it confirms the widely-held prcfudice that the
European Communiry can only agrec on an environmcntal policy reduced to the lowest common denominator, i.e. the slowest sets the pacc. I would therefore
ask the Commissioner in all seriousness: following this
capitulation on environmental policy, how can any
son of lead be given in progressive environmental
policy? In my opinion, it has lost whatever credibiliry
it possessed. It has not representcd European interests
but simply those of one or other Member State.

Thc Commission proposal is not only bad environmental policy, it is also bad economic policy. Ve will
only be able to sell our cars on the world market in
future if they do not cause polludon. The successes of
Japanese industry clearly demonstrate that products
that safeguard the environment can be competitive.
Part of the reason for Japan's lead in certain areas has
to do with the fact that they introduccd tcn years ago
environmental standards and regulations which the
Communiry is only now staning to discuss. The Commission proposal therefore reflects a vholly misaken
industrial policy. Vhen thc Commission iusdfies its
proposal by referring to the problems in the car industry, I cannot but ask why the devasting economic
damage to forests is not mentioned. Vhy is the horrendous damage caused by the poor quality of air in
Athens not included in the cdculations, and why is
health not mentioned? Ve spend 100/o of our gross
netional product on health, i.e. in an attempt to make
good damage which is in pan due to negleo of the
environment.

Prevention is bettcr than cure:

it

makes sense on

economic grounds alone.

I

believe that the Commission proposal

will get us

nowherel worse, it will put us back years and the
Commission is destrofng the positive image that
many people still have of this Communiry. If the
surnout in European elections falls, this will be one of

be

,

forests,
'$7e

end these childish squabbles about who is
for the past and turn our attcntion rc the
of the present state of atmospheric pollution. I
talking about this for fourteen years, Mr

have

but
ake.
thar
would
acid

One final sentence, Mr President.

\fith

all due respect
far as the Commission is concerned, and if it vas up to me I would
send all of them packing. I have had cnough!
as

(FR) Mr President, ladies and
Bomberd (S).
with approval to what Mr
gentlemen, I have listened
Ghergo was saying and rc what our friends Mr Gautier and Mr Linkohr were saying about the past and
the present situadon, which is an absolutc catasuophe.
But I should like to discuss somcthing which has not
yet been mentioned, and this is the question of what is

did not know what form it would

n in the near future of polryinylchloridc,

kt

us

done s
us set
ate

give chlorine and hydrochloric acid.
set to work to remedy what has been
that there is no repetition, no more fires; let
r effective fire-fighting systems, even if they
ly. It always costs more to have a fire than to
a fire. Ve must start'fireproofing'. And that
That is the solution. kt us plant
, Lct us plant holm oals. kt us plant oaks

should grow.

where
'$7e

ld reflect that the felling now taking place in

sh

st of Compidgne was planned during the
Empire and the replandng protramme currendy in progress dates back rc Napoleon III. Ve
be doing this in dl the forests.

the

fc

be the firct, I imagine, to tell you that on
at Mont-Dauphin, the President of the French
:, Frangis Mitterrand, u.ho will be among us
after tomorrow, announced the creation of a
environmental area'.

Let

6ll
the

kt
this

make the preparamry moves in the creadon of
rn environmental area' by making real

che

prevention, not by showing the pride of
who thought himsclf suonger than nature and

said

Ve

'

have beaten it', but in pannenhip with nature.
beat nature, because we are pan of it. Ve

come to rcrms with nature, arante
thar

Mr

I

taken the form of acid rain. It was abvious
SOz and NO3 being put into the atmosphere
ne day be dissolved by rain to give sulphuric
nitric acid, to say nothing of the probable

which

the main reasons why.

to Mr Narjes, this is the final srau,

now doing the same thing, I discovered yesthe Moselle forests. They are desuoying thc
conifers inevitably mean fire.

They
rcrdey,

fec*

Mr

a

iage', so as to spare ourselves the appalling loss
disappearance of the colour green from the
the eanh would represent.

(DE) I
Member of the Commision.
- and
firct like to deal s,ith Mr Ghergo's
Mr
's

report and then the question on air pollution.
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For many ycars, Parliament has convincingly and persistendy pursued the question of damage to forests
from forest fires and polluted air. In accordance with
the undertakings given in the past, the Commission
submittcd in 1983 a proposal for a regulation setting
out the principles and also provisions for the financing
of measures to increase the protcction of forests

against fires and acid rain. This

is principally an

economic, forestry policy initiative.

The difficult and dmc-consuming work by various
committces has been successful. The Commission
hopes to take definite acdon as soon as the Council
has reached a decision. Ve expect a Council decision
on this proposal in the near future, as the Council has
already expressed its approvd of the proposals in principle by adopting the Commission budget for 1984
which includes, at Parliament's exprcss wish, in

Article 388 Communiry action for the protection of
forests against fire and acid rain. I would like to take
this opponuniry of thanking all the committees concerned, and above all the wo rapport€urs, Mr Ghergo
and Mr Martin, for their excellent work.

The

Commission accepr Parliament's proposed
motion for a resolution without reservations and
inrcnds to adopt its recommendations. This also
applies to the proposed amendments; with regard to
Amendments Nos I to 7 we accept them in principle
but in some

cases

would prefer a different formulation.

'Ve intcnd to pursue this section of today's

debate

without delay and in line with our overall suatery. In
reply to Mr Coust6: the directive of 1 March is, as it
were, the parent directive covering all pollution from
furnaces or large-scale plant. It goes somewhat funher
than the outcome of the conferencc of the 'likeminded'in Ottawa.

The regulation on large-scde industrial incinerarors,
which is initially tabled for discussion, if not decision,
on 28 June, applied specifically to the reduction of
emissions from large plant, principally power sations.

Unfonunately, no decision can be taken on 28 June,
since, sadly, Parliament was not able to deliver its opinion before the end of this legisladve period. Ve may
therefore be forced to dclay adopdon until the end of
the year. However, the committce responsible has, I
am glad ff say, given me everlr encouratement to

working parry on air pollution irivestigated the tcchnical feasibiliry of funher reducing vehicle cmissions
and duly submiaed its repon at the end of last June.
At its meeting of 16June 1983, the Council of Ministcrs of the Environment instructed the Commission to

investigate the possibilities of reducing the lead content of perol bclow the levels specified in Direcrive
78/6ll with a view to eliminating lead from petrol
altogether. The European Council in Stuttgan also
adoptcd this aim. The Commission then issued this
second mandate to the workingparty. The concluding
report was also submittcd on schedule at the end of
February 1984. Last week, after evaluating these rwo

ERGA reports, the Commission adopted the basic parameters for a proposal for a Council directive on rhe

introduction

of lead-free peuol

and

for a

further

reduction in other harmful vehicle emissions.
The final version of the Commission proposals will be
adopted before the end of this month and can then be
presented to the Council and Parliament. A summary
of both ERGA rcports will be distriburcd at the same
time. !7e hope to obtain a Council decision on both
proposals before the end of this year, and I would at
this point again urge Parliament to make the necessary
arrangemens to enable it to deliver its opinion on
these Commission proposals as quickly as possible and
to finalize its opinion on individual points.

I would now like to reply to

quesrions

2

and 4 and to

respond to the various remarks and criticism made in

I would like to begin by
making one point clear: ve are not merely concerned
with damage to forests. The Commission takes the
view that air pollution from various sources affects,
firsdy, health and secondly, fauna, flora and surface
waters, as well as causing damage to buildings. Vc
have taken all this into account and are gradually
beginning to retrret that this imponant discussion has
been confined erclusively to forests, as if oncc the
question of forests has been setded, nothing remains
to be done. This mistake would rebound on those who
are not willing to accepr the fact of other damage, in
panicular to health. Personnally, I am convinced that
the fact that we are nor yet able to specify in detail the
damage to health is mainly due rc the fact that we still
do not have enough objective data, although we
eheady have certain significant examples.
tfie course of this dcbate.

press forward with the mancr in Council so rhar a srarr

can be made before Parliament's opinion is available,
so that the groundwork for a decision will already

My second point concerns Mr Pearce's remarks and

have been carried out.

sion lovels and have lcft it rc industry, engineers and
sciendsts and competitive market forccs to find the

I7ith regard m the question of vehicle emissions, perhaps I may be permitted to explain the Commission's
decision which has come in for so much criticism. In
reply to quesdon 1, I would remind you that the Community regulations on the limiting of harmful vehicle
emissions are laid down in Council Directive No 70l
220. This is the basic direcdve, which has subsequently
been amended several dmcs, most reccndy on 16 June
1983 when ECE 1504 was implementcd. The ERGA

relates to an issue of principlc. !7e have specified emis-

bcst tcchnical solution.

It

may be true that

in

the

United States and Japan, and rccendy in Australia and
Swizerland as well, i.e. wherever these problems have
been tackled earlier than in thc Communiry, various
types of cataly$ are currendy regarded as the most
viable technical solution. !7ith regard to these types of
catalysL however, I would like to point out rhar your
figures do not correspond to our observations. In our
experience there is a large amount of leeway in the
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calculations for the acual hardware costs of catalysts,
to name but one example. The justification for these
exua charges may depend on a large number of factors, and in the end market forces will determine the
size of surcharge that is possible. [n my view, at any
ratc, it is unjustifiable to claim that we can expect car
prices generally m rise by 8o/0.

As rcgards your comments on an increase in energy
consumption, I would like to point out that there are
widely conflicting views on this. I can tell you the
names of British experts who n ould be able to confirm
that the increase in consumption would amount to a
maximum of 3-40/0, and that for certain rypes there
would be no increase in consumption at all.
There is an important point here: even if there were a
short-rcrm minor disruption in the downward trend of
specific consumption
overall energy consumption
- general
uend towards
this does not mean that the
-lower consumption would be reversed by catalysts or
any other technical solution. This is crucial for our
overall stratety on energy policy. The reducdon in
petrol consumption that n e are aiming at will not be
threatcned by the catalyst or whatever other solution
may be found, e.g. a combination of lean burn with an

orydation catalyst.

Nor

normal

apply the appropriate standards throughout
unity. Given the lifc of motor vehicles, there
will be a relatively long transitional period during
which rere will still be a demand for leaded petrol,
for those vehicles which cannot be convened.
e Commission intcnds to propose that at
least
1989 the currendy permitted maximum lead
be reduced from 0.4g to 0.15g per
content
litre.
seeking

the

for lead and if

So

As far

the reduction of other vehicle emissions is
the Commission intends to specify that by
Community should require, in swo stages,
levels of nirogen oxide, hydrocarbons
monoxides for all vehicles to comply with
standard, i.e. the present American and
levels. Prior to this final deadline, an addiof emission reduction will be introduced,
a funher dghtening up on the levels

1995

th. t
and

r

the '
tional
speci

TC'

Given that a major proportion of existing vehicles are
already technicdly capable of using lead-free petrol
at least a third of carc currendy being sold could -be
convefted to lead-free perol without delay
the
- very
demand for lead-free petrol is likely to grow
quickly. To encourage this, and also to avoid the misfucling that ocurred in the Unitcd Statcs, the Commission intends to urge the Member States to make leadfree petrol available at a lower pricc tharr lcaded
petrol.
As far as the car industry is concerned, it is imponant
in view of previous engine design and the design fea-

a difference of opinion on how quickly
the transfer.

.,

sion's technicel datz. lZhat we had to consider were
the costs to individual car manufacturers of changing
their engines over to a new technology, and the investment and time this would take.

cally authorize the Member States
I would like to
- petrol available
emphasize this
to make lead-frce
- for the Community as a whole.
before the deadline

understood

speakers, there is no fundamental disagree.

Again,

Commission intends in its proposd to go beyond what
the proposer of the amendment suggests and to specify
that the completc elimination of lead should be compulsory by 1989. At the same time, aftcr this date, car
manufacturers will be obliged to equip new vehicles
such that they can use lead-free petrol. This reguladon
will apply from 1991 at the latcst to ner, vehicles that
have already been licensed. The directive will spccifi-

I have correcdy

the
menq
we can

does the assenion that engine size would have to
be increased by 200/o correspond with the Commis-

I would now like to deal with the measures proposed
in detail. Vith regard to the lead content of petrol, the

the engines produced in Europe that the
has assumed that sc/o types of fuel, i.e.
super, will be retained and that we are

in

1983.

States rrho wish to adapt to world
earlier are to be given the opportuniry rc use

standardized throughout the Communiry,
industry and consumers rc accept these.

Indeed these first-stage values are likely to be such
vehicles over a certein size the introduction of
rhat

catalyst would offer the best solution,

e

early as 1989. The Commission has
- I repeat
ltlc ty laid down the basic parameters, i.e. the leveli we
to see at the source of emission, both for
anticipatoqy national measures and for Com-

wide standards. The choice

of

method

has

entirely up to industry and the forces of comThe tcchnical details of these basic paramehave just been formularcd, will be pubt€rs,
lished
I hope before the end of the month
and *re also- intend to indicatc how we envisage the
on of the ECE cycle of tests to European conHowever, I reserve the right to hold this back
until
scientific and tcchnical discussions have
taken
They are aheady being borne ut
in rtturu,
mind,
, and will have a pan to play in the final adapworld standards to Europe.
tation

-

All

rhi

applies to motcrr vehicles with pctrol engines.

will

be

proposals for motorbikes and dicsel engines
ittcd latcr. As you know, the Commission
is the outcome of prouacted haggling in an

rc find a balanccd compromise between envi, energ:f and industrial policies on which the
could reach a decision quickly.

This ls the only way to achieve reasonable results for
the r
of the European environment and safeguard
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the uniry, not only of the Community's internal markeq but also of the lalger market of the Communiry
and the EFTA countries. I should, of course, have preferred to arrive at this result earlier, but the method
we have chosen is the correct one. The only outstanding question is what the authorities will decide as far
as

the time-scale is concerned.

Mr

Pearcc (ED).

Mr

President,

I

believe

it

is

within the custom -of our debates on such occasions
that one can put a factual quesdon to the Commissioner. If you permit me to do this, I would like rc
refer to the Commissioner's statement that the Commission does not know what the risks to human health

from lead in peuol are. I would like to ask him
whether he is absolutely convinced that he is right to
take all the steps which he is proposing to take in the
light of facts which the Commission evidently is not in
possession of.

Mr

(DE) Mr
Naries, Member of the Commission.
- correcting
President, thank you for the opportunity of
an error. I did not say that we did not know what the
hazard to health was from the lead in petrol. I would
refer you to last year's report by the Royal Commission in Great Britain, which goes into detail on this
matter.
Our uncertainry relates to the precise effeos on health
caused by NO,, HC, SO2 and the various rynergistic
effects of these substances both as dry and wet deposits. No adequate tests have been carried out, but this is
no reason rc follow your suggestion of neglecting this
matter for the next ten years until we have conclusive
scientific evidence.

I would like to come back rc what I wanted to say in
reply earlier, particularly to Mr Hutton. Following the
international congress in Karlsruhe last year at which
450 scientists from 18 countries discussed the whole
problem of air pollution over three days, we and most
scientists are completely agreed that air pollution is a
major factor in all those types of damage mentioned,

not only in Germany but in the whole of Central

Europe, Scandinavia and a large part of Holland, Belgium and France. There is similar damage in Canada
and the United States. The US government's decision
rc shelve this matter had to be reversed aftcr only rwo
years. Negotiations becween the United States and
Canada have advanced much funher, because the evidence that there is a direct connection benreen air
pollution and damage has become so clear that action
is called for.

It is precisely in the

interests of a preventive environmental policy, which I have always advocated, that we
if I may
should not wast€ a moment and should not
- that we
put forwerd tle lame excuse
be blunt

- wait 10
should first

or 15 years until

laboratory

research has demonstrably proved once and for all that

the formation of ozone and acid in the atmosphere
have an effect on the leaves and roots of Eees, on
human health, on surface acidity and on the drastic
drop in the pH value of soils. Ve should not do this.
Our decisions, as the Commission has always emphasized, should be for a preventive environmental policy.
In my opinion, and here I agree with most of the
speakers this evening, the damage to forests clearly
demonstrates that it is high time that we progress from
theory to practice, to prevent further damage.
(Apphuse)

Mr Gauticr

(S).

(DE) Mr President, at the

close

of

- like to make a personal comment
this debate I would
on a point of order. Following my speech, you were
cnricized. On the basis of my four and a half years as a
member of this Parliament
I have frequendy been
- in the chair I would
present when you have been
like to state that from my point of view you- have conducted the debates fairly for all political parties with
remarkable calm, and always let the discussion take its
course when you felt this was necessary, or cut it short
when you were of the opinion it was imponant to
come to a conclusion. I would like to thank you personally
and I am sure that many of my colleagues
- to join me for the way in which you
would wish
have, over the last four and a half to five years exercised your duties as a Vice-President in this Parliament.
(Applause)

Presidcnt.
Thank you very much, Mr Gautier. I
should like -to answer the question Mr Pearce raised a
while ago. I would ask you to listen, Mr Pearce, the
President now has the floor. You made cenain criticisms concerning speaking time, but in the meantime I
have established
I would ask you to note this
- made your criticism the Socialist
that at the time you
still had 27 minutes speaking time for this eveQroup
nrn8.

(DE) Mr President, I would
Mr von dcr Vring (S).
like to ask the Commissioner
a general question, following his remarks in reply to Mr Pearce's criticism. I
am sure Mr Pearce would be surprised if I were rc
throw rubbish into his garden and say: First prove it
does any harm!

Vould you not agree, Commissioner, that given all
the difficulties of producing proof etc. that keep coming up, it is dme to force the pollurcrs to first prove
that the harmful substances they produce do not cause
damage before they are permitted rc dispose of them?
(Apphuse)
Presidcnt.
Are there any further questions at this
point to the- Commissioner?
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Prcsi&ot
As that is not the case, I would ask Commissioner
Narjes to reply so that we cen conclude this item on

tion

Pearce, I do not make any distinc- Mr
'linle peoplc' and othcr members. Per-

the agenda.

haps

should have more confidencc in your col-

Mr Naries, Member of tbe Commksion.- (DE) l$ll
it in a nutshell. Obviously reversing the onus of

The

proof is nothing new in politics.

The

is closed.

put

Sfu Fred Verner (ED).
I asked to put a question to
- I am really very
the Commissioner because
surprised
to hear the Chair intenrening in the substance of the
debatc in this way. I have never hcard this in this Parliament before. I find it extremely strange.

I actually

x'ant to put rc the Commissioncr is: has he read the repon of the Timbcr-grovcrs' Organization on the question of acid rain and
their own findings on this matter? If not, I would be
vcry happy to send it rc him.
The question

The next item is thc report (Doc.

mittee
sumer

from the Commission to the Council

minimizing the exposure rc aluminium.

of y<
who

mean one thing and other occupants of the Chair take
the rules to mean something else. [f it were always the
case that Presidents used the same discretion rhat you
have exercised tonight rc permit a useful debate, and
indeed a very vduable debatc, with the Commissioner
on the point in question, that *'ould bc fine.

My concern

of this group with no
rights and no office in my group is that I am limitcd in
the speaking dme which is accorded to me. I am
limitcd by group to a certain number of minutcs. It is
very difficult to accept in those circumstances that
accorded by my group.

I hope therefore you understand my concern and my
wish that all the occupants of your Chair should operate in the same way. I hope that in the new Parliament
can, in fact, have a standard procedure which
accords to all the litde'people in Parliament, like
myself, the same terns so rhat ve all have the same
rights.

less

time than was wasted by the previous member,
s more enamoured of words than facts.

shc

as

Mr

has ac
covery.

tfiat concentrated aluminium, if present
rlysis is taking place, cen not only cause osteobut also a progressive neurological ryndrome
that ls
must commit the compercnt authorities in
Mer
Statcs to coherent, uniform action to guarantce the rality of the water used for this purpose.

The

<

when

About
rePort

000 pcople run the risks referred to in the
year, and the esdmated annual increase is
t00/0. The problem is consequendy one of
imponance, and the need for its solution is

80/788, which concerns the quality of warcr,
be completed, and then action musr be aken
the methods of dialysis used, and all the
of concentratcd aluminium.

as a backbencher

other people can speak for a longer time than the time

ve

urrcidupi (COM), drprty rdpporte*r.
President, I hopc I shall wasrc very much

(m

I

am being critical of yourself. Vhat is difficult for
Members is that different oocupants of your Chair
seem to conduct business in different ways. Ve have
repeatedly had this problem with Question Time,
vhen some occupants of your Chair takc the rules to

the Environment, Public Health and Con-

r-617/83
COM(83) 368 final) for a
relating- to the protection of dialysis

have not yet received any reports from timber grovers.
I should be grateful if you could let us have rhese.

responding to the question of points of order, because
there was some fault in the interpretation rystcm. I
would in no r,ay wish you to have the feeling that I

- Mr Ceravolo, on behalf of the Coma) by

1-1

MrE

Mr President, I regrer to say that
- of what
I did not hear most
you said when you were

bc taken at the next voting timc.

15. hotection of dblysis patienr

(DE) Ve
Mr Nerics, Member of tbe Commission
have had any number of documents on -forestry, but

Mr Pearcc (ED).

rrill

Stcp:

ld also be
guarantces for

used

taken

to impose

chccks and

all the commercial

products

renal dialysis.

I
that the amendments that havb been acceptcd
by the 'apport€ur and the Committee on the Environment rd Public Health make it possible for Parliament
act quickly, approving thc draft directive as
soon
possible and thereby mdcting the expectations
of Pa
undcrgoing dialysis
expectations which
for the most part-by this draft direcdve.
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prcventive measures and arrangemcnts

for

organ

transplants.
Wce-fuesident

(DE) Mr President, Iadies
and gentlemen! Unfonunately, the rapportcur cannot

Mrs Sctrlcichcr (PPE).

Mtr lkourcl-Vlam

(NL) Mr President, the
(S).
Commission's proposal for a direcdve concerning the

be hcre this wening and I would ask Mrs Squarcialupi
to inform him that our group also fully supports his

protecdon of dialpis patients is very welcome' The
rapportcur, Mr Ceravolo, has drawn up an excellent
report that bears witness to ercensive technical know-

rePort.

ledge to which nothing need be added.

Dialysis for paticnts with kidney complaints is the
third best solution. The best solution is prevcntion,
and the second best a kidney ransplant. Excellent
results have been achieved with kidney transplants,
and patients are most likely to have a better future
after an operation of tlis kind.

Vhat is the aim of this proposal for a

direoive?
Dialysis patienu run the risk of absorbing too- much
aluminium from the dialysis fluid. Thc reason for this
is the tap water used, which has different concentrations of iluminium, depending on its origin. Too high
a concentration of aluminium is very dangerous for
dialysis patients, since it causes a neurological disease
which is ultimately fatal. There are also cenain practical problems, as there is no standard method of analysing tap water.

The big problem vith transplants is the alarming shorage of donors, as the Commission points out in its

explanatory memorandum. Parliament discussed
arranBements for transplants and the coordination of
organ banhs during last yeals debate on the Del Duca
report. The Commission was happy to take over this
repon and promised to put forward further proposals
in 1984. In view of the large number of dialysis
patients, which will have doubled rc 120 000 in ten

it is high time the Communiry took action to
Lnsure better arrangemen$ for transplants in the
Member States and to attract donors. Unless the Com-

years,

munity takcs suitable action, many kidney patients will
be condemned to death because the high coss
involved mean that, over a certain age, no one quali-

fies for long-term dialysis Eeatment. The cuts in
health services necessitate this ghastly practice.

Tablc 2 of tle annex to the Commission's proposal
reveals that the number of patients undergoing dialysis
reatment varies considerably from one Member Statc

Vc

have criticized the Commission in other resPecr
but in this case I must say that it has done us all a grcat
service by taking up this matter. Parliament will lend
its full support. The Commission's proposal confines
itself to thc health aspect. But Parliament took the
view that this directive should also dcal with manufacuring and marketing conditions for dialysis fluid and
dialysis concentrat€s. This is the reason behind the
large number of amendments submitted by our committec, which, at least in committee, were readily
acceprcd by the Commission, for which we arc treta.tu1.

Mr Richer4 Member of the Commksion
- Mr President, may I say right at the ourcet that the Commission regards this as an extcmely valuable and useful
report. May I take up immediately the three points
that were raised in the course of this debate.

to

another. Ireland, for example, has 66 dialysis
patients per million inhabitants, kzly 238. That is
almost four times as many. Hour can thcse substantial
'!7as this also discussed at
differences be explained?
the mectings of the nadonal experts to which the

As far as a survey is concerned, there is already available through the European Dialysis and Transplant
Association t Ereat deal of information. Indeed the
Commission has worked closely with that association

explanatory memorandum refcrc? Should there not be
a Community study of this aspcct, and should possible
prcventive measures not bc included in a progtamme?
The cost of dialysis treatment has been very high for
several years. In addition, 10 to 400/o of dialysis
patients are scarcely able to go on working. Social
costs are thus involved as well. A transplant is a onedme affair and costs far less than years of dialysis
fieatment. The socid costs are also far lower because
transplant paticnts are quite capable of going back to

based its

work.
endorses this repon and also aPPro-ves
all the amendments sincc they improve and strengthcn
the directive. I hopc thc Commissioncr is prepared to
go along with my comments on a Community study,

My group fully

in producing the data upon which the

Commission

origind proposals. There is obviously a mass

of data, on, for example, the age of dialysis patients
and their distribution, which is available but which we
have not put in the report. But I must say to thc House
that I do not really think that an additional survey will
add a great ded to the statc of knowlcdge that we
havg of this partbular subject.

As far as preventive moasures are conccrned, I think
the honourable lady is absolutely right. If one can
prevent the causcs of renal failure from arising in the
first place, then clearly that is the best way of trying to
deal with it. Vc are at the momcnt engagcd in a certain amount of rtsearch to try and look at whether or
not exposure to solvents might indeed be partially thc
causc of at least some forms of renal failure. It is an
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Richard
area which, I rhink, lools fairly hopeful as far as the
research prospects are concerned and I think it is one

reuse

which the Commission feels rhat it probably will be
wonhwhile pursuing to see just what son of results we

Mr

can actually get from it.

ment

As far as transplants are conoerned. I do not really
think I can take the matter very much funher than I
have already taken it. The real problem with transplants, frankly, is the availability of kidneys. I do not
think that there is much that the Commission can do

the amendments and aecepting the need to
Commission's proposal accordingly.

finally,

I

should like to thank Parlia-

a report that is indeed very favourable to the

Commi ion's original proposal.
The debate is closed.

-

will be taken at the next voting time.

The

in the immediate future to deal with that panicular
and very difficult situation.

I

suppose

16.

it is true rc say, however, that the Eearment

of patients suffering from renal failure has been one of

the most outstanding advances in medicine over the
pa$ 20 years. Treatment by haemodialysis and for
some, indeed, trearment by ransplant has altered the
prospects and the outlook for people suffering from
this disease from one of early death to one of a pros-

:.
- The next irem is the report (Doc.
), by Mr Eisma, on behalf of the Committee
on the invironment, Public Health and Consumer
t-19

For these reasons I thought it would be appropriate to
to improve the protcction of dialysis patients in
the Community by ryrng m establish common stan-

l-890/83

on the drawing
up of contingency plans
t accidental oil spills at sea.

(Nll,

Mr
emerge

Com
ment,

avoid u
slon

rs

;ioned. These gaps concern, for example, the
Bay of
cay and the Irish Sea, since they are not covered by he Helsinki or Barcelona Conventions or by
the
Agreement.

dards.

of this would, of

e

To

Poses.

I

am therefore very pleased indeed ro see rhar Parliament shares these concerns and I should like to publicly thank the rapponeur and the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
for their reporr. The detailed nature of the amendments is a clear indicarion of their inrerest in this marter and, indeed, of the level and extent of their suppon. The various amendments effectively reinforce the
Commission's proposal by making the proposed limits
st{rcter, by making the dme table shoner and by iden-

tlffinS the need for good manufacturing pracdce in
the labelling of dialysis materials and improved marketing in rhe Communiry. I have no hesitation at all in

Conventions and the Bonn Agreement. fu
Parliament we must, of course, try to
duplication, bur the committee is
that the directive proposed by the Commiso fill cenain gaps in the conventions I

have

But

consequence

(NL) Mr President,

of

tions to
Pean (
by the

An indirect

rapporteur.

plans are needed- at both national and
level. The Committee on the EnvironHealth and Consumer Protection there-

the Commission's proposal. It points
in some ways ir duplicates the Helsinki and

fore
out

seek

course, be to allow those on longtcrm dialysis more
opponunity to travel for social or professional pur-

from the Commission to the Council
COM(83) 520 final) for a

the

pect of survival, and useful survival, for many years.
Funhermore, these years now hold the likelihood of
being productive in both social and economic terms.
However, with long-term renal dialpis there can be
complications. One of these has recendy been recognized, that is the complication caused by the absorption of aluminium. It is a severe complication because
it leads to the development of a progressive neurological disease which resula in a total loss of independence and indeed in death. Thus the benefir of reatment are lost and the prospect is a frightening one.
Fortunately, now that the cause is known, treatment
and prevention is possible. Not only is ir possible but
rcchnically it is relatively easy and the cost is surely
acceptable. Cenainly acceptable when compared and
considered reladve to the total reatment costs or
indeed the costs of carling for a patient that develops
brain damage.

Oil spilk at sea

work
has

Com

inrcrnational conventions do not enable sanc, imposed. A directive adopted by the Euromuniry, by the Commission, and approved
rncil would permit such action to be taken.
that counrries which adhere stricdy to the
r are not forced to undenake additional
to duplicate present effons, the committee
amendments Nos 3 and 4. I think thar
Narjes will also supporr these amend-

ments.

The

C

charge

other

rmission's proposal referc only to the dishydrocarbons and makes no menrion of rhe
of other harmful substances, and as all the
convendons I have mentioned cover
substances, the directive we are now

should do the same. One of the modificauons

during the recent review

of the

Bonn

rt as just such an extension to include other
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Eisme
'!7e

understand from the discussion of the repon in the

committee and the Commission's response that it
agrees to the modification the committee has proposed. This modification is covered by amendments
Nos 1 and 2 proposed by the committee. How impor-

tant this is is surely evident from the reccnr loss of
eighty drums of the toxic insecticide Dinosep in Danish waters. That was only a few monrhs ago. The joint
fleets of the Netherlands and Denmark were unable to
find the drums until fishermen from the small Dutch
town of Urk brought up a few of them in their nets.
This was very risky for these fisherman, but they got
very little money out of it.

\7hat the Commission's proposal does not contain is
-- more imponant than what it does contain. It makes no
mcntion of the financial consequences of disasters or
of the obligations and liabiliry of those who cause pollution.

It is not only the major disastcrs but also the many
minor cases of illegal discharging that cause a greet

It is now

perfectly possible, with the MARPOL plan,
to prevent the spread of an oil slick around a tanker
which has met with an accident. In the Mediterranean,
for instance, where such pollution would be an ecological caastrophe for the whole coast, this plan is now
operational so that booms could be set up around a
damaged ship to contain the slick and allow the oil to
be pumped away with minimum delay.

However,

I

should like

rc

discuss

a fact which

is

generally unknown, namely that only 250/o of the sea
pollution caused by hydrocarbons comes from ships
and accidents, and the remaining 750/o f.rom the land.
Each time that you have rhe oil in your car changed
and a company takes the old oil away to dispose of it
in some watcrway or another, ir ends up in the sba.
Each time the oil tanls of large buildings or large factories are cleaned, the resultant emulsion ends up in
the sea. In these ways,750/o of the sea pollution caused
by hydrocarbons comes from the land.

deal of damage. Little can be done to combat this, and
prevention is therefore importanr. This aspecr is mendoned in the Commission's proposal but not discussed

It

at length.

fish breed and where we shall one day be able to

The motion for a resolution tabled by the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection contains a number of recommendations

which might reduce the frequency of this practice.
Facilities should be provided in ports for the storage
and cleaning of sraste oil. The installation of such
facilities in the port of Rottcrdam, for example, cost
50 m ECU. So they are not cheap. But the cost to ships
mu$ be kept down as far as possible because other-wise
the temptation to discharge oil at sea in the tradidonal
manner
at night and in
will be too great.
- hand, the totalsecret
On the other
cosr-ro the whole of the
oil industry is estimated ar no more than a few cents
per barrel, and the European citizen will undoubtedly
think that worthwhile to keep the sea clean.

It is also absolutely essential for surveillance to be far
more stringent than it is at present and for very high
fines to be imposed on those who break the law. This
must be coordinated ar international level in such a
way that law-breakers can be prosecuted even when
they seek refuge in the pon of another country. This
problem must be tackled as quickly as possible rc make
the scandalous pollution of beaches and thc enorrnous
toll among birds every yoar a thing of the past.

Mr Bombard (S).-

(jtrR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, for many years now the record of oil pollution of the sea has been quite appalling. I think that
the Torrey Canyon was the alarm signal but since then
the severity of the problem has been brought home
more and more forcibly by rhe many accidents that
have occurred, each more serious than the last as oil

ankers have becomc biggcr.

is therefore from the land that we can moun! our

defences. Mr Eisma was absolutely right: it is the
inshore varcrs that we must protect, the waters where

develop fish farms
that is, as rhese warers
- as long,
are free from hydrocarbons.
Obviously, fish-farming is
impossible in sea which is polluted and allows no light

to Penetrate.

Do not forget that a mere film of hydrocarbons on the
surface of the sea acts as a mirror and prevents the
sunlight from penctrating. There is only one solution:
to make offenders pay, with severe penalties on a

In 1964 I gave evidence to the French
Parliament's commission des lois on protection of the
sea against pollution by hydrocarbons. In response ro
talk of making thc pollurcr pay, I said 'beware, when
the polluter has paid, he takes the view that, because
he has paid, he has the right to pollute'. It is absolutely
necessary for fines to be on a graduated scale, so that
graduated scale.

those who offend repeatedly are punished with
increasing severity. But how is rhis to be done? By
appllng a system of co-responsibility of all ships sailing under the same flag, so that even if they are not of
the same nationaliry, ships carrying the same flag
would be liable to increasing penalties. In Canada, for
instance, the first ship
registered in Liberia, for instance
had to pay a -fine of lO0/o of the value of its
cargo.- The second ship sailing under rhc same flag,
even if not owned by the same company, had to pay
10

times the amounr of rhe first fine. The third paid

100 times the first fine. For the past six years there has
been no third sime with Liberian-registcred ships.
There should therefore be graduated fines, an effective

campaign based on the combination of penalties and
monitoring. '!7e arc perfectly able to monircr sewage
waste, why not monitor those who make a trade out of
the waste from large factories or large buildings? And
why not recycle oil, as Mr Eisma was srying just now?
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Bomberd

I agree with Mr Bombard that they should be

Belierre mc, pollution always cos$ more than measures
to combat it. Vc just need to draw up workable rules

and then give no quart€r to those who break them.

itics have addressed themselves to this
thc conventions and atreements

The

Mr Proto,prpd.kis (PPE).- (GR) Mr President, on
thc opponuniry of this evening's debatc thc European
Peoples Party expresses its interest in protecting the
sea from any kind of polludon. The seas and coasts are
a souroe of life for man, and should be preserved by all
possible mcans. \7e therefore welcome Mr. Eisma's
repon with satisfaction, and will support his proposed

Vhat I would like to sress, to avoid
repeating what previous speakers have said, is that the
mattcr of protecting the seas'is not just a legal one, but
in largc measure also a rcchnical one because we lack
the tcchnical means to monitor cases whcre spillage of
petrolcum, oil or other harmful substances into the sea
takes place. The technical means nowadays availablc
resoludon.

compet€nt authoritics are meatre' and as a
result monitoring the cleanliness of the seas is very
cosdy and very difficult. Another tcchnical matter is
that altcrnative solutions arc not always available. For

to the

examplc, when someonc wishcs to disposc of various
useless substances such as petroleum, oils and the like,
and when there is no other way to do so, then the
tcmptation to discharge them into the sea is very great.
I therefore think that we should devote great€r attention to tcchnical research, which will provide us with
better means for the supentision of our seas and
coasts, for the immediate pinpointing of every instance

as witness

on Pror

to com

I

opponunity
take
Eisma, whose motion

to thank our rapport€ur, Mr
resoludon was passcd

for a

by the Committce on the Environment.
leave, I should like to say a few words
ancntion to the fact that some Member States
ady adoptcd various measures to combat polhave i
lution thc coastline. Ve must avoid the mistakc that
has br
made too often of adding new consraints to
those
existing, since the superposition of Comtcxts and national laws is not always a good
thing. his is why we support Amendment No.3 to

Vith

the C,

rmission's proposal for a directive.

On th premise that prevention is bettcr than curc, the
and Democratic Group is anxiouc to see closer
ion among the Commission, the European
Int and bodies specializing in the study of
pollution.
as

involving harmful spillage, and for the provision of
altcrnadve solutions for the disposal of harmful subst-

of the marine environment and measures
polludon of the sea.

r,ion

you

see,

I

have not excceded my two

Indeed, Mr Calvez, you did not excecd
- time and you made an excellent speech.
ing

your

anoes.

As a Grcek Member of Parliamcnt I cannot refrain
from mentioning the vital imponancc of a clear sky

(DE) First
Member of tln Commission
Mr
of all would like to thank the membcrs- of the Com-

and clean seas for my country. Ve have kept our clear
except in Athcns, where the pollution is excepsky
tional
and we must preserve our other esset, the
- not only in my country but along all the
clean seas,
Mediterranean coasts that extcnd for thousends of kilometres.

on the Environment, Public Health and ConProtcction, and in panicular Mr Eisma for his
report on the Commission's proposal. I wclreport's conclusions and the amendments
come
to extend the scope of the directive to include
substances other than hydrocarbons. This
is fully in line with the Commission's new
and complements the decisions that have been
aken
at intcrnational level, for example the
atreemenq which was amcndcd in 1983, in
1960
to include the combadng of polludon by
other
substanccs.

For these reasons my group, and I personally, will support this resolution with great sadsfaction.

(FR) Nk President, accidental oil
Mr Calvcz (L).
the proposal for a directive on
spills at sea, ro which
contingency plans refcrs, havc already been the subject

The

of international initiatives and conventions. This is not

ment

is a signatory to the Barcelona agreend intcnds to sign the Bonn agrecment in 1984,

of an unncccssary
of thc above-mentioned agrcement in the
niqy's rcgulations. Ve want to avoid any

the first time that ure have discussed this subjcct. In my
view, however, the Commission's proposd should be
extcnded m other dangerous substanccs, because the
sea should

(

should avoid the danger

not be treated as a wastc dump.

Cases in which oil tankers delibcratcly flush out their
tanls into the sea do admiuedly occur, but they are
nevenheless relatively rarc, since shipowners use

that

cleaning facilities at ports whcre thcy are locetcd near
refineries and fines also have some detcrrent effect,

also

ion of effon. The Commission shares the comviews as expressed in the repon and points out
specific recital is meant to rule out this danger,
must, hovever, be unequivocal as regards the
on the Member States. The Commission has
. the comments on the effora that must be
in the Commission and as part of intcrnational
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conventions in the various areas of prevendon, training and research.

during which the Commission has not put forward
many proposals, Padiament has tried to interpret, by
moving resolutions and asking questions, the legiti-

\7e will do our best to

mat€ concerns of European consumers, in the facc of
galloping inflation but also in the face of an ever-

speed up this work, within the
limits of our staff, which, as you know, is not as large
as I would wish, and to keep Parliament regularly
informed.

'The Commission acccpts the

amendments, except
Nos 5, 6 and 7, Nos 5, 6 and 7 deal with the question
of special treatment fior flags of convenience. In our
view, a general ruling is not currendy jusdfied. fu Mr
Bombard's example shows they are already subject to
strict conuols in pon and bcsides negodations are
going on in UNCTAD with a view to tightening up
controls as far as other causes of damage by ships sailing under these flags rue concerncd. !7e should wait
for the conclusion of these netotiadons before wc specify other measures for the ships sailing under these
flags and their owners and operators.

(NL) Mr President, I
Mr Eisme (Nll, rapporterr.
- if the Commission is
should just like to ask Mr Narjes
willing to accept amendments Nos 1, 2,3 and 4 and
rejects amendments Nos 5, 6 and 7. I should like this
rc be clear before we take the vote shonly or tomorrow.

Mr Narics, Member of the Commission.

(DE)

I

spe-

cifically excluded the three amendments- Nos 5, 6 and
7, which refer to the flags of convenience. I have
accepted Amendments No 8 and 9, presumably tabled
by Mr Seeler and Nos I to 4.
Prcsidcat.

-

The debatc is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting timc.

groving demand for health prot€ction in relation to
oonsumer products, as well as a demand, which Parliament itself has very oftcn made, for a different style of
consumption, a different way of interpreting the
requirements and the needs of European consumers.

This draft directive conserns solvents, the solvents that
the consumer does not see but which are contained in
the foodstuffs through which he takes his nourishment. These solvents play a very imponant pan in the
food industry, and it can therefore be appreciatcd why
thc Commission has made a proposal of the kind that
we are discussing this evening. It is undoubtedly an
interesting proposal, even if we have to say that it is
not very inspiring, and is by no means the most that
could be done to protect the health of consumers as
well as their interests.

The Parliamentary Committee on Consumer Protec-

tion decided however rc leave the Commission's proposal almost unchanged, showing special appreciation
the lists, that is, of
in this way for the 'good' lisrc
those solvents tlat can be used- in the production of
our food products.

Ve

have made rcservations regarding the many derogations. This diiective, as is unfortunately the case
with all the directives presented to us recendy, is full
of derogations. And this is an ugly sign, because
national considerations are given preference over tle
inserests of the Communiry, the Community dimension. This diminishes both the role of the Commission
and that of Parliament, which ought always to give
preference to Communicy solutions.

As
17. Foodstrff
Presidcnt.

The next itcm is the repon (Doc.

sumer Proteclion, on

the prqposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1-1111/83
final) for a
- COM(83)of626
dircctive on the approximation
the laws of the
Member States on extraction solvents used in the
production of foo&tuffs and food ingredients.

ronortew.

have said, we have been highly critical

rypes

- Mrs Squarcialupi, on behalf of the Coml-243/84) by
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-

Mn Squ{cidupi (COM),

I

(m

Thank

you, Mr President, for allowing me the-opponunity to
present this last message that the European Parliament
is sending to European consumers.

In five years which, for European consumers, have
been nothing much to writc home about, five years

of derogation

of all the

national derogations, t€mpor- this draft directive contains.
that

ary derogations
Taken as a wholc,- however, we have approved iq even
willingly, in the hope that it will be adopted as soon as
possible and not finish up like many other directives
that concern consumers, and that have lain for many
years now in the Council's drawers.

fu

regards the amendments that will bc put foward
and which will bc vot€d on tomorow
as rapporteur
I obviously strongly rccommend those- that have been

adopted by an overwhelming majoriry of the committee. There are, howcver, a few amendments in the
name of Mr Schlcicher, which the committee has
already rejected for precise reasons: these amendments

propose that in addition to the 'good' lists there
should be a 'bad' list, without taking into consideration the fact that there are a whole series of products
that would not be on either the 'good' or the 'bad'
lists. Ve consider that tlis might cause confusion, and
the executive Commission agreed with us. Another
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very delicate amendment refcrs to the resolution that
was adopted yesterday
Mr Tyrrell's repoft
on
- rc
the committces for the- adaptation of directives
technical and scientific protress. As rapponeur,

I can-

noc express a favourabli opinion because, in the Committee, this amendmenq which was put forward by Mr

Tyrrell, vas not discussed. For this reason

I

should

like the Commiwee, which was abeady very critical of
the amendment to article 8 that we put forward, to
give its views on this funhcr amendment on which,
however

I repeat

as

rapporteur I cannot express

- opinion,- and leave the decision to this
a favourable

Assembly.

This, Mr President, in bricf, is the repon on solvents,
the last directive
as I said before
that the European Parliament -has addressed to -European consumers, sending thereby a message of good intcnt, albeit
within the limits already stated.

Mr Turner (EDI, depaty drafisman of an opinion for
the Legal ,lffairs Committee.
I am speaking on
behalf of Mr Tyrrell, who was- drafuman of an opinion for the Legal Affairs Committee. May I say
straightaway rc Mrs Squarcialupi that her Amendment
No 8, which she has already proposed in her committee, is entirely acceptable to the Legal Mairs Committee and follows entirely their proposals. The problem is that there are regulatory commiuees set up by

the Commission and under directives. Here it is a
committee for ad4ptation to technology and scientific
protress set up under the original directive. It leads rc
possible amendments m the original directive on technical grounds because of advances in technology and
also because there may be occasions when the Commission actually decides it can apply sricter provisions
because of the advance of the economy of the EEC,
and for other reasons.

These committees are composed of officials of the 10
Member States. The Commission proposes amendments to its original proposals to this committce and if
the committee approves of them, then the Commission
acr on that approval. If the committee takes no act-

when, for instance, in the original opinion
it had not dealt with the matter which
comes up when the Commission proamendment to its original direcdve. In this
Poses
case
Tre*y of Rome has been infringed. The
Legal
tairc Commictee has brought this up on a
large
mber of occasions, notably last time on the
of gases from internal combustion engines
and
last night in connection with the repon by
Mr Ty
on the matter in general. On each occasion
has votcd and said quite clearly that it
the right to comment and give its opinion on
for amendment of a directive by the
ion, even though it is endtled a technical and
progress amendment. Ve insist on this right.
I can ' quite clearly on behalf of this Parliament,
which
almost reached the end of its term of office,
that
the kgal Affairs Committee is reconstiruted
after
elections, we shall take this matter to the
Court,
the Council and the Commission agree
that
has the right to be consulted when on
amendment of an original proposal
is done which the original opinion of Parliament did not cover. It is clearly contrary m rhe
Treaty
Rome that steps should be taken in such cirwithout a subsequent opinion of Parliathis

ofl

'

ment.

Mr Ty

I's report adopted by Parliament last night
that on all such occasions the Commission
should
its proposals to Parliament and Parliament
should y within rwo months whether or not it proposed
write an opinion on the matrer. It should
then,
hin three monrhs from that date, provide an
opini
If it failcd to provide ar1 opinion, then the
Com
ion could go ahead. It so happens that Mrs
s Amendment No 8 to Article 8 does precisely
So although she says she does not understand
point, in fact she does understand it entirely
and
already included it in her original proposals.
She
only slighdy changed the timeJimits, and the
Legal tfairs Committee does not object to rhat at all.
So
I say to the rapponeur that she already has

in her repon what rhe Iegal

Affairs

requires.

ion, then again the Commission will act on its own

proposals. If the committee refuses rc atree to what
the Commission did, then the marter is referred to the
Council ef Ministcrs, and if thcy refuse to act, nothing
happens. If they take no acdon, the Commission acts
on its original proposals. This means that there is a
secret veto on behalf of all the 10 member Bovernments. First of all, in the rcchnical committee on technical and scientific proBress and, secondly, in the
Council itself.

vote t

if the representatives of the 10 tovernmenrc
agree does the Commission act. This means that the
Commission is the cat's paw of the 10 tovernmenr.
Irft out of the whole proceeding is Parliament. If Parliament has the right to be consultcd, then it has not
been consulted. In cenain cases it has the right, and

36 and the matter will be delayed. I know
the C
ssion r.ill say that delay is an imponant
matter
is contrary to public interest. However, in
this
, They cannot possibly say thaq because they
have
eady admitted, in putting forward their case
under
100, that there is no presenr barrier to
trade
vith national regulations on solvents.

Only

In
itively
a

did
does

then

put fo
have

under

,

if the Commission does nor answer posthe question, where there is a proposal under
e for modification upon which Parliament
iginally give its opinion and the Commission
atree that Parliament should be consulted,
do not accept Amendment No 8 to Anicle 8
ard by the rapponeur. In thar case, I already
atreement of the rapporteur that she will not

this repon tomomow but will defer it
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Turncr
They are bringing forward this proposal to deal with a
potendal problem: if national governments were to
bring forward different reguladons on solvents, there
would then the barriers to uade. Therefore, there is no
reason to speed this matter up because of damage or
delay. I therefore propose to the House, and I know
the rapponeur agrees with this, that if the Commission
does not accept our proposals on consultadon of Parliament in the manner set forth in Amendment No 8 to
Article 8, then we will not vote on it tomorrow. '$7e
will delay it until the new Parliament, when we will
take the mafier up again.
Prcsident.

-

Thank you, Mr Turner.

The President-in-Office was not in a position to
undertake everything you asked for, but perhaps the
Commissioner will take a position on it.

(DE)
President,
Mrs Scibel-Emmcrling (S).
- are askedMrwhat is most
when people in the Community
urtent in Community politics one of the replies is that

the Common Market must provide safe foodstuffs
with no health risk. The citizens of the Community

have every right to safe foodstuffs. 'Ve must therefore

pay particular aftention
food.

to anything that is added to

The Commission has chosen the right way of dealing
with this sensitive topic. It has drawn up a list of foodstuff additives, which, as far as we know, do not present any risk to the consumer, i.e. it has named t,he
solvents which can be added to foodstuffs.

My group iue very grateful to Mrs Squarcialupi for
retaining this system, which we also consider the best.
The committee specifically confirmed this view. Parliament must vigorously oppose all attempts to rcduce
consumer protection in the Communiry and increase
profits for industry, i.e. any att€mpts m change this list
of permitted additions into a list of banned additives.
'I7e
therefore ask you all to vote for the Commission
proposal and Mrs Squarcialupi's report on behalf of
the Committee on thc Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection and panicularly to oppose
the concept of a list of banned additives as proposed
by Mrs Schleicher.

The other problem that Mr Turner referred rc in his
very interesting speech is, of course, not simple. ![ithout wishing in any way to detract from the quality of
his other arguments, f cannot agree with one of his
points, namely that this matter is not urgent. One
study classifies something like a third of the solvents
currendy in use as hazardous. 'Ve must remedy this
situation by submitting this report as quickly as possible, and by drawing up the list of permitted additives. I
rhink that this matter is urgent and would panicularly
ask the Commission rc reconsider seriously whether
they cannot agree to Parliarnent's demands, as formulated by Mr Turner.

(DE) Mr President, ladies
proposed directive
and gendemen! The Commission's
on extraction solvents used in the production of foodstuffs and foodstuff additives is supposed to solve a
major problem of health policy. In my opinion, this
proposal is totally irrelevant and ineffective. The
adminisrative work involved will be enormous and the
effect minimal.
Mrs Schlcichcr (PPE).

Unfortunately, the discussions in committee were not
very extensive, since this subject is too complicated
and tried the patience of those unfamiliar with the
mamer. The legislation is formulated in a manner that
is far too complicated for the problem to be solved. I
refer to the so-called method of lists of permitted
additives. Even if Mrs Seibel-Emmerling considers my

solution to be inappropriate, I am not in favour of a
'$fhat would prefer
I
are
list of permitted additives.
lists of banned substances: if a substance represents a
health risk, then it should be banned. This is something that can be controlled on an individual basis. If a
sysrcm of lists of permitted additives is m be used, how
is each product to be analysed down rc the last detail if
there are thousands of items on the list? In my opinion, this defies control. \7here health is concerned, a
list with clear prohibitions strikes me as a more practical solution than endless lists of permitted additives.

Panicularly

if,

as you say, Mrs Seibel-Emmerling,

there are at presen[ a number of hazardous substances
on the market, then in my opinion if these are not
completely safe, then they should be banned. These
enonnous lists simply generate bureaucracy. I have no
objection to lists of permitted additives on file with a
supervisory authority which keeps them under review,
on the grounds that the substances have been investigat€d once and up to now they have been proved safe.
But this is no reason for drawing up legislation with an
enormous appendix of umpteen thousand substances,
if the health authorities and the food control authorities are not to have any real powers of control.

I

tried to put this view in committee, but it did not
gain much support. I have submitted an amendment
and if this is not adopted, I shall not be able to vote for
this legislation.

(DE) Firct
Mr Naries, Member of the Commission.
of all the Commission would like to congratulate
the
rapport€ur, Mrs Squarcialupi, on her comprehensive
repoft on the Commission proposal. She has not only
investigated the basis for the proposal thoroughln she
has also considered the practical effects of its application, a task which the debate has demonstrated is not
easy. However, the basically positive reacdons of the

three parliamentary commitrces we consulted

have
assured us that the Commission's plans are feasible. In
many cases, the Commission also accepts the amend-

men6.

Extraction solvents form pan of a special group of
foodstuff additives, which are in general known as
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technical aids and which, as far as is practically possible, are rcmovcd from the finished product, in conuast
to foodstuff contcnts.

quite

would
the rie

In my opinion, many of the doubts regarding the principle of lists of permitted extraction solvents is based
less on the fact that the reguladon is hcld to be rco
far-reaching
the maximum levels were esablished
in cooperation- vrith the industry
than on a fear that
- the use of all techshe Commission intends to regulatc
nical aids in the same way. There is no justification for
this in general. It is true that the Commission is in
favour of lists of permitted additives for foodstuff contents, but it vould decide on an individual basis for
other substances and it would depend on circumstances whether a sfstem of lists of permitted substanoes were to be proposed, or a different systcm.

Anicle

The Commission proposal also complies with a request

by Mr

from the Council relating to cocoa and chocolate
products and coffee extracts. A general reguladon on
solvents would eliminatc the need for a number of
individual directives for the various sub-areas. I would

always

also like to emphasize that, in the light of thc findings

Coun

MI
tory ex
the
mlsslon
the
Process
Pean

munrty
the

of its
This
what

of international studies inrc the safery of various solvents in use in the Communiry, both the Commission

clear,

and thc Member Starcs would have failed in thcir duty

srnce

if they had not approached the problem both from the
aspect of consumer protection and of thc elimination

ments

of tcchnical obstacles to trade. I am convinced that the
proposal does justicc, both to qonsumer protrction

refer

and the free exchange of goods.
Before I reply to Mr Turner and comment on Amendmenrs Nos 7 and ll, which I will deal with at the end,
I would like to say that we accept Amendment No 1,
we reject No 2, Nos 3 and 4 are acceptable, we reject
No 5 and No 6 is acceptable, Nos 7 and 11 will be
dealt with separately, No 8 is acc€ptable, regrettably
we cannot accept Nos 9 and 10, and we also have
doubts on Nos 12, 13 and 14. No 15 may be acceptable.

colleague Mr Contogeorgis referred to on Monday in
his discussion of Mr Tyrell's report, is of a fundamental nature that goes far beyond this proposal and is
tied up with consumer protcction and the elimination

of borders. I must make it clear from the beginning
that I very much regret that I cannot agree and that I
freely admit that there are considerable problems in
relations betwcen the Commission and the Council of
Ministerc where committce work is concerned.'S7e are
permanendy on the defensive in our anempts to avoid
encroachments by the Council of Ministers. For this
reason, and for fear of creating a precedent which
would have wide-ranging @nsequences, I cannot
accept Amendment No 11. I emphasize No 11 as rhe
most far-reaching amendment on rhis matter. It blurs
the classical division of power berween thc executive
and the legislative
I would like to make myself

-

- thc constitution of the Communiry. It
of
to a confusion of responsibility. I reseffe

to contcst the mattcr berween the European
and the Commission at the European
Justice.

l's proposal calls for more than an obligaconsultadon of Parliament" It vould grant
n Parliament a modified veto of the Coma purely executive matter, possibly even on

of chance majorities. The

decision-making

be even longer, contrary to the Euro:'s demands for a European Comof greatcr effectiveness. Funher: since
ission would have more rights under
in the legislative process than in the full
, or even a committee process as suggested
yrrell, the Commission would be forced
use the normal process, even for minor
ities, as otherwise it would be depriving itself
n rights, if it urere to usc the full procedure.
ld be absurd and in my vicw cannot really be
Tyrrell wished to achieve. I wish to make this
ticularly in vieu, of the differences of opinion
Commission and Council on this maner,
do not wish to incorporate any funhcr elehich may endanger our position. I feel, Mr
t, that because of this problem we will have to
whole matter to the next Parliamenu

(COM), r*?portexr.

Mrs

to say
this
believe,

- (lD M,

contrary to what Mr Turner has said, I wish
I have no intention whatever of asking for

rc be sent back to comminee, since I
on the contrary, that it must be adopted as
Ve hope on the orher hand that the
estion, regarding scientific committces, will
institutional procedure indicated.

soon as possible.

other

follow

Mr

I would now like to deal with Nos 7 and ll and Mr
Turne/s comments. The problem he raised, that my

a concept that also applies to the inter-

r

Tr
lems

(ED).

Mr President, one of thc prob-

that everfiring
the Commissioncr said
to relate to Amendmenr No 8, but he

I do not know if it, was a
translation or not. I was referring to
No 8 and I would have thought all that
he said in reply to me was thar Amendment No 8 is
una(
to the Commission. In fact, the translation
through that No 8 was acceptable and
Nos 7
11 wcre not. So, may I ask him in a
to makc it clear that he is referring to AmendAmendment No 8.

of

ment I\

8?

Mr

Mntber of the Commission.
(DE) | wes
to Anicle 8 and Amendments -Nos 7 and ll
thereto I commentcd on Amendment No 11, as it proPoses

tl mo$ fiu-reaching

wish to
ing

amcndment of Anicle 8. I
my position clear on this most far-reachin ordcr to clarify the legd problems
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The debate is closed.

The vote will be aken at the next voting time.

I should like to thank Commissioner Dalsager for
remaining, but unfortunatcly there was not enough
time to speak on the repon we are dealing with.
(Tbe sitting wa closed at 12 nidnigbt)t

t.

Agenfu fir next sitting: sce Minutcs.
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ANNEX
Votes

The Rcport o1 p-s4,lings rccords in an annex the repportcu/s position on thc
various amcndmcnts as wcll as cxplanetions of vote. For &teils of tf,e voting the
readeris rcfcrred to tte Minutes of thc sitting.

BETI{ELL REPORT (Doc. 1-6tl84

-

HUMAN RIGHTS): ADOPTED

The rapporteur spoke:

- IN FAVOUR OF Amendmenr Nos l, 5 to
- AGAINSTAmendments Nos 2 to 4.

7

,

10

to

12

Expknations ofaote

Mr Adamou (COM).

(GR) Jesuir monls are famed for their hypocriry, and it

seems as

- in this House. Th.y were uncovered by what they had to say
if there are many Jesuits
about lord Bethell's report on human rights, a repon rhat can be regarded as a monument
to Jesuitism and hypocriry. Th.y spread their anticommunist nets to fish for violations of
human rights in Socialist countries, and closed their eyes to the crimes being perpetrated
in front of their very noses.

They made no mention of vho did away with Bobby Sands and his companions. Vho is
spilling the blood of the Nonhern Irish patriots? Vho implemented the Hitler-like Berufsverbot law in Vest Germany? How many Turkish and Kurdish patriots has Evren tortured and murdered? How many Palestinian women and children were annihilated a few
days ago in kbanon by the Zionists of Tel Aviv? They have nqt yer told us what happened to the 2 000 Greek-Cypriot patriots who, ten years ago, disappeared under the
Turkish invasion of Cyprus, and above all they have told us nothing about the great crime
of trampling on the most humanitarian of rights, the right to work. The number of unemployed in the Communiry has risen to 15 millions. Vho is rc blame? Someone said that the
presentsituation ensures freedom for his fellow-citizens. Indeed, ir ensures that employers
retain the right to savate exploitation, and working people the right ro remain-unemployed, poor and hungry.

Ve

denounce all this, and
vote.

will condemn the hyprocrisy of rhe Bethell repon with our

Mr Isrell (DEP).

(FR)
that I shall be voting in favour of rhe Bethell
- to drawInoneannouncing
rePort, I should like
of the items in this repon to thC attcntion of the House.
As you kno_w, elections arc always unpredictable. I therefore prefer to say something to
you now which I may nor have an opponuniry to say at alatrr darc.
Th9 AC-P-EEC Joint committee has decided ro ser up its own working parry on human
rights; this is an extremcly imponant development on which it was verytifficult to secure
agreement in Brazzaville.

Our colleagues on the Joint Committee have agreed that in future they will discuss human
rights issues y.t
$f European Community. This is going to be an extremely delicatc process. There should be discussions on all matters that the European Parliamint instructs us
to raise, but this vill have to be done from the standpoinr so which the ACP countries are
accustomed, in other words by directly recommending application of the fundamental
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rights,.namely the right to life, the right to physical integriry of the person, and the right
to a fair hearing before an independent tribunal.

I therefore

beg members of the Committee on Dwelopmenr and Cooperation and those
w.ill be sitting on the next Joint Commitee not to allow this idea io lapse but to use
all their energies_to ensure that the ACP-EEC working parsy on human rights becomes
{e tirlt forum of political cooperation berween the Euiopean Communiry *d tt r third
w-!ro-

Vorld.

Mr. chambciron (coM), in afiting.
(FR) During the debate this morning my friend
and colleague Mr Francis lVunz drew- attention to what we saw as the main dlfelt in the
Bethell rep-ort, which was its partial
both meanings of the word
rc the
- incould
- approach
justifiably suggest that the
hu-qra1 rights issue, so partial that one
rapporteur was
suffering from a political srabismus.

\7e had hoped that we could correct this distorted view with our swo amendments calling
for something we have been urging for four years now, the setting-up of a committee oi
inquiry on the violation
human rights within the Community itself. I note with regret
-of
and-concern rhar, apan from the communist and Allies Group,'dll the other groups v&ed
$ajn1 our sutgestion. On the other hand, it was considered desirable to strengthen the
Bethell repon by adopting an amendment from Mr Isra€l designed to rurn tlre hu-"n
rights issue into an unacceptable means of bringing pressure to 6ear in relations with the
ACP countries, which we find especially regrettable at a time when the negoriarions on
renewel of the Lom6 Convention are in progress.

Lord Bethell writes in his repon that
the Members of the European Parliament (. . .) as elected representarives, can be considered-to have a primary duty to speak out on behalf of individual victims (of violations of human rights).

Ve entirely

agree. But when the victims are Bridsh or Irish, are we supposed to hold our

tongues?
Because v/e are always willing to discuss human rights and violadons of them, wherever,
they occur, but are not prepared to do so in a blinkered, selective manner, we shall abstain
from voting on the Bethell repon.

MrsHammerich (cDI), in uiting.

(DA) The report seels to give the community
and Parliament-in panicular
more- tasks and treater powers wit[ regard to intervention
on violations of human rights- in other countries
norin the Community, of course. Ve
think that is a bad idea. The Community is too -economically fixated ani politically narrow to ake such tasks upon itself. The ACP countries are known to be against the Community imposing demands- on human rights as a condidon for trade and aid. The hypoc_.sy is perhaps most clearly apparent in the Communiq/s reladons with South Africaion
the one hand, mild condemnations of apanheid and ai best ineffective codes of conduct
and, on the orher hand, the community as the cconomic lifeline of the apanheid
rystem.

Nor have I forgotten thc scandalous treatment by Parliament's Political Affairs Committee of the Turkish opposition and peace movement, which came a long way to take
part in the Turkey hearing in April. Suspicion vas casr on many panicipants, ind their
t€stimony was brought into doubt in an extemely embarrassing manner.

Ve

feel that intergovernmental bodies, such as the UN, are much bette'r fora for the discussion of human rights and we also value the conuibutions of non-governmental organizations, such as Amnesty International, which do endeavour to pursue a line which is-free
from parry-political positions and economic considerations.

Y.. d9 not

approve of Parliament as a human rights tribunal and we cannot support rhe

Bechell report.
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Mr Spcncer (ED), iz wirtng.- I shall vote for this repoft hcause I believe that Parliamentt activities in the area of human rights havc been useful and productive.
The voice of the pcoplc of Europe as expresscd by this Parliament has been useful in rclation to the Third Vorld; it continues rc be uscful in Eastern Europe.'!7e nominated l-ech
Valesa for the Nobel Prizc; we will continue to work for thc release of political prisoners
in Poland.

I commend this repon to all those in Europe who care about human deccncy.
,c

++
COTTRELL REPORT (Doc.ba7/s4-NEV RELIGIOUS MOYEMENTS IN
THE EEC): ADOPTED
The rapponeur spoke:

-

IN FAVOUR

OF Amendments Nos

l,

14,17,19

w 22,27,30,31,

33 to 35

AGAINSTAmendments Nos 13, 18,23 and24-

.

Expknations ofoote

(DA) trher much deliberation, I will say that I can vorc for
Mr Brsndluad Niclsen (L).
the Cotuell report, panicularly after the amendments adopted to alter she tide and cenain
other aspects. It is issendally to secure individual freedom and religious freedom, which
.ust noi be allowed to be impaired by an unaccepable abuse. Given the disuibution of
powers between the instirutions, I will also vote in favour, becausc it is the Council's task
in the final instance. But it is right for us in Parliament rc present a proposal, so that this
'S7e
man€r can be takcn up in the individual'countries as appropriatc, but in cooperation.
which
is
able
to
organization
multinational
spiritual
with
a
kind
of
are confronted here
exploit situations in the modern world in an unacceptable way- I thcrefore feel that it is
also necessary to make an effort on a transnational basis to tet these things under accePtable control. i am also glad of the suggestion that it should be taken up by the Council of
Europe. I rhink that is the right place, as it is something which belongs within the purviev
of human rights, and there rhe matter can be dealt with in a vider contcxt. I would stress
that in the first instance I wish to associat€ myself with the defence of religious freedom,
and that is an essential reason why I will vot€ for this, which is a call to the governments
rc contf,ol abuse in these matters.
(NL) The adoption of the amendments has resulted in such major
Mr Croux (PPE).
- and resolution that we shall votc for it. Firsdy, there is now no
changes to this repon
threai to the freedom of religion. Secondly, research is no longer recommended. Thirdly,
we cannot ignore the dreadful suffering that many families go through as a result of the
abuses we have been discussing. \tre shall therefore vorc for the resolution.

(DA) Ve, Kcnt Kirk and I, abstained in all previous votes on this
man€r, because we- feel rhat religious questions are not something with which a European
Parliament, whose task is to develop European cooperation, need concern itself. Now we
are coming to the'final votc, and I must say that on this mattcr we have all reccived more
pcrhaps with
letters than on any orher subject we have dealt with these past five years
rhe exception of seal pups and banery chickens. Even so I think that, seal pups and battery
chickenJ aside, it is a mattcr which affects most people because it concerns human beliefs
and conscience. Such depths of feeling are involved here that I make no protcst over thc
fact rhat wc have taken it up, bccause Parliamcnt has so decided, but I do protcst against
any adoption of the motion, and I will vote against it. If anyone commits a criminal act in

Mr Msllcr (ED).
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getting minors to sign undertakings thcy cannot honour, why thep it musr be the criminal
law and couns of the individual Member Statcs that must act in these matt€rs. It is not our
concern. Ve should try to refrain from intcrvening in religious affairs, because it is a
qucstion of conscience for the citizens which is ar issue.

(NL) In the light of the amendments that have been adopted, I shall
Mls Phlfo (PPE).
vote for this repon,- wen though all my doubts have not been cleared up. I find it regrettable that in this extremely delicate matter, which has been the cause of so much human
suffering, our Parliament did not makc a morc thorough investigation of all the facts
beforc submitting this motion for a resolution. 'Ve hope that folowing consideration of
this problcm in our Parliament, for which after all the Mcmber Statcs must have a high
regard, the lattcr will be persuaded to listen to our appeal, to exchange information
amongst themselves and above all rc bring their own penal provisions up to date. Only in
this way can.much funhcr suffering be avoided.

tlr

(DA) Fifrcen years ago, I was a psychological expen witness in a
Petcrscn (S).
las'suit agtinst the- Church of Scientology and its prychological methods. They are and
they remain pseudoscientific and therefore dangerous. The dubious conduct of other new
religious movements has also been abundantly demonstrated. But that is not the point.
Any political organizadon, including the European Parliament, can only join with Montesquieu in srying, 'I detcst your opinion, but I would give my life for your righr to hold
it'. Religious freedom is indivisible, for no-one can define the boundary beffeen belief
and supersdtion. I must therefore vorc against the motion, along with rhe orher Danish
social democrats. Then there is the fact that the new religious movemenr have nothing to
do with the Treaty of Rome. People in my country will inevitably say rhar now the EEC
wants to harmonize religion too. All things considered, it is doubtful whether rhis initiative will promote Parliament'S image. Mr President, as my last words to the European
Parliament, I should like rc remind you of Goethe, a good European whose statue stands
just along the road from here in front of the Universiry. One of his well known sryings
was: 'It is in self-limitation that a master first shows himself. My wish for the next European Parliament is that it will exercise more self-limitation than the present one and
refrain from becoming involved with issues such as these.
(FR) The Communist and Allies Group will abstain in the
Mr Ch.mbciron (COM).
votr on the Cottrell report.- Ve explained the reasons for our unease during yesterday's
debate when it vas dccided to put this report on the agenda. I mu$ stress that the amendments which have been adoptcd today amply demonstratc that our anxiety about the con-

tent of this tcxt was well founded. The text that has emerged from our dcliberations
beyond a shadow of a doubt infinitely better than the one that we found on our arrival.

is

The fact remains,.however, that there arc still grey areas in this tert, and our concern that
a text should nevrir be used against the spirit intended by its authors, against the interests
of the freedoms that we seek to defend, obligcs us to abstain. I therefore have to say that
we shall not be taking pan in the vote on thc Cottrell rcpon.

(DE) am also speaking on behalf of Mrc Seibel-Emmerling
Mr von der Yring (S).
- have |liked
Mr Schmid. !7e would
to vorc for this report because we supporr its basii
contention and should not like to creat€ the impression that ve are influenced by the proand

paganda put abour by sects which abuse their power. But in its present form, Paragraph 2,

which sets out the very commendable critcria for investigating, evaluating and assessing
the new organizations benefiting from the protection afforded rc religious freedom is very
one-sided. All religious organizations must be equal before the law, before the legislature,
including our Parliament and in the eyes of the authorities. I welcome these criteria but
they must be applied universally.

And this is why I believe we should not embark on a major inquiry into religious move-

to accrcpt e general code of conduct which many
accfpt already as a matter of course. No legislation can be drafud in relation rc an indefinite quantity from which certain rcligious movemenr are excluded a pioi. Given therements but should urge all religious bodies
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fore that this would reflect badly on us, I cannot unfortunately vot€ for the repon and my
colleagues and I have no option but rc abstain.

(DE) I endorse the motion for a resolution conained in
of cenain new religious movements within the Eurothe Comell report on the activities
pean Communiry. Norurithstanding the viev which has been exprcssed in the European
Parliament and clsewhere that this represents an assault on religious convictions and the
freedom of religion, it is important to recognize that the motion for a resolution makes no
observations whatsoever on religious matters. Nor does it contain any value judgements
on any religious body. Ir simply comments on the practices of ccnain organizations which
curtail rheir members' rights of liberty as guaranteed by the dcclaration of human rights
and violate rhe law. The practices of such organizations create serious problems for many
of the young people who have succumbed to them and also represent a burden on the
state and society which foot the bill when the members of these organizations, cut off
from the social welfare s)rst€m, finally turn up suffering mental iniury.

Mr Hahn (PPE), in witing.

This morion for a resolution only seels to reconcile religious freedom with the freedom of
the individual. Ir does not affect any religious community which stays within the law and
respects the individual libcnies of its members which include, for example, the right to
renounce. The massive resistance to the demands set out in the motion for a resolution
clearly shows that organizations exist
which are axiomatic in a democratic sociery
which are not prepared to respect personal freedom.
r&

*rs

ENRIGHT REPORT

(D q,. t-67 I t4

-

EEGNAMIBIA) : ADOPTED

The rapporteur spoke:

-

IN FAVOUR

OFAmendments Nos

I rc 8 and 28;

AGAINST Amendments Nos 9 to 17,22,24

a

27 end 29.

Exphnations ofoote

(FR) The negotiations which have been proceeding for years on
Fuchs (S).
- to independence and application of United Nations Resolution 435
Namibia's accession
have been heavily impregnatcd with the rankest hypocrisy. Is South Africa really willing to
agree to independence for this country, which many South African leaders look upon as
an adjunct essendal to maintcnance of the dpdrtheid system? The United States claims to
be in favour of independence, but is it not making the prospect much less likely by insisting on the withdrawal of Cuban troops from Angola as a prior condition and refusing to
bring the slightest pressure to bear on Pretoria? As for the Soviet Union, is there a rcal
desire, underneath all the rhetoric, for normalization of the situation in the region, which
would undoubtedly lead to a diminution of its influence? In the circumstances, the positions adopted by the European States and the Communiry are all the more important,
provided, of courcc, that they adhere unequivocally to international law and admit of no
indulgence towards any of the panies concerned, especially South Africa, whose inadmissible apartheidpolicy appears to be supponcd by some Honourable Members, which I find
scandalous. Now that the amendments tabled by Mr L;ustcr and Mr d'Ormesson have
been resoundingly defeated, I find that Mr Enright's motion for a resoludon is still in line
with the principles to which I have referred. I shall therefore be supponing it and invite
the House to adopt it by a massive majoriry. The influence of our European Community
in Africa and the Third Vorld will be all the sronger for that.

Mr G.

(Apphasefrom the left)

Mr Pcarcc (ED).
Together with my colleagues I have tried as hard as possible to atree
with Mr Enright in- his repon. I congratulate him on what he has done in an attempt to get
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everybody on board. But at the last moment we find this business of Valvis Bay coming
into the argument. Valvis Bay and its islands are not part of Namibia and they have not
been for any part of this century. I honestly believe that it is confusing the issue to drag
this matter into this debate. They were ceded to South Africa by ueaty a long time ago. I
believe that rhe firct thing to do is to get Namibia to be free and independent with a
sociery which gives equal rights to all of its citizens and at a later sage to talk about this. I
fear that Mr Enright has allowed a litde bit of the traditional prejudice that we have seen
so often in this House against South Africa to come inrc this. I wish that had not happened.

I am happy to see that in Amendment No 6 he recognizes that six hundred million European curency units of South Africa aid go each year to Namibia. I hope that that point
goes home. I feel on balance, with great regret, that I have to abstain on this report,
although I congratularc Mr Enright on a great deal of what he has done.
(FR) The situation in southern Africa is evolving rapidly. In the
Mr Dcnis (COM).
view of the French Communists
and Allies, only independence, sovereignry and an end to
the suffering caused to the Namibian people by the inherent injustice of rhe apartbeid system mainained by the regime in Pretoria can guarantee a return to peace in the region.
The unwonhy advocates of apartheid in this House, such as Mr d'Ormesson, have just
been defeated, to my great delighl At this stage it is essential for the Community to reaffirm its total suppon for implementation of Securiry Council Resolution 435.

It

is especially important for the Communiry to declare its suppon for a real inrcrnational
drive towards this goal in that it has ties with most of the countries in southern Africa
under the Lom€ Convention, the current renegotiation of which offers the opponuniry for
the EEC rc make provision for the possibiliry of political and economic relations with an
independent Namibia. As long as the present situation prevails, direct official development
aid to Namibia would be incompatible with inrcrnational law and UN decisions. \7e
therefore consider that if the Communiry is to grant humanitarian aid, this should be
channelled through the NGOs, which are playrng an invaluable role, as we have often had
occasion to remark.

I should like rc express my appreciation of the excellent work that the rapporteur has
done and assure him that the French Communists and Allies will be voting in favour of his
rePort.
First of all, I feel that I should reply rc the question
Mr Enright (Sl rapporteur.
- the paragraph as I had it is deliberately placed in that posiconcerning Valvis Bay. In fact,
tion as a result of consultations vith the South African Embasry. So I do not think I can
be accused of rushing heedlessly into something there.

It is very clear in South Africa that there is a split berween the military and the economic
'lTalvis
people and also some of the white Namibians who will be remaining there who see
Bay ultimately as being very imponant indeed but, agreed, do not think that it should be a
linkage issue, and it is no pan of this report to make it a linkage issue. This matter vill be
taken up later.
I was very surprised indeed to see Mr d'Ormesson voting against Amendment No 8. Had
he consulrcd me, I would cenainly have included the derogatory tcrm 'Bantu education'. I
thought it was an altogether odd thing to do.
Finally, I would like to thank the members of the Committee on Development who have
kept good faith. Ve have negotiated long and hard. Their word has been given and
acc€pt€d and they have remained faithful to it. I am very grateful indeed to them and I
shall be voting for my resolution.
(Apphusefrom the left)

*
+rT
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BADUEL GLORIOSO REPORT (Doc 1-5el8+

-

EEGMALTA): ADOPTED

The rapponeur spoke:

-

IN FAVOUR OF

Amendments Nos

AGAINST Amendment No

I

and2;

3.

!t

**
SALISCH REPORT (Doc. t-170lt4

UNEMPLOYMENT AMONGST

voMEN). -ADOPTED

The rapportcur spoke:

- IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos 1 to 6,9 to 13.
Exphnations ofoote

Mr Effight (S).- I shall bc supponing this repoft most strongly. It counteracts the
vicious exploitation of female workers that is going on at this moment in the fields of
Kent.
(brghte)
I call upon the Member for Kent East, who is currendy there for a mere three weeks, to
make sure this does not continue to happen during the three weeks before I take over his
tenure of office .

Mn Hrrmcrich (CDD, in afiting.

(DA) Since 1974, thc Commission has been send- Member
ing economic guidclines to the individual
Statcs. The guidelines which Denmark
has received
and in the last analysis has followcd
have always been full of insrruc- public cxpenditure, in the social sector- too.
tions to cut back
Female unemployment in Dcnmark during our membcrship of thc EEC has been 23 times
Breater than it was before. This is due not only to the international economic crisis, sincc
countries vhich remained outside rhe EEC and stuck rc EFTA, such as Norway, Sweden,
Austria and Switzerland, have been able to keep their rates of unemployment to less than

one-third that of Denmark

'Ve considcr our EEC membcrship to be one
of the

causes

of rhe deterioration in the

working and living conditions of vomen which has taken place. And we regard the Commission's proposals et best as papering over the cracks and at worst as h1pocriry.

Ve

consider the Community to be a poor tool for the creation of equdity between mcn
and women. Independent countries are in a much bettcr position
in frec intcrnational
- conditions.
cooperation
to work for an improvemenr in employment and social

'Ve

-

cannot therefore support either the Commission's proposals or the repon.

Mrs Lc Roux (coMl, in witing.
(FR) This repon discusses mcarures which could be
adopted to combat unemployment- among women. Is subjcct is exccllent, as is irs intention.
By contrast, thc qudiry of the answers to the qrlestions posed by this issue and the remcdies suggested is thoroughly disappointing. At a time when the 35-hour week is a live issue
everywhere in Europe, espccially in the Federal Republic of Germany at this momcnt, this
motion for a rcsolution contains no proposals for reduction of woiking rime on a sufficiently significant scale to makc a contribudon to a reduction in unemployment.
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This omission is especidly regretable when the Cinciari Rodano resolution adopted-in
January 1984 by thi European Parliamcnt called for a reduction of the working week for
women to 35 hours without loss of pay.
Moreover, the store ser on rhe solution of temporary work in the motion for a resolution
does not square with the French Govetnment's findings on the staors of women.
The French Government has oftcn commentcd on the fact that more extensive recourse to
pan-time employment would have the effect of dwaluing women's work and discriminating against them indirectly. The Communists agree with this view. Since our amendments
hare not been adopted, tlte morion for a resolution from the Committee on Social Affairs
is still unsatisfactory and represents a considerable retrograde stcp compared with theresolution adopted by the European Parliament on a motion from the Committee of
Inqury into the Situation of Vomen in Europe. Ve shall therefore not be supponing it.
rr'

*rc
MAIJ-VEGGEN REPORI (Doc.

t'451t4-

SOCTAL SECI'TRITD: ADOPTED

The rapponeur spoke:
4 (lst pan) and 6;
- IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos
Nos 4 (2nd pair.t),7 to 9 and 12.
- AGAINST Amendments

Expknation ofvote

(GR)The repon by Mrs Maij-Veggen is characterised as
Mr Ephrcmidis (COM)
provisional by its author-herself. For us, it is something worse sdll: it is superficial. Of
course this superficiality is hardly her fault, since she claims, and rightly so, that she did
not have enough facts and figures, in general concerning the subject she was dealing with,
but also of a comparative nature concerning how the matt€r is ueated in each country
the Commisand this is a f.act
within the Community. Besides, she claims
- that even
sion's own documents concerning matt€rs of social security are unclear and vague. Howcver Mr Presidcnt, what cmerges clearly from this vatueness and lack of clarity is the
Commission's inrcntion to procced with the sought-after convergence in limiting and curtailing social and security provisions for working people, on the well known argument
rhat such provisions prevent the Communiqy's products from being competitive. This pretence conoeals thc truth thar it is the profits made by vestcd interests that make the Communiry's products uncompetitive. Despitc the fact that the report and tle Commission's
document show some artempt to improve matt€rs, I would like to remind us all, Mr Presidcnt, of the wcll-known saying 'beware of Danaeans, cven vhen bearing gifu'.
'Ve Greek working people arcvery wary of the Communiry, and we well knov what lies
bchind some mcasures on behalf of working people. For this reason, we shall abstain from
voting.
r!'

*:$

CA&VHZ REPORT (Doc. t -66/ t4

SOCLAL LEGISLATION) : ADOPTED

-

The rapponeur spoke:

-

IN FAVOUR OF AmendmentsNos2lo6,l0andll;
AGAINST Amendments Nos 1,7 to

9.
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Expkrutionofoote
Mrs Hammerich (cDI), in witing
(DA) The proposal recommends the harmonization of the Member States' social legislation.
It appears that the primary intention is to
Prevent dismrtions to competition, in other words the aim of the harmonization is first
and foremost to prorec the profits of the producer.
In Denmark we are opposed to such harmonization, because we consider that social legislation is a sovereign nadonal prerogative.

AII social protress
at all times and in all places
has been made by people fighting for
- existence,
- work. Also progresi
better conditions of
where they live and
in the individual
counries has provided impetus and examples for people in other counrries. !7e thus take a
positive view of international cooperadon but not of compulsory uniformiry and directives
which take away the initiative from the individual narions, thereby impeding social protress.
As an example

of_ successful initiatives, the repon mendons the provisions for equal treatment of men and women. For your information I would inform you that Norway and
Sweden
independendy of the EEC
have implemented provisions thar are far'more

-

ProSresslve.
'S7e

-

cannot therefore support the proposal.
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IN THE CFIAIR: MR MOLLER
Wce-hesident

(Tlte sitting ans opened at 1 0 a.m.)

the minutes on page 31 is thc list the President read
out yestcrday. If there $e aurty amendments to it, they
must be submitted at tlree o'clock and then a vote will
be taken. '!7'e cannot do it any orher way. Ve cannot
alter thc list which the President has presented and
which has been included in these minutes.
( Parliamett

l.

apprtved the minrte s )t

Approoal ofmin*tes

2. Prelininary drafi brdget

The minurcs of yesterday's sitting have
been distributed.
If tlere are no objections, I shall
Pr,esidcnt.

1985 (Sutement by the

Commission)

consider them approved.

(NL) l,tk President, on page 20
IVIts Vichoff (S).
- is a list of motions for resolutions,
of the minutcs there
including one by Mrs Viehoff, Mr Albers and Mr
Glinne on the Iranian atom bomb, which is followed

by a second motion on tle mission of seven Arab
countries. On page 31 there is an announcement for a
joint debatc on the Gulf war. There is no menrion of
the Iranian bomb hcre. I thought it was thc same
motion. Is that a mistake?
Presidcot.
The question which Mrs Viehoff raises
- objection
concerns an
to the list of topical and urgent
debatcs. You can raise your objections ar three
o'clock. For thc moment we are discussing only the
minutcs.

(S).
(NL) Ve are talking about the
approval of the minutes,
Mr President, and I see that
the motion in question is not included in the joint
debate in the minutes. I thought that this maner
should be brought up at this point. If I do it this aftcrnoon, I shall be politcly told thar I failed to do it when

Mtt Yichoff

the minutcs were being approved.

Mrs Viehoff, if you do not agree wirh
-it stands in the minutcs,
you can say so at
three o'clock. This has nothing ro do with the minutcs.
Presfolcnt.
thc list as

Mrr Viehoff (S).

(NL) That is not rhe point, Mr

- is that the nimutcs do not list for
President. The point
joint
a
debate on the Gulf war an urgenr motion for a
resolution which was tabled in time. I think ir should
be included in the joint debatc. I am asking if there has
been a mistake in missing out this particular motion.
You have not answered my question. I just want to
know why the modon is not listed for the debatc. I
cannot do anything this afternoon because thcn I have
to propose urgency. My request is simply to include a
panicular motion in thc joint debate. Obviously a mistake was made yesterday.

Prcridcnt.
Mrc Viehoff, the minutes cannot include
something -which was not said yesterday, and the list in

Prcsidcnt.
Thc next item is the statemenr by the
- on
Commission
the preliminaqy darft budget of the
Communities for the 1985 financial year.

Mr Tugcndhag Vice-hesi.dett of tbe Commission.
Mr President, thir is the eighth dme that I have presented in this Parliament, on the Commission's behalf,
a preliminary draft budgct of the European Communities for the fonhcoming year. It is also, I anticipatc,
the last occasion on which I shall be doing so.

The preparation of the Communiq/s budget has not,
alas, become any easier over the years. On this
occasion the Commission's work took place against a
background of intcnse discussion in the Council and in
thc European Parliament on the future development of
Communiry policies and of the Communiqy's financial
and budgetary regime. These discussion are, of course,
not yet over. However, the Commission has sought rc
take account, to the maximum extent possible, both of
the decisions which have been taken and those which
seem to be in prospect. Of these decisions, one of the

most fundamental is, of course, that concerning an
increase in the own resources potentidly available to
the Community. Vhcn I presentcd, ar around this time
last year, the Commission's preliminary draft budget

for the

1984 financid year,

I

observed

rhat

1984

seemed likely to be the last year for which it would be

for the Commission ro propose a valid and
credible budget within rhe confines of the existing
own-resourc€s ceiling. It is for rhis reason that rhe
Commission has consistently sressed the urgency of
early agreement on new ,urantements for the financing of the Community, proposals for which have been
on the able since last May.
possible

In the errenq as a result of the decisions which were
taken in response to rhe Commission's suggestions for
the reform of the common agricultural policy, supplementary financial means over and above rhe 10lo limit
of VAT will be required already in 1984, if the Communiq/s financial obligations relating to this budget
year are to be discharged within it. The Commission
has, as the House knows, presenrrd a legislative pro-

t

Witten dechratiots (Rde 49 of the Ruhs of hocedurc):see
Minutcs.
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m ECU votcd in the

1984 budget and the
m ECU which the Commission currendy esti-

posal designed

to obtain these additional resources
and Parliament's opinion on that proposal is eagerly

16 500
18 631

awaited.

mates will actually be required for EAGGF Guarantee
in 1984. The Commission maintains its policy aim that
EAGGF Guarantee expenditure should, expressed as a
rolling three-yea/s average, trow at a rarc lower than
that of the Community's own resource base. This aim
cannot as a result of the decisions taken by the Council yet be fulfilled in relation rc past years, but the rela-

As regards 1985, the Commission is presenting its preliminary draft budget on the asumption that as a result
of decisions to be taken before the adoption of the

budget, own resources in excess of the current ceiling
will be made available rc the Community in the course
of the budgeary year. The Commission has also had

in mind the aim, which has underlain recent discussions in the Communiry, of achieving a significant
revival of action at Communiry level in a number of
priority fields, while at the same dme, ensuring that
Community expenditure represenr the most costeffective use possible of the resources deployed.

The budget, which the Commission is
today, therefore seeks to reflect

a

presenting

of the policies at Communiry level, and what is attainable in terms of the overall constraints on public
expenditure in the Community and the requirements
of sound budgeary disciplinc. The Commission has
also paid heed to the general objectives affirmed in
Parliament's resolution on the guidelines for the budgetary policy of the Communities for 1985. The Commission broadly shares Parliament's view of the priority needs facing the Community and has sought to
reflect these priorities in its own choice of budgetary
options. In doing so, the Commission has, however,
had to take account of the need, in the first place, to
propose appropriations which will enable the Communiq/s existing commitments so be honoured.
These commitments arise not only in those expenditure areas designated as compulsory in the technical
sense and which govern over cwo-thirds of the budget,
they also arise in the field of non-compulsory expenditure. The techniquc of dissociatcd appropriations used
in many areas of such expenditure means that a significant volume of payments will be required in 1985 simply in order to finance the commitments which have
been contracted in previous years' budgeary exercises.
Against this background the Commission is presenting
the following principal expenditure proposals.

deal first with EAGGF Guarantee. For EAGGF

Guarantee the Commission's proposal is based on the

best technical estimate we can currently make for
expenditure requirements in 1985 on the basis of the
existing regulations and without assuming any adjustment of these regulations in the context of the 1985

price decisions. This estimate amounts to 18 965 m
ECU.'In addition, the Commission considers that a
special Communiry destocking programme is necessary in view of the exceptionally high levels of stocks

of

I now turn to non-compulsory

expenditure. For noncompulsory expenditure the Commission has borne in
mind rhat the maximum rate established under
Article 203, parugrtph 9, of the Treaty is 8.5%.

proper bdance

berween what is desirable in terms of the development

I

of 3-70/o proposed for 1985
appropriations in relation to actual 1984 expendiure
esrimarcs would be consistent with such a guideline in
the future.
tively modesr increase

cenain products, noably buuer, skimmed milk

powder and beef. 350 million is proposed for this programme. Toal EAGGF Guarantee expenditure proposed by the Commission thus amounts to 19 315 m
ECU. This figure needs to be compared with the

The application of this maxmum rate to the base of
non-compulsory expenditure of 1984, excluding
expenditure on special measures in favour of the
Unircd Kingdom and Germany, would result in a total
amount of 6 103 m ECU, of which about hdf would
be needed for commitments which the Communiry
will already have entered into before I January 1985
and which will have to be honoured in that year.

This imponant rate of commitments, already entered
into in the past, means that a limitadon of payment
appropriations to no more than the maximum rate
would, on the assumption of a normal realtionship
berween payments and commitments, leave room for
only a very limited allocation of new commitment
appropriations in 1985. The Commission does not
believe that it would be right in this way to amputate
the Communiq/s existing policies, or to abort its new
ones. In order to maintain a reasonable rhythm of
dwelopment in its existing policies and to allow scope
for the development of cenain nev actions and initiadves, a rate of increase somewhat in exccss of the
maximum ratc is, in the panicular circumstances of
1985, justified. The Commission is thcrefore proposing an overall increase of non-compulsory expenditure
amounting, in both payments and commitments, to
12.750/0, that is to say, one-and-a-half times the maxi-

mum rate. This will allow the maintenance in real
terms of all the Communiqy's existing actions in the
structural and sectoral fields, together with rhe selective intensification of some of them in line urith the
Commission's policy proposals and priorities.
For both the Regional and Social Funds, the Commisslon Proposes rncreases rn commrtment appropflauons
designed to ensure the same level of accivity in real
terms in 1985 as in 1984. In view of an estimated rate
of infladon in rhe Communiry of 5.10/0, the amounts

in

nominal tcrms

in the 1984 budget have

been

increased by this ratc. This rate of increase falls shon

of the Commission's and Parliament's long-term
policy objective in these fields, bur a higher ratc would
give rise to insuperable problems on payments given
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the Communiq/s overall budgetary situation. Even
this level of increase for commitments may make it
necessary to reduce the rate of advances paid under
the Social Fund in 1985. The Commission will, if and

Mr Christophcr Jeckson (ED).
Mr President, I am
rising to prote$
and I apologize
for intcmrpting

when appropriatc, make a proposal to this effect.

nothing whatsoever to do with the Commissionet's
speech, and I would be grateful if you could use your

The proposed increases in appropriations for payments
are 16-30/o for the Regional Fund and 12.80/o for the

authoriry to cause the filming to sease.

Social Fund.

(Applause)

Elsewhere, the Commission has given

a

panicular

budgctary prioriry to research, the Mediterranean pro-

grammes and transport. This corresponds largely rc
the priorities formulated by the Community's other
institutions. In panicular, they are consistent with the
draft conclusions of the European Council and with
the European Parliament's guidelines for budgetary
policy.

In the field of research, the implementation of specific
actions follows the objectives and criteria set out in the
Communiry framework programme for 1984-87,
adopted in July 1983. \Tithin such a framework, the
Council has now agreed rc the Esprit programme. The
figures put forcrard in the preliminary draft budget
correspond rc the financial information conained in
this programme. Appropriations for other research
activities have also been increased, taking into account
the need for budgetary discipline and according to the

priorities outlined by the Commission. The Commission has thus direcdy responded to the injunction in
point 8 of Parliament's 1985 budgetary guidelines proposal.

For the Mediterranean programmes, the Commission
proposes 150 m ECU in commitment appropriations
which would enable a substandal start to be made in
implementing concrete measures in this field in 1985.
In the field of development aid, and especially for the
fight against hunger in the world, the Commission's
proposals envisage

the adoption of

programmes

involving the same quantities as those proposed in the
Commission's preliminary draft budget for 1984. Similarly, the allocation proposed for aid to non-associated
developing countries is of the same order of magnitude as proposed by the Commission last year.

The preliminary drak budget also includes a provision
aheady created by the European Parliament in the
1984 budgeu This will enable the EDF to be introduced into the budget when the current negotiations
have been concluded. The Commission reserves the
right rc propose at a suitable time any adjustments that
may be required.

Mr President, I would now like to say a few words
about the correcdon of budgetary imbalances. Under
this heading, the preliminary draft budget contains no
provision for spccial expenditure measures of the kind

undertaken
assumes. .

.

in

previous ye.us.

The

Commission

-

the Commissioner

at the filming activities going on

in the comer of- the Chamber there which

have

Presi&nt.
Mr Jackson, you should not interrupt a
- the Commission.
Member of
If Members are being
inconvenienced by the filming, we must ask the television team to go outside. If the filming is proving a distraction, then it must be done outside or in the lunch
break

-

to that extent, the Members'views should be

respected.

Mr Fergusson (ED).

Mr President, this Chamber

is

- Look at it! The person being
being used as a studio.
photographed is also being interviewed. It cannot happen in a Parliamentary Chamber, especially when the
Commissioner is talking. Those people must Bo out
and you must order them out.
Prcsident.
ask both the cameraman and the
- Iis must
Member who
being filmed to leave the Chamber.

Mr Rogers

(S).
Mr President, I find this absolutely
- last five years, you have had Memappalling. For the
bers of this Parliament continually sanng that the
press and television do not come here and repon what
is happening, that it is a backwater Parliament, that
they do not get publicity. Yet suddenly the British
Conservatives get very touchy about this horrible

budget being presented, and so on.

I must ask that the filming be done out- means
this
that rclevision teams won't come
here in future, then it can't be helped. They are only
allowed to work in here on condition that they do not
Prcsidcnt.

side.

If

inconvenience the Members.

Mrs Castle (S).
Mr President, I do wish to make a
- of
very serious point
order. It is the normal practice
for cameras to be allowed into this debadng Chamber.
I have sat here many a time blinded by the lights that
have been directed at Commissioner Tugendhat and I
have never complained, because I am glad that the
media do take an interest in what we do. So I think it
would be wront for you to arbitrarily order a camera
out of this Chambcr if a Member wishes to be filmed
against thc background of an actual sitting of the
House. It happens all the time. Mr President, I beg
you not to amend the Rules unilaterally but to take a
norc of the point of order and have it discussed in the

proper place.
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when the Bureau Bave perPresidcnt.
- Mrs Casde,
mission for tclevision rcams ffr come in here, it was on
condition that Members were not inconvenienced.
Now there arc Members who feel that thcy are being
inconvenienccd because there is an interview nking
placc as well. Perhaps there are people here who want
to hear Mr Tugendhat and do not want to be distractcd by TV cameras.

Mr Tugcndheg Vce-hesident of tbe Commission.
Mr President, I notcd with interest what Mrs Casde

said about being blinded, but I may say that I have
more ofrcn fclt as if I were a satcllitc in her firmament
rather than the other vay about.

(Irughter)

The Commission recognizcs, hof,rever, that even
though tle new decision by the Council on own
resouroes can be expecrcd to have been teken before
the cnd of this ycar, the national parliamentary procedures which will be required in order to achieve ratification of this decision may not necessarily have been
complercd. Until they have been completcd, there is
no legal authoriry enabling the Commission rc cdl up
VAT in excess of 1010. Nor would rhe budget authoriry, in adopting a budget geared to expenditure in
exccss of 1010, have the legal certainty that, as required
by Anicle 199 of thc Tretty, the revenue and expenditure shown in the budget would be in balance. In the
Commission's view it is essential that at the moment of
the adoption of a budget there exists an absolutc and
unqualified assurance that revenues corresponding to
the proposed expcnditure will in all circumstanccs be
available.

Mr President, I

was going to say a few words about
budgetary imbalances. Indeed, I think I did say that
the preliminary draft budgct contains no provision for
spccial expenditure measures of the kind undertaken
in previous years. The Commission assumes, in the
light of discussions on this subject currently under way

Given the inevitablc uncertainry which is attached rc
the completion or to the timing of the completion of
national parliamentary procedures, the Commission
does not think it would be proper for the budget auth-

ority to adopt a budget for 1985 geared to

a

VAT ratc

in the contcxt of the Communiq/s future financing,
that any correction in respect of 1984, to be imple-

of l.l2o/o withour

mented in 1985, will not affect the level of Communiry
expenditure. In so far as thesc procedures involve
modulation of Member States' payments of VAT, the
Commission will present the appropriate proposals for
the rectification of the revenue provisions of the
budget once the necessary legal base for such modulation has been esablished.

The Commission is therefore proposing that the
Council should, before the adoption of the 1985

The subject of financing is obviously an imponant one
this year. The total volume of expenditure proposed
by the Commission for 1985 amounts to 28 104 million ECU in payment appropriations and 30 228 mil-

lion ECU in

commitment appropriations. Taking

aocount of the estimates of the availability of customs
dudcs and agricultural levies as well as the miscellaneous rcvenue, this lwel of expenditure will require a
VAT ratc of. l-120/0. The Commission assumes, as I
indicatcd at the outsct of my remarls, that bcfore the
adopdon of the 1985 budget in December this year
agreement will have becn reached in the Council on a
proposal allowing additional VAT revenues beyond
the present 10/o cciling to bc called up.

The Commission also assumes that this new decision
on own resources will contain a specific clause providing for its entry into force on 1 October 1985 and for
the new regime to be applicable with effect from
I January 1985. The Commission will, r,ithin the coming weeks, present a proposal for the amendment of
the new oyrn resources decision along these lines.
Thus, although for the fint nine months of the year
the Commission will only be able to call up VAT on
rhc basis of a ransitional rarc ol l0/0, a definitive rate
ol 1.120/o applicablc to rhe u,hole of the year s,ill, if
the Commission's budgetary proposals arc accepted,
subsequently be established.

some additional safeguard.

budget, adopt a dccision whereby financial means will
automatically be made available by the Member States
to the Communiry to cover the amount required in
excess of a l0/o rate of VAT, should, by any mischance, onc or more of the national ratification proccdures not be completed before I October 1985. The
Commission will within the coming weeks present to
Parliament and to the Council a drak legisladve proposal for such a decision. On the basis of this preliminary drah budget, the sum required will be 1 913 million ECU.

In this way, Mr President, the Commission believes
that it will be possible for the budget authoriry, latcr
this year, to adopt a budget for 1985 which, while
reflecting a due regard for the restraint which the
Commission believes must be applied to all public
expenditure in the Communiry at the present time,
nonc the leis will be of a sufficient scale overall to
allovr the proper development of those policies and
actions to which all the insdrutions and governmenrs
of the Community have committed rhemselves. It is on
this basis that I commend the Commission's proposals
to this Parliamenr, and to the Council to which they
will be presentcd latcr today.
Before I sit dou'n I should like to make one brief pcrsonal statement. I recalled at rhe beginning of my
remarls that this was the eighth budget rhat I had presentcd in this Parliament and that it vould be my lasr
Naturalln therefore, one's mind goes back over rhe
carlier years and over the carlier occasions. I remember vividly that thc rapporrcur for the firct budget was
Michael Shaw. I cannor remembcr all the rapponcurs
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thcreaftcr

most of ttrcm, but not all

been one- constant element

but there has

in all -our

budgeary

debates and all our budgetary proceedings. There has
been one perlson whose contribution has always been
eagerly awaitcd, and it has set the tone of the debatcs
thereafter. I think the whole House knows that I refer
to Mr Lange, and I should like to take this opponun-

ity'..

To elucidate funher, the Commission has a range of
responsibilides. It is not casy to meet all the responsibilitics that we have, but, as I said in my speech, wc
believe that we have a responsibility to the Community

not rc amputate existing policies nor to abon new policies. Therefore, we beliwe it is right to put forward
this proposal but necessa{f that the Council should

(Apphrse)

not only to congratulate him on all that he has
done for this Parliamern and for the European Com...

munity during his many many years in this Parliament
but
far more years than I have been coming here
- his
-also to offer hirn my best personal wishes for
retirement.

(Appkrse)

Prcsidcnt

forward in the prcliminary draft budget are not always
those which are finally acceptcd.

I should like to apologise

- the interruption.
missioner for

to the Com-

And now, in accordance with Rule a0(2) of the Rules
of Procedure, you have the opponuniry to put brief,
precise questions to the Commissioner concerning the
sat€ment he has just made. You have a total of thirry
minutes.

provide an absolute Buarantce that income and
expenditure will bc in balance.

I have rwo questions. Firsdy,
- tell us what
proponion of the
could the Commissioner
preliminary draft budget for 1985 is represented by
agricultural expenditure? My second question is: how
can the Commissioner reassure those who are worried
about an increase in own resouroes for the Community
when the preliminary draft budget, as far as I can see,
is about 13% higher than the 1984 budget, and s,hen
Lord Douro (ED).

alreedy in 1984 the Commission is finding itself with a
shonfall of approximarcly 2.5 billion ECU? None of
these figures seem to indicate that the Communiry is
able to conrol its expenditure, and I do wonder therefore how the Commissioner can reassure those Members of this House and all nadonal parliaments who
will have to approve an increase in resources that the

Communiry can control its expenditure.

Mr

Langcs (PPE).

(DE)

Mr

Tugendhat,

did I

- that the Commission is intendunderstand you to say
ing to include in the 1985 budget a proposal for which
there will be insufficient funds, i.e. for which the
income will not cover the expenditure, with a statement to the effect that own income will be increased in
1985 and the shonfall will be made good in that way?
Mr Tugcndheg l4ce-Prcsidcnt of tlte Commission
i.e. Council
Mr President, the budgetary authoriry
cannot adopt a budgct in which
and Parliament

between income and expendithere is not a balance
ture. The budget authority must adopt on the basis of
a sufficiency of revenues. Ve havc put forward a preliminary draft budget with a VAT rate 1'12010. In other

words, we have put forvard a preliminary draft
budgctwhich goes above thc VAT ceiling.
Because we recognize that the budget authoriry can
balance

only adopt a budget in which there is a

begween income and expenditure, ure are srying (a)
that wc assume that the new own resouroes will bc
made available in 1985 in order to provide the income,
but (b) as a safeguard in case they are ngt made avail-

able, the Council should commit itself to providing
additional resourses. On thc basis of an opinion from
Parliament, the Council will havc to takc this decision
before the budget is adoptcd, if, of course, the Council
and Parliament decide rc adopt a bu{get that goes
above the 10lo cciling. I am vcry much aware of the

fact that the proposals which the Commissions puts

Mr Tugcndhet, Vce-hesident of the
Mr President, the EAGGF Guarantee

Commissiou
Section percen-

tage in the 1985 budget is 68.7o/0. That compares with
68.30/o

in 1984if onetakesoutof the 1984budgetthc

special measures

in relation to the United Kingdom

and Germany, which do not feature in the 1985
budgct. So comparing like with like, there is an
increase from 68.3 to 68.70/0.
As to lord Douro's second quesdon, I have to point
out rc him that the budget is in pan a manifestation of
the Commission's will and the Communit/s will to
entage in new policies. One has only to read the statements submitted by the British Government
I mention it first because of Lord Douro's nationality
the
German, French, Italian, Belgian Govcrnments -rc see
that all these governments appear to envisage a revival
of Communiry activitics and an expansion of the
Communiqy's range of operations. In addition to bcing
a manifestation of the Commission's will and the
Communiq/s will further to develop the Community,
the budgct also represents the mcans by which wc
carry into effect the decisions taken by Parliament and
by the Council in previous years. The budget has to
provide the means to carry into effect the policies
which have been voted by the duly constitutcd budgct
authoriry.

I have ringing in my ears the criticisms made by Members from all parts of the House allcging that we have
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not been vigorous enough in implementing Parliament's decisions. I hope therefore that we will not be
criticized now from the other point view. I also
remember that Mr Roben Jaclson, a distinguished
member of Lord Douro's party and, indeed, of mine,
was recommending an increase of 1000/o or even
1300/o

in the Social Fund during his period of rappor-

funds'- the Social Fund and the
Regional Fund
are to be increased by 120/o in 1985.
How does this -fit in with the news that the Commisthat the 'structural

sion is intending to propose a special reserve of
800 million units of account, to be achieved through
reductions, with some of the appropriations coming
from these very funds?

teurship.

Mr

I

like to suggest that we take a
- should
combined answer
to the questions. I shall also ask the
Commissioner, despite the fact that this is his eighth
budget, to try, as the Bible says, to let his yea be yea
and his nay, nay,lest hc fall into condemnation.
Prcsidcnt.

Mr Hord (ED).

Mr

Fergusson (ED).

President,

I

On a point of order, Mr

wonder if-we could have a compromise.

Perhaps the Commissioner could answer the questions

in batches of three. Then there would be some son of
dialogue between us. Do you think we could have the
Commissioner now, then three more questions and the
Commissioner again, rather than the whole lot?

President, with reference to

Lord Douro's first- question conccrniirg the proportion

President.

of the budget being absorbed by agricultural expendi-

speak, and I think we should take them first.

ture, would the Commission tell us what the proportion of agricultural spending would be on the presumpdon that the VAT ceiling was still mainnined at

Mr

lo/o?

My main question is as follows. Clearly the Commissioner is aware of the legal authoriry and responsibilities of the Commission in proposing the preliminary
draft budget. However, it seems to me that, as part of
the exercise of conditioning the mind of Member
States' Governments and other Community instirutions to fulfill their responsibiliry in the preliminary
draft budget, their proposals should include an annex
showing where the cuts would need to be made in
their proposals in order to conform with the existing
financial own resources of 10/0. I would be inrcrested
in the Commissioneds observations on this point and
on whether he intends to show where the cuts would
need rc be made in order to conform to the existing
levels of ourn resouroes.

-

Only rwo more members are down to

(DE) My question concerns the
Scclcr (S).
- 1985 budget.
'$7'e
revenue side of the
must at present
vork on the assumption, Mr Tugendhat, that q/e can
rely on a maximum of l0/o of VAT as revenue. My
question, therefore, is what rate of economic growth
was taken as the basis for your calculations for the
coming year, since the amount which VAT represents,
and hence this 1010, depends very much on the growth
rate in the gross domestic products of the Ten Member States?

Mr Langc (Sl, cbainnan of the Committee on Budgets.
(DE) Mr President, I did not actually want to pur a

-quesdon to the Commissioner

but to thank him for his

kindness and also to thank this House for the kidness

it

has shown me

in rhis connecrion. Nevenheless, I

cannot bring myself to break with tradition.

The points made by the Commissioner sounded very

Vith

regard to the percentage of
agricultural expenditure,
has the Commissioner the
figures for 1982 and 1983? If so, could he give them to

Mrs Casdc (S).

us?

Secondly, since it is clear frorn o,h"t he said that agricultural spending as a peroentage of the budget is
going to rise still funher nexr yeiu, is it not clear that
some, at any reta, of the additional revenue he is asking for is to finance an expansion of rhe agricultural

budget and

not

exclusively
demanded in the Arndt repon?
IVIr Berbi (PPE).

the new policies,

as

(m

Mr President, there are f,wo
ask. The fint is this: does the
Commission's draft budget for 1985 include cover for
things

- to
I wotrld like

the shonfall in the 1984 budget? You may

have

already said that, Mr Tugendhar, when I was momen-

tarily inattentive, and if so

I

second quesdon is as follows:

beg your pardon. My
I was pleased to hear

optimistic, and

I

can remember rhat it was exacdy the

for 1984 was
it transpired at the second reading that the figures were all over the shop and I am
afraid that your optimistic assumptions for 1985 will
be just as off beam. Presumably we will end up in the
same difficulties as in 1984, since I see
ar least so
same when the preliminary draft budget

presented. However,

no signs that the Council is either willing
or able
to keep u,ithin the financial limits to which the Comfar

muniry is subject. This applies panicularly in the case
of the agricultural Council and here lies the danger,
Mr Tugendhat, i.e. that the Council will under no circumstan@s take account of your wish to keep its
hands off the other areas of policy if similar decisions
to those aken for rhe 1984/85 season are taken again
one day.

How far do you think you can rely, in this connection,

on being able to keep to your forecasts? I regard
Council tuar:rntces as highly questionable. How do

you intend to gain this assurance?
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Mr Tugcndhaq Vce-hesidcnt of tbe
Mr President, I will, if I man take the

Commission.
questions in the

order in which they were put, which means beginning

with Mr Hord.
I think he asked first of all what proportion agriculture
if the budget were confined to 10lo and,
secondly, what cuts would be needed to keep within
the 10lo ceiling and whether the Commission would be

would be

making a proposal in that sense.

I cannot answer the first question, because, of course,
so much would depend on what decisions the Commission, Council and Parliament took about the way
in which the limited resources should be made availI take this simply as
able. One could, for instance
an illusradve example
stop- all exports of agricul- then save a great deal of
tural goods. \7e should
money on export restirutions, naturally, but we should
be building up costs for future years. S0e could, as we
did last year, prolong the time which people have to
wait for cenain advances. That would save money, but
it would build up expenditure in the future years. $7e
could suggest to the Council that despite the difficulties they had in reaching decisions at the end of March
they take some more decisions and reduce the milk
threshold, for instance, still funher. One could do various things in relation to a non-obligatory expenditure.
So much would depend on the decisions taken.
The Commission will not be producing the proposals
which Mr Hord suggested. fu Mr Hord knows, it is
the Commission's task to produce a preliminary draft
budget and the Parliament and the Council then
decide what the final budget should be. No doubt, the
Council and Parliament will make their own alterations to our proposal in the light of what they regard
as the likely outcome of events on the revenue side. If
I might again refer to my experience, it is, in general,
that at the first reading of the budget cercain amendments are made and at subsequent readings as well.

Mrs Casde asked what the equivalent figures for agriculrure, were for 1982 and 1983. I do not have them
with rne: we will forward them to her. She also asked
whether she was right in assuming that new own
resources would be needed for agriculture as well as
for new policies. The Commission has always said that
it needs new own resouroes to mainain existing policies and to develop new ones. The maintenance of
existing policies refers, of course, to the common agriculture policy
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as

well

as

to the structural funds.

Mr Barbi asked me whaher the 1985 budget included
provision for meeting the 19E4 deficit. The answer to
that is, no, it does not. Our proposal for meeting the
1984 deficit is contained in a specific proposal which is
to be debated in this House today or, more likely perhaps, tomorrow on the basis of a report by Mrs Scrive-

1-3141129

what he had read in the press about the reduction in
the structural funds and related mattfrs. I would say to
Mr Barbi with all the force at my command that it is
very unwise to believe all that one reads in the newspapers, and it is particularly important not to believe all
that one reads in newsletters as well.
(Laugbter)

I will have more to say on that subject when we come
to the debate on budgetaqy discipline that Mr Lange
will be launching, where there is a question from Mr
Barbi himself,

Mr Ligios, Mr Adonnino, Mr

Diana

and Mr Barbagli.

Mr

Seeler asked what assumption we were making
about the rate of increase in own resources during the
coming year. The figure works out at 3.20/0. Ve are

anticipating increases in some and reducdons in
others. I would emphasize that, looking as far ahead

as that, one cannot be absolutely precise. Ve do rely a
great deal, of course, on the estimations of Member
States. Our record, as I have had occasion to point out
in the past, is statistically a good one, remaining within
a 20/o margin of error which many economists and
statisticians in rhe Member States would be pleased to
attain. As I have given a precise figure, I think it is
imponant to mention the caveats as well.

Mr Lange

asked whether I was not being a little overoptimistic. I might reply by srying thaq in the present
state of the Community, if the Commission is not
optimistic, I do not know who will be. I do think that
one of the duties of the Commission is to provide a
signpost indicating what should be done and where
the Communiry should go. A very great British politician called Rab Butler, who amongst the many offices
he held was Chancellor of the Exchequer, said that
politics is the an of the possible. I think that if politics
is the an of the possible, one of the duties of the Commission is to try to bring things which are not at present in the realm of the possible, first, into the realm of
the possible, then into the sphere of the probable. If
we work hard at that, we may even then transfer them
into the sphere of the actual. That is the spirit which
has inspired us in this operation.

(Apphrse)

I should like to say, as, I
Vinston
- that polidcs is the art ofthink,
Churchill said,
the possible,
but the impossible takes a litde longer. As regards
time, you have exercised in full the an of both the posPresident.

sible and the impossible.

3. keliminary estimatefor Parliamentfor

1985

ner.

He also asked me how I reconciled what I had said in
relation rc the growth of the structural funds with

Prcsidcnt.
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-280/84), -drawn up by Mr Pfennig on behalf of the
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Prcsidcnt

Committee

on

Budgets,

on the draft esdmatcs of

revenue and expenditure of the European Parliament
for the 1985 financial year.

(DE) Mr President,
rapportevr.
ladies and gentlemen, the preliminary
esdmates for the
European Parliament for 1985 have turned out to be
extremely problematic. Afur 1984, when the estimates

Mr Pfcnnig (PPE),

i.e. excludfor routine administrative expenditure
ing the extra funds for the information- campaign in
connection with the second direct elections
were
- 1983,
0.20lo below the corresponding estimates for
there was obviously a son of gap to be made up for
1985 and for this reason the Secretary General had
originally tabled a proposal for 261million ECU for
the 1985 budger In view of the deficit in the general
budget of the European Communities, the Committee
on Budgets right from the outset regarded this estimat€ as unrealistic. It finally proved possible in cooperation with the Enlarged Bureau's Vorking Party on
Budgea to submit a preliminary esdmarc representint
235.9million ECU on the expenditure side and
228 million ECU on the revenue sidc. The expenditure
side included an extra 4 million ECU for the extensicns to the Parliament buildings in Strasbourg which
will bc necessary with an eye m the accession of Spain
and Portugal and as a general reseffe for the second
direcdy elected Parliament. In this way it proved possible to limit the increase in routine administrative

expenditure to a mere 5.20/o comptred with the corresponding estimates for 1984. At nominal value the
1985 preliminary estimarc is, at 235.9 million ECU,
approximately 3. I million ECU lover than the corresponding estimate for 1984 (239.1 million ECLI), which

included, as I have already pointcd ouq the extra
funds for the information campaign.

will also be an increase in revenue in 1985
for example, of the so called 'special crisis
leq/ which is deducted from the salaries of our officials and will account for some 3 million ECU, the
Since there
as a result,

for 1985 will cost the
a mere 213,7 million ECU compared

European Parliament's budget

Community

if the Assembly
adopts these figures. In other words, thc proponion of
rctal Community expenditure accountcd for by the

with 219.8 million ECU in 1984,
budget

of the European

Parliament

s'ill drop from

0.870/o in 1984 a 0.750/o in 1985 if this total cxpenditure in fact corresponds to the forecast, i.e. 28 200 million ECU. In this case, the Parliament will account for
0-750/o of the total expenditure of the Communiry, i.e.
substantially less than 170.

These figures demonsrate, I think, rhat in a dme of
budgetary crisis in the Community and shortly before
the second elections to the European Parliament, this
Parliament can live up to its responsibilities ois-,i-ois
the tax payers.

I

have also for the first dme asked the national parliaments for information on the increases they expect in

their own budges for 1985 and the ansv/crs

I

have

received so far, from five parliaments, have shown that

we are very much in line with the general trend.

I

think this comparison is imponant, since in view of the
deficit in the Communiqy's total budget the national
parliaments will obviously in the course of this year
ask who is responsible for this deficit and why.

Vith this preliminary estimate, the European

Parlia-

ment can, I think, count on being free from reproach,
whereas thc Council of Ministcrs must be regarded as
bearing sole responsibility for the Communiq/s budgetary deficit.

In spite of this broadly speaking satisfactory development in our budget, I will, as rapporteur for the years
1984 and 1985, make no secret of the fact that there is
some cause for concern and that some of the expendi-

ture estimates could have been tightcned up a little.
This, however, would have requircd the enlarged
Bureau to take appropriate decisions in advance. I
have submitted to the enlarged Burcau a list of ninc
main points on which, as I see it, it should take decisions with a view to cutting down long-tcrrns cosrs,
both for members, staff and meetings on the one hand
and for publications in the Official Journal on the

other. The enlarged Bureau should, I think, have
taken appropriate decisions by the first reading of the
budget in October at the lat€st. Panicular consideration should be given, I think, to staff costs and the
quesdon of how many posts have become superfluous
as a result of the informatics programme and which it
should be possible to transform into the posrs necessary for the accession of Spain and Portugal.

The Committee on Budgets would therefore propose
not approving any neu' posts with a view to the accession, but rather rc make the necessaq/ preparadons for
some of the currently vacant posts rc, be occupied by
Spaniards and Ponuguese. The enlargcd Bureau must
let us know how many posts in all the acccssion will
require and then creat€ them on the basis of the existing vacant posts
perhaps by means of concentration
- could be done
or regrouping. This
in time for the first
reading of the budget in October.

I might sum up my rcport as follows. Thc preliminary
estimates for 1985 are realisdc. There is no money
available for extra wishes and the enlarged Bureau
must take various decisions with a view to coping with
costs in the long term.

I

hope therefore that at the first reading in October

1984, this Parliamenr will make wharcver correcdons
are sdll nesessary. I would therefore urge you on
behalf of the Commimce on Budgets to suppon the
preliminary estimates and rhe motion for a resolution
withous amendmenr.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN

Mr ffennig also refers to the amount of rent u'hich
the institution pays and he believes there are savings
, possible in that arca. Again, we have proposed a small

Wce-hesidcnt

reduction in the rent.

I would like

- MrMr Pfennig on his work
begin by congratulating
Lord Douro (ED).

President,

to
on

this matter. It is, I realise, customary to thank rapporteurs, but being the rapport€ur of Parliament's budget
is not an enviable task; it is very difficult and in his
case he has had to do it two yeius running, so I think
congratuladons are more due than normal.

Mr President, Parliament

does not have a reputation

for being a model of good management. I realise that
the President of Parliamenq Mr Dankert, and successive rapporteurs of Parliament's budget, have made
strenuous efforts to make the manatement of Parliament more efficient, but it is my impression that there
is still much to be done. I am not sure that vre are conscious enough of the costs of this institution, and I am
not sure that we have been prepared enough to bring
in outside objective advice to help us renrrange our
management qyst€ms. I very much hope that in the
next Parliament, in the next five years, we will make

great€r efforts

to

increase

No 1-314/131

our efficiency and to

Finally, Mr Presidcnt, we have proposed deletion of
an allocation of 200 OO0 units of accounr for the Parliamentary Association. I was one of many Members
who supponed this idea of a Parliamentaqy Association
a club in Strasbourg
I did not realize,
- butbeen
and -it certainly would not have
my intention,
that any public money should be devoted to it. If there
is need and desire for a club it shluld be paid for by the
members of that club.

Mr President, in conclusion, what I would say is
that we are proposing cenain small reductions in
expenditure. Ve believe they are possible to achieve.
There are always vith Parliament's budte[ considerable requests for transfers during the year. It is no bad
thing that the administration should be forced, if they
feel it necessary, to come and request transfers and
justify greater expenditure on that particular line.
Therefore in the interests of budgetary discipline we
So,

have tabled these amendments and we hope that they
S the House.

will be supported

increase our cost-effecdveness.

The estimates which are now before us are, in my opinion, still on the high side. fu you know, they are a
compromise figure berween the views of the Committee on Budgets and the views of the Bureau. It is
unfortirnate that in that discussion betcreen the Commitrce on Budgets and the Bureau, it is the Bureau
which is always asking for a higher figure and the
Committee on Budgets which is asking for a lower
figure. I wish that the Bureau would take a more responsible acitude towards the costs of this institution.

I should, Mr

President, remind Members that this is

an occasion when we can change Parliament's estimates by a simple majoriry. Vhen thcse estimates are
included in the draft budget which we will vote on in
October, qualified majorities are needed to amend the
figures. But today
or rather tomorrov when we

- the figures by simple majorities.
we can change
Therefore this is the time that we should get it right.
vote

Mr President, we have tabled a number of amendments. They are all based on the excellent paper that
Mr Pfennig prepared for the enlarged Bureau and
which I am sorry to say, not enough notice was taken
of. Once again I congratulate Mr Pfennig because it
was a very good paper and it clearly showed ways in
which funher savings could be made. Ve have tabled,
as I say, a number of amendments. Mr Pfennig points
out that there are too meny delegations envisaged for
next ycar; they are too numerous. Ve still have the
problem of too many members of our staff travelling
with each delcgation. Therefore we have sought to
delete cenain estimates oa those rwo lines.

Mr Bondc (CDD.
@A) Mr President, this House
- every
takes advantage of
possible opportunity to
demand more budgetary powers for the European
Communities, but Mr Pfennig's report has given us
new proof that Parliament cannot even consrol its own
spending. On average, each Member of the European

Parliament now' @sts 4 million kroner a year. The
practice that has been used hitheno whereby the
budget is a cheque book full of blank cheques, is still
continuing instead of expenditure being calculated as
it is, for example, in national finance bills, and as the
Committee on Budgets now and again demands from
the Commission. Every figure in the budget is pure
guesswork. The rapponeurs for Parliament's budget
find it impossible rc check the accuracy of the calculadons because so little work on the budget is done here
in the House. If a Danish minister presenrcd such a
hopeless budget in our Parliament, he would be forced
to resign. This is not the biased judgment of a fanadcal
opponent of the European Communities. It was a
Danish auditor of public accounts who made this comment when I once showed him the results of a fcw
months'work as rapporteur for Parliament's budget

The European Parliament loses no opportuniry to ask
people in the Member States to go in for wage restraint and make savings in the public secor. How can
such an appeal be consistent with Parliament's own
spendthrift ways when it comes to fringe benefits? In
tv,ro days, a Member of thc European Parliament
receives more than a Danish student has to live on for
a

whole month under the Education Ministry's 'starva-

tion grants'. In three days a Member receives as much
as a senior citizen has to live on for a whole month.
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For each flight from Copenhagen to Strasbourg he
makes a prbfit of over 3 000 kroner, and for the
eighth, ninth or tenth time the Members of my parry,
rcgether with those of the Socialist Party, are tabling
amendments to the report on Parliament's budget, in
which we urge that payments for travel allowances and
other expenditure should be withheld if they exceed
the amounts acually spent. Ve do not propose that
Members should travel by train rather than fly. Ve do
not even propose that they should travel second class
instead of first. !7'e are merely proposing the simple
principle that travel allowances should correspond to
the money actually spent, and that a hidden, illegal
payment should not be made from the account which
is entered in the budget as a ravel allowance. Is this
really so difficult to understand?

In view of the forthcoming European elections,

we

hope, this dme, to receive a few more than the usual
five votes for the proposal. Ve hope for a majoriry so
that we can to home to the election campaign and say
that, despite everything, we have had a litde influence
during the five years we have spent here in Parliament.

years now, this group has not been capable
any political work.

of doing

(Appkrse)

Ve

have never seen this group do anything at all
which could be considered as political work, so it
seems that their only reason for acting as they did in
1979 was to squeeze mgney from Parliament's coffers.

I believe that the Members
should be avrare of the duplicity with which the Communist Member, Mr Bonde, behaves here in the European Parliament.

Ttrey succeeded, and

Another thing I should like to mention, Mr President,
is that Mr Moller and I proposed in 1980 or 1981 that
Members' travel allowances should be paid as per
account rendered, according to the money actually
spent. At that time we could get no suppon from Mr
Bonde. I7hat kind of dupliciry is it, that in the time
leading up to the eloctions, he now makes that same
proposal? Vhen we brought the matter up, Mr Bonde
did not emerge as one of those who were willing to
support and try to implement what we were agreed on.

(DA) Mr President, I should like
Mr Nielsen (L).
to protest at Mr -Bonde's quoting a Danish audircr of
public accounts without mentioning any names or giving any indication as to who he was. Anyone could
come along and make all kinds of assertions.

Ve

Mr

discovered that the European Parliament does not
spend any more money than other parliaments in its
parliamentary work. That is the kind of comparison
that should be made, but instead qre are seeing once
again the kind of Communist agitation which leads to
two completely different things being compared.

Bonde (CDD.

@A) The information

has

- I will be pleased to repeat it: it
abeady been given, but
was Mr Bernhard Baunsgaard. He is often quoted at
home.
(DA) fu President, I too should
Mr Kirk (ED).
- rapporteur, Mr Pfennig, for his
like to thank our

excellent speech on Parliament's budget. I can fully
endorse what our rapporteur, lord Douro, has just
said about the Consenrative Group's aftitude towards
the budget, namely that we are quite prepared to have
a critical look at it and that we will try to make savings
wherever possible.

But I should like to devote the rest of my speaking
time, Mr President, to Mr Bonde. \Pe have now heard
yet another of his speeches on Parliament's budget and
on the European Communities' budget as a whole. Mr
Bonde has criticized the way in which the money is
used
the way in which travel allowanses are worked
out. I- should like to remind the Members present of
the situation that developed shortly afrcr the 1979
direct elections, when Mr Bonde, together with the
other three opponents of the European Communities,
fought a really hard batde here in Parliament to be
allowed to join with the Italian radicals rc form a
Technical Coordination Group
a political group, in
order to get money out of Parliament,
more money
for his Community work at home in Denmark. In five

have also seen the kind of rcchnique vhich Mr
Bonde invariably uses in his polidcal work: comparing
Parliament's expenditure with 'starvation grants' at
home in Denmark, when what we are discussing is not
the same thing at all. As Mr Pfennig said in his rapporteur's speech, we have compared Parliament's expenditure with the expenditure of other parliaments and we

As I said in my introducdon, we iue very much againsr
the way in which Mr Bonde is treating this budget. At
one time he was the rapporteur for Parliament's
budget, but he had to resign afrcr being forced to realize that he did not have the polirical srength or the
will to cooperate politically that he would have needed
to find savings in the budget.

Mr

President, f,re are prepared

rc find these

savings.

Our Group will work to make savings wherever possible and tb ensure, at the same time, that Parliament
can function as an effective Parliament. That is rhe
balance that we desire. Mr Bonde only wants to sabotage Parliament.
(Applaase)

Mr Hold (ED).- Mr President, I would like rc join
others in congratulating Mr Pfennig on ve{f good job
of work he has done over the last two years. I would
particularly give him my appreciation of the work that
he has done in negotiating with Parliament's Bureau.
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Hord

I think rre can say once again that Parliament fails to do the basic job of estimating its expenditure in what could be dcscribed as a cost-efficient way
because what we do historically is to compare not
actual expenditure of previous years but previous
budgets. I am one of those who has pressed for Parliament to concentrate on drawing up its budget for the
However,

following year on the actual expenditure on each of
rhe budget lines. In this context, I think this House
ought to understand that we have a very substandal
and unhappy record of underspend. In the last four
years Parliament's budget was underspent by 220/0,
130/0, 130/o and 100/0. There was an average 150/o
underspend. Those of us who suggest that Parliament's budget is too fat are sustained by the actualiry
of the past four years and more.

I do

believe that there is much more to be done in
getting a more slim, more efficient budget for Parliament and I panicularly encourage Members to support
Iord Douro's amendment, which calls for an acrossthe-board cut of 5 million ECU. This proposed cut is
only 2.50/o of the total budget and when you compare
2.50/o of. the budget with an average of. a 150/o underspend in the last four years, I am sure you will agree
that that is a move that Parliament should make.
So

May I draw attention to

areas

which call for investiga-

tion by the new Parliament. Rents of buildings: I
believe we spend much rco much money on rent.
Vhen you realize that we spend 10 times as much
money on the IPE building as we do on the Palais de
l'Europe and also provide substandal money for the
Luxembourg Chamber, I am sure Members will agree
that this does require urtent attention.

In conclusion, may I say that I hope that Members will
support the amendmenr put forward in Lord Douro's
name and again I thank the rapporteur for his good
job of work.
Bondc (CDD.
@A) A correction, Mr PresiVe did in fact-support the Conservative proposal
to limit overpayment of expenses by inuoducing the
principle that only expenditure actually paid could be
reimbursed, and we ourselves have made this proposal
every single time this question has cropped up in Parliament since 1979, so there has been ample opportuniry to get this principle carried through. I also signed,
for example, Mrvan Mien's proposal, which was similar in content.

Mr

dent.

Mr Kirk said that, compared with nadonal parliaments, the European Parliament vras not expensive.
This is not the case. The national parliament in which
Mr Kirk sits costs only one fifth as much per member
as this Parliament costs. And if Mr Kirk is so annoyed
at members of my Party also getting money from Parliament, he will have an opponunity tomorrow, in any
case, to curtail this practice by voting for the motion
that from now on only expenditure actually incurred
can be paid out.

(DA) Mr President, I must insist
Mr Kirk (ED).
that Mr Bonde -vas unable to support our proposal
that travel allowances should be paid as per account
rendered, as resenrations were expressed concerning
the proposal which had been tabled. I must also
emphasize that our rapport€ur has shown in this connection that the European Parliament's expenditure is
below or on a par with that of five other national parliaments. I can rcll you, for example, that the European Parliament expenditure is roughly half that of the
British House of Commons, so it does not help to
make a comparison, as Mr Bonde is always so keen on

doing, and say: Parliament in Denmark, which consisa of 179 Members, is cheaper than a parliament
consisting of +s+ Members using 7 different languages. One of the things we Danes attach great
imponance rc is precisely the fact that we have the different languages, and that is one of the things we will
continue to support and which it is necessary to spend
money on. Therefore I stand by everphing that I said
in my first speech.

I really cannot let this discusPresident.
- Mr Bonde,
sion gontinue. Since you both speak the same language
you have no need of interpreters I would therefore ask
you to come to some agreement outside this hemicycle. !7e are not going

to continue this debate in

public.

(DE) I have asked
Mr Pfennig (PPE), rdpporteur.
- like to go into a
to speak once more since I should
point touched on by both the previous speakers, i.e.
Mr Bonde and Mr Hord. I have no wish to get
involved in Mr Bonde's electioneering but I nevenheless think that one thing is not on, i.e. that someone
should make use of the Danish Parliament or the Danish Coun of Auditors for the purpose of his argument

without quoting the relevant figures. I do not have
these figures in writing and I do not wish rc go into
details. It is simply not acceptable, however, that
somebody should simply get up her and talk about
something without quoting any figures or telling
everyone else how he reached his conclusions.

Mr Bonde and Mr Hord both agreed that the budgetary estimates could not be properly verified or that
they were too high compared with actual expenditure,

I

should like rc say in this connection that several

years ago it was indeed difficult to verify this Parliaand this was in fact
ment's esdmates of expenditure
provisionally
at a time when Mr Bonde was supposed
rc be rapponeur. Now, however, we have developed a
system whereby the rapporteur and the Committee on
Budgets can verify the esdmates for each indMdual
line and subheading and in which the breakdown of
the costs is shown. Consequently, Mr Hord, I can also
say that the figures you quorcd are perfectly correct as

regards the difference compared with what is not
spent. Nevertheless, your string of figures has already
shown that the unspent proportion is becoming less
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from year ta yeer. Ve will see in the case of 1984 that
the budgeary estimat€s are already fairly realistic, and
they will be even more so in the case of 1985. This is

all I wanted to say on the points made by the rwo

are sure of this
otheni,ise we could not discuss thc
question
and- havc rherefore called on the Council
to consult- Parliament on these proposals. It has not,
however, done so up to now.

speakers.

Prcsidcnt.

-

Your comment is noted, Mr Pfennig.

The debate is closed. The vorc will be taken at 3.30
P.m. tomorrow.

4. Bdget discipline and thefunrefinancing of the Commrnity

The next ircm is the report (Doc.

Prcsidcnt.

l-247/84), -drawn up by Mr Lange on behalf of the

Committee on Budgets, on quesdons of budgets discipline and the future financing of the Communiry.

The following oral question with debate (Doc.
l-306/84), tabled to the Commission by Mr Ligios
and others, is also included in the debate

:

Subject: The Communiq/s financial situation: the Commission's decision to sct up a special reserve of
E00 million ECU
prress repor6, in particular in '[a Lettre
Europeenne', the Commission has decided to set up a
special reserve of 800 million ECU by means of budget
transfers, deferred payments and the canccllation of previous commitmena which will not be renewed and hence
mainly at the expense of the structural funds (EAGGF

According to

Guidance Section, Social Fund, etc.)

This is somewhat curious and indeed suspicious on the
pan of the Council in rhat it points, if I might perhaps

put it this way, towards

detcriorating relations
between the Council and this Parliament
and
is
- beenthis
thc reason underlying the phase 'not having
consultcd by the Council, despite the request it submittcd'
in the second indent, which is,quirc unpreccdented in
a ParliamentarF report. This deterioration had already
been apparent in the communiqu6 of rhe European
Council held in Brussels in March this year, which
spcals quite flady, as far as budgetary discipline is
concerned, of thc supremacy of the Council which in
the case of non-compulsory expenditure too, would
like to detcrmine for itself, without consulting Parliamenq the room for manoeuvre which this Parliament
enjoys or does not enjoy.

The Council would therefore appear to be on thc way
to depriving Parliamcnt of its povers under the Treaty
and would basically like to restrict it to performing an
advisory function.

If we were rc tolerate such actions on the pan.of the
Council at the cnd of this Parliament's lifetime, it
would mean that the next Parliament, which is rc be
elected between 14 and 17 June and to hold its constituent assembly on 24 July, would be in a worse position
than in 1979 and perhaps even vorse than before the

agrebmenr of tgls or even rhe supplementary atreement of 1970, since the budgetary and financial pow-

ers
Can thc Commission say:

-

whcther these rcporrs erc true;
whether the Commision intends to use thesc funds
for compulsory cxpenditurc, aseuming that by the

end

of the year the

funds dlocatcd under the

budget for such expenditure prove insufficicnt;

-

it considcrs that such st ps can be reconciled with its institutional responsibilities towards
whethcr

the budget authoriry, especidly the Europcan Parliament, in view of thc fact that this would mean
using funds for non-compulsory expenditure and
for purposcs other than thosc laid down, in respect
of which the European Parliament also has responsibilities and special powcrs, r'ithout Parliament
having been given prior notification or having held
the neccssary debatcs on the subject?

Mr Lange (Sl, rappomun
(DE)
President, lad- puts Mr
ies and gentlemen, this report
us in a somewhat
curious situation sincc rhe three proposals
i.e.
- 1983 the
Commission proposal dadng from the end of
on
budgetary discipline, the Commission proposal on rhe
future financing of the Community and, fhally, a new
proposal on the crearion of own resourccs, also dadng
from 1984
have been submitrcd to the Council. \7i

-

of this Parliament were esablished step by

step

berween 1970 and 1975.In 1970 the Council had evcn
taken thc additional decision that there should be no
limit to Parliament's panicipation in work on iegislation with financial implications.
So far the Council has done nothing ro put

sion into practice.

It

tlis

deci-

is keeping Parliamcnt out of

things. This started in 1977 when the gendemcn from
the various national tovcrnmenr who form the Council
and I say'gendemen' quitc delibcrarely since we
have nwer yet had a voman member of the Council of
Ministers
although there have of course been a few
femalc officials
nevenheless it was these gcntlemen

-

-

who suddenly realized
whar they had in factaccordcd
Parliament in thc agreement of 1975 and that rhoy
werc no longer the only ones running the show, since
a budgctary authority has been in existcncc since
1970/75 vhich consists of Parliament azlCouncil or,
to put it more politely, of Council and Parliament
However, if the budgetary authoriry consists of these
two halves, this can only mean rhat sooner or larcr
they must both have eqrul ights as regards decisions
on the budget! Thus

it

simply cannot be rhat the

Qgyncil lays dovn the framework for a future budget
all by itself and Parliamenr hes to be a good limle boy
and follow the Council's decision. This is not on. par-
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provided for in the Comliament must therefore
- as that both
bodies must
demand
mission proposal
decide on the basic framework that they must work in
in connection with the future budget. I must make it
quite clear that this Parliament has always been in
otherwise we would
favour of budgctary discipline
- 1980 and that it
not have rejected the budget for
- overstcpped
has alvays been the Council which has
the Community's financid limits!
(Appkase)
has overstepped these limis in an area of which the
Council can always be relied on to take panicular

It

care, i.e. agricultural policy. However, this Parliament
has repeatedly made it clear that it is under no circumstances prepared to let this. Communiry degenerate

into a mere agricultural Community. Quite the contrery
this Communiry must develop in all the various policy
areas, since only by going funher and
deeper in this way will it be able to cope with all the
external and internal obstacles to its development.
Only in this way will the Communiry be able to survive in the long terrn as an economic and political
force in the world and for this reason we must demand

that the Council regard this Parliament as an equal
paftner in its dealings with it and oice oena. There
must finally be an end to all this nonsense about compulsory and non-compulsory expenditure! This then is
all contained in our motion for a resolution. But this is
not the end of it. It also starcs that we are in favour of
increasing own resources and that these increased own
resources should not be used to help the Communiry

dcgeneratr into a mere agricultural Communiry, but
should be put to use in all the various other areas of
policy which will permit the Communiry to develop
into a full-qcale polidcal force and not merely remain
at a panicular level at which it no longer carries any
weight.'SPe must do away with the disdnction between
compulsory and non-compulsory expenditure and find
whereby
and there is a way rc be found
a wa!
the two- halves of the budgctary authority -can discuss
thc extent and details of the budget.

As we have advocated on previous occasions, we
should lay down the budget for the next year in a joint
discussion at the beginning of each budgetary year and
were prepared to make this decision, which would
have been binding on us in subsequent budgetary deliberations, at the beginning of the year.
rtre

(Tbe President asked the speaher to conclde)

Mr

President,

I

do not want to criticize you, but the

task before us and the phase we have reachcd in our
development may well bc of vital imponance to this
Parliament and its compcrcncy. I should like to draw
attention to this fact Parliament must know exactly
what is going on. However, I have virtually reached
the end of what I wanted to say anyway, and will try
rc fall in with your request.

'$7e are
I repeat in favour of increasing own
they should not be used to limit
resources. However, the scope of the Communiry but rather to deepen and
extend it. Ve will soon have to deal with Spain and
Ponugal and for this reason there must be appropriate
developments in all these areas of policy. As we called
for many years ago in connection with the second supplementary agreement of. 1975, we need a financial
forecast which is binding for the detailed planning of
budgetary years, but which must subsequendy be sup-

plemented in the light of developments. However,
Council has so far always rejected this financial forecast which the Commission has also called for in the
Past.

Hovever, this will only work if the Council and Parliament come to some atreement on future policy
requirements

in

cooperadon

with the

Commission.

However, this also means that we must clear up the
question
I say this particularly for the benefit
- andStates
of what the Community can
of the Member

or must do on its own, -what the Member Sates can do

on their on and what must be done by the

tsro
rcgether. The answers to the financial questions would
then become vinually self-evident.

'!7e call on the Council and Commission to hold
three-cornered talks on the basis of the agreement of
30 June 1982 in onder to draw up joint proposals for
which are of
solutions to these various questions

- scope of this
great significance for the existcnce and
the Council can,
Parliament
- so that Parliament and
as budgetary authority, guaranrce the funher development of this Community, which will also guarantee
that our citizens and Member States can benefit from
the Community.
(Appkuse)

(S).- (GR) Mr President, the Commission's proposals at the Brussels summit last March
on the future financing of the Communiry and on
budget discipline call for a firm and clear statement of
position by the European Parliament. As regards the
budget procedure, we have repeatedly dealt with this
subject. \7hen I say'w€' I mean mainly the Socialists,
but also all the othcr groups as well as the Commitrce
on Budgets. In fact, ar the end of 1982, the Committee
on Budgets put forward proposals for a revision of the
Financial Regulation based on the fact that this Regulation is out of date, does not meet the Communiry's
new needs and is urgendy in need of revision.
Mrs Nikolaou

A tlpical example is the classificatin of expenditure

as

either compulsory or non-compulsory. This distinction

has given us all a treat deal of trouble. It has prevented financial ffansp.uency and complicatcd relations benreen the European Parliament and the Coun-

cil of Ministers by anificially masking contradictions,
because rhere are contradictions.

At the end of

1983

the Commiwee on Budgets made a new move to revise
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the Regulation and asked the Commission and rhe
Council, together with the President of the European
Parliament, to put forward cenain proposals. But
instead of proposals for tackling the problem at its
roots, the only concrete proposal to come from the
Council sought rc limit the European Parliament's
rights and powers with regard to budgeary procedure.

Vas this thc problem? Ve feel rhat budget discipline
cannot be achieved if the Council, unilaterally and
without taking account of the polidcd necessities,
excludes in advance any possibiliry of exceeding the
maximum rate of increase of non-compulsory expend-

iture. This would mean not only resuicdng Parliament's scope
already limited, in any case
for

influencing the- revision of the budget, but also -violating the spirit of the Treaties. In this case it would
mean an infringement of Anicle 203(9) of the Treaty,
which stipulates that this rate may be exceeded if there
is agreement between the European Parliament and
the Council that the needs of the Communiry call for

it.
But what does this demand of the Council actually
mean?

If one examines Parliament's priorities and the
it has spread its margin over specific

way in which

headings all these years, it is clear thar this decision by
the Council runs counter to the European Parliament's
effon to restructure the budget within the already suffocatingly narrow limits by reinforcing the social and

regional policies and aid to the Third Vorld. Thus,
instead of the Communiry ceasing to be simply a Customs union with only a common agriculural policy
and progressing to other policies, the Council of Ministers is anxious to tone down even these minor effons
in the right direction.'$7e are against such an overcaudous attirude. The Socialist Group has repeatedly
called for a global and ambitious policy in conjunction
with an overall rise 1in own resources, which will enable the Community to meet successfully the challenge
of the moment.

As regards the Commission's proposals for curbing
agricultural expenditure, the problem is not the sarisrical connection between certain rares or the panicipation of the Finance Ministers in the debarcs on agricultural prices, but . . .

expenditure, which is by far the greatest share of thc
budget, and Parliament is confident thar it has done ia
duty right from ihe stan in this respect. In December
1979 we rejected the 1980 budget, mainly in order to
draw attention to its structural imbalance, as it allocated too much expenditure to agriculture and oo lit-

de to other Community policies of vital economic

imponance which could help in combating unemployment. In 1980 a working party of the Committee on
Budgets drafted timely and clear proposals to increase
own resources and submitted rhem to Parliament for a
vote in Spring 1981, as we u,'ere convinced that we
could not reduce expenditure on the agricultural

policy without renationalizing it. That would have
entailed increasing expenditure on agruculrure in our
individual national budgets, since we can hardly wish
reduce farmers' earnings, which have improved
considerably in the last few years precisely as a resulr
of the common agricultural poliry. Another consideration is that similar financial aid to American farmers
cost the Federal administration rcrice what rhe CAP
cosu, although the number of American farmers is
considerably lower than in Europe.

rc

Therefore, since it was unrealistic to reduce agricultural expenditure, there had to be an increase in the
funds available for new policies to allow the Communiry to take up the rcchnological challenge posed
then
and even more now
by Japan and the
- States,
- individual
United
and which the
Member
States are not capable of facing.
This was also the only proper way of working towards
a solution of the British problem, which stems precisely from the fact that Britain is not a major agricultural producer and consequently does nor benefit
greatly from rhe advantages of the CAP. On the other
hand, it has a mainly industrial and teniary economy
and could benefit a good deal from new Communiry
policies in these secrors.

The Commission allowed over rwo years to

pass

before taking our requests inro account. The positive
shon-term rend in the world market for some basic
agricultural products gave the illusion, and no more
than the illusion, that agricultural expenditure would
be curbed automarically or even reduced, and that
funds would thus become available for ottrer policies
even under the 1olo of VAT qfst€m.

Prcsidcnt.
Mrs Nikolaou, I am sorry but I must
- hard
now be very
on rhe Socialist Members as I was

Funhermore, not only did the Council show how

very lenient with your rapport€ur. I now call Mr Barbi.

incapable

(fi) Mr President,
Mr Barbi (PPE).
I begin
- representarives thatmay
by telling the Council
we find it

hard to rclerante this continual preaching and rhese
repearcd warnings over budget discipline, that is the
need for the budget ro be strict and severe.

!7e members are not to blame for rhe money wasted
and the shonfalls in the Communiry budget. Moreover, the Council has the last word on compulsory

it

was

of restructuring the budget

epaft

- ir did
from preaching about budget discipline
- but
not even manage ro come to any definite
decision

regarding sciendfic research, rcchnological innovation.
Eansport or energ:f, in spite of clear suggesdons and
constant urging from Parliament. So with no pressure

arising from new expenditure, decisions on new
revenue could simply be put off. But now the problems
have caught up with us, and in the worst possible manner. The financial requirements

of the

agricultural

policy have expanded considerably and there are still
no nex/ Community policies.
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'!7e have alvays made it clear, as at the time of the
vote on the Arndt repoG and as Mr Lange, the Chairman of the Committee on Budgets, reiterated just
now, that we want new financial resources not in
order to finance old policies, but above all rc launch
Community actions in new sectors. The Council
appears to be working towards increasing own
resouroes, panicularly vrith an eye rc the accession of
Spain and Ponugal.

Now that the crunch has come, all of us, the Council,
the Commission and all groups in this House, must
face up to realiry. The enlargement of the Communiry,
the CAP and the new policies all require new
resouroes, and there is no getting away from this.'!7e
must face the facts: since we have to make good the
deficit in the 1984 budget, which stemmed from the
Council's decisions on the agricultural policy, it thus
seems logical to us that rather than depend on loans,

we give thought to drawing

advances

on

future

finance available in 1985, which must be decided
quickly if we want it.

Ve

obviously prefer advances to the loans suggested
by the Commission or the other possible solutions put
forward by various colleagues, from my group as well.
Our main reason for prefering advances is that we do
not wish to abandon the own resources rystem. Loans
could turn out rc be a disguised way of returning to a
rype of national contributions scheme, whereas advances are closely linked to the own resources system
and have the effect of compelling even those who do
not want m admit it, that resources need to be adequately incteased. That is why I asked Mr Tugendhat
whether the 1985 budget included a provision for
meeting the 1984 deficit, because I think that is where
the deficit must be made good, and not by resoning to
any other means.

The thing r,e must really try and prevent is that some
sratagem is found to make good and conceal the 1984
deficit, which should be kept visible for everyone to
see. The Council, the governments and national parliaments have rc rcalize that, with such limited
resouroes, the Community simply cannot function.
They must have the couraBe and political perspicaciry
to choose between strengthening the Communiry financially and institutionally and going back to a state of
national self-sufficiency and self-interest, narrow
national viewpoints and all their economical and political consequences.

kt

us also make it clear that we cannot stand by and
allow any a[empt to be made to reduce or disguise
this deficit by cutting funds for the regional and social
policies or the very modest appropriations set aside for
what amounts to a bare start on Communiry policies in
the new sectors, funds for which vre had rc fight so
hard year afrcr year in this Parliament. If the already
unfavourable balance berween compulsory and non-

compulsory expenditure is altcred, the very limitcd
powers of shis Parliament would be funher reduced,

but more imponandy this would mean abandoning
even the first beginnings of Communiry actions which

ve consider to be the only way of combating unemployment through thc economic recovery and
development of Europe.

Those, Mr President, are the general political reasons
why we support Mr lenge's motion and the Scrivener
report. Mr Notenboom and Mr Langes will say more
about the economic, financial and budgeary deails.
(Apphase from tbe centre )

(DE) Ladies and gentlemust urge you not -to get my report mixed up
with Mrs Scrivene/s as you will otherwise end up with
something of a hotchpotch.

Mr Lange (S), rapporterr.
men.

I

One of these report concerns the total clarification of
the competency of this Parliament while Mrs Scrivener's report on the other hand says that we must come
to some clear agrcement as to how, if at all, we can
cover budgetary requirements given the exhaustion of
own resources. These are rwo completely different
questions and I would be grateful, Mr President, if
you could keep this very much in mind while chairing
this discussion.
Prcsident.
- I have nothing against a hotchpotch
Lange, but I go along with you.

Mr

Lord Douro (ED).
Mr President, it is appropriate
- end his term as a Member of the
that Mr Lange should
European Parliament and as chairman of the Committee on Budgets by presendng to us today such an
imponant repon about
as he righdy says
the
- are
budgeary powers of the -European Parliament.'$7e
at a stage now where all the Communiry institutions
realize

that the budgetary procedure could

be

improved, and I would very much like to support the
son of ideas that Mr lange was referring to, which he
has expressed in his report, and vrhich the Commission
also supports, namely, that at the beginning of a budgetary process there should be a joint agreement
besween the institutions including the Parliament on
how the Community should spend its money and the
limits that it should place upon expenditure. That

to me absolutcly essential in the present state of
the Communiq/s budgecary affairs and it is the son of
idea which this group would like to support in every
possible way.
seems

I also would like to suppon on behalf of our group the
proposal by Mr Lange in his repon that the distinction
benreen compulsory and non-compulsory expenditure
should be eradicatcd. It has always been an anificial
distinction. It has led rc the most complicarcd budgetary procedures with Parliament really only having
powers over non-compulsory expenditure and the
Council having the power over compulsory expendi-
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ture. That in itsclf has led to intcr-institutiond rivalry
which was not necessary, and I think the Community
would be well-rid of this distinction. I hope that will
be not only supponed by this House today, but
adoptcd by the other institutions as well and will lead
to a change in the Treaty.

Mr President, I will conclude by reminding the House
that in our opinion Parliament cannot be blamed for
the Communiqy's financial position today, since we

Mr

budget. I have no compunction about srying so
it is
- the
a son of admission of guilt on my part
because
- we were
Liberal Group opposed it. At that time

Presidenq my group has only tabled one small
Ve believe that the
which will probaand from
bly be made available to the Communiry
what Mr Tugendhat said this morning, are urgently
vras more precisely defined in Mr Arndt's
required
repon of- last November. Therefore we favour that
amendment to Mr Lange's report.
way the new resources iue spent

wording and would like to inuoduce that as an
amendment to Mr Lange's report which I hope he will
feel able to support as wcll. Ve think it is a good
report and we will suppon it.

for a numbcr of yearc continually drawn the
attention of the other Institutions m the dangers of
this happening. Vhen we look back over the past we
can see thatin 1979, for example, we rejectcd the 19E0
have

already faced with all the difficulties confronting us
today. The responsibility must lie with the Council,

which has been unable m overcome its differences,
and also with the Commission, which has hesitated so
ofun. So it is high time to read, for what the Community needs is close cooperation becween the Institutions and not a constant search, which is what is happening today, for ways of circumventing Parliament's
budget powers.

(FR) Mr President, ladies and
Mrs Scrivener (L).
gendcmen, I should- first of all like to foin my collcagues in thanking Mr lange for his repon on a subjcct which is most essential, and I would wen go so far
as to say vital, for the lifc of the Community. I should
like to add that the Liberal Group naturally wholeheancdly supports the rcpon.
As in the past, we ourselves wholy approve the fact
that emphasis is put on budget discipline and agree
that this means that we must still aim to improve management. Ve also unrcsenedly second the view that
budget discipline should enable us tc, ensure that
expenditure commined is more effecdve at European
than at national level. But on the other hand we can-

not accept that budget discipline should be an excuse
for challenging decisions taken by the budget authority.

I will certainly not be the only one to have noticcd
that, for some time now, sweral Member States have
u/ant€d to disregard the powers of the European Parliament. There are times when things need to be said:

I

find this attitude astonishing at a dme when we are
preparing for the second elections by universal suffrage to the European Parliament and when these
same States claim to be resolutcly in favour of contin-

uing the construction of Europe.

Ve

are admittedly

accustomed to such inconsistcncies, but wen so rhere
are times when it is advisablc to point these rhings out.
As for the Commission, which is the subject of the oral

question, it has concludcd that appropriations will not
be enough to cover rhe EAGGF Guaranree Section
and it has decided on its own authoriry to economize
in the non-compulsory expenditure section. All this is
rather irresponsible and in fact even infringes the
provisions of the Treades. I think that by adopting the
report tabled by Mr Lange, Parliament will be giving
the Commission a solemn warning. To be honesr, we
cannot understand the Commission's attitude. IThy
should the Commission regard the Parliament as it
does?

Eisma (ND.
NL) | should really keep my
mouth shut sincc -I cannot put it any better than Mr
Lange has already done. However, we fully agree that
steps must be taken to improve budgetary discipline if
the available resources are to be allocarcd efficiendy.

Mr

Under a proper budgetary procedure, the budgctary
authorities should decide on measures of this kind
joindy. Ve are strongly opposed to the idea of the
Council one-sidedly imposing measures regarding
budgetary discipline and future financing without consultation with the European Parliament, since this is in
conflict with the Council's obligation to consult Parliament on questions of this kind. Indeed, the Council's practice of restricting expenditure on the assumption that the European Pailiament will amend the
budget in fact constitutes an attack on rhe budgctary
powers of this Parliament and the same is true of the

recent intcrnal procedure applied

in

she Council.

These practiccs mean that the European Parliament is
reduced to a second-class budgetary authority which
may be allowed to join in the gamc even though the
results are known in advance. Ve therefore wholeheanedly support the motion for a rcsolution by the
Committce on Budgets in its rcjection of this behaviour on thc pan of the Council.

'Ve also support
the proposal to abolish the distinction
between compulsory and non-compulsory expenditure
indeed one of the main objectives of the new Euro-pean Parliament
should be to abolish this anificial distinction and hence bring about a more balanced division of compercncy berween the rwo halves of the
budgetary authority. Mr President, we all want a new
policy. This is quite clear and will necessirate increasing own resouroes. Certainln vith an eye to the accession of Spain and Ponugal, the Communiq/s share of

VAT should in our view, be increased to

berween

l-8o/o and2o/0.

I should likc to conclude, Mr President, by srying that
we regard thc motion for a resolution by the Com-
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mittee on Budgets as very important. Ve shall therefore give it our wholeheartcd support and I should like
to repeat, that I oncc more found what the rapporteur,
Mr Lange, had to say quite fascinating. Ve shall miss
him during thc next period of office.

(DE) Mr Ptesident, ladies
Mr Lenges (PPE).
gendemen, both in- the Committee on Budgets

and
and
here in the plenary assembly the Christian Democrats
have not only always gone along with the basic ideas
put forward here today by the Chairman of the Committee on Budgets, but, unlike cenain Members of this
House, explicidy dcfended them. It is regrettable that
so few Members are present this morning, since we are

faced with the problem of defending the budgetary
rights which our predeccssors fought for from 1970 to
1975. Thus we are by no means cheerfully extending
these budgetary rights
as implied in the Spinelli
report
but have reached
a point where a very
curious -inconsistency has come about in the political
arena. On the one hand we hear talk in various quaners
including the election campaign
the effect
- tomore
that- European Parliament must be given
rights
and legislative powers
and I am very much in

while-many representatives of the
favour of this
Council say in the same breath that they want to res-

Council intercst on its loans for something which the
Council itself wanted and put into practice, i.e. the
legislation in the agricultural field? This is surely nonsense both legally and politically, I should like to say
to the Commission that we can forget Anicle 235 in
this context since filling this gap would not be a matter
of exceptional expendiure but something which forms
a normal pan of the work of this Parliament and the
Council. For this reason, Mr Lange, your report must
provide us with a solution which is acceptable within
the overall cont€xt of this Parliament's policy. The
only form this solution can take is for us to say that
the own rcsources at our disposal are not sufficient so
we must use them as an advance for 1985. Then the
gap for 1985 and hence the pressure.on the Council
will become still greater and the question urill arise as
to when the l0/o ceiling will be exceeded. This question will thus come up once more in 1985 and we will
have to put pressure on the Council once more to find
a solution in collaboration with this Parliamenr The
issues dealt with in the repon by Mr Lange and Mrs
Scrivener are intcrrelated and we should consider
them in conjunction. '$7'e want a joint policy with the
Council and the Council must respect our rights which
were not, after all, handed to us on a plate because
there was no choice in the matter, but with a view to
building up a democratic Europe.

trict Parliamcnt's budgetary rights when the question
of Community financing comes up, since the proposals

(Appk*se)

by the Brussels Council

to the effect that the Coun- so
cil of Ministers should,
to speak, fix a ceiling,
would obviously not only restrict the budgetaqy compercncy of this Parliament but eliminate it completely
in several areas.

I regret, therefore, that so few Members are present,
since when we Members are asked in discussions
whether or not we in fact have anfhing to say in
Srasbourg, we have hithcrto always proudly pointed
out that we have our budgetary powers and our right

of

control. For this reason, when this Parliament
Mr Langes it must take
quite clear to the Council with a massive majority

comes to vot€ on the repon by

it

that it could not tolerate its rights being restricted, and
it must make it clear to all the people of Europe that
so-called economy measures could be used by the
Council of Ministers as 1 pret€xt for attacking parliamenary rights. This is why today's debate is such a
scrious mattcr. Mrs Scrivcner's repon concerns the
question of how we are to bridge the budgetary gap.
'Ve have made it clear in the Committee on Budgets
thaq as the srying goes, whoever calls the tune must
pay the piper. Thus if the Council of Ministcr of furiculture decides that somethint must be paid for and
that the nesessary funds are not available, this same
Council or the Council of Minister of Finance must
obviously also ask the question of how it is to go about
it. The criticism I would make of the Commission is
that it has taken the responsibility for this problem
upon itself once more, whereas it should be first and
foremost a question for the Council to ansver. Vhat is
all this about loans with interest? Should we pay the

IN THE CFIAIR: MR JAQUET
Vce-President

Mr Tugendh*, Vice-fuesidcnt of tbe Commission
Mr President, in the light of what Mr Lange has said,

I should bcgin by emphasizing that it is my
intcntion to devote myself to the repon on budgetary
discipline and future financing, in other words Mr
Lange's motion for a resolution, and that it is not my
intention rc deal with Mrs Scrivene/s repon, about
which the Commission will have its say in due time
vhen the House debates it. I want to make it clear
that, as Mr Lange suggested, I am dealing with one
perhaps

subject and not with both. In any case, the resolution
which Mr Lange has put before the House is quite sufficiently important to rcceive a reply in its own right.

In the end-of-term spirit penading the proceedings of
the House at the moment, it would be indelicate of me

to say too much to the effect that the resolution is
addressed largely to the Council and that the Council
is conspicuous largely by its absence. That is a point
which, perhaps, ought to be made, though I +'on't go
into it any further than that, excepr ro say that I think
it is a pity that the Presidency is not represented along
urith the permanent staff
with great respect to rhe

permanent staff.

-
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Tugendhat

I

should like to comment briefly on what

said.

Ir is imponant not

because

Mr

Lange

only in its own right but
it is, to some extent, going to be Mr Lange's

testament. Vith a large pan of his repon ilre Commission can only express its full agreement. Indeed, in our
own communications on budgetary discipline we have

sought rc reinforce many of the points to which Mr
Lange attaches importance. Ve too have stressed
and I and my colleagues have argued this point -at
length in the face of a not always receptive Council
the need for close cooperation berween all three institutions if the Communiqy's budget procedure is to
work effectively. Ve have also argued that optimum
use of the Communiq/s resources can only be assured
on the basis of clearly defined guidelines and priorities
I repeat both
to be dercrmined by both
- and do
arms of the budget authoriry. !7e have emphasized the
planning
in
imponance of multiannual financial
this

leading picture of the Commission's intentions. The
true position concerning the 1984 budget, for whose
execution the Commission is solely responsible, is as
follows. Since the beginning of the year we in the
Commission have been conscious of the need for a
panicularly prudent management of the 1984 budget,
given the vinual exhaustion of the Communiq/s own
resources. Since the early months of the year, we have
also been aware of the likelihood, in addition to a
potential overrun on EAGGF Guarantee expenditure,
of a certain shortfall in the Communiq/s rwenues by
comparison with the budget forecast.

As a result, the Commission has taken cenain precautionary measures designed to control and monitor the
execudon of the budget during the early pan of the
year, pending the preparation of decisions for submission to the budgetary authoriry.

resPect.

The Commission finalized its preparation of
The Commission has also, as this House is aware, justified an increase in the Communiq/s share of VAT in
order to further development and consolidation of
Communiry policies in all areas. I answered a question
to that effecc from Mrs Castle earlier. Indeed, we have
gone funher and proposed a specific regime of guide-

lines for the growth of agricultural expenditure,
designed to ensure that in future such expenditure
increases at a rete less than that of the growth of the

Community's own resources. It is perhaps surprising
therefore in the light of the Committee on Budget's
past position on this issue that Mr Iange's resoludon
does not express support for such a guideline.
There'is, however, one specific point in the resoludon
where the Commission has adopted a different
approach. It is proposed in Mr Lange's motion for a
resolution that the differentiation berween compulsory

and non-compulsory expenditure should be abandoned. This would mean an amendment of the Treary
of Rome. It is for this House to judge whether a revision of the Treary in such a fundamental area would in
the present circumstanccs be desirable. Ve, for our
pan, have not thought ic wise or realistic rc advocare
any such amendment. Instead we have been prepared
to seek a smoother operation of the budget procedure
on the basis of the existing provisions of the Treaty
and in full respect of the powers which both halves of
the budgetaqy authoriry already have.
Finally, since I see from the agenda thar it has been
included in this debate, I should like rc answer on the
Commission's behalf the question raised by Mr Ligios
and others concerning the way in which the Commission is executing the 1984 budget. This is a point to

I referred in answer to a question from Mr
Barbi. I regret that Mr Ligios is not here to hear the
reply which I promised him, but no doubt one of the
other members of his group who is here vill be able to
convey to him what I am about to say. The question
refers to press reports for which the Commission is not
responsible and which deliberately seek to give a miswhich

these
decisions on 17 April. Its proposals are set out in document COM(84) 250 final and are now being examined

both by Parliament and Council. In that document,
the Commission indicated that it would be able, without putting in peril any of the Communiq/s own policies or adions, to find manatement economies of the

order of 350 million ECU in its execution of the 1984
budget, panicularly as a result of a more rigorous attitude concerning the recommitment of cancelled credits and the carqyover credits from last year.

This decision by the Commission replaces the regime

of

precautiona{y measures which preceded it. The
manatement economies involved, full details of which
have been given both orally and in writing to the
budgetary authority, concern both compulsoqy, and
noncompulsory expenditure and both agricultural and
non-agricultural expenditure. They are designed to
cover part of an anticipated shortfall in the Communiq/s own resources. There is no question of their
being used in order rc transfer credits from the noncompulsory part of the budget to EAGGF Guarantee.
These are, Mr President, I repear, rhe only specific
manatement economies which the Commission has
identified. None the less, we are, given the difficult
and uncertain budgetaqy situarion this year, seeking to
manage the s,hole of our execution of the budget in a
general spirit of prudence and care: I do not believe
that in the Communiq/s current circumstances it
would be wise or responsible of the Commission rc do
otherwise.

Mr President,

as Mr lange pointed out in his speech,
the House is unfonunately nor very will attended this
morning. However, I hope, none the less, that what I
have said will be marked and noted by Members of all
political groups and that they will put rhis definidve
stat€ment of thc Commission's actions in the forefronr
of their minds rather than some of the rumours, alletations and speculations that have gained currency in

recent weeks.
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(DE) I should like to. begin
Mr Langc, ftrpporterlr.
- the procedure.
It is true that
by making a remark on

Mrs Scrivener's report does not yet figure on the
agenda. However, it very clearly stat€s our views on
what must be done to ackle the problem of exhaustion of ourn resources. This is a question which must
be discussed separately and not in conjunction with
the repon on budgetary discipline, sirice no written
opinion in the form of a resolution is otherwise before
the Council. Since we have to decide once more this
afternoon on the question of whether or not Mrs
Scrivene/s repon is to be included on the agenda, I
would ask you all to do your bit to see that it is in fact
included so that we can deal with it separately and in
detail.

This is what I meant when I said that the wo matrcrs
were not so closely interrelated. It would be poindess
to take them ogether since even if we would thereby
have voiced our opinion on it, the Council does not
need rc take any notice of things which are merely
recorded in the minutes and not explicitly addressed to

it.
As regards the question currently before us, I should
like to thank those Members who have said they will
support the motion for a resolution. However, this was
already clear from our discussions in the Committee
on Budgets. I should like to point out, by way of
explanation for the amendments we have tabled, that
all previous reports have been listed in our present
report, which means that Parliament's old position is
entirely unaffected. It did not appear essential, but it
was the wish of the Commiree on Budgets that all
these positions should be mentioned explicidy once

appear m be a logical development. Since we had no

doubts about the fact that optimism has its place in
policy makinB, this should also be assessed accordingly, and paragraph 7 is of decisive significance in this
connection. \7e will Bet toBether, discuss mafters, try
to find a joint solution and then turn again to the bodies responsible for making the decisions. This will lead

to a solution vhich is acceptable for all

concerned
and, most imponant, this annual repetition of a totally
superfluous budgetary conflict will be avoided.

Parliament is constandy blamed for this and people
claim that it is merely trying to throw its weight about
or something like that. That is all nonsense. Vhat Parliament is trying to do is to exercise its competency
and meet its responsibilities. Basically it is always the
Council which is to blame for these conflicts.'$7'e can
put an end to this state of affairs in this way and we
should both try to do so in a positive spirit. I sometimes get fed up hearing the expression 'Realpolitik'
since many people use it as an excuse for leaving
everphing as it is. I hope the Commission will be able
to take this step and discuss maters with us and with
the Council. Then we will see what comes of it.

It will still be possible for us to do this during the life
of this present Parliament so that the next Parliament,

vhich is to hold its constituent assembly on

me as a little too highfalutin to refer to it as a
heritage, but I hope that the work and time which various people including myself have put into the
development of democratic institutions within the

Communiry will not come to nothing but will rather
will only be possible for us to build a
European Community if it is organized in a complercly democratic manner. Otherwise it is a nonbe followed up. It

Treaties has been maintained, which is the main point
we are discussing rcday. This is what our debate is
about, but not only this.

start€r.

30 June 1982.

Then we will see how far we can get rcgether. Then
we will have to discuss these questions.'Sfe cannot ask
right at the outset whether it is advisable to try and
introduce an amendment to the Treaty in the current
difficult political situation. There may be other ways

July,

It strikes

more in this report. Otherwise the central question of
this debate might well not have been the question of
whether Parliament's position as described by the

The point we make in paragraph 3 is, I think, completely logical. If the Council ries to restrict or even
abolish our compercncy, it is this Parliament's downright duty to say that this is not at all what it has in
mind. This has nothing to do wish realism or Realpolitik or anyrting of that kind. It is simply showing the
Council what is really called for and for this reason we
also call for the application of the agreement of

24

can inherit what we have achieved.

(Appkrse)

The debate is closed. The vorc
President.
taken at the- next voting time.

will

be

(FR,) According to the agenda that
Mr Sutra (S).
we have been -given for this evening's votes, we are
going to vote on the report by Mrs Scrivener. Mr Tugendhat has just told us that he would reply to the
repon by Mr Lange. Are we scheduled to vote on
these rwo items or only on the repon by Mrs Scrivener?

Mr Lange (Sl, cbairman of tbe

Committee on Badgets.

atreement on this maner. $7e have

(DE) Mr Sutra, I
something earlier in connec-don with the Scrivenersaid
repon. \7e shall be required to

already sealed other questions in this way with the
three different institutions, i.e. the Council, Commission and Parliament. Vhy should it not be possible this
time too? I am optimistic on this point, since it would

decide at three o'clock whether the report is going to
be considered this afternoon, and I urge all the Members to be here in the Chamber at three o'clock so that
this repon can be placed on the agenda. I am also

of coming to
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Lenge
appealling to those who used the quorum rule yesterday to keep this report off the agenda not to do so
again. I am asking everyone to be present so that we
have a quorum, since we have to deal wirh rhis Scrivener report and let the Council know our views on this
mamr. I think that answers Mr Sutra's question, Mr
President.

Thank you for answering the question,
made an appeal to those who were
present. I think it is much more important to appeal to
President.

Mr lange.- You

those who are absent.

5.
President.

Economic sittution

mic and investment policies of the kind that would
enable us so make the most of our economic potcntial.

Before the breakdown of the Bretton Voods Agreement, the common market was a riumphant success.

Now it is marking timc. There are certainly some
hopeful signs, as the Commission points out in its
report. In the United States, in spitc of che distortions
caused by the imbalancc of the federal budget, there
have been some important forward moves towards
economic recoyery. The continuing expansion of the
Pacific economies is one of thc phenomenal, benign
dcvelopmens of our c€nrury. In Europe, we stand to
gain from the improvement of economic conditions in
the cwo other dme zones of thc world's economic

activiry. There are some improvements to be noted in
economic conditions within the European Economic
Community too.

The next item is rhe reporr (Doc.

l-210/84), -drawn up by Sir Brandon Rhys Villiams
on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on the
communication from the Commission to the Council on
tle economic situation in the Communiry, in accordance
with Anicle 2 of the converBence decision of 18 February 1974 (COM(84) lOE final).

The rcne of rhe tcxr of the Commission's reporr

is,

however, too optimisdc. The facts are made clearer in

the tables on the lasr page of it. Unemployment in
America and in Japan is now falling, but in our Community it is still slowly rising. Vorld trade is increasing
in volume, but our share of it is falling. The proponion
of available resources we are devoting ro research and
to investment is much rco small. The missing element
is confidence.

Sir Brandon Rhys Villiems (EDl, rapporteur.
Mr
President, it has been my good fonune to serve-in the
past 1l years as a mcmber of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs. It was a panicular
honour rc be asked by my colleagues ro act as rapportcur for the last of our series of repons in this Parliamen! on the economic situation in rhe Community. As
I am not standing in nexr monrh's elections, this is the
last serious responsibility I shall undenake as an MEP.

Vhen I joined the committee in January 1973, the
Bretton \7oods Agreement scning up an economic
order for the free world had still not completely broken down. Many people believed that the discipline of
fixed exchange rates and the goodneighbour economic
policies adopted at the end of the war could be put
back in place. Two things made that hope a vain one:
the shock of the rises in energ;y prices in the following
yearc and the growing volume of fast-moving capiral
shifting berween rhe major financial oentres of the free
world in search of shon-term advantage. These factors
gave rise to the inflation of the nadonal paper currencies at different rates and created conditions both for

public-sector

and

private-sector decision-makers

which severely restricted confidence and the ability to
predict the future course of industrial, trading and
moneta{y conditions.

The free world has largely come to terms with rhe
return of high-cost encrf,ffr but we still have to tackle
the problems of unstable exchange ratcs and anomalous moneary conditions in the financial cenres of the

free world, including those within our own Community, which make it difficult to embark on econo-

There are still too many factors inhibiting the revival
of the Europ."n
\7e should aik ourselves
"*ro*y.
why. It is not because
our national economies are too
closely integrated or harmonized by the tcrms of the
Treaty. It is becausq our European economy is still
fragmentcd by barriers to the completcly free movement of goods and capital like tax differences and
exchange- and intcrest-rate uncertaindes, resulting
from the percistence of independent nationalist direction of the circumstances in which European business

-

public and private secror

-

sdll has to operate.

If we sincerely want the solutions to our economic difficulties, we shall find rhem in the Treaty. The answers
are to be found in this book. \7e know how to solvc
our problems. Thc question is, have we the will? In

our democractic Communiryr crn common sense
break through? I am confident that it can and that it
will, because it must.
Because we have not fully learned the lessons of the
period of economic nationalism which damaged our
economies so tcrribly 50 years ato, we are still repeating our mistakes. But we do not have to. My repon is
strongly unionist in characrcr, and in that, I believe, it
reflects the convictions held on all sides in the Com-

mittee on Economic and MonetaryAffai$.

I

shall not

try to

summarize the recommendations
in my reporr,

which my commiree has endorsed

I trust that each will be thoroughly considered by the Council and by those rcsponsible for
monetary policy in the various national and intcrnaalthough
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tiond institutions of the Communiry. I would like simply to end my speech by drawing attention to the paragraph which closes my motion for a resolurion: 'The
European Parliament. . .
records its dissatisfacdon with the low level of cooperacion bcgween Mcmber Satcs in forrrulating their moneary, cconomic and fiscal policies, but recognizes that in
many instanccs thc governmens of the Mcmber Statcs
arc pursuing the commitmcnts on which they were
electcd; suesses the extcnt of the danger to the economic achicvements of the Community of separarisr and
protcdionist trends, and trusts that the Communiry electors vill continue to rccognize the economic benefits to
be gained through thc achicvement of European union.

I trust that my repon vill win the approval of

the

Another imponant point is that the existing structural
budgetary deficits, when adjusted to allow for rhe
effecs of inflation and the rec€ssion, are posirive, in
other vords, they are actually surpluses, so that there
is considerable scope for pursuing an expansionist
financial poliry, i.e. for boosting demand by lowering
taxes or increasing public expendirure.

lastly, the coordinat€d application of financial poliry
avoids ariy balancc of payments risks. It is difficult, Mr
President, for people who are aware of economic facts

to deny these simple economic truths. S7hen they do
so, it is in order to cover up the fundamental ideological shift which their espousal of monetarist dogma has
imposed on them. It is in fact the first time since the

House.

war that the European Right denies that the State,
wish the economic policy it pursues, is responsible for

(Applatse)

economic activity and employment.

Presidenq I am
rcmpted to repeat some- points from my speech on rhe
Herman report last March. In fact, rhc background is
still the same. The economic and social situarion of the
Communiry remains grim, the basic points in the
repon by Sir Brandon Rhys Villiams are close to
those in the Herman repon and, lastly, rhere seems no
hope of a real change in the economic policies of rhose
counries which are in a position to change them.

Mr P4aatoniou

(S).

(GR)

Mr

But on the other hand, it is becoming more and more
apparent every day that the continuarion of the current economic policy is leading to the prolongation of
mass unemploFnent, which sooner or later will put
our democratic institutions to the test. Three weeks
ago the Centre for European Policy Studies published
a remarkable paper by Professors Layard, Basevi,
Blanchard, Buiter and Dornbusch entitled 'Europe
the case for unsusainable growth', which refers rc the
economic impasses into which the continuation of the

current economic policy is leading and makes an
urgent appeal for a change of course.

I would warmly recommend Mr Ortoli, Mr Herman,
Mr von Bismarck and Sir Brandon R-hys Villiams to
read this book very carefully in order to undersand
how broad the scope acarally is for a change in the
economic policy currently being pursued in the Communiry and for conducting an expansionisr financial
policy in the two countries where there is such scope,

namely Germany and the United Kingdom. In fact,
the analysis of this book unreservedly suppons thc
views put forward by thc Socialist Group during rhe
debate on the Herman report last March.

In panicular, this analysis

shows that the productive
resources, i.e. capial and labour, vhich are now available to the rwo Communiry countries I mentioned,
Germany and the Unitcd Kingdom, to which I would
also add the Netherlands, permit a much higher level
of demand, producdon and employment than rhar
which exists in the Communiry at present.

Sir Brandon Rhys Villiams, as rhe rapponcur of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, is the
spokesman of this new spirit of the European Right. In

voting against the repon by Sir Brandon Rhys \7illiams, the Socialist Group is issuing a message before
the elections. Ve Socialists, wherwer and whenever
r,e are in power, side with the unemployed.

(DE) Mr President,
Mr von Bismarck (PPE).
- make a remark for rhe
before I begin I should like to
benfit of Mr Papantoniou. I would advise him ro con-

tact the former chairman of our Committee, Mr
Jacques Delors, who is now the French Minister of
Finance, and ask him to explain the real facu so that
the Socialists do not go on making gross errors. Ten
years ago, the Council decided in principle that the

Commission should draw up guidelines for the convertence of the 10 economies making up the Communiry. It obviously did this because it realized in a
lucid moment that the European family of Ten in realiry had only a single joint future and that misakes
made in any one counrry were always at the expense
of the other nine.

Now,

10 years larcr, the quesdon arises as to why the
Commission, panicularly in the last report which we
are debating here today, feels it has to be so easy on
thc countries which have so far failed to follow up, or
at least to follow up adequateln ir excellent recommendations and hence failed rc act in accordance with
the interests of their citizens. The main reason
i.e.
the real reason which they are keeping quiet about
is clear: the Commissioners have frequently aaed
more on the basis of national interests rather than
pan-European interests and critcria. Vhy should this
be? The answer is that, like politicians in general, they
are more afraid of incurring disapproval at home than
incurring the disapproval of this European Parliament
which was elected W 270 million people. If this should
continue in this area as in practically every other, I am
confident that it would encourage, indeed force, the
next Parliament to exercise its right to dismiss the
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Commission, which would make it clear once and for
all to everybody including the subsequent Commission
rhat the Commission's authority derives from the Parliament and that the Parliament is the Commission's

of Ten have to foot the bill regardless of where it

authority.

Parliament, must, therefore, insist that in future decisions are taken in a democratic manner and in accordance with the majority wishes of the people, so that
our market economy may genuinely function in the
social interests of weryone alike. \7e in this Parliament have, with the Herman report which was based
on the general opinion by Ball and Albert, stated our
views as to what direction economic and social policy
should take in coming years. One of the points on
which the Commission will be judged in future is
wherher and how it follows Parliament's suggestions.

'$Ihat,

above all, must the new Parliament insist on in
the field of economic policy?

Firstly, the market economy laid down by the Treaties
is intended to be for the benefit of the citizens and
must remain so or, more precisely, mu$ move more
and more in this direcdon, as Mr Lange has abeady
said.

Secondly, this market economy is defensible only if it
indeed this is what
has positive social implications
the panies to the Treary had in mind. It must serve the
social interests and welfare in the broadest sense of all
concerned.

Thirdly, how can this be done? On the one hand lively
free competition is an essential feature of a market
economy since only with this principle of free competirion as its taskmaster, so to spcak, can the selfinterest of those involved in the market be pressed into
the service of the common good. Only in this way
does it lead to democratic freedom.
On the other hand, a socially-orientated market economy calls for stable cuffency and zero inflation if the
exploitation of the weak, who have their savings
locked away in a cupboard or in a savings bank, is to
be avoided. A socially-orientated market economy
requires a zero inflation rate if there are to be enough
jobs to be able to offer work to everyone vrho wishes
to work. Any degree of inflation is a threat to jobs
indeed, it is the motler of unemployment. Inflation in
one country also affects the other nine, it militates
against mutual support and social interests and leads
to the exploitation of the weaker sections of the population in the nine partner countries too. This is an area
in which we feel a particular need for clarity on the
pan of the Commission. Ve need adequatcly specific
guidelines based on a sense of social responsibiliry for
the citizens of Europe.

A funher prerequisite for a European market economy
which is in the social interests of all concerned is a
European currency
a common, stable and reliable
world-class currency- controlled by a cenual autonomous authoriry and based primarily on the maintenance of stabiliry.
Finally, the cry of 'me first'! and the nationalistic vetos
practiced by the Council have no place in a sociallyorientatcd and mutually beneficial market economy of
this kind. Anyone who continues to defend this practice is working against the gcneral inrcrests not only of
his own citizens but of the people of Europe as a
whole. There can be no such thing as going it alone in
future, since all the members of the European family

is

actually presented. This is something they will have to
realize sooner or later.

Vdeant

consules.

(m Mr Presidenq ladies
Bonaccini (COM).
- first time in the life of this
and gentlemen, this is the
Parliament that we have had the opportunity of discussing the economic situation in the Community in
circumstances which are not consandy worsening but
allow us to glimpse a first few modest but sure signs of
Mr

recovery.
So even if we have not yet reached the turning point
we all hope for, the present situation is worth examining carefully. Naturally the data we have available are
provisional, so the report can only be conditional: the
next Parliament will carry out a more detailed examination. Nevenheless I believe that, as of now, there
are sitns which encourage us to be slightly more forwardJooking and attentive to the possibilities which
might open up.

There is no doubt that company balance-sheets are
improving, and not only in Italy. It is also true that
productiviry is tending to rise in national economies
and, I beliwe, generally throughout the Community.
Moreover, some Communiry measures are allowing
lost time to be made up. I am referring to the steps
taken in the last few days in respect of an intcrvention
protramme in growth indusries and advanced sectors,
and I think the Commission should be urged to proceed further in this direction.
Even public balance-sheets are tending to improve,
and somet}ing is being done about structural deficits.
'lThether
this is being done well or badly is another
mafter, but at least it is being seen to.
From shis point of view I must say that the Commission has done excellent work with the working document submitted to us, because it draws our atrcntion to
the main points very succinctly. One of these is unemploymenq which is on a par, so to speak, with the

of economic
recovery. The Commission documen$ starcs on page 4
that some policies applied
by the United States that
is
threaten to jeopardize- the growth capaciry of the
external facrcrs affecting the policy

-
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American economy and to encourage new prot€ctionist presures, and further on it deals with rhe link with
problems in the Third Vorld.

uct. The rapporteur's recommendations for improving
the economy are therefore well-advised.

Only by

Our debate today follows on a series of international
meetings at which the problem was tackled without,

would say, producing

I

appreciable resul$,

although progress is said to ^ny
have been achieved behind
the scenes. If that is so, why not announce them publicly, so that this climate of confidence to which Mr
Rhys Villiams referred is really crearcd in the world
economy as a whole? Until we know exactly what progress has been made, I can only say that serious problems remain, as the Commission's report points out,

concerning

the continuing Breat instabiliry

of

exchange rates and also the enormous influence still
exened by the interest rates factor.

Up till now, Mr Rhys \Tilliams,

I have confined

my
remarks rc the Commission document because I
observe a certain disparity with your reporr. As I said
in committee, I am aware of a difference which makes
me appreciate the Commission's effons and disapprove of certain points which you have decided to
stress. For example, when presenting the overall situation, you emphasize what you term 'anomalies' and
continue to refer to them as such. More especially,
you do not mention certain aspeds which this Parliament has dealt with, such as the shon-term intervention measures, which were conceived as a package of

measures to provide protection against inflationary
effects (which, Mr von Bismarck, none of us here
want) and at the same time o reinforce growth. No
emphasis is put on the need rc keep on constantly restructuring our industries and accordingly persevering
with relevant measures. Nor is any accounr taken of

the special determined effort which the Commirtee
called for in connection with investment policy.

As a result we cannot approve your report, not on
account of any personal antipathy
there is none

but because it falls far shon of the commitments
which
Parliament, like the Community, can and must make.
Mr Damscaux (L).

Mr President, Mr Com- genrlemen,
missioner, ladies and
I should first of all
(FR)

like to congratulatc our colleague, Sir Brandon Rhys
'lTilliams, on his repon which,
although difficult to
draw up, gives us a sound analysis.of recenr economic
developments within the Community.

It

is right to stress that the Commission's revised forefor 1984 draws attention to a series of improvements. Things are ccrtainly rnoving, and moving in the

obsen ing budget discipline and by reducing
public sector deficits in the Member States with the
weakest economies can we return ro a healthy situa-

tion.

to be pleased with any
improvement, however tiny, in the economic situadon
of the Member States, they should beware of pursuing
a recovery at the expense of Community solidariry.

Although we cannot fail

The interdependence of our economies implies that
there is a real recorrery and naturally involves atrempts
to achieve grearcr cooperation. This means that we
must continue to pursue the establishment of a real

internd market by demanding that protectionist
arrangements of any son should be dismanded.

In the long run, the convergence of the economies of
the Member States and the strengthening of the Euro-

pean Monetary System are the mainstays

of

our

Economic Community.

I think that we should once again express our supporr
for the introduction of a convergence indicator or a
system of 'warning lights' which, like rhe divergence
indicator for currencies in the European Monetary
System, would make it the Council's responsibility to
make recommendations to the Member Starcs concerned in order to bring about rhe grearesr possible
degree of convergence between their economies.

The European Monetary System is the other means of
achieving proBress. It is imperarive that it should be
fully completed. In particular we should promote rhe
entry of the pound sterling into the system and
encourate the use of the ECU in both private and
institutional transactions.

The inrcrdependence of our economies will ultimately
force all the Stares of the Community either to achieve
greater cooperation or else to decline in the case of
those which continue in error.

'!7hat

Europe needs more rhan ever is the will to take
real decisions and for Parliament and the Commission
to work hand in hand to achieve rhis throughout the
future of the Community without postponing, as the
European Council has been doing from one summit ro
the next, the implementation of the necessary policies.

cast

Mr Ldor (DEP).

Mr President, I roo would like to

But we must be very careful when considering these

thank Sir Brandon- Rhys Villiams for the very thorough and accurate approach which he has adopted in
presenting his repon on the economic situation in the

favourable indicators, for Community performance is

Community.

sdll behind that of our industrialized panners. Thus
the United Statcs and Japan will have double the

My group acknowledges rhe Commission's

right direction.

increase of 2olo esdmated for our gross domestic prod-

assessmenr

of the present economic situation in Europe and the
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fact that certain areas of the economy are beginning to
show signs of improvement. Howwer, we also agree
with Sir Brandon that in comparison with the US and
Japan, Europe is still faced with very serious economic
problems and, in particular, high unemployment rates.
'!7e agree with the rapponeu/s call for industrial
reconstruction within the European economy. Ve certainly can no longer afford to invest in uneconomic
and wastcful prqects. Our investment resources must
bc channelled towards a Breater production of goods
and services that we can sell competitively.

For peripheral regions such as Ireland we have to
invest in developing markets and creating a better distribudon network so that our goods can compete more

favourably on the European market. This sort of
high-cost investment would have to be assisted by proposals from the Commission and aided by the European Investment Bank. Ve also feel that the problems
of small and medium-sized firms are all the greatcr in

peripheral areas but their potential rc provide employment and promote economic growth is more substantial. EEC policies should be adjusted to meet the needs
of small and medium-sized enterprises in peripheral
regions.

Training programmes for young people must include
provisions for the new technologies. More companies
should be encouraged to panicipate in Esprit and
other research programmes. !7e have an obligation to
ensure that Community aid will continue to be made
available for increased support for basic science and its
application and for promoting joint research programmes in areas such as microelecronics and biotechnology.

School leavers mu$ be given the opportuniry to

acqriire a skill to enable them to actually find a job. It
is therefore important for us to very carefully monitor
EEC-funded raining protrammes to ensure that they
are helping to create productive and sadsfying
employment. The rapponeur calls on the Commission

examine and promote viable proposds for infrastructure investment prorects, panicularly in energy
supply and transpon facilities. My group endorses that
call and emphasizes the future role of natural
resources in the Irish economy. !7e need the suppon
of the European Communiry to dwelop our infrastructure in relation to oil exploration and the related
industries. I would like to point out that in Ireland, as
indeed in other Member States, spiralling wage costs
are having a dramatic effect on creating unemployment. My group feels that a national consensus is
needed between government, employers and employees if we are to succeed in tackling this problem.

to

In conclusion, I would like to draw this Parliament's
anention to the fact that even the boldest policies to
strengthen tfie common markeq to stimulate innovation in investment and to regain growth do not offer
an immediate soludon to the problem of absorbing
Europe's present high ratcs of uncmployment within a

reasonable time span. Any examination, therefore, of
solutions like work-sharing or the reduction of working hours will have rc be done on a completcly Europcan level. Otherwise, independent policies would lead
to destabilization of the market and wentually worsen
the unemployment siuration rather than improve it.

Mr Morceu (Sl, chairman of tbe Committee on Economic and Morcury Afairs.- (FR) Mr President, as we
reach the end of this Parliament we could indeed be
wondering why we should have another debate on the
economic situadon. Ve, as the Committce on Economic and Moncary Affairs, insisted that this debate
should be hcld, and the Bureau of Parliament agreed,
for which we are very grateful.
As we reach the end of this Parliament I think it would
be useful if we were to assess the Communiq/s economic situation, even if our approach rc certain questions

is slightly repetidous, and despite the fact that we
recently held a debate on the repon by Mr Herman on
the Communiqy's economic recovery.

I obviously agree with what Mr Papantoniou said as a
Socialist, but I would also like to say that I agree with
the broad outlines of the Commission document. The
economic situation of the Communiry is indeed
improving, but the problem facing each of us is knowing what commitments we can make for the future and
ultimately to what extent this recovery and this
improvement will bc guaranteed. Unfortunately I do
not think that any of use can feel reassured because
the future depends on what happens in other areas of
the world. Recent international meetings, in particular
in the OECD, have shown that Europe must first rely
on itself before it can overcome its present difficulties.
The recovery, which is, as I have said, already visible
in cenain countries, is therefore fragile and subject to
developments which do not depend only on us.

\7hat is Europe's basic problem? It is that of how to
guaranrce lasting economic and social development.

This involves creating a climate to promote growth
and, in pafticular, investment. But we know that we
cannot crearc such a blimate unless
and I would
- berween the
stress this point
there is real agreement
- both on the analysis of the difficulvarious countries
ties and on the solutions to be applied.

I

myself believe that there

will be no substantial

improvement in the European economy or any new
dynamism unless all those involved in business and
industry can join in tle recovery. This is a vital point.
If we forget this we will rnerely be producing something provisional, precarious and inadequately sustained for the people of Europe.

At the hcan of the problems is the question of the division of labour and thc compromise to be reached
betnreen the gains in productivity provided by bercr
production organization and modernizing production,
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and how much of rhe gains in productiviry is to be
ploughed back into inrrcstment and how much is to
enable jobs to be maintained and bring a marked
reduction in unemployment.

t

Some people

will say tlat I have failed to grasp

The enlarged Bureau has asked me to propose to the
House the inclusion in tomorrou/s voting time of a
motion for a resolution setting up a special intcrim
committee on budgetary affairs. The document will be
disributed during the course of the day.

rhe

problem. On the conrrary, I think rhat I have grasped
the very nub of the problem facing the Communiry
and of the problem of achieving recovery ar Communiry level.

Pursuant rc Rule 48 of the Rules of Procedure
received the following written objections . . .

Lady Ellcs
Everything that the Community can do in reladon to
convergence
the European Monetary System,
dweloping the-work of the European Investment Bank
or of the New Community Instrument and so on
can only be really meaningful within the contexr mentioned earlier.
As we reach the end of this Parliament, I would like
Parliament's position to be seen as an appeal to the
European Institutions and rc the Member States to
take all the necessary steps ro create a geniune internal
market and establish and implemenr a consistent trade
policy.
However, we are aware that rhe future of rhe Communiry depends on a certain macro-economic balance
being achieved, on joint action or cooperation in rhe
convergence of economic, budgetary, moneary and
financial policies, and also
would stress this
- and I
point
on action in the micro-economic
field.

-

Common policies, in whatever form, must be introduced for the research and developmenr sectors and for
the industrial application of work carried out to enable

I

have

(ED).- Mr Presidcnt, I just winted

to

stop you before you read the next ircm on the agenda.
I understand that a decision was taken by the enlarged
Bureau that you should make a proposal concerning

the setting up of a rcmporary budgetary committee. I
would like to inform the House that I was nor presenr
when that vote took place. It was not on the agenda
before the enlarged Bureau meeting took place and I
therefore strongly object to matrers being slipped in
under 'any other business' which were not discussed
formally in that enlarged Bureau meeting. If any proposal to deal with ransfers
which I presume is the
purpose of this temporary comminee
is made after
- to rhe ComParliament is dissolved, it should be left
mittee on Budgets as a whole to whom the powers
have been delegated ro take such decisions. I therefore
object to the proposal which is now being put by the

enlarged Bureau and demand that your proposal
should be replaced by a proposal that it should go to
the Committee on Budgets.
(Applause)

Presidcnt.
I think you are jurhping the gun, Lady
- not
Elles. It will
be until tomorrow that we consider
the powers of the Committee on Budgets. The matter
has to be setded beween the election and the first
meeting of the new Parliament. So you see, there is a

Europe to take up the crucial challenge to which I
referred, in other words to become once again an erea
of developmenr promotion while still remaining open
to the world. It only remains for us to hope that the
next European Council will take some sreps towards
this and that it will be possible for the Communiry to

problem. Please look at the note which has been
placed in your pigeon-hole, Lady Elles, You will be

make a fresh stan.

able to speak tomorrow.

(The sitting ans suspended at lp.m. and resamed at
3

Lady Ellcs (ED).

?.m.)r

IN THE CFIAIR: MR VANDE\NELE
Vce-Presi.de*

Prcsidcnt.
As was
from rhe Chair on
- first itemannounced
Monday, the
on this afurnoon's agenda is
supposed to be the joint statement by Parliament and
the Commission on relations berween the rwo institutions..

Mr President, thank you for your
- course,
explanadon but, of
I am referring to the proposal that is going to be put to the House tomorrow.
Are we allowed to pur an amendmenr to rhat proposal
and suggest that it should be the Committee on Budgets that should deal with this mamer and not individuals from the committee? As long as I get an assurance from you, Mr President
and I know that it
will be upheld
that we can amend
that proposal in
the lines that I-suggested, I shall, of course, be contented.
Presi&nt.
proposal.

-

Yes, you can table amendments to this

(Parliament agreed to tlte proposal)

I

Mr President, what is the purpose
- at this present moment?
of this announcemcnr
Is it rhe
Mrs Cesdc (S).

Agotfu:sce Minutcs.
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intention to try to persuade Parliament not to vorc for
urtent procedure on the Scrivener repon and thus to
deny Parliament the chance of pronouncing on how
the alarming budget deficit for 1984 should be filled? I

matter of an interim arranBement berween the elections and the business of the new Parliamenu

find this announcement very, very sinister.

- Can you tell us when we can
mentioned a document.
read this document? There is one criticism of the
Bureau that cannot be avoided. Since the date of the
elections was announc€d, we knew what the effect on
the budgeary procedure would be. \7hy ir such a plan
being sprung on Parliament at the'eleventh hour, so
that an ad hoc decision can be taken tomorrow? Those
in charge should think about interim periods in good
time, since there is nothing new about this interim
period and the budget situation. The same thing happened in 1979.\flhy can't something be proposed on
the basis of the 1979 arrantemenq so that it can be
discussed by the groups and then given a fair debate
here? This thing is being pushed through and some
Members have the feeling that they are just being
uampled on by the Bureau.

You should be reassured if you read the
document -that you received today. It is about Parliament's budgetary responsibility beween the elections
of l7June and the beginning of the new Parliament,
and Parliament has to take a decision on this. Read the
text and you will be reassured. It is not the intention to
do anything that does not meet with your approval.
Prcsidcnt.

I shall now call Mr Lange. He can clarify matters in
connecdon with Mrs Castle's important question.
Mr Langc (Sl,
(DE)

Mr

chairman of the Committee on Budgets.

President, ladies and gendemen, the
-expression which was used there is of course misleading. The Committee on Budgets and che Committee
on Budgeary Control have long had che povers that
Lady Elles would like to give to them. The essential
matter is that the transfers which have to be done happen within a certain dme.
Since we are in the middle of the election campaign,
the Committee on Budgets and the Committee on
Budgetary Control got together to discuss how one
can get round the vote on the quorum. If there is no
quorum, Parliament cannot make a decision. That is
what it says in the Rules of Procedure. This means
that Parliament cannot express an opinion on any
plans of the Commission or of the Council that the
Commission is implementing. In cenain circumstances

Parliament mu$ be in a position to do something. This
is what we told the Bureau but I do not know yet what
the Bureau has done about it. I am also curious about
how the debate is going to be organized today or
tomorrow. Our idea w'as to have the chairmen of the
rwo committees, the President of Parliament, the rapport€urs for Sections 1,2,4 and 5 as well as the rapport€ur for Section 6, and then to round things off so
that all the groups get their fair say. That was the idea.

'Ve are not setting up anything new but just an interim
body that can keep Parliament functioning and is not
going to founder over the problem of the quorum. It
has been done for years. It was done before the election of the fint directly elected Parliament. There are
no risks. Vait and see
let's think about the matter

- tomorrow. But do not start
and make up our minds
protesting right now!
(Appkuse)

Prcsident.
Ladies and gentlemen, just as Mr Lange
- I have also said that we shall
pointed out,
have an
opportunity rc debate the mamr lomorrow. It is a

Mr Fellermeier (S).

6.

(DE) Mr President, you

have

Topical and urgent dcbate (objections)

President.
to Rule 48(2), second subpara- Pursuant
graph, I have
received the following objections justified in writing to the list of subjects proposed for
tomorroc/s topical and urgent debate.
(Tbe President read out the objections)t

I

must remind the House that there
on these objections.

will be no

debarc

Lady Elles (ED).
On a point of order, Mr President, I asked that-the resolution on Libya be put on
the list for Thursday morning, but I was conr€nt to
have it vishout debate, which you did not indicate
when you read.out the list. This *'ould mean that no
time would be wasted on the subject; it could be voted
on immediately.
President.
I note your quesdon. The matter s,ill be
considered-by the Bureau.

Mn Van dcn Hcuvcl (S).
(NL) Mr President, the
motion for a resolution on- unemployment benefits in
Belgium which the Socialist Group yranrcd added to
the list can also be considered without debate. I do not
know if you have that in your document, but that is
what the Socialist Group actually wants.
Prcsident.
we are going to vor.e on whether or
- First
not to acoept
the proposal I made, but I nevertheless
take note of your kind starement.

I

See

Minutes.

23. 5.84

Mr President, if we can take Lady
Mrs Casde (S).
Elles' motion on- Libya without debate, can we also
take my motion on the British Government's determination to abolish local elections in the meropolitan
county areas next year without debate? It is equally
imponant, if not more so, because it attacks the very
hean of local democracy in Britain.

President.
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A motion for a resolution cannot be

- debate on the list of items for a topical
placed without
and urgent debate. However, Members may waive
their right to speak.

Mn Castlc (S).

will
that Mr Presidenr I
- Ion myaccept
merely want a vote
resolution about the abolition of local elections in Britain by the Conservative
Government.

I merely wish to point out, Mr
Lady Elles (ED).
- Rule 48 of the Rules of ProcePresident, that under
dure, requests to amend the list of topics for urgent
debate must be submined in writing, before 3 p.m.
which I well understand, since
Mrs Castle's request
she does not seem to- be able to fight this fight in the
to have
Unircd Kingdom and has to bring it here
the topic included on the urgency list for -Thursday,
q/as not submitted in writing and cannot, under the
Rules of Procedure, be accepted now.

Prcsident.
Let us not get involved in a procedural
- and gentlemen.l
wrangle, ladies

7. Decision orr r,trgerrqt

SCRMENER REPORT (Doc. t-322/84
.COVERING BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS

IN

1984',)

(Parlhment agreed to urganqr)

Mr Arndt (S).
have just had

Mr Prcsident, after all the votes we

and

I

am especialiy happy that

I

do not need to be in
I am counting on

the Chair for tomorrov/s sitting.
your cooperation.

Mrs Elaine Kellctt-Bowman (ED).- Mr President, I
tried rc carch your eye earlier on because we wanted a
roll-call vote on Sir Fred '$Tarner's motion to give
cheap milk to pensioners against which all the British
socialists voted, and we would like that heartless fact
rc be put on record in a roll-call vorc. And I was trying
rc catch your eye to ensure that we got a roll-call vote
to show the socialists up for the hypocrites they are.

Mr Enright (S).- May I join with Mr Arndt in congratulating you on the splendid way that you have
conducted this discussion. That is why I have been so
patient in bringing up under rule 48(5) what I really

should have said at the beginning, which is, that I am
quite happy now to withdraw my request for urgency
on the motion to enable miners' families rc receive
subvendons from tle surplus food stocls of the Communiry and to say that I shall table it again at the July
part-session as the neu/ Member for Kent East.

Prcsident.

-

Your snt€ment is noted.

Mr President, may I join with all
who
those
congratulated you on,the way in which you
have conducted vhat is almost the closing debate in
this House. But I think, sir, there may have been some
slight confusion about one vote, and it may be that
you would like to give those who voted against it an
opponuniry to rectify their vote. Lady Elles put forward the problem of the Libyan People's Bureau. It
'VPC
really related to the brutal and savage murder of
Flercher outside that bureau in London. Now, sir, I do
not believe that arryone in this House could possibly
have not voted in favour of Community action on
something like this. M"yb. our socialist friends misunderstood. I wonder if you could just put that motion
again so that they could have an opponuniry to think
and decide that they will join with us in condemning
what happened outside the Libyan People's Bureau in
London.
Mr Spicer (ED).

- and I must congratulate you on the
way you kept order
I should be grateful if you
- out what the House has
would once again read

President.
Mr Spicer, you are very kind, but
impossible -for the President to repeat the vote.

decided to place on the agenda for tomorroc/s topical
and urgent debate lasdng rwo hours. Ve shall then be
able to prepare carefully for the debate.

Sir Fred Varner (ED).
I am a lide bit late now, I
- nice for people to know
think, but I think it is always
what they have voted for, People often don't, you

it

is

know!
President.
Your question will be answered right
away, Mr -Arndu I am grateful for your kind words

I

Sec Minutcs

for the votes on the objections.

Vhat I

have proposed in my motion for a resolution is
to make a small dent by making it possible for old age
pensioners to get a larger proportion of the milk.
Although Mrs Casde vot€d against it, I would like her
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Verner
to know that

as one

of our most distinguished old age

pensioners we hope she

will benefit by this resolution.

(bughter atd apphuse)

Mn C,esdc (S). Mr President, I am always brief
and to the point! -I vant to ask you on a point of order
whcther in future we are to be allowed explications de
oote at the end of urgency discussions because it is
intolerable that an argumentarion for these morions
should be allowed after the vote when one is not
allowed before the vote.

Is it not a fact that we have rwo hours for urgencies
tomorrow? I/e therefore have to define the word
'urgenq/ very closely indeed. Any Conservative Mem-

ber of the Committee on Agriculture could have
moved a long time ago for the giving of milk ro pensioners ! This is not the place to do it except for propaganda purposes and the same with the other motions
to which reference has been made!

Therefore, may I ask you, Mr Presidenq to deplore
dris abuse of the Rules of the House and the political
behaviour by the Conservatives who are running
scared because they know they are going ro lose so
many seats in the Euro elections!

(Apphusefton

the

brt)

Can the Commission satc whether this is an official
and therefore binding statement? If not, what concretc
measures docs it intend to take to put an end to rhe

of imponing produca from the
occupied nonhern part of Cyprus which illcgally calls
itself a 'Turkish-Cypriot stare', a fact which the Council and the European Parliament have condemned?
irregular practice

iltr

Richerd, Member of tbe Commission

The tcxt of
not an official -declaration of
the Commission. Action was aken on 21 February
21 December 1983 was

1984, when the Commission transmitrcd rhe new specimen custom stamps and signatures, notified by the
Cypriot authorities, to the customs authorities of the
Member States in accordance with the normal procedures and in conformiry wl$
$e_psulations in force
concerning originating product)s. These measures took
effect on I March.

Ephrcmidis (COM).
(GR) I listened to the
Commissione/s reply, for-which I thank him. Howwer, I should like to ask a supplemenary quesdon, to
which I would ask him to give me a clear answer.

Mr

The Commissioner said that rhe Commission statemcnt in question was not official and, consequendy,
not binding on the Member States. My supplementary
question is: Mr Commissioner, is there any other official and binding Commission staremenr on this question, and if not, how is the Commission implementing

8. Q*estionTime

,
Prcsident.

Question Time

The next irem is the second pan of

(Doc.l-270/84).

the European Parliament's decision on the non-recog-

nition of Denktash's illegal state, and how is it condemning the proclamation of that State? There is
another similar resolution adopted by Parliament, as
well as surt€ments by the governments of all the Member States, which funhermore do not recognize this
state. I should likc to ask whether the Commission's
policy is different from all these?

Ve shall dcal with the questions to the Commission.

I call Question No 34 by Mr Ephremidis (H-724/83/
rev.):
Subject: Commission stat€menr on Cyprus

On 21 December 1983, the Commission made the following statement: 'The Commission confirms thar ir
will diligently take rhe necessary measures to follow
up the Cypriot Government's communication of
28 November 1983 wirh regard to the new certificates,
labels and signatures needed to establish the origin of
products coming from C1prus.

From the date to be specified in the Commission's
communication to the customs authorities of the
Member States, only goods accompanied by Republic
of Cyprus cenificates will bc able to bencfit from the
preferential system of the associadon agreement.
Moreover, the Commission has announced that rhese
measures are to be implementcd on I March 1984.'

Mr Rich.rd.
The honourable gentleman asked a
fairly narrow -quesdon and, I hope, got a fairly precise
answer. The quesdon that we were asked was whether

or not the statcment of 21 Decembcr 1983 was or was
not an official and binding statement. I gave, I
thought, a precise answer to that.
As far as the position of the Commission is concerncd,
of course we do not part company with other coun-

tries, nor do we pan company from the position set
out in,Article 5 of the Association Agreement berween
CypTs a1d the Communiry. I think it is very important that thar should be borne in mind when peopli are
considering this panicular situation.

Under rhe terms of Aniclc 5, there is a responsibiliry
to ensure that the rules govcrning rade do not give
rise to discrimination berween nationals or companies
of Cyprus. That is the posirion of the Commission, it
has been the position of rhe Commission, it remains
the position of the Commission.

Mr Manhdl (ED).- ITould it be a fair summary of
the Commissione/s anslrer that the Commission will
be doing nothing in respect of uadc following the dec-

laration of UDI? Vould the Commission indicate
whether, following President Reagan's financial initiative of a fund for Cyprus of US$ 250 m, the Commission agrees that it is time to have a diplomatic inidative
rc end the impasse in C12rus which has now lasted for
nearly 10 years?

Mr Rich.rd.

I

think that is the most inrcresting

question that -the honourable gentlemen has asked. If
he would be prepared to put down a question rc that
effect, the Commission would be prepared to consider
it and give him a considered answer.

(GR) I would ask the Comfollowing the illegal promissioner to tell us whether,
clamation of the Turkish-Cypriot State and its recognition by the Government of Turkey, which is a country associated with the EEC, it is possible for further

Mr Adamou (COM).

progress

to be made

rcwards the Customs Union

between Cyprus and the EEC, and if so, on what conditions. Should not the EEC perhaps first of all take a
decision condemning these illegal acts?

M Richerd. - I think it is fair to say the situation is
somewhat ambiguous at present. I think it is also likely
to

remain somewhat ambiguous until the Council
In so far as the Commis-

adopts a common position.

sion's position is concerned, I think I have made it
clear to the House today, and indecd the Commission
has done so on previous occasions. I do not think,
frankly, that there is very much I can add to what the
Commission has already said on this issue. As the honourable gendeman will know, it has been considered
by the Council of Ministcrs, and the honourable gentleman will also know with what result it has been

Prcsi&nt.

Since their authors are absent, Questions
Nos 35 and- 36 will receivc written replies.

I call Question No

37, by

Mr

Seeler (H-778/83):

Subject: The EEC-Pakistan Cooperation Agreement

the Commission lepoft on the outcome of thc

meeting, on 25 February 1984, of the Joint Commission
set up under the EEC-Pakistan Coopcration Agreement?

Mr Davipon,

Vice-President of the Commission
(FR) The Joint Commission set up under the EEC-

Pakistan Cooperadon Agreement mct at Islamabad on
25 February and noted scveral points. On the one
hand there had been an increase in tradc in both directions, although Pakisan was sdll lagging behind somewhat in its expons, and on the other hand there was a

wish to diversify Pakistani exports under the promo-
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tion programme vtrich the Community had organized.
The fields of energy, science, tcchnology and industrial cooperation vere also covered. Ife joindy examined the resulu of the Communiry generalized rystem
of preferences applied in this area and noted an
increase in Pakistan's industrial exports.

It was also noted that in the difficult field of textiles,
the bilateral agreement which had been concluded was

operadng satisfactorily and the Communiry protramme of aid to Pakistan under the 1983 budget panicularly, specific development projects
cussed.

-

were dis-

Finally, we called on the Council by means of a Commission proposal, to give us a mandate to step up our
cooperation with Pakistan with a view to concluding a
new atreement which would be wider in scope than
the prwious trade and economic cooperadon agreement which had e:rpired in 1981. \7e hope the Council
will give us this mandarc so that we can open negotiations with Pakistan before the summer holidays.

(DE) | should like rc thank the
Seclcr (S).
Commissioner for answering my question and for con-

Mr

firming what I had heard to the effect that the Commission had asked for a mandate to work out a
broader cooperation agreement between Pakistan and
the European Communiry. However, I should also
like to ask whether the Commission has forgotten the
agreement requiring it to consult Parliament in a case
such as this before negotiations on an agreement of
this kind are initiated. Have you forgotten, funhermore, that in the case of India this Parliament was
adamant that a cooperation agreement of this kind
should be negotiarcd only when democracy had been
restored. In the case of Pakistan, we have received all
sons of promises by the Pakistani President which
have not so far been kept.

Mr Davignon.

considered.

Vill
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(FR) I can assure you,

as

far

as the

first question is- concerned, that the Commission has
not forgotten. Indeed we discussed the question of
how Parliament and its committees should be
informed at great length, and forwarded our proposal
to Parliament a fortnight ago, I think. The matter was
delayed a litde owing to the technical problems which
ranslation involves and with which you are familiar.
Secondly, as regards the specific question of the general conditions governing agreements between the

Community and third countries, we intend to return
to this question of human rights and the application of
this agreement rc dl interested parties in our future
discussions with the Council on our mandarc and in
the talks we intend to hold with the parliamentary
committee on this mandate and the developments in
our negotiations.

This is a question which will need rc be constantly
monitored and the Commission will keep a close eye
on it.
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(FR) Mr Davignon, a high-level
Mr IsraEl (DEP).
- accompanied
Commission official
rhe delegation of
the European Parliament, which I had the honour of
heading, on a visit to Pakistan last February. Has this
official reponed rc you and have you decided to help

ble Member's view that the correct application of the
Luns-'Westerterp procedure is one of our achievements
in the field of cooperation besc/een the Commission

Pakistan considering the substantid efforts which that

However,

country has made

to take in

almost three million

Afghan refugees?

(FR) Obviously, if a Commission
Mr Davigno*
official accompanies
a delegation he draws up a
repoft. This is one of the basic rules for running an
organization. The repon is subsequently studied by
the appropriate department. ,Thus, the discussions
which have taken place and the points arising from the

visit of the parliamentary delegation have indeed been
aken into account. More generally, as regards Pakistan's economic problem, accounr is obviously taken of
the particular circumstances and the panicular stress
on the budget arising from the currenr situation. !7e
do not think that a general framework agreemenr on
cooperation with Pakistan is the proper conre[ for
dealing with these specific questions, but rather that
they should be settled under Communiry action in the
context of aid by internadonal organizations to refugees. STe have an on-going policy in this ares.
First, my reply to your question is 'yes, but not in the
specific context of the wider bilateral agreement we
envisage'.

and Parliament.

I would

hesitate slightly rc give a positive

answer to his question since we are supposed to be dis-

cussing the matter in July, by which dme Parliament
would have to have submitted its opinion, since we
cannot delay the opening of negotiations too long.
This is the point I wanted wo make whilst assuring

you that the Commission sets grear srore by the respect of this procedure. Ve will have rc see how soon
an opinion could be issued, since it musr not come too
late if we are to avoid a conflict of interests becween
the dwelopment of our cooperarion with Pakistan on
the one hand and the specific problems you have
raised on the other.

Mr Effitht (S).
Mr President, on a poinr of order
under Rule 45.I -am asking for a debate on rhar afterwards because this morning we heard that we are
pressing very hard under Lom€ for an agreement on
human rights in that panicular Convention. I think
frankly that what the Commission has rold us about
consultation with Parliament is nor good enough and I
think we have to discuss it fully before agreement is
enrcred into. Therefore, I am asking as is our right for
a debate under Rule

45 after Question Time.

Mr Seligman (ED).
is
that Pakistan
- It understood
is on the verge of producing
an atom bomb. Vas any
mention made of the non-proliferation treaty, and did
the Commissioner get any assurance from Pakistan
that they are seriously considering joining the nonproliferation reaty, and also India for that matter? If
both of them could join, this would be major progress.

Presidcnt.
aken due note of your request:
- I have
you will receive
an answer ar the end of Question.

Mr

Ladies and gendemen, if you put six supplementary
questions in connection with every quesdon, as in the
case of this very important quesrion by Mr Seeler, this
will mean we have seven quesdons on every single
topic. Do not forget rhat there are still 40 questions to
be answered. I would propose, therefore, that from
now on w'e restricr the number of supplemenary questions to two in each case so that we can make some
headway. Are there any objections.?

Davignon.

(FR) Ve have had a meeting to

examine the contents

of a

cooperation agreement

strictly governed by the terms of reference of rhis
cooperadon atreement. The non-proliferation treary
does not fall within the Communiqy's competenoe, nor
is the nuclear field covered by the scope of the existing
agreement. These swo questions have not been raised.

Mr Ricger (S).
(DE) I should like to rerurn once
more to the Luns-Vesterterp
procedure. As we see it,
this is eminently an ar.ea on which the European Parliament should have its say and I should like to ask the
Commission whether it can give us irs assurance here
today that ir will take up negotiations vith the Pakisani.authorities only after Parliament has issued its

Time.

I thought Mr Enright wanred ro propose restricting
the number of supplementary quesrions. I should liki
to make a proposal to that effect now.

Mr Manhdl (ED).

Mr

President,

I

regard that

qroposal as quite monstrous.
\7e already havC a rule in
this House which restricts members of this group r,o
onesupplcmentary...

oPrnron.

(FR) Parliament has bee notified of
Mr Davignon.
the agreement.-The Commission shares the honoura-

Presidcnt.
I'm not a monsr€r, Sir! I have no wish to
- monstrous.
do anything
Fair enough, we will press on
and deal wirh 15 questions instead of 50. If that,s what
you wanr, that's what yoa'll get.

tl
ii
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Mr

(FR) Mr Enrighr maintained just
Davignoa.
now that the Commission
had made no commitments.
I should like to correcr this statement. The Commission has undenaken that no agreemenr would be concluded with Pakistan bcfore Parliament had issued its
opinion. I had simply, in qeply to the previous question
concerning the stan of the negotiations, pointed out at
the purely pracdcal level that we would have m discuss
the problem with Parliament if it had nor yer issued its
opinion by July. This is a purely practical question. If
the honourable Member takes this to mean that we
would sign the agreement without hearing Parliament's opinion I must poinr out that this is not the case
and that I said just the opposite.

Mr Eoright (S).- It is a withdrawal. I

accepr completely the Commission's assurance and good faith and
I look forward to the future President of the Commission putting thar before this House.
Presidcnt.

-

You are a tentleman, Sir, thank you!

I call question No 38, by Mrs Ewing (H-11184):
Subject: Road Equivalent Tariff.

In view of Parliament's rcpcated demands for pilot projects on Road Equivalent Tariffs and in view of the
Commission's failure to act on these to date, vill theCommission state whether it has any intcntion of financing such programmes in thc foreseeable future?

No 1-314/153

Mr

(DE) The Commission is not denfng
Nerjes.
- thar Road
the basic point
Equivalent Tariffs could be
an appropriate instrumenr for correcting regional
imbalances. However, it feels that rhis is a problem for
the individual Member States concerned. As far as I
know, you accepted this basic stance in your correspondence with Mr Conrcgeorgis and there is therefore
no reason for the Commission to take the matter up
again.

'!7harcver might be said about
the principle of equiva-

lent tariffs
either from the point of view, of theory
or poliry - the fact remains that the Commission will
not be in -a position in the foreseeable future
- if ever
rc subsidise current tariffs.

-

Presideat.
I call Question No 39,
- (H-8/8a)
Stewan-Clark
:

by Sir

Subject: Suggestion for a European Pensioners'
Identiry Card

in all Member States certain concessions granted to people of pensionable age. These

There are

often take the form of cheaper travel and reduced
admission prices to places of entenainment for
example.

Similar concessions are offered to students and, as
proof of their status, every student from the countqy concerned can show an International Srudent

Identity Card and thus take advanage

Mr Naries, Member of the Commissiou
(DE)
- ago as My
colleague, Mr Contogeorgis, said as long
lasr
October in answer to Mrs Ewings Question No973/
83, that pilot studies on Road Equivalent Tariffs were
primarily a matter for the Member States. I can only
repeat that the Commission will not be in a position ro
finance studies of this kind in the foreseeable future
nor has it so far received any results of pilot studies
carried out in the Member States.
Eving (DEP).
\fiil the Commission accept
that to people who -live on islands, including the 81
I represent, and the glorious islands of Greece and the
Mediterranean and elsewhere, the principle of road
equivalent tariff is one of the most vital election issues.
The Commission's attirude to it will no doubt affect

Mn

the turnout in these islands.

Jack

of

rhe

reductions offered.
Pensioners, as far as I am aware, do not have such
a convenient and intcrnationally recognised proof
of their endrlemenr and cannor, therefore, take
advantage of concessions offered when travelling

outside their own counrry. The problem is even
greater for pensioners resident in a different country from the one which pays them a pension.
Does the Commission not think that some form of
European Identiry Card for Pensioners would be

an initiative well wonh taking? It would help a
large number of individuals financially, with rhe
minimum of bureaucracy and with no cosr save
that of printing the cards. Such an initiative would
also show the European Communiry in a sympathetic light as a body seen ro care for those citizens within it who need help most.

Vill

the Commission confirm rhat they are still in
favour of the principle of road equivalenr tariff? Perhaps it may be difficult for the Commissioner, who is
replacing Commissioner Contogeorgis to answer rhis,
but why is it that in correspondence with me it was
indicated that there would be financing for pilot projects? I would really ask the Commission ro take this
away and look at it again, because this is the best way
to prove that road equivalent tariff would actually help
peripheries, which is what this Communiry keeps telling us it is trying to do.

Mr Richar4 Member of tbe Commission.
May I say
- suggestion.
that I think this is an excellent and useful
It will mean that as far as the Commission is concerned we will have to collect a fair amount of deailed
information about all the benefits available in Member
States for old people and pensioners and there would
then have rc be negotiations bemreen the relevanr
authorities in the Member Srates, some of which may
indeed not be public bodies, to obtain the creation of
the card in quesdon.
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If the honourable gentleman thought it scnsible, I
would merely say to him that I think it is a useful
suggestion. I would like to look at it seriously and

come back to the House at a future date if he would
put another question down so that we may give him an
indication as to whether or not we think it is feasible.
Sir Jack Stcwert-Clerk (ED).- I would likc to thank
the Commissioner for his very positivc reply. On the
assumption that I am returned to the next Parliament,
I would cenainly intcnd to table this not later than the
end of this year.

Mr Albcn

(NZ) Could a card of this kind

(S).

serre to enable Bridsh pensioners to obtain free milk in
other Member States, as it v'ould appear that these
people are feeling the pinch under the Thatcher

only pan of rhat three-pan ques- The to
the subject under discussion is
don that is rclevant

Mr Richerd.
the last one.

As far as I am concerned, I would very much hope that
we would not have that sort of nonsensical discussion
if we were to inuoducc a pensione/s card. As to the

future of the passpon, I think that is another maner
which, no doubt, the Commission will be pleased to
answer when asked properly.

Many pensioners in my consti- a decline in the standard of
tuency are worried about
living. Is the Commission prepared to take on the
question of a harmonization of pension arrangements
in the Communiry, particularly in relation rc indexlinking with the rate of inflation?

Mr Sclicm.o (ED).

Government?

IvIr Richrrd.
tNo'.
Prcsidcnt.

-

Mr Rich.rd.

-

The shon answer rc that question

is

Is that a question to the Commission?

Commission, -but

It

may indeed be a question rc the

it is a question which, with respect,
this Commissioner does not propose to ansver.

I
No
- call Quesdon
(H-9/8\:

Presi&nt.
topoulos

40, by Mr Gerokos-

Subject: Regulation (EEC) No 1196/81 on the
development of bee-keeping

Mr Balfc (S).- Since we can nov confidendy predict that there will be no Conservadve. Members here

The above regulation expires on 30 June 1984.
Since the aims of this regulation have still not

after the election, I welcome the Commissione/s reply
and assure him that I will be happy to table a question'
Since we aherdy have the precedent of the International Student Identity Card, would the Commissioner
not atree that it could be a much simpler process than
he seemed to be outlining?

organizations consider it a matter of vital imponance that it be extended, can the Commission state
what its intcntions are with regard to extending
the regulation and what measures it has aken or
intends to take in this respect?

Mr

The Student Card is not a direct preRichard"
cedent. I wish it were, bccause then, as the honourable
gentleman said, it would be simple to tansfer the
mechanism. Vhat I hoped I had done today was to
indicate that my mind is open and on the whole receprive rc the idea, but I really must be given the opportuniry of looking at the practicalities of it. I should tell
one obviously cannot tell lies in confi- there are considerable doubts at the
that
dence
- level as to whether or not this is feasible. It
functional
is in order to resolve some of those doubts that I think
I would like to have a look at it.

the House

(NL) I should like to ask the
- firstly, he can confirm that we
Commissioner whether,
will indeed have a European passport by 1 January
1985? Secondly, would it not be useful to add cenain
data to such a passport, and thirdly, is he not afraid
that we might encountcr similar difficuldes in connection with this proposal as we experienccd in the case of
the European passport, where the British dragged out
the discussions on minor points, such as the size of the
document, for several years?
Mr Chantcric (PPE).

been achieved and many Communiry bee-keeping

Mr Ddsrger,
(DA)Vith

of tbe Commission
No 1196181, the Council

Member

Regulation

introduccd a rysrcm of aid to bee-keepers for the three

production years berween 1981 and 1984. This
arrangement comes to an end on 3OJune 1984. The
Commission has not proposcd extcnding the arangcment but it is felt, however, that bce-keeping in the
Community could benefit from common affangements
a;lready in force or envisaged.

Fircdy, there is the question of research into varratosis
in addition to the one-year ad bocresearch programme
which is to be conductcd pursuant to Article 2(a) of
the regulation in question, the Commission intends to
continue research into this bee disease under the fiveyear programme for the coordination of agricultural
research. The bee-keepers and the European Com-

munity as a whole will,

I

think, benefit from this

research which rrill contributc towards wiping out this
disease which can have very serious consequences for
beekeepers.

Secondly, we will provide aid to producer associadons
and federadons of producer associations under Regu-
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Ddsager

lation No 1360 of 1978. This will include aid ro beekeeperc in Italy and Greece. Thirdly and finalln rhcre

weighting when projects were already under way,
and will the application of point 5.4 of the Commission guidclines for the managemenr of the
European Social Fund in the financial years 1984
to 1986 which appeared in the Official Journal of
10 January 1984 not entail such weighting?

is Community financing of marketing projects which
come under specific protrammes drawn up by the
Member States pursuanr rc Council Regulation No
355

of

1978 on common measures to improve the con-

didons under *'hich agricultural products are processed and marketed.

Mr Gerokostopoulos (PPE).
(GR)
Commis- evasiveThe
sioner has, as usual, given an
answer. The
question was plain. Is the Commission of the opinion
that the Regulation which expires on 30 June should
be extended or renewed? And I would ask the Commissioner whether the measures which he referred rc

and which have nothing to do with the Regulation
have been satisfactory, since the Regulation was
adopted and put inrc effect four years ago. Indeed, as
the Commissioner will be aware from rhe steps taken
by the COPA and the COGECA, these measures have
not had the expected results, which is why all beekeepers and bee-keeping organizations are calling for an
extension of the Regulation on the same rcflns as now
aPPly.

Mr Ddsager,
(DA) The Commission does not
think that the reguladon
we introduced four years ago
should be extended but rather that effora should be
made in the various areas I have already mentioned.
Sir Jamcs Scott-Hopkinr (ED).
I do not know
where the Commissioner has got -his advice from, but
he is utterly q/rong. Bee-keepers in the Unitcd Kingdom are very upset by rhc withdrawal of the aid which
has been given to them and are anticipating, bad times
in the coming winter if that aid is not renewed, as has
been asked, at the end of July. I hope he will reconsider his decision, because it really is utterly wrong.

ilIr Rich.r4 Member of tbe Commission In the
- a total
period 1981 to 19t3 the Commission approved
of 11 applications for Social Fund aid from the Southwark and lambeth areas of London. These comprised
five applications in 1983, five in 1982 and one in 1981.
The amounts of Fund aid approved were 632 179
ECU in 1983, 645 315 ECU in 1982 and 20 724 ECI)
in 1981. A total of just over 800 persons were assisted
over the three-year period. The schemes concerned
the training of women, both under and over 25, in
fields of work in which women are raditionally
under-represented, the training of disabled persons
and training in new technologies for both the unemployed and the employees of small and medium-sized
firms.

In the period 1981 ro 1983 the whole of london lay
outside the Social Fund's priority regions. New rules
have been introduced for the Social Fund with effect
from l January 1984. Once again Southwark and,
indeed, the whole of london lies outside the Fund's
priority regions, reflecting as that does the regional
designations of the United Kingdom Governmenr.
Howevcr, under the guidelines for the management of
the Fund in the years 1984 to 1986, provision exists for
cefiain types of opcradon to be given prioriry regardof the areain which they occur. These operations
are explicitly sated in the guidelines of the Fund and
concern, for example, training related to new technologies carried out in limited areas where the unemployment rate is exceptionally high in comparison with the
national average. Thus opponunities for Social Fund
less

aid for areas like Southwark may be found from
amongst these types of operation.

Mr

(DA) The honourable Member has
asked me to reconsider
the situation, so naturally I
will. On the other hand, however, I would point out
Dalsager.

that the Commision has been called on to reconsider
a whole series of aid arrangements in the agricultural

in the light of the economic situadon in the
I woulil therefore point out to the
honourable Member that this is one of rhe questions
sector

Community, and

which the Commission has considered, since we think
that we can make better use of the funds available in
the way I described in my first answer.
President.

t5/84):

- I call Question No 41, by Mr Balfe (H-

Subject: New rules for rhe European Social Fund

Can the Commission give an assurance thar the
new rules for the European Social Fund abolish
the previous deplorable practice of applying

far as the Regional Fund is concerned, this has
given no assisrance at all to the london Borough of
Southwark. Inner ciry areas in London are ineligible
for the Regional Fund and no change in this situation
is foreseen at presenl

,4,s

I apologize for the length of this answer, but it is a
somewhat complicatcd issue dealing wirh three, or
perhaps even four, of the Funds of the Community. It
is perhaps right therefore that I should give rhe information to rhe House.
As far as the Investment Bank is concerned, the EEC
Treacy sets our cenein spheres of acdon for the Bank.
Most of the finance the Investment Bank provides
goes to investment in areas covered by national
regional aid scheraes. South-easr Ipndon has no
assistcd area satus. The honourable Membet may
wish to bear in mind, however, that the EIB can also
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provide finance for investments of common interest to
several Member States or to the Communiry as a
whole
e.g. international communications or pro- to meet Community energ:f requirements
jects helping

or for restructuring and modernizing industries,

-essentially in sectors which are recognized

undergoing severe structural problems. Viable projects under
these headings located in South-east London would be
eligible for EIB support.

These currently include small and medium-scale enterprises wherever they are located. Several global loans
have been provided from NCI resources rc financial
institudons in the UK, specifically to suppon small-

and medium-scale industrial enterprises in

non-

assisted areas. Firms in South-East l,ondon could take
advantage of these facilities, and one in Southwark has

in fact done so.

Prcsidcnt.

-

Mr Price, that is not

a question

I think the Commission would be very
upon one Member of Parliament's
unwise to comment
Mr Richard.

perception of the knowledge of another Member of
Parliament. Therefore, if the honourable gentleman
will forgive me, I will not follow him down that speculadve path.

Mr Bdfc (S).- I did not make the point when I
stood up for my supplementaqy question, but the way

the quesdon was written was in fact a misprint.
Obviously, I do know what I represent, though thc
carpet-bagging Mr Price, who has been hunting
England for a seat undl he eventually ended up in
South-East London, clearly does have difficulry with
geography.

I thank the Commissioner for his
Mr Bdfe (S).
and for the commitments which
very thorough answer
the Commission has given in previous years to projects
in this area and which are greetly appreciated.
I would also ask for his assurance that so long as sufficient viable schemes can be put into operation in this
where unemployment has risen by 1770/o since
area
Mrs Thatcher
came rc power and where youth unemployment has risen by over 300% in the same period
the Commission will continue to offer the type of
-assistance that it has up to now, while we await the
happy day when we can get rid of this Tory government and go back to a policy of full employment.

I

can give the honourable gendeman
if schemes which

- the assurance that
and the House

qualify under the guidelines are submitted, they will be
dealt with in exacdy the same f,ray as schemes which
qualify under the guidelines from areas other than
Southwark.

Mr Price (ED).- The question tabled by Mr

Balfe

in the London Borough of Southsays that the borough includes Green-

asks about projects

wark, and it
wich. Since Southwark does not include Greenwich,
does rhe Commissioner, like me, find it extraordinary
that a Member of this Parliament should not know the
basic facts of a constituency that he has purported rc
represent for the last five years?
(Laughter)

Vill he also

submittcd from that borough?

as

In addtion and finally, the Bank handles, under Communiry mandarc, the New Community Instrument
lending operations. The Council of Ministers determines the kinds of investments eligible for loans.

Mr Richard.

borough of Greenwich when future applications are

since Greenwich has been asked about
- relevant deails about that borough and
provide the
-will he bear in mind the high unemployment in the

Presidcnt.

(H-30/8a):-

I call Question

Subject: Projects in
Southwark

No 42, by Mrs Dupon

the London Borough of

Can the Commission state how many projects and
rc what value they have aided in the London Bor-

ough

of

Southwark (Lambeth, hwisham and

Greenwich), Vhat prospects can the Commission
offer for funher aid in the forseeable future.

IvIr Richer4 Member of the Commission.
appli- The
to cenain
cadon of a weighted reduction coefficient
applications for assisance which cannot be fully
financed is a necessiry arising from the extent to which
the volume of eligible applications exceeds available
appropriations. The new rules adopted by the Council
and the Commission, principally concerning the submission of all applications for assistance by 21 October
of the year preceding the implementation of the operations, and the approval of all applications by 31 March
of the year in which the operations are to be imple-

mented, should help to reduce the inconvenience
to promoters by delayed approval and by

caused

weighted reduction.

(FR) I am not satisfied with Mr
Richard's answer. -Vhen I joined this Parliament I was
approached by an organization which, because this
weighdng syst€m was inroduced when its project was
already underway, was obliged to dismiss part of its
staff since it cras counting on aid which it did not in
facc receive. As I,pointed out in my question, the provisions currently in force under point 6.4 of the guidelines mean that the same difficulties will continue.
Mrs lluport (S).
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I

have considered the question with Ministry officials
and we agreed that we would probably end up having
the same kind of difficuldes. I do not know the answer

I

expect the Commissioner to consider ways of
which
speeding up the procedures for granting aid
- aid to
should not be impossible
or only to grant
projects which are sure to-be put into practice. After
all, what is going on? A large number of applications
are submitted, including a number which are dropped
after having unfonunately been aken into account.
However, the weighdng is calculated on the basis of
the applications taken into account but not followed

and

through. This

is highly

irregular and cannot

be

allowed to continue since it constitutes an administrative problem. I do not know the answer, but I should
think that the Commission officials would be capable
of solving such a simple problem.
IVIr Rich.rd.
is no way at all in which we will
- There
be able to avoid
a weighted reduction procedure
none at all. I give two figures. I am sorry but the honourable lady must accept this. Take 1984 for example,
the number of applications that we will get in will be
somewhere in the order of + billion units of account.
The number of available credits is somewhere in the
order of 1 billion 850 million units of account. There is
no way therefore in which one can avoid a weighted
reduction procedure other than by doing one of rwo
things neither of which, I think, would be acceptable

rc this House. One is altering radically the list of
priorities for application, which is an exercise which
we have just been through in relation to the guidelines
of the Social Fund, and we have been through it in
very close consultation with this House and with the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment. The
other alternative is to do it on the basis of first come,
first served which I am bound to say, I think, would be
thoroughly unsatisfactory. Now what I have tried to
do is produce an administrative mechanism which
means that the likelihood of people being affected in
rhe way the honourable lady's constituents were
affected is diminished. In other words, from now on,
we are in a situation, as I say, where applications will
have to come in by 21 October of the year before the
operation stans and we will approve those applications
by 31 March of the year in which the operations are to
I accept
be implemented. It is not a perfect sysrcm
thar
but frankly there is no system that -I can think
- will avoid some of the difficuldes that the
of which
honourable lady has talked about.

Kingdom so that our citizens can see much more
clearly where European money is being spent on their
behalf?

Mr Ri&ard.

One of the problems with Social Fund
money is that- when it goes to Member States it rcnds
to become invisible. If one is dealing with local authorities, municipal governments or regional authorities,
then it is much more visible and much more obvious.
But if you take the monies that the Commission put

into the Youth Training Scheme in the United Kingdom for example, it is basically a subvention to Her
Majesq/s Treasury.

Now, I wish that there were some way in which I
could make more visible and more obvious rc the citizens of the Communiry what we are actually trying to
do on their behalf, but I really do not think that I can
put up a plaque on the wall of the Manpower Services
Commission district region in Liverpool and say drat

rhis is pan-financed by money from the European
Social Fund. Regrettably, it is not like a dam or a piece
or motorway where you can see it and say that it has
been financed by the Regional Fund. It is much more
of a son of a continuing contribudon towards part of
the expenditure. But I am grateful to the honourable
gentleman for giving the figure that he did. I hope that
it will be noticed at least by those people who are at
present in a position to notice it.
(S).
A question I would like to put to
- is this: would he not agree that not
the Commissioner
only would it be more visible if the Social Fund were
used in the correct way in the United Kingdom, but
also that it would have more impact if it were truly
additional and not simply substituted for Treasury
money which would have had to be spent in any case
on those pafticular projects? Can he assure us that
despite the changes in the Social Fund
he will
- and
know that some of us in the Committee
on Social
Affairs and Employment were concerned about the
changes in the rules, because we felt that the margarine would be spread more thinly throughout cenain
countries and not concentrarcd on some of the disadvantaged regions as it has been in the past
- cenain
regions of the country such as the Cynon Valley
will
continue to have a fair proportion of the Social Fund
despite the changes in the rules because of the high
percentage of unemployment in that particular area?

Mr Clwyd

think the honourable lady must do
- Iherself.
the mathematics
She will know, because she
was a member of the committee, what the new guidelines are. She c/ill know the way in which the Commission approaches the problem of priority areas. She will
know the ext€nt to which we are bound by national
regional designations. In those circumstances, if the
applications come in, then obviously they will be dealt
with according to the guidelines in the way that the

Mr Richard.

Mr

the Commissioner say
Pearce (ED).
- Vould
whether the new rules
for the European Social Fund
will make it easier for the Commission to indicatc that

to

cost of the Youth Training
by the Bridsh authorities in fact
comes from that Fund; and vill it make it easier for
200/o

250/o

ol the

Scheme operated

rhe Commission to give figures for payments from the

European Social Fund through the Youth Training
Scheme in each country or borough of the United

Commission has set out, quite honestly, time and time
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Richard
again. I cannot give any undertaking that things in the
future will for ever remain exacdy as they have been in
the past. Of course I could not give that undenaking,
and it would be very foolish to try to. On the other
hand, what I can say is that they will be dealt with by
the Commission in accordancc with the guidelines. I

hope that administratively thcy vill be dealt with
rather more expeditiously, perhaps, and with less difficulry in the future than they have been in the past.

Now, on the first point that she makes on additionaliry
she crill know that the Commission's position is clear.
Ve think Social Fund money should be genuine addidonal money and that is an argument tlat we have had
with, I think, all the Member Statcs from rime to time.

Mr Gcrokostopoulos (PPE).

(GR) I

am not speak-

- like to raise a point of
ing on the question but would
order. I am afraid that in wishing to get through most
of the quesdons you are not adhering to the Rules of
Procedure as you should.

I

asked to speak on a point of order when Mr Balfe's
question was being discussed. I wantcd to ask you
whether you, as one who always keeps to the Rules of

Procedure, do not think thar it is inadmissible for
Question Time to be used as an occasion for arguments between Mcmbers of ffio different parties, as
has happened in the present case and as habitually
happens berween Labour and Conservative Members.
Their domestic problems can be setded in rhe House
of Commons or in the House of Lords, and nor in the
European Parliament. If you think I am wrong, please
tell me.
Prcsidcnt.
I have taken note of your kind suggestions and -I hope everyone will take heed of your
advice.

hear the Commissioner's views on this point once
morc.

Richard.
I am sorry, bur there is no mysrery
- guidelines
about this. Thc
are there. The way in which

ilIr

the Commission hopes [o concentrate its resources,
both in terms of the geographical arcas that it wishes
to conccnratc on, and, indeed, the son of things that
it wishes to spend its money on, were, I had thought,
well known and clear. Broadly speaking, we have
undenaken
the Council has cxpressed the legal
-thatand400/o
position
of, the Socid Fund will be spent
in the suprapriority
regions
Nonhern lre- Ireland,
land, Greecc, the Mezzogiorno
and the French Overseas Territory. The remainder of the Fund will be
spent in the rest of the Communiry. Now, obviously
we have to have some kind of geographical concentration otherwise the jam is spread rco rhin. To a large
extcnt we are bound, as I said earlier, by national
regional designations.

On the other hand, there are now some secrors, some
things, some actions upon which in the fuure we hope
to be able to assist which are no longer subject m
regional designation. The son of things are, for example, actions to enable women m be rained in nontraditional occupadons. That is no longer subject to a
regional designation. Another example is action in the
new technologies to assist small and medium-sized
enterprises to use them and to make them more available. Thar again is no longer subject to regional designation. I will be happy ro send the honourable gendeman a copy of the guidelines but I think, with respect,

it

is all there and spelt out.

I

do hope that the nev

Fund will, indeed, be simpler and administratively neater and more accessible rhan the old one was. But to
come back to the question, because we have srayed a
very long way from it, there is no way in which I can

control the fact thar I am recciving applications for
Social Fund money which at the moment are running
at at least twicc the amounr of the money available in
the Fund to meet them.

IN THE CFIAIR: MR U,LOR
Mrs Duport, you have your hand up,
apparendy -for an additional supplementary qucstion. I
cannot allow you ro pur an additional supplementary
question. Do you want to raise a point of order?
Presidcnt.

Wce-President

(NL) Having heard what the
- say I should
Commission has had to
nevertheless still
like to ask the following question. The whole point of
revising the European Social Fund was firsdy to simplify the procedures and secondly to improve the way
Mr Chanteric (PPE).

in which the

those areas

money was allocated, panicularly in
where it vas most nceded according to the

prioriry criteria we have

ser out.

From the various points madc by the Commissioner in
his answer ir would appear to mc that in fact nothing
has changed, in spite of rhe revision of the Fund. I
hope I am mistaken, but I should nonctheless like'fo

Mrs Duport (S).

do not think my question
- I asked| that
funds should be
(FR)

has been answered.

mired rc projects which are actually undervay"o-and
not to imaginary ones with the result that we end up in
-the

the curious situadon of financing dreams at
expense of projects which are actually underway.

Presidcnt.

I cannot allow

a supplementary question.

However, -it is a question of clearing up rhe reply
alrcady givcn by the Commissioncr. If he wishes rc
clarify his ansrrer, rhen we will hear him.

23.5.84

I\[s Clnyd (S).
a point of order, Mr President
- Onthe
you should defend
right of Members rc put
pointcd quesdons rc the Commissioner and you
should insist that he reply. It is no mistake that three

Memberc...

preoccupation that makes the matter a sensitive one,
on which the Commission prefers to proceed by means
of persuasion.

(FR) I should like to thank the
Commissioner for -his very lucid and inrcresting reply
and simply ask him to conduct this enquiry as quickly
as possible with a view to eliminating the problem I
have raised and thus permitting free movement among
this group of European citizens.

Mr Bord (DEP).

Prcsident.
I am prorccting the rights of
other
- this House by cnabling them to t}p
put quesMembers of
tions.

Question No 43, by Mr Bord

(H-a3/8\:

Subject: Restrictions on the frec movcmcnt of persons.

Bearing in mind the provisions of the Chaner of the
Intemational Labour Organization, the applicabiliry of

Anicle 48
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of the EEC Trcaty

and Anicle 85

of

the

Treary which provides for free competition, what measures docs the Commission intcnd to take in order to
counter the provisions laid down in some European
countries with the aim of limiting the free movement of
professional footballers vrithin the EEC? Morc panicularly, is the Commission considering bringing a case
before the European Coun of Justice?

Mr Richar4 Member of the Commission.

The posi-

- quite clear.
tion under Communiry law on this issue is
Anicle 7() of EEC Regulation 1612/68 renders null
and void any provisions which lay down or authorize
conditions which discriminatc against werkers who
are Community nationals, panicularly a.s to eligibility
for employment. Rules limiting the number of foreign
players who can play for a professional football club
without making a derogation for Communiry nationals fall into this catfgory. The Commission does not
consider, however, that Community competition rules
Anicles 85 and 86 of the Treaty
are relevanr in
-this context.

-

Commission has conducrcd an enquiry in the 10 Member States in order rc discover vhat progress is being
made towards the elimination from the Football Asso-

of

I

can give the House the assurance
it out with due expedition. However, it is a delicate and sensitive matter, where we
prefer to proceed by persuasion rather than coercion.
Richard.

Mr Manhdl (ED).
As the Member for Tottenham,
the pre-eminence of- whose footballers will be confirmed in open competition this evening, can I ask the
Commissioner not to progress with undue speed and
rc look at the impact of imponed cricketers upon the
game of cricket in England where they had disasrous
effects? Can he ensure that football is not allowed to

to the same

uray?

(Laugbte)

Mr Richard.
- As a rugby player I can only say that
this Commissioner never proceeds with undue speed.

Mr Herman

(PPE).
(FR) As an Anderlecht supponer, may I ask what- means the Commission intends
to use, pursuant to Anicle 169 , to put its recommendations into practice?

As Mr Davignon told the House, in reply to a question tabled by Mr Moreland in January 1983, the

ciation's rules and regulations

Mr

that we will carry

such nationality

clauses. Progress made has not been satisfactory. The
Commission is now proceeding to makc the necessary

conacts with the Member States and Football Associations to ensure that rules and practices are changed
so that the principle of frbe moyement is respected.
The Commission will, of course, use the means provided by Anicle 169 of the Treacy, if it has to, including
as a final step, bringing any persistent infringement
before the Court.

That being said, I would not atree with the implication in thc text of the quesdon shat the nationality
clauses are designed to prevent free movemenL They
may undoubtedly havc that effect, and the Commission will certainly take stcps to eliminate that effect.
However, their intention h rather rc preserve a panicular identiry for clubs. It is this not unreasonable

Mr Richard.

-

As

I

said a litde earlier, we are in the

process of trying to resolve these difficuldes over footballing nationalities by a process of discussion and we
hope, in the end, persuasion and consensus. But it is a
slow process and it is a difficult process. Ve will pro-

ceed

with all due deliberations but without

undue

haste.

Mr Balfe (S).- Does the Commission accept that in
a number of spons, football being one, the way in
which contracr besween the players and the clubs
concerned are drawn up could be said m limit the
availabiliry and freedom of those players ff move
around on the international market and is this not a
matter that we should be looking at in order rc make
sure that people are not put in situations where they
contractually limit their freedom of movement under
the Treary?

Mr Richard.

I

I
it is an interesting question and
- think gentleman
hope the honourable
will be in a position
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Richard
to put a question down to that precise effec in the not
rco distant future.

(S).- (FR) I should like to ask the British
Commissioner whether or not he regards it as equally
urgent to take urtent steps in connecdon with the
noisy, not to say disruptive, supporters of various British clubs. I am thinking of the performance they gave
Mrs Lizin

Belgium and which, it would appear, they are
intending to repeat at the next European Cup match.

in

Mr Rich.rd.
I think it is high time that action was
taken against-noisy supporterc of all clubs who behave
like noiry supporters whether they behave that way in
Belgium or whether they behave that way in other
countries, whatever country they happen to come
from.
Prcsidcnt.
17

/84)r

-

Question No 44, by Mr C. Jackson (H-

Subjcct: Community agricultural expenditure

The Coun of Auditors has reponcd in response to the
conclusions of the European Council of lEJune 1983.
The Court of Auditors poinrcd to shoncomings in internal control of the whole rystcm of Community agricultural expenditure, and noted that clearance of accounts
is currently taking five or six years.

Vhat action

is the Commission taking in respect of the
recommendations that nation"l p"yrng agencies should
be accredited by the Commission and should be direcdy

accountable to the Community, and that the national
and various Community conuols should be integrated to
producc a more eoonomical and more reliable rystem?

Mr

(DA) In
Dalsager, Member of tbe Commission.
- to the
his question, the honourable Member refers
repon by the Coun of Auditors which contains a

of points which the Commission very much
appreciates. If I have understood him correctly, the
honourable Member thinks that changing the relations
berween EAGGF Guarantee Section payrng agencies
and the Commission and integrating the various
nadonal and'Communiry control could improve the
situation as regards conrol of agricultural expenditure
number

and help make up the delay in the clearance of
accounts.

It should be borne in mind that the backlog has been
substantially reduced in that the accounts for 1978 and
1979 were cleared at the beginning of tlA+. As the
Commission sees iq these two points are not automatically related. EAGGF financing takes place via advanoes, centralized at Community level, to the prying
agencies. The actual payments and control thereof are
thus decentralized at national level and are the respon-

sibiliry of the Member States. This decentralization,
which was laid down in Council Regulation No 729 of
1970,has cenain advantages from the conrol point of
view, since the payment agencies are closer to the recipients of the aid. If the paymcnt agencies were rc be
directly linked to the Commission and the control
measures integrate{, this would call for a rcorganiza-

tion of the various Community and Member State
bodies, since it would imply a strengthening of the
Communiq/s role. The Commission can understand
the appeal of such an approach, but is not convinced
that a reorganization of this kind'would be possible
under existing conditions. The Commission has
decided to conduct an enquiry with a view to finding
suitable methods for monitoring the utilization of the
monthly advances more effectively and obtaining
information on the payments more swiftly.
As regards the integration of national and Community
control measures, there is on the one hand an internal
coordination procedure for Community conuol and,

on the other hand, an attempt is being made rc
improve the application of the national control measures for expenditure financed by the EAGGF. The
Commission has started auditing work in the paying
agencies with a view to analysing the accounting and
control sysrcms and thereby determining their reliabil-

If appropriate, the Commission will make recommendations for remedfng any shoncomings which
may come to light. This auditing should also lead to
improved coordination in national and Community
control.
iry.

It

should be pointed out that the Commission is in
of developing the joint qfst€m of technical
inspections involving both Community and Member
States officials together with inspection of actual
expenditure. An arrangement of this kind has been in
operation several years in the veterinary sector and a
similar arrantement was introduced in the beef sector
some months ago. These quality inspections may indirecdy have a positive effect on agricultural expendi-

favour

ture.

Mr Christopher Jackson (ED).

If the transladon of
- perhaps not clear, I
the first quesdon into Danish was
trust that my supplementary will be.
Does the Commission not atree that it is ludicrous to
ake five yeius to clear up the accounts in the agricultural area, and does it not agree that it is vital rhat all
agricultural aids should be seen m be fair as besc/een
one country and the nexr and also that it would bq to
the advantage of the Communiry if national aids also
were to be more closely controlled by the Commission

iself?

Mr Dalsagcr.
1 Former oral

question q'ithout dcbate (0-144/83), convcned into a question for Question Time.

-

(DA) If I have undersrcod the three

quesdons correctly I can, I think, answer in rhe affirm-

ative since the Commission goes along with Mr Jack-
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Dalsegcr

son on these points. The question

of

clearance of

accounm is, after all, one with which rhe Commission
has had to contend for several years. Ve feel rhat we
have already improved the situation substandally and
that we will make further substantial improvements in
the near future. At any raf,e, v'e have made considerable effons in this area. The Commission made its decision on the clearance of accounts for 1976 and 1977
on l4January 1983 and on 8 February 1984 for 1978
and 1979.

Thus, the observation made by the Court of Auditors
in the so-called Stuttgan report concerning a five- or
six-year delay in the clearance of accounts is fonunately no longer relevant and we in the Commission
have made and will continue to make a major effon to
make up for the delay. Ultimately, however, it will not
be possible to reduce the time taken for the clearance
of accounts to less than one or tw'o years since it inevitably takes a certain dme for the work to be done and
for the Member Sates to submit information and supponing documents to the Commission. However, we
have taken note of this problem and have made substandal efforu to reduce the dme berween the clearance of the accounts and the auditing.

Presi&nt.
fu the authors are not present,
- and 45 will be answered in writing.l Questions Nos 45
Question No 47, by Mrs Van Hemeldonck (H-35/
8+;z
Subject: Hormone preparations

In a recent

case in Belgium the problems of hormone
preparations were highlightcd once again. Scientists
drew attcntion to the fact that hormone preparations
were carcinogcnic. It vas also stated that anyone using
these preparations vas imposing serious risks on futurc
generations because all manner of abnormalities could
arise as a result of genetic changes. A uniform European
approach was advocated.

inspection. Unfonunately, the Council has been unable to reach agrcement on all our proposals and for
this reason we must continue our work, particularly as
regards the use of five particular subsanccs for fattening. This is a complex issue and work has taken longer
than we expected. However, we have now finished
and the results
including our conclusions for proposals

- be submitted to Parliament
will soon

so rhar,

- it will be possible to solve the problem very
we hope,
swiftly.
(S).- (NL) Ishould just like
to thank the Commissioner and I hope that these proposals will indeed be submitted m Parliament in the
very nezrr future.
Mrs Van Hemeldonck

Mr

(DA) The newspaper 'Norar'
Bonde (CDI).
reported yesterday -that eggs from sources including
the German chain 'Aldi' containing residues of medicines suspected of being carcinogenic were feared rc
be in circulation in Denmark. I should therefore like
to ask the Commissioner for agriculture whether or
not he can confirm this and possibly tell us what he
intends to do rc prevent rhe sale of eggs containing
residues of medicines?
Mr Dalsager.
described by

(DA) I was not aware of the situation
- Bonde since I do not have
Mr
such close

links with the newspaper he menrioned and have not
therefore had the opponunity to read the anicle in
quesdon and at any rate I do not have e copy in front
of me at present. However, this is first and foremost a
matter for the Danish veterinary authoriries, which
must conduct the investigations necessary to ascertain
whether these eggs in fact contain the substances in
question. It is not primarily the task of the Commissioner for agriculture to conduct investigations of this
kind, but I obviously assume that the Danish veterinary authorities are aware of the problem.

Is thc Commission aware that the national provisions on

hormone preparations differ considerably? If so, what
proposals has the Commission drawn up on uniform
provisions in this area? Vhat results have been achieved
to date?

Presi&nt.
784/83):

-

Question

No 48, by Mr Adamou (H-

Subject: Statcments by Mr Thorn on the establishment
of a'common defence poliqy'

Mr Ddsagcr, Member of the Commission.- (DA) The
Commission fully realizes that national provisions on
the use of hormone preparadons for fattening sdll differ considerably and feels that certain uniform regulations should be drawn up in this area. Ve have already
made proposals which have led to the adoption, in
1981, of Council Directive 602 which basically bans

The President of the Commission, Mr Gaston Thorn, is
reponcd by the press to have said that thc time has come
to consider the question of a European defence policy
and that v,rithin two yeius there *'ill be positive results.
Does the Commission consider that these stat€menr are
consistcnt vrith the spirit and the lctter of the Treaties,
which do not make any provision for a common defence
policy and, so long as the Commission is the guardian of
the Treaties, is it permissible for its President to make

the use of all preparations containing oestrogen,
androgen or gestaten, or thyreostatic atents. These

proposals were accompanied by proposals regarding

I
2

See

Annex II.

Former oral question vithout debate (0-167183) convertcd into a question for Quesrion Time.

such statcments?

Mr

Andricsscn, Member of the Commission.
(NZ) This Question refers to statements made by Mr

'
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An&icscn
Thorn last year during lectures in Munich and in February of this year in Geneva conccrning a European
defcnce policy. The President of the Commission
made it very clear on these occasions that he was stating his own pcrsonal opinion in his capacity as a politician and not as President of the Commission. The
Commission takes a vies'that its membcrs, including
the President, have a right to voice thcir personal
views on political qucstions which do not fall within
the official scope of the Communiry. May I also point
oqt in this connection that Parliament has, in the past
and indeed very recendy, discussed security questions
and demonsuated that thc majority of this Assembly
regard a sommon European defence policy as imporand this is something
tant for the furure of Europe
which I personally welcome. -

(GR) I am grateful for the
Mr Ademou (COM).
- rc understend how someone
reply, even though I fail
who is an official representative of a body can express
a personal opinion. I should like to ask whether the
EEC as an economic organization is bcing militarily
threatcned by any other country and must consequently organize its defence, and which country it is.

(NL) As I have just pointed out,
Mr Andriessc*
the President of -the Commission was stating his own
personal views on these rwo occasions. I would prefer
not trl state my personal opinion in this fusembly on
the point raised by the honourable Member.

Prcd&nt.

As rhe aurhor is not present, Question
No 49 will -be answered in writing.
Question No 50, by

.

Mn Lizin(H-6/84):

Subject: Employment in

Vellonia

(FR) | must say that I found the
Commissione/s - reply vcry confusing and I do not
know whether,*ris was the fault of the intcrpreterc. I
hopc I will be sent a copy of your answer. May I ask
when exactly you reccived the dctails from the Belgian
Government, whcther you regard them as useful and
when you intend to adopt a position since, obviousln
employment zones are an interesting proposition if
you .ue the first in the queue. If you are the last, however, all the investments have aheady been drawn to
the other pan of the country. You are sufficiendy
familiar with Bclgium a realize that we regard this as

Mrs Lizin (S).

a prioriry issue and for this reason I hope the Commission wastes no timc in dealing with it.

(NL) I cannot at the moment tell
Mr An&icscn.
- of the second
you thc exact dat€
notification on the
part of the Belgian Governmenq but I think, off the
top of my head, that the most recent nodfication wc
have receivcd was submitted a'few weeks ago.

I will make no bones about the fact that the Commission's decision to approvc the plan of the Belgian
Government rc set up employment zones has come up
against considerable criticism in the Communiry. Various Member States have made it clear that they are by
no means pleased with this decision. Nor does the
Commission think that the setting up of zones of this
kind is the best way of promoting acdon in the field of
employment. Aftcr the plans had been adjusted, hovever, the Commission felt that it should not withhold
its cooperation as regards the establishment of these

zones, although it is giving careful consideration to
the question of whether the proposals by thc Belgian
Government satisfy the criteria applied for the purposes of decision making. This will take some time,
but I can assure the honourable Member that the decisions regarding'Wallonia rco will be taken as quickly
as at all possiblc.

Can the Commission re?oft on the situation with regard
to thc authorization of employacnt zones in Vallonia

which were approvcd by the Bclgian Statc by Royal
Decree of 13 Septcmber 1983? So far only the Flemish
region has been grantcd en aurhorization by thc Europcan Communities and no nsvs has bcen received as
regards

Prcsidcnt.

Ifdlonia.

Mr Andricsseo, Member of the Commisio*- (NL) h
is tue that the Commission has so far only taken decisions regarding two employment zones in Flanders
and it is also true that the Belgian Government had, at
an earlier stage, given notification concerning a number of employment zones in Vallonia, but these were
not eligible for approval by the Commission as the
proposals were in conflict with one of the principles
underlying the Commission's decision making, i.e. that

-

Question Time is closed.r,2

9. Action tahet
Prcsideot

on the opinions of Parliament

The next itcm is the statcmcnt by

rhe

Commission- on acdon taken on the opinions and resoludons of the European Parliamentl

Mr Mrtin (COM).

(FR) On

13

April the Euro-

- the Committee on Agriculpean Parliament adoprcd
ture's report on the wine market, a repon which

a

revealed that the deteriorating situation of wine growers was to a large extent the result of inadequacies in

decide as soon as possible.

I
2
I

maximum of three zones in \trallonia could be
approved. Very recently, the Belgian Government has
submitted a new notification concerning employment
zones in Vallonia on which the Commission will

Anncx II.
Dedline for tabling anetdnetts,'sce Minutcs.
Sce Anncx III.
See

23.5.84
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Mertin
proposal from thc Commission to the Council (Doc. l233/E4
COM(84) 250 finel) for a rcgulation introducing measures to oover budgeary requiremcns in
1984 givcn the exhaustion of own resourccs.

Community lcgisladon and its poor application. The
repon also proposcd a,vhole series of improvements
vhich the Commission would be vcll advised to bear

-

in mind.
There was one measure proposed in the repon which
could help improve mattcrs without delay. I am referring to Article 15 and the special distilladon measures.
Has the Commission at last made up ia mind to put

(FR) Mr Presidenq
Mrs Scrivener (Ll, rapporteur.
- examined
ladies and gendemen, when ve
the 1984

this into operadon?

decided rc pass the budget because we considered it
essential not to attravat€ the crisis in the Community
and, to that end, to give the Community the resources
to opdrate normally.

Mr Dalsegcr, Member of tbe Commksio*- (DA) Mr
Presidenq I can say in reply to Mr Manin that for
many reasons the Commission is not at the moment
preparcd m makc that proposal. At the meeting back
in April, when we discusscd Mr Manin's report, I
spoke on the Commission's view of the situadon in the
wine market. I can add that, since we last discussed the
problem, the situation has become even more confusing and unclear, sincc it seems that the Commission,
which reccives information from the Mcmber Statcs, is
continually bcing given new figures which make the
situation even more confused. Together with the hcads
of the various depanments in the Member States, we
axe now trying to find out what, the real situation is on
the wine markct, since it would seem that more wine
keeps turning up, in excess of the figures which were
forecast, even though the harvest was a lont time ago.
At thc present dme, therefore, I cannot give any further information, except to say that the Commission,
rctether with the Member States, is investigating the
whole wine market situation. At the unofficial meeting
of agricultural Ministcrs which is to be held in France
in a fcw weeks' time, the whole wine problem will be
tackled, as proposed by the French Presidency.

(FR) My good friend, Mr Paul
lVtr Deais (COM).
VergCs, asked the Commission
to grant emergency aid
to Madagascar, the Comoros and Mayottc which had
been hit by cyclones.

Ve knov that a first

instalment of IOO 000 ECU has
if any other aid
has been given, how it has been shared out and to
what extent it meets the needs of the local authorities?
bcen sent. Can the Commission tell us

Mr

Andricssen, Member

of the

Commissiott
(NL) The Commission has taken no other concrete
decisions at this time. Should the Commission decide
rc make any morc aid available to the stricken areas,
Parliament will be informcd in writing.

budget, q/e were aq,are, as we pointed out at the time,
that it would mern major adjustments. However we

It

is appropriate rc recall these facts because it is precisely the normal operation of the Communiry which
is now at stake.

Ve now

have an esdmate of the adjustments forecast.
Funher to the Council's decision of 31 March 1984 on
the fixing of agricultural prices, the Commission has

drawn up an estimate of the financing requirements
for 1984. The Commission's calculations reveal
requirements vhich exceed the present cciling of own
resources by 2700 million ECU. More than 2 100 mil-

lion ECU of these additional requirements are for
expenditure under the EAGGF Guarantee Section,
while the remaindbr is the result of a large shonfall in
ovn resources from the agricultural sector.
I shall not waste tilnc in analysing the estimates which
Parliament will be examining as part of the next supplemcntaqy and anending budget. l7hatever the exact
figure for the requiremenr, one thing is now clear: in
1984 there will be a dcficit in the Cbmmunity budget
for the first time. Unless we find new resources, rhe
Communiry will not be able to fulfil iss commitments!

Two things must be said. On the one hand, it is the
dury of the budgct authority to provide the Communiry with the reoources to enable it to operate normally. This responsibiliry is clearly stated in the Treary
lays down what measurcs should be adoptcd for
this purpose.

vhich

On the other hand, it is up m the Member States
which decided rc increase agricultural expenditure to
ensure that the budget balances. It is the primary responsibility of the Member States which is the dominating factor in this mettcr.

The Commission is proposing rwo parallel wap of
dcaling trith thc situation: strict management of
appropriations for the structural funds, and borrowing
from the Member States.

10. Cooering bdgetary re4riremeils in I 984

The first method does not seem acc€ptable to Parlia-

Presidcnt.
next it€m is the repon (Doc. 1- The
322/84), drawn
up by Mrs Scrivener on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets, on the

by management measures which purnrc thc opposite
objective. The Committee on Budgets did not find
resorting to borrowing to be a satisfactory solution

ment. It cannot accept that its decisions to increase
structural expenditure should be rendcred ineffective
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either. Borrowing is contrary to thc principle that the
in balan@, s laid down in
Article 199 of she Treaty. Moreover it has never been
an element in Communiry resources either during the
period of national conributions or after the introduc-

budget should be

tion of own resources in 1970. Nor is it a source of
finance which can be introduced on the basis of
Anicle 135 of the EEC Treaty, which clearly provides
for the introduction of new policies where thc Treary
'
has notprovided the necessary powers.

The Committee on Budgets thcrefore considers that
loans should be used solely for financing investment
expenditure which will tenerate wealth in the future.
Borrowing to finance expenditure in suppon of agricultural markets does not seem compatible with sound
financial managemenl Funhermore, the Commission's
in other
suggestion to appeal to the cental banks

words printint money
equally questionable.

-

is a step which

appears

The Committee on Budgets considers that we must
rule out any payment of intcrest to the Member States.
have plenry of cash in the accounts
opened by the Commission with the national Treasuries. These accounts, as we know,,do not bring interest.

Ve know that they

It

is therefore only fair that any extraordinary aid
granted by the Member States to the Community
should likewise be non-interest-bearing.

For all these reasons the Committee on Budgets cannot support the use of loans in the form proposed by

the Commission. The Committee is in favour of a
mechanism which will presefle the financial aurcnomy
of the Community. Since a link must bc established
berween requirements as they stand at present and tlre
new own resources to be introduced probablyin 1986,
a sri geacis systcm of advance payments from future
own resources appears to be the most appropriate

solution, although

it

must bc said that there is no

(S).- (GR) Mr President, the Scrivener report is one of the final chapters in the saga
Mrs Nikolrcu

which began in 1980 when the European Parliament
rejected the Community budget, thereby expressing its

political will to see a radical revision of Community
policy. This wish is still a dominant element in rhe
annual budget, in the message of the 30 May Mandate, and in the proposal for the future financing of
the Community.

The funher development of the Community means
new common policies, which in turn require adequate
resouroes. But instead of a global and generous policy

combined

with an overall

increase

in

resourses to enable such developments

Communiry

to take

place,

the Community confines itself of fragmentary solutions and stopgap measures. The Commission's proposals for covering the 1984 financial deficit are a blarant

example

of this tactic. !7hen we adopted the

1984

budgeq we all knew that it did nor corespond to realiry. But we adopted the budget in order to avoid the
consequences of another crisis. However, we made it

clear to the Council that financing cxtra agricultural
expenditure at tle expense of the Regional and Social

Funds is somethint which we can on no account
accePt.

'Ve are totally opposed to the Commission's proposal
to cover pan of the deficit at the expense of the structural funds. The Socialist Group has repeatedly stated
that it does not accept that the Council's political compromises should go against the priorides set by ParliamenL

The majority of the Socialist Group

agrees

with thc

view expressed in Mrs Scrivener's report that recourse
rc borrowing from the Member States is liable to
affect adversely the financial standing of the Community while still failing to provide a proper solution
to the deficit problem.

really sadsfactory solution.

The majority of the Socialist Group is of the opinion
These, ladies and gendemen, are the reasons which led

the Comminee on Budgcts to amend the Commission's proposals.

Somc Membcrc considcr it premature to express an
opinion while the exact amount of the deficit is still
uncenain. This is exacdy thc anitude which has put
the Community in its present position. How can we
claim that there is no hurry when the coffers will be
empry in a few montfis? In our opinion this would be
forgeaing that these are mafters of 2rinciple to be
debated with the Council under the conciliation procedure and vhich will require the inclusion of rhc
neoessary resources in the next supplementary and

that the deficit should be covered by excepdonal contributions from the Member Stares. It does, howevet,
recognize tle rcchnical financial difficulties involved
in such a solution and considers that the most appropriate solution would be rc have recourse rc the system of advance payments. But we would stress that
this solution also only puts off till latcr the problem of
the shortfall in the Communiqy's own resouroes. Thus
ve are now using up part of the 1986 funds intended
for the development of new policies.

The Socialist Group will vote for the Scrivencr repon
and calls on the Council of Ministers to assume full
responsibiliry for the financial consequenccs of its pol-

amending budget.

itical decisions.

Parliament will then be able to asscrt its views fully
when it votes on that budget, but it must still indicate
today
and this is why we considered the matter
urtent - what line it wishes to ake.

Now allow me to make one personal remark. Cenain

-

measures will have to be taken so that the effects of
this addidonal burden on countries on the outskirts of
the Communiry which are already facing great finan-
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cial problems do not excced their financial possibilities.

(DE) Mr President, I should
Langes (PPE).
like rc bcgin by expressing
my sincere thanls to Mrs
Scrivener, who has undoubtedlypacked aEreeldeal of
arduous work into the past few weeks, and who has
presented the fruits of her labours with admirable clariry here today. I wholeheanedly suppon her thinking
and proposals, and that goes for my group too.

Mr

I should like this afternoon to pick out iust two points
which seem ro me ro be of political imponance. Ve
take the view thaq by basing its borrowing on
Anicle 235 of the EEC Treaty, the Commission is
proceeding along a misguided and dangerous path,
given thac the Anicle states that only unforeseen measures may be financed. Parliament surely cannot share

the view that the result of the Agricultural Council's
decision
i.e. a shonfall of DM 6 000 million in the
1984 budget
unforeseenl it was quite simply
the inevitable outcome of the Council's decisions.
'SZe

must therefore find a solution in the Treaty, and
which,
solution can only be that the Council
after all, is the budgetary authority, along-with this
House
cannot simply enact legislation in the agricultural -sector, but must really ask itself first how it is
going to pay for the decisions it has aken. Basically,
there are only two options open to us. Either we must
expect the governments of the 10 Member States to
make a contribution in accordance with Anicle 200 of
the EEC Treaty, or advance payment must be fonhcoming from the own resources for 1985.

tiat

Ve believe the first oprion to be wrong. Ife think that
Parliament has invested enough effon in the system of
own responsibiliry and own resources. !7e do not want

additional contribudons; what we want is

for

the

Communiry to accept its clear responsibility, which
can only be on the basis of prepayments from 1985
revenue. Our authority here is Ardcle 203 (10),
Article 199 and Article 5 of the EEC Treaty, and we
call on the Council to join with us in adopting this
course. Of cource, we realize that the 1985 shonfall
will be that much bigger
10 to 150/o bigger
but
- this
we are of course preparedand I would stress
point on behalf of my Broupgive some thought
- towhat could
rc making savings and rethinking
be done
about the budget
but only, ladies and gendemen of
the Council and Commission,
on the basis of a supplementary budget. Ve shall take a look at the matter
item by itcm, and we shall cenainly not acoept any
atrcmpt by the Commission to delete, say, 350 million
ECU from the Social Fund or the Regional Fund. Mrs
Scrivener was quite right in this respect. That is the
kind of thing we cannot support. After all, we cannot
simply start hacking around at a policy we ourselves
have helped to set up.
So we are quitc prepared to think about how to make
savings, but only on the basis of a supplementary

budget, and that seems !o me the right way to go
about instituting the conciliation procedure. The
Council must realize that it cannot simply impose ceilings in the Communiry, and thereby restrict the rights
of this House. Ve must.get together to see what we
must do, what cxpenditure is really essential, what we
are prepared rc do and how we can then cooperate in
gening hold of the requisirc ou,'n resources.
Parliament is prepared to make its good offices available, and we are quite sure that together
in other
words, by way of the conciliation procedurewe can
achieve our goal. I should like to thank Mrs-Scrivener
once again for her report, which we shall certainly be
supponing by a large majoriry.

Mr President, I have great symLord Douro (ED).
pathy with Mrs Scrivener
in trying to prepare a report
on this very difficult matrcr. It is the first time that the
Communiry finds itself without sufficient revenue to
cover its expenditure. However, I believe that it is far
too early in the year for Parliament so be in a position
to deliver an opinion on the Commission estimates of
what the shonfall will be. Often in the past the Comwhich, admitmission has found that its estimates
- in advance
tedly, have to be made quite a long time
proved to be inaccurate. They can be thrown for -all
sorts of different reasons. Cenainly in the fifth month
of the financi el year, it is very difficult to say with certainry whether the precise figure now estimated by the
Commission to be the 1984 shonfall is accurate.
Therefore, we believe it is premature for Parliament to
deliver its opinion.
However, the Commiree on Budgets is making matters worse. At least the Commission in its proposal is
talking about a precise figure. The Committee on
Budgets' amendment mentions no figure at all. The
Committee on Budgets' amendment talls about advances. No figure is mentioned, and that is like giving
the Commission a blank cheque. That is a principle we
strongly object to. This is an important mauer of principle. It is the first time that the Communiry finds itself
in this position, and we believe that it should be the
new Parliament which delivers an opinion on this very
important mafter.
Another point that concerns me very much is that in its
presentation on this proposal the Commission has
made litde atrcmpt to make economies in order to
cover the deficit. Ve knour from last yea/s expcrience
that there are economies rhar the Commission can
make. This year, faced vrith this probable deficit, the
Commission does not appear to have made the same
effons rc economize as they made last year. Cenainly
we would hope that bcfore the Communiry decides on
this extraordinary and unusual measure to cover the
deficit, the Commission will be required to make further economies.

Last November Parliament agreed that the new
resouroes which might become inevitable for the Com-
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munity should be used for policies other than agriculture. It will not have cscaped the notice of Memberc,
howwer, that in this proposd the amount which the
Commission seels to borrow is going towards covering only tvo matt€rt
firstly, an ovcrspcnd on agri- a smaller rsvcnuc than anticiculture and, secondln
patcd. That goes dirccdy.courery to Parliament's
resolution of last November, and thcrcforc my group
has tabled an amendmcnt which would allow the
Commission to borrow only thc shonfall in revenue
and not the arnount of the orrerspend in agriculture.
'Ve commend this amendment to the Housc.
Throughout the budgeary difficulties of the last year
thc European Padiament has sought to keep maximum
pressure on the Council, so that it will make a lasting
and find decision on a future method of financing the
Community. One of the major problems about this
proposal is that it lets the Council and the Commission
off the hook. That is yet another reason why we
oppose this proposal.

Finally, there were members of the Committee on
Budgets who favoured so-callcd advances rather than
loans, because they imagined that advances would not
require approval in national parliaments. I have to tell
Members that whether they bc advances or whether
they bc loans, the approval of the House of Commons

will be required in the Unitcd Kingdom. Nobody
should be under any illusions on that point.

I very much hope, therefore, that Parliament will support our amendment. If it is rejected, my group will
unfortunately be unable m support Mrs Scrivener's
resolution.

Funhermore there is nothing

VAT. The Commince on Budgets opposes this plan
for various lcgal and politicd reasons. Ve wholly
share its view, although we do not agrce with its
assessment that farmers are to blame for the cnra
of

expenditure.

There is no question of the Community stopping payments and of Member Statcs having to fulfil their own
financial commitments under thc arrangements, in
pardcular in the agricultural scaor. To fill the gap in
the budget we are in favour of advance payments of
funds by the Member Statcs on condition that such
payments are dcductcd.from the 1985 budget. This, in
our view, is essential in order to havc a good grasp of
the budget at a time when discussions arc just beginning on thc 1985 budga. !7e also consider, of course,
that thc sums must be dividcd fairly betneen the various Statcs.

This whole business is once again adding fuel to thc
af,gument which is forever coming up

in this chambcr

that resources could be increased if wc ebolished all
exemptions from Communiry preference which cost
thc Community budget more than 3 000 million ECU,
or around 20 000 million francs, cvery yeer, mainly ro
the benefit of the United States.

On the other hand expenditure could be restrictcd by
better control of agricultural expenditure, adjusting it
to bencfit smdl and medium-sized farms, and by a
clearer definition of the criteria for granting and using

structural appropriations. By 31 December 1984
scarcely morc than 500/o of the appropriations will
have becn used in ccnain secrors. So somerhing can be

done about this and economies can be made staning
this very year.

(FR) Mr President, it is now
Mr Baillot (COM).
- in the 1984 budget will not
certain that the resouroes
be adequatc to covcr our requirements. But are afe yet
in a position to give an exact figure? Going on past
experience we should not rcly on any figurcs given by
the Commission, which very oftcn uses'them to force
through cenain policics. Yct again this whole business
is being used to mount an offensive against agriculture
which has already taken scvcre punishment under the
shoddy agreement of 31 March.

Ve will go on

making this point in every budget
debatc and we shdl condnue to do so for as long as is
neoessary.

Finally, I bclicve thdt our budget problems, which havc
kept on rcsurfacing to poison the atmosphere in the
Community ever sincc the agreemcnt of 30 May 1980,
could be panially resolved if the problem of the British
contribution could be solved once and for all, and the
only way of doing this is nor to give in to Britain's
nwer-ending blackmail.

to hclp us assess the

amount of the shonfdl of resourccs because of fluctuations in the short-tcrm coonomy and thc situation
with regard to appropriation commitments.
'!7c
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therefore find it prcmature to put forward figures.

It would be better to wait until we resume in September when we will have a cleerer idca of how things

Mr [ourcs (L).

(NL) Mr President, on behalf of
I should likc to
say that we whole heanedly share the views put forward on bchalf of the Committce on Budgets by Mrs
Scrivencr, and I should like to take this opponuniry to
pass on to her my group's congratulations. For mofe

thc Libcral and Democratic
Group,

stand in the account books and on the bcnchcs, bur on
the other hand, we should express an opinion on the
methods for covering the missing resouroes.

than a year now, she has been leading the Committee
and this House through the budgetary mincfield in
this new and difficult situation. And let us not forget
that 1985 will follow rhe same pancrn. Hats off to her!

Thc Commission is proposing to contracr loans from
the Member Statcs to be repaid by increasing the ratr

My group is very conccrned about a lot of things
more than I can possibly discuss in the three minutes
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available to me. One of our major concerns is the attitude of the European Democratic Group, or the Conservatives if you prefer. As far as this mattcr is concerned, they appear to be on a collision cource with
the European Parliament. The situation we had yesrcr-

day morning, when one of the Conservatives raised
the quorum issue, is something I find utterly baffling. I
just do not understand the thinking behind that kind
of thing. I have here before me a press cutting dealing
with the Conservatives' election manifesto in the
Unitcd Kingdom, which claims that onc of their major
achievements has been to work out exactly how much
money they have got back from the Communiry kicy.
That kind of thing makes me cross and worried about
the position of this House and our ability to extricate

find oursclves forccd to dream up solutions to ensure
that our incomc is in line with the expenditure authorized, arising solely from thc application of the Treaty.

The EPD Group considers that under no circumstances can the Communiry afford either politically or
legally to cease paymenrc.

That is why, of all the solutions put forward or mentioned up to now, it is that of our rapporteur, Mrs
Scrivener, which seems the most realisdc and satisfac-

tory to

Ve

us.

are thus in favour of the option of advance pay-

ments of funds by the Member States on the legal basis

ourselves from our political and financial problems.

of Article 5 of the Treacy. Agricultural expendirure is
compulsory, in other words it derives direcdy from the

The European Democrats' spokesman complained just
noq, that Mrs Scrivene/s modon for a resolution contained no figures. I would have thought that he would
have known better. This is afur all a motion for a

Treaties.

resolution, not

a

supplemenary budget

where you can expect to find figures.

-

that

Ve are under an obligation to ca:lry out this
expenditure, which means that it has to be financed,
and such expenditure must be financed out of the
Community's general budget.

is

Lord Douro arent on to talk about an amendment
allowing the Commission rc borrow enough to cover
the shonfall in revenue, but not allowing agribultural
over-expenditure to be financed by loans or PrePayments. Vhat exactly is the view on the other side of
the Channel regarding commitments you have entered
into? That surely is a legitimate question. The Communiry has cenain commitments, and nothing has
changed in that respec. Something is in the pipeline,
but for the time being, we mu$ mect our obligations
and finance them. I can tell Lord Douro right here and
now that my group will not be voting for his amend-

Funhermore, we do not know the probable amount of
the deficit. The discrepancy in the estimates is such
that it affects our
up to tvrice the lowest figure
choice of the method to deal with it. If the deficit
proves to be I 000 million ECU, it can be covered by
making savings. But if it is as much as 2 330 million
ECU for agriculture, another solution must be found.
is with this in mind that the EPD Group will vote
for the report by Mrs Scrivener. My group has asked
me rc thank her warmly for hcr difficult work under
difficult conditions, involving the drawing up of
equally difficult proposals. I hope she will allow me to

It

congratulate her.

ment.

A

second major concern

of ours

has

to do with the

Council of Ministcrs, which is partly responsible for
guaranteeing the future financing of the Communiry.
As far as I am concerned, the Council's mills grind far
tdo slowly. It seems to me that the ministers' actions
do not reflcct the seriousness of the situation, and that
is something which worries me. There is one thing we
must make clear, and that is that no money must be
diverted from other, policy sectorc to fill the gap
caused by the ministers' inability to reach decisions.
My group could not support any such anempt.

Mr President, I only wish I could share the optimism
shown by Mr Tugendhat this morning when he presented the 1985 budget.

Mn Scamerooi (DEP).

(FR) The Group of Euro-

pean Progrcssive Democrats onoe again denounces the
budget submittcd by the Commission of the Commufor

1985 as bogus. The Assembly has been
It has expressed its vic*,s on a budget which
contained from the very beginning the difficuldcs
which now facc us. This is inrclerable. 'Ve thus now

nities

deceived.

Mr President, this is the main issue
Mrs Castlc (S).
of the week and- we ought to have been spending a
great deal more time on it. The Community has run
out of funds because it has failed to control the
excesses of the common agricultural policy. Of the
shonfall in the 1984 budget of about one-and-a-half
billion pounds sterling, over a billion pounds is due to
overspending on agriculture, which only goes to show
how phoney were the alleged reforms agreed by the
Ministers for Agriorlture a couple of months ago. This
year, f.ar from agricultural spcnding having been
reduced, it is up because the production argets set by
the Commission have been exceeded and because the
prices fixed have been far too high. According to
Commissioner Tugendhat, there is worse to come next
year.

Ve in the Bridsh Labour Group cannot

accept either
the Commission's proposal to cover the gap by raising
loans of dubious lcgality or Mrs Scrivene/s proposal
that we should correr the tap by committing in advance funds which we do not possess. That is hardly
the way to instil a sense of budgetary discipline or to
secure agricultural reform. Ve of thc British Labour
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Group, therefore, have tabled a number of amendments to the Scrivener repon which nail rhe responsi-

it belongs, firmly on agriculture, which
reject any proposal to meer rhe budget deficit by raiding the Regional or Social Funds and vhich cannot
atree to a supplementary budgct unless such a budget
biliry where

is designed to bring agricultural spending within the
figure for agriculture originally fixed for this budget.

Ve

therefore propose

a

simple way

our of

the

dilemma, namely
and we have an amendment to
this effect
that Member
Stares should be authorized
- any shonfall
to make good
in agricultural or other
spending from national funds. The only way we shall
ever get any discipline into this agricultural field is if,
when our tartets are exceeded, the nadonal 'exchequers have to bear the burden of it Then we might at
last begin to get some reform.

lord Douro said that he thought it was far rco early in
the year for us to be reaching decisions; they ought to
be left to the new Parliament. I think it would be outrageous to leave these decisions until after the elections on 14June. The people of Europe need to know
now where their governments stand on rhis issue. I call
on Mrs Thatcher to rcughen her sand and caregorically refuse to make any increase in resources available, not just until the British rebate has been settled
which she is now

holding out as her condition
-but until there has been
fundamental reform in the
common agricultural policy. That is the test as to
whether or not this Community can survive or
whether it is going to go down in a shambles of budgetary indiscipline.

Mr dc Courcy Ling (ED).
President, a point of
- Mr
order. Mrs Casde referred
rc the British Labour
Group. I am not quite sure what the British Labour
Group is. I am aware that there is a European Socialist
Group. There is a European Socialist Group, but is
there a British Labour Group in this House, Mr President, or not and was she speaking for the Socialist
Group?
Prcsident.

That is not a point of order. Keep your

local battles- at home.

Mr Notenboom (PPE).
(NL) Mr President, I too
should like to add a personal
word of thanks to the
strong lady, Mrs Scrivener, who has had such a burden placed by us on her shoulders, and who has been
so untiring in her commitmenr to budgctary mafiers.

It is wrong ro say as Lord Douro did just now
- It is true that we have no figures
that it is far too early.
as yet, but they belong to an amending budget. As far
as the legal basis is concerncd, though, it is up to this
House to express its opinion novr and no later, otherwise we shall be giving the Council of Ministers four
months ro excuse their inability to rcach decisions by

the fact that Parliamenr has failed ro srarc its opinion.
The fact is that, if we fail to do so today, we shall have

to wait until September ro express our opinion, thus
giving the Council four months rc pass the buck to us.
As right-thinking Parliamenrarians, Lord Douro, that
is something we cannot do.

Mrs Scrivener is aware that I am nor very happy about
the content of the report. But rhat does not mean that
I shall be voting against it
I just
that a word of
- The feel
explanation would be in order.
fact that this solution
i.e. advance payments
has been chosen as
- favoured
- runs rhe risk
that most
by this House
of giving the impression that Article 200 of the EEC Treaty
was invalid, and effectively did not exist. My conribution to this debate is intended to do away wirh this
misunderstanding. I am nor speaking against the
report as such, nor
as I said just now
I be
- the less, we must
- shall
voting against it. None
never
give the
impression that Anicle 200 of the EEC Treary had
ceased to exist. The fact is that the said Anicle was
deliberately retained when lOO0/o own resouroes
financing was inroduced with the provisional lo/o criling. Anicle 200 did not disappear ar rhar time, and it
would in theory be applied again now, but Parliament
has chosen a different approach which I am nor contesdnt here. It would be a greet shame, though, if the
importance of Anicle 200 were to be neglected,
because it is after all there ro ensure that the Communiry remains solvent.

AII the sories about the Communiry being bankrupt
are not true. The Communiry is going through a bad
time at the momenr, politically it is in a crisis, but financially it is not bankrupt and cannot become bankrupt. It just so happens that we have here today Mr
Onoli, th'e borrowing man, and no one knows better
than he does that the fact rhat the European Investment Bank and the Communiry can borrow money at
advantageous conditions in such places as America !s
thanks rc the solvency of our budget, which rests in

turn on the fact that, apan from own resources, we
can if necessary have recourse to another source of
finance, like Anicle 200. This fact of solvency cover is
something we should not forget. I have no inrention
whatsoever of seeking to amend this state of affairs; I
merely wish m get rid of the impression that
Anicle 200 may have become unusable. That is the
most imporrant thing I wanted to say.
Others'ise the views of my group have been expressed
!y tut. L-a1g9s. As a budget person, I am always in
favour of budgetary rigour at all times
just
- i.e.it noi
at a time of crisis. ![hen things get difficult,
is quite
right and proper rc take a harder look at the budgit. Is
all the expenditure we are incurring in 1984 srricdy
necessary? It is quitc right to take a close look before
spending a sum of money which will have to be
financed later on bur
with all the Members
- along
who have already adopted
rhe same srance
I object
most strongly ro any arrcmpr on the part-of cenain
membcrs of the Council of Ministers
nor the Com-

-
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mission
to do this at the expense of the Social Fund
and the -Regional Fund. This is not a new idea. A number of people have already said the same thing but I
should like to avoid any misunderstanding on this
count, especially as my protcsts concern ministers to
whom I feel a cenain political allegiance.

In so doing, they would be jeopardizing the

attempt to be made to restrict the few powers that Parliament has. The ministers had better not make any
moves in this direction, otherwise they will meet with
stern opposition from mc.

Most of the other points have already been made by
Langes, and to conclude,

Mr President, I

oriry.

The proposal to which Mrs Scrivener's repon
new

policy sectors in Europe, which would boil down in
effect rc an aftempt to interfere with the powers which
this House has used to initiate precisely that new
policy. It is unaccepable
not only just before the
elections, but also after-the elections
for any

Mr

to the adopted budget for 1984, whether in
relation to revenue or expenditure can, or will be
made, without the approval of Parliamcnt in its role as
one of the rwo co-equal halves of the budget authchanges

should

just like to take this last opportuniry
afur all, the
report under my name which is on -the agenda for
tomorrow will not be debated
rc thank Mr
Tugendhat for all he has done over -the years. He said
this morning that this vould be his last budget, and

addressed is aimed at providing the legal authority

is

for

such budgetary changes to be introduced, should the

two halves of the budget authority so decide. The
Commission believes that given the circumstances in
which the requirement for additional financing in 1984
has arisen, it is only right and proper that the Member
States themselves should be asked to make exra
resources available. Mrs Scrivener's report endorses
this view. The amendments proposed to it, on which I
should now like briefly to comment, relate to the legal
means by which, and the rcrms under which, such
resources should be made available. Amendments
Nos 1 and 2 of her report concern specifically the legal
base. It is suggestcd that reference should be made to
Articles 5, 199 and 203(10), of the Treary, for the
establishment of a base.

this will in fact be my last speech because I shall not be

The Commission sees no difficulty about including
references to these anicles as such, but we do not
think that on their own they will suffice, and it was for

friendship, which does not necessarily mean
as he
- every
well knows
that I have applauded each and
- of his in the past.'We have on occasion
political action
been of very differing opinions indeed, but that has
never affected my respect for him, and I should like to
thank him for all he has done over the years for the

this reason that we proposed recourse to Anicle 235 as
well. None of the other three anicles in question provides either on its own, or in combination with rhe
other two, a sufficiently clear and binding legal obligation upon the Member States to take the action which
we are now asking of them namely to make, resources
available to the Community other than the own
resources which have been established under

a Member of the new Parliament. I should like to
assure Mr Tugendhat of my heanfelt respect and

European budget.

Anicle 201.

Mr Tugendhat, Wce-Presidcnt of tbe Commission.
Mr President, I shall go as quickly as I can because- I
know that you have a lot of business to get through
and my colleague also needs to say a few words before
the vote.

The document containing the Commission's proposal,
COM(84) 250, sets out in detail the Commission's
analysis of the potential additional expenditure needs
of the Community. I myself explained the background
to the figures to the Committce on Budgets on
l8April. I will not therefore take up the time of the
House by going into the details or the background. I
should, however, like to emphasize that the Commission will be presenting two initiadves in connection
with this request. The first which is before the House

oday is the proposal for a legal base under

an

Anicle 235 regulation on which Parliament is asked in
its legislative capacity to give an opinion. The second
inidative which the Commission will present to the
budget authority in time for consideration by Parliament in September will bc a preliminary draft supplemenary and rectifying budget in which the specific
expenditure and revenue proposals will be incorporatcd. I make this point in part to emphasize that no

The Commission believes, however, that Anicle 235 of
the Treary providcs the appropriate justification for
such a request. It does not seem wise to the Commission, given the urgcncy of the problem, to base a proposal on an instrument whose own legal base is not
solidly esablished.

I should add that the European Coun has in a number
of judgments taken a particularly restrictive view of
the powers which have been ransferred to the Community under the Treaty of Rome. The essence of the
Court's doctrine is that an anicle of the Treaty only
provides a basis of action if it specifically stipulates
vhich Communiry institution should take the action
concerned and under what procedure. None of the

three anicles mentioned in Mrs Scrivene/s repon
would seem likely, on the basis of pasr rulings, m be
regarded by the Court as justifying the imposition on
the Member States of the specific obligation involved.

Amendments Nos 3 and 4 seek to inroduce the notion
of advances on the Communiq/s own resources, to
remove the reference to any amount for the supplemenary revenues to be made available, and to remove
the provision for interest rc be paid on these supple-
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menary revenucs. As rcgards the use of the tcrut 'advmces', thc Commission ccnainly sees no difficulty and
is, in fact, quite prepared to use this tcrm rather than
the tcrm 'loan'. The essential attributions of the rwo

Communit/s non-agricultural policies to cover an
overrun on the EAGGF (Guarantcc). The decisions
we have taken conccrning the execution of the 1984
budgct, on which,I spoke earlier today, are entirely

conccpts are the same, namely that the resources conccrned shdl be entered in thc budget as revenues, shall
bc providcd by the Member Statcs and shall be divided
between them in accordancc with thcir shares in the
Community's VAT bese and that trhe repayments shall

consistcnt with that aim.

be made in eight half-ycarly ranches beginning on
3OJunc 1986. Ifc do, howarer, think it would be
unrealistic in providing for such advanccs not to specify any upper limit bcyond which thcy could not

course of his long career in this House in the budgetary field. Mr Notcnboom is, I think, the member of
his parry who has played the most prominent and leading role. He has always been a force for moderation

lcgally bc called up.

So far as the quesdon of intcrest is concerned, the
Commission proposed its payment for cwo reasons:
firsdy, in the belief that it might makc it easier to
obtain thc resources conccrned, and secondly, because
it seemed coherent with our proposal that the Commission's own bank accounts in the Member States
should bear interest. But we rccognizc that the arguments for and against the payur.ent of intcrest are
finely bdanced and we should not object rc a change
in our proposal in t}is scnse, panicularly if such a
change were to facilitatc its early passage.

Amcndment No 5 suppresses the provisions for an
implemendng regulation in rcspcct of the proposed
decision. It may be that in the event, panicularly if
there is no provision for intcrest to be paid, no such
implementing regulation will bc needed, but the possibiliry of using such a regulation in order to establish
the technical dctails of the opcration of an instrument
of this kind, would be consistent with normal Communiry practice in this field.
The Commission therefore doubts the u'isdom of precluding it at this stage.
Thesc, Mr President, are the Commission's comments
on the amendments proposcd in Mrs Scrivener's
report. On the resolution itself, I would only say that
some of the reproaches dircctcd, cxplicidy or implicidy, at the Commission seem to be based on a misunderstanding. It is not rcasonable to blamc the Commission for delay or hesitation in proposing ncar ou,nresourccs. The present Commission presentcd its first
ideas on thc subject in February 1983 and tabled a formal proposal on 5 May of that year, i.e. more than
12

months ago. Parliament itsclf took six months

before dclivering an opinion on our proposal and the
Council is taking cven longer.

Nor is it fair to imply that the Commission's proposals
would be a check on Parliament's budgetary decisions.
On the contrary, our proposd is aimed at ensuring the
full and responsible execution of all existing Communiry policies, including thosc to which Parliament
has attached a panicular priority. Thc President of the
Commission has statcd, and I can only repeat today,
that the Commission is not prepared to sacrifice the

Mr President, just bcfore I conclude I should like, if I
may, to make one personal remark. I paid tribute this
morning to the achievements of Mr Lange in the

in some of the very difficult
with which we have had rc deal. I regard mysclf
as moderatc and constructive, but as he said, this has
not always led to agreement between us. Nevertheless,
the disagreements have, I think, alway been bascd on a
respect for the other's position and on a willingness to
and constructivcness
issues

appreciatc that there is more than one way of solving a
problem.

I wish him a very happy redrcment. I shall miss him in
the new Parliament, I am sure his party will as well.
(Appkuse)

Lord Douro (ED).

-

On a point of order, could I
for amend-

ask when you propose to set the deadline
ments to thc Scrivencr report?

Presidcnt.

-

That has already been done.

Could I ask when it was done,
have been-here most of the afternoon and I
did not hear it?
Lord Douro (ED).

because

I

Prcsidcnt.

It was fixed for 4 o'clock today.

-

Lord Douro (ED).
Mr President, could I ask when
- ccnainly after we voted to take
it was fixed, bccause
the Scrivcner resolution, the Chair did not make any
announoement about the time-limits for amendments.

Prcsidcnt"

it.
announced -

My

Lord Douro (ED).

information

is that the Chair

\Pell, maybc later you could

supply me with thc transcript.
Presidcot"

-

Thc debatc is closed.

The votc will be taken tomorrow at 3.30 p.m.
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Presidcnt.
The next ircm is the continuation of thc
debatc on -the repon (Doc. l-210/84) by Sir Brandon

Rhys-Villiams.

Mr Ryan (PPE).
Mr President, it is good thar at
- of
this final pan-session
the first direcdy electcd European Parliament we cen at long last welcome the
resurgence of economic activity throughout Europe. A
growth-rate of. 2o/o as forecast is probably on the cautious side. Cenainly it could be improved upon if EEC
Member States were to get rid once and for all of the
many practiccs and measures which restrict trade and
diston compedtion in Europe.
Vhen Europeans injure themselves by maintaining
obstaclcs to free trade within the Community, it is
small wonder that Europe's share of world trade is in

constant decline. It is deplorable that 110/o of European workers should be unemployed while the United

States and Japan manufacture most

of

Europe's

rtquirements of videos, cameras and home computers,
to name but a few products. Europe has the technical
skills and investment capital rc supply all our own
manufactured goods. All that is lacking is the willPower.

Much of Europe's economic woes are attributable to
the size of national government deficia incurred for
the purpose of sustaining living standards higher than
eamed in response to electoral demand. Now along
with the burden of servicing enormous debts, governments also have to carry high social-welfare expcnditure in support of the unernpiloyed.

In the case of my own eountry, Ireland, I am sure it
would be a mafier of concern to you too, Mr President, that the annual intcrcst bill on foreign loans
aken over a five-year period equals the annual cash
benefits to Ireland from the European Economic
Communiry. Primary responsibility for this intolerable
financial mess lies with the political party which
formed Ireland's government f,rom 1977 to 1981.
Howcver, the Commission and the Council of Ministefls must share some of the blame for this bizarre situ-

I am sorry to raise this once again in the presof Mr Onoli; he has heard me speak about this
before, but I am still waiting for an answer from him
and the Commission as to why this should have hapation.

encc

pened.

The Commission culpably failed to insist that Irelarid
observe that solemn condition attached to the Communiqy's first oil-crisis. balance-of-payments loan to
Ireland in 1976
namely; that the rate of government
borrowing be progressively
reduced. It is notable and
deplorable that the Commission has totally failed to
furnish any justification for this grave sin of omission
despite calls in this Parliamcnt, and panicularly calls
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from the Committce on Budgetary Control. Calls from
the Commission for the convergence of Mcmbcr
States economic policies ring hollow in the light of thc
Commission's failure to use the legal power available
to it to stop Ireland going on a reckless spending sprce
from 1977 to 1981. Thc hangover from this financial
debauchery will lie heavily on Ireland for many years
to come,
Europe's poor performance when compared with the

Unircd States, Japan and non-EEC

Scandinavia
should give us food for thought. Pan ofthe cause is to
be found in the non-functioning of Community policies, because nasion-Sates are preferring isolationist,

protcctionist action to European-wide solutions. The
timidity of the Commission in its role of economic
overseer of the Communiry is most disappointing. Parliament has often idcntified this failure on the Commission's part as one of the reasons for the enormous
divergence in the economic performance of Member
States. It is to be hoped that the Commission will, in
future, use its power of recommendation in the economic field and get parliamentary support for so doing.

The European Monetary System is one of Europe's
but until such time as sterling joins the
will be limited. The dominance of
the US dollar and the malign effect of high inrcrestrat€s in the USA vill continue until a European cursuccess stories;

system its succcss

rency establishes itself across the world. Early work
should be done to bring sterling within the EMS so as
to remove one of the unnecessary causes of instability
within Europe and to develop an integrarcd European
capital market.

I

disagree with Sir Brandon's criticism of the optimism
in the Commission's communication on the economic
situadon. I think we have had a surfeit of pessimism
and hesitation, which has depressed investment and
economic activity for too long. There is no reason why
a wealthy, technologically advanced Europe should
lag behind other industrially developed nations. All
that is needed is for us to eradicatc the artificial
nationalist barriers to free trade u'ithin Europe and to
implement an industrial policy for all Europe comparahle to the common agricultural policy. There is no
other way to remedy the tragic plight of Europc's

unemployed. Europc does not need national policies
which waste resources in attempting unsuccessfully td
protect old jobs which inevitably will go."Ve need
Communiry policies which will creatr new jobs. Above
all, we do not need a return to thc national selfishness
expressed just a few minutes ago by Mrs Casde who is
opposed to the succcssful common agricultural policy
mcrely because of the insignificant cost to the UK taxpayer of supponing their small farming community,
while she wants European aid for UICs large industrial
sector.

lct us in these closing days of this Pariiamenr t'ry ro
recapture the idealism and generosity of the European
movement which secks a common improved standard
of living for all!
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IN THE CHAIR: IADY

ELLES

Vce-Preside*

Mr Ortoli,

Vice-President

of the Commission.

(FR) Madam President, circumstances always require
one to be brief when alking of the economy. I shall
endeavour m be so.
First of all I should like to thank Sir Brandon Rhys
Villiams for all the work he has done and rc rcll him
how much we retret the depanure of an able, courteous and commined Member.

Secondly, I shall refrain from commenting. on the
economic situation except to endorse the opinion of
Sir Brandon Rhys Villiams. I do not think we can
deny that the recovery has begun. And since we need
confidence, let us at least acknowledge that this is the
case. This does not mean that there are no problems.
They stem from the international environment and
changes in our own economies.

Thirdly,
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I shall make a few very short

commen$ on

the report itself.

Yes, we are cuffently examining in greater detail the
conditions for taking action on convergence. Is it possible to introduce a convergence indicator? '$7'e are
examining ways of adopting a new approach to
medium-term problems.

I shall not go back over all the monetary and financial
matters. The Commission has always taken the view
both here and with the Council that the pound should
come into the European Monetary System. Our view
is that we must strengthen the Monetary Sysrcm, and I
am quite hopeful about achieving real financial integration: financial senrices, the free movement of capital and equity capital are the proposals on the table.
The same is true of the new rcchnologies
Esprit is
- our
already a reality
and telecommunicarions,
proposals for which -have been favourably received in the
Council of Ministers.
Finally I would mention all the acdon which we can
take in relation to the internal market, since we all
atree that making rhe best of the continennl dimension is a major element in the success of the European
undenaking.

Having said that, Mr Prcsidenr, allow me to add rwo
final remarks. They concern the observations made on

I will admit that the circumstances
do call for some explanation. I should like to point out
that it is inaccurate to say that we failed rc underline
clearly the crucial role of the fight against inflation, or
that we have failed to use our powers to make recomCommission. But

mendadons or proposals. After all, when there was
talk of indexadon or the budget, the need to maintain
and then rc reduce its size, to reduce the deficit and to
change the structure, we vere among the first to lend

our suPPort.

My second remark concerns the observations made on
the need for shon-term economic recovery. I think
that the real problem today lies in obtaining all the
conditions necessary for lasting recovery, and not in
attempting to stimulate demand artificially. !7e know
what those conditions are.'!7'e must succeed with our
adjustment policies; they are the way forward, w'e can

do no other. The monetary system mu$ be consolidarcd, and we the new Parliament and ourselves, must
do our utmost to achieve it. Ve must make the most

of the continental dimension, and finally, the undertaking intended to make the European economy more
flexible must be pursued and must succeed.

In conclusion, Madam President, I would point out
that in making this last speech I am not pessimistic. I
am not one of these 'Euro-pessimists'.

There may be cause for concern when we see thar y/e
are still quarreling about a number of problems, but I
believe that Europe realises that ir must change its
spots. I believe that Europe realises that it must be a
continenr. I believe that it realises that it needs to be
flexible. And I believe that we are all eager for the new
technologies. So let us not regard ourselves as having
joined a battle that is already lost, bur, on the contrary, as soldiers burdened with old armour but determined to win the next war.
(Apphrse)

Sir Brandon Rhys Villiams (ED), rdpportear.
Madam President, I u'ould like particularly to thank
Mr Onoli for his kind personal remarks. May I say

that Mr Ortoli has won an admirable place in European financial history

if only by giving his

name to thc

imponant Onoli facility. Vhile he remains a membcr
of the Commission, I trusr he will continue with
redoubled vigour to srrive to extend still funher the
capital dimension of Community activiry and, in panicular, that he will work to achieve the full integration
of the Europcan market for capital.

the problems facing the Commission and on the tactics
or approach rc be adopted in relation to the economy.

Prcsidcat.

I heard Mr von Bismarck

The vote will be taken ar the next voting time.

say

that he regrencd the act-

ion taken by the Commission. I was surprised to hear
this because up to now he has always said in every
debate that he approved of the action taken by the

If I

-

The debate is closed.

may say so from the Chair, as a colleague of Sir
Brandon, that he has been a Member of this Parlia-
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ment since 1973, since the United Kingdom entered
the European Communiry and I am sure it would be
your wish from all sides of the House that we wish
him every sucsess in the United Kingdom, where he
will be seruing in his own Parliament.

refer to the resolution and not to the directive. The
English version is therefore wrong.

SQUARCIALUPI REPORT (Doc. t-241/84

.FOODSTUFFS'

(Appk*se)
After tbe rejection oftbe proposalfor a directioe
l2.Votesl

Prcsidcnt.
says:

MAIJ-VEGGEN REPORT (Doc. t-214/84
..EQUALITY OF TREATMENT FOR MEN

AND \trOMEN")
Prop

os

belong together, and yet in the English version some
of them are said to refer rc the proposal for a directive
and some of them to the motion for a resolution. They
cannot do both. They must do one or the other.
President.
Thank you, Mr Patterson, for raising
that issue. I- understand there has been an error in the
English translation, and they refer rc the resolution
and not to the directive.
That is my information.

Mr Pattercon (ED).
Madam Presideni, that is
curious. I have checked- vith the Secretariat, and they
think the reference is to the proposal for a directive,
because there is not in fact a Recital D in the resolution but there is in the proposal for a directive. Perhaps, as Mrs Maij-\fleggcn has now arrived, she could
clarify the situation. .
,

Patterson, on pate 16 of the English
Prcsident.
- Mr
which I have before me. I do
rcxt of Doc.l-214/84
find in the preamble a recital D. As I understand it, it
is this paragraph the amendments refer to. Perhaps
Mrs Maij-Veggen would like to clarify this problem.

(NL) Madam

languages.
Presidcnt, I have had a look at the different
From the English t€xt it appears that these amendmen$ have been tabled on the directive while the
other languages say they are amendments to the resolution. According to the author, however, they should
'

Annex I.

of the Rules of

Procedure

If a Commission proposal fails to secure a mjoriry of the
votcs cast, the Prcsident shall, before Parliament votes
on thc motion for a resolution, request the Commission
to withdraw the proposal.
he wants

to do.

Mr Patterson (ED).
Madam President, could you
- of Amendments 14, 15, 15
please clarify the position
and 17? These are clearly a set of amendments which

See

Rule 35(1)

I must therefore ask the Commissioner what

al fo r a dire ctioe

Mrs Mdj-\Tcgtcn (PPE), rdpporteur.

-

IVlr Narjes, Member of the Commission.
Commission will consider the matter.

-

(DE) The

(n Madam
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM), rdpportean
- because apan
President, this vote is quite surprising
from one or swo points there was no clear poiition
taken in committee, especially by the Conservatives. I
think the groups should al least indicate what their
ultimate intentions are and not spring surprises here in
the House in this way. Perhaps they are proud of
themselves now but it is democracy that is suffering,
and I mean the European consumers for whom this
was supposed to be a present from the Commission
and from Parliament as well. This is a very bad way in
which to face the European consumers. I trust they
will be able to draw their own conclusions when it
comes to voting.

(Appkase)

Presidcnt.
- Mrs Squarcialupi, you saw the result of
the vote of this House, which was made quite clear by
the electronic check. Under Rule 35(3), if the Com-

mission does not withdraw its proposal
which I
understand is the situation at the momenr,- because it
has merely agreed to look at it
Parliament may
- a resolution and
decide not to vot€ on the motion for
to refer the matter back rc the committee responsible.

Mrs Squarcialupi (COM), rdpparteur.

(IT) Madam

- of Procedure
President, I have not looked at the Rules
because I was not expecting this. However, I am going
to withdraw the motion for a resolution.
Prcsident.
In that case Mrs Squarcialupi withdraws
the motion-for a resoludon, because clearly we cannot
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have a votc on the resolution as
go back to committce.

it

stands.

It will now

LANGE REPORT (Doc. I-2471t4'BUDGET
DISCPLINE AND THE FUTURE
FINANCING OF THE COMMI,'NITT

applicarion of Articles 85 and 85 of the Treaty to
maritime transport (competition provisions).

Mr

Nyborg (DEP), rap?orterr.

-

(DA) Madam

President, the basis for the Council's consultation of
the European Parliament is still the Commission's pro-

posal

of

16

Ocober 1981 on the laying down of

detailed rules for the applicadon of Anicles 85 and 85

(DE) Before we move
Mr Lenge (Sl, rapporreur.
on to to the vote, Madam President, I must point out
that there are two referenccs in the footnote to the
motion for a resolution and that both are about
reports by Mr Arndt: the founh indent of the footnotc
and the seventh, beginning Groutb in agimhrral
expetdiure: Amdt repon. Misakes have crcpt in, in

-

the sense that the wrong official journals have been
quoted. The founh indent should read:
Arndt repon on thc future finencing of the Communiry,
Ol C 342 of 19 Deccmber 1981, p. 37
and the seventh indent should read:

19 Deccmber 1983,p.37.

The word reports should be in the plural. The referenccs in thc footnotc would then be correct and this
would render redundant
if I may mendon it now

- the European Democratic
thc amendment abled by

Group. I would ask for this amendment to be withdrawn because everything that is asked for is con-

in the footnote and the references. If the
amendment is not withdrawn, then I must ask the
House to reject it. The point is that if wc did this for
one report which we have quotcd we should do the
same for the other reports. !7c have to bc consistent.
Plcasc ask the European Democratic Group if they are
going to withdraw their amendment, Madam President
otherwise my recommendation is that it be
taincd

rcjected.

Thank you, Mr Lange,

Douro if hc- agrees.

ment cannot give a dcfinitive opinion at this point
because it would be based on entirely the wrong premises. It is cssendal for a reguladon such as this to take

into account experience gained in practice in the application of the UN Convention of 0 Rpril 1984, the

'UNCTAD codc' of conduct for liner conferences,
which the Member States accepted in adopting the
Council Regulation of tS May 1979 which came into
forcc on 1 January 1984.

Growth in agricultural expenditure: Arndt rcports, OJ
C161 of 2OJunc 19E3, p.84, and OJ C342 of

Prcsidcnt.

of the Treary to maridmc transport. However, since
then this tcxt has been heavily amended by the Council, and the tcxts now being discussed by the Council's
working parties and the Commission differ so much
from the original proposal that the European Parlia-

I will

Negodations are now taking place between tfie European maritime nadons and the USA, and these must be
concluded before any find competidon rules can be
laid down for European maritime Eansport. This is
why the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs has agreed to submit an intcrim repon without

making spccific amendments to the proposal for a
reguladon. The Committce's reason for doing this is
to ensure that Parliament retains the right rc exprcss
an opinion on a truly up-to-date document. The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs would
therefore like Parliamcnt to ask the Commission and
Council to look into the general commen$ in rhe
report, draw up a completcly new proposal reflecting
the present situation and refer that to Parliamcnt for a
definitivc opinion.

The Committce on Economic and Monetary Mairs
adoptcd thc draft intcrim repon with a few editorial
changes, because the Committce did not want at this

ask Lord

point to go into a detailed investigation of the Commission's proposal. \[e wanted to wait for a definitive
proposal from the Commission.

Lord Douro (ED).

Mr Lange,

-

Madam President, even though

as always, is very persuasive,

I feel we must

retain our amendment.

13. Atticles 85 and 86 of the Treaty

(ruitime transport)

itcm is the intcrim report
- Thebynext
(Doc.l-249/84),
Mr Nyborg, on behalf of the
Committee on MonetaryAffain on
Prcsident.

the proposal from the Commission to thc Council

(Doc.l-722/81
COM(81) 423 finals) for a
- down detailed rules for the
regulation lrying

As there are, funhermore, no concretc suggestions for
amendments to the tcxt of the regulation in the report,
I should now like to makc some brief commenrs on
one or rwo individual points in the various articles.

Itcm 5 of the motion for a resolution recommends an
amendment to the definidon of bulk transports, as the
definition sutgestcd by the Commission is not clear.
Bulk transports should be excluded from the scope of
the regulation, as free competition already obtains
here. The Commiuce feels that the following situation
should be includcd in the definition: cases where shipping lincs transporr bulk cargo outside the conference
tariff, as an individual ratc is negodarcd for such cargo
with thc shipper conccrncd.
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The definition of a liner conference in Anicle 3
should, in the Committee's opinion, be brought into
line with the definition in the UN code. The final
repon should therefore propose the use of this definition with a rider to the cffcct that the carrying of passengers is included.

Articles 4 and 5 should elso be brought into line with
the provisions in the UN Code, and the tvro anicles
should be combined under the heading obligations
atraching to exemption'. For the final report there vill
of course have to be a detailed review of the latest
amendments to the proposal.

Vith

reference to sanctions in Anicle 7, it appears that
the introduction of fines at a panicular stage in the
sanction procedure is nov generally accepted, and this
is as it should be. On no account should any provision
be included for the w'ith drawal of a block exemption.

There are no real comments rc make on the other anicles, except that the procedural rules must in due
course naturally be brought into line with the substantive rules.

Madam President, nine amendments to the repon
have been tabled, and I should of course like to comment on them when they come to be voted on. I would

simply say

nov that I am glad that the people who

have tabled the amendments are in agreement with the

Commirce on Economic and Monetary Affairs that
an interim repon is the right way to go about things at
this stage. I do feel that most of the amendments really
have more to do with general Eansport policy and
maritime transport than with this spccial repon which
deals only with compctition as such. But I shall discuss
thc individual amendments when we get to that point,
and I recommend you to adopt the repon.

Mr Paprntoniou (S).- (GR) The intcrim repon by
Mr Nyborg on the application of Anicles 85 and 85 of
rhe Treary of Rome to maritime transport contains
many positive points, mainly as rcgards the approval of
the Commission's proposal for a reguladon, but it does
not lay sufficient stress on ihe need for real changes in
the way in which maritime ransport is conducted,
panicularly as regards confcrences, in order to ensure

that there is genuine competition in this sector in
accordancc with the letter and spirit of the Treary of
Rome.

Romc and, more generally, objective critcria must be
laid dovn for dealing with applications for admission.
Care must also be taken to protfct independent shippers from the activities of third countries or evcn of
the conferences themselves, which distort competition
and hinder the opcration of independent shippers and
their access to the shipping trade.
Lasdy, Mr President, as regards bulk transpons, it is
proving difficult rc find a mutually acceptable dcfinition. This is yet another reasgn why such bulk transports should be excluded
at least in the initial sage
from the reguladon, -which will have to be res-ricted to maritime transport by scheduled carriers.
These reservations are containcd in the amendmcnts I
havc abled to the Nyborg report. The Greek Socidists consider that the adopdon of the guidelines conained in tlese amendments is an csscntial prgcondition if genuine competition is to prwail in maricimc
transPort.

For this reason, unless the amendments are adopted,
wc shall abstain from voting on the Nyborg repoft.

(DE) Madam President,
Mr Blumenfcld (PPE).
- to Mr
we should, I think, be gratcful
Nyborg for presenting what he himself has called an interim repon
representing several years' work. I should like to suess

of an interim report, bccause neither the
Commission nor this House have so far either devoted
the necessary detailcd attention to questions of European maritime and merchant shipping policy or taken
any specific decisions at all on questions of shipping
policy, despite the fact that this is undoubtedly essendal in the light of thc competition aspects described by
the rapporteur on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
this idea

wo things I should like to say. If the European Community fails, over the coming years and
decades, rc defend itself against distonions of compe-

There are

tition from the statc-trading countries and 'shipping
flying flags of conveniencc or of the state-trading
countries, great damage will be suffered by the producdve sectors of the European economy. I think it
if I may say so on behalf of my
absolutely essential
for us to-try, over the coming months and
Group

- formulatc a genuinely European shipping
years, trl
policy. Just for the record, I should like to stat€ that
bulk transpon or bulk shipping must be excluded, and
not brought into line with the liner conferences and

It will obviously have to be made clear that the Communiry is under an obligation to apply Anicle 85 and

guidelines which are in force today.

86 of the TreVty of Rome to maritime transport, at the
same dme being sure to take ac@unt of the requirements of a common policy in this field, and that any
further dclay in the adoption of the rclevant reguladon

I7e believe that the Housc can support a numbcr of
the amendments tabled by our Group, with reference
also to Anicle 6 of the report rcferred to by the rapporteur. I must say that Mr Nyborg's formulation does
not seem rc me m be panicularly clear; in fact, it

amounts to a breach of thc Treary. In panicular, as
regards the admission of new members to the conferences, the restrictions which are unnecessarily imposed
mu$ be reduced in accordance with the Treary of

just as unclcar as what we have had hitheno. I
chereforc feel that we should give our support to Mr
Papantoniou's amendment.
seems
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I should like to conclude by saying that this subject is
so imponant that we should charge the Commission
and ourselves with the job of defining the European
shipping policy over the coming year with a view to
putting up some opposirion rc the disrcrted competition from outside.

lishment by UNCTAD of a clearly defined rystem. !7e
should try to avoid penalizing firms which cooperate

with our traditional allies, in particular the African
states.

The second objective is the stabilization of maritime
transport. The conferences afford a measure of stabili-

Sir Bnndon Rhys Mlliems (ED).
Mr Velsh has
- the following
recommended that I should make

remarls on behalf

of thc European

Democratic

zation. Let us not jeopardize a system which has
irelf, let us maintain competition, but insist
that it is fair. Regulations to prevent destabilizing
proved

actions are called for.

Group.

Ve

are generally in favour of the Nyborg report in
that we believe that the competition rules should be
applied to shipping with suitable modifications to suit
the special circumstances of shipping. I7e do not want
to put Community ship owners at a disadvantzge oisd-eis their competition and we do not want to have
unnecessary conflicts between the Communiry reguladon and the UN code of practice.

This is an interim report which contains useful guidelines for the Commission in framing its revised propo-

Ve expect the Commission to inuoduce these as
soon as possible and the C-ouncil to refer them to the
next Pariiament for a dcfiiritive opinion. Because we
wish to srengthen tJre competitive aspects of the resosals.

lution we will vote for the majoriry of Mr Papantoniou's amendments.

(FR) l-adies and gentleMts Th6obdd-Paoli (S).
men, it has to be admitted- that despite our efforts in
the field of maritime ransport, a few rough drafu of
common action do not add up to a coherent European

policy in Europe. The Soviet Union and the Eastern
Bloc, Japan and the Unitcd Statcs all have their fleets
firmly in hand to ensure that they have complete control of shipping, with trade routes extending worldwide. In Korea and Taiwan, the State controls the
regular rourcs.
ls the European Communiry to stand by and watch the
uaditional shipping companies of its Member States
gradually decline and disappear? It would be the only
major maritime cconomic power to have complercly
surrendered its shipping to other powers and rc companies, often stateless, sailing under cover of so-called
flags of convenience. This would be very dangerous
and only action at Community level can prevent it. \7e
can defend ourselves without encroaching on the raditional freedom of the scas which is dear to us all. By
all means, ler us apply Articles 85 and 86 of the Treaty
of Rome, but let us also apply the UNCTAD'Code of
Conduct' and let us combat unfair competition.

The European Institutions need to movc fast, concentrating on rwo main objectives. Fircdy, Nonh-South
cooperation. In the spirit of the code of conduc of the
maritime conferences, Europe has everything to gain
by cooperating with its tradidonal allies in the estab-

In the maritime sector nothing just happens, and the
decisions we are taking or not taking will determine
the future for many years to come. Let us then adopt
Mr Nyborg's report, even if it does not entirely meet
all our wishes for the future, provided that it is nor distorted by amendments, apart from Amendment No 1,
which we accept.

Madam President, I also welMr Nyborg's report ro
the extension of competition poliry to shipping, especially as my constituency of Liverpool would benefit
Miss Hoopcr (ED).

-

come the endorsement given by

gready from

a more acdve Communiry

shipping

policy.

In speaking to the two amendments tabled by Andrew
Pearce and myself, I must explain that we realize that,
if adopted, these amendments would extend the scope

of thC repon, but since this is, as Mr Nyborg has
explained, an interim repoft, we feel able to do so.
Both amendments arise out of circums[anses obtaining
in the pon of Liverpool where, firsdy, shipping is penalizedby having to pay higher pon dues than in other
Community ports where the charges are subsidized by
either local or national governments. Ve seek to prevent this distonion by requesting the removal of subsidies in ceftain Communiry ports in accordance with
Anicle 85 of the Treaty of Rome.

The other amendment refers to a disturbing uend
amongst Community ship owners to move away from
home poru to fl.ags of
Ve ask that the
.convenience.
circumstances gMng rise to this situation be fully
investigated.

Incidentalln the English version of Amendment No 2
refers to the inuoduction of a new Article 8(a). This,
of course, should read 'new Anicle 8(b)'.
I beg the House to supporr these amendments.

Mr An&icssa,

Member of the Commission.
(NL) Madam President, therc is insufficient time -in
this debate on what is in itself an extremely important
matter for me to go into demil on a number of points
made in Mr Nyborg's explanatory starcmenr, and so I
shall commenr ve{y briefly on a number of points
which seem to me ro be of most importance at this
stage of the discussion.

,i
ll
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First of all, I very much welcome the fact that, thanks
to the activities of the Committee on Economic and
Monetar,, Affairs, and Mr Nyborg in particular, we
have an opponunity at this last meeting of Parliament
to discuss this question. The Commission has always
taken the view that we needed a regulation of our own
on competition conditions in maritime transpon along
with, and as an essential complement to, the UN code.

'!7e therefore regard the repon produced by Mr
Nyborg as support for our policy and as encouragement to t(y to get the Council rc apply the competition policy rules rc maritime transport. But that does
not alter the fact, Madam President, that, although the
report has been referred rc here as an interim report,
the Commission is inclined to give it somewhat more
character. Although we do not at present have an
amended proposal before us, to get things moving in
the Council's working pafty, certain ideas and possible
starting points have been assumed by the Commission
as a working hypothesis for possible changes to our
regulation. Obviously
and this is a point I would
stress
should the Commission
to make sub- changes to its proposal,decide
stantial
Parliament will be
informed of those changes and have every opponuniry
to give its opinion on them if it wishes to do so.
Clearly, things have not remained static in the subject
we are discussing today since our proposal was made
in 1981. Imponant changes have taken place. The UN
code has now come into force. Discussions have been
held with the United States, and clearly, any subject as
imponant as this is bound to be affected by that kind
of event. That is why I have promised that the Commission will keep Parliament fully informed on the
matrcr.

Madam President,
regards the motion

I

must say that the Commission
for a resolution as suppon for its

policy, although in paragraph 6, dealing with the definition of what is meant by bulk transport, I cannot say
finally what the Commission's attitude is. Ve are at
the moment engaged in discussion on what would be
the best formulation and definition. So we do not yet
have a final position on this question, and all I can say
is that we shall ake account of the ideas put forward

in the tcxts in our future

discussions, and will of
course keep Parliament informed as rc what is finally
decided.

this House to the introduction of competition policy in
such an imponant sector as that of maritime transport
is seen by the Commission as a positive gesture.

I hope it will be possible
it will cenainly not be eary
to get things moving -in our consultations with the
-Council so that the same policy the Community
applies to business enterprises can be applied fully to
the maritime transport sedor.

President.

-

The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

14. Motor Vebicles
President.

The nert item is the repon by Mr Velsh,

- 84), on behalf
(Doc.l-192/

of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, on the proposal for a
block. exemption on motor vehicle distribution and
servlclng atreemenE,
Sir Brandon Rhys Vrilliams (EDI, deputy ra?portear.
Madam President, Mr Velsh
asked me to con-vey his apologies to the House has
that he is unable ro
present his report in person. He has asked me to make
known his opinions.

The first directly-elected Parliament has taken a close
interest in competition policy and panicularly the way
in which the Commission exercises the powers under

Regulation 17/62 w implement the provisions of
Article 85 of the Treaty by granting block exemptions
for cenain classes of agreement. This is an area where
the Commission has untrammelled powers, the only
recourse being an appeal to the Coun of Justice.
Moreover, the decisions it makes have considerable
impact on commercial activities and thus on the livelihood of thousands, perhaps millions, of citizens. It is
Parliament's clear dury to establish its competence in
these matters. By its readiness ro cooperate, the Com-

mission has recognized the significance

of

Parlia-

ment's role.

to the Commission to combat this phenomenon are
very restrided, and people should therefore not perhaps expect too much in the way of results from the

These matters are highly contentious and involve a
plethora of conflicting interests. Parliament is a microcosm of the range of these interests, and its procedures
are calculated to provide [he consensus which protects
the fundamental concerns of the different groups and
at the same dme does not allow any one set of inrcrests
to overwhelm the others. It is our responsibiliry to find
the essential common ground, having regard to the
fact that w'e represent the totality of the Community,
and to express that consensus in the form of political
guidelines on which the Commission can base the

Commission in the short term.

detailed regulation.

Madam President, I am fully aware that the current
pracdces in international maritime transport
and

especially ships sailing under flags of convenience
are bound to bring about serious distonions in competition conditions. I therefore quite appreciate that the
European Parliament wishes to address itself to this
mattcr. Perhaps I may point out that the options open

Having said thaq Madam President,

I

should like to

conclude by saying that the support fonhcoming from

It is Parliament alone that can give the Commission's
proposals democratie legitimacy, and I hope tlat our

II
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one of our mos! significant achievemens.

ufacturers and.would make it difficult for the Commission to proceed with its proposals involving the

will lose no opportuniry to build on the
foundations that we have laid down; foundations
which I am convinced will come to be recognized as

If Parliament is to assume its responsibilities, it must
be prepared to act in a responsible way.'l7hatever our
individual predelections may be, we must seek to arbiffate betcreen the various intcrests and not become
their prisoner. In adopting the resolution before the
House, the committee has had rc have regard to all the
factors and has avoided making revolutionary proposals around which no majority could be built.

fu it stands the resolution

recommends the Commission to proceed with some genuine liberalization of
motor vehicle distribution arrangemenr, while at the
same dme recognizing the inevitabiliry and value of
the exclusive disuibution sysrcm. Ve have been criticizedby the consumers for not extcnding the possibility of parallel imports. However, in the view of the
committee, once one has acceptcd the necessity of the
exclusive system, its inrcgrity must be respected, and
unressricted parallel impora would involve its destruction. This represents a basic political judgement, but

the possibiliry of parallel impons berween authorized
dealers is deliberately left open. On the other hand, we
have sought to entrench the right of the consumer to
buy a car suitable for use in his country of origins in
any part of the Communiry without penalry in the
form of excessive prices or delivery terms.

The way in which some manufacurers and dealers
have sought m obstruct the purchase of right-hand
drive cars by UK and Irish consumers is quite scandalous, and we norc that Article 10 of the draft gives the
Commission ample powers to withdraw the exemption
abuse their privileges in this
way.

from manufadurers who

The committee reflected at length on the Commis-

sion's proposals to impose a 120/o price differential
between models sold in different markets and concluded that such an arbitrary limiation was impractical in view of the substantial differences in exchange
rates and taxation systems. The Commission is urged
to direct its artention to the harmonizadon of taxation
systems besween the Member States and thus m
remove one of *re major underlying distonions of
motor vehicle markets.

I, therefore, move the resolution on behalf of the rapporteur, Mr Velsh, on the basis that it represents a
balance and a consensus. It endorses the thrust of the
Commission's proposal which s,ill bring about a significant degree of liberalization in motor vehicle markets
for the benefit of consumers, but not at the expense of
the exclusive distribution qfstem which offers real con-

sumer benefits and also supports the viabiliry of
motorcar manufacturers and the jobs of their employees. By passing it unamended, Parliament will be
showing yet again that it is prepared to shoulder its
responsibilities in a responsible way.

;l

panicularly ask for the refecdon of Amendmcnts
Nos 4 and 5 by Mr Fonh which, if passed, would
represent a capitulation to the interests of motor man-

adminisuation

of

compedtion policy

in an even-

handed way in the inrcrests of all citizens and not in a
way that is diaatcd by powerful, sectoral interests.

Mr Mihr

(DE) Madam President, ladies and
(S).
gentlemen, the- Socialist Group welcomes this Commission proposal and the commenary thereon because
we believe the dme has come rc get rid of the legal
confusion in this ficld, which is after all one of the
main purpose of this repon.

I

believe the disagreement with Ford has shown how
important it is for us to have a regulation on thc problem. There is another point I should like to make
though, with regard to the concern expressed by the
rapporteur that this Commission proposal might be a
case of shutting the sable door after the horse had
bolted. The fact is that, instead of seeking more effective tax harmonizadon, an att€mpt is being made to
achieve a solution by juggling around with prices. In
this sector, we iuc absolutely in favour of tax harmonizetion, because I am quite sure that that will $eatly
affect the competition position.

A third imponant poinr is refleoed in the amendment
we have tabled along with Mr Gautier, calling on the
Commission to amend the draft regulation so that
firms may apply for a specific exemption allowing
them to have an exclusive arragement for the supply of
spare parts if they can prove that only such an
arrangement can guafanrce the required qualiry standards. In other words, we are very much afraid that
total exemption might bring price advanages but
might ultimately result in a major collapse as regards
the qualiry of spare pans and especially as regards safety standards. trt seems to me that the safety aspect is
better under the current situation. Otherwise, we shall
be supponing this proposal.

Mr Christophcr Jaclson (ED).
Somc four years
e3o e cer trader in Herne Bay in-Kent complaincd to
me that he was being prevented from imponing Belgian-assembled Morris Minis, each of which, when
converrcd to right-hand drivc, could be sold for I 400

in Briatin. The
Commission agreed that this blockage to trade infringed the Treaty, and for me this was the stan of a
long rail leading to the regulation we are considering
today. At one stage, having discovercd that Britain's
absurdly high car priccs were costing consumers and
Britain's balance of payments an unnecessary t 800
million a year, I appealed to the Prime Minisrcr with
the result that the faciliry for personal car imporr
which was being attacked, was retained.
less than the same car bought direcdy
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and it is damaging for the consumer. The aqrcmobile
industry is distorted by the fact that national manufacturers tcnd to dominate their own respective national
markets, and the official dealers comply with the
prices laid down by the manufacturers. It therefore
follows that only the independent dealers have a bit
more room for manoeuvre. It is therefore of major
imponance for the @nsumer that Articles 3, 9(b) and
7 of the Commission regulation be retained in the
form used in the Commission text.

But my constant ally in the fight to give consumers a
fair deal in rcspect of cars has been the Commission
and I want to pay tributc tonight to them and panicularly to Commissioner Andriessen for fighting to
create what this Parliament has demanded, namely the
right for every Communiry citizen to be able to buy
the car of his choice where he wishes within the Euro-

pean Community. Manufacturers havc complained
that nadonal price controls on cars are unfair and distort the market, and I agree, but they should challenge
this in the Coun of Justice. Their complaint about differential tax rarcs is less well-founded and as for currency fluctuations, well, this is something that every
manufadurer has to cope with, and J personally look
forward rc the day when we have a common currency.

A second point I should like to raise concerns aftersales service. The car manufacturers fix the prices of
parts at an exorbitant level. IZe once worked out that,
if you were to make a car out of spare pans only, the
price would be four times that of a brand new car. In
the interests of consumers, this House should conduct
a thorough investigation of after-sales service and
sPare Pafis Practices.

Madam President,'I think this is an excellent repon
which my group will support, but I personally cannot
agree with paragraph 4 and so I ask the House rc sup-

port my amendment to this, drawn up in conjunction
with the European Consumers' Union. My amendment, in effect, suppofts the Commission's original

Mr

An&iesscn, Member of tbe Commission.
(NL) Madan Presidenq the Commission is delighted

text, which allows the continuation of parallel imports,
though one must add, that if prices are reasonably in
line, there will be no need for this, though they are a
further defence of the consumer.

at the positive response to its initiative from the European Parliament.

I

am bound rc say that I cannot really think of any
other subject on which I have had so much correspondence with Members of this House and consumers
throughout the Communiry as on this question of cars
and type-approval in the Community. I appreciate the
fact that our endeavours to clarify the situation on this
point can be sure of being favourably received in this
House and that it has been wonhwhile to have a
debarc on the matter in the very last days of this Par-

Madam President, this is a good example of Parliament and Commission working effectively together. If
anyone aslts for examples of benefiting from this, I
think this is one of the best one could take. I expect

that car purchasers in my country will benefit rc the
tune of some 100/o off the prices of their car next year.
May I conclude with a question to the Commissioner,

while congratulating the Commission on their draft
regulation, and it is this: this is a major step forward
and will the Commission undenake to introduce their
regulation by the end of this year?

Mrs Van Hemeldonck (S).

(NZ) Madam Presi-

denq the right to impon goods- directly and privately is
undoubtedly one of the mainstays of the Treaty, and it
is a shame that only a minoriry of consumers can
themselves go through the long rigmarole

of buying

a

'

liament.

Having said that, Madam President, I must point our
that the subject is in itself an exuemely difficult one.
\7hen we published our proposal for a regulation on
morcr vehicle distribution, we received reactions from
all sides, including several thousands of pages' wonh
of reactions from the car industry, but also of course
from consumers. Clearly, bringing order to this sector
and there are more than 200 disribution arrange-ments
of this kind
is going to require a great deal of

-

car abroad, with all the paperwork that entails. The
result is that most consumers of course buy their cars

effon.

through an independent importer, i.e. an importer who
is not an official dcaler.

Madam President, I believe that the report as it stands
now constitutrs supporr for rhe Commission's activities, and the Commission would therefore advise rhe
House against adopting the amendments which have
been tabled to the rcpon.

It is precisely these independent imponers who are
being excluded in the Vclsh repon. Nonetheless, the
Commission repon of 21 Deccmber 1983 on the automobile industry stressed that only independent imponers could bring indirect pressure to bear on the equalizarion of prices in the Community pursuant to Articles 30, 36 and 85 of the Trcaty.
The Velsh report eliminatcs practically all forms of
parellcl impon, which seems to me a pity. It is a dangerous precedent for the policy of frec competition,

There is one point I should like to go into in more
detail, and that concerns the way in which rhe Commission intends to tackle the principle of parallel
imports, *hich is an essential principle in applying the
Communiq/s competition policy. The Commission's
concrerc proposal was that if, over a period of six
months, thc price difference exceeded a certain level
and it was 120lo at the dme
there must be the

-

-

'
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to the Council (Doc.
COM(83) 719 final) for a regulation
amending -Regulation (EEC) No 435180 to include
strawberries falling within Common Customs Tariff subheading 08.08 A II and originating in the African, Caribean and Pacific States or in the overseas countries and

proposal from the Commission

means available for doing away with the rules of the
distribution systcm. This point earned us a great deal
of criticism from the producers, and criticism has also
been fonhcoming from the report before us now

l-l7l/84

and I should like incidentally to congratulate the rapport€ur in his absence.
On this point, I would say that the

Commission

upholds the principle that parallel imports should
remain possible in some form or another, and that the
question of how this should best be done seems, on the
basis of all the reactions we have received so far, to
warrant funher consideration, so that I cannot say at
the moment in any specific rcrms how the Commission
intends to deal with the problem. Should it prove possible to allow parallel impons without this controver-

sial point, it might makc sense to make the change.
Should that not have the desired effect, then the Commission feels that this instrument should be used for
the aim in mind.

tcrritorics.

Since no one has asked to speak, the dcbate is closed.
The vote will bc taken at the next votint time.

16. Foot-and-moatb

disease

The next item is the proposal from the
- to the Council (Doc. l-232/84
Commission
COM(84) 217 final) for a
Presidcnt-

directive amending Directive 64/432/EEC as regards
cenain measures relating to foot-and-mouth disease and
vesicular disease.

Vhat this boils down to is that I cannot, at the present
time, tcll you the Commission's definitive attitude.
'![hat I can tell the House, however, is that we shall be
having more detailed talks with the business com-

Since no one has asked to speak, the debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voring time.

munlty.

The Commission gready appreciates the fact that the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs has
taken the trouble to hold a debate on this report. The
Commission felt dury-bound to march thc degree of
effort involved, and I should like to say in reply to the
quesdon put to me by Mr Jackson that I shall do my
utmosr ro ensure that this regulation gets onto the starure books in the course of tgg+.

Thank you yery much, Commissioner
Presidcnt.
Andriessen,- and also for your inspiring words at the
end, which I know have been accepted with grateful
thanks by the House.

17.

Agioilnral

products in Greece

Presidcnt.
The next item conoerns the proposals
from tlre Commission
to the Council (Doc. l-281/84
COM(84) 192 final) on

-

-

a regulation introducing aid for the uanshum-

II

-

of the depanmcnts responsible for the qualiry control of agricultural products in Greece;

III

-

a regulation authorizing Greecc to grant aid for
the transport of means of production to cenain

I

ance of sheep, goats and catde in Greece;
a regulation on increasing the staff

islands.

The debate is closed. The vote will be taken at the next
voting time.
(The sitting uds silspefldcd at 8 p.m. atd restmed at 9

Sincc no one has asked to speak, the debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

?.n)
18. Milkproduca

IN THE CHAIR: MRS DE MARCH
Vce-kesifurt

15. Straafienies
President.

The next itcm is the repon (Doc.

l-217/84), -drawn up by Mr de Courcy Ling on behalf

of the Committee on Development and Cooperation,
on the

The next it€m is the proposal from the
- to the Council (Doc. l-282/84
Commission
COM(84) 285 final) for a
Presidcnt.

regulation amendhg Regulation (EEC) No 804/68 on
the common organization of the market in milk and
milk products and Regulation (EEC) No 857/84 adopting general rules for the appreciation of the leqy rcferred
to in Article 5c of Rcgulation (EEC) No 804/68 in the
milk and milk producs sector.

Since no one has asked to speak, rhe debatc is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting timc.
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Mr Provan (ED).- Madam

President,

I

had hoped

to be here for the previous debate, which I think Mr
de Courcy Ling also wished to take part in, but it has
already finished.

Presidcnt.

-

I

am sorry but the debate is closed.

19. Ue of telematics

l-207/84), -drawn up by Mr Moreau

on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on
the
proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
COM(E4) 119 final) for a decision conl-151/84
cerning the coordination of the actions of the Member
States and the Commission related to the implementation of a long-term programme for the use of tclematics
for Community information systems concerned vith
imports and exports and the management and financial
conuol of agricultural markct organizations.

-

Mr

Hermann, depaty rapporteur,

detailed and specific to each Member State, is technically unfeasible and, more to the point, unnecessary,
since all that really matters is that the national syst€ms
can communicate vith each other, and this depends on
the standards used. Vhile we accept the change in the
Commission's policy, we must nonetheless stress that
long-term dwelopment programmes need to be formulated as quickly as possible by the Member States
so that the Commission can check that the national
protrammes are comPatible and, if they are not,
ensure rhar they are.

The next ircm is the report (Doc.

Prcsidcnt.

No 1-314/181

(FR) Madam

- interest for this
I am pleased to see so much
report which it has fallen to me to present on the
Commission proposal for a Council decision on the
Caddia project. This project serves a dual purpose.
Findy, it should m€an a simplification of customs formalities, in panicular the collecdon of data, and
secondly, it should lead rc great€r compatibiliry

Presidenq

bercreen the national telematics systems covered by the

Caddia project, making European industry more competitive in this high technology sector. This is precisely
what Parliament has been aiming m do in previous
reports. lfhen it was discussed by the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, there were nonetheless those who stressed the need rc get our priorities
right, to ensure that the resources were deplayed efficiendy. Parliament cannot judge whether this is the
case unless it is regularly informed about the progress
of the Caddia project and for this reason an amendment to the proposal for a decision has been tabled.

A major part of the Caddia report is devoted to standards, in particular standards for information, messages and telematics systems. To prevent standards
becoming incompatible, European shndards, preferably compatible with international standards, must be
formulated as soon as poesible. Naturally, the benefits
of drawing up these standards are not confined to the
protramme itself, but will make the European telematics industry as a *,hole more competitive. Initially, the
and it was acceprcd by
Commission had proposed
drawing up- a long-term protramme
the Council

for each aspect of the rysrcm.
defining specifications
Nos, the Commission has come to the conclusion, on
the basis of the work carried out by the Preliminary
Task Force, that a long-term protramme of this son,

Ve

must not lose sight of the aim which Parliament
has been pursuing and which it reaffirmed in the
recent debarc on thc internal market, that is, the total
abolition of all checks and formalides at internal Communiry frontiers. The Caddia project must, therefore,
be designed to enable data to be compiled within the
Member States. The idea of compurcrization at internal frontiers has also given rise to criticism and fears
within the Committee. And indeed, since computerization would mean that checks could be carried out
more quickly, there is a risk that they would become
more systematic, resuldng in even longer delays. Parliament cannot allov this to happen.

Mr

(FR) Madam Presidenq ladies
Bernard (S).
we have to thank Mr Herand gentlemen, although
man for presenting this repon, let me start, at the risk
of embarrassing our eminent colleague, Mr Jacques
Moreau, when he reads the rninutes tomorrow, by
srying that while sharing the high regard in which he
is held by all the Communiry institutions, we in the
Socialist Group are doubly proud to count among our
members the active and competent Chairman of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, who
has once again put all his energy and all his talent into
the preparation of this crucial report on the Caddia
project. In our view, this repon is of primary imponance to the agricultural sector, since the increased
competitiveness and productiviry we can look forward
rc will be accompanied by a marked improvement in
market management, with greater control of income
and expenditure and simplified consultation at user
level, particularly for importers and exponcrs, and
with more reliable and more efficient forecasting.
More important still, in our view, is the fact that the
first six articles of the motion for a resolution give the
Caddia prgect a strategic dimension, which will be
invaluable rc the development of informatics in
Europe, stressing the urgent need to standardize procedures, such as methods and data presentation and
equipment. The reaffirmation of this strategic aspect is
an enduring and fundamental concern, after the adopdon of the second three-year informatics plan by this
House, and after the imponant decisions taken on the
Esprit programme and telecommunications by the
Council of Industry Ministcrs, under the French Presidency of Mr Fabius, at its recent, meeting on 18 May.

In

conclusion, Madam President, these are the two
reasons agricultural and strategic, for the Socialist
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Bernard

Group's approval of the very peninent rcport drawn
up for us by Mr Jacques Moreau and which Mr Her-

20. Sbipb*ilding

man has presented on his bchalf.

The next item is the repon (Doc.

Prcsident.

(FR) Madam President, my
Mr Hcrman (PPE).
group will support rhe- Moreau repon and the amend-

ment tabled by the Committee on Economic and

l-231/84), -drawn up by Mr Moreau on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetaqy Affairs, on
the

Monetary Affairs.
The Caddia project can do ntore than just simplify the
administration of the Customs Union, it may also stimulate the European telematics industry by helping it
to break into ncw markets.

Vhat we are hoping, however, is that the benefits of
this improvement will exrcnd beyond the Commission
and the Member States to rhe users, in panicular the
imponers and exponers, and uldmately to the citizens

,

proposal from the Commission to thc Council (Doc.
l-165/84
COM(84) 73 find) for a directive amending Directivc 8I/363/EEC on aid to shipbuilding.

-

IVIr Hcmen (PPE), &p"ty ro?porterr. (FR)
Madam President, the proposal we rue considering
here is based on thc fifth Dircctive of ZS Rpril t98t on
aid to shipbuilding, which laid down a number of
common principles for granting public aid to this
industqy with a view to encouraging rcorganizadon

of Europe.

and restructuring.

But just because computcrs make it easier to manate
complicated matters does not mean that they should
be allowed to remain complicated on the grounds that
they are easier to manage!

In view of the crisis in this seoor, the fifth Directive
was extended for nro years from 21 Deccmber 1982
to 31 December 1984. Ve have as yer seen no
improvement, in fact, quitc the reverse. The worsening
situadon in Communiry shipbuilding has prompted thCommission to propose extcnding the fifth Directive
until December 19E6, when the experts forecast an
end to the recession and the stan of a world economic

Frontier checks should be abolished and thc adoption

of the Caddia reporr mu$ nor seffe as a prercxt for
maintaining them. The Caddia project will also show
the urgent need to harmonize tclematic standards,
will convince all those who believe
in national solutions rhat they do not work. These

recovery.

because this projcct

standards must be international, otherw"ise we run rhe

risk of provoking on a European scale the same protectionist tendencies as have done so much damage on
a nadonal scale. It remains for me to say that I hopc
this project will be supported by all the political troups
so that the Commission and Council will realize that
all the citizens of the Communiry are behind this proje.t.

(Apphrse)

Mr

Dalsager, Member of the Commission
(DA) Madam President, I should likc first and fore-

mo$ to thank the Commitree and Mr Herman, deputizing for the rapponeur, for this report which, by and
large, supports the Commission's proposal in this field.
I should like to add that the Commission is delighted
at the support for the Caddia prorect, which has-been
expressed by those Members who have commented on
the repon. I should funher like to add that rhe Commission is prepared to acaept the amendment rcquiring
an annual reporr to be produced on the development
of the project. Moreover, I do not think there is any
reason for the Commission to commenr funher on rhe
proposal as it stands, since we have, of course, noted a
broad consensus of opinion berween the Commission
and Parliament

Prcsidcnt.
The debate is closed. The vote
taken at the- next voting time.

will

be

A proposal for a sixth Directive will probably be submitted, to some into effcct on I January 1987. Ir has
been proposed that, when the new aid projects are
submittcd, the Commission should refrain from applying the phased aid reduction principle rwo years on

condidon that the recipients institute restructuring
operadons involving funher significant reductions in
caP^ctty.

The main elements in the repon coincide entirely with
the conclusions of Parliamenr's earlier opinions on the
first extension of the fifth Directive and *'ith thc
oyn-i{qative repon of last March on the Community
shipbuilding industry, specific cxamplcs are the need
for a Community policy to encouiage Community
shipowners to reserve a certain number of orders foi
thc shipyards of Member States and thc need to
increase the transparency of the existing aid schemes
in the Membcr States and to standardizt the level of
national aid.

Thc Economic and Monetary Committee is pressing

for a long-term policy. Public aid should be broughi
down to a level compatible with Community rules-of

competition. The Commission feels therefore that the
fifth Directive can be extcnded only on one condition:
that thc Commission must control the granting of aid
in accordance with the existing and planned provisions. To do this, we need to introduci a co*prlsory
procedure whereby the Member States mujt have
authorization from the Commission to implemenc any
measure. Only those measures designed rc save a firm

No
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or alleviate the social and regional consequences of

certain specific elements comes within what the Euro-

restructuring will be authorized.

pean Parliament regards as acceptable.

The Economic and Monetary Committce is, further-

Obviously the situation in the shipbuilding industry

morc, concerned about the social and regional consequenc€s of reductions in capaciry and is therefore
requesting only one amendment to the Directive,
introducing one new recital on this point and on the
necd to implcment general policy involving, essentially, the respect of limitation undenakings and the

dme the fifth directive was debated in this House.

reorganization of maritime transport by abolishing
flags of convenience and respecting international standards.

The Economic and Monetary Committee therefore
recommends that Parliamcnt adopt this report.

(FR) Vhen it adopted my
Ivlrs Thcobdd-Paoli (S).
- shipbuilding industry, on
report on the Communiqy's
29 March, this House declared itself in favour of a
reform of European policy in this sector. In the face of
what was often unfair competition from the Far East
and Eastcrn Europe it callcd for strong diplomatic action by the Commission and real support for our struggling shipyards, to enable tiem to modernize and
become more competitivc, to keep employment at a
reasonable level and to provide them with the funds rc
carry out vital conversions. Vith our economic rivals
giving massive subsidies to their shipbuilding indusries, a two-yeiu moratorium on degressive aid in the
Community is really vital.

How can we pursue a policy of quotas in an industry
in which production is not divisible and the production
cycle is long? After all, the crisis in this sector was
caused by overcapaciry not in Europe but in Asia, and
swingeing cutbacks in Europe are not going to put the
market back on its feet. This is why it would be
unrealisdc to conoentrate on a policy of degressive aid
while thc crisis is still worsening. Let the Member
Starcs stand on their oxrn swo feet as they are doing

now and as they always have done. Ve should be concentrating on defending ourselves against unfair competition, preventing shipbuilding quitting our shores
for good for the Pacific. I therefore propose that Mr
Moreau's repon should be adoptcd with the amendments to paragraphs 4 and 5 tablcd by a member of the
Socialist Group. If these amendments are accepted, we
will vote for Mr Moreau's entire report, which is otherwise satisfactory.

Prcsidcnt.

-

As President

I

cannot take pan in the

debate as tlre present time, and

ing

a

I shall therefore

be giv,

wrimen explanation of vote tomorrow.

An&icssen, Member of tbe Commission.
(NL) Inthis casc, Madam President, I am speaking -on
behalf of the Commission. Clearly, the Commission's
proposal for an extcnsion of the fifth directive with

Mr

and panicuhas not developed orrer the recent past
according to our expectations at the
larly in 1983

That is why the Gmmission thought this proposal
appropriate. The Commission is delighted that the
Commitee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and
the spokesmen of the political groups support the
Commission's initiative. It is not in itself a positive
thing that we should have to extend the support measures for the shipbuilding industry in the way proposed. On the other hand, the Commission feels that,
in the light of the international situadoh, no other
policy is feasible. That is why we decided to continue
with the approach we adoptcd some time ago.
Vhether that means that we should pass judgement, as
a number of amendments call for, is another matter.
The Commission would like to stay as close as possible
to what is set down in Mr Moreau's report. The Comwithout wishing to make any defimission believes
nite predictions - that a period of tv/o years is in any
case long enough rc take a closer look at the position
of the European shipbuilding industry. Clearly, the
policy adopted by thc Commission will set out as far as
wherever necessary
estabpossible to retain and
- States
- bescreen the Member
lish competitive relations
of the Community. Against this background, the Commission regards Mr Moreau's report as providing
backing for the policy the Commission wishes to pursue. Ve appreciate this support, and we shall endeashould these proposals
vour over the next two years
be adopted by the Council - to approach the probindustry from
lems facing the European shipbuilding
the same angle as we have in the past.

t'he debate is closed. The vote
President.
taken at the- next voting dme.

will

be

21. Snall and mcdirm+ized undertakirys
and

oafi

industries

The next item is the repon (Doc. l-69/
84), drawn- up by Mr Deleau on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on Community policy on small and medium-sized undenakings and craft industries.
President.

Mr Dclcau (DEP),

rdpporteur.

(FR) The examina-

policy for small
tion of this repon on a Community
and medium-sized undenakings and craft industries,
coming at the end of this Parliament's term of office,
is a mark of the European Parliament's continuing
interest in these catcgories of firms.

I presented

one report on the situation of small and

medium-sized undertakings in the Communiry back in
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February 1982. The repon before you today is special
in that it has come at the end of the European Year of
SMUs and craft industries, for which we have to thank
in initiative of the European Parliament.

The most valuable achievement of the European Year
of SMUs and craft industries has been ro awaken
Europe to the very existence of these businesses, and

this was vital. In some parts of the European Community, in fact, SMUs and craft industries represenr as
much as 900/o of all undertakings, employing approximately 600/o of the working population and present in
all sectors of our economy. The European Year has
done more than just make us aware of the special
needs of these undenakings. Ve have come ro recognize their outstanding potential for innovation and
employment, with a flexibility and sense of responsibility which make them better able to cope with the
current grave recession.
So, on 9 November, towards the end of what was an
exemplary year in all respects, a Community programme for SMUs and craft industries was adopted
unanimously by this House, in the presence of all the
representative professional European organizarions,
represenBtives from all the European institutions and
a number of ministers from rhe Member States. It.was
only right, then, that Parliament should reaffirm its
commitment to support the implementation of a protramme crucial to the future of SMUs and craft indus-

tries and, by the same token, to the revival of the
Communiry. This is what rhis report is aiming rc do.

I would like to touch briefly on rhe content of the
report, and, for the benefit of the new Parliament
which will meer here after the coming elections, stress
how imponant it is that a programme which, as you
can well imagine, is eagerly awaited by those whom it

will affect

is

properly implementcd.

The first pan of this report deals with a Community
poliry for SMUs and craft industries. Like the Community programme of 9 November, it hinges on three
main points: firstly, SMUs and craft industries must
have access rc the funds they need for their creation
and development; secondly, we must clear the way for
their developemenr in the communiry; and finally,

they have an economic role to play which extends far
beyond the borders of the Community to the whole of
Europe and to the developing counrries where they
can make a valuable contribution to growth. If they
are to realise rheir full pot€nrial for innovation and
employment, qre must ensure that they have access to
the funds they need for their creation and growth.
Firstly, we need ro make

it

are all too often ill-informed on matters such

the world.

The Community must seek o improve the access of
SMUs and craft industries ro exrernal markets, panicularly the EFTA counrries. Finally, the Communiry
must promote co-operarion berween European SMU's

and similar undenakings in the third world, parricularly within the framework of the LomE convention.
SMUs are in fact in a better position than larger busito integrate into the rype of economic development required by the developing counrries, provided
that a climate of murual trusr can be created.
nesses

I will conclude my very skerchy oudine of a repon
which you have been able rc judge for yourselves and
which has benefited from rhe very valuable opinions of
four of our committees by turning to the second pan
of the repon, which deals with the implemenration of
the Communiry programme for SMUs and craft
industries
in other words, to the post-1983 situation.
The response I have had from entrepreneurs

Community financing, simplified

procedures,

exchange-rate risk cover, financing for innovation,
and so on. Occupational training facilities need to be
improved panicularly for women working or wanting
to work in SMUs. Finally, SMU's and craft indusries

and

craftsmen from all corners of the Community,
throughout last year and this, is an indication of the
tremendous enthusiasrir our initiative has aroused.

At the

Council

of

Europe, too, which

I

visited

recendy, I found that the European Year for SMUs
and craft industries has aroused considerable inrerest
among our Iom€ convention partners. I am sure you
will agree that we cannot afford m disappoint them.

On

for these undenakings to obtain financint. By this I mean increased
easier

as

financing facilities, opponunities for subcontracdng or
the experiences of other undertakings. Opening up the
Community to SMUS and craft indusries is a must.
They need more than funds, and they must be able to
find in the Communiry the right legal, social, fiscal
and economic environment It is time they came into
the limelight, dme we gave them the credit they
deserve. In this report, which I am pleased and privileged to present, you will find a long and detailed list
of all the measures which have been aken at European
level to aid SMUs and craft indusries: measures ro
help them win their fair share of supply conrracr,
moves to adapt taxations to their situation, effons to
ensure that the specific problems of SMUs are raken
into account in the Communiq/s general social and
economic policies. I want to emphasize the'role which
SMUs can play in less-favoured regions, bearing in
mind of course rhar the SMUs are in some respecrs
handicapped, especially in peripheral regions. SMUs
and craft indusries have an imponant role to play in

9 December last year, speaking on behalf of this
Parliament, Mr Danken, our President, whom I
should like to thank for his constant support
- and
my thanhs go also to tl're Commission, the Economic
and Social Commiree and the Ministers who were
presenr
assured the SMUs and craft industries of
our commitment
to strive for the establishment of a
Communiry policy for rhis catcgory of undenakings.
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So far, however, we have seen no follow-up to these
proposals. Apan from the BEI's loan policy favouring
t,he SMUs, and I must say that it has been very successful, there has not been a single move to follow up

the Communiry programme since l January. Ve are
nearly half way through 1984 and the Council of Ministers has postponed indefinitely its examination of the
proposal for a decision on Communiry innovation
loans. And the Council has sdll not adoprcd the proposal to set up an economic co-operation grouping,
which could do so much to improve co-operadon
berween SMUs throughout the Community.

Finally, and contrary

to intention, there

has so far

been no meeting of the Council of Ministers responsible for SMUs and craft industries. This is yet another
reflection of the apathy which is a sad and all too com-

mon feature of our Community. Parliament's watchful
role is therefore all the more imponant. Over the last
six months, there has not been a single economic
report, either sectoral or general, which has not, like

Mr Herman's excellent report on the economic revival
sressed the imponant role of
SMUs. SMUs and craft industries, which account for
more than 10 million undenakings in the Community

of the Community,

and more than 30 million workers, must be given the
means they need to develop.
Therefore, and I will end on this point, my message rc
the future Parliament is this: resolve to promorc a

Community policy

for SMUs and craft

industries,

continue to pressurize the Commission. I hope very
it does not matter whether
much that an instrument
we call it a committee or- a liaison office or whatever
can be set up as soon as possible to work alongside
-the European organizations for SMUs and craft indusries and the Community insdtutions, to monitor the
implementation of the poliry we are recommending.
The time is ripe to build a Europe of SMUs and craft
industries. If one thing which unites us in the Community is democracy, another is the existence of these
millions of small and medium-sized undenakings and
of their workers and craftsmen.
(Apphase)

Mrs Phlix (PPE).

(NL) Madam President, Mr

- gendemen, it goes without sayAndriessen, ladies and
ing that my Group welcomes any proposal which will
improve the prospects of small and medium-sized
undenakings and craft indusries, a sector to which we
have devoted special aftention for years now, as widenced by Mr Notenboom's report of 1978.

fu far as raining

is concerned, perhaps

I

may be per-

mitrcd rc make a somewhat chauvinistic remark, and
draw attention to the report produced by CEDEFOP
on training opportunities for spouses working in the
business, with special reference to the training centre
for self-employed persons in Hasselt in Belgium. I
would urge anyone-inrcrested to pay a visit to that
establishment.

Despite all these imponant points, I would like to
stress that a solution must be found in the form of a
general, healthy, balanced and inrcgrated economic
poliry in which SMUs and craft industries can find
their rightful place. Il is a fact that, in the past, most of
the attention was focused on big companies, and we
have a lot of ground to make up with regard to SMUs.
However, if we were to take a specific policy on
SMUs too far, there might be a risk of isolation or
protectionism, which would tend to hamper the creativity and initiative and general development of SMUs,
which is certainly not what are want. '!7e are absolutely convinced that SMUs and craft industries constitute a legitimate and highly imponant aspect of our
economic and social system.

I should like to take this opponuniry of thanking Mr
Deleau, not only for this report, but also for all the
work he has put in throughout 1983, and which we
have witnessed at close quarters. Mr Deleau's repon
will act as a guideline for the new Parliament, which
we hope will be
with the Commission
- along
- ever
alert to the interests
of SMUs and craft indusries
to
mainain a balance in our social and economic policy.

Finally, Madam President, I would draw your'atention to a terminological mix-up which has crept into
the Dutch translation of the French version of paragraph 3 (1) (2).The French and German version of the
motion for a resolution would seem to be authendc in
this case.

Mr Nevton Dunn (ED).

Madam President, first of
all I want to congratulate-the rapponeur, Mr Deleau,
on the speed and efficiency with which he has produced this report. He has contributed a great deal rc
this subject in the last few years, and I want to pay him
a tribute on behalf of my colleagues in this group and
to assure him of our tratitude.
Secondly, I want to say that my group will be supporting this report. Ve suppon all kinds of help to encour-

age smaller businesses to grow but, of course, not
those which would involve extra controls, bureaucracy, rcd tape or form-filling for smaller businesses.

Mr Deleau's report goes over the main policy aspects,
including realizadon of the internal market, new
financial facilities, a taxation systems taking account
of the actual risls involved, simplification of administrative formalities, problems with exchange rates,
moneary union and training for managers and
workers.

I

am afraid we do not support
and the rapponeur
- financed centre for
knows this
the idca of a publicly
- That, we think, is a step in the wrong
small businesses.
direction.
Specifically, I want to recommend to the House my
Amendment No 18 and to ask the House to adopt it.
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This asks the Commission to initiarc a nev annual
award schemc for smdl businesses in the European
Community. The award- or awards, because there
could be more than one
should go each year to the
- are
judged to have contrismaller businesses which
butcd most in the prerrious year to the well-being and
the prosperiry of the peoples of our Community. Perhaps one criterion could bc which businesses have
crceted the most new jobs.

Such an award scheme, howarer, should not involve
taxpayers' money. It should be financed
with gifu
or advcnisint or any form of donation- privately
from industry and banks. Now if the -Communiry
would like an example to study or possibly m imitate
in some form, such a schemc already works successfully in my own Member Sate, thc Unircd Kingdom.
Thcre is an Annual Business Entcrprise Award Scheme
which has been running sucessfully for several years. It
is indeed financed 100V0 privately by donadons from
large companies which vant to support the growth of
smaller industries. If there is a surplus of funds each

year after the awards are made, those funds

are

handed over to a well-known charity.

I hope that the House will support this novel

has always been very involved in the problem of providing more jobs and creating a better life and a better
futurc for us all.

The decision to make 1983 thc year of small and
medium-sized undertakings and craft industries was
taken at the initiative of one of my former colleagues,
Mr Combe, and we in the Liberal Group are naturally
very anxious to make something of this initiative. It
may be that people in the Mcmber States think that
now 1983 is over we have finished the job, but thar is
far from the truth. The idea lras that we should use
1983 to draw attention to what could bc done to make
things easier for small and medium-sized undenakings
and therefore for us all. Now, in 1984, the work has rc
be done, and this requircs a lot from us all, but we
have a very positive attitude in the Liberal Group; we
can see that it is precisely thc small and medium-sizcd
undertakings vhich provide the best opportunitics for
the restructuring which is so necessary.

'Ve live in an age of advanced technology
and musr
recognizc that we have fallen well behind the USA and
Ve are not at [he moment equipped to compere

Japan.
idea.

(q Madam Prcsident, the
Mr Bonaccini (COM).
report presented by Mr-Deleau is commensurate with
the needs of the subject we are discussing and has our
full support. Actually, thc repon brings to a close a
project initiated by the Parliamcnt and organized personally by Mr Deleau, involving a large number of
meetings all over Europe. It closcs a chapter in which
the Parliament has discharged its obligations.

submission of this report makes us vonder
whether that is the end of it all. Have the other Community institutions also done, and are they doing,
thcir duty? Allow me to voice my doubts. Ve will con-

The

tinue to claim our right O express our reservations
undl we see our decisions implemented, so long as
doubts and second thoughts about joint decisions still
remain, until for example, there is implementation of

the loans for innovation, which were made such a
ihing of that they wcre legitimately thought to be so
significanq undl account is taken of the fact that we
look on these small undertakings as businesscs and not
as yague allusions to largcly undefined idcological
concepts, and until such time as there is a link-up
between these undertakings' national and European
organizadons in order to carry out a whole series of

with these two giants, but we have one advantage
within the Community which we must safeguard,
expand and improve; where pure knowledge is concerned we are very well equipped. Ve can do it in
Europe if we put our minds to it. !7e have the will,
imagination and crearive spirit that we need. Ve in thc
Liberal Group feel that, wirh rhese qualities in our
Member Statcs, we must nov/ take up the challenge of
tcchnology and cxploit the flexibility of precisely the
categor), of undenakings we are dcaling with here. It
is easier for them to make structural changes, cultivate
new areas and manufacture new products, and with
these new products w'e must go our into the world
market, become competitive and strengthen the economy of our Member States. The economic recovcry
we have been discussing here in Parliamenr so carnesdy has evcryrhing to do with the dynamic growth
of the small and medium-sizcd undenakings.

It is thereforc imponant for

us to relieve them of the
many problems with which they are fac*d orcry day
and we are making every effon together with thc
Commission to ensure that the internal market functions correcdy. Ve hope that the Council of Ministcrs
will eliminate many of the technical barriers to trade
and formalities, including the many different kinds of
approval proccdures, standards and norms for one and

the samc product that exist in the various Member

Ve know that the Commission is in favour and
hope that the Council of Ministen vill also takc this

actions to solve the problems raised by Mr Deleau.

States.

Our vote in favour of the Delau repon is consequently
a further expression of the uneasiness we feel about
the way thcse problems have been and risk being tac-

view.

It is imponant for all the Member Statcs for
uade to function in such a way that ve can compet€
on the world market. Europe can do it, as I have said,

kled in the future.

if the will

(DA) Madam Presidenr, I
Mrs Tovc Niehcn.
should like to stan by- saying that thc Liberal Group

Madam Presidenq since we are discussing small and
medium-sized undertakings I should likc to bring up
another point. Ve ofrcn forget the enormous amounr

is thcre.
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of work done by spouses working in family businesses
which, in most cases, means the vife. It appears from a
number of surveln that, in addition to the housework,
many women work over 40 hours a week in undertakings, and a largc number work besween 30 and 40
hours a wcek. It is clear from this that in many cases
the economic position of the undertaking is totally
dependent on the enormous effon put in by these
wives. Vc must help them to obtain bctter uaining.

from SMUs, which only goes to shov that their innovadveness can srengthen the element of competition

There is therefore a lot to do in this field, and to
achicve it we must look at vocational training.

Like Mr Deleau and Mrs Nielsen, we Christian
Democrats w'ant to see SMUs better represented at

I should like to close by salng that the well-informed
reader will have noticed that there is no mention of the
setting up of a cenue for small and medium-sized
underakings in the report we are discussing here this
evening, although it is something else we have discussed at great length. I would just remind you that in

1983

I

tabled a proposal for the setdng up of a cenue

for small and medium-sized undenakings. I

have

noted yet again this evening that the Conservadves do
not wish to be associated with the setting up of a

I
cenre of this kind. That does not surprise me
but it will not stop me from going
already knew

-

ahead witlr the proposal as soon as the neu/ Parliament

has started work. There is a tremendous need

for

a

ccntral point where people can find'the neccssary
information and where wc too can find out what else
we necd. The structure in Denmark is such that we
can make something of the kind available. I am sure
that this proposal will bc considered seriously by the
newly-elected Parliament, because we cannot allow so

many of the small and medium-sized undenakings
from which we all benefit to rush from pillar rc post to
find che information they need. Ve must help them
and we can do so if we make an effon.

Mr lngo Fricdrich (PPE).
ladies and gendemen
at this sime of night

muniry poliry

-

(DE) Madam president,

those of you who are still here

- Mr Deleau's repon on Comon small and medium-sized undertak-

ings and craft industrics is highly valuable and

dcserves a wide measure of support in this House.

Listcning to what the representatives of the polidcal
panies have had to say, one is tcmpted to think that
thc SMUs are doing very nicely thank you. Everybody
is in favour of SMUs
the Liberals, the Conserva- Socid Democrats and the
dves and of course the
Socialists, and we Christian Democrats too. Unfonunately, thcre is all too often a discrepancy betcreen
words and deeds. You have only to take a look at the
Socialists in Germany, who are vociferous in their suppon for the SMUs and are at the same time in favour
of the 35-hour week, to sce what a gulf there actually
is bewecn hope and reality.

Mr

Dclcau has righdy drawn our attention

to

the

high-powcred innovadve potential of SMUs, and this
is borne out by statistics from the USA. Berween 1968
and 1976, two-thirds of dl new jobs in the USA ceme

we so desperately need and create new jobs. Ve must
channel and encourage this spirit of innovation, new
ideas, new products, new services and new jobs on the
part of the SMUs, and I would remind you here that

wc should be using our risk capital financing programme as a means of assistance in this respect.

European level, especially ois-d-vis thc Commission.
Industry is represented at European level by UNICE,
the rade unions are represent€d at European level, but
there is no equivalent representation for the SMUs.

Certain proposals hrve been put forward. Mrs Nielsen, for instance, dreams of a centre in Denmark,
while Mr Deleau would prefer to set up a separatc
institute, and others take the view that the Commission should have a separate SMU Directorate, or a
Mcmber responsible for SMU. To be quite honest, I
am very sceptical about these three proposals, because
I am afraid that all we should get would be new posts

for officials and a new bureaucracy, but no effective
assitance for SMUs.

There are three other proposals which I am much keener on, and perhaps I can run through them very
briefly. Firstly, we eould have a permanent group of
advisers witlin thc Commission accessible to all

SMUs, along the same lines as proposed in Mr
Velsh's Amendment No 5. Ve would recommend

that his amendment be adopted. The second proposal
concerns the creation of a separate secretariat to
improve coordination and assistance for SMUs. I have
been told that this model met with a favourable reaction from various representatives of SMUs at their last
mceting on 9 May, and that there is a real chance that
something might come of this idea. I myself would
prefer a third model; in my view, the best thing would
be for European SMUs to organize themselves, and
the Commission
for the Community authorities
with financial
to provide the resultant organization
and secretarial assisance to help meet the running
costs. Helping SMUs to help themselves seems to me
the best option going, and I propose on behalf of my
Group that we move gradually towards redization of
this model.

The only point on which we must disagree with Mr
Deleau concerns paragraph n$) of the motion for a
resolution, in which Mr Deleau proposes the adoption
the ogres
of a good-conduct code for the big firms
- loud and
ois-d-ois the SMUs. I get the messate
-clear I just cannot summon up the faith. I believe
that a- code of good conduct along these lines would
have very litde chance of success on lhe real world.
And so, to avoid calling for something unrealistic, we
shall be voting against this paragraph, and qre
as

Christian Democrats

-

b"g Mr Deleau's pardon. -
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Ve

are awarc of the value of SMUs. Vhat they need
is a more secure and broader base, and we must not

jeopardize thcir existence by espousing such pie-inthe-slry ideas as a 35-hour week with no loss of pay.

I

realise that SMUs are one

of the pillars of

our

sociery; without them there would be no stabiliry and
we would be much poorer. For that reason we, Chris-

tian Democrats will fight shoulder rc shoulder with
the Liberals and the Gaullisa rc ensure that they can
retain

-

and indeed, improve

-

their position.

As the culmination of the many and varied activides
undertaken during the European Year, and in response to the Strasbourg action programme, the Commission has now formulated a cornmunication to the
Council, setting out guidelines and priority activities
for a Communiry policy on SMUs and the craft industries. It is now up to the Council rc take action swiftly
o flesh out the Commission's outline proposals. Ve
shall in turn take st€ps to ensure rhat Communiry
activities in all sectors give greatcr consideration than
hitheno to the interests of rhe SMUs and the craft
industries.

(Appkuse)

Mr Narjes,

Member

(DE) Madam President,

of the Commission.
I should like to begin by

thanking Mr Deleau most sincerely for his detailed
investigadon of the problems facing small and
medium-sized undenakings and the craft industries.
The definition of this particular carcgory varies from

country to country, but the fact is that it accounts for
some 900/o of all enterprises in the Community, providing the livelihoods of 600/o of all employed persons.

The year of the SMU and the craft industries,
by the European Parliament and the

announced

Economic and Social Committee, gave the people of
Europe sufficient opponuniry to realise the imponant
and indeed central role played by SMUs in terms of
growh and employment, investment and innovation. I
am panicularly indebted to Mr Deleau for the active
and dynamic pan he rcok in bringing about and ensuring the success of the year of the SMU.
(Apph*se)

The repon before us now gives us not only an excellent general review of the situation and the problems
facing SMUs, but also spells out thobe areas in which
prioriry action is needed. It bears in mind the results of
the national and Community activities undertaken as
pan of the year of the SMU, as well as the programme
of action adopted at rhe final conference here in this

On a general level, I would point out that the economic climate in the Communiry has happily aken a definite turn for the betrcr over the last few months, and
there are now encouraging signs of a structural and
shon-term economic recovery. But the upswing will
only be consolidated if we invesr the money that is so
urgendy needed, and in this respecq the SMUs have a
vital pan to play. But this will only be possible if there
is a general improvement in the outline conditions for
SMUs and the craft industries. It is, after all, evident
from a critical appraisal that we have yet to make the
necessary$tructural adjustments to the existing outline
data on the SMUs. I am very much afraid that this
essential step is not always being given due priority,
and insufficient accounr is being taken of the acknowledged importance of SMUs at narional and Community level.

Vhat is the point of all the theory regarding

the

potential function of SMUs for innovarion, competition and for the economy as a whole if the necessary
political consequences are not drawn? \7hat we need
is rc take a critical look at the exisring economic structures and panicularly at our determination to bring
about a fundamental shift in our economic policy.

Nothing

less

will do.

Any such improvement in the outline conditions must
be of a long-term nature, i.e. more than just shonterm aid. The kind of confidence we need ro encourage investment

will only crystallize if it

is based on the

Chamber on 8 and 9 December 1983.

irrwersibiliry of this srructural change process.

There is a history of cooperation bcrween the European Parliament and the Commission in endeavouring
to find solutions for rhe problems facing SMUs and
the craft industries, the initital impetus coming from
Mr Norcnboom's reporr in 1978. That was followed in

The economic policy leitmotifof. the Community must
be
set out in the Treary
a market economy
- asfeaturing
systfm,
the creation of- room for manoeuvre
for entrepreneurs tcr act on their own iniriative, along
with a climarc of entrepreneurial freedom which noi
only theoredcally allows private initiative but actually
rewards it. \7hat rhis boils down to in panicular is
freedom from unnecessary shackles, obstaclcs, bureaucratic narror'-mindedness and unnecessary burdens,
the aim being to improve undenakings'earning capaclty.

1981 by

a Commission communicarion on protress

made in the areas of relevance to the SMUs and the
craft industries, setting our at the same dme the Commission's proposals on the role to be played by these

undenakings in the economic life of the Communiry.
Subsequently, this House has discussed the situation
of SMUs in great detail in connection with the first
Deleau report, the resultant resolution calling for the
European Year I mentioned just now. 1983 has seen
still closer cooperation berween Parliamenr and the
Commission.

Ve should takc a look

as Mr Friedrich has already
- where more than
at the Unircd States,
mil- jobs were crearcd betwecn 1971 and15 1983
lion neur
compared with
according to the least favourable

done

-
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the loss of as many as 3 million jobs in
calculations
- over the same period. Of these 15 milthe Community
lion new jobs in the Unitcd States, up to 800/o were
creat€d in SMUs, a major contribution being made by
the fast-expanding services sector, with a high proportion of SMUs.
seriousness why this jobs miracle has not happened here.
The main reason may be that it was no longer viable to

invest in the Community. Haphazard turns of the tax
and pay screv/ as stagnadon began to set in resulrcd in
lower and lower profits. Net interest return on capital
asseu fell in the Community from more than 100/o in
1960 to only 40/o in 1981, and in the second half of the

1970s, net yield in the processing industries in the
Communiry was only half the equivalent figure in the

United Satcs.

The Community must give top priority to correcting
these past errors without further delay. And there are

of other reasons for what we might

technologies, and projects geared specifically to the
manpower requirements of SMUs in certain sectors of
the economy. !flith a view to improving coordinadon
of cenain national measures, the Commission has

improved

-

and

will

continue

to improve

exchanges of views and information

'Ve in the Community must ask ourselves in all

plenry

ing measures in respect of the introducdon of new

term

its

with the nadonal

authorities to ensure that Communiry activities in all
fields take greater account than hitherto of rhe interests of SMUs, and to ensure that the hopes raised in
1983 will not be disappointed. Substantial help will be
forthcoming in this respect from a rational reorganiza-

tion and regrouping of the various organizations
representing the interests of SMUs. I would go along
with the idea that, as far

as the Commission is con-

cerned, the main thing must be to help people to help
themselves. That is the whole point of committing
these funds from the budget, which
be available in an unlimited supply.

I

assume

will not

(Apph*se)

'Euro-sclerosis', and plenry of reasons why we should
be analysing and correcting each and every such error.

IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH

Mindful of the central role played by SMUs in our
economy, the Commission has already planned or initiated a large number of activities in the areas mentioned in Parliament's motion for a resolution.

Vce-Presidcnt

Among the activities affecting the legal, economic and
administrative situation of SMUs, we might perhaps
mention the strengthening of the internal market, a
process which was given fresh impetus in 1983 as a
result of the Copenhagen Council and again in 1984'
And SMUs and the craft industries will be especially
helped by the Council's directives on information procedure in the field of sandards and technical regulations, the simplificadon of formalities and checks in
intra-Community movement of goods, tax exemption
in respect of the final impon of cenain goods, and
proBress made on the question of a standard accomwhich we hope will soon reach
payrng document

debate is closed. The vote
Presidcnt.
- The
taken at the next voting time.

The special inrcrests of SMUs were likewise to the

Mr Pintat (Ll,

the decision stage.

forefront in the regulations adopted in 1983 and 1984
on competition policy. Both Parliament and the Commission can derive satisfaction from the progress made
on the reguladon on the European cooperation agreement. In terms of financial assitance, the Community's
loan instrumen$ have made a significant contribution
tovards financing SMUs, which vere given increased
priority in this respect. In terms of innovation aid, the
Commission mastcrminded the creation of the European Venture Capital Association, proposed the creation of a Europcan Innovation Ioan and encouraged
the involvement of SMUs in research protrammes in
information tcchnologies, telecommunications and
biotechnology.
Finally, as regards training, the Commission's priority
guidelines laid down in 1983 include vocational rain-

will

be

22. Middle East oil sapplies

Prcsident.

The next item is the repon (Doc.

l-?44/84), -drawn up by Mr Pintat on behalf of the

Committee on Energ;y, Research and TechnoloB5rr or
the future of Middlc East supplies for the world outside the Communist area and on oil prices.

(FR) Mr President, the
rapporteur.
- the Gulf adds authoriry,
present military situation in
were it needed, to the motion for resolution attached
to our report on the future of oil supplies from the
Middle East to areas ouride the Communist block. I
might go so far as to say that this resoludon is the conclusion of our topical and urgent debate of this morn-

tnt.
The miliary conflict berween Iraq and Iran has now
spread to the warcrs of the Gulf, and seven merchant
ships have been attacked during the course of the past
week or so, resulting in a rise in oil share prices, a rise

of about 75 cents in the spot markct pricc of a barrel

of oil, and a rise in the cost of insuring tankers. At
present a large number of supenankers are awaiting
some improvement in the situation before going to
take on oil in the Gulf.
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The crisis is the rcsult of delibcratc policy by the rwo
warring nations. The Iraquis have declared thcir intention of reinforcing the blockade of Iranian por6, as an
attcmpt, one assumes, to precipitate Iran's financial
collapse. The Iranians, sensing the danger, have stated
their own intention of prwenting any oil exports from
thc area if their own are blockcd, hence the warning
attack on a ship in the Straits of Hormuz, and the
thrcats of a holy war against opposition islamic minorities throughout the world.

The various proposals put forward in the motion for
resolution approved by thc Committce on Energ;y,
Research and Tcchnolory become critical under these
circumstances, if we wish to cmbark along the road to
Europcan energy self-sufficienry. Our aim is to provide our ten nations with energ;y supplies which are
reliable, plcntiful, and as cheap as possible.
Our proposals can be summarized briefly in five main
tcchnical points:

Although it may appear difficult to sustain any effective long-term physical blockede of the Strais of Hormuz, if thc Gulf states envisagc cstablishing a navigation channel along their coasdines under the protfction of their armed forces, it may not be possible rc

2

prevent the tanker fleets themselves intcrrupdng navigation for obvious reasons of their own safery.

reserves;

The gross shonfall resulting from the rctal shutdown
of traffic through the Straits of Hormuz would bc of
the order of 8 million barrels per day, or abour 180/o of
the consumption and supplies of the non-communisr
world.
Europe's share bf that total represents only I .6 million
barrels per day. It takes more than a month before the
last tanker to load in the Gulf arrives at its destination,
and that is an indication of the time we have ro react
before *,e sutrt to feel the effects.

Fint of all, almost cwo million barrels per day can

be

exponed from the Gulf without passing via the Straits.
Secondly, countries such as Nigeria, Venezuela, Libya
and Mexico have spare oil pioducdon capacity, and
International Energy Agency figures show that a further 3 million barrels per day could quickly become
available.

Yet further, the Yambu pipeline is not used to full capa,city, and could provide a funher l.2million barrels
pcr day. The effects of the blockade of rhe Straits of
Hormuz could rherefore be vinually cancelled our if
we drew on reserves et e r^tE of about 3.5 million barrels per day. There are 99 dap' reseryes landed in the
Community, and the USA have announced rheir intention, if necessary, of using their stratcgic rescrves, i.e.
2. 1 million barrels per day for three months before
rationing.

To

these figures u,e can add Saudi Arabia's floating

reserve, estimated at 50 to 70 million barrels. As can be
seen, the situation gives far less cause for concern than

I

encouraging the prospection and exploitation of

hydrocarbon
reserves

in

Europe and evcn

in

third

countries;

encouraging the prospection and exploitation of
afld deep strara hydrocarbon

non-convendonal

3
funher diversification of the geographical origin
of-oil supplies;

continued efforts to replace oil with alternative
of enerry, and to devclop in panicular the
production and use of nuclear energy;

4

sources

the Europcan dwelopment of fast
- encouraging
neutron
reacrors to maximize use of the Communiry's
major uranium reseffes, ground reserlyes and waste
from Europe's various uranium enrichment plants.
5

To

these five purely tcchnical proposals, which derive
from energy, we have to add a number of other measures of a more political nature:

the quest for a common front in the oil policies of
Membcr States, as a first step towards the Common
Oil Policy which is so badly needed;
implementation of measures adopted by the Community to deal as soon as the need arises with any difficuldes in oil supplies;
meedngs and

alks with all oil-producing counrries,

and the various intcrnational organizations, so as to
understand better the problems of oil supply and
demand;

finally, we musr try to bring together all the sides
involved in the oil rade, to try to reach a consensus,
try to sabilize the market price of oil or, ar the very
least, limit the variations in prices so as ro makc them

rhat of 1973 or 1979, sincr, in vrorld Erms, rhe true
deficit possible before any drawing on resenes represents 7 or 8 per cent of world demand.

g:adual and allow the world economy to adapr rc
them withour serious dangers. Nothing is more damaging to world trade than violent price fluctuations.
And in the light of current events in rhe Gulf, you will

It is in fact the psychologicd

understand the neccssity and the urgency with which
we must implement this resolution which was, it must
be said, almost prcmonitory.

quesdons which are
likely to weigh heaviest if there is a prolongcd interruption in supplies by sea from rhe Gulf. Certain interests could use the opponunity to crear€ a rise in the
price of oil.

I

ask you rc, aoccpr the motion for a resolution in full,
and to reject all those amendments which, by opposing

I
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the development of nuclear energf, limit Europe's
energy independence. Ve must continue to substitute
European energy for oil, to reducc even funher our
dcpendence on third countries and, at the same time,
improvc our ovn European economy and contribute

balance of energy costs and other costs and without a
considcrable increase in investments, and investment in
replacement encrgy sectors are falling, in Europe at
least.

to reducing unemployment, the bane which leaves not

Of coursc, many other factors come into the equation,

a single European countqy unaffected.

but the likelihood is that current

(Apphase)

(FR) lvlr President, ladies and
Mr Bcrnard (S).
gendemen,.during -the current conflict in the Gulf of
which the rapportcur has just reminded us, our troup
shares the concerns which underly the repon by the
Committee on Energy, Rcsearch and Technology on

Middle-East oil supplies
world and on oil prices.

for the

non-Communist

Those concerns are, firsq the effects on the economy
of any violent changes in the price of oil; secondly, the
risk of a third oil crisis; thirdly, the problem of longrcrm renewal of oil resewes, for both financial and
strategic reasons; founhln the fragility of the industrialized developing nations, who depend on oil supplies from the Middle-East and are imperilled by accidental or deliberate intemrptions in those supplies;
fifthly, the risls of a future shonage of crude oil production capacity, wen though there is surplus capacity
at present; and, si*hly, our concern rc diversify the
sources of enerry used in Europe, both by making bettef use of conventional energy sources such as gas,
wat€r power, and wind powcr, and by developing our
own oil resources and nev sources of energy such as
solar power.

However, we cannot follow the rapporteur along the
rwo ecologicdly and politically dangerous paths which
constiilrc his invitation to a forced march across the
nuclear Rubicon, even for those countries which have
been more retioent, and his proposal in Anicle 23 for

hasry and powerful intcrvention without even a
thought for Community diplomacy as part of political

cooPeration.
In

conclusion,

excess production

will not continue. h has in any event become very
quickly clear recendy that the fall in oil consumption

Mr

,

President, our group's vorc will

depend direcdy on the acoeptance or rejection of the
amendments tabled by Mr Linkohr and Mrs Viehoff,
paniculaily'those whose purpose is rc delerc Anicles
7, 8,9 arnd 23 of the motion for resolution now before
us.

(R) Mr President, ladies and
Mr Herman (PPE).
gendemen, there is a-threat of war over the Gulf, and
Europe still appears unconcerned. That is lack of
thoughtfulness. The excess oil producdon which has
made our lives easy these last three years is unlikely to
last, for three reasons: there has been a healthy rise in
oil consumption as a result of the intcrnadonal econo-

mic turnaround, we have now made most of the
energ:f savings which could be made with the current

which has been a feature of the last three years vas far
more the result of thc recession than of energy saving.

That is why my group supports the Pintat report, the
broad lines of which are aimed at reducing our
dependence on others for oil. Ve are in agreement
with most of the paragraphs; we have tabled no
amendments though we do not share the rapporteut's
optimism on the possibiliry of sheltcring the oil market
from the fluctuations to which it is regularly subjected.
'We
have tried to obtain long-tenn contracts in other
and we now
sectors
tas, as a prime example

-

-.

have to admit that expericnce shows us that after a

fev

years such contracts turn out to be catstrophic for
those who sign them: they cannot in fact be respected.

Vith

rhat in mind, cre can try to reach agreements
which limit price movemenr, but past attempts have
rarely been resounding sucsesses, and we are therefore
sceptical, although it is never a bad thing to try and
broaden the virtually non-existent atreemens we have
with oil producing nations, particularly the OPEC
countries. Ve shall, at the same time, be voting against
the amendments whose aim is to halt the construction
of nuclear pover stations, and against those aimed at
annulling what has already been approved by Parliament, namely that we should take steps !o increase
protection of our sea trade routes.

Mr President, the excellent
Scliguen (ED).
- in the Purvis-Seligman-VanPintat repon originates
neck repon of 1982. At that time the EEC got 600/o of
its oil from tlre Gulf, and we gave a serious warning in
Mr

that resolution. It is a measure of the Community's
success shat now Europe only takes 270/0, I believe,
from the Gulf. In other words, the common energy
policy has been quitc a success in this respect.

Nevenheless, there are serious problems not only in
the short term, but elso in the long tcrm. Some problems are political and military, some are economic.

Problem No I is, if this war continues to escalate, the
polirical stability of the Gulf nations will be put in jeopardy. Vhy are these Muslims doing this to each
other? I would like to quote from the Koran, if I may.
It, is not often done in this House. Anyhow, verse 29
of the 48th Sura says 'Mohammed is Allah's apostle.
Those who follow him are ruthless to the unbelievers
but merciful to onc anothef. Now, are these swo
countries being merciful to one another? I doubt it.
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Problem No 2 is that the USA is not trusted in the
because of its pro-Israel attitude. I believe even
the American people are not all that enthusiastic about
fighdng for the Persian Gulf because America takes
very lide oil from there now. So, I do not think we
can rely on America rc solve this crisis. !7hat is the
EEC going to do? Acting as one, the Ten musr persuade, cajole and threaten Iraq and Iran rc stop this

Gulf

ridiculous fighting.
economic sanctions
chance

Ve could, if

to

necessaqy, apply
both sides. This is Europe's

to come of age in foreign policy. Ve can do

something really imponant. Above all, the EEC must
refuse to supply arms. It was a terrible mistake for
France to deliver Super Etandards and Exocets to
Iraq.
Secondly, as another shon-term action, we must sup-

port paragraph 25 of the Pintat repon and avoid cutthroat competition berween Member States that will
force up the price of oil, as it did, in fact, in l973.Ve
all competed with each other for oil then and up went
the price. Ve must avoid this this time. I rely on the
Commission to coordinate joint action to avoid this
sort of cut-throat competition for scarce supplies.

I also support Mr Pintat's recommendation for dealing
with oil supplies in ECU, instead of the high-valued
dollars. This would also moderate oil prices.

Ve would also have supponed the motion for a resolution if it had not been altered, in other words as it
stood in the rapponeur's firct drafting. Ve had a
slighq rather unimportanr difference of opinion
regarding Anicle 9, as we felt that the rapporteur's
arBument was not backed by a valid economic analysis. But basically we were in agreement with all the
other points, and consequently felt we could give our
full, unconditional approval to the reporr.

However, as often occurs in parliamentary committees, certain amendments have distorted,

the project's purpose and diverted

if I may

say,

it from

what we
considered to be the right objectives. Thar is why
when it came to a vote in committee, we abstained
after the introduction of certain amendments which
are not in line with the repon as a whole. That is the
position we will continue to observe, unless the
amendments submitted are approved.

Ve

have not discussed our position with the Socialist
Members, so I would say our sqandpoints srem from a

convergence of principles. \7e .do not agree with
Amendment No 7, which opposes the development of
nuclear energy vith all the necessary reservarions and
precautions, but we are in favour of all the others.

Vhether we supporr rhis motion for a resolution or

vill thus depend on rhe ourcome of the Parliament's appreciation of the various amendments.
oppose it

The other problem is that Britain is in the middle of a
coal strike. It has been going for 11 weeks now, and

ve are the

biggest coal producerc in the EEC. If our
coal supplies as well as our oil supplies are in jeopardy
the whole energy problem becomes much more serious. So we have to make sure that alternative energies

are available and increased. This means increasing our
gas and nuclear power supplies.

It means

y/e must press ahead to ger the Sleipner gas
available to rhe Communiry. Ve must srop wasting
time with the Sizeurell enquiry and we musr press
ahead with fast neutron reactors, wrongly named,

Mr Davigpo4 We-hesideat of the Commission.
(FR) Mr President, the Commission would like -to

join the various groups of the House in the congratulations they have offered Mr Pintat for his repon. It is

clear, it is comprehensive, it sots the problem out
plainly, and it puts our own responsibilities inro context. And it should, therefore, influence our acrion.

for rabbits. Ve must launch the

Generally speaking the Commission considers that the
cont€nts of the repon
both the analysis and the
priorities it proposes - march the policy which the
- developing with Parliament's
Commission has been

weSran g.rs.

Research and Technolog;y.

These are all long rerrn measurcs, Mr Prcsident, but if
we ignore this third warning from the Persian Gulf
7973, 1979,1984
be in a disastrous position
- we shall
when all the oil reserves,
except the Persian Gulf, have

It has rc be said rhat had we had thc same problems in
the Gulf two or three years ago
thc escalation we
have had these last few weels - there can be no
doubt thas the market reaction in- our Member States
and amongst consumers would have been far grearer
than it now is.

incidentally, fast breeders. That is more appropriate

trans-Channel gas
pipeline to improve the connection of Europe to Nor-

been exhausted.

(Applawe)

(m Mr President, we in the
Communist and Allies- Group gready appreciate Mr
Pintat's report. Ve consider it clear, concise but comprehensive and, may I add, balanced as well, given the
present highly complex and critical international situation.
Mr Veronesi (COM).

aid, panicularly that of the Commimee on Energy,

I

found Mr Herman's view that Europe is doing
nothing rather overcritical. The fact is that we spent all
day yesterday with rhe Ministers of Energy, and one

of the poina we

discussed was

of courie this one.

Moreover, Council took a number of decisions meering the wishes of Parliamcnt in orher areas, and we
considered it essential to adopt a vigilant and careful
stance.
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The fact is that if we prematurely take precautionary
measures, we ourselves risk triggering a ceftain
amount of tension. On the other hand
in this
- andnothing,
respect Mr Herman is right
if we prepare
and do not indicate our intcntion
to take any necessary steps when the time is right, we shall by our oa/n
inaction creatq a climate of unease.

It seems to me that whilst the interests of the consumers and the suppliers remain unchanged, our dialogue with the Gulf States, that is, with the oil-supplying nations, has shown one differencc from the dialogue of the first two oil crises: despite the supply
difficulties there has been no arrcmpt fo force prices

usual alen self even at twenty-three minutes to eleven.
If his auention did not wander
and I
sure it did
- that I am
not
he will have heard me say
was in agree-

- with the main lines
ment

of the repon. I did not

express any view on paragraph 16, that is, on changes
in the denomination of contracts, because it is a highly

complex question which depends on the extension of
the use of the ECU and will involve discussions with
supplier countries: it is not enough for the purchaser
to want to use a panicular currency; the supplier has
to give his agreement too. So although I was in agreement with the specifically economic guidelines, I was
neither for nor against this particular paragraph.

up anificially, which, for our still fragile economic
turnaround, would be

a

very serious blow.

I should like, Mr President, to sum up in three paragraphs the views of the Commission on the problems
which concern the Community more particularly.
First, we must ensure that there is no

Presidcnt.
The debate is closed. The vote
taken at the- next voting time.

23.

will

be

Sheepmeat

escaladon

towards disaster such as Mr Pintat described in his
speech. It is therefore essential not only that Europe

Prcsidcnt.

avoids such policies, but also that the other major oilconsuming nations do the same
the USA and Japan,
- supplies
in fact, since 210lo of all Japan's
come from
the Gulf.

of the Committees on Agriculture, on the organization
of the market in sheepmeat.

Secondly, we must warch very closely for any slowdown in the arrival of supplies, and plan for measures

m maintain the present calm.
Thirdly, we are sharply rcminded by this affair that we
must continue the policy of changing consumer habits

and diversifying our supplies

of

energy which

has

already produced one imponant result in that, as far as
energ:f is concerned in gcneral, and oil in panicular,
there is no longer a parallel between economic growth
and increased consumption.

Ve therifore have a clear

I

programme, and can
assure Parliament that the Commission, strengthencd
by yesterday's Council meeting, will take all necessary
steps to ensure that the conditions for a third oil crisis
do not come about. That implies shon-term measures,
and, wen more, maintaining our Communiry strat€Eiy
of reducing our dependence on resources from outside
the Community.

Mr Linkohr (S).- (DE) Mr Davignon, you said that
you agreed with Mr Pintat's report, and I assume this
also applies to paragraph 16, which starcs that the sup-

ply contracts should be drawn up in ECU and that the
measures needed rc this end should gradually be
introduced. May I ask which of these measures you
intend to introduce in the next weels or months?
(Laugbte)

Mr

Davignon, We-fuesi&nt of tbe Commission.
(FR) | am dclightcd to see that Mr Linkohr is his

The next item is the second repon

(Doc.l-236/84),
drawn up by Mr Eyraud on behalf

Mr

(FR) Mr President,
Eyreud (Sl, rapporteur.
ladies and gendemen, it may -be true that the bulk of
the Communiq/s mutton and lamb production comes
from Britain and France, which in 1983 produced
289 000 t and 181 000 t respectively, but we should

not be misled into thinking that the difficulties of
organizing the lamb market are an exclusively
Franco-British problem. Firsq because it also concerns
other Member Statcs: 121 000 t from Greece, 59 000 t
from ltaly. 42000 t from Ireland, and even 22000r
each from Germany and the Netherlands. Secondly,
because the common organization of the market
which was established in 1980 and expired on
31 March last was not able to ensure either the Community's self-sufficiency or an equitable income for
farmers. Thitdly and finally, because there is a large
amount of trade in lamb, with significant imports from
third countries, and far from negligible trade berween
Member States. Communiry authorities, producers,
and consumers recognize the difficulty of reorganizing the sector in a way which is just and fair to all
sides.

I would remind thc House that such a reorgani-

zation must in accordance with the Treaties be based
on three basic principles: free circulation of goods
within the Community. Community preference over
third countries, and financial solidariry.
A firct difficulry lies in the widely-differing imponance
which sheep and goat farming has for differnt Member States, and the widely differing methods of farming. Sometimes we have extensive farming on farms of
eight, ten thousand hectares or more, with flocks of
three or four hundred sheep, as is the case in the UK,
where the total sheep population exceeds 23 million.
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it is intensive, as in Francc and the other
Meditcrranean countries, where flocks are smdler
40 or 50 head, with total numberc around 13 million.
The qualiry varies widely from country to country,
and also from season to scason, depending whether we
arc talking about spring lamb or a yeerling lamb, sold
in latc wintcr or early spring, or in the autumn. The
seasonal nature of production leads to wide variations
in priccs. It is thereforc possible to imagine that a well
organized markct would provide for seasonal complementarity in the production of the various Member
States, which would allow us to respect Community
preference. For that, however, political'will to plan
Sometimes

willbe

advantages and disadvantages of tlre way thc market is
at present organized.

The Committee on Agriculilre regre$ the continued
existence of a dual system, but in the circumstances
finds justified the clawback mechanism and the
maintenance of 'sensitive areas'. Consequendy the nev
regulation proposed by the Commission in Document
84/190 final relating to measures in connection with
prices fixed for the 1984/85 season must not be
applied for five years, but reviewed as soon as possible,
if possible before the end of the year.

necded.

Figures show that Communiry production is growing
at t ratE of I . 5 to 20/o on ayera1e per yenr, but somewhat unequally, since producdon is rather tcnding to
fall in the less-favoured south of Europe, where rainfall is sometimes inadequate for the equitablc development of lamb and goat producdon.

Production of meat throughout the Tcn in 1983
otalled 740 000 lonnes: consumprion totalled 979 000
tonnes.

The conclusions of my report takc account of the

Ve

are a long way from self-sufficicncy, and

this means that we must first support Communiry
production by appropriate measures, and secondly
draw on imports from third countries. Ve have three
options for Community production support measures:
froducer premiums, intervendon buyrng, and variable
slaughter premiums.

fint applies to all Community beef and veal production. In Document 184/84 the Commission is submitting to Parliament a proposal rc the Council to
extend this premium to cover goat production, but

The

only in Region L This srikes us as inequitable. In view
of its low cost, therefore, we are asking the House to
accept an amendment to the repon, tabled by Mr
Sutra and Mr Thareau, which calls for the proposal to
be extended to goat farming in other regions.

Vithout going into great deail
s,hich you may
read in the explanatory satement- of the repon
I
would like to point out simply that rhe intcrvendon
purchase system which applies to France has scarcely
been applied since the establishment of the common
organization of the market.

The variable premium
the deficiency payment
- Kingdom correspondssystem applied in the United
to
- pricc recorded
the difference befi/een the market
weekly and a guide price equal w 850/o of the base
price. The premiums are returned to the Community
budget when the carcases are exponed to anorher
Member State, which is the'claw-baclC.

Finally, it should be notcd that sheep farmers in hill
regions and some least favoured regions receive a
compensarory paymenr with a maximum of 255 sheep
per flock in Francc. Clea:ly, the dual systcm of aids
resulting from the different rypes of producdon systems is a source of discord within the Communiry.

Iadies and gentlemen, I do not propose to go into further detail but, on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture in unanimiry, simply call on you to suppon in
tomorrov/s vote the conclusions of this second report.

Mr Provan (ED).
Mr President, as the one who
- sending it back to committee
vas responsible for

I am very grateful to you for
being allowed to take pan in this debate tonight. My
during the last session

colleague, Mr Eyraud, has come forc/ard with a
revised repon which I hope my group will bc able to
support. Due m cooperadon in committee, Mr Eyraud
has made his repon, what I believe is a much more
Communiry qpfuited report. Something which we can
appreciate is the understanding he has shown for
producers in the United Kingdom. I must say so, and I
have spoken to a member of his secretariat, that I
think we have a slight linguistic problem in paragraph 12, because we had an agreement in committee
that does not seem to have appeared quite correcdy in
that paragraph.

Now sheepmeat, Mr President, is onc of the most
imponant products as far

as

we in the agriculural sec-

mr in the United Kingdom are concerned..It comes
from the less-favoured areas wheie very few alternative types of production can take place and the consumers in the United Kingdom have alvays depended on
sheepmeat, or lamb as we call it in Britain, as one of
thc cheaper meats in the market. That is why we have
dways had the type of rystcm and why we still require
the type of premium system in Britain. I hope that the
House will be able to supporr the repon.

Mr

Preochlre (COM).

-

(FR)

Mr

President, the

agreement reached by the Council on 31 March is par-

dcularly damaging to milk producerc, who are now
subject to quoas. It is no better for sheep farmers.
There was no real renegotiation of the Community
sheep farming regulations: the Ministers were happy
to cut and stick a few details which do not even take
on board thc few improvements proposed by the Commtsslon.

If this agreemenr is maintainod, the distoncd comperition, panicularly rhat bccween Britain and France, will
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pcrsist until 1988. That is why

the

Committee

ve are delighted rhat

on Agriculture has adoptcd

our

amendment calling for the Community wine rules to
bc re-examined before the end of tga+.

The Commission and the Council must do this, to deal
with thc shortcomings in the regulations.

In 1980 Giscard d'Estaing and the French right wing
gave in to British blackmail and agreed both to reduce
the British contribudon and to sign a knockdown deal
at the expense of French sheep farming. Our worst
fears have, alas, comc true. After three years application of the rules has benefitcd only Britain and the
expofters. A few figures rcveal the story: in 1978,Bitain exported only 9 000 tonnes of sheepmeat to
France; in 1983 it was 32 000 tonnes. In 1983, French

sheepmeat sector which, to a largc extent, were based
on she conclusions in the Commission's report on the

functioning of the common organization of the market in sheepmeat and goatmeat (Document No 585 of
31 October 1983). Vith reference rc a reducdon in
EAGGF expenditure in this sector and ways of
improving the common organization of the market by,
for example, making prices more uniform, the Commission's repon concludes that three changes should
be made to this internal organization.

Firstly the rcstriction of payments of variable premiums to a specific perccnage of the guide level, i.e.
250lo; secondly, the regrouping of the seven areas into
five, making Italy and Greece one area and France,
Germany, Benelux rnd Denmark another; thirdly, the
restriction of income safeguards in order to give lamb
production preference over all sheepmeat production
by changing the basis and method of calculadon for
premiums for ewes.

producdon fellby 5.70/o; British producdon increased
by 80/0. It is true that the sheep farming sector had
grown steadily, but that growth has been almost exclusively to thc benefit of thc British: h 1982/83 Britain
reccived 25 000 million French francs' wonh of aid;
France received 25 million
one rule for the rich,
another for the poor.

The Council's view was that the first uwo proposals
would create serious difficulties for many Member
States, and more time was required rc look at all

It

aspects of the question. Apan from the suggestion that
Italy and Greece should be grouped as one area, the

is irr order to do away with such distonions and
unequal treatment that we are proposing to improve
the Community regulations, by returning to Cotnmuniry principles and abolishing the advantages from
which Britain is unfairly benefiting, panicularly the big
Scottish landowners: ten farms have more than 40 000
hectares, and the biggest has 112000. At the same
time, we want to protec frontiers better, by revising
the self-limiting atreements so as to limit imports, and
brcaking away from the GATT customs rules. That is
the purpose of our amendments, which are a comple-

ment

to the

Eyraud report, the broad outlines of

which we approve.

France, like the Communiry,

is a net imponer in

sheepmeat, and our deficit increased by a funher 300/o
in 1983 to reach 58 000 u Sheep farming also plays an
esscndal role in the development of the least favoured
regions, and must therefore be encouraged: is the best
way of doing so not m offer a decent income to sheep
farmers? That is what we are trying to do.

I cannot finish without mentioning our approval for
the Commission's proposal for a 'sheep' premium for
goat farmers. Vhy, though, should it be restricted rc
Greece and Italy, qrhen France has I .2 million goats
in the least favoured regions done? I therefore cdl for
this payment also to be made available to French goat
farmers, and I shall be voting to that effect.
(DA) Mr
Mr Ddsager, Member of tbe Commksion.
President, I should first like to thank Mr- Eyraud for
his repon. \Fe can all appreciate how much work it
involved.

proposals were withdrawn from the price package,
and the Council accepted the third proposal The
Commission does not intend rc restrict the payment of
premiums to a maximum number of ewes. As there are
considerable differences beffieen the numbers in the
indMdual Member States, the effects of that arrange-

ment could easily vary considerably and may even
cause injustice in some of the Member States. It could
also create a precedcnt for regulations in other sectors
under the Common Agricultural Policy. The Commission has no intention of introducing export refunds at
this point. The claw back exemption for British
exports out of the Communiry should help the Community to maintain its traditional export markets and
to a large extent help to strengthen British market
prices
and this is of course in the interest of all the

- States.
Member

The Commission has had contacts with the third
countries which have signed voluntary cxport restrictions, paniculady Ncw Zealand, and has sounded out
opinion on the question of reducing impons and intro-

ducing a minimum impon price. The Commission's
conclusion from these conracs is that changes of this
kind will not be possible until the Council has adopted
the 1984-1985 price package. However, atreement has
already been reached with most of these third countries on the extension of the present arrangements for
sensitive areas
this concerns France and Ireland
and the Council- must now make a decision, The Commission must decide to what extfnt the talks with third
counries should be continued in an attempt to
improve the arrangemen$ even funher.

(FR) I just want to
Eyreud (Sl, rapporterr.
Mr Provan. I have in -fact been rcld rhat there

On 31 March 1984 rhe Council approved some of the

Mr

amendments the Commission had proposed

answer

in

the
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is a mistake in paragraph 12 of the English version.
whereas the
The French has ez &hors
out of
English text has the word

ia- I think the- original rcxt is

authentic. But there is one other problem. The document indicarcs that the original language was Dutch,
whereas it was drafted in French.

Presidcnt.

Ve shall

see

to it that the mistake is cor-

- voting tomorrow.
recEd for the

The debate is closed. The vote will be taken at the next
voting time.

24. Mdh

The next it€m is the report (Doc. 1-60l
Mr Howell on behalf of the Committee on Agriculure, on the calculation of refunds
for malt in line with real market conditions.
Prcsidcnt.

84), drawn- up by

There is, however, a conflict of interests in the maner
before the House at the moment. Some Community
Statcs such as the United Kingdom, France, Belgium
and Denmark export malt. Other countries, such as
Germany, impon malt. Refunds are fixed to enable the
exporting countries to compete in world markets. The
way these refunds are calculated is quite complex, and
it is true that in the past there have been overlarge
refunds creating a veritable avalanche of bookings for
the resdtution payments. This is the origin of Mr
Bocklet's motion which he put before this House in
1982. However, since that time, Mr President, the
situation has changed. The situation has been got
under control, and so I believe that Mr Bocklet's proposal and his original resolution are no longer relevant: Indeed, the position of the Commission and
that of the European maltsters, represenrcd by the
organization, Euromalt, is quite close, although, of
course, Euromalt naturally wants certain changes. Mr
Bocklet's proposals are, I believe, both dangerous and
costly.

Of course, it makes a good deal of common

sense

to

have a so-called transparent system for fixing refunds,

Mr Howell (EDI,

rapponerr.
Mr President, the
- one and one that
subject of malt refunds is a complex
is well known to this Parliament. Indeed, I believe the

subject gave grounds for one of the few censure
motions which this Parliament brought against the
Commission in 1976, although, of course, the censure
motion was not carried. But that is my point, Mr
President: the problem is an old one, and it belongs to
the past era. Commissioner Dalsager, at the last pansession of this Parliament, suessed that a new era of
commonsense had been opened with the new farm

so that we have a clear idea of what refunds

will cost

the Community budget. But our competitors would
also have advance warning

of our own prices. Hence

any transparent formula would be dangerous and
undermine our abiliry to compete. Vould Mr Bocklet
favour a system whereby, for example, Volkswagen of
Germany tells its major international competitors what
its prices will be for the foreseeable furure? Vould not

the Ford Motor Company jump up and down with
glee at knowing at how to price its own models. That
is the rystem

Mr Bocklet favourc in

his original resolu-

tion.

price proposals and the CAP reform measures. Also at
the last meeting of the Committce on Agriculture, Mr
Villain, Director-General of Agriculture at the Commission, gave us a very illuminating talk about the way
he saw the CAP developing and a key note of this is
that agriculture must be more competitive.

The Commission refunds

The Community is competing in vorld

the Commission represenatives stated that something
like 15 m ECU had been saved by the Commission
system as compared to the one proposed by Mr Bock-

markets

against major exponcrs. Australia and Canada also
provide refunds for malt and in many vays to funher
than we do in helping exports. Prices are fixed by the
Canadian or Ausualian wheat or barley boards and if
they knew exacdy how the Community was pricing its
products, they would act accordingly. There is no simple answer to how rc compete effectively. The Com-

mission has

to take into

consideration industr/s

needs, crop levels, and the policies of other countries.

Malt is an inrcrnational product.'$7'e cannot determine
unilaterally what its price should be when fixing prices
for Community products and Community-consumed
products. Thus the adoption of an auromatic formula
would mean that we might be unable to sell malt as
competitively as before which might have temporary
advantages for certain Member States, but be detrimental to the Community as a u,hole.

Secondly,

Mr

Bocklet's proposals would be costly.
for 1983 cost less than a

transpiuent formula proposed by Mr Bocklet.

At the last meedng of the Committee on Agriculture

let.

A funher point I wish rc stress in this. The Community is now importing considerable quantities of
maldng barley into Europe as a whole. That is estimated ar betwecn t/+ of. a million ronnes and 1 million
tonnes in 1984. It is importanr to not€ that while the
Communiry has an overall surplus of barley, there are
different quantities of barley available in the market
today.

Mr President, in view of his, and in view of the fact
that the report nour before the House
that which
- Committce
was originally presented by myself to the
on Agriculture
has been considerably changed I feel
- deal
deeply that a great
more thought has to go into
this report. Therefore,

I

ask this House no*'

if it will
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allow me, as rapportcur, to refer this repon back rc
committee under Rule 85. I scriously consider that
funher consideration must be given and, therefore, Mr
President, under Rule 85 of the Rules, I would ask
you if I can now refer that report back for that funher

mittee on Agriculture, on the Community viticultural
land register (Doc. 1-1189/82).

Mr

Stclla (PPE), rdp?orterr.

-

(m Mr President,

consideration.

ladies and gendemen, the aim of the report on the viticultural land register, which I have the honour of sub-

(Appkue)

mitting to the House for a vote, is to urge the Communiry institutions, and in panicular the Commission,
to examine the Bossibiliry of drawing up proposals for
the establishment of a new, modern insrument suited

(DE) Mr President, this is a
Mr Bocklct (PPE).
blatant misuse of the -Rules of Procedure. I should like
to remind the House that Mr Howell had his report at
the committee stage for rwo years without working on
it. I should like to point out that this repon was thoroughly examined by the Committee on Agriculture
and then came to the Chamber as a report without
debarc. The Conservative Group, or ten Members at
any rate, had asked for the report to be referred back
to committee, and they gave the same reasons which
Mr Howell has now given. The committee has considered the maftcr again, as Mr Howell has just told us.
Now he is putting forward the same arguments again
to tet the repon referred back to committee.

The idea of a viticultural land register called for in the
report is not new, since the Community adoprcd provisions back in 1962, once again in 1964 and then in
1978 for the establishment of a service of this sort in
wine-producing Member States. Unfonunately, not all
the stntistical sufleys laid down for the purpose have
yet been completed, so in 1982 the Council of Ministers decided to set up a viticultural land register and

I

'lZhat

should like you

to check, Mr

Presidenq whether

such a request is admissible at the end of the present
Parliament, since the repor! can no lonter be considered in commifiee. !7hat is more, there is no substantial basis for this request and I ask the House to reject

it.
Prcsident
Mr Bocklet, according, rc the Rules of
Procedure -this request can be made at any time, so
rhat there has to be a vote on it. Ve can ask the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions to look
into the matter for similer cases in the future at the end
of Parliament's mandarc.
Requests for the quorum to be ascenained are not permissible where points of order are concerned.

(Parliament agreed to refenal to committee)

Mr Bocklet, Rule 85(2) sarcs that the matter shall be
referred back to committee where pursuant to
Rule 71(3) two vot€s have been taken with a request
that the number of those present be ascenained, without the required number being reached.

(DE) Mr President, I just want
at the behaviour of some of
to say tfiat I am disgusted
the Members here. This is blatant misuse of the Rules
of Procedure.
Mr Bocklct (PPE).

25. Wtiilhural hnd regkter
The next itcm is the repon (Doc. 1-61/
84), drawn- up by Mr Stclla on behalf of the Com-

Prcridcat.

to the management of the wine sector.

expressed this intention formally when adopting the
recent reform of the common organization of the market in wine.
exactly is the viticultural land register?

fu I

have

stated on several occasions, this register is not the
uaditional type of land register comprising a list of
holdings such as exists in almost all countries in the
world. It is a dynamic instrument for collecting the
statistical data most suitable for monitoring this sector,
which is ofun unjustly blamed for creating surpluses.

The idea is to employ the method already used in the
olive sector, consisting of a suney of the area concerned, mainly using aerial photography, and noting
the characteristics of existing vineyards in order to
obtain aggregxed data according to territorial areas,
communides, holdings, varieties and production
potcntial. It also involves bringing together data gathered for the purposes of planning replanting, wine-

making, distillation and storage operations, erc.
Vhence the potential usefulness of the information
which such a register could provide, unlike the traditional rype of registcrs, which must be updatcd on the
basis of censuses and are difficult to manate continuously and in real time throughout a country.

A viticulural land register of the rype proposed would
also be capable of providing reliable advance information on which basis clear regulations could be draftcd
to protect the wine sector from market crisis and consequently from costly compulsory distillation measures.

LastlS we are of the opinion that the viticultural land
regisrcr could enable us to carry out a whole series of
operadons, such as controlling the rystem of premiums
for the grubbing-up of vines, assessing the volume of

production compared to the surface area cultivated,
effectively managing the distillation mechanism and
thus managing market reguladon measures in general.
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I am sorry to say that I cannot support the amcndment
tabled by Mr Provan, since that would imply losing
sight of the aim of setting up a Community viticultural
land registcr, which, as I have already said, has on several occasions been supponed by the Council of Ministcrs and the European Parliament. It would nor be a

if the
amendment were adopted, as they need clear agricultural policy guidelines, backed up by streamlined,
functional Community services such as the viticultural
land rcgister put forward in my repon.
good thing for Community wine-growers

(Applarse)

Mr Delsager, Member of the Commissiott

(DA) lvl;

- the ComI should first like to explain that

Presidenp,
mission has not submitted a proposal for the introduc-

tion of a viticultural land register since the introduction of Regulation No 357 of tglg on a sysrcm including statistical investigations of wine cultivadon areas
where modern cultivation methods are used
information is not yet all available.

as the

-

The Council accepted the idea of establishing the viticultural land register in connection with the reform of
thc basic provisions in July 1982. The Italian authorities, from whom the request came, have also agreed
to send us a memorandum on the establishmcnt of a
viticultural land register, vith more details about
methods and ways of implementing it, together with
the aims in view, the rystem of financing, erc.
Since Reguladon No 357 came into force, the Commission has had a statistical syst€m which works satisfactorily where it has already been introduced and
used, i.e. in Francc, Germany and Luxembourg.
According to the Commission, it would be singularly

inappropriate to consider inroducing another systfm
before the results of the statistical surveys which have
just been conducted in ltaly and Grcecc have been
used. A qfstem of this kind would, in any case, simply
be an addit"ion to the one already existing. Experience
gaincd from records of olive cultivatioriare"i'rho*t
the cost of the work to bc out of proponion to the
results expectcd.

On the basis of this experience, and while we wait for
thc Italian memorandum the Commission feels that
the very notion of introducing a viticultural land register of this kind must fint be lookcd into vcry carefully
because of the difficuldcs associatcd with its implementation and updating.

Presidcot.
The debate is closed. The vote
taken at the- next voting timc.

26. Drougbt in Southen
Prcsidcnt.

will

be

Afict

Thc next ircm is the repon

Commiree on Derrelopment and Cooperadon, on the
consequences of the drought in Southern Africa.

Mr

Pcercc (EDl, rappomtr.
Mr Presidcnt, my
- Communiry
repon seels funher action by the
to deal
with the consequenqes of drought in Southern Africa.
'!7e are seeking further aid so the countries conccrned
in what has been the worct drought for a great many
years
a drought which in some counrries has becn
made -worse by war and by civil disturbance of one
kind or another. The repon stresses the valuable pan
that non-governmentel organizations can play in the
adminisration of aid schemes. Ve value what these
bodies do. They oftcn disuibute aid and adminisrcr aid

programmes more efficiendy than public bodies do.

'Ve also support the Southern African Dwelopment
Cooperation Council which has a r6le to play where
issues affect more than one

country.

'!7e

would like to see the Commission increasing the
speed of its appraisal of drought situations and reporting perhaps more fully to Parliament on what it does

in such circumstances. Ve have a number of tcchnical
proposals to make about storage and transpon of food
aid in Africa and similar regions, about the need to
study watcr supplies and water sources, the need to
dwelop drought-resisant crops, the need to study the
number of livestock rhat a given portion of land can
viably suppon and the whole question of afforestation.

Mr President, this report gives me an opponunity to
draw to the attcntion of the House and of our people
in this Community somc of the things that the Communiry has done in respect of forcign aid. It is ofun
said that the Community is morc concerned with giving our food surpluses to thc Soviet Union, and we arc
often charged with doing nothing with our food surpluses to help afflicted people in regions affcctcd by
drought and starvation.
Sincc the month of Deccmber 1983,
taking Mozambique, which I visited reccndy, as -onc example

nearly 5.5million ECU including medical supplies,
cereals, beans, vehiclcs, pumps and so on, have been
given to that country. On 25 April 1984 thc Commission took a dccision m givc 59 000 ronncs of cereals to
a number of drought-affectcd countries in Africa, notably Mozambiquc and Zimbabwe. A funher 15 million
ECU have been given to 12 African countries for locd
purchases of food, thc purchase of seeds and the transport costs associatcd with this..

In total, the Communiry is giving I million tonnes of
cereals a yeer to Third Vorld countries which, wirh
other rypes of food, is wonh well over I million ECU
per day.
Mr President, at this latc hour, in rhis last pan-session
I would like rc compliment the
Commission and ir staff on what thry do. Their'role

of this Parliament,
(Doc.

l-212/84), -drawn up by Mr Pearce on behalf of the

in aiding oppressed, drought,affeocd, starving people
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Pcarce

deservds much more in the way
comment than it ever receives.

of

complimentary

'!7e found in Mozambique, when some of us went
there in February, an urtcnt need for seed maize and
for water pumps. Ve rclexed back to Brussels to Commissioner Pisani, and in a remarkably short space of
dme the means to satisfy those demands were provided
by the Commission. Very often in this Chamber we
criticize the Commission for what it has done and for

has failed to do. Indeed, that is our job as
Members of this Parliament. However, there are occasions when one should compliment the Commission
on what it has done, and I take his opportunity to do

what

it

so.

The Commission has a fine record. The Communiry
has a fine record

a better record than almost any-

people affected by
body in the world- inAllassisting
we can say is that it is a
drought and starvation.
good record but there is sdll more that has to be done.
I hope and believe that the Community and the Commission will do that.

(DA) Mr
Mr Dalsager, Merter of tbe Commission
President, as indicated in the motion for a resolution,
the Community provided considerable food and other
emergency aid in 1983 and 1984 to many African
countries seriously affected by drought, particularly in
southern Africa. In this region Zimbabwe and Mozapproximately 7.5 million
ambique bencfised most
ECU
because of the extent of the disaster. It must
- that this aid, as request€d by the Parliabe stressed
ment, includes secd. It should also be pointed out that
the aid rcams sent by the Communiry to Mozambique
saved many lives in the most seriously hit areas. The
Community sent considerably more food than usual,
panicularly towards the end of 1983.

Vhere thc referencc to Namibia and South Africa in
the report and motion is concerned, I would make tnro
comments:

firsdy, any help of a humanitarian nature given to
Namibia (paragraph 2 in the motion) from the Communiry must, under present conditions be given
through the European non-Bovernmenal organizations working together with local bodies belonging to,
for example, thc \7orld Council of Churches in Namibia, and with thc rclevent UN agencies. The reason for
this procedure was recently explained by my colleague
Mr Pisani in connection with the report and resolution
on the European Communiqy's relations with Namibia.

The Commission's second comment concerns the proposal in paragraph 3 that the Commission should provide humanitarian aid for certain regions of South
Africa, i.e. so-called homelands. It is also pointcd out
in this connection that the Republic of South Africa,
with an annual per capita income of about $ zs ooo
and considerable exchange capital, can hardly be considered a dweloping country in need of help from outeven if we take the present drought into conside
I may add that the South African agencies
sideration.

concerned are taking steps to buy a good 4 million
tonnes of corn from the United States and other supplier countries in 1984 on commercial terms to cover
tfie present shonfall in South Africa's corn balance
resulting from the drought.
'$firh
reference to paragraph z I should like to say that
the recommendations are based on the proposals made
by Zimbabwe's agricultural minister on bchalf of the

regional council at the international SADCC Conference
this is the conference dealing with the coordiin Februnation- of development irt southern Africa
ary 1984. At this conference Mr Pisani -pointed out

that the Community, through the lom6 Convendon
and other protrammes, was providing aid for many
areas in these countries and welcomed thq opportunit),

to work with the SADCC group on more detailed
invesdgadons and projects to look into the social,
physical and economic damage which could arise as a
result of the drought in southern Africa.

The debate is closed. The vote
Presidcnt.
taken at the- next voting time.

will

be

Mr President, I wish to make a
Mr Howell (ED).
very short personal -stat€ment in view of the comments
that Mr Bocklet made at the end of the debate on the
so-called Howell report.

I am deeply aware that this is the last session of this
Parliament and that therefore, by using Rule 85 of the
Rules of Procedure, I have effectively stopped tle
repon in its tracks. However, Mr Bocklet did accuse
me of using the regulations to my advantage. I would
only say to him that there is absolutely nothing personal in the action that I have taken, or that which has
been aken by my group. Ve have worked closely with
Mr Bocklet over the last five years and we hope rc do
the same over the next five years. Ve are hoping very
much m improve relations between his group and
ours. I put it on record therefore, Mr President, that
this is absolutely nothing personal against Mr Bocklet
or anyone else. This is simply an issue about which we
feel very dceply in this group. It is a controversial
issue, and I really did feel it was right to refer the
report back to committee.

Mr dc Courcy Ling (ED).

President, I wanted
- Mr
am not prepared
to vote again for referring the Howell report back to committee. I did so this
evening out of solidarity with my group, but I really
dislike and disapprove of the use of procedural devices

to

say that

for

I

substantial political purposes.

I

would like Mr

Bocklet to rest assured that next time this report comes
to the plenary sitting, I shall not be prepared [o vote
for its referral back to committce.

(Tbe sining

I

anas closed

at

Agenfufor next sitting:

11.30

sce

p.m.)t

Minutcs.,

I

I
r
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ANNEX I
Votes

(Itc Annex to the Report of Proceedings conteins thc rapporteuls opinion on the
various amcndmcnts and thc explanations of votc. For a &tailed lccoutrt of tte voting scc Minutcs.)

MAIJ-VEGGEN REPORT (DOC. t-2t4/t4 'EQUALITY OF TREATMENT FOR
MEN AND \[OMEN'): ADOPTED
The rapponeurvas:

-

IN FAVOURof AmendmentsNos 1ro4,6to ll,14to19,21 24to27

and30;

AGAINSTAmendments Nos 5, 20,22,23,28 and29.
Exphnations ofvote

(FR) Yery quickly, since no one from my
spoke last night, I
- capacity as coordinator of the Committee on troup
should like in my
Inquiry into the Siuadon
of Vomen rc indicate our approval of the work that has been done to benefit women in
the retail trade, and also in panicular those in farming.

Mrs Lizin (S).

For once Parliament has been especially active and speedy and we trust, for rhe sake of
these women, that the Council will follow our example and very quickly radfy the proposed directive.

Mr Pattsson (ED).
I
be just as brief in explaining why my group unfortunately
- can
cannot support Mrs Maij-Veggen's
repon. The reasons are conrained in my Amendment
No 29, which the House rejected. Ve believe that legislation in the field of self-employment can be appropriate. 'We accept rhat entirely. However, my amendmenr toes on to
say'provided that it does interfere with purely private :urantements'. It is the failure of
the House to adopt that amendment that is critical as far as we are concerned. Ir means,
unfonunately, that we have to vote against.
+

+r$
BATTERSBY REPORT (DOC. t-22tlt4 'FISHERIES'): ADOPTED
The rapporteur sras:

- IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos 1 and 2.
+

+*
GHERGO REPORT (DOC. [-248/S4.PROTECTION OF FORESTS'):
ADOPTED
Mr Mertens, depury rapporteur, was:

-

IN FAVOURofAmendmentsNosTtog,

11, 13, 14(paragraphl),

16andlT;
t_

lr
it

ll
li
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-

AGAINST Amendments Nos 10, 12,14 (paragraph 2) and

15.

Expknations ofoote

(FR) Every year in my region thousands of hectares of forest
Mrs Dc March (COM).
go up in flames, which -explains the number of amendments I have tabled during this
debare today. There are tremendous economic and ecological losses but human life is also

lost, among both rhe population and rescue workers. Thanls to what has been done to
improve fire prevention and protection, some positive results have been achieved but they
are often jeopardized by the lack of resources in fighting fires. That is why our group has
on several occasions proposed and pushed through Parliament urgent motions to help
combat forest fires. The Commission has to a large extent incorporated these in its proposal for a regulation, of which we approve. Ve now have to act quickly, because the fires
have already staned.

The European Parliament has given its opinion; the Council must now adopt this reguladon quickly so that the five million ECU entered in the 1984 budget can be used.

I

am in fact sorry that a number of amendments by the Committee on Agriculture were
not adopted, cven though it was a very small number that was rejected. Ve support the
Commission's proposal for a regulation and the Ghergo modon for a resolution, which
has been improved by the adoption of our amendments and those of the Committee on

Agriculture.
problem
acidiry in our lakes and reserMr Kcllctt-Borma^n (ED), iz witing.
- TheCommuniryofaction.
First, we must conduct
voirs and acid rain in our foresu demands
research in order to identify the causes which are not yet certain. The control and elimination of the causes will be a matter for the Communiry in concen with neighbouring countries. I shall vote for the Ghergo report because it stresses the urgency'with which these
problems mu* be faced.

(FR) The southern regions are those most affected
Mr Praachtre (COM), in writing.
- north are not of course spared. This year we have
by forest fires although those farther
not had to wait until the summer for the fires and in my region thousands of hectares were
destroyed in April, with considerable material and economic loss.
have been made to increase the profitabiliry of forestry and to provide better prorccrion against fires but undl now our region has not been able rc take advantage of funds
in this area under the EAGGF Guidance Section.

Efforu

The regulation proposed by the Commission will apply throughout the Communiry and it
should make Community funds available to supplement the effons at the national and
regional levels. More specifically, in our region it should help to develop access routes in
rhe forests, ro increase the number of marketing premiums and to intcnsify methods of
Prevention.

In view of all these possibilities which could become a reality this year thanks to the funds
which are dready entered in the budget, I give my approval to the Commission's proposal
for a regulation and to Mr Ghergo's motion for a resoludon.

Mr Simmonds (ED), iz ariting.
acid rain.

-

No one country on its own can solve the problems of

Throughout Europe, disturbing evidence of pollution from coal-burning power sadons
and other oudets is seen in our woods and forests.

Britain cannot afford a repeat of the decimation of our woodland 10 years ago by Dutch
elm disease, and more recently by oak and beech wilt.
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Uqgent action is called for by all European Community countrics. Vhilst it will bc vcry
expensivc to rcduce sulphur emissions, the cost of ,not doing so in environmental tcrms is
vinually incalculable.

Britain alone plans to spend nearly 2 million pounds on research in the next year on rhe
problem, but it would be much more sensible for Member Starcs to pool research costs
and benefir.

+

++
CERAVOLO REPORT (DOC. t-te5ts4.pROTECTION OF DLALYSIS
PATIENTS): ADOPTED
!*

rt+

EISMA REPORT (DOC. t-teL/t4'OIL SPILS AT SEA'): ADOPTED
The rapportcur was:

-

IN

FAVOURofAmendments Nos 5 to9.
Explanations ofvote

Mrs

L

Roux (COMI.

-

@R) The French Members of the Communist and Allies Group

aPProve the Commission's proposal for a direcdve on contingency plans to combat accidental oil spills at sea. Having said that, we think vith the rapporrcur that the proposal has
qne b-1S shortcoming. I am referring to prwention. It is not enough to do somithing about
the effects without doing something about the causes. The Amoa Cadizis a case in point,
since it shows how the big oil companies use flags of convenience as a cover for-gross
errors of navigation and to wriggle out of their rcsponsibilities. It is inconceivable that the
Commission does not want to put an end to this practice, which is the cause of the worst
oil slicks.

The amcndments wc tabled sought to rectify this shortcoming. Unhappily, the righnring
majoricy_in this- Assembly did not see fit to adopt them, especially just novwhen itis likely
that the Brussels Convendon, which is currendy being reviewedin London, will ignore thl
liabiliry of parent companies or the agents of vessels sailing under a flag of corivenicnce.
Vc shall vorc for the Eisma report, although wc deplore thc complicity of silence in this
Assembly ovcr a practice which wc ar leasr shall conrinue to criticizc.

Mr Proopapadekis (PPE), in uiting.
(GR) The protcction of coastal watcrs from
polludon is, in my view, nor only,a European
issue, with panicular importance for my
countryr-Grcecc, but also-a perconal issue, since it also concerns my ol'n binhplace, which
is one of the islands of the Cyclades. Since this is perhaps the last text whiih I shall be
tabling in thc European Parliament
since for reasons beyond my control I expect rc
have to cut short my political career- in ia tenth yeaa
I statc
I shall votc ior thc
- considerthat
proposal on the protection of the sea and coasts and shall
my vorc as a token of
est€em for the inhabitants of the islands who elected me to my count4/s national parliament and subscquently to the European Parliament.

*

++

l
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SQUARCTALUPI REPORT (DOC. [-211|}1'FOODSTUFFS'): REFERRED BACK

.

TO COMMITTEE

The rapponeur nras:

- IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos I to 10 and 15;
- AGAINSTAmendments Nos 12 to 14.
+

*+
I.A,NGE REPORT (DOC. t-247/84 'BUDGET DISCPLINE AND FUTURE

FINANCING OF THE COMMUNITT): ADOPTED
The rapponeurwas:

-

AGAINSTAmendmentNo

1.

,t

+rt
RHYS

MLLIAMS REPORT (DOC.1-210/t4 'ECONOMIC SITUATION):
ADOPTED
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Answer to the questions raised in the sitting of tO Rpril 1984 by Mr Coust6 in connection
with his question (H-549l83) on the preparations for an ECU clearing system between
European and American banks.
Q*estion No 14, by Mr Corst€ (H-t49/83)

Subject: Preparations

for an ECU clearing

system between European and American

banks

Vhat is the Commission doing to

assist the development

of thc ECU clearing

system

between European and American banks? As this system is now being worked out, can the
Commission ensure that banks of all the European countries will bc able rc join the slrstem
and that the ECU vill thereby be able to acquire the status of a currency?

Supplementary answey'

l.

The following commercial banks are participating in the preparations for an ECU
clearing system:

2.

-

Caisse d'Epargne de l'Etat

Soci6t6 G6n6rale de Banque

Soci6tf G6n6rale

Luxembourg

-

Brussels

Paris

-

Lloyds Bank Limited

London

-

Istituto Bancario San Paolo di Torino
Banque Internationale

-

Turin

Luxembourg

Banque Bruxelles-Lamben

Banque Nationale de Paris
Banca Nazionale di Lavoro
Deutsche

-

Brussels

Paris
Rome

BankAG- Frankfun

Cr6dit Lyonnais

-

Kredietbank

Brussels

-

Paris

Banca Commerciale Italiana

Allied Irish Bank

-

-

Milan

Dublin

Caisse Nationale de Credit

furicole

-

Paris

Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York

Krediedank

-

-

Brussels

Luxembourg

AlgemeneBank-Nederland

As the Commission has already indicated in its reply to Mr Coustf's question (H549/83), it is desirable for the clearing systcm ro cover the whole Community and
there is every reason to believe that at least one bank from each Member Sate will
panicipatc in the rystem. Panicipation is not linkcd to the banls' panicular status
under national legislation (e.g., commercial bank, invesuncnt bank, erc.) bur to the
normal operadon of a considerable number of ECU ransactions on the monetary and
currency markets.

I

See debatcs

of April 1984 (Question Time).

i

t
I
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The panicipation of any counuy's bank in the clearing system does not necessarily
imply that the ECU is regarded as a currency by the moneary authorities of the
country in question. It is for this reason that the Commission urges that the ECU be
treated in a like manner in all the Member States of the Community.

It

is unlikely that there will be any panicipation in the scheme by the European
Investment Bank, which is a medium-term financial institution which does not conduct interbank transactions involving large sums in ECU. However, since the bank is
a major cusromer in the ECU market, it has a direct interest in the successful ourcome
of the present negotiations and it is also making an active conribution to the preparations.
r$

**
I.

Qucstions to tfte Council

Qrcstion No 3, by Mr Papae$tratioa (H-7t6/83)
Subject: Measures and guarantees to ensure equality and impanialiry during the forthcoming elections m the European Parliament
In view of rhe fonhcoming elections to the European Parliament in June 1984, what steps
does the Council propose to take to ensure that in the various Member States there is
equality and impanialiry in the handling of government and opposition political panies by
the Sate information media (television and radio) with regard to unrestricted communication with the people, and to give full guarant€es as regards the conduct of the voting to
citizens of EEC Member States who live or happen to be in another EEC Member State
on the day of the elections?
Answer

In a number of Member States the allocation of radio and television time to political parties during election campaigns is laid down by law or regulation. In other Member States
this matter is dealt with by the radio and television stations themselves.
Until the entry into forcc of a uniform electoral procedure and subject to the provisions of
rhe Act of 20 September 1976, the electoral procedure in each Member State is governed
by national provisions. It is therefore these national provisions which determine any voting
iurangemenr for citizens living abroad.

*
t*

ts

Qrestion No 5, by Mr Bonde (H-39/8a)

Subject: Food aid
requests for food aid not granted berween 1980 and
the present time, stating the quantities and values for each request, stocks of the goods
requested held in the various Communiry-financed stores and, finally, the reason for
refusal in each case, mendoning which decisions were taken under the voting rules?

Vould the Council provide details of

Ansruer

Countries send their requests for food aid direct to the Commission. Until 1982, the
Council took decisions not on these requests, of which it had no direct knowledge, but on
proposals from the Commission. Since the framework regulation on food aid policy and

No 1-314/206
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manag€ment camc into forcc in 1982, decisions on aid dlocations have bcen takcn by thc

Commission in compliancc with the implementing reguladons adoptcd by the Council,
aftcr recciving the opinion of thc Food Aid Commimc and in accordancc with thc prooedurc laid down in Aniclc 8 of the framework regulation.
A vote has been taken in the Council only in exceptional cases, noably on rhe occasion of
the adoption of the regulation implementing the abovementioned framework regulation

for

1983.

+

*rs
Qrestion No 6

b

Mr Rogalh (H-563/83)r

Subject: Customs frontier

Vhere does the customs frontier of the European Communirics customs union run, and
on what lcgal basis?

,

Ansuer

The customs frontier of the customs union on which the European Economic Community
is based is that deriving from Regulation (EEC) No 1496/68 on thc definition of the cuitoms territoryof the Community. The Council is at present examining a Commission proposal designed to amcnd this definition with a view to including in the customs territory
the territorial sea and the air space of the Mcmber States. The Europ4an Parliamcnt gave
an opinion on this proposd at its sitting on 18 September 1981.
+

*rt
Qrestion No 12, by Mr Mafre-Ba*g€ (H-48/Ba)

Subject: Implementation of the ncw regulation

of

14

Novcmber 1983 on fruit and vege-

tables

Anicle E of thc rcgulation of 14 November 1983 on fruit and vegetables stipulatcs that rhe
regulation shall cntcr into force immediatcly afur the Community has submittcd a declaration on the acccssion ncgodations to the applicant countrics.

Although this declaration wes madc public several wccls ago, the new regulation is still
not being applied.
Is it the intcntion of the council to implement rhis regulation as soon as possible?

Ansuer

At its meednt o-n 11and 15 May 1984 the council decidcd to apply Regulations (EEC)
No 3284183 and (EEC) No 3285/83, to which the honourable Mem6er refers, with effect
from I June 1984.

The Council considered that the condition for application of this regulation had been met.
This condition was the submission by the Communiry to thc applicant countrics of the

I

Former qrrittcn question

(No l5aal83) convertcd into a qucstion for euestion Time.
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declaration on thc accession negotiations on fruit and vegeubles. This declaration was
submitted to Spain on 21 Fcbruary 1984 and to Ponugal on 31 March'1984.

Question

No

13, by

Mr

Deschamps

(H-t0/84)

Syryl Fund.in BeJgium and the possibiliry of stepping
up cooperation between the EEC and the Member States as regards the implcmenadon of food strategies.

Subjea: Sqtting up of a Special

Given that, in 1983, Belgium passed a bill sponsored by Mr Thys and others, which set up
a Special Survival Fund for the Third'!7orld with a view to protecting populations threa-

tened by hunger, malnurition and underdevelopment by means

of

emergenry pro-

grammes involving food strategies and integrated rural developmenq and that the coordinadon of bilatcral and Community activities is considered one of the key elements in the
food strateg;y approach adopted by the Council of Ministers of Development,t can the
Council report on the results of cooperation.berween the EEC and the Member States as
regards the implementation of food strategies, improving and stcpping up this type of aid
activity in the ACP and less-developed countries, and increased coondination in the field
becween the Commission and the Member States?

Ansuer

In the context of the measures taken to combat hunger in the world, the Council has
agreed to provide Community support for the implementation of the food strategies of
Mali, Rwanda, Kenya andZambia.

This support is provided by means of all the cooperation instruments available to the
Communiry. Of these I would cite food aid, now betrcr integrated into the agricultural
and rural development prospects of the recipient countries. I would also refer to the
budget appropriadons to cover the expenditure involved in suppon measures for countries
which have undertaken to increase their self-sufficiency in food, to saftguard rheir natural
heritage and to improve the conditions under which it is exploited.

The Member States concerned play an active pan together with the Commission within
the coordination structures set up with the recipient countries, which are generally open
to otler donors as well, in the cffective implementation of this type of action. The suppon
of the Community and of the Member States is particularly imponant in countries which
are often classified as the lea* dcvcloped and the food siuation of which, however critical
it is now, could improve significantly as a result of the adoption of appropriate measures
to increase food self-sufficiency and security.
ri

*tD

Question No 14, by Mr Seligmann (H-65/54)

Subjcct: Next meeting of the European Council
subjects will be on the agenda for the fonhcoming meeting of the Heads
of Government in European Council?

Vhat principal

Answer
Under the procedures govcrning European Council meetings, no formal agenda is provided for. The subjects which thc Presidency considers as lending themselves to discussion

1

See Commission's answcr

to oral qucstion (H-642/83) by Mrs Dury.
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are communicated so the Heads of Governmerit air""tty by the Presidency, usually a few
days before the meeting is due to take place.
r$

*t+
Qrestion No 15 byMrs Lizin(H-7j/Sa)

Subject: Areas affected by bruccllosis
Having regard to the brucellosis epidemic that has affectcd c€rtain areas of Vallonia, in
particular Dinant-Philippeville and other milk producing grassland areas, during the
period 1980/81, does the Council intend to authorize the adjustment of quotas to take
account of this distressing fact that has lcd many small farmers to slaughter their livestock?

Ansuer
Council Regulation 857/84 sets out the general rules for the application of thc supplementary lery on producers or purchasers of cou/s milk. These rules enable account to be
aken of special situations such as those described in the qucstion raised by the honourable
Member when detcrmining the reference quantities above which the levy is applied.
+

+*
Qtliestion No 1 6, by Mr Marck (H-7 5/84)

Subject: Arrearc in the payment of monetary compensabry amounts

Ve understand from various

sources that the Member States are seriously in arrears in the
payment of monetary compensatory amounts. France is apparendy still in arrears wirh its
paymenr of monetary compensatory amounts to Belgian firms in the pigmear sector in
resped of impons for the period July to October 1983.

Can the Council suggest what steps should be taken by the Member Stares to remove this
backlog of payments, which undermines the profitability of healthy undenakings, and to
prevent it recurring?

Ansuer

it is for the Commission to
that the Tleary and the provisions adoptcd pursuanr rhereto are applied. In any
case, the Council has received no proposals in the field to vhich the honourable Member

The Council would remind the honourable Member that
ensure_

refers.
t*

*rt

Qrestion No 17, by Mr Martin (H-77/54)

Subject: American wine imports into the Community

During
April part-scssion, I tabled a question to the Council (H-760/83) conccrning a
-th-e
proposal for a rcguladon draqrn up by the Commission on American wine imports into iire
Communiry.
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April, the Council replied that it had not received the Commission proposal.

This reply was, ro say the least, surprising since the Commission had submitted this proposal for a regulation (COM(84) 149 final) to the Council on 15 March.

I therefore repeat my original question: does the Council intend to consult the European
Parliament on this proposal for a regulation?

Ansuer

A proposal for a regulation on the matter referred to by the honourable Member

was

indeed put before the Council on 19 March 1984.

The aim of this proposal is to implement a provision of Council Regulation (EEC) 337 /79
on the common organization of the wine market in order to enable the wine trade
besween the Community and the United States to develop harmoniously.
The proposal is based on Anicle 51(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 337/79 which, since this
is an essentially rcchnical area, does not provide for consultation of the European Parliament.

Question No 18, byMr Pearce (H-82/84)

Subject: Drugs

Vill

the Council set up an EEC study to see whether Europe's diplomatic muscle can be
used to cut off the supply of drugs (which are causing increasing problems amongst our
young people) at source?

Ansaxr
The question of the means which could be used to combat the use of drugs, and panicularly the possibiliry mentioned by the honourable Member, was raised at the initiative of
the Italian delegation ar a recenr Council meeting in March 1984. This issue is of panicular concern but is very complex. The Council would point out that it is more a mattfr
for the Member States and should be dealt with in the conrcct of cooperation between
rhem. However, on rhose terms the Council would be willing to give its closest attention
to any appropriate initiative submitted to it.
+

**

Qtestion No 19, by Mr oan Aerssen (H-83/84)

Subject: Negotiations on the new ACP-EEC Convention

In the light of the progress in the negodadons on the new ACP-EEC Convention, does
the Council feel rhat it should elaborarc upon iu mandate to the Commission, in panicular
with regard to the inclusion of a clause on the respect of fundamental human rights in the
proc€ss of development?

Ansaner

I

would first of all say rhat considerable progress was made at the Conference in Fifi.
Common policies emerged on many questions on the basis of which work on the drafting
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of the new Convention will now bcgin. There will have to be funher negotiations on other
items and the Council will have to elaboratc on the mandate with regard to some of rhem.

fu
It

regards human rights, no furthcr addidon to the mandate seems neoessa{f at this stage.
was envisaged that an appropriarc reference should be insened in the future Convention

on this matter and aftcr Fiji the prospects of reaching a solution with our ACP friends
appear rc be good. After reiterating their point of view that the question of human rights
should be dedt with as it was for Lom6 II in the speeches delivered at thc signing ceremony, they said they were prepared nevenheless to look ar any proposd the EEC might
make. The Presidency therefore undenook rc submit a proposal in writing for examination at the founh ministerial meeting in June.
+

*rr
Qrestion No 2Q by SirJack Strutart-Chrk (H-54/54)

Subject: Agreement with the United Kingdom allowing British tourists into France
Recently, the French Government announced its decision to end an agreement with the

United Kingdom allowing British tourists into the country for up to 60 hours vithout
passport. In future, no British national will be able to enter France without possessing

a
a

standard British passport or a one year visitor's passport.

In an official communiqu6, the French Government has stated that it is seeking to improve
border controls in an attcmpt to curb illegal immigrarion.

\7hat significance does the Council attach to the decision of rhe French Governmenr ro
restrict entry of excursion tourists coming from other Member States, in direct contradiction with the objective of free movement of all Communiry nationals throughout rhe EEC
as laid down in the Treary of Rome?

Ansaner

Subject to the provisions adoptcd under the Treades, which the Commission is responsible
Statcs to decidc what documlnts are
required for crossing their frontiers.

for ensuring are implemented, it is for the Member

II.

Qucstions to tfie Foreign Ministers

Qrestion No 22, by Mr Pdneing (H-ZZenSy

Subject: Sentences imposed on rwo Casholic priests in China
According to reports in the press, the 76-yearold Catholic bishop of the noah Chinese
diocese of Baoding, Peter Joseph Fan Xueyan, has been sentcnccdto ten years' imprisonment. He was accused of ordaining priests and bishops in secret, maintaining reladons
with the Vatican and receiving money from abroad. The Vicar-General of dre diocese,
Peter Huo Binzhang, who is over 70, has also been sentcnced to tcn years' imprisonmenr.

Are the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation aware of tfiese cases and are
they prepared to intercede with the Chinese aurhoriries on behalf of rhese two Catholic
priests?

I

Formcr oral question vithout debatc (0-138/83) convcrtcd into a qucstion for Qucstion Time.

I
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Answer

.

The Ten learned in January 1984 of the sentcnces imposed in China on f,wo Catholic
priests who had been under house arrest for more than a year before their arrest and rial.
Th"y will look for the mo$ favourable opponunity to inform the Chinese authorities of
the public feelings aroused by the imprisonment of these two priests.

,&

t0*

Questiott No 25, by Mrs oan Hemeldonch(H-85/8aI

Subject: Repression in Zaire

There have again been reports

of

maltreatment and execudons

in

prisons

h

Zaire.

Twenry-seven prisone.s are reported to have been executed in the prison of Lunguala, a
disuict of Kinshasha, between 29 December 1983 and 2lanuary 1984.
Can the Foreign Ministrrs confirm or deny that executions have taken place in the Lungu-ala prison? Do the Foreign Ministers support the call for an international committee of
inquiry into conditions in prisons inZeire?

Ansuer

.

The Ten are aware of the information, referred to by the honourable Member, according
to which 27 prisoners were execut€d in rhe prison of Lunguala at the end of tggl. The
information came from the Zeire Comminee in Brussels and was fcmally denied by the
Kinshasha authorities. A number of \Testern ambassadors nevenheless looked into the
matter but could find no information or evidence to support the alleg"ations. In view of the
facr that the accusations are purely hypothetical, the Ten have no plans at the moment to
call for the sering up of an international committee of inquiry'into conditions in prisons

inZaire.
+
ta'

!*

Qrestiott No 2Q by Mr hrail (H-2/84)

Subject: Vithdrawal of Libyan troops from Chad
Have the Ministers been informed of the terms of the resolution voted on by the ACPEEC Joint Committee (Brazzaille,20-24 February 1984) demandipg tJre withdrawal of
Ubyan troops from Chad? Do the Ministcrs have any comments to make on the fact that
many African representatives backed this resolution and that French Members of Parliament felt they had to abstain?
Answer

The Members of Parliament who expressed opinions at the meeting of the ACP-EEC
Joint Committee in Brrzzaville on 20-21 February 19E4 were speaking solely for themselves and the

Ministcrs have no comment to make on the way they votcd.
rs

t$

I

Former oral qucstion without debarc

t+

(0-172/tl) convertcd into

a qucstion

for Question Time.
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Qtustion No 27, by

Mr Vrrtz (H-10/84)

Subject: Neo-Nazi activities

'Vhat

action do the Ministers intend rc take as a concret€ response to the resoludon
adopted during the February part-session which requested rheir help in the campaign to
have Valter Rauff extradited from Chile and also that they take st€ps ro combat nto-Nazi
activities on the territoqy of the EEC?
Ansuer

In accordance with Parliament's wishes, represenations were made to the Chilean authorities on the subject of Valtcr Rauff. His death on 14 May obviously renders the honourable Membc/s question superfluous. As for combating neo-Nazi activities within the
EEC, this matter does not fall within the scope of political cooperation.
+

It

's

Qrcstion No 28, by Mrs Hammeich (H-57/84)

Subject: Cooperation berween the EPC, the Commission and NATO

h.the followint-section of the explanatory statement to Mr Klepsch's reporr on securiry,
adoptcd by Parliament at its April part.session, correct?
Paragraph 5l: Foreign Ministry officials working within the EPC framework developed
closc links with NATO when preparing the CSCE and its sequels. The Commission itself
was also panly involved in this process.

Could the President state whether this close cooperation between the EPC, the Commission and NATO took place with the approval of the Danish Governmenr?
Ansaner

In

th-e context of political cooperation the Ten work closely rcgether on all aspects of the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, including the Stockhoim Conference. These consultations among the Ten are different from those which take place in
other contexts.

'

o*
n

Questiott No 29, by

Mn Lizin (H-69/Sa)

Subject: Situation in Turkey

Have the Foreign Ministers meeting in polidcal cooperation discussed the situadon in
Turkey rjqldy, !"ri"q regard to the fact that tonure continues to be practised, panicularly in thc Mamak military prison, and to the hunger strike embarked on by political prisonersl

Awarcr
Although the Ministcrs have not given their recent ancntion to rhe internal situation in
Turkey in the framework.of .political cooperation, the honourablc Membcr may resr
assured that developments in that country, panicularly wirh regard to human rights, will
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continue to be watched closely by tlre Ten. At the bilateral level the Ten take every opportuniry to voice their concern to the Turkish authorities.

*
r+$

Question No

34 bMrLonas (H-72/84)

Subject: Sentcncing of Chilean nationals

The European Parliament recently showed its concern at the lack of human rights in
Chile, in a report carried by the Parliament at the April plenary session. The Chilean military dictatorship is about to pass sentence on three young Chileans, Jorge Palma Donoso,
Hugo Marchanr Moya, and Carlos Alberto Araneda Miranda. It is cxpected that the
death sentence will be passed. The military tribunal involved in this trial has been strongly
condemned by rhe bishops of the Chilean Catholic Church and even by the President of
the Supreme Coun of Justice, don Rafael Retamal, who has declared the measure unconstitutional.

Vill

the Foreign Ministers intercede with the Chilean Government in an effort to save the

lives of these young Chilean people?

Ansuter
18 April rhe Ten senr a message to the Chilean authorities expressing the hope that the
persons accused of involvement in the atrcmpt on the life of General Urzua, the military
administrator of Santiago, would be protected by all the judicial guarantees provided
under Chilean law.

On

The Ten subsequently learned that the counsels for the defencc of Mr Jorge Palma Donoso, Mr Hugo Marchant Moya and Mr Carlos Araneda Miranda, failing in their attempt
to have the case heard by a court other than the Military Tribunal, lodged a fresh'appeal
founded on the arbirary character of the behWiour of the security forces towards their
clients. The Court of Appeal threw out this application and the Suprcme Court of Justice,
ro which the matter has been referred, is shonly due to deliver an opinion.
The Presidency of the Council has also been informed that the Chilean Supreme Court of
Justice, most likely in response to the appeal from the Ten, has just issued an order to the
effect that the Military Tribunal may not be convened until the Supreme Coun has
delivered a frcsh opinion on the basic circumstances of the case.

*

**
Qaestion No

jI,

by

Mr Kyrkos (H-74/84)

Subject: Looting of churches and monuments in Cyprus

In a recent speech Mr Patroklos Stavrou, Under-Secretary on the staff of the President of
the Republic of Cyprus, accused the Turks occupying the northern scction of the island of
looting churches and monuments and selling the various objects associated with Greek
culture in countries in S7estern Europe and America, where they are then bought at various auctions by the Government of Cyprus.

\fill

the Foreign Ministers meetint in political cooperation say what steps the Communiry
could take ro prevent the looting of occupied northern Cyprus, the object of which is to
de-hellenize the area?
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Answer

The Foreign Ministcrc of the Community have not considered rhc specific question of
safeguarding the cultural heritage in the northern area of the Republic of Cyprus.

Qucsrton No 32" by Mr Hugerup (H-76/54)

Subject: lcbanon

I should like to ask thc Ministers meeting in political cooperation what steps have been
taken to coordinarc thc policies of the Ten towards the Middle East, taking account of the
deterioration of the situation in kbanon and the pressures exertcd on Iebanon by the
ncighbouring States,

Ansuer
The events of the reccnt months in the Middle East in general and in kbanon in panicular promptcd the Ten to issue a starcment (27 March 1984) which:

-

reitcratcd the principles which, in the eyes of the Ten, should serve as a basis for the
settlement of the Israeli-Arab conflict;

-

tion of thesc principles, a proccss which

-

called on all panics to start the negotiations which are ncoessary for the implemenapresupposes the mutual recognition of the
right to existcnce;
stressed the Tcn's wish to develop the activity of the European Communiry on behalf

of the populadons of the occupied territories;
undedined the necd to initiate proccsses which vould lead to thc withdrawal of foreign forccs from kbanese tcrritory and the re-establishment of national unity.

Qrcstion

No

33, byMrfuntis

(H-80/84)

Subject: Nicaragua

Vhat

is the current assessmcnt of the political, economic and social position in Nicaragua
and what role do the Foreign Ministers consider the Community could play in fostcring
progress in these aspects of Nicaraguan life?

Answer
Nicaragua is currendy facing sevcre economic problems, most of which are due to the
heriage of gasl rgglmcs and the low level of development in the counrry. The present
tovernment is. finding it cxtremely difficult to remedy thc hardship affecting thc iopulation. Preparations.for the planned general election on 4 Novembir l9t4 ari no*, under
way.

The Ten believe that peaccful and negotiatcd setdements should be found for all the conflicts
in Central fmcrica. They havc accordingly dcclared their unreserved sup-existing
pon for
the Contadora Group. EEC economic aid to Nicaragua is conccntrated in tire
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agricultural sector and aimed at increasing the production of foodstuffs. The decisions
relating to it are placed in the broader contcx! of aid to Central America.

III.
on

Subject: Fuel oil

Qgcstions to the Commission

No

35' by Mrs

Nebo*t (H-743/83)

,rrrurrl"r"

Can the Commission give any deails of the development of a new fuel consisting of 800/o
water, 0.5 to lYo coal and2Oo/o a chemical additive, which could be used as a substiturc
for heavy and light fuel oil in industry?

Answer
Coal-water mixtures containing up to about 800/o coal, 200/o water and small amounts of
chemical additives (rc maintain-the coal in suspension or to improve the flow properties of
the mixture) have aroused much interest as a possible substitute for oil in existing boilers.
However, the production and use of such mixtures is still regarded as being at the
development sage.

A smdl amounr of R&D on the combustion of such mixtures has been supponed within
the ECSC coal research programme.

The topic is included in the subprogramme on solid fuels of the proposed R&D programme in the field of non-nuclear enerry 0984-87).

The topic is dso included in the Community's programme of demonstration proiects in
the energy sector. An Italian project on COM and a British project (with French and German collaboration) on

CVM were granrcd support under this Programme in 1983.
rl
*lt

Qaestion No 36, by Miss De Valera (H-766/83)

Subject: Medical cards and Irish students
Is the Commission aware that the coalition government in Ireland has now dcprived Irish

third level students of thcir rights to free medical cards and that students studlng in all
other EEC Mcmber States are entitled to such cards and does it therefore agree that this
action seriously discriminatcs against Irish students?

Ansuer
as such for third level students do not exist in many Member States, cover
being provided via rights derived from parenal insurance. It is up rc each Membcr State
to difine which groups of people are entided to public provision for health care and social
security and no norms are laid down by Communiry law. One group may be covered in
one Mem6er State bus not in another. There would therefore seem to be no possibiliry of
discrimination in this case, if the question has been interpreted correcdy.

'Medical cards'

+

,0
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Qrestion No 45, by Mr Rogalk

(H-74A$I

Subjcct: Transfrontier rail transport wirhin the European Community
Is the Commission aware that long-distance trains in Europe have m swirch locomotives at
every national border and that as a result the time required for transfrontier train rravel
berween Member States is made considerably longer?

Does the Commission know for example thas trains from Brussels to Zurich require four
different locomotives (from Belgium, Luxembourg, France and Switzerland) to cover a
distance of a mere 700 kilometres?
Does the Commission know that one of the reasons why locomotives have to be changed
at the border is because narional railways operare with different voltages?

Does the Commission know that German locomotives cannot be sold in France, or vice
versa, because the Communiry has been unable despite 25 years of rhe EEC Treaty, to
arrive at transfronrier public tenders in this imponant field?
Does the Commission regard these inadequacies and delays at the border as compatible

with the objectives of the common transpon policy in the common market?

Vhat concrete action

has the Commission taken to tackle these anomalies? !7hat does the
Commission intend to do in future to streamline rain travel wirhin Europe?

Ansaner

l.

The problems to which the honourable Member refers stem mainly from the fact that
different power supply sysrems for railways co-exist within the Community.

2.

This is the result of the various power supply options which were available to the rail'way companies when
,rhey started electrification at the beginning of the century.
Technical advances have not yet made it feasible rc contempla=re harironizing the t arious systems since remendously high investmenr costs would be involved.

3.

The solution chosen by the railway companies was to introduce multi-system locomodves which can operate with different voltages or frequencies. lpcomotives of this
type currendy operarc a considerable number of routes within the Communiry. They
ar_ e expensive, however, and their use is limited to rourcs which are sufficiently profitable.

4.

It should b9 pointed out that a change of locomotives may also be necessary for other
reasons. This is the case with regard to terminus stations such as Luxembourg where

trains depan in the same direction from which rhey came. There is in any case a
c-hange- of locomotives for technical reasons which have nothing to do with'the fact
that a frontier has been crossed.
5.

The Commission attaches great importance to the improvement of senrices offered to
rail users. In this connection the honourable Membei is referred to the communication of.9 February 1983 from the commission to tie Council on inland ffansporr.2 A
basic objective is a higher average speed of trains, especially on long-distance routes.
In order to achieve this aim, special attention should be given to promoting cooperation among individual railway companies and to improving railway lines. the commission has made a number of proposals in this regard
are- no legal barriers to prevent any individual country's railway authorities
from purchasing locomotives from other Member States. Ir is nevenhelesi true that in
ppctiS. the variery of technical requirements means that most locomotives are purchased in.the country where they are to be used. In the circumstances it has noi yer
been possible to bring about the application of the Community directive on the award
of publie contracts where transport authorities are conoerned. The Commission consi-

Jhere

Former oral ouestion srithout dcbate (0-155/83) convcncd into a qucstion for
Question Time.
OJ C 154 of i3 June 1983, p. 1.
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it desirable for progress to be made in the area of standardization and uniform
specification so that the transpon sector and especially the railways can enjoy the
advantages which come with the liberalization of markets.

ders

+

**
Qrestion No 46

bMs Q*in(H-730/83)

Subject: Socialist Group's rclegram (sent in December 1983) to Mr Gaston Thorn on the
crisis in the shipbuilding industry in the EEC

'!7hat acrion has the Commission taken in response to the telegram by Mrs Th6obaldPaoli, Ms Quin and Mr Glinne on behalf of the Socialist Group which called for immediate crisis measures to help the European shipbuilding industry and, in particular, called
for the creation of a task force from the relevant sections of the European Commission to
be responsible for drawing up specific measures of assistance?

Ansaner

As it has aheady stated in its answer to the honourable Member's written question
(No 1958/83), the Commission has nothing to add at present to the answer which it gave
to the rclegram referred to.

Qaestion No 49, by Mr kradl (H-3/8a)

Subject: Creation of a savings account denominated in ECUs
Funher to his statement to the European Parliament to the effect that the creation of a
savings account denominated in ECUs was a matter wonhy of study, could Vice-Presidenr Onoli indicate a timetable for the study phase and the implementation of the European Parliament's proposal (see oral quesdon No 0-96183, tabled on behalf of the Group
of European Progressive Democrats, Doc. l-1312/831)?

Ansarcr

In its effons to encourate great€r use of the ECU the Commission feels that the idea of a
savings account denominatcd in ECUs in all the countries of the Communiry would
indeed boost the role of the ECU among the general public.

Consideration of the idea indicates however that for it to be feasiblc the initiative would
have to come from the banking sector and also that it would have to be permissible under
the existing regulations of each Member State. \Zith regard to the latter requirement, it
musr be pointed out that pursuant to the directives on the freedom of movement of
capital2 deposit ffansactions fall into a category of financial transactions (List D) which
are not subject rc any requirement as regards de-restriction. On the other hand, the Commission proposals seeking preferential reaunent for financial transactions denominated in

I
2
,

Minutes of sittins of 16 Februarv 1984.

Council Directiv"es of 11 May

22lmuary

iroo

1O1 43

of

12

July 1960) and

18 December 1962

(OJ 9 of

1963).

Communication'on Financial Intcgration (COM(83) 207 of l8 April 1983): $III3b, on promoting
the intcrnational role of thc ECU (COM(8 3) 27 4 oI 24 May 1 9t3) : $4, b.
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ECUs refen to the financial transactions on List B which, pursuanr to the direcrives in
question, are free of control.
+

+tt

Qrcstion No 51, by Mrs Le Roax

(H-B/9a) '

Subject: American offensive on the agricultural market

ln answer to my oral question on the sale of Amcrican dairy products to Egypt (H-358/
83),1 I was told by the Commission on 12 October 1983 that'as far as count€r-measures
are conoerned, the Commission will make use of the relevant proccdures within the
framcwork of GATT'. Can the Commission statc what procedurcs it has already used in
accordancc with this undenaking and what results it has obtained?

Ansuer

\7ith regard to American

sales of flour to Egypt, the Commission has followed GATT
rules in seeking to setde the differences. Since it was not possible rc rcach mutual agreement, the Communicy asked for a GATT panel to be set up and this is now being done.

fu for the sale of US dairy

producrs ro Eg)?t, the Commission has also had recourse to
the rights it cnjoys under the international agreement on dairy products. The discussions
which took place within the international council at the request of the Commission have
clearly shown that most of the dairy council's members are against the American measures.

The Unitcd Statcs has so far not repeated such sales of dairy products and flour to Egypt.
!t

t$ ,i

Q*estion

No

52,

by

Sir Peier Vanncck (H-33/54)

Subject: Dumping of wastc at sea

Vhat changes, if any, to the Communiq/s policy for radioactive wasre management

are

required as a-result of thc study undertaken reccndy by members of the LondonTreaty on
Protection of the Sca of the dumping ar sea of lowJevel radioactive waste ?

Anruter
'!7-ork

on the study by the Internadonal Atomic Energy Agency on the radiologicd effects
of the dumping of lowJevel radioactive wastc at sea, mentioncd by the honouiable Member,_ is not yet complete. Ve cannot expect these sudies to be made available until September 1985.

The Commission has no influence on the progrcss of the work and can thus at presenr
reach no conclusions about its position regarding the dumping of radioactive waste.

The Commission is, however, definitely of the opinion that the Community must aim ar a
common position on the dumping of waste at sea. It cxpects that afrcr the currenr investigations and studics have bcen completed, sufficient information will be available ro rceoncile thc views of thc various Member States and adopt a @mmon position.

I
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The Commission will.therefore follow with intcrest the development of the situation at
intcrnational level, especially in the context of the London Treaty and will try to ensure
that the international provisions adopted will, if neoessary, be adaprcd in the light of new
scientific discoveries. There is a moratorium until 1985, so the Commission assumes that
no dumping measures are or will be planned until then.
+

**
Q*estion No 53, by Miss Hooper (H-35/84)

Subject: New technologT in retailing of benefit to the elderly and housebound
Is the Commission aware of any projects being undenaken on a national or Communirywide basis to intrduce to the elderly and housebound the advantages of new technolog;y,
especially in thc area of tele-shopping?

Answer

The Commission is aware of the discussion taking place in the professional groups concerned about the possibiliry of introducing telecommunication-based technology in retailing on a commercial basis. It appears from such discussion that the widespread inroducdon of telc-shopping cannot be expectcd in the near future. This applies more forcibly to
the introduction of tele-shopping among groups of the population vhich have a lower
than average disposable income, as are usually t}re elderly and housebound.
Some experiments are only just beginning: swo cases were recently reponcd from the UK,
one on a commercial basis, involving about a thousand families in the Vest-Midlands, and
one in Gateshead on Tyneside, serving about 400 pensioners. The lauer is joindy organizedby rhe local social services and a large supermarket chain; it cannot, hoewever, be
strictly defined as tcle-shopping, since many of its customers do not have the necessary
equipment at home. (They have to go to the local library in order to use the Prestel net-

work.)
There are no projects on a Community-wide basis.
The Commission intends to collect more information on existing and possible utilizations
of tclematics for social purposes, including the ones suggested by the present question.
National reports on the social implications of telecommunications are being prepared in
all member countries by the correspondents of the 'European Pool of Studies'; they will
be ready in June 1984 and will be given wide circulation. Studies are also planned on the
udlization of tclecommunication sysrcms for distance work and distance learning and on
home-banking, s pm of a larger study on social consequences of technological change in
the banking sector.
{.

*r&

Qtrcstion

No

54,

Mr htntis (H-44/84)

Subject: Fair competition

Vould the Cosrmission estimatc the exua cost to consumers over and above the lowest
Communiry prices, of differendal pricing in products of all rypes which result from the
fracturing of the Communiry into national markets through exclusive e3ency systems,
nadonal type approval standards and other devices urhich act against fair competition in a
unified Communiry market, and give a few outstanding examples?
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Answer
Exclusive distribution sysrcms, national qpe approval standards and other non-tariff barto trade are not neccssarily the underlfng reasons why price differences exisr
besween Member States. Such price differences can be attributed to a number of factors,

riers

including,:

-

differing market structures;
differences in consumer preferences and the reputation of cenain makes;

differing rates of VAT;
differing profit margins for the retail trade, depending on quantities sold;
differences in the role of wholesalers;

additional taxes and other duties;
differing freight, transport and insurance costs.

Funhermore, price differences can in cenain cases simply be an indication of lively competition. It is the combination of significant price differences berween Member States and
the rigidity of these differences which might be an indication of fracturing of the market;
clearly, in a genuinely united market, price differences might ultimately be reduced or disappear entirely as a result of parallel imports.

It

is a fact that significant price disparities exist in respect of certain products, for example
in the consumer electronics sector:

-

in the United Kingdom the average retail price (excluding VAT) of colour TV sets is
339/o lower than in Italy;

-

video and hi-fi componenff arc 420/o and 4oo/o dearer respectively in France than in
Germany.

fu far as the, motor car market

is concerned, the Commission estimatcs that the existing
differences between the price of cars in the UK and the average price on the condnent
involves an average annual extra cost of over f I 000 million for British consumers.

In any case, even if the factors referred to by the honourable Member were responsible for
the emergence or maintenance of differing price levels in the Member States, it would not
be possible to isolate their influence on costs for the consumer from all the other relevant
factors, nor would such a calculation be possible in general tcrms in reladon to all products.

Qrcstion No 5 5, by Mr Eisna (H-47/84)

Subject: Study of the position of single people in the Netherlands
Does the Commission share my view that the recent social securiry measures in the Netherlands concerning single people
such as rhe abolition of the minimum daily wage
- aged
provisions forchildless single people
35 and above, and the raising of sickness fund
conribudons for old people who are single
incompatible wirh the second and third
- are
EEC directives and will the Commission carry
out a study of the position of single people
in the social security systems in Europe, with panicular refercnce to the situation-in ihe
Netherlands?

Ansster

After close examinadon the Commission has concluded that the reccnr measures taken in
the Netherlands in the ficld of social security, and dealing with rhc situation of unmarried

t:
l'il
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persons, are not at variance with the second and third directives, which are concerned
with equal Eeaunent between men and women.

The Commission does not intend at this stage to make a study of the position of unmarried persons in the framework of social security systems in general, nor with regard to the
specific situation in the Netherlands.

*

Question

No

56, by

t('

*

Mr

Deschamps

(H-49/84)

Subject: Continued implementation of the food strategy in Rwanda and stepping-up of
cooperation besween the EEC and Belgium in the field of food aid
Given that the coordination of bilateral and Community activities is considered one of the
key elements in the food strarcgy approachl and that, in 1983, the Belgian Parliament
passed a bill spoirsored by Mr Thys and others, which set up a Special Survival Fund for
the Third Vorld with a view to protecting populations threatened by hunger, malnutrition
and under-development by means of emergency programmes involving food strategies
and integrated rural development, can the Commission report on thc progress made in
closer forms of cooperation berween the EEC and Belgium, in particular as regards the
use of the Special Survival Fund, with a view to stcpping up support for the implementa-

tion of the food srategy in R*,anda, a country which will inevitably have to face

an

alarming situation?

Ansaner

As well as the general coordination through the Council of Ministers and the Commission/Member Statc Committees there is coordination in Rwanda, in panicular (since
1982) through the Euro-Rwanda Vorking Party consisting, along with government
represenatives, of the Commission Delegadon and the Member States' represenatives in
Kigali. More recendy, in November 1983, the coordination arrangements were ercended
to include experts from the Communiry capitals with the first meeting of Commission and
Member Statc expens in Brussels: as urged on that occasion, contact hes since been maintained between Commission officials and the aid depanmcnts of the Member Stares which
have declared their suppon for the Rwandan food strateg;y.

As regards Belgian cooperation, contact to date between the competent Belgian authorities and the Commission has not only confirmed that both sides are keen rc ensure
fuller coordination, but afforded definite indications as to what actually can be done in
this direction, in due compliance with the respective instiurtional set-ups. It may be noted
that the kind of teamwork envisaged need not necessarily be by way of co-financing operations:

it can also involve individual projects designed to

complement and reinforce one

another.

it is not possible to be more specific as to the practical scope for
mounting such operations in the near future, as this depends on the ourcome of the discussions now going on within the Rwandan Government, the Commission and the Belgian cooperation authorities concerning the allocation of such funds as the latter two can
make available through the various facilities at their disposal for carqying out the food

As things now stand

strateglr.

The funds the Commission has for assisting the Rwandan food strategy will enable it to
play its part in operations planned in close consultation not only with the Belgian aid

I

Commission answer to oral question (H-642/83) by

Mn Dury.
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authorities but also with othcr Member States wishing to help, in order to make a more
coherent, and hence more effcctive, contribution towards mcedng Rwanda's needs.

Qrestion No 57, by Mrs Castle (H-5il9a)

Subject: Textilc aid

-

ERDF non-quoa schemes

Vould the Commission confirm whether formal approval has yet been given rc

the

UK Government in February, to aid the declining texdle areas
in the nonh-west of England (as permitted under Anicle 4 of the Council Regulation
(EEC) No 219/84), and to oudine the timetable as rc,when the financial aid will actually
schemes discussed with the

be fonhcoming and the schemes can be commenced.

Anruter

The UK authorities have not yet present€d the Commission with the special protramme
required under Anicle 3, Regulation (EEC) 219184 institudng a specific Community
regional development measure contributing m overcoming constraints on the development
of new economic activities in ccnain zones advercely affected by the restructuring of the
textile and clothing industry,l and consequently the programme has not yet been
approved.

+

*rG

Question

No

58, by

Mr Crorx (H-52/84)

Subject: Installation and calibradon of tachographs in vehicles bound for France

Is the Commission aware that since October 1983, whenwer vehicles containing

an

approved, lead-sealed tachograph installed in an approved manncr in accordance with rhe
regulations of a foreign country are imponed into France and whenever a seal is broken in
France and thus has to be replaced by a Frcnch seal, not only thc manner of installation
but also the tachograph itself is inspected by the French SIM to ensure compliance with
French regulations? Vould the Commission not agree that this Frcnch procedure for

reapproving a tachograph abetdy approved elsewhere contravenes the provisions of
Directive 1463 /70 lEECz ?

For the undertakings involved, imponcrs and hauliers alike, rhis means extra costs and
wastcs time, which is difficulr to justify.

Can the Commission conduct an investigation into this and, if necessary, draw up proporc recdfy the matter?

sals

Ansuer
The Commission is invesdgating the situation reponcd by the honourable Member and
has vrittcn to the French authorities asking for their comments. As their rcply has nor yer
been received it is not possible to state whether or not the requiremcnts of Regulation
1463/70 in rcspect of rechecking and resealing tachographs are being respected.

,
'
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As soon as the information to bb provided by the French authorities has been analysed, the

Commission will inform rhc honourable Member of its conclusions.

rl.

**
Question

No

59, by

Mr oon'Wogau (H-t3/54)

Subject: Additional duties for border officials at the Community's internal frontiers

The Dutch authorities are reportcd to have start€d using computcrc at frontier crossings
to check whether Durch nationals entering or lcaving the country have paid fines that may
have been imposed on them. This means that ncw barriers are being crected at the Communiuy's internal fronders.

Vould the Commission not

agree that it is imperative to prevent individual Member States
from conferring nev duties on officials at the Communiq/s internal frontiers?

,

Ansanr

It was with regret that the Commission learned of the situation ar rhe Dutch border to
which the honourable Member has rcferred, since the time taken to check peoplc at an
internal Communiry frontier is thus lengthened. Vhile rccognizing tle need for cenain
security measures, thc Commission must emphasize that it fails to understand these checks
which the Dutch authorities have introduced ar a time when there is pressure from all
sides for the abolition or at leasr the reduction of checks on persons.
The Commission agrees with the honourable Mcmber that confcrring new duties of this
kind on officials at the Community's inrcrnal frontiers is not compatible with Community
law. Anicle 2, paragraph 1, of Council Directive 73/148/EEC of Zl May 1973 on the
abolition of restrictions on movement and residcncc within rhe Communiry for nationals
of Member States with regard to establishment and the provision of servicesl requires
Member States to grant persons the right to leave their territory simply on production of a
valid identity card or passport. The same requirement is stated in Anicle 3, paragraph 1,
with regard to thc right to enter the territory of a Member State. It is also specifically
stated in Articlc 1, paragraph 1(b), that thc directive applies to nationals of a Member
Statc vho wish to go tp another Member State as recipients of services. This also includes
tourists, as the Coun of Justice made clear in its decision of 31 January 1984 in the Luisi
case.

According to Community law there should be no formalities at an intcrnal frontier apan
from the production of a person's identiry documents. The Commission recognizes the
need to collect fines which havc been imposed for violations. However, it is neither necessary nor justifiable co use frontiers within the Communiry for such purposes.
rt

*rD
I

Qrestion No 6Q by

Mr

VanAerssen (H-55/84)

Subject: Creation of a multilingual uaffic information broadcasting service

Is the Commission willing to takc stcps, in conjunction with the European Communiry
countries' radio and tclevision braodcasting authorities, to inaugurate a multilingual
traffic information service to be broadcast during the holiday period in the EC countries
and which reaches the candidate States of Spain and Ponugal to ensure that the neccssary

t
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information also reaches those EC tourists who are nor acquainted with the local language?

Atswer
Since the Commission does not regard the production of radio or television programmes
as one of its tasks, ir will make grearcr efforts than in the past rc encourage cooperation
among the radio and tclevision authorities of the Member States and the candidate countries. The Commission has already expressed a view on this mattcr on a number of occa-

sions in the past. let me mention the answers to the written questions
Seefeld, and No 960/78, by Mr Bangemann.

No 24/75, by Mr

The Directoratc-General for Information and the press and information offices will provide radio and television sations with material in the different Communiry languages with
the panicular aim of helping tourists who are travelling within the Community.
+

rt*
Qrestion No 51, by Mrs Sqrurcialrpi (H-56/54)

Subject: Desulphurization of coal at the Brindisi South power stadon

The Brindisi South thermo-electric power station, which will be completed in about ten
years, will produce more than 100 000 tons of sulphur dioxide a year unless acdon is taken
to desulphurize the coal burned.
The Commission, meanwhile, has already authorized funds for the power sation, includENEL (the
ing facilities for desulphurizerion, but the operator of the power station
- process
is not committcd to carrying out this
until
Italian National Elecriciry Board)
Italy complies with the Community -directives concerning such matrcrs, including the most
recent direcdve on combating air pollution from large industrial planr.
Can the Commission state whether it is prepared to make the necessary funds available
even if it does not obtain a guarantee that desulphurization will be carried out to prevent
the expected heavy emissions of sulphur dioxide and the resulting incidence of acid rain?

Ansuer

Further reduction requires considerable expenditure on desulphurization equipment,
although the cost of this is very likely to drop during the construction period on account
of the tcchnological advances which can be expected in this sector.
As pan of the Communiq/s policy on environmental protection the Commission continues to strive for a reduction of sulphurous emissions. In December 1983 it submitted to
the Council a proposal for a directive (OJ C 49 of Zt February 1984) on the limitation of
emissions of pollutants into the air from large combustion plants, especially power
stations. The Council working part5y's discussions have just begun and no opinion has as
yet been given by the European Parliament. It is therefore difficult to indicate at this stage
a probablc dmetable for the application of the proposed measures.

l

Pending provisions for the compulsory installation of desulphurization equipmcnt, the
grandng of a Communiry loan is dependent on designs which allow for the installation of
such equipment at the right time without problems of location occurring. It is for this
reason that the location of these facilities is incorporatcd in the present plan.

:

i
l
:
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!

It goes vithout

saying that Community financing is always subject to national, intcrnational and Communiry regulations on environmental protcction. The Italian aurhoriries
must therefore ensure that during the construction of the power station the contractors
tl
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comply with any national provisions which will be introduced in order to implement the
Council's decisions.

*

**

Qrestion No 62, by Mr Keating (H-t7/84)

Subject: Problems caused by variable premium on cattle exporrs

Is the Commission aware, with regard to its proposal for a reduction on rhe variable
premium on cattle expofts (CoM(84) 211), that the variable premium has, in the absence
of a clawback, caused a large movement of beef cattle from the Republic of Ireland into
Nonhern Ireland, to the great detriment of the former's beef industry in recent years, and
that in the interests of equiry the clawback which provides a fair soiution rc thl problem
should be applied to all UK (including Nonhern Ireland) exporrs, both to orher EEC destinations and in third country uade, and will the Commission use every means to expedite
the implementation of the new proposals which constitute an essendal pan of thi farm
price package setdemenr?

Ansuer
The Commission is aware of the problems linked to granting the variable premium to the
United Kingdom and the repercussions of this on trade bemreen rhe Republic of Ireland
and the United Kingdom (including Northern Ireland).
The.application of clawback to expons of beef and veal from the United Kingdom (to any
destination, including non-Community countries) will come into force on 21 May 19841
to allow current short-term contracts to be honoured. fu far as exports ro non-Cornmuniry countries are concerned, these will nor be subject to clawback until 1 July 1984
provided the-operator has, by 3l March 1984, submitted an applicadon for an eipo.t
-"e.tificate together with a request for advance fixing of refunds.

The problems raised by the honourable Member should therefore no longer arise after
that date.
rs

+*
Qaestion No 63, by Mr Frilb (H-58/84)

Subject: The Commission's financial policy
According to sarcments made by the Commission, in the course of rhe last six months rhe
European Communiry:

-

has alrea.dy become insolvent;
needed firctl.40/o and then 20/o of.the proceeds ofvalue-added tax;
called for, and then declined, advance payments from the Member States.

Does the Commission agree with me that a financial policy of this kind damages the
standing of the European Community and is an extremely poor preparation for thJfonhcoming European elections?

Ansuter

The Commission's financial policy covers both the implementation of rhe budget and the
management of its liquid assets.

Debatcs of the European Parliament
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1.

The management of the

2.

Alrhough the management of the Communiry budget is less dependent on daily events
than thi control ofisscts, it is neverthelcss linked to thc financial consequences of the
decisions taken by the other institutions and also of economic trends. The Commission naturally pays heed to thc budgetary procedures required for any possible modification of the budgct.

assets depends on the daily collection and payin-g-out tranit it thercfore very sensitive rc any financial transaction of some size
sactions
"od
which may
be implemented in a very short time.

1984, thc Commission is faced with a lack of funds as a result of increased agricultural spending and a reduction in thc level of own resouroes which were expected. Dctails
of theie fluctuations and the solution put forward by the Commission (in panicular, borrowing from the Member States and a strict and controlled management of resourccs) are
outlined in Doc. COM(84) 250 final.

fu for

Ir should also be pointcd that EAGGF expenditure was much higher than cxPectcd, as the
rate of spending ixceeded rhe rate of income. This poses a problem for the management
of asseu.
regard to rhe longer term, in its proposal for a decision oJ 5 fvlay 1983 the Commisprolposed
a new Communiry decision-making proccdure for fixing thc ceiling on-the
sion
t.sour""i accruing from VAT. The raising of the ceiling tp I . 40/o was in fact of secondary

Vith

imponance, sincJthe main thrust of the proposal was to introduce a procedure whereby
in implemontation
in tenain circumstances any funher decisions to increase the cciling
of the budgetary procedure and with the authorization of the Council and Parliament
could be taken without the need for ratification by thc national parliaments.

It musr be admined rhat it is impossible to introdrice such a proccdure at the present time.
The European Parliament considered the Commission proposal of May 1983 and decided
that the maner should be dealt with as pan of the responsibilitics which come under
narional ratification procedures. Discussions by the Council also revealed that the Member Statcs were unwilling to abandon the idea of a ceiling which is contained in the Decision of 21 April l97O and to relinquish the requirement that any increase in the VAT
ceiling be ratified by the national parliamens.
In the circumsrances the Commission could do nothing but take note of this political and
legal situarion. It had never harboured any doubt about the need for further increases in
thl VRt ceiling in order to maintain the steady development of Communiry policies,

including of course the common agricultural policy. In order o avoid recutrent appeals to
the Communiq/s legal apparatus with new proposals on own resources which each time
would set in motion the process of ratification by the national parliaments, and at the
same rime adopting a realisdc and forward-looking approach to the development of thc
Communiry, the Commission in a communication of I March 1984 (Doc. COM(84) 140
final) explained to Parliamcnt and the Council the political rcasons which promptcd it to
propose a decision of similar scope rc the Decision of 21 April 1970, which had allowed
the Communiry to meet its obligations for 13 years. The Commission suggested an immediate increase in the VAT ceiling from 10lo w 20/0, which would thus provide the Community with secure financing in the years to come, including the entire transition pcriod
after the accession of Spain and Ponugal. At the same timc the Commission pointed out
that the actual use of the new finances would be phased over a period of time and implemenrcd, in any case, in accordance with annual budgetary procedures.

It

must be stressed that the Commission has at no time changed its policy on own
It had not proposed a simple increase in the VAT cciling to 1.40/o but a whole
decision-making procedure which would allow this threshold to be increased further. This
approach would be simplified in the future and would allow the European Parliament to
exercise fully its rights with regard rc the annual budgetary procedures.
resources.

+

++
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Qrcstion No 54, by Mr H*tton (H-6 1 /84)

Subjcct: Opcn interfacing of comput€r systcms

Vhat is the current position in the Commission's preparation (under Anicle 86 of

the

Trgaty of Romc) of the case against IBM regarding open interfacing of compurer sysrcms,
and when does the Commission exped to finalize its position?

Ansater

The Commission will finalize its position not larcr than rhe boginning of the

second

semestcr of this year.

At prcsent the Commission still considers the rwo different options: either adopting a
decision under futicle 86 of the EC Treary or settling the present case in a way which
satisfies the interested parties and meets the requirements of the Conrnission itself.

*
*ri

Question No 65, by Mr kanchire (H-62/84)

Subjea: Intra-Communiry agricultural trade
Could the Commission state its opinion on the possibilities and possible consequcnces of
using the ECU in intra-Community agricultural trade?

Ansser
1.

2.

fu far as the denomination

and setding of commercial and finencial transactions in
the privatc sectoris concerned, there is nothing to prevent the ECU from being used.
The Commission has indicated in several documents that it would like see morJ widespread usc of the ECU.

I7ith regar{ to payments in connection with intra-Communiry trade in agricultural
pr.o.dycts, there are no specific provisions in Community regulations concerning
which currencies to use. As a result, payment in ECUs is theoretically possible.

3.

In the case of ransactions between privatc operators, there are no specific immediate
consequenoes of using the ECU for intra-Community agricultural trade.

4.

It must bc remembered that

the ECU as it is used in connection with the common
agricultural poliry docs not ar the momenr have the same value as the ECU which is
quoted on the cxchange markeu. In the case of CAP transactions between a privatc
operator and a public body, this means thar the introduction of the market ECU as a
means of pricing and direct payment would require adjustments to regulations in the
communiq/s agri-monetary secror, as rhese are based on paymens in national currencies. Tte immediate and mosr significant consequence of the introduction of the
ECU as a m€ans of payment, in the case of the common agricultural poliry, would be
the reintroduction of a single communiry level of all prices and other amounrc
denominated in ECUs. Funhermore, the system would lead to a changing level of rhe
amounts in question as a result on the one hand of currency fluctuition within the
maximum range of 2.50/o and, on the other hand the movemenr of the Italian lira and
the pound-steiling. The value of the ECU does in fact change daily and this can be
seen specifically with regard rc the conversion into national currencies of amounts
paid in ECUs.

*
:F
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Qrestion No 66, by Mr Normantat (H-63/84)

Subject: Patent protcction of computer software

To what extent does computer software enjoy patent protecdon in the European

Codo-

muniry?

Answer
Under Anicle 52 of the Munich agreement on patents, the protection afforded by pate4ts
may not extend to oomputcr sofsware as such. The legal conceptions of the Mem{er
States are broadly similar on this point, although in contrast to the Munich agreemefrt,
their laws on patcnts do not explicidy stipulate in every case that softurare as such may riot
be covered by

patents.

]

On the other hand, the protection afforded by patents on industrial inventions ir, in

[n

increasing number of instances, being extended to their component software, even thouf,h
software as such may not be patented.
i

Moreover, the coplng of computcr softnrare is normally forbidden under the
laws.

-pyri{fn

The Commission, in collaboration with the European Patents Office, is currently .*".fning the practices followed rc date in the patenting of inventions with component softwafe.
Ir also intends to publish a green paper on the law of copyright and the related probleins
in the autumn of this year, in which it will examine all the questions posed by the lefal
protection of computer software. The form of any future action by the Commission in this
field will depend on'the reaction to the ideas set out in the green paper.
!t

rt*

Question No 67, by Mr Seligman (H-66/84)

Subject: Aid to growers of cut roses and carnations

Vill

the acdon proposed in COM(83) 798be put into operation in time for the 1983 spa-

son?

Awvter

In accordancc with its undenaking of 17 and 18 October 1983, the Commission dprwarded to thc Council on 13 February 1984 a proposal for a regulation lrying down {urther provisions in relation to Regulation (EEC) No 23+/68 in respcct of ccnain flori(ultural products (COM(83) 798 final).
i

The date put fom'ard by the Commission for these provisions to entcr into force is
ember

1984.

1

Npvi

Vhile hoping that this date will be selectcd, the Commission is nonetheless not i, pfri
"
tion to prejudge the find decision, which has to be taken by the Council of Ministers.
j

Qtustion No 68, by Mn Hamncich (H-65/84)

Subject: Cooperation berween EPC, the Commission and NATO

Is the folloving scction of the explanatoqr starcmenr of Mr Egon Klepsch's repon
security adopted by the April part-session correct?
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Foreign ministry officials working wirhin the EI,C framework developed

close linls with NATO when preparing the CSCE and its sequels. The Commission itself
was also panly involved in that process.

Could the Commission state what its involvement consisted in?

Ansaner

The Commission understands the last sentence in paragraph 61 of Mr Klepsch's report as
meaning that it is partly involved in the process of preparing the CSCE and its subsequent
meedngs. This corresponds entirely with the real situation. Commission officials, in the
President's delegation, are involved in preparatory work for the CSCE talks on issues for
which the Community is competent, in panicular Basket II (economic questions).

*

**
Question No 69, by Mr Simmon* (H-70/84)

Subject: Applications for Community grants
\Vhy do applications for Community grants have to be submitted in more than one official
European language?

Answer

Applications for the aids provided for by the various Community financial instruments of
a sructural character, plus the required documentation, need only be submitted to the
Commission in a single language, and this principle is only departcd from in cerrain cases
where Communiry aids are subject to invitations to tender.
Thus, for example, project proposals rc be submitted to the Commission for a grant of
financial support for demonstration projects in the field of energy have to be drawn up in
swo official Communiry languages. One of the two languages should be French or English
if possible.l In addition, as regards tenders for shared-cost contracts for pilot projects to
control and reducc pollution caused by hydrocarbons discharged ar sea, a French or English trahslation of the proposal, or of a summary at least, is greatly rppreciated.2
These special procedures are justified on grounds of efficiency. Submicing applicadons
and the required documentation in inore than one language makes it faster and easier to
examine the dossiers concerned, which are usually fairly bulky and highly technical.

'*ro

*

Q*estion No 7Q by Mr Pearce (H-71/84)

Subject: Additional motoring cosu arising from use of exhaust gas catalysts
Is the Commission aware of a statement by the British Governmenr in the House of Commons on 6 March 1984 that the use of catalysu to converr vehicle emissions into innocuous substances (with which the Commission's forthcoming proposals on lead-free petrol

I
2

Paragraph 9, C-gmmission communication on thc granting of financial suppoft for demonstration
projects in the field of energy (OJ C 42 of 12 Februlry t9B'4).
Paragraph 8, Commission i'ommunication on the grinting'of financial 3uDDoft for pilot proiects
on the control and reduction of pollution caused by hydrocarbons dischargid at sea 1O3'C ZS of
16

March 1984).
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are concerned) would add about UKI 2 000 million (nearly 4 000 million ECU) per year
to UK motoring expenditure; does he agree that an equivalent figure for the Community
as a wholc would bc comparable with the total expenditure on tle common agricultural
policy (around 16 000 million ECU)?

Ansarcr

The Commission is aware of the statement by the British Government mentioncd by the
honourable Member, about the overall costs to tJre economy of equipping European vehi, cles with cat lysts. In consultations with the parties concerned in the preparatory work on
tightening up Communiry provisions on exhaust fumes, other, lower costs were quorcd.
The Commission does not know what bases were used in calculating these overall costs.
therefore cannot check whether they are correct, but can only take notc of them.

It

is a fact that dl technical measures aimed at substantially improving motor vehicle emissions have cerain effects on their production and running costs. These effects must be
weighed up against the cnvironmental benefits 9f such measures.

It

+

**

Qtliestion No 71, byMrAhoanos (H-79/84)

Subject: Measures which effectively nullify Community intervention in ccreals,

oil

and

raisins

Under Regulaaon 42/84r the Communiry has decided that ccreal producers who sell their
produce into intcrvention shall be paid berween 120 and 140 days aftcr the datc of deliveqy. In addition, Regulation 259/842 stipulates that oil producers shall bc paid after 120
days for oil they sell into intcrvention. Finally, for raisins the intervention period laid
down is the final rwo months of the marketing year, which will creeta e serious storate
problem.

Vhat

measures does the Commission propose

to take to prievent the implemcntadon of

the abovementioned decisions which direcdy affect cereal, oil and raisin produccrs and
leave them open to coercion by wholesalers and manufacturers because of their need to
collect payment carly enough to meet their financial commitments?

Ansuer
1.

It should

be remembered that intervention operations in the common organization of
markets represent a last resoft when conditions of supply and demand are such that
normal markcting is not possible. Intcrvention is not intcnded to be a regular soludon
for a large part of production.

It should also be remembercd that the cooperarive sysrcm gives producers some protection against the risks to which the honourable Member referred. Funhermore, the
creation of producer groups with financial support from the Communiry safeguards
to a considerable extcnt the intcrests of farmers. Thc EAGGF encouragcs better marketing of products by financing investment projccts (Rcgulation 355/77).
3.

\7ith regard to the payment schedules of 120-140 dap for products sold into intervention, the Commission took the decision for the following reasons:

1

2

the existencc of different paymenr schedules among the Member States which
could diston competition ;

OJL5of7Januaryl98,l.
OJ L 30 of I Fcbruery 1984.

'
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4.

it had also bccome more
attractive because of high interest rates) leading to a draio on EAGGF resources.

the tendency to use intervention too readily (since

The changes to the arrangemenr for raisins to which the honourable Member refers
are of quite a different nature. Regular deliveries of raisins to stock agencies hindered
the proper marketing of the product and led to an accumulation of almost unsaleable
stocks, which meant considerable financial losses for the EAGGF.

Thc Commission referred to the matt€r in its repon COM(83) 92

of.

2l March

1983

on the processed fruit and vegetable scctor. The situation promptcd the Council, acting on a Commission proposal, rc reach the decisions of 31 March on farm prices and
the rationalization of the common agricultural policy and to mbdify the arrangements
for raisins with the aim of encouraging growers to look for other market outlets.
From the 1984/85 marketing year deliveries into intervention will be restrictcd to the
last wo months of the year. The minimum price for raisins will be increased monthly
to offset storage costs. Parliament was consulted on the Commission proposals.

5.

The Commission regrets to have to tell the honourable Member that it has no plans at
the moment for any changes to these provisions.
+

$*

Question No 72, by Mr Marck (H-81/84)

Subject: Promodng dairy products
According to repofts, plans for promoting dairy products within the Community, financed
by the co-responsibiliry fund, are still being held up by the Commission. Is the Commission aware that this rype of decision is detrimental to the effons that dairy producers have
been making for some years to promote their products and goes against all the rules of
advertising? Is the Commission planning to maintain this boycott of sales of dairy products?

Answer
Due to the present financial situation in the Community and due to the uncertain financial
resources, the Commission has not yet taken a decision on the allocation of the 37.5 million ECU earlier foreseen for expenditure on prortotion and publicity. The Commission is
continuing its examination on the udlization of the financial resources available in the
dairy sector.
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ANNEX III

Commission action on Europcan Padiament opinions on Commission proposals delivered
at the Merch I, March II and April 19t4 part-sessions

This is an account, as arranged with the Bureau of Parliament, of the action taken by the
Commission in respect of amendments proposed at the March I, March II and April 1984
pan-sessions in the framework of parliamentary consultation, and of disaster aid granted.

A.I.

Commission proposak
accepted by the

1.

to afiich Parliament proposed amendmerts that baoe
infull

been

Commision

Mr d'Angelosante on the Commission proposal to the Council
(COM(82) 792 final) for a regulation determining the persons liable for

Report by

payment of a customs debt:

A proposal amended along the lines requested by Parliament is to be sent to
the Council in May.
Commission's position at debate: Verbadm report of proceedings, 12/ 13 Apnl
1984, p.351.

Text of proposal adopred by EP : Minutes of

2.

t

I Rpril

1984, p. 238.

Repon by Mr Ghergo on the Commission proposal to the Council (COM(83)
189 final) for a directive on procedures for harmonizing the programmes for
the reduction and eventual elimination of pollution caused by waste from the
titanium dioxide industry:
The procedure for amending the proposal is under way.
Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon

of proceedings, l0April

1984, p. 45.

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 10 April 1984, pp. 30-35

3.

Repon by Mrs Scrivener on rhe Commission proposals
(COM(83) 595,697 and 598 final) for:

(i)

to the Council

a reguladon introducing special measures of Community interest in
respect of employment,

,

(ii)

a regulation lalng down specific measures
respec of transpon infrastructure,

(iiD

a regulation introducing special measures of Communiry interest in

of Community inrerst in

respect of energy srarcgy:

As the Commission stated at the plenary sitting on 12 March, it has accepted
all the amendments proposed by Parliament and has amended the three
proposals for regulations accordingly under the second paragraph of Anicle
149 of the EEC Treary.

The amendmenr are incorporated in COM(8a) 150 final, which has been sent
to Parliament and the Council.
Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon
1984,pp. 12-13

of proceedings,

12

March

Text of proposal adopted by EP : Minutes of 1 2 March 1984, pp. 2l -34

4.

Repon (without debate) by Mr Ingo Friedrich on the Commission proposal to
the Council (COM(83) 786 final) for a directive extending the derogarion
granted to Ireland in respect of turnover tax and excise duty in rhe
international movemenr of travellers

:

Since the resolution in question was adopted by the European Parliamenr ar its

April part-session, the Council has adoptcd a dircctive authorizing Ireland to
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exclude from the exemption goods whose unit value is higher than77 ECU for
as long a time as the level of the exemption is set at 280 ECU (Directive of
30 April 1984 raising the present 210 ECU exempdon to 280 ECU with effect

from I July 1984).
In spite of this decision of the Council's the Commission maintains its proposal

for

a directive.

The Commission is prepared to accept the amendment proposed by Parliament
which provides for the same progressive rise as in the Commission proposal
and the complete abolition of the derogadon as of l January 1989, but with
higher percentages in relation rc the noriral exemption-for."ih rt"g..
The Commission will be presenting an amended proposal.
Commission's position at debate: Verbatim report of proceedings

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 10 April, p. 25.

A.II.

to uthich Parliament proposed amendments that haoe beet
Commision in part

Commission proposal
accepted by the

1.

Report by Mr Kazazis on the Commission proposal to the Council (COM(83)

495 final)

for a

regulation establishing the Mediterranean integrated

ProSrammes:

The Commission is in the process of preparing a proposal for a regulation
amended rc take account of some of. the 76 amendments proposed by the
European Parliament. The amended proposal will also take account of the
changes made by the Council in Januaqy 1984 to the ERDF non-quora section
regulations of 1980 and the Commission proposals of 10 October 1983 to
improve the effectiveness of agricultural structures and the 18 November 1983
proposals concerning the ERDF.

ln view of all the work involved here, it is not possible at this dme to say when
the Commission will be able to consider the amended proposals for the MIP
and send them to the Council.
Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon
1984, pp. 230-233

of proceedings, 2gMarch

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 29 March 1984, pp. 124-157

2.

Repon by Mr Dalsass on the Commission proposal to the Council (COM(82)
328 final) for a regulation laying down general rules on rhe definition,
description and presenadon of spirituous beverages and of vermouths and
other wines of fresh grapes flavoured with plants or other aromatic substances:

The Commission acceprcd some of the amendments at the plenary sitting on
12 April and is intending to send the Council its amended proposal in the next
few weeks.

Commission's position at debarc: Verbatim repon

of proceedings,

12 April

1984, p.283

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of

3.

tl

Rpril 1984, pp. 108-121

Repon by Mrs Herman on the Commission proposal to the Council
(COM(83) 661 final) for a decision adopting a Community programme to
develop the specialized information market in Europe:

The proposal for the directive, amended under the second paragraph of Article
149 of the Treaty, is to be sent to the Council in the course of the month.
Commission's position ac debarc: Verbatim repon of proceedings, 26 March

1984,pp.20-22
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 26 March 1984,p. 17.
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Report (without debate) by Mr Rogdla on the Commission proposal rc the
Council (COM(83) a55 final) for a regulation (EEC, Euratom, ECSC)
amcnding the conditions of employment of other senrants of the EC:

The Commission endorses amendments 1, 2 and 4, and will bc altcring its
proposal in the next few weeks.
Commission's position at debatc: Verbasim repon of proceedings, 12/13 April
1984,

p.342

Text of proposal adoptcd by EP: Minutcs of
5.

1

3

April

1984, pp. 29 -30

Report by Mr Blocklet closing the parliamentary consultation procedure on
the Commission proposal to the Council (COM(83) 559) for a regulation on
improving the effectiveness of agriculturd structures
Pan I (Directives
7 2 / I 59 IEEC, 7 2 / 160 lEEC and 7 2 / 16l /EEC).

The Commission acccptcd some of the proposed amendments at the plenary
sitting and is intending to send the Council its amended proposal in rhe next
fcwwceks.
Commission's position at debate: Verbadm repon

of proceedings,

12

April

1984, pp. 278-80

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutcs of
6.

tl epril

1984,pp.76-Bl

by Mr Sherlock on the Commission proposal. to the Council
(COM(82) 6,t6 final) for a directive on the protcction of workerc againsq rishs
arising out of exposure to chemical, physical or biological agents at their
Repon

workplace: noise:
response to Parliament's vores on 20January nd 26March 1984, the
Commission is amending (under the second paragraph of Anicle 149 of the

In

Treary) its proposal

for a

directivc on protcction against noise

at

the

workplace. As statcd by Mr Narjcs at the plenary sitting on 25 March it will
incorporate a large number of the amendments proposed by Parliament.

The new tcxt will stress the imponance of cooperation berwcen management
and labour and of reducing noise at its sourcc and the additional role of
individual protcctive equipment. It will dcfine the stage at which action was to
be taken to give effect rc prwentive measures, before the exposure limit was
reached. However, the Commission maintains is proposal that an 85 decibcl
noise levcl should be required for all prwentive action (including audiometrio
checks), with a 90 decibel exposure limit. These figures are rc be reviewed five
years after the directive has come into operation, when maximum exposure
should be reduccd to 85 decibels by a Council decision.

The Commission would, however, point out that Member Statcs are entided
to givc their workcrs trcater protection, a provision which appears in Directive
80/1107/EEC, which applies in respect of this proposal.

The amended tcxt will incorporate the clarifications proposed by Parliament
and

will rcflect

the gcneral agreement reached in our discussions.

In the resolution thc Commission is also askcd to add to the

annexes

tle

Member States'statistics on occupationd diseases causcd by noise.
Such data is to be used with caution and its limitations borne in mind, as they
reflect a variety of criteria for compensation and have changed over the years.
The Commission fears that rhe raw daa may be difficult to interpret correcdy
and proper analysis would be a lengthy and delicate operation if one is to go
beyond the semi-quantitative conclusions guen in the Explanatory
Memorandum.
Commission's posirion at debatc: Verbatim repon

of proccedings, 25 March

1984,pp.7-8
Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutcs of 20 January 1984, pp.32-34
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7.

Repon by Dame Shelagh Robens on the Commission proposal to the Council
(COM(83) 686 final) for a direcdve on parental lcavc and leave on family
grounds:

The Commission is currendy establishing the text for an amended proposal
which will ake account of the parliamentaqy opinion.
Commission's position at debate: Verbadm repon of proceedings, 29 March
1984, pp.243-4.

Repon (without debate) by Mr Rogalla on the Commission proposal to the
Council (COM(83) 730 final) for a 4th directivc amending Direcdve
74/651/EEC on the tax reliefs to be allowed on thc imponation of goods in
smdl consignments of a non-commercial character within the Community:

fui

amended version of the proposal, incorporadng the amendment that was

acceprcd, is under preparation.

Commission's position at debate:

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of l0 April 1984, pp. 19-20
9.

Repon by

Mr de Pasquale on the Commission

(COM(83) 6a9 final) for

a

proposal to the Council
regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 724/75

establishing a European Regional Development Fund:

'Vork

at the Council on the revision of the ERDF regulation is moving rapidly
rcwards a positive conclusion.

In

panicular, the Council General Affairs session on 14 May reached
agreement on the main poins in the Commission's proposal. It asked the
Committee of Permanent Representatives to settle the relatively minor
questions still outstanding and rc finalize the rcxt.
During the negotiation the Commission reminded the Council and, as far

as

possible, upheld the positions expressed by thc European Parliament.

The Commission considers that the condidons will be satisfied very soon for
bcginning the conciliation procedure sanctioned by tle three insdtutions'
agreement of 4 March 1975 and, requested by Parliament. In its view it would
be highly desirable for conciliation to take place as soon as possible.
Commission's position at debate : Verbatim repon of proceedings, 12/13
1984, pp. 336-338

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of
B.

13

April

1984, pp. 194-213

Commission proposak to which Parliament proposed amendments
Conmission has notfeh able to accept

1.

Apil

that

the

Repon by Mr l*zzi on the Commission proposal to the Council (COM(S4)26
final) for a regulation lrying down rulcs for the implementation of Regulation
(EEC) No 3331/82 on food-aid policy and food aid managemcnr:

Parliament found the conrcnt

of the Commission proposal

acceptable.

However, it has always disputed the legality of Regulation 3331/82, the legal
basis for the proposal, for a number of reasons, the most imponant being that
it infringes its budgetary powers. In order not to hold up food aid, Parliament
approved the Commission proposal, subject to deledon of the references to
that regulation.

Thc Commission appreciates the attitude Parliament rcok in approving the
regulation in spite of ia substantive objections. On the othcr hand, it does not
agree that Regulation 3331/82.infringes Parliamentt budgeary powers. Its
reasons are given in the Commission's reply during the plcnary sitting. Those
reasons still hold good.
Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon of proceedings, 12/23 Apnl

1981,pp.352-t
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Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of l3 April 1984,pp.48-49
2.

Repon by Mrs Focke on the Commission proposal to rhe Council
(COM(83)695 final) for a regulation establishing alternative forms of food
assistance to the supply of food aid:

Vhile it did not

accept the amendments proposed by Parliamenq rhe
Commission stated that, legally, its proposal stood apan from Regulation
3331/82.It is prepared to consider to what extent ir could ake account of the
parliamentary opinion, bearing in mind at the same time that it would not be
ablc to make use of this procedure within a reasonable lapse of time for
alternative forms of action.

The question is still under consideration and, as far as possible, the
Commission will take Parliament's opinion into account during the discussions
at the Council.
Commission's position at debate:

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of
3.

Repon by

I3

Mr Moreau on the Commission

April

1984, p. 241

proposal

to the Council for

a

decision implementing Decision 83/200/EEC empowering the Commission to

contract loans under the New Community Instrument
promoting investment within the Community:

for the purpose of

The amendment proposed to Anicle 3 of the Commission proposal would
exrcnd thc list of priorities for use of the NCI ro include investment projects,
mainly in small and medium-sized undenakings, not only in 'rhe
direcdyJinked industry and services', but also in 'the other sectors of
production'. Two considerations make this amendment unacceptable to the
Commission:

(D

The NCI's field of application is not limited to directly-linked industry
and services. The 'other secors of production' are explicidy included,
as surt€d in Article 2 of the proposal.

(ii)

Extending the list of priorities to so wide a field would have the effect
of watering down priorities. And in discussing the present situation it is
the decline in indusrial investmenr, in dwelopmenr investment, that we
have in mind. It is this decline that must be arrested if the necessary
reactivation of the economy is to be achieved. This is why the
Commission wishes to indicare clearly that it intends to concenrrare its
effons on restoring industrial investment.

Commission's posirion at debate : Verbatim repon of proceedings, 27 March

1984,pp.93-4.
Text of adopted by EP: Minutes of Z9 March 1984,p.34.
4.

by Mr Parcrs on the Commission proposal to the Council
(COM(83)217 final) for a directive on implementation of the principle of
equal treatment for men and women in occupational social securityschemes:
Report

The Commission is not intending to amend its proposal.

Vhile it is far from being

opposed

to most of

Parliament's proposals, ir

considers that there are, neverrheless, major reasons why they should not be
accept€d for the momenq as was explained both in Mr Richard's statemenr at
the plenary sitting and in the reply rc'Vritten Question No 2199183 from Mr
Peterc.

Commission's position ar debatc: Verbatim report of proceedings, 29 March
1984, pp.240-2

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 30 March 1984, pp.25-26
:!
,i

'!
rt
l1

i,

li
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5.

Report by Mr Gaben on the Commission proposals to the Council for:

(i)

a recommendation to the Member States'national railway undertakings
on greater cooperation in the commercial management of international
transport of travellers and goods by rail (COM(83)a04 final),

(iD

a recommendation concerning the International Union for Rail-Road
Transpon (COM(83)331 final),

(iii) a draft recommendation on the railway

rates to be charged in
international Eanspoft involving conainers and combined rail-road
services (COM(83)357 final),

(ir) a recommendadon rc the Member

States' railway undenakings
concerning technical operating conditions and internal obstacles to
frontier-crossing in international goods ffansport (COM(83)490 final) :

The l7orking Party on Transport Questions has already combined three
proposals in a singled recommendation; the founh (Intcrunit) is still under
consideration.

The Commission has turice rejected the amendments proposed by Mr Gabert
(at the Committce on Transpon and at the plenary sitting). It argued that the
proposals hardly seemed realistic, even in five years' time, as they presupposed
rhe creation of a l0-member European Railway Union. It said it favoured a
gradual approach initially, on a bilateral basis and in given sectors.

The single document incorporating three proposals for recommendations
(excluding the Interunit one) was adopted at the Council session on ransport
on 10 May 1984.

Commission's position at debate: Verbatim
29/30 March 1984, pp.326-7

report of

proceedings,

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minurcs of 30 March 1984, pp. 103-106

C.

Commission proposak in respect of which Parlkment dclioeredfaoorrable opinions or
did not requestfomdl amendmeil

1.

Repon by Mr Eyraud on the proposal for a directive (COM(83)783 final) on
combating classical swine fever:
Replies to suggestions put forward by Parliament in its resolution.

Item 2

'fuks it, neveftheless, to propose a list of stricter criteria in order to define
more closely what is meant by the 'high health risk area' referred to in its
proposal;'

In the Commission's view many criteria must be taken into consideration in
defining what a high-risk area is, which is why it provided for the decision to
be taken, case by case, by the Commission once the Standing Vetrrinary
Committee has given its opinion. lZhen it has occasion to take such decisions,
the Commission will take into account the incidence and persistence of the

disease in the region in question, the density of t}c pig population, the
srructure of the farms, the predominant purpose of the farms (production of
breeding animals, reproduction, fattening, etc.).
Item 3
'Requests rhe Commission to use this to undenake the requisite action to
contain and combat this epizootic disease as efficiendy and thoroughly as
possible;'

The Commission is following the evolution of the disease through the Member
States' national eradication plans. It will continue its effons to reinforce such
measures, notably by determining high-risk areas. It will give particular
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attention to the coordinacion of regional action within the Member Satcs and
berwcen them, especially in high-production fronrier zones.
Item 4

'Requests the Commission to prcsenr a report to the Council and rhe
Europcan Parliament by 30June 1985 on the results of the eradication plans
and the evolution of the disease in the Community in 1983 and 1984;'

Thc Commission will not fail to keep the Council and the European
Parliament informed of developments in thc situation and p'anicularly of the
results of tightcning up the measures applied and will therefore act'on rhis
request.

Commission's position at debarc: Verbatim repon

of proceedings,

12

April

1984, p.285

Text of proposal adopted by EP : Minutcs of I 3 April 1984, p. 126
2.

Rcpon by Mr Chanrcrie on the 1985 guidelines for the European Social Fund:

On 27 April 1984 the Commission adoptcd the following communication on
guidelines for the managemenr of the European Social Fund from 1985 to
1987 which is to be published in rhe Official Journal of the European
Communides.

'The guidelines for the managemenr of the European Social Fund adoptcd on
Deccmter 1983 (OJ No C 5, 10 January 1984, p. 2) remain unchanged for
the period 1985-87, with rhe addition of the Council resolution of 23 Jinuary
1984 on thc promotion of youth employmenr rc the list of resolutions given in
2-1

item II.

If, however, experience acquired in the management of the Fund during 1984
makes this necessary, the Commission s,ill make adjusrments to the

guidelines.'

Commission's position at debate: Verbatim
29/30 March 1984, pp. 280-1

report of

proceedings,

Text ofproposal adopted by EP:

Repon by Mn Sdisch on the Commission communication to the Council
(COM(83)662-final) entitled'Community action to combat unemployment:
conribution of locd iniriative rc job creation'

(i)

The Commission has taken note of the parliamentary resolution and
will in its future urork take into account the various points of the
resolution that emphasize the importance of local initiative in the
creation of jobs for-certain categories, such as women, or certain rypes
of project, such as those with social aims.

(iD

At the Council, the parliamcntary resoludon was distributed on 6 April
1984 (Doc. 6165/84 ASSRE 151 SOC 119, amached). At the
-eeting
of the Vorking Parry on Social Questions on 30 Aprii the Commissioi

\[orking Pan/s ancntion to the parliamenary
Commission endorscd parliamen*
amended text of the draft Council resolution (COM(83)562 final,
prcamble, Section I(5a) and Section II(la).
represenrarive drew the

resolution, stating

(iiD

P.endhg the

that the

councilt adoption of the draft resolution it had presentcd,

the Commission began preparatory work on c€rtain projects ar
Communiry level, notably for the collection and exchange of
informadon and a-new programme for consultation on local piojects
(invitations to tender for both these were publishcd in O; No i Of,
16 March 1984).
Copgrlsgion-'s position
29/30

M*ch

at

1984, pp. 277 -8

debate

:

Verbatim nepon

of

proceedings,
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Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 30 March 1984, p.

+.

51

Repon by Mrs Desouches on the Commission proposal to the Council
(COM(83)558 final) for a decision amending Decision 79/783/EEC with
regard to general measures in the field of data processing:

Vith

reference to paragraph 4 of the resolution (the nced for a measure for
the protection of data), the Commission finds that it is not possible merely to
take over the provisions of the Council of Europe Convention as they stand.
The question then arises whether it would be desirable rc include new fields
relating rc very complicarcd tcchniques.

Furthermore, in this field, made particularly complcx by rapid changes in
technology, it would have to call on the assistance of experts, panicularly
nadonal experts, in order rc be sure that any Communiry proposal made
corresponded to the actual situation in the Member States.
Lastly, for the moment the Commission does not have sufficient staff to carry
out such a task. It is thereforc continuing at present with its preparatory
studies. A new stage may be reached whan the Commisson is in a position to
give the quesdon all the attention it needs.

'!7ith reference to paratraph 7 (request for Community action to afford
computer proBrammes (sofrware) legal protection), the Commission is
interested, with regard to internal Communiry policy, in continuing to srudy
the question, with panicular rcference to adjustments in copyright and patent
arrantements. The inclusion of the subject in the green paper on copyrights
was considered a posidve first step. The Commission is expected to adopt this
document in the autumn of 1984. It might then propose a recommendation to
the Council of Ministers. Some would like to see representations made to the
European Patent Office with a view to having a more open poliry adopted

towards inventions, including software. In connection with this, we are
awaiting useful information from industry concerning the application of
patents accepted by national courts while they were summarily rejected by the
EPO on the basis of the same legal text.
Commission's position at debate: Verbatim report

of proceedings, 26March

1984, pp.23-25

Text of proposal adopted by EP:

D.

Disaster ai.d supplied sitce hst part-session
Emergency

Cotntry

aidwithin

the Community

S*m

kaly

900 000

Itly

2 350 000

ECU

Reason

eanhquakes in

Ecu ,,i1ilffi:H,
Itzly

Distrifutedby

Dateof&cision

Sw

May 19E4

Sst

May 19E4

No
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cortties

Financial aid
Country

Madagascar

Reason

Disnifuudby

Date ofdccision

Hurricanc

LICROSS

18. 4. 84

Sum

350 000

Ecu

Camisi
Benin
Chad

Ethiopia
Ghana

Mali
Mauritania

Niger
Senegal

Sudan

Togo
UpperVolta
Zambia

Djibouti
Mayottc

Ecu
Ecu
2 500 000 Ecu
2 000 000 Ecu

drought
drought
drought
drought
drougth

500 000

2 000 000

850 000 ECU

Ecu
Ecu
2 000 000 Ecu
2 000 000
1 500 000

ECU
500 000 ECU
500 000 ECU
500 000

Ecu
Ecu
270 000 Ecu
500 000

250 000

drought
drought
drought
drought
drought
drought
drought
drought
Hurricane

UNDRO

t7 .

4.84

EEC Delegation

17. 4.84

UNDRO

17.4.84
t7 . 4.84
17. 4.84

EEC Delegation
M6decins sans
frontiCres
EEC Delegation

17.4.84
17 . 4.84
t7 . 4.84
17. 4.84
t7. 4.84
17.4.E4
17.4.84
t7. 1.84

EEC Delegation
EEC Delegation
EEC Delegation
EEC Delegadon
EEC Delegation
EEC Delegation
EEC Dclegation
EEC Delegation

8. 5. 84

Camisi

Food aid
Country

Qlr;atity

Gambia

I

000 t cereals

Ghana

t

000 t cereals

Guinea-Bissau

2 000 t cereals

UpperVola

3 000 t cereals

Mauritania

5 000 t cereals

Senegal

8 000 t cereals

Togo

2 000 t cereals

Mozambiquc

15 000

Zimbabwe

15 000 t cereals

Madagascar

t cereals

Rear,on

DdEof&cfuion

drought
drought
drought
drought
drought
drought
drought
floods
(Hurricane
Domoina)
Mozambican
refugees and drought

25.4.84
25.4.E4

hurricanes

25.4.84
25. 4.84

25.4.84
25.

4.84

25. 4.84
25. 4.84

25.

4.84

26.4.84
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day's minutes. Since we have proposed a compromise
amendment (Doc. 1-310/84) it ought to be included in
the agenda.

Vce-kesident
(The sittingwas operedat 9 am.)

l.
Presideat.

changes to what has already been decided.

Approval ofthe Minrtes

The Minutes of yesterday's sitting have

been disributed.

Are there any comments?

Mr Prcsident, I would like to ask
Mr Pcarcc (ED).
your advice on the- referenoe on page 1 of the Minutes
to the episode concerning a television crew that was in
thc Chamber. My collcague, Mr Christopher Jackson
prorcsted about this and so did one or swo other people. May I ask that you take this matter before the
Bureau and that we have a fresh definition of what
television crews and photographers are allowed rc do
in the Chamber. This Chamber does have a cenain
digniry for itself, Mr President. People should behave
in a certain way be they Members, visitors or members
of the press. I would like to ask you to take this matter
rc the Bureau and see that when the next Parliament
starts there are fresh rules which enable the digniry of
the House and thc convenience of Members rc be
properly maintained.
President.

Gautier, the list of urgencies that can
Presidcnt.
- Mr was
notified yesterday morning and
be taken today
approved yestcrday afternoon. I cannot make any

I shall ask the Administradon rc draw up

(S).- (DE) Mr President, it is not a differenl subject but the same one csnsidered by Mr Collins afrd Mr Alber. Mr Collins and I even submitted a
joint pnotion yesterday, basing it on page 2l of TuesMr Gauticr

day's minutes.

Mr Gautier, I am not able, I am afraid,
Presi, ,eot.
tom ,dify -the agenda as adopted yesterday afternoon
at3
(DE) Mr President, it was said
Mr $,autier (S).
yestelday that the- question of air pollution would be
dealt with today under Item 5. So there was no need
to chhnge the agenda. All I am concerned with is that
our lnotion should also appear under Item 5 of the
agenda.

President.

No, we would have needed a formal

decision of-the fusembly including that motion for a
resolution. I am very sorry, Mr Gautier, that'I cannot
do what you ask.

- yestcrday's incident so that the Bureau
a repoft on

may consider the matter with full knowledge of the
facts.

(DE) lvlr President, page 81 of
Mr Gautier (S).
rhe minutes gives -the agenda of rcday's sitting. Now,

(GR) Mr President, I
of
the European Parliament, Mr Danken, which says
that, following discussions berween the Presiddnt of

Mr

Papecfstratiou (PPE).

-

have in my hand a reply sent to me by the President

although it appears in the minutcs of Tuesday, 22
May, page 21, under ltcm 5, urgent debate
air pol- Gautier,
lution
the motion for a resolution by Mr
Mr Glinne,
Mr Arndt and others on behalf of the
Socialist Group (Doc. 1-310/84) is not included
rcday. It deals with the samc subjcca as the motions

the European Parliament and thc Greek Governmenq
the information programmes on the elections to the
European Parliament would be broadcast from
15 May. I regret to have to inform you that these programmes have not bcen broadcast though it is today
24 May, and thus the pcoplc of Grcece have not been
acquainted vith the activities and functions of the

by Mr Collins and Mr Alber and was entered in Tues-

European Parliament.
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Papacfstretiou

The Bureau should therefore take this maficr up.

Mr Hutton (ED).
Mr President, I am speaking on
behalf of Sir Peter-Vanneck who, unfonunately, has

(Parliama* approoed tlx Minrtes)t

been called away, but I am sure that all the Members
here look forward to his return in July.

2.

Topical and rrgent debate

GulfVar
Prcsident

-

The next item is the joint debate on:

motion for a resolution
1-300/84), by
- the
Mr Albers and otherc, on behalf of the Socialist

(Doc.

Group, on the mission of the seven Arab countries

-

the motion for a rcsoludon (Doc.

l-3la/8\,

by

Sir Peter Vanneck and Mr Battersby, on behalf of
the European Democradc Group, on the Gulf

wilf.

Mr Albcn (S).

-

(NL) Mr President,

as

we prepare

ourselves for the elections to the European Parliament,

we often hear it said that the European Communiry is
a factor for peace. I wholeheartedly agree with this

My group would like to be associated with the joint
text of Amendment No l,'and I should like our name
to be added to thc list of proposers. The Gulf ITar is a
matrcr of crucial imponance rc us in Europe. The
United States purchases very litde oil from the Gulf
States. The Sovict Union has its own supplies. But
Europe, Asia and Africa depend upon oil from the
Gulf. Any sudden disruption could nip our economic
recovery in the bud.
So, who is to offer a beneficial influence in the area?
The United States' influence has not had a happy
record reccntly. The Soviet Union is the principal arms
supplier to the war. The Communiry has the potential

to be.an influence for peace. Given that the Gulf will
go on dominating our oil supplies, we must formulate
a positive response to the Arab Foreign Ministers'
appeal rc the United Nations' Secretary-General to
mediarc in this ugly war.

sentiment.

If it is not checked and begins to spread, let me remind
you of the words of the Koran which say ''Vho can
prorcct you from Allah, if ir is his will to scourge

The danger of there being a civil war in Vestern

you?'.

Europe is past. The old hatchets have been buried. But
this also imposes a dury on us in our relations with our
neighbours, our relations with she Arab world. And
the Arab world expects the European Communiry to
play its pan where military conflicr emerge. And ir
can play a pam because the Arabs know that the Euro-

pean People's Party-I endorse the ioint resolution that,

pean Community has no military objectives
part of the world.

in their

But, Mr President, this means that the countries of rhe
European Community must not supply weapons when
wars break out in this pan of the world, like thar
between Iran and Iraq. Vhen weapons are used in disputes, the supply of aflns mu$ cease and it must be
ensured that the know-how and equipment required
for the constnrction of atom bombs do nor ter into the
hands of the warring panies. The war berween Iran
and Iraq is becoming more violent by the day. In
Europe we bre concerned about the supply of oil to
our economies, a subject that is also discussed in Mr
Pintat's resolution and repon.

Mr Croux (PPE).

(NL) On behalf of rhe Euro-

has been abled. As regards the first point, this is
clearly an excellent opponunity for the Ten to speak
with one voice, to act as a factor for peace and to play
a mediating role by reacting positively to the appeal

from the Arab Foreign Ministers to the United
Nadons Security Council.

As for the second point, the supply of weapons, we
might adopt the same posirion as we adopted on the
Fergusson report, panicularly where sophisticated
weapons are concerned. IZe often put this question to
the Foreign Ministcrs and the Council, but cre do not
always tet the answer we wanr. In this critical situation in a pan of the world so close to us and so important for our energy supplies, we feel rhe Council and
the 10 Foreign Ministerc really can play an acrive and
positive role.

But his objecdve is too limited, Mr President. The
European Community has an intcrest in seeing the
warring panies sit down at the negotiating table. Supplies of weapons lead to escalation. Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia are now direcdy involvcd in the war. The ministers of the Arab countries who have visitied the
European capitals have a right to the Communiq/s
support. The Ten must decide to srop supplying arms.

The first thing to consider is the possible physical
blocking of the Ormuz Suaits over a distance of

I

unlikely in practical terms. A minesweeper, for instance, passing just once a day, carn assurc that a clear

Doatmeils receioed:see Minutcs.

(FR) Mr President, ladies and genMr Pinat (L).
-. situation
demen, given the
in the Gulf, it is important
to assess objectively what its real conscquences may
be.

45 km and a widrh of 40 km. The experts consider this
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Pintat
passage 410 m wide

will be kept open, which is ade-

'Vest,

rn bloc to keep this region in permanent turmoil.

quate for super-tankers.

It

In any case, the United States have undertaken to
guiuantee the free passage of international shipping in
the Straits. Any inrcrvention in this respect by the
Community is, in our view, out of the question.

whicl is now becoming of crucial importance, but to
aPPr, ach the belligerents and to do all in their power
rc bnl .g about a solution through diplomatic channels
toa nflict that is becoming more serious every day.

Secondly, a prolonged hold-up of oil raffic through
the Straits, even if they are not obstructed, for safery
reasons. Ve consider that this is where the real danger
of the present crisis lies.

Mr Devignon, We-hesidert of the Commission.
(fR)]Mr President, the Commission is, of course,

is fherefore a maner of urgency for our ministers
not ol ly to establish a joint position on shis quesdon,

In the explanatory statement of the report which last
night I introduced on behalf of the Committee on
Energy, Research and Technology on this very subject
the future of Middle East oil supplies
- Parliament
-has stated the reasons why the loss of supplies
coming
through the Straiu, which account for 180/o of the oil
supplies rc the non-communist world, could very
quickly be made up from other sources, by calling on
reserves stocked on sea and land.

*,atcfting developments very carefully and, as I told
you festerday, in the course of the wider debate on
the r{pon submitted by Mr Pintat, the Energ;y Minist€rs +ret last Tuesday on the Commission's initiative
and tfrey agreed that, first, the policy of energ;y-saving
whicfr was introduced in the Community some years
ago I with significant effect
allows us a litde more
- than we might have
flcxiUiliry in the present situation
enjofed in earlier yearsl and, secondly, that at the
preslnt stage there is no need to take special measures
for rilarket stabilization, as markets remain steady and
supplies are coming in.

The real shonfall, before stocks were exhausted,
would not amount to more than 7 a 80/o of world
demand.

The real and serious danger concerns prices

-

because a considerable price increase cannot be ruled

out in these circumstances. This is where the importance of the report submitted by the Committee on
Energy, Research and Technology, on which the vote

should be taking placc this afternoon, can be seen
because it calls on the Communiry to pursue unremittingly the development of altcrnadve energies to substitute for petroleum in order rc lessen our dependenc€ on third countries.

l

This being so, we agreed that, if contrary to expecationsj funher difficulties should arise, the Community
will be able together with our partners, the indusuial-

ized countries
to take measures which will not
- regards supplies or, above all, as
causf, either as
regafds the prices of these supplies, deleterious effects
to opr economies. At the political level, the meeting
whilh the Foreign Ministers will be holding during the
coming weekend will enable them rc discuss what can
be dirne to defuse the situation, which is, of course,
what the Commission desires.
I

Prcsidcnt.

I feel that this repon ansvers adequately the questions
raised by Members and I considcr that by voting it this
afternoon we shall be providing an appropriate answer
to the problem.

-

The debate is closed.

Voter

Libyan People's Brreau in London

(FR) My group has signed the
Mr Rivicrez (DEP).
- is before the Assembly. kt me
joint resolution which
tell you why.

The last few days have seen a new escaladon in the
conflict berween Iran and [raq. Commcrcial ships have
been sunk, making the passage through the Ormuz
Straits increasingly dangerous. But while it is important to react rapidly to this development, in order to
restore the free movement of tankers, it is more
imponant still to condemn the risk of the internation-

dization of this conflict. The inenia of the Vestern
States is deplorable and a very serious matter. Ve
should not remain indifferent to the conflio berween
the rwo Gulf States, because ooncert€d desabilizasion
and a threat rc world peace conccrn us all.

'!fle should also bear in mind, Mr President, that it
may be in the interest of some countries of the non-

pr"dia"ot.

The next it€m is the motion for a resolu-

tion (Doc.-l-286/84), by Sir Henry Plumb and others,
on behalf of the European Democratic Group, on
tectnt e.rents concerning the Libyan People's Bureau
in Lbndon.

Laff

Ellcs (ED).

-

Mr

President,

first of all my

groirp wish rc express our deep rympathy rc the family

of pPC Fletcher, who was killed while on dury in
St Jfmes's Square in April of this year performing her
ordinary duties as a policewoman. fu Members of this
Holrsc will know, she was killed by a member of rhe
Ubfp People's Bureau behind thc protection of that
builping in StJames's Square.

24. 5.84
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Lady Elles

Vhat out concern is, is what

measures Member Sates
can take against such blatant acts of tcrrorism under
the protcction of diplomatic immunity: diplomadc
immunity which covers buildings, persons and, of
course, the use of the diplomatic bag. ![e accept that
diplomatic immunity is based on necessity, on the reci-

diplomau L privileges and
immunities which, in fact, have existed for centuries.
'\7e
also recognize the difficulty of making changes in
the Vienna Convention on diplomatic immuniry. Apan
from the difficulties that would be raised, it would
take a very long time indeed. !7e believe that it is for
the Ten to take immediate action, rc make immediate
proposals for measures which will deal with international terrorism, which is being protected at the

procal protection

of

Having said that, my group, of course, will back this
resolution, because it is important that the peaceful
but with the proexchange of diplomats continues

(Cies of 'Hear, hear!')
Lady Elles (ED).
I simply cannot allow completely
- to
fallacious statemenr
be left unanswered in this
House. The government is having an inquiry. The
reason that it is not public is quite clear, because it is a
matrcr for the intelligence sen ices, and Ms Clwyd has
totally misrepresent€d the situation.

moment on the basis of diplomatic immuniry.

(Protests)

This is an intolerable situation, and it is exactly the
sort of measure and the son of problem which can

Mr Pannella (CDD.

only be dealt with by the Ten as a whole. Ve therefore
urge the Foreign Ministers acting in political cooperation to get dor/n to it and coordinate some sysrcm that
will protect the people of Europe from this form of
international rcrrorism killing innocent people.

Mr President, ladies and
- noFR)
gentlemen, I feel it is
concern of ours if our colleagues speak with one tongue here and another at
home. \7hat concerns me is that they should speak
appropriately here.

As regards this resolution,
Ms Clvyd (S.)
Mr President, I too wish to join
with Lady Elles -in expressing my sorrov at the death
of VPC Fletcher and condemn the events of tZ epril
1984 in and around the Libyan People's Bureau of St
James's Square, London.
same time, I find it somewhat hypocritical that
the Conservative Group in this Parliament should put
down a resolution of this kind, panicularly as the British Government has refused a full inquiry into the
incidents concerning this panicular occurrence. The
question this Parliament ought to ask is why they have
not agreed to a full inquiry.

At the

Undoubtedly, drug-smuggling under the guise of
diplomatic bags is e fairly commonplace occurrence.
The Nigerian Government, some time ago, warned

diplomas that they would be searching diplomatic
bags while the currenry was being changed in that
country.
Of course, the answer to the question why the British
Government do not agree rc a full inquiry is pretty
obvious. There is evidence rc show that British inrclligence knew before the shooting that it was likely to
happen, that there were cables available in the Foreign
Office, as there were during the Falklands war, and
that an inquiry would reveal, yet again, the incompetence of the intelligence services in Britain and the
incompercnce of the British Government.

The atdtude of the British Governmenq I believe, has
put at risk thousands of British lives in Libya, and it is
totally hypocritical of this group, as it has been many
times over the past 5 years, to put forward a resolution
of this kind when they refuse rc hold an inquiry in
their own counuy.

-

per safeguards.

I

think that there are

a

number of political commen$ to be made, not on what
these colleagues have been srying, but on the conduct
of the British Government. I do not propose to honour
in this House by accusing
or offend
-them,
- anybody
or regarding
them as representatives of the Bridsh Government. '$7e are all here representatives of
our European electorates.

I was able, Mr President, to inform the Political
Affairs Committee at its last meeting of the very serious events which have occurred and to state very
clearly the position of the Italian and the European
Radicals on these events. I shall vote for this resolution
but that does not mean that I do not have my own
very definite view of the responsibiliry that falls on our
governments
and incidentally not only on the British Government
- each time criminals calling themselves statesmen act in a certain fashion. This time it
has been the lot of the British Government, but I do
not feel we should suess that fact, because all our gov-

ernments are not on the whole very good at coping

with such situations.

Mr Naries, Memhr of the Commission.
(DE) The
Commission obsened with horror the -events which
took place in St James's Square in lpndon on 17 April
1984. It condemns these events utterly; is mourns the
victims.

The Commission is in agreement with the Minisrers
acting in political cooperation on the need to put a
stop to the misuse of diplomatic immuniry. It rherefore
notes with satisfaction that those Ministers have
decided to examine this question in depth and formulate proposals to prevent any such crass misuse of
diplomatic immunity in future. The Commission will

No l-3141246

do all it can to ensure that its activities producc early

Mr Pfesident, with your permission, I shdl be nadonalisti! for a momcnt. As thc Olyrrpic Games should
ccnaifly be held permanendy in Greece from 1996
onwafds, they could take place in Amstcrdam in 1992.

and concrete rcsults.

Prcsidcoe

-

The debatc is closed.

l

k f-So (EPn.

Voter

Olympic Games

Prcsidcnt.

-

The next item is thc joint debatc on:

the motion for a resolution (Doc. l-28a/8\ by
Mr Penders, on behdf of the EPP Group, on par-

-

ticipation in the Olympic Games in Los Angeles

motion for a resolution
l-285/89 by
- the
Mr Langes and otherc, on behalf of the EPP

(Doc.

ic

the motion for a resolution (Doc. l-288/8$ by
de la Mal0ne and others, on behalf of the

- Mr

Group of European Progressive Democrats, on
the boycott of the 1984 Olympic Games by the
Soviet Union

(NL) Mr President, all this
Penders (PPE).
- of the Olyntpic Games in Los
began with the boycon
Angeles by the Soviet Union and then by a number of
other counuies. let that be clearly stated once again.

Sec Annex.

In that way we would

(S).

-

this $anicular subject is on

crisy that surrounds it at the present moment.

national Olympic committees to continue their effons

I

Greece.

Mr President, I am pleased that
tle agenda if only that the
EurSean Parliament, in its last part-session before it
finislies, address itself to this problem and the hlpo-

Mr fi,ogen

I should like rc place the emphasis on the paragraphs
of the joint text which appcal to the Intcrnational
Olympic Committee, the govcrnments and the

If this resolution was implemented, calm would return
to the Olympic arena. Ttrar seemq a good thing to me.

in

(Applatse)

Mr

The second point is that the Olympic Games should in
future always take place in Greece. All in all a reasonable proposal. And yet I feel slightty uneas), about this,
because what would we do if thc military again seized
power in Athens? But let us assume that *'ill not happen. let us not think about it, because the question
would then be whethcr we could allow Greece ro
remain in the Community.

Games

entelpd 10 million ECU in the budget, we have made
it clefr that we want to support the Greeks, so that we
can {ave thc Olympic Games for the future and for
our yloung people. Please suppon our motion.

Democratic Group, on the Olympic Games.

and therefore has a right to seek a solution.

Presidcnt, may I

wherf in Seoul. So the people of Europe should suppolt iour
pon
view. a
our vlew"
Moreover,
oreover, stnce
since we nave
have alreaoy
already

the motion for a resolution (Doc. l-29a/89 by
Mr Haagerup, on behalf of the Liberal and

to cnsure the widest possible participation in the Los
Angeles games. The prospects are not good, but I feel
that wery opponuniry must be seized. The European
Parliament is aftcr all an intcrnational body which
takes a very serious intcrest in the East-Vest conflict

Mr

it clear that today, as in olden days, the Olympic
s can be held in a spirit of freedom and pcaceful
comfletition between peoples. It is mistaken to believe
that lrowadays the Olympic Games could still be held
in a $ind of apolitical world, in los Angeles, or some-

Group, on the Olympic Games

-

@E)

begin]by referring to -the excellent report by Mr Israel,
who in 1980/81
at our request
examined the
- should
ques{on whether -the Olympic Garucs
not bc
held iolely in Greecc in future. At that dme Parliament
definitely decided yes, it agreed. The difficulties that
have larisen with the current Olympic Games in Los
Angcfes show how right our decision was ar the time.
V" *ry much regrct that evidendy neither the Commissifn nor the Council endorsed this view of ourc.
Ve lave obtained an assurancc from the Greek Presidcnt,lMr Karamanlis, for which we thank him, that he
give extra-tcrritorial ssrtus to the site of thc

l

'

The plympic Games were conceivcd as an institution,
a happening whcre young athletcs from all ovcr rhe
worlp could get together in harmony to pit against
eachjother their special skills. Many young people in
all of our countries have dedicated themselves ovdr a
peridd of years to prepare for these Games. Unfonunately], and panicularly since the Games were au'arded
to thb United Statcs of America, we now have vinually
the $ltimate cornrption of the 6ames into a commercial {nterprise. As a result of this, many of us who are
very strong suppofters of athletics and other sports
and frave been so over the years, have found the runup t{ the [os Angeles Olympic Games quitc disturbing. [.Io longer are the Olympic Games bringing people {ogether; indeed, they are driving people apart.
This]is why I would prefer that ure could adopt a permanfnt site. The Russians are nor going to the Games,
the $astcrn Europeans are nor going to the Games. Of
courpe they are noL Ttey never werc going to go in
viewl of the hypocrirical attiude of the United Starcs
of Ainerica in withdrawing from the Moscow Olympic

'
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(GR) Mr President, friendship
befircen men, noble
berween peoples, brotherhood
rivalry bemreen athletes, competition for a sprig of
olivc and for thc honour of winning, these are what
the Olympic ided stood for.

Games on the spurious reason of thc invasion of
Afghanistan while forgetting completely about their
own invasions of Chilc, El Salvador or Nicaragua and
their intcrference in the affairs of other freely-electcd
counries.

Mr K.llies (PPE).

The hlpocrisy will continue, and you will always get
the United Statcs of America in the lead of this hypocriry, dragging behind it the puppet State of the
Unitcd Kingdom, with Mrs Tharcher continually bowing to the wishes of the cowboy in the \7hitc House.

But while the Olympic Games always move men
deeply the Olympic flame is in danger of being extin-

Mr Bord (DEP).

(FR)

Mr

President, ladies and
- a situadon so harmful to the
gendemen, faccd with
entire intcrnational sporting movement and to cooperation among the peopbs of the world, we felt in the
EDP Group that it u,as expedient not to multiply texts.
Ve have in fact already given our support to the resolution tabled on behalf of the EPP Group.

May I remind you, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, that our group had already asked, in an earlier
motion for a resolution that Greece should become the
permanent host country for the Olympic Games. In a
report which has been adopted by the Assembly, our
friend and colleague, Mr G6rard Isra€l, had pointed
out some time ago that it would be advisable to locate
the Olympic Games in Greece.
There is no doubt'that this is the most appropriatc
oountry to host the Games, for it carries a rymbolic

imponance as the cradle of the Olympics. Besides, as
Mr G6rard Isra€l has reminded us, a fixed venue,
which could be improved from year to year, could
provide substantial financial savings.
seriousness of the present
feel that the European Parliament should

In view of this, and of the
situation,

I

guished.

The perversion of the Games is most obvious. Politicization, the reson to propaganda and the slide into

commercial advertising are irreconcilable

with

thc

Olympic ideal.

The most noble and ancient of athletic institutions

is

under threat, so the proposal of the President of the
Hellenic Republic, Mr Konstantine Karamanlis, for
the Olympic Games to be held in Greece ori a permanent basis is of immediatt and burning relevance.
The Games can only be rescued and made safe for the

distant future, regain their glory and give lasting
expression to the noble Olympic ideal
in the country and place of their binh.

if they are held

(Appkrse)

Mr President, I merely wish to
Lady Elles (ED).
- associates itself with this joint
stare that my group
amendment. Our name is not on the list and we wish,
therefore, rc support cxplicidy and totally the proposals contained in this resolution. !7e welcome the fact
that Olympia might betome the centre for the Oly.-

it vas centuries ago. I think that we
should certainly rccept the offer of President Kara-

pic Games as
manlis.

firmly ask the Olympic Committce to exclude in

I would just add that I am

future from the Games any nation that might unilaterally boycon them. This would also prevent the intolerable exploitation of sport as a means of exening politi-

talk of los Angeles, Moscow, Olympia, President

cal pressure.

amazed that Mrs Thatcher
has such power that according to Mr Rogers you can

Karamanlis and cverybody else and manage to bring in
Mrs Tharcher's neme. I think it merely shows what a
powerful person she must be.

Ve

have no illusions as to the irrevocable nature of the
Soviet decision and we see in it confirmation of the
hardening of that count4/s foreign poliry. This gross
blackmail, however, will have as its only result the jeopardizing of the future of thc Olympic movement. Is
this really the aim of thc Soviet Union and its allies? Is
it even in their interest?

(m Mr President, the affairs
Mr Scgrc (COM).
- return once again to claim our
of the Olympic Games
attention, punctually fouryears after the first occasion
on which they came into our orbit because of the
United States'-decision not to take'part in the Moscow
Olympics.

I speak less as a politician than

as the chairman

of

a

sponing movement, and I want to remind you in this
House of the great value of sponing competition
amont the nations of the world as a factor for solidariry and peaoe among the peoples. I speak also to
remind you that we arc deeply anached to the spirit of
the Olympics and to the democratic tradition which
they represent.

(Apphrse)

'Ve are now faccd urith the Soviet decision not to take
pan in the Ios Angeles Olympics. Ve deplore the
Russians' decision, just as we deplored the American
decision four years ago. Not all political Broups can
claim the same consistency and the same independence
of judgment and behaviour as the Italian Communists.

Those vrho supponed that boycott in this Chamber
four years ago should now at least reflect on the blow
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to inflict on the Olympic idea and

expression in practice.

and the Greek offer made by him some ye,us ago
points the way to a solution. The adoption of this by

Ve

Parliament will oudaw all abuse and political and commercial exploitation of the Games in the future.

they helped

its

agree with the amendment m the drafr resoludon,
even though we should have preferred that a reference

be made to the connection beween Moscow four
years ago and Los Angeles now, which is anyway a
mattcr of history. The choice of Greece could be the
uray rc make the Olympics universal once again. It
may be the only l,ay open to us, but it is undoubtedly
saddening to see the state that rhings have reached in
the world, the refusal to communicarc, rhe irrational-

Vith

this hope

I

as a Greek welcome this initiative of
serves the cause of peace and

our Parliament which

friendship between peoples, and

I

give warm thanfts,

Mr President, to all those who have spoken in favour
of moving the Games permanently to Greece.
(Apphrsefrom the cente and the lefi)

ity'
The lesson that this teaches us above all is rhat we have
to redouble our effons for a clear reversal of the trend
in international relations, for a return to tolerance, ro
rationality, to dialogue: in short, we have finally to
stan really building peace.
(Appk*sefrom tbe l&)

Mr

Fernendez (COM).

other countries rc panicipatc in the Olympic Games.

Ve regret it

as much as we regrerted the American
boycott of the last Moscow Olympics.

In both cases ve
Mr Plaskovitis

(S).-

(GR) Mr President, I want to

say that the Greek Socialists of Pasok have listened to
the discussion about holding the Olympic Games in
Greece with great satisfaction. \7e shall be very happy
if agreement by the whole of the European Parliament
and those with specific responsibility really leads to the
Olympic idea being taken back to Greece. Ve have
reservations about what has been said concerning rhe
undermining of the Olympic Games and the blame
that has been laid against the rwo superpowers. But
regardless of this, and leaving aside the organizational
and financial consideradons which such a decision
would involve, yre too would be glad to see the Olympic Games permanently established in Greece and we
shall vote for the resolution.

(Apphrsefrom the hrt)

Mr

(GR) Mr President, we
Bournias (PPE).
Greels in the New Democracy
Pany ac*ept the
urtent motions on the Olympic Games without reservation, and we think this is a splendid and propitious
initiative on the pan of the European Parliament.

Mr President, in our opinion these motions are an
SOS by the 10 EEC counrries for rhe rescue of the
Olympic Games. Following the withdrawal of the
Soviet Union and many of the Eastern bloc countries
from this year's Games in Los Angeles, and the unacceptable and barely serious justification for this purely
political move, there is only one r,ay in which the

(FR) Mr President, ladies

- Communists and Allies
and gentlemen, the French
deplore the refusal of the Soviet Union and several

were concerned that conracr

benveen the peoples should be maintained, especially
at this time of political tension.

This is why we cannor atree ro any exploitation of this
situation, to any tit-for-tats thar could only exacerbarc
the existing strains.

In this spirit, Mr

President, while we may not be
entirely in agreement with the formulations proposed,
we shall be ready ro votf for any text that will promore
a return to the Olympic spirit, which we hold dear.

Mr

Ephrcmidis (COM).

(GR)

Mr

President,

I

- write and talk about a
w'ant to remind all rhose who
Soviet boycott of the Los Angeles Games that in order
to speak about a boycott they should be invoking the
argument

that the Soviet Union has withdrawn

because of the invasion of Grenada. The Soviet Union
is not using this as an argumenr, however, so therefore
there is no Soviet boycott. !7hat there is is a refusal to

take pan in response to the Reagan administration's
refusal, in breach of the Olympic charter, ro guaranrce
the safety, the integriry, she lives even, of Soviet athletes.

Ve

rymbol of peace and friendship berween men.

agree with the proposal that, the Olympic Games
should be held in Greece, but for us to ger over the
deadlock in this way our country mum be given international guarantees as regards, for example, its neutrality, so that it can safeguard the institution and the
ideals that go with it. Ve do not rhink it will suffice
for these tuarantees to be given for just one pan of
Greece, Olympia m be precise, because under these
circumstances our country will not be able to fulfil this
high mission. The Games cannor be made safe just by
moving rhem to where they first took place.

The President of my country, Konstantine Karamanlis, foresaw the risk to rhe Olympic idea quite early,

\7e insist thar our counc{f must become neutral
ground, and rhen it and its people vill be able to pro-

Olympic ideal and the Olympic Games can be kepr
alive: by moving them permanendy to Greece and
ancient Olympia where they were first held in 7768C
as a
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Ephrenidis
tect and safeguard the Games until, with the creation
of more favourable conditions, it can hand the rcrch
with honour to other peoples so rhat the Olympic
Games can be held in any continent and country, as a
world institution.
(Appkrsefrom the lefi)

Mr

Narjes, Member of tbe Commission.

(DE) Mr

- majority
Presidenq the Commission endorses the
vieurs and assessments put forward in the motions for
resolution and in this debate. It deeply regrets the
Soviet decision, which in our view runs counter to the
spirit of Olympia and is not likely to achieve the easing
of inrcrnational tension we all desire. The Commission
shares the interest and concern of the European Parliament in the future of the Olympic Games and the
European cultural heritage they represent.

As regards opponunities for practical action on the
pan of the Commission, may I refer you to and confirm the position set out by Mr Tugendhat in the

,

debate

of

13

October 1981, namely that the Commis-

sion has no actual power in this matter. This reply
does not, however, on principle preclude granting aid
from the Regional Fund, for instance, should Olympia
be established as the permanent site of the Olympic
Games. May I add, in reply to a remark by Mr Langes,
that since 1981 the Regional Fund has made a major

contribution,

in rwo instalments, rc

financing the

Patras-Olympia road, which would then become an
imponant raffic route.
President.

-

The debate is closed.

Voter

Agiaimral
Presidcnt.

-

problems

The next it€m is the joint debate on:

the motion for a resolution (Doc. l-26a/89 by
and others, on behalf of the EPP

- Mr Bocklet

of the Council's
decision on agricultural prices and related measures for the 1984/85 marketing year,
Group, on the consequenoes

-

the motion for a resolution (Doc. l-259/8\ by
Sir Fred 'V'arner and others, on the disposal of
dairy surpluses.

Mr Bocklet

(EPP).
(DE) Mr Presidenq honour- scheme for milk has substanable Members, the quota
tially rcduced farmers' incomes in several European
Communiry countries, and especially those of dairy

1

Scc Anncx.

farmers. Moreover, the agriculural price round produced a zero increase for milk and otherproducts and a
price fall for a number of products. The European
farmers are being expected to accept a Breal- deal. But
in addition, the Commission has adopted what it calls
related measures, which Parliament had aheady

rejected before the Council of Ministers' decisions.
The related measures have done much to create uncertainry among our farmers and rc render them unable
to make the concessions they were formerly able to
make on the basis of their income situation.

May I give you two examples. The lenphening of the
intervention payment period is an extra cost fafior and
has led to a fall in the price paid out for milk.
Secondly, the higher qualiry standard for skimmed
milk powder reduces the price paid out for milk. You
can see how senseless and vexatious all this is from the
fact that the Commission is requiring higher quality
standards for skimmed milk powder, while 800/o of
that skimmed milk powder then goes back into the
butter tubs, which means these qualiry standards are
not actually necessary but serve only to save money.
Anyone who treats the farmers like this cannot be surprised to find unrest in that secor. Ve want the Commission to do what Parliament requesrcd in its resolution on agricultural prices.

Mr de Courcy Ling (ED).

Mr

President,

I

com-

- for a resolution signed
mend to the House the motion
by Sir Fred'$Tarner and 20 other Members, representing four political groups, concerning two problems:
first of all, the disposal of dairy surpluses, and
secondly, the chronic problem of the nutrition of elderly people. The proposal is that elderly people

old-age pensioners
who buy 2 litres of milk a week,
r/z
should have a
liue provided free of charge, against
a voucher system, which we have organized in principle. This would be financed from the co-responsibiliry
levy. Governments are abeady sitting on substantial
sums from the co-responsibliry levy which have been
collected and are yet to be handed over to the Commrsslon.

I am sure that the House would not be deflected from
voting unanimously in favour of this practical measure
to help elderly people, by a rather disagreeable intervention yesterday by Mrs Castle. I am sure that rhe
European Socialist Group, along with the other
troups of the House, will disown the Bridsh Labour
Members again rcday, as they have done so often in
the past, on this genuinely practical measure which Sir
Fred \Tarner and I have been attempting rc bring to
the House for the last several months. It has now
become an urtent measure because of the need rc find
practical ways of dealing with the remaining surpluses
which sdll stand at 6 million tonnes of dairy produce,
during the current year.
As regards Mr Bocklet's resolution, Mr President. \7e,
in this group, have some difficulry with paragraph 2 of
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his resolution because a change of the VAT directive
has yet to be consulted
on that.

will be needed and Parliament

Federal Republic
effective on

l

to compensat€ for the price

fall

will

also

January. Thcn the Commission

make proposals on the date when these proposals
enter into forcc.

Mr Guticr

(S).
(DE) Nk President, honourable
- has just
given a major election
Members, Mr Bocklet
campaign speech on behalf of Mr Strauss, but that
does not make what hc says any more correct. Mr
Bocklet, it is nice to hear you speak of savings, as your
r'hile in fact
Federal Government also keeps doing
it never.wants to save.

'Vhat are you asking for in your motion for a resolution? In paragraph 1 you say the fat-protein price ratio
should be changed again. In practice that would mean
raising butter prices again. The consumer prices have
at last been reduced by more than 100/0, and the shoppeni are pleased about this, yet you Christian Democrats now stand up and say you want to raise the butter prices again. That is exacdy what your motion for
a resoludon means. \[e cannot agree to that under any
circumstances; we do not consider it pan of a rcasonable consumer policy or agricultural policy.
Paragraph 2 admits that the prcsent Federal Republic
is acting illcgally. The Federal Government and the

Federal Council want to altcr the Turnover Tax Law
on l July in order to distribute DM 2 000 million to

agriculture. That does not comply with the Sixth
Directive on VAT, as Mr Villain said in the Committce on Agriculture, and the Council of Ministers
has dccided to take the neccssary measures pursuant to
Anicles 99 and 100 and to consult Parliament.
So we must be consulted on any changes

directive before the Turnover Tax

to the VAT

law can be

changed in the Federal Republic of Germany in order

to grab DM 2 000 million from the pockets of the
German people and disuibute it to agriculture. Mr
Bocklet, unfortunately we cannot agree to this motion
for a resolution. You have staned out well on your
election campaign, but sad to say it is not likely rc be
effective.

(DE) The
Mr Nrics, Member of tbe Commissiott
- change the
measures referred to by Mr Bocklet rc
value rado bcsween fat and protcin in milk and
improve the qualiry standards for skimmed-milk powder do reflect the current rend of the dairy sector.
The harmonization of the paymcnt periods for inrcrvention products also sccms justified, since interven-

As regards the motion for a resolution by Sir Fred
'lTarncr: on 31 March 1984 the Council, acting on a
proposal from the Commission, adoptcd a number of
measures to check the excessive growth of dairy products. It is to be expected that the central instrument of

the super-levy will reducc milk supplies to dairies rc
less than 100 million tonnes per financid year. Thc
marketing measures proposed by the Commission,
rcgether with the justificd export cxpecurdons, make it
probable that in the medium term the milk supply will
more or less coincide with demand.
True, we do nour have stochs of dairy products, in fact
nearly I million tonnes of butter and nearly 1 million
tonnes of skimmed-milk powder. These stocls, which
came into being before the changes rc the milk policy,
will have to be sold in the coming years. That is why
the Commission is carrying out inrcnsive studies of a
range of possiblc ways of markedng dairy producrs.
Moreover, in its proposals to the Council for additional appropriations in 1984, the Commission proposed making 150 million ECU available for the first
phase of such a measure.
The Commission is aware that many pensioners suffer
a loss of income on retirement and that many need
funher support. Yet the propos.al to subsidize sales of
fresh milk to pensioners has cwo major drawbachs,
compared to the support for buttcr sold to old people's
homes or similar iurangemcnts and to subsidizing sales
of school milk. The first drawback is that unlike thosc
two progr.rmmes, in this case the administration and
control would be cumbersome and expensive, if at all
possible. The second is that sales of fresh milk, which
are hardly affecrcd by pricc, to older people arc much
lower.

That is why zuch a programme vould be of only
limitcd value; and anryay it is highly unlikely that the
subsidized hdf litre would be added to the existing
consumption. In view of this situation, the Commission is not in a position to propose a programme of
cheaper fresh milk for pensioners. The Commission
will, however, consider how to make the existing programmes r+ore attracdve and acccssiblc to the socially
disadvantaged.
Prcsidcnt"

-

tion had become too attractive for some products in
some Member States. So unfortunately thc Commission does not consider it possible to go back on its
own decision or to propose to thc Council that ir go

Votd

Airpollrtion

back on its decisions. May I point out that the budgerary difficulties have not yct been resolved.
Presidcnc

Thc Commission will submit tfie neccssary proposal to
the Council for the MCAS to be paid to farmers in the

The debate is closed.

'

-

SceAnnex.

The nexr, itcm is the joint dcbate on:
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-

thc motion for a resolution (Doc. l-257/8\ by
Mrs Schldicher and otherc, on limiting the emission of pollutants into the air from large combustion plants

-

the motion for a resolution (Doc. l-296/89 by
Mr Collins and others, on lead-free petrol

-

the motion for a resolution (Doc. l-316/89 by
Mr Alber and others, on behalf of the EPP
Group, on the introduction of lead-free petrol in
the EEC.

'Mrs Sclleichcr (EPP).

(DE) Mr President,

ladies

and gendemen, because -of the very poor way in which
points of order were handled in Parliament, the rea-

I do not vant to go into today, it was
unfonunately not possible to adopt Parliament's opisons for which

nion on the common rules on large combusdon plants

prompdy. The members

of the Committce on

the

Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protecdon
from all troups therefore decided to request our Par-

liament to give the Council of Ministcrs the green
light in spite of this and to draw up the repon as soon
as possible after the elections. \7e believe that no further delays can be accepted in the deliberations, in
view of the recorded evidence of damage from air pollution. It is not just a quesdon of the death of the
forests; if you read the papers carefully you will find a
new key word: damage to stone. Air pollution has
caused millions of pounds wonh of damage to buildings and also to bridges. This damage is due to corrosion, which also endangers the stability of slqrscrapers;
I would also like to point to the damage to health,
especially in our urban centres, from air pollution.

I therefore request Parliament to endorse our motion,
drawn up on behalf of all the groups; for every day
that we n/aste counts against us.

IN THE CHAIR: MRS DE MARCH
Vce-hesi.dent

Mr Collins (S).
Presidenq I am again
- Madam
introducing a resolution
which has support from all
round the House. I hope that Members will look at the
signatories of this panicular resolution. They include
people from every Member State and from every political group in Parliament.

'Wc are convinced that the campaign for lead-free
petrol is being led by the European Parliament. Ve

it to be an important campaign, and we only
regret that in spitc of its good intcntions the Commission failed to come up with the agreed timetable and
did not produce proposals on 15 April. Ve insist,
however, that the Council, when it meets in June, will
consider

have this as a priority itcm and we hope that by the
end of this year the Community will be well on its way
rc establishing a firm, clear and sharp timeable for eliminating lead from petrol. Ve consider this an important step, not only towards improving thc public health

of the people of Europe but also towards improving
the whole question of air pollution. lcad-free petrol is
yet another contribution to a solution of the problem
abeady raised by Mrs Schleicher and about to be
raised by Mr Albcr as well. Ve commend the resolution to thc House.

Mr Alber

(EPP).
(DE) Madam President, ladies
- Commission has decided not to
and gendemen, the
introduce low exhaust gas values for motor vehicles,
corresponding to dre American levels, until 1995.That
is another 1l years. This decision is incomprelensible,
irradonal and irresponsible. I regret the fact that Commissioner Narjes, who has realized the importance of
combating air pollution, could not make his views prevail in the Commission. The Commission as a whole is
in no way inferior to the Council of Ministers in tcrms
of failure rc act. More and more forests are dyrng
everywhere, not only in Germany. One could almost
say
if the Commission does not want to do anything- about this
that it would have been better if it

- decided on reafforestation prohad immediatcly

Srammes.

A clean environmen! is a great asset. The damage to
our national economies from exhaust gas is higher
than the economic effects on a few motor vehicle
firms. I regret the fact that some car manufacturers are
qo short-sighted and keep reproaching us that first
they need the politicians to fix the values. That is just
passing the buck again. I hope that the car buyers will
be more environment-conscious than the Commission;
I also hope that the buycrs are more scnsible than the
Commission. Thatwould not be too difficult.

(Appkuse)

Mr Linkohr

(S).
(DE)
President, ladies
- criticismMadam
and gendemen, our
of the Commission proposal focuses on four aspects. Firsdy, the Commission
took far rco long to draw up a proposal and, moreovcr, oday we still do not have an official proposal.
Secondly, it is doubdul whether the Council of Ministcrs will even accept this extremely weak proposal.
According to my information, some countries consider
even this proposd much too far-reaching. Thirdln the
proposed timescale for the introduction of lead-free
petrol is far too long. The introduction of lead-free
petrol is not to be made compulsory until 1989. And
founhly, the exhaust gas emission rules are to be
introduced in two pheses, and the timing of the second
phase is not even known yet. So ve are not to Bet
standards comparable to those of the United Statcs
and Japan before the middle of the next decade.
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In my view the Commission has not done its homework; worse still, it has forfeited the last semblance of
environmental credibility; and its decision is also
'wrong in industrial policy terms, since the industry
needs definite rules and not vague suggestions. The
Commission is thereby also weakening the competidveness of European industry. Environmentally speaking too, the Commission's proposal is a disaster for the
forests of Central Europe, while also leaving towns
such as Athens exposed to lethal air pollution.

I am no longer surprised rc find a growing number of
people despair of European policy, and I can assure
you of one thing in this context; in many countries
there is now opposition to the failure on the part of
the Commission and the Council of Ministers to take
environmental action. If the German Federal Government does not keep its promise to introduce lead-free
petrol by -1 January 1985, together with stringent
exhaust gas emission standards, there will be an uprising on the other side of the Rhine. I promise you thaq
and it will be the first successful revolution in Germany.

Mr Johnson (ED).
President, I warmly
- Madam
welcome these resolutions
on air pollution, coming as
they do during this last pan-session before the elections. They underline the determination of this House
to fight and to go on fighting for major improvements
in environmental qualiry throughout the whole of the
European Communiry.
Last Tuesday, together with my good friend, Siegbert
Alber, author of one of the resolutions, I visited parts
of the Black Forest where the trees have been devas-

tated by air pollution over a wide area. That pollution
comes from both stationaqy and mobile sources. It
comes from local emissions and it comes from longranBe transport. The resolutions before the House
deal with both aspects. They urge the Commission and
the Council to take rapid and effective action.

I can tell the House, in what will probably be my last
speech, I hope, before rhis Assembly, that rhe United
Kingdom Government has given a clear commitment
and you will find it in the Conservative Manifesto
-'A strong voice in Europe' rc finding
practical answers
to the problems of acid rain and phasing out lead in
petrol by 1990 atthe latest.
(Applaase)

Prcsident.
My
to you, Mr Johnson, and it is
- we thanks
my belief that
shall remember you as a very active
parliamentarian.

(FR) Madam President, our
Mr Coust6 (DEP).
- motions
group supports the three
before the House,
and panicularly that of Mrs Schleicher. Already on
Tuesday night in this Chamber we have said how

much we welcomed the Commission's initiativcs and

the decisions of the Council of I March on atmospheric pollution. This is why we warmly support Mrs
Schleiche/s motion for a resolution: we feel that,
quite apart from the Council's decisions, the policy
which the Community now intends to pursue, for the
benefit of all Europeans werywhere, is fundamental in
the battle against atmospheric pollution.

So, bearing in mind the Council of the Ministers for
the Environment to be held on 28 June, we stat€ our
support for these resoludons and only wish to add that
all the resoludons, regulations and directives will only
make sense within the framework of an overall policy
that we mean to successfully pursue for the welfare of
Europe's peoples and for a better qualiry of life for
everyone.

(m Madam President, ladies
Mrs Bonino (CDI).
and gentlemen, even- though it is true thar this has
been and is an almost completely or ar least predominandy pro-nuclear parliament, as it has always shown
by the way it has votcd, this is not sufficient reason for
us not to acknowledge the small, tiny steps forward
that, none the less, are apparent every nov and again

in regard to the problem of the environment and polludon.

Ve

of this resolution, essentially
of the very firm reference it contains to the failure of the Commission to
shall vote in favour

for two

reasons. First, because

keep its word, after having committed itself to presenr

a

programme

by l5April

1984, which

we

can

obviously now read as 15April 1985, 1986, or whatever.

Secondly, because, unlike rhe Danish, Dutch, German
and Bridsh Governments, our own counrry, Italy, has
not come out in favour of introducing lead-free petrol
by 1986. That is the reason for our vore in favour, ar
least as evidence, as far as we are concerned, of our
commitment to bring the Italian Government also to
associate itself with this inrention.

Mr Naries, Member of tbe Commission.
(DE) First
- The Comlet me speak m Mrs Schleicher's modon.
mission has noted with satisfaction rhat Parliamenr
regards common rules to limit emissions from large
combustion plants as urgently necessary and wants to
adopt them as soon as possible. It finds itsclf in full
accord with Parliamenr on rhar poinr.

On paragraph I of the motion for a resolution, may I
point out that deliberadons on the Commission proposal have already begun in the Council. The first two
meetings took place in March/April. Moreover, there
are plans rc hold a debate of principle on rhe Commis-

sion proposal in the Council of 28June 1984.
Secondly, the Commission will inform the newly
elected Parliament of the ourcome of the deliberations

i
t
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immediately after its constitution. And thirdly, the
Commission very much hopes that the new Parliament
will make an effon to bring forward to October the
November date you referred to.

On the motion on exhaust gas emissions, may I first
point out that I personally have great sympathy with
any criticism. But secondly, let me also point out that
the actud situations in the Member States and the
views on what must be done and when differ widely,
much more widely, at any rate, than emerged in the

resolutions still before us, the Socialist Group proposes
thar the remaining resolutions should be considered
without debate. I would ask you to put this proposal to
the vote.

Thc Rules do not allow us to vote on a
morion for- a resolution without debate, but political
groups and speakers may properly express their posiPresident.

tions on this issue, and I thank the Socialist Group for
its proposal.

debate this morning.

Thirdly, there is an error of fact in some of the
motions. It is not the case that the Commission forbids
or prevents the introduction of lead-free petrol from
l January 1986 if a Member State wants to introduce
it. That is by no means the case. '!7'e merely chose
1989 as the compulsory date and left it to the governments who so wish to choose an earlier date, so that

Madam President, I appreciate
Lady Elles (ED).
rhe concern of Mrs van den Heuvel, but if we do not
craste time notr, we have time to get through the resolutions and my group would object to a|'ng ea bloc

we can make as rapid progress here as possible. The
pradical conditions for introducing it on 1 January
and
1986 do not exist everywhere. May I point out
that manufacturthis also applies to the next point

Emergency aid in Afgbanis tan

ers whose product

mainly of small cars
range consists -

face different problems from those who concentrate
mainly on 2 liue cars and more. That also had to be
taken into account as regards the repercussions on
competitiveness and employmenl That is why there is
no obstacle to freely introducing lead-free petrol as
from 1 January 1986.
The question of the dmescale for reducing exhaust gas
emission values is another matter. As regards the final
target, we have been as precise as possible by taking as

our point of

reference

the currently

applicable
have not yet dealt
with the technical conversion to a European working
cycle. Yet that must not be taken as a pretext for playing for time; but we have proposed rwo phases, which
can be discussed in industrial policy terms, as the
Commission has done. The first phase, which begins in
1989, already leads to a cerain reduction of exhaust
gas emissions. Given these facts, some of the motions
do not reflect the real situation and content of the
Commission proposals. For the rest, we assume that
the Commission will be able to adopt the technical
implementing provisions before the end of this month.

Japanese and American values.

Presidcnt.

-

Ve

The debatc is closed.

Voter

all the resolutions outstanding.

Prcsidcnt.

The next item is the motion for a resolu-

tion (Doc.- l-265/84) by Mr Barbi and others, on
behalf of the EPP Group, on a plan of emergency
Community aid for the Shamali-Paghman region in
Afghanistan.

Mr Croux (PPE).

(NL) Madam President, this
aid to be granted to an
resolution calls for emergency
area of the Shamali plateau Nonh of Kabul in Afghanistan that is in dire straits. This resoludon is based on
one that Parliament adopted on 16 June 1982. The
situation in this area is extremely critical. As you
know, the reports coming out of Afghanistan recently
have been more and more alarming, and we feel there
is an urgent need for emergency aid to be granted
through humaniterian organizations, the NGOs, so
that we can be sure that the people receive help
directly, through independent organizations, in compliance

with the many statrments Parliament

Mr

Fergusson (ED).
Madam President, the long,
- by the Soviet Union to crush
cruel and pitiless attempt
freedom in Afghanistan has run parallel with the life of
this first directly elected European Parliamenq practically from start to finish. The contrast between the
events in thc Panjgur Valley in Afghanistan, novr
bombed and blasted by rockets and gunships, for the
it is evidendy Soviet
seventh time in four years
- every living thing in it
policy by causing the death of

to make it uninhabitable
(Afier the oote on the proposal Doc 1-257/84)

(NL) Madam President,
Mrs Vrn dcn Heuvel (S).
as we have only another half-hour to consider all the

t

has

already made on this subject.

berween those events and

- hardly be starker.
our proceedings here could

That there are Members of this Parliament, not least

to our shame in the British labour Group whose
leader does not disovrn them, who can find

it in their

heans to support Moscou/s policy in Afghanistan is
Sce Annex,

less imponant,

I

think, than the fact that they

can
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freely express those views hcre, but they are a riny,
tcristed minoriry. !7e may nor as a Parliament these
four years have been able to do much to hclp the
Afghan resistance or to promot€ the liberadon of the
count{f, but at least we here, louder than any, have
givcn constant voice, and we did it first, to the outrage
of thc wholc world against Soviet impcrialist expaniion. So we give strong supporr now-to this call rc
scnd emergency aid to those who have survived the

chistan on 21 May this year. Ar present it is discussing
other activities, under the same Article, to help Afghan
refugecs in Pakisan, together with the UN Commission for Refugees.

As for aid in Afghanistan itself, that is obviously con-

ceivable only via intermediate non-governmental
organizations which come into actual contac with the
population groups concerned.

ciunaSe.

Mr IsraEl (DEP).

(FR) \7e musr be gratcful rc the
- Group for tabling
Christian-Democratic
a resolution
on humartitarian aid for the unemployed in Afghanisan. Vith your permission, Madam President, I
should likc to speak in a double capacicy: first, as rap-

Prcsidcnt.

-

The debate is closed.

Votesr

port€ur on the situation in Afghanistan and then as the
head of a small delegation which I had the honour to
lcad, not to Afghanistan, but to Pakistan, where the
problems are the same.

It,is not an easy maner to bring aid to a people undbr
foreign occupation. Mr Barbi's resolution states that
non-governmental organizarions should deliver this

Eartbqrukes in

President.

ablc to deliver the Communiq/s aid to the suffering

hard, a yery oppressive occupation. Against an
unarmed mountain people, incredibly sophisticated
arms are being used. It follows that the besr way of
delivering our aid must be found. And that means that
the non-governmental, the charitable, the humanitarian organizations acting in a country in a state of war,
should enjoy international legal protcction. But the
international communiry has done notJring to ensure
this: the UN has remained silenq the bouncil of
Europe has not had much to say. It will be up ro us
to the next Parliament pcrhaps
rc find adequate
legal protection for the men and women
who risk rheir
lives to carry on this humanitarian rescue work.

Mr Nrjes, Member of tbe Commisiott.
(DE) ts
early as the beginning of tg80 the Communiry
first
gave aid to Afghan refugees in Pakistan. The aid was
increased with the increasing flow of refugees and at
present accounts for a total of 26 million ECU, disuibuted via the UN Commission for Refugees, the Intcrnational Red Cross Committee, the Ieague of Red
Cross Societies, and \Forld Hunger Relief. Moreover,
the European Communiry has entcred a new
Anicle 936 in this year's budgct in order to help

towards self-sufficiency refugees, exiles and other
groups who have lost their home or count{f of residence. That aid is designed to help the refugees to
relieve their most urtent necds and until a lasting solu-

don is found.

In this context, rhe Commission adoptcd a project on
health and hygiene for the Afghan refugees in Balu-

The next item is the joint debate on:

motion for a resolution (Doc. l-260/84), by
- the
Mr Ercini and others, on rhe damage caused by
reccnt landslides to the historical, anistic, cultural
and scenic heritage of the ciry of Orvieto in
Umbria

aid. But that is the problem, Madam President: can we
really be sure that humanitarian organizadons will be
peoples? Soviet occupation of Afghanistan is not a
simple matter, not a matt€r we can accept; it is a very

-

luly

modon for a resolution (Doc. l-261/84), by
- the
Mr Barbagli and otfiers, on behalf of the EPP

Group, (Christian-Democratic Group) on the
by the eanhquake of lO April

damage caused
1984 in Umbria

motion for a resolution (Doc. l-263/84), by
- thc
Mr Costanzo and others, on the eanhquake
vhich hit Italian regions in the Central and Southern Apennines'

the modon for a resolution (Doc.

-

l*zzi

l-302/8\

by

Mr Glinne, on behalf of the Socialist Group, on the eanhquake which hit Centrd
Italy and some regions in the south on 7 May
lvl.r

and

1984.

Mr

Paonclla

(CDI).

(FR) Madam President, I

- sponsors of these resolutions
trust that the fact that the
wcre abscnt when we were about to debate them, will
be recorded in the minurcs of this Assembly.
I shall votc for

these rcsolutions, but I have to tell thc
Commission and the Housc thar in Italy, Communiry
money paid for the victims of eanhquakes, for industrial conversion, frequendy cnds up mosdy wirh the
Mafia rte Cambna and the 'ndrangbeu
as shown

by a number of on-going and very shocking
court
cases.

I

ask therefore, for the honour of this Parliament, of
Italy and of thc Italian people, that there should be

I

SeeAnnex.
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monitoring of the sums paid for the earthquake vicdms. It is intolerable that our money should have been
by a ruling class
used
and continues to be used
which- is of the Mafia, against our peoples.

Prcsidcnt.

-

The debatc is closed.

Voter

Point of order, Madam President.
Mr Foth (ED).
- grride
me as to how seriously I
I wonder if you could
can take the claim for urgenry for these matters which
are bcfore the House today when none of the proposers saw fit to come here to tcll us about the urgency.
How on eanh can I judge the maner when I have not
been told about the background to these resolutions
and whcn ghe movers themselves apparently could not
be bothered to be here? Can you help me, please?

Hunanigha
Presidcnt.

-

The next itcm is the joint debate on:
resoludon (Doc.

l-289/8!

motion for a
- the
Mr Habsburg and others, on behalf of the EPP

by

Group, on thc situation of Andrei Sakharov and
his wife

(Doc. l-303/84), by

note, Mr Fonh, of your point of
Presi&nt.
- beI take
recorded in the Minutes, and I think it
order. It will

will give the proposers

pause.

motion for a resolution
- the
Mr Glinne, on behalf of the Socialist Group, on
the siruation of missing persons in Argentina

the motion for a resolution (Doc. l-304/84), by

- Mr Glinne, on behalf of the Socialist Group, on

Mr Ortoli, Vce-kesi&rt of the Commissiott. (FR) Madam Presidenq let me first say that,

as

Parlia-

ment has already been informed, the Commission has
decided to Brant emergency aid, following the earthquake of 7 May, to a total amount of 3 250 000 ECU:
1.5 m for the Abruzzi, 90 000 for Umbria, 350 000 for
Iazio, 300 000 for Molise and 200 000 ECU for the

the position of Juan Pablo Cardenas

the motion for a resolution (Doc. l-307/84),by
and others, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on the deportation of Afia Begum

- Mr Lomas

motion for a resolution (Doc.

Socialist Group, on respec

Campagna.

by

for human rights in

Turkey

As regards the resoludons, and especially that by Mr
Costanzo, I have to say that the ERDF non-quoa section, which can be used for specific Community
regional development measures, cannot, under existing regulations, be used for measures to deal with
natural disasters.

the motion for a resoludon (Doc. l-319/84), by

-

Mr Denis and otherc, on behalf of the Communist
and Allies Group, on persistent violations of
human rights in Turkey

the motion for a resolution (Doc. l-313/84), by
Mr Pearce and others, on behalf of the European

-

Democratic Group, on drug taking by children.

'!7e

are at present preparing a European research programme on earthquakes, on the measurement of the
risks they entail and on thq means of reducing the
damage. The pilot project suggested in the resoludon
could be studied in the light of this.

Mr Ercini's rcsolution on Onrieto, let me
point out that emergency aid which the Commission
can trant must be of a humanitarian nature and be
devotcd to prescrving the lives and the livelihood of

As regards

thc population affected. It cannot be granted therefore
in this case. Apan from an overall amount of +00 ooo
ECU available in 1984 for financial support for Community pilot projects in the area of the preservation of

the architectural heritagc, the Commission does not
have at its disposal any specific Communiry fund from
which subsidies could be grantcd in a case likp that

mentioned in the resolution.

Finally, m

l-3ll/84),

- the
Mr Fellermaicr and Mr Glinne, on behalf of the

Mr

Pannella,

I

want to say.that

I

heard

what he had to say and that as far as we are conccrned, we

ake all the appropriatc precautions

to

ensure the best utilization of the funds that we make
available to governments undcr such measures.

Mr

(DE) Madam President,
Hebsburg (EPP).
-. is not moved by what is
scarcely anyone in this House
happening to Andrei Sakharov and his wife; I think I
need say no more except t{, ask this House to make it
quite clear that we stand behind Sakharov, and behind
Sakharov for freedom!
(Appkuse)

Lomas (S).
Madam President, I shall be
extremely brief so- that we can Bet through the busi-

Mr

ness.

This is a very sad case and a personal tragedy. This

young 20-year-old woman and her child came to join
her husband, to live with him in [ondon. Her husband
died tragically in a fire just before she arrived, and the
British Government have now deported her to Bangladesh srying that she now has no valid reason to live in

I

SecAnnex.
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Britain, although her father, who is old and ill, is still
living there, as are other close relatives and friends.

I would only tell you briefly that there is wide proresr

in Britain about this marer. To quote rapidly from
rwo nevspapers,

T'he G*ardian said that the government had acted without a shred of piry or humaniry,
and the Daily Minor said it was typical of the government that it had expelled a young Asian widow the
same day that they had invited the racialist leader Mr
Botha to lunch at No 10.

the last three years, 'with no appreciable change in
recent times', to quorc the document. I myself was in
Ankara on 29 March. I visited a prison where the miliEry did not allow me to see the hunger strikers or ro
be present at the trial which was taking place that
afternoon. ![ell, these same people
the general
- and
in charge of the state of emergency
in Ankara was
among them
quite qmically admitted to me that
- practised in Turkey;
torcure was being
indeed they
justified its use!

beg Parliament, Madam President, to suppon this
modon. It is purely on the grounds of rympathy with
this woman. Let us end our parliamentary session with
this suppon and show our compassion!

Ladies and gendemen, I think it is time this Assembly,
acting in line with the resoludon adopted in October
1983, issued an unambiguous condemnation of the
dictatorial practices obtaining in this country which is
so close to Europe and which nor so long ago was

(Apphuefron

associarcd with the EEC. You know that pressure
from the European Parliament would be something

I

the lefi)

that the junta would dread.
Presidcat.

Ladies and gendemen, in order that we

may get through
our agenda,

I

propose that rhe

groups each have two minutes on rhe issue of human
rights. In this way we shall be able to conclude the
debate and vote on the modons for resolutions.

should like now to make a mosr solemn protesr
against the presence in the European Parliament of
Turkish deputies who have been presented to the Press
by a European parliamentarian.

Clearly, there is within our Assembly a lobby which is
favourable to Evren and which is trying rc force the
fusembly's hand and bring about a resumprion of reladons between the EEC and Turkey without the elements of democracy being restored in that country.

Are there any objections?
That is decided.

Mr Pcarce (ED).
Madam President, the growth of
drug-taking by children
in thc United Kingdom and
other pans of the Community is a mounting curse and
a threat rc the future of our people. The Communiry
can and should exert its diplomatic muscle on those
counries where opium is grown to cut this rade off at
its source. I beg, indeed I urge the House to support
my resolution to see that the Communiq/s full force is
brought to bear to end this curse.

Mr M. Martin (COM).

I

In conclusion I will only say rhis: all those who refuse
to succumb to such pr.irur.r and who wish rc contriburc rc the restoration of the freedoms to this people,
whose friends we are, should vote for the resolution
abled by our group.

Mr Pannelle (CDI).
(FR) I only have 40 seconds
to speak, which I owe- ro the Liberal and Democratic
Group, for this I thank tttm.

(FR) Madam Presidenq

- this pan-session, conladies and gentlemen, during
cerned more panicularly with the issue of human
righa, the debate on the situation in Turkey deserves
an especially imponant place. ITill the European Parliament use its authoriry to press the junta ro res[ore
the freedoms in that countryi
On 26April in

Brussels the Political Mairs Committce held a hearing on the violadon of human rights
in Turkey. Many bodies selected by the committee
gave evidence on the information they possessed and
their assessment of the siruarion in Turkey. During an
entire day rhey told of the sufferings of rhe people, of
the ruthless rule of manial law, of torture, executions:
of the eradication of the freedoms, in a word. All the
evidence pointed ro one conclusion: after the elec-

of human rights continue, and
on a toally unacc€pable scale. In fact,

Madam President, I shall vote for all the resolutions. I
shall vote gladly for rhe Sakharov resoludon, but also
for all the others, because it is a shameful fact that if
Sakharov was a Turk, this Parliamenr would probably
be expressing solidarity with his tonurers.

Mr Cccovini (L).
(17) Mdam
there can
- rhe position President,
be no doubt as ro
of the Liberal and
Democratic Group as far as a more decisive affirmation of fundamental human rights and the firmer protection of those rights is concerned. No differenccs of
la-nguagg,- raoe, cusrom, history or philosophy can justify indifferent or downright lax behaviour in face of
the violation of primary human rights, wherever that
occurs.

tions, infringemenr
continue

Amnesry Intcrnational has just published a very significant document on the use of tonure in Turkey over

Life, freedom of associadon and religion, and the
integrity of rhe body are an absolure heritage, and
every failure so respecr them is incompadble wittr *e
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vcry principles of the civilization in which we live and
in which we believe.

first imponant par4raph was deleted. That made the
motion biased and destroyed the basis for our approval
of it.

Vith

regard to the position of the Sakharovs, I do not
think there can be any disagreement: the Nobel Prizewinner Andrei Sakharov is trying, by means of a
voluntary hunger strike, to make it possible for his
wife Helen, who has already had to have treatment for
her eyes by Italian specialists, to resume and continue
the Eeatment that had commenced. The reladonship
berween patient and doctor is a relationship of trust,
and no one should be allowed to interfere with it.

Parliament, by its vote, must endeavour to induce the
Soviet authorities to allow the Sakharovs rc leave Russia.

In order to try to reach

in

joint resolution, I have pro-

I

This applies to Sakharov, whose figure has become the
symbol of peace and libery, but it applies to every
man on this earth, and this Parliament must always be
on the side of whomsoever invokes freedom and asls
for it to be applied.

would be grateful, therefore, if our Amendment
No 5 were acceprcd so that we can all endorse this
motion for a resolution.
Prcsident.

-

The debate is closed.

The Liberal Group will vote for all these resolutions,
abstaining only on the Lomas resolution because of
the fact that the case is already before the appropriate
committee.

Lady Elles

a

Amendment .No

5 reinsening this deleted
paragraph. The rest of my proposal coincides with that
of Mrs van den Heuvel and t}e Socialist Group. Paragraph 1 states that by virtue of the elections, Turkey
has taken its first stcps towards the re-establishment of
democracy, which, we think, cannot be disputed. That
is why I cannot quite understand why this should not
be admitted. Surely we should note with great pleasure
that Turkey is following rhe acceprcd road towards
the re-establishment of democracy.
posed

Voter

\7ith this item we have now come to the end of the
topical and urgent debate.

(ED).- All Member States have immigra-

tion laws and those of the United Kingdom are considerably less severe than those of other countries. I
would point out that Mr Lomas's resolution is long in

(The sitting was s*spendcd at

3.

words but shon in facts.

The facts are these: Mrs Begum has regrettably had a
hard life. Her husband died 3 months before she came
into the United Kingdom. She was refused admission
because, of course, she was not therefore joining her
husband, but she came in. The United Kingdom authorities had compassion on her and she was allowed to
stay while setding her husband's affairs. She then went
into hiding for two years, while the authorities did not
know where she uras. Shc did not go and live with her
old father, who was there, incidentally, since the time
she was born,'she has ncver had anything to do with

her father, on whom compassion is called in this distonionatc resolulion, and her mother and all her near
family are in fact in Bangladesh.

Ve

accept that there are hard cases, we accept that
one mus! show humaniry but this panicular resoludon
is a total distorition of thc facts.

(Cies of 'Hear, bear!')

Mr von Hassel (EPP).

(DE) Madam President,
ladies and gendemen, Mr- Fellermaier has submitted a
motion for a resolution which the Group of the Europcan People's Parry'could have endorsed, although
with some reservations. Unfortunately, yesterday the

11 a,m,

and resumed at

11.10 a.m.)

European Council

IN THE CHAIR: MT DANKERT
kesidcnt
President
European Parliament has the hon- The
our to receive
today the President of France, Mr Frangois Mitterrand.
(holonged appkase)

I

am gratified that his presence among us givbi us the
opponuniry to greet with enthusiasm the firm determination with which he has conducted the presidency of
the European Council.,

His personal commitment ois-ti-eis Community matters is remarkable. It will turn out to have been decisive if the joint talks, which had become deadlocked,
take a new turn as a result of the progress accomplished, notably with the common agricultural poliry.
(Apphuse)

1
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lrlr Mittcrran4 hesibrt-in-Offe of tln European
(FR) Mr President, ladics and tentlemen,
Cofficil
I am speaking
to you as President of the European
Council for the first half of 1984. Believe me when
say that

I

I

am conscious of the honour of ad&essing an
Assembly that represents 270 million men and women
who will soon be called upon tr repeat, in their indivi-

dud countries, that fundamental act of

democracy,

electing a Parliament.

But I am also speaking to you as a French European
whose perconal commitment has been in evidence at
ever,, stege of the emergence of Europe.
'!7'hen, in May 1948, just three years afur the war, the
European idea took shape at the congress in the
Hague, I was there and I believed in it.

(Apphrse)
1950, Roben Schuman launchcd the plan for
the European Coal and Steel Communiry, I supported
it and I believed in it. Vhen, in 1956, the vast task of
building the common markct bcgan, with the very
active panicipation of the French Government of the
time, I was there and I believed in it. And today, when
we have to rid Europe of the Ten of its differences and
lead it resoludy along the path to the future, I can
still say that I am here and I bclieve in it.

Vhen, in

24.5.84

outside our continent dccide on areryone's dcstiny,
ours included, and combining all thc talent and ability,
the creative ability and the material, spiritual and cultural resources that have combined to make Europe a
civilization, so, as S7alt Vhitman puts it in a line I very
much like, it can at last become what it is.

Our choicc is based on a simple idea. None of our
peoples, however rich its past and however strong its
desire to live, can in isolation have the necessary effect
on the present and the future of mankind.
Together, we can,
(Apphrse)

t period of time when destiny is still hesitant. For all too long Europe has been held back by
absurd artuments that make it lose sight of its o$ective. It had to wake up to the fact that there was no
chance of any great design for Europe being anything
more than a pipedream as long as it was boggcd down
but we ate at

in a morass of petry argumenr.
(Loud apphuse)

To put an end to them, a method of work was fixed
on in Stuttgan. Experience has shown it to bc a good
one. Then, in Athens, came the plan for reconciliation

to come about in Brussels, in panicular in
agricultural, budgetary and industrial marers. All the

that, was
(Appkuse)

points at issue, bar one, were settled.

Many of my generation have $ared the same ordeals,
experienced the same hopes and worked for the same
cause. There arc many younter ones who have, in
their turn, conceived the ambition of bringing Europe
into line with the dictatcs of history and, through her,
serving the just intcrests of the peoples that make it up.

Everyonc should realize this. Going beyond political
divisions and national rivalry, they are the builders of
a vast undenaking that vill radically change the facts
of politics or international geopolitics. They must continue to unite around this projcct and their public life
will be justified by this alone. They will have reshaped
the planet.

This meeting, here in Strasbourg, was something I
want€d. it is no doubt usual for the President-in-Office of the European Council to repoft on its progress
to Parliament. The Stuttgart Council made this a principle of our life rcgether, which is a good thing. But I
should like to add something else to this obsewance of
the rites
faith in our action and the will to see ir
through.

-

Today, the Community has achieved the initital objecdves it inherircd from the war. In the beginning, it had
to reconcile and bring together peoples whom force
and bloodshed had divided and get them harnessed to
a common task. That has been done. Nou, the choice
is between lening other people on our continent and

A brief reminder of them will show that the way has
bcen clcared and that we have begun to move forward
again. Not that the remailring disagrecment is negligi!le, far from it, but, contrary to what many people
feared, it has not blocked the machinery of Europe. I
shall return to rhis later.

Our first dury was to modernize the common agricultural policy, which has given the food and agriculture
industries in our counuies a capaciry of intcrnational
proponions. Then came the problem of surpluscs, and
dairy surpluses first and foremost, with a view to taking account of the real dairy oudets on thc market, a
vial corollary to guaranrced prices
104 million
- In Brussels,
tonnes produccd for 85 million consumed.
our farmers were invited to try ro adapt and convert, a
drive which the Communiry should back up, as it has
done in the past, in line with thc Treaty of Rome. And
what goes for milk should go for all the other agricultural products too. Other imponant decisions have
been taken on the monetary compensatory amounts
(dismantling and methods of calculation, that is to
say), on fruit and vegetables, on agriculturd prices in
the prescribed time limits and on the negotiation of
cereal substinrtcs with the USA. And these dccisions
are now taking practical shape.

Vithout wishing to ignore the legitimate cbncern of
the producers, I think rhat this is a vicrory by the
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Community over rhe Communiry. Now, 27 years aftcr
policy
returned to the bases from which it should not have

it was dariscd, the common agricultural

I should add that drc Trcaty of Rome, like any treatS
is a contract and that this conuact implies refusal of
thc idba of fair returns.

strayed.

(holonged applarsc)
The Esprit programme was launched a few weeks earlier. It will cost 3 billion ECU in all, as much as or
more than comparable effons in tle same field outside
Europe. So the dynamic movement of cooperation on
reeearch and dcvelopment of information technologies
between European firms has been encouraged, in a
way, with the help of'the Communiry, in a different
context. I am dso thinking here of CERN, the Airbus,
Ariane and JET.

It may be reasonable to reconcile, the naturally varying positions of thc 10 partners when excessive imbalance occurs, because of the solidarity that binds us
provided wc stay within the reasonable limits of a circumsmntial regulation and do nor try to revise the
Treary without saying so. This was the aim of thc
debate which has not.and never will be concluded as
long as there is a fear of Communiry law being held up
ro question.

And recendy, the 12 biggest European companies laid
down common standards for data processing. Taking
this industrial initiative funher, the Industry Ministcrs
have laid the foundations for joint action by the Ten in

the ficld of tclecommunications. They will do the
same, next month, for biotcchnology, while the

tle Communiry is alive and working as a
simple account of the iurangements made over the past
two months serlves to show. It has, in panicular
and
However,

I want to spend tine on this point

of no return

-

passed the point
accession

in the Spanish and Ponugucse

Economic and Finance Ministcrs are working to facilitate this cooperation through a series of financial,

procedure.

legal and tax provisions.

There are questions about polidcal necessity
which
is something u,e all recognize, not just because
of
these two countried courageous reconquest of democracy, but also because of the simple realization that
they are Europeans, completely, and that to deny the
fact would be to flout history past and presenr. Are we
not going to increase rhc tension and reduce the cohesion of t}re present Communiry? Or will the conditions
for economic integration conceivably be met over a
long pcriod?

Irt us continue with this outline. Everyone, as you
knou', was calling for tighter conrol of the Community budget and thc Brussels Council reached
agrcement on this point too. But conuol over spending
could not involve a cut in the resourccs that were vital
to the development of tle Community, which is why
thc Brussels Council came down in favour of raising
thc VAT cciling from 170 a l.40/o on I January 1985,
the datc of enlargement to include Spain and Portugal
I make no sccret
fact that I should have liked
-to see morc and aoftht
funher rise to 1.60lo on 1 January
1988.

Everyone

-

is avare of the problems of the presenr

budgct. But I do nor think the Community will be
forccd to use extraordinary means or give in to unacceptable pressurc. The Treaty demands that agriculrural spending bc financed and it has to be adhered to.
That leaves the disputc modcstly referred to as the
correction of budgetary imbdancc
which in fact
- British contrimcans the currcnr discussion about the
bution.

Aftcr four years of difficult negotiarions, which are
forever being relaunched and in the absence of any
agreement at the timc of tfiis speech, my comments
will be careful ones. Thc Presidency has spared no
effort in trying to handle this problem, but its main
aim
and this is whcre it is intransigent
has been
- that Community principles,
- that of
to see
in panicular
Community preference, arc prescrved and it therefore
judged that agricultural'lcvies and custorns duties,
which by their veqy nature belong to the Community
and not to the Statc that received them, could not be
taken into account when compensation was calculated.

(Apphrse)

Convenient attitudes may be adopted. Srying yes to
enlargement, on a e prioi basis, in ordgr to please the
applicant countries and withcirt drawing any practical
conclusions. Or saying no, come what may, and refusing to look at the question. Irt us refuse such facile
atdtudes. Europe would cenainly lose out if, as it
grew, it merged with the free trade area to which
those around it continue to aspire.
(Appkuse)

Let us remember the last enlargements and beware of
leaving the most difficult discussions until later.

At all events, I thhk an answer to thc

enlargement

question will be fonhcoming before the end of Seprcmber. I think it will be positive and I think it will be
applied as from 1 January 1986.
This will mean a frank comparison of rhe economies,
harmonizatioo of the social and tax syst€ms, mutual
adherence to the rules of fair competition and a timetable for implementation. It will also mean the present

Community making a prior effon to rationalize its
functioning and preparing, in panicular with integrated Medircrranean programmes, to handle the
productions of the South as it did the productions of
the North. The produccrs will of course undersrand
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that

it is not possiblc both to cell for, market

laws

produce unspccificd quantities as
whereby th"y
".tprotcct themselves from thesc laws
they likc and to
with pricc guarant€es. At all wents, I note that decisive progress has been made in two hitherto undiscussed sectors, agriculture and fisheries.

ganization of working time and will select guidelines
relating to the socid implications of thc new technologies in the light of observations made by the employers' and employees' representatives on the Standing
Committee on Employment.

The voice of the European Trade Union ConfederaBut going beyond these debatcs, the Brusscls Council
committcd itself to taking other steps in other directions. Directives doing away with tcchnical barriers to
trade were thus approved, an instnrment of common
commercial policy was introduced, fishing quotas for
198,1 were fixed in rime and iron and steel quotas were
extended for a further two years. The Eighth Directive

on

company

tion will, of course, be heard.

The natural environment warrants equal attention.
'Vhen it comes to protecting the environment, our
national fronderc have even less raison dbtre.Yet ow
ways of thinking and our national susceptibilities are
in defiance of good sense.

law was approvcd, agreement was

reached on the socid aspects of tlte reorganizadon of
the coal sector and on so-cdled demonstration
research projects and the reform of the Regional Fund
vas approved aftcr three years of arduous negotia-

tions. I asdy, the field

of

initiadves has now been

The Rhine flows beside or through three of the countries of the Communrty and what harms the environment of one equally harms them all.
(Appkrse)

clearcd of obsessive disputes and strerches wide before
us,

In spite of customs dismanding, for example, tlere are

still too many obstacles to free movement within the

But this argument seems not to be heard and the river
and its uibutaries still carry death to animals and plant
life and threaten the health of mankind.

Community.

Acid rain has profoundly changed the forests of Germany and it is now eadng into the forests of the

(Applarse)

Vosges and moving nonhwards rc Scandinavia. And,
for other reasons, the Meditcrranean forest is under
threat too.

How many controls and formdities there are ta Lry
thc patience of those who are subjectcd to them and
baffle the understanding of public opinion!

In view of this House's interest in this matter, a transpon policy involving greatfr flexibiliry at frontiers and
more support for major infrasuucture will be proposed
at the June Council. Vhat could be more in keeping
with our principlcs than freedom to come and go, to
do business and to uade?
1981, when I had just taken up my duties, I mentioned the European socid area at the Luxembourg

In

Council. How can a common market be creatcd if, at
the same time, the producers are working in wildly
different conditions? Sincc the common market exists,
to
it would be bencr for the workers' rcpresentatives
-firms
and
organizc at that lwel, in the sarne way as
governments do.

(Apph*se)

This will be done, I hope, next month, when the
Council of Foreign Ministcrs has produced the Communiq/s medium-term action programme for submission to the European Council, as w'as agreed in Brussels. More specificalln tlis same Council of Ministers

vill

have to pu$ue the efforts, as yet hardly begun, to
societies of the disease from which they are

rid our

suffering
unemployment and, qrorse, unemploy- young peoplc, by providing vocational
ment among
training that is more in kccping with requirements. It
will be presented with recommendadons on the reor-

No country is free from this later-day epidemic. Vho
will put an end to the scourge? A directive on industrial pollution was adopted in Brussels and it remains
to speed up the findization of strict provisions-to control the ransfer of toxic and dangerous wastes.
Similarly, the reduction of the lead content of petrol is
at the centre of arduous negotiations. Now that the
target has been clearly identified in this way, will we
be wise enough to work towards it without delay? I
would not swear to it.
So much for the near future, r'ith its usual pattern of
light and shade and its combination of progress and
lmPasse.

Butwe must look funhcr than the common market.
'!7hat is Europe for? This is a qucstion we
have to
answer if we are not ultimatcly to lose our identity,
our raison dEtre and our reasons for action.
Is Europe, which has played a pre-eminent pan in the
of modern science, so disconcerted by the development of modern tcchnology that
it is unable to emerBe from the crisis and take up its
place once more, to revive the forms and rediscover
the vdues of its ancient civilization? Is Europe, which
contains rwo-thirds of the free regimes of the world,
unable to consolidate its institutions and act, with onc
movement, where action is cdled for, as a force for

forrridable advance
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peace and equilibrium amongst the most powerful and
as a force for justice and progress berween Nonh and
South? No, I do not believe it is.

of giving sontrnt to the countless networls? lZhy not
have a coherent plan for teaching European lan-

But it has yet to realizc the full extent of the economic, cultural and political stakes of the coming cen-

(Appk*se)

tury.

. . . European universities, encouraged by exchanges of
research workers and equivalence of diplomas? Vhat
about the European Cultural Foundation?

Iet

us take

four examples.

The first is elecronics. Europe spends more than
Japan or tlre USA on research. But each country of
Europe is jealous of its techniques and sees its defences crumble under American and Japanese pressure.
The protectionist temptation will gain ground
or
- on
when it awakes, Europe will have lost the battle
which all others depend. Attempts at industrial alliance
so far have failed. Is it not high time the Sates encouraged unity? Industry will not be modernized if it is
content to amass planu It also has rc use financing
from such sources as the European Investment Bank
and the New Community L,rstrument.
My second example is the conquest of space. There,
the choices came earlier than we anticipated and perhaps earlier than we hoped, first, because of our own
sucoess with launchers and satellites. But moving into
the industrial phase means sharing the tasks and the
investments. It will be easier to look at US offers on a
projectcd civil space station from

a position

guages . .

.

I

was also proud to see thc theatre of Europe, which
Giorgio Strehler runs, set up right in the hean of
Paris. Each of your countries talrcs a pride in its enviable successes, but none of them has a big enough market. Europe is there. It must put its mind to it and get

organized!
However, there is one field in which Europe is present, if I may say so, instinctively, namely human rights.
Vhen it ratified Anicle 25 of the European Convention, my country vas true to its tradition. But we are

all concerned about the increasing ground being
gained by terrorism and oppression almost everywhere
in the world.
Your Parliament has constandy expressed its attachment to the principles on which freedom was founded
and, only yesterday, it adopted a resolution on Andrei
Sakharov, whom we are all thinking about.

of

strength. As I said in The Hague recendy, should
Europe not put prioriry on concentrating on itself? A
space station is within its grasp. It has the relevant
technical and financial means. And although it may be
presumptuous to aim higher than present means allow,
our industrial experience shows us that anything that
can be achieved in 15 years'dme must be staned now.

(Appkase)

Every d,ay, alas, in every clime, men suffer and are
persecuted for what they believe, for what they hold
dear and for what they are.

The time has come to repeat a word under which we
once rallied

(Appkuse)

-

resist. Yes, resist violence!

(Apphuse)

Transpon

is the third

example. Agreements were
reached recendy on increasing the Communiry road
haulage quotas, on cooperadon in the railway sector
and on road safery. It would be as well to improve on
them all right away. A vast railway equipment programme for high speed transpon would, by reducing
distances, bring Europeans closer together as a matter
of course.

My fourth example is culture. Failing to unite would
be condemning ourselves to being borne along on the
tide of words and images from outside.

I

know no other subject on which the people of
Europe feel nearer to those who represent them. Yes,
this Europe of ours is a Communiry of laws and we
are proud of it. The finest illusuation of this is the
Coun of Justice, vhere a European legal order is
being forged from an unprecedented synthesis of different legal sy.stems.

Another dimension is the different positions the
take up on wodd affairs.

Tin

No one but Europe has shovn so much imagination
and constancy in its trade with the Third Vorld. The

There.il no shonage of projects and they are all within
our grasp. \7hat are they? lVhy not use a Franco-German satellite for a Europcan television channel . . .

to

(Applawe)

in Luxembourg on 28 and 29 June, so the drafting of

... for all producers in the member countries

conccrned? Vhy not have a common fund to support the
programme industries that will have the difficult task

Suva conference eerly this month was an opportunity

orchesratc points of view in preparation for
lom6III. The final discussions should be taking place
the future Convention can be completed.

The imponance of this is clear at a time when international aid is being cut back and the situation of the
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pogr countries
and I am tfiinking cspecially of
Africa hcre - is worsening under the combined
effects of the- climate, the reccssion, their debts, the
anarchy of the markets, the burden of their interest
ratcs and monctary disorder.

The Europcan Councils have.adoptcd suitable soluin the Middle East,
dons to problems in thc *orld
- Afghanistan, CamCenual America, southcrn Africa,
bodia and many othcrs. They havc helped preserve
that fragilc link which maintaincd a didoguc between
thc eastcrn and western parts of our continent from
the Hclsinki Conference to the Stockholm Confcrence. They hate boostcd cooperation between the
Communiry and the sarcn fricndly counuies of EFTA.
It was not for them to takc account of the aspirations
so frequendy expresscd, particularly of late

-towards

security and a common defencc.

-

Speahing for mpelf, I mention this, as I did in the
Haguc, merely to indicate how very difficult it will be
to bring about and how very badl1, it is needcd.
(Apphrse from tbe rigbt)

It is clcar tftat we are movihg away from the time
when Europe's sole destiny vas to be shared out and
dividcd up by otherc. The rwo words 'European
independence' now sound different. This is a fact that
our oentury, which is nearing its end, will, I am sure,
remember.

(Apph*sQ

Thc European elections are an occasion for taking
stock and embarking on fresh initiatives. Thc life of
the Community institutions is markcd by many an
imperfection. None of them is really intolerable, but
togcther they creatc a constant and widespread constraint and we are constandy prying for it.
First we have the unanimiry rulc, which is used far
more than the Treades sugBe$ and evcq more than is
provided for by the Luxembourg compromise.
(Prohnged apphuse)

How can the complex and divercificd trnit that'the
Community has become be governed by thc rules of
the Diet of the old Kingdom of Poland, where wery
member could block the decisions? Ve all know where
It is time we returned to a morr normd'and
more promisrng cray of doing things. The French
Govemment, which was behind this compromise, has
already proposed that it be used only in spccific cases.

that led.

'The more

frequent praoice of voting on imponant
questions hcralds a rerurn to the Trcaties. Bur rhe

unanimity rule is not thc only difficulty fecing the
Council of Ministcrs.
(Apphwe)

The way the work of arcryday management is shared
by the Commission, the Permanent Representatives
and the Council of Ministcrs also fluctuarcs far too
much. The latter body is losing part of the politicd
responsibility the Treaties gave it and the European
Council is becoming a pcflnenent court of appeal, or
sven a local coun, in the running of our cveryday
affairs. That is obviously not its role. Let us give the
Commission back its authoriry.
(Appkrse)

kt

us give thc, Council of Ministcrs back its means of
implcmcnting the policies of which the European
Council lays down thc guidelincs. kt us give the
European Council a pennanent sccretariat for polidcal

cooperation.

(Apph*se)
There are, I know, complaints about relations bcrwecn
the Council and your Parliament being inadcquatc.
Lct us do something about this by adhering to the
commitments the Member Statcs made in the solemn
declaration of Stuttgan and presendng a reform of the
cohsultation proccdurc. And lasdy, let us reflect on the
best way of ensuring tpater continuity in the presidency of thc Community.

(Appkue)
Europe has always bcen a composite endty. It has
developed in stages, using, as the need has ariscn,
those institutions which seemed the best at the time,
even if it meant changing the way they relatcd to each
othcr. But we must kcep our points of refercnce.

This is why it is vial to consolidatc the rnain Treaty
that binds the European countries together and constinrtcs their fundamental law
the Trcary
Rome.
- carrying usofbcyond
Yet thc same movement is dready
this Treary to areas it does not cover. I am thinking
here of education, health, justice, securiry and the
'campaign against Errorism. A,nd what do wc find?
Some people have talked about a Europe of diffcrent
qpeeds or variable gcometry. Such a stcp, which
reflects a rcal situation, is one wc must ake. Carc will
be taken to ensure that it complements, rather rhan
conFpetrs with, the central strucrure, rhe Community.
'Vhcnever problems
of this kind have arisen, Europc
has creatcd a new institution
the European Council
or adoptcd a nev legal act- reflecting an establishcd
-practicc the European Monetary Systcm and the
polidcal cooperation
as defined in thc Stuttgan declaration
or concluded a treary ratified by the iational
parliaments
the Lom6 Convgntion. And herc is the
House encouraging
us ro go funher along this path by
proposing a draft treaty on European Union. Those of
us who arc intcrested will observe thar the same old
mcthod is bcing used. A new situation calls for a new
treaty . . .
(Apphuse)
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. . . which must no!, of course, be a substitutc for existing treaties, bur an cxtension of them to fields they do
not currendy cover. This is the case with the European
political Communiry.

Francc, ladies and gentlcmen, is available for such an
enterprise.

(holonged apphrse)

I, on its bchalf, state its willingness rc examine and
defend your project, the inspiration behind which

it

aPProves.

(Appk*se)

I therefore suggest that preparatory consultations, perhaps leading to a conference of the Member Starcs
concerned, be staned up. The project on European
Union and the solemn declaradon of Stuttgan will be
a basis

for this.

(Appkrse)

of the essential leeds for a statesman today is to

be

able to grasp essertials.

The outline that you have drawn of Europe's future
shows what an acute intuitive feeling you have for that
Europc, which is still being consolidated and of which
both insidc and outside the Comso many dream
- Head
munity. That the
of Stete of one of the great
founder countrios of European construction should
show so much understanding is a great encouragement
for all of us who, like yourself, refuse to give up our
particular idea of what Europe should be. This outlook and these ,aims explain the commitment, the
effons, the prodigious energy with which in these six
months you have been trying to bring the Communiry
out of the crisis which is threatening to submerge it.

You have done well to remind us that much has been
done in these six months, because they haye allowed
us to trace out thc paths of the Communiq/s recovery.
I7e sdll have to setde, however, Mr President, the
roublesome budgetary quarrel and the institutional
problems which have been paralysing us for all too
many years.

Those, ladies and gentlemen, are the thoughts
prompted by rny experience as a European and my
rcrm of office as Presidcnt of the Europcan Council.

Now, with a last effort before we start on the recovery, we must resolutely ackle these problems with the
intention of solving them.

I am sure that one day this will all be done, for our
young people have need of it and it is the price we
have to pay for our independence and t}re independence of our own nations and of Europe. I have too
much confidence in our history to believe we could
of which
ever allow ourselves to go into a decline

an intolerable demographic regression is the most dis-

quieting sign.

But we must not leave it too late. So the exciting task
for yori and for us is to pr"*,int the ineluctable, rc
make the improbable succeed, to achieve our hopes
and to perpctuatc, with its revived youth, a great civili-

-

our civilizadon.

( holanged

sunding ooation)

I thank you, Mr President, on behalf of
Prcsident.
- of this fusembly.
all the Memberc
(FR) Mr
President of the Republic, you have rcld us how you

Mr Thorn, Presi&nt of tbe

President of the European Parliament, ladies and
gendemen, over these last four years we have been living togcther throirgh the Communiq/s crisis. A future
historian will see it perhaps as a cycle which staned
with the beginning of the world economic crisis or, as
far as the Qommunity sysrcm is concerned, with the
refusal of solidarity and of joint action in the face of

the first oil shock

(Apphrce)

zaion

Mr

Commissiott-

see the state of the Communiry and its long-tcrm prospects today, on the ere of the European elections
which will bc hcld shortty.

As President of the Commission I vant to dl you how
grateful we are to you for steting oncc again your faith
in Europe's future and four resolve, above all, to give
that faith practical expression in a politicd plan. One

h

1973.It was then that a period

commenced which has been marked by doubt as to the
aims of the European construction, by the postponement of deadlines and by the.shifting of responsibiliry.

This was panicularly appluent in 1979-80. The European Council, giving up the attempt to resolve the British problem of which you have so frankly spoken,
embarked on the process of issuing cheques for which
criteria had not been negotiated, indeed were not
agreed. It then chose to cloak its indecision in the
mandate of 30 May 1980. The period of cheques and
mandates was to lead us, through [ondon, and Stuttgart, to the fiasco of Athens. I hope that our future
historian will be able to say that the low point of the
cycle was reached then and that a rising phase, started
in Brussels, took firmer shape in Fontainebleau. It is
perhaps too soon to be srying so: vre are sdll at a stage
when the optimism of thc will should be tempered by
the pessimism of reason.

The Communiq/s crisis is not confined to budgetary
matters, but setdement of this issue is a necessary condition for our recovery. Ve can achieve it in Fontainebleau: it is in the intcresr of all the member countries.
But we shall not achieve it unless the lcgitimatc def-
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ence of national interests is transccnded by the feeling
of common interest. In our institutional rystem it is the

Commission's responsibiliry to remind the Member
States of this common interest
to define
- sometimes
it, after long and difficult debatc.

The third aspect of the budget problem, Mr President,
is obviously the question of the sharing of the budgetary burden, a question u'hich has been poisoning
Communiry life for so manyyears.

It

lct

me tell you, Mr President, and Mr President of
the Republic, what is the vien, we shall be putting forward at the fonhcoming European Council. There
are, as we see it, four aspects.

is not easy to take a calm
has been so much suspicion

view of the question, there
on all sides. Vhat is more,
I fear that electoral public pronouncements may only
make it even harder rc reach a solution which requires
balanced compromises and hence a good deal of political courage.

First, the matter of budgctary discipline. The Commission would like to see the Communiry, and more p,u-

dcularly the Council, equlpped with budget-management rules that ensure appropriate allocation of the
resounoes available. The Commission will not agree to
any deflection of this necessary effon that would

I shall say nothing of the amounts that are ar srake:
that is a matter for the States directly concerned. But it
is my dury to remind you of the principles which
should inform any solution that is consistent with the
interest of the Communiry as a whole.

defeat its purpose if it became a pretext for reducing
the powers of the directly-elected Parliament.

Ve must once and for all turn back on the

(Apphue)

I

kno*, that the President of the European Council

shares on this point the Commission's view: he has just
rcld us so.

A condition for greater budgetary discipline is greater
responsibiliry of Parliament, that is, rhe exercise of
legislative powers and close association with the major
budgetaqy decisions. Greater budgetary discipline will
not be obtained by gagging the Council or by putting
the Parliament in a straitjacket.

As regards raising the ceiling on resources, a Com-

qrstem of

the annual cheque, the amount of which is simply the
resultant of a temporary ratio of strengths, in favour
of a permanent syst€m in which each Member State is
in agreement with the functioning of the Community
to which it belongs. Parliament has never ceased to
call for this. Such a system must obey the principles
enshrined in the Treaty of Rome. It must guaranrce ro
each Member State rhat it will not have to go on bearing a budgetary burden which is excessive in comparison with its relative prosperiry. And, finally, it must
provide for the participation
perhaps on an adjusted
basis, but an effective contribution
nevenheless
of
all Member States in the increases in the budgetary
burden as agreed joindy
whether these result from
enlargement or from the launching
of new policies.

munity united in a common political design and strong
in the confidence in its own institutions will be able
one day to remove the ceiling on ourn resources, as we
have proposed. The time has not yet come for such a
breakthrough, as the President of the Republic has
reminded us. But in that case let the new ceiling at
least assure for the Community a sufficiendy long
period of budgetary peace under the new budgetary

I had the feeling rhat
atreement was very close at the European Council in
Brussels. But I fear that the differences that did persisr
had as much rc do with divergences as ro the application of these principles as with the gap befl/een rhe
figuies proposed by the turo sides.

discipline.

The fourth and final aspecr of the budget issue is the

I must

between the time oq,n resources become exhausted

Like President Mitrcrand,

question
it clearly, ladies and gendemen: to raise the
ceiling to only 1.40/o is to place behind the necessary
budgetary discipline a constanr threat of exhaustion of
say

oqrn resources, a threat that can only have a paralysing
effect on the Communiry and undermine the credibiliry of its development projects. Vhat a dispariry
between the ambitious new policies which, happily the
Member States have agreed, besween rhe need for
enlargement, berween the structural measures to be
taken in the less prosperous regions
and tfie means
with which the Communiry would -thus provide for
itself

!

of

financing

which is a certainty

in the

transitional period

and the ratification

higher ceiling by the national
parliaments.
Mr President, there

of the

are only three possibilities.

The first is, unfonunately, in the tradition of the
Councils.

It would

consist in taking no decision and rhus prwenting the Communiry from honouring its financial
obligations which are the direct consequence of legislative acts taken by the Council. The result would be
an undermining of the Communiq/s credit and the

I ask all of you who are going bcfore the electorates to
take a stand on this point, jrtst as rhe Commission will
be doing before the Heads of State and of Govern-

which might be difficult to bear for the smallest and

ment before and at Fontainebleau.

least prosperous among them.

shifting onto the Member States of a financial burden

,
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Another way would be to decide nothing and to shift
the responsibiliry to the Commission, enjoining it to
effect savings beyond those which it has already

inuoduced within the framework of its management
POWerS.

Those who speak of economies are thinking either of

sacrificing non-compulsory expenditure, so that rising
agricultural expcnditure can be met, or of reducing
agricultural expenditure itself .

At this my last meeting with

Parliament before the
Fontainebleau summit let me make this point absolutely clear: I have given ample warning to Parliament
and to the Council that the Commission will not
countenance sacrificing non-agricultural policies, just
as it will not countenance upseftinB the balance of the
budget which has been agreed by the branches of the
budgetary authoriry. . .

They are all related to making the most of the Communiq/s economic dimension: completion of the
internal market, consolidation of monetary and financial relations, with srengthening of the European
Monetary System, development of a consistent indusconversion of
declining industrial sectors rc the promotion, from the
research stage onvards, of new technologies and their
applications. Some excellent decisions, such as the
Esprit programme, or the reform of the ERDF, have,

trial strategy, ranging from orderly

as you have reminded us,

Mr

President

of

the

Republic, been taken, but they are still too few; many
others are now in a stage of active preparation. It
should be possible to put them quickly into effect, if
only this budgetary millstone can be lifrcd.
The merit of defining with sufficient precision the programme for recovery is mostly, as I have just said, due
to the French Presidency, and above all to the personal

efforu of President Frangois Mitterrand. Though the
(Appkase)
. . . merely

to

meet increased expenditure resulting

from the Council's decisions, or failure to take deci-

presidency of the Council lasts only six months, a
decisive impulse vill have been given. This means
much and I thank you for it.

sions.

(Appkuse)

I

Now it remains to give the programme concrete shape,
and as soon as possible. That is the work of the Communiry institutions. It will require, apari from the

am indeed convinced that neither in Parliament nor
even in the Council could a majority be mustered in
favour of such a solution. As for reducing agricultural
expenditure beyond urhat has aheady

and with

been decided, can- you believe
enormous difficulry
- Agricultural
Council could get
for a moment that the
and produce
down to business so quickly again
instant budgetary results?

assurance of adequate finance, an unflagging political
will and a decision-making capaciry which the Com-

The CAP has often been compared rc a big steamship.
The Council, to its credit, has begun to change its
course, as the President of the European Council has
reminded us this morning. But it would be naive to
expect that it can also reverse steam and stop as swiftly

In particular, and I am especially grateful to you for
having said it, we must return to majoliry voting, an

as a corvette.

There is thus only one way: the Council must be ready
to take up the responsibiliry for the financial consequences of its legislative acts. Formulae for financing
which are different from those proposed by the Commission may be envisaged, but the principle of the
financial responsibility of the Council, so that there
may be continuity in our policies, must be established
at the next European Council as part of an overall
package. The budgetary authority, that is Parliament
and Council, will then be able to decide on the details
when the draft supplementary and rectifying budget,
which we shall be submitting, is examined.

The difficuldes penaining rc the current and future
financing of the Communiry must be setded as a matter of urgency, so that ure can have the recovery on
which, I hope, the new elccted Parliament will be able
to congentrat€.

of past European Councils helps us to
idendfy the areas where immediate action is needed.
Experience

muniry seemed to have lost. Neither can be had, unless

we all return to a strict and respectful observance of
the Treades and of their spirit.

irreplaceable dynamic factor in the building of Europe.

President Mitterrand has told us that that is also his
conviction and I know he will use the full weight of his
authority to ensure substantial and rapid progress
towards that goal.

Beyond certain limits, there

is no logical

process

whereby we can pass impercepdbly from the economic
to other vital aspects of European construcdon. On
the contraqy: essential progress, recognizid as such by

all the Member

States, is haltcd by the fact that
national stnrdures and national administrations
obstinately refuse any transfer of powers to the Com-

munity. In the face of this stubborn inflexibility rhe
Community decision-making slrstem is not yet strong
enough. \7e see that it is incapable of taking in good
time decisions consonant with the common in[eresq
that is, with the interest of each of us, properly understood. It will have to be modified if we really want the

European undenaking to extend to all the essential
aspects of our common future, as it must in order to
be successful.

Vithout

abandoning

the Communiqy's uaditiond
in order to preserve them,

economic goals, indeed,
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European construction must now play an imponant
part so that our fundamental values of democracy and
freedom are preserved and strengthened, so that without falling into isolationism and while rcspecting our
divcrsity, ve can forge for oursclves a true cultural
idcntity and gradually take over responsibility for our
own sccurity.
President Mitterrand's observations on this subject are
of fundamental imponance. Everphing goes to prove
that if we fail to make substansial progress towards
union, the only altcrnative is the decline of our economies and our societies.

Ve

have

a

cornmon rcsponsibility

for

assuring

Europe's future. This undoubtcdly requires neqr pragmatic and varied forms of cooperation. kt us think of
the immense potcntial in tcchnolory and research, as
evidenced by the success of the Ariane rocket which
has now entcred the American market, let us think of
thc Spacclab, indeed why not think of a European
manned orbital stadon, such as the Prcsident mentioned just now. It will also ccrtainly rcquire a sfiengthening of our institutions and an extcnsion of Conimunity powers.

it deserves the acknowledgemenq under$tood this very well when, on the initiative
of Altiero Spinelli, it drew up, most painstakingly and
compercntly, the draft of the European Union.
This Parliament, and

In that task, ladies and gendemen, you performed the
work of a constituent Assembly. Your draft is now
before all the governments and all thc national parliaments. It shows the way and it is the right way; it has
set us a goal.

ln

concluding, and in the hope of contributint rc a
unanimous and constructive rcsponse to your act, I
should like to quotc Jean Monnet who said: 'People
pars avay, othcrs will come in their placc. lPhat we
can lceve to them is not our personal experience,
becausc that n ill die with us. But ve can leave them
instiurtions. Institutions live longcr than men and
if
they havc been well set up
they can accumulatc-and
pass on the wisdom of succcssive
gcnerations.'

elections

of lzJune and from the European Council

of 25 June.

At all evcnts the Presidency of the first half of tsg+
will have donc all that is humanly and politically possible to bring the Community out of the depths of the
fiascos accumulatcd since the Stuttgan Summit.

The same, unfonunately, cannot be said of all the
members of the European Council. The Prime Minis-

ter of the United Kingdom, by her approach to the
undeniably serious problem of the British contribution,
has done nothing to promote a positive soludon. For
our part, we have always callcd for a permanent solu-

tion,

as much in thc intcrest of thc Community as of
the Unitcd Kingdom. \7e have to end this quarrel
not exploit it time after time in highly publicized confrontations. \7e want much more than a common market (which we have not yet managed rc achieve). It is
an outdated and inadequarc concept. Ve want a
strong Community that has a meaning for the everyday lifc of its peoples.

I say once again: In these times of crisis and doubt we
*ant, not less, but more of Europe. 'Ve want a particular kind of Europe: a thoroughly democratic Community, that is recognized as such by the workers, the

to the crisis-strickcn
industries and to the disadvantaged regions.
men and women that belong

It was in this spirit that in November 1982 the European Socialists proposed to this Parliament a plan for
European recovery in the shape of a resolution which
now bearc the name of its principal author
fricnd and colleague G6rard Jaquet.

-

my

Today he is presendng to the Communiq/s citizens a
joint manifesto on behalf of the member panies of the
Union of Socialist and Socid-Democratic Panies. V'e
consider, first of all, that the Communiry must at last
seriously tackle the social scourge of unemploymcnr.
Ve cannot any longer tolerate 13 million unemployed
in our midst; we cannor any more accept the erosion
by certain national governments of the social gains of
past decades; we cannot agree to the deliberate creation by thc forces of conservatism of a new sub-prole-

tariat today: a Founh Vorld consisting of growing
numbers of those without work, of thc sick without

(Applause)

Mr Glinnc (S).

(FR) Nk President, Mr President
of thc Rcpublic, -Mr President of the European Council, ladies and gendemen, let me first thank you, Mr
President, on behalf of thc Socialist Group and all my
colleagucs, for honouring us with your address to this

care, of the handicapped without suocour, of thc
young with no future, of rhe old with diminished and
uncenain rights.

Housc today.

'Ve, the socidists of the 10
Communiry countries,
maintain that an alternative exists. Vc reject the inev.
iability of unemployment, wedo not believe in the

I

irrerrcrsibiliry of the crisis, we do not accept the harsh
policies of competitivc deflation and monetarism.

also wish

to thank thc French Presidency and the

President of the Republic for their efforts on bchalf of
European contruction.

The Socidist Group hopes that thcse efforts will prove
fruitful and that Europe will emerge sronger from rhe

Selective and coordinatcd recovery is a soludon, and
its only handicaps are the lack of political will on the
pan of too many of our rulerc and the obstinatc hostiliry of ccnein powerful intcrests.
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I[e join you, Mr President of the Republic, in calling
for a Europcan social area which is essential to the

pose three lines

credibility of the European undertaking; we are with
the striking German stcel-vorkers
against whom
the employers are now resorting to -lock-outs; we are
with thc French Government; and we are with the
European Trade Union Confederation in calling for a

three are inseparable and that they should be the aims
of the European undertaking.

reduction of the working week to 35 hours.

-

(FR) That's iresponsible!

r

(FR) A decision on this must be
Mr Glinnc (S).
given at the European
level which will commit tJre
socid panners as much as the governments. The
workers will not be deccived: we cannot tell them that
the decision is up to the Communiry when they take
action at national level, only to refer them back to
nacional provisions when they raise their demands at
the Community level.

As regards the. enlargement of the Communiry by the
lccession of Spain and Ponugal, let me say once again
that the target dat€ of I January 1985 is not incompatiblc with the need for detailed negotiations to clear up
wery la* problem. The Communiry's offers to the

friendly governments of Madrid and Lisbon should,
moreover, be improved, as the Spanish Secretary of
State for European Mairs, Mr Manuel Martin has
just pointed out on behalf of his country.

Mr

President of the Republic, on 1E January last,
spcaking on the occasion of Mr Cheysson's statement
on thc six months of the French Presidency which
were just commencing, I said what a hard task you
were facing. After the Athens fiasco and within a few
months of the European elections, it was a tianic
undenaking to try to bring Europe out of the crisis.
Thanks to your efforts, a glimmer of hope is now
bcfore us. Ve thank you for it and ve hope most sincerely that you will succeed.

As for the elections

of lTJune, they

should not be

regarded as the end point, but as the stan of a great
democratic debate on the future of Europe and its
pcoples. Only thc forces of progress are able to give a
positive response to the anxieties of millions of
Europe's citizens, for the loss of social achievements,
the dcgrading of the notion of social solidarity, the
undermining of the right to work
for many
- toallathis
dignified life
of us means annulment of the right
and it engenderc fear and scepticism, two heayy brakes
on the progress of the public good and of European
construction.

Mr

acdon: employment, peace and

Ve arc thoroughly convinced that thcse

(Apphrsefrom tbe lefi)

(m
President, we appre- you areMrdoing
ciatr very much what
for Europe: both
as President of the European Council, which is striving to get the Communiry out of the plight in which
an antiquated, short-sighted conception of national
interests and the inadmissibly distoned application of
the Treaty have landed it: and as President of Francc,
in which capacity you are guiding your country
towards great€r integration in the Community.
Mr Berbi (PPE).

(Apph*sefron the lefi)

Mr Hcrmen (PPE).

freedom.

President of the Republic, Mr President of the
Council, the manifesto which was unanimously
adopted on 9 March 1984 in Luxembourg by the
Union of the Sociali* Parties of the Commuaity pro-

I do not know whether the many knots that are srangling the life of thc Community can be undone at Fonainebleau: I am referring to the reform of the agricultural policy and the adoption of new Community
policies in the fields of technological innovation and

industrial reconstruction, energlf, and transpon
which'our peoples urgendy need, if there is not to -be
general economic decay and an increase in unemployment as a result.
and very closely ded up with those
- is the thorny and unpleasant questhere

And then again
problems

- so-callcd 'British contribudon', and the
tion of the
membership of Spain and Portugal and, finally
a
sine qua non f.or all of this
the increase in -own
- appropriate level, as
resources to bring them to an
President Thorn has just reminded us: these questions
are awaiting decisions on policy lines and concrete
proposals that this Parliament and the Commission

drew up years ago.
For this reason we hope that the efforts that you, Mr
President, are makingin this direction will meet with
success, in the general intcrests of the Communiry,
and for your own prestige as President.
But we are watching vith no less interest and expectation the work that you are doing to lead French socialism
and therefore the present governing parliamentary-majoriry that rules the country
to overcome
the ancient hostiliry and continuing distrust
that have
been apparent errenin this Chamber, in the vote on the
treaty for the construction of European Union.

It appears to mc that you are less tied than some of
your illustrious predecessors were to ccrtain prejudices
of the past, and that you are culturdly and psychologically ready to acccpt
you showed us in your
-the as
speech this morning
prospect of that intcgration
bemreen our peoples -that my political party has always
had amongst its ideals and in its programme for concrete action.

And I think I can also

see

that the hard experiencc of

these first years of your presidency in France has made
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you aware that the possibiliry of implementing the
policy for economic recovery, the policy for social justice, and the policy for security and peace, rests
entirely and solely on agreement and joint action with
the other partners in the Communiry.

Ve

we have seen from experiare convinced
- and of our
ence
that the expansion
economies cannot be
subordinated
to the recapure of our internal markets,
and thc resultant barriers of economic national selfsufficiency; such expansion must be based on the
ever-increasing integration of the immense market of
300 million European consumers.

lt

is

wonh infinitely more

economically and politi-

- complete implementation
to achieve the more
of this great market than all the contributions which
the accountants can work out for this or that Member
cally

State put rogether.

Just

which we do not believe in
the Community must
- and defence.
of both foreign policy

-be in charge

Thirry years ago France rejected sqch a project, for
reasons which
wen though vre do not share them

-

-

are undercmndable.

Today the need is even more urgent.

I

hope, Mr President, that through France's initiative,
and under your leadcrship, Europe may return to that
path: realistically, with courage, and with foresight
as we were taught by our great Christian Democrats
Schuman, Adenauer and De Gasperi, and also your
great Socialists, Monnet and Spaak.
(Applarse)

try to calculate what the cost would be to our

economies and our national budgets if we 'renationalized' the common agricultural policy, and what payments we should have to make to those whose work is
on the land, in order to preserve the level of income
which they have attained during thcse years of Communiry policy. Try also to calculate what the cost
would be of restoring customs barriers and unleashing
customs and excise wars! But we are convinced
and
we see it from experience
that even the reorganization of working time, Mr- President of the Socialist

Parry, which the rapid application

And even to be able to construci, solidly and i4dependently, tlre 'European pilla/ of the Adantic Alliance

Sir Hcnry Plumb (ED).
Mr President, Mr President-in-Office of the Council,
rcday is a time of
mixed emotions.

Ve

are very happy that you should

be amongst us, and all of us are grateful to you for the
panicular effon you have made during a very difficult

presidency.

(Apphrse)

Ve thank you too for your excellenr

speech today.

of

technological
innovation is probably making inevitable, needs to be
run on a Communiry basis.

I think that those who, out of prejudice, oppose this
reorganization of working time, closing their eyes m
proBress, are wrong: but they would be right if each of
our countries had the mistaken impression that it
could act alone. If a reduction in the working week is
rc produce new employment in Europe and not in
Japan or in America, the operation must be worked
out by the entire Community, and it must be negotiatcd and agreed by the Community with all the
industrialized countries, worldwide; otherwise, it will
not go through.
And, finally, we are convinced that the very securiry,
independence, freedom and hencc the peace of our
peoples can only be built on a united Europe. I believe
that neither the great, strong France with its arsenal of
dissuasion, nor Germany
with its economic power
nor Britain
with the- memory of its commercial
-power nor,-still less, my own very much weaker
- can delude themselves that they can provide
country,

their own securiry by themselves. Ifith thc polidcal
and miliary situation in the world as it is today, we
should be destined to meet with the same end as Belgium and Luxembourg in borh the First and Second
Iforld Vars; independent, free, democratic and even

neural as they were, they urere invadcd and
tarcd on both rhe first and the second occasion.

devas-

Your vision of Europe's future has provcd an appropriate culminarion ro five years of this Parliament's
work. The past five years have not been eary for any
of us nor have we made as much progress as the most
optimistic amont us thought possible. But democradc
institutions do not marure ovemighr In the pasr five
years our Parliament has gained authoriry and prestige. I am sure that in five years' rime it will have
gained more, despite the problems of the immediate
future.
Under your countr/s presidency, Mr Presidentr grcar
strides have been made towards giving our Community a more radonal and a more European budgetar), sysrcm. Ve have reelized that spending on the
common agricultural policy, as you have said, cannot
continue unchecked.indefinitely. Everyone now recognizes that there is an imbalance in the Communiq/s
policies and that resources spenr on agriculture must
be made more cosr-effective.

Similarly, we are on the threshold of working out a
fair rystcm for Member States' contributions-to the
European Communiry and this has long been a Community problem s,hich has borne most heavily in the
past five ye:rs on Germany and on the United King-

dom. Given that this is a Communiry problem, I am
saddcned that it is being sometimes said that it is a
problem caused only by one counrry. It does nor seem
to me in the spirit of our Communiry to single out in
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this way a single country especially when that country

is a major sufferer from the Communiq/s irrational
budgetary syst€m. Ve have repeatedly said that we do
not seekT'rute retour, and we recognize the imponance
of Community preference. It is a long-term soludon
we are seeking, Mr Glinne, as we made quite clear in
our debate on European economic recovery in respect
of the importance of jobs and in the imponance of the
prosperity of the Community. I hope and I believe that
the meeting of Heads of State and Government in
Fontainebleau will resolve the Community's most
pressing problems. Certainly no Broup or country has
a greetor intereit in their solution than the European
Democratic Group or the Unircd Kingdom. Once we
have solved the problems of the moment, which need
to be solved because they block progress, then I am
optimistic about the Communiq/s future.

'!7e

to scratch at the surface of
Europe's possibilities. You have reminded us, Mr
President, quite rightly, that environmental problems
have no respect for country boundaries. !7e have
much left rc do to realize a genuine inrcrnal market
with the freedom of goods and individuals to travel
and be economically active anywhere in the Comhave scarcely begun

muniry.

I am sometimes asked what vision of Europe the Danish or the British Conservatives have. I have a simple
answer. It is the Europe of the Treaty of Rome, whose

have a common culture based on Christianiry and the
classical civilizations. Vhat unites us is infinitely more
imponant than the trivial things which divide us.

Mr President, today is a time of mixed feelings in this
House as,we come to the end of Parliament's first
tcrm. It is a time of mixed feelings also as the 40th
anniversary of the Normandy landings draws near. All
of us must remember with admiration and with gratitude the sacrifice and the bravery of those who took
part in the events of June 1944. Our Community is the
best guarantee that such heroism and suffering will

never be necessary again through war

in

Vestern

Europe.
(Apphuse)

Our children will have much with which to reproach
us, but we have onc claim to their gratitude. The
European Community has made Europe a safer placc
than we received it from our own parents. Existence of
this institution is proof positive of the change we have
brought about.

Mr President, colleagues in the Parliament, we shall
all of us
be gathered here again. It was a
never
- here with you today, panicu- to have been
privilege
larly in the presence of you, Mr President, and also of
the President of thc Commission.

warchwords are freedom, prosperity, individual choice
and the breaking down of barriers berween Member
States. The Communiry has not always fully lived up
rc those ideals, and my group will always be at the
forefront in attempting to realize them for the future.

(FR) Mr President, you
Mrs dc March (COM).
have traced for us the events of the last six months in

Mr President, you remind

the Community, you have told us your plans and your
hopes. You know from personal experience that the

us that the Community has
a population of some 270 m people. It also has a gross
domestic product larger than that of the United States
of America. Its peoples are linked by a shared history,

by culture, by ideals and by a political rystem. There
can be no limit to what we can and what we must do
@Bether.

Your presence here rcday reminds us that our Community is unthinkable without France, but equally
Europe is unthinkable without Italy, without Germany
and without all the other elements that go to make up
our Community. If the Germans were less German, if

the British were less British or the Belgians less Belgian, then Europe would be the less. To be a Durchman is to be a European, but to be a good Dutchman
is to be a good European.
This last point, I think, goes to the heart of the matter.
I believe that my countr/s talents, its economic interests and its characteristics can only find their fullest
expression in the European Communiry.
(Apphrse)

I

takc it for grantcd that everyone in this Parliament
thinks the same about his or her own country. All of us

(Appkuse)

Community is going through a difficult dme. You
know, too, how much effort is needed merely to
ensure that the Community's members agree to abide
by its most fundamental rules and to bring us back to
the great aims which were the foundation stones of
European construction: improvement of the standard
of living and the creation of a real social Europe that
can eliminate the policies of austerity which oppress
only the workers.

Mr President, the European Economic Community

is

undermined above ell by its inability to face up to the
terrible challenge of 13 million unemployed, to the
challenge of reviving productive investment that
creates jobs, permits modernization and the training of
people to adapt to this age of scientific and technological revolution. Yeq our 10 countries have much going
for them. They have industrial and agricultural wealth.
They have workers, skillcd rcchnicians, they have
trade unions which, as you have said, must be able to
share in the decisions that are taken.

Despitc the efforts of the French Presidency, the
Community has not been able rc eliminate the causes
of the crisis which still hampers its functioning and the
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rcalization of its ambidons. ln the coursc of these five
yean of our mandatc, thc Communist and Allies

aim. Vhy does not the Community takc op proposals
to that effect, including those which mighr emanatc

Group, while fully respecting the divcnity of its membenhip, has concentrated its cffons on rhree subjects
of cssential imponance, of which I shall now remind

from France?

you.

To begin with, the economic sphere. The Europe of
the Ten should put all its resources into combating
unemployment, economic recovery, producdve investmont, competitiveness and innovation. That is an
indispcnsable condition for rhe deployment of its crea-

tiviry and innovative capacity
for what you have
just cdled meeting the hopes -and expectations. The
Community must assert itself with respect to the
United States and to Japan. But how? By strengthening the insuuments of the common trade policy, by
making bener use of the ECU to counrerac! the fluctuations of the dollar and the rising interest rates. Our
group has been able to contribute to this Parliament's
first pronouncement to this effect.
As for the batde for employment, no srone must be left
unturned
and we have'nored wirh inrcrest that millions of workers
*roughout Europe are raising the
issue of shoner working time. They are thus giving
added meaning rc the concept of the European social
area.

Nov for the political sphere. Our group, Mr Presidcnt, wishes the Community to take initiatives in
favour of the first of human rights, the right rc peace.
My fricnd, Guido Fand chairman of the Communist
and Allies Group, has reminded you rhat we have
made a solemn commitment to 'construct a Europe
that contributes, on the basis of the coopcration of the
pcoples and the States, to thc peaceful solution of dis.treements, to security and the strengthening of the
imcrnadonal organizadons, a Europe that stands for
the defencc of pcace and freedom.'

At the insdtutional level, we all wanr to improve relations betsreen the Council, the Commission and rhe
Asscmbly. I will not hidc the fact that this question is

the subject of widely varying opinions within our
group, but I would remind you that it is our colleague,
Mr Spinclli, who is responsible for a repon which the
Asscmbly adopted by an overrrhelming majoriry and
to which you, Mr Presidcnt, have referred.
The third and last objective to which the Communist
and Allies Group wants rfie Community to devote all
ir effons is the establishmcnt of closer links with the
developing counrries. I should like to make three
points here.: Is it not time, Mr President, for the Community to take a bold political initiative to revive the
Nonh-South dialoguc? Should it not be taking a
firmer stance still against apanheid? That is the Communiq/s proper role. Can it not takc srcps to ensure
that some of the money rhat goes to thc excessive
accumulation of weapons should be divened to
dwelopment? That would be a proper humanitarian

Iastly,

as regards the currenr ncgodarions for a new
Ipm6 convention by which Europe is linked to 64

developing countries, a heavy'responsibility indeed
would be ours if we did nor see rc it that sufficicnt
financial means are made available
this cooperation.

for strengthcning

I review these major aims, Mr President, I am
aware that thcy go far beyond the difficult intcrnal
problems that the Communiry and you, as President of
the Council, have to face. Burthere is no doubt in our
minds on rhese benches that only at this price can a
Europe of the peoples be built.

As

I7e believc in such a Europe, Mr President, in this

age

of independent and sovereign countries and of cooperation among them.
(Appkusefron the lefi)

Mr Bmgcmann (t).

(D) Mr President, it is true,

- of the European Council for
and I thank rhe President
reminding us of it again, that the building of Europe
has a historic dimension. It does not just involve overcoming technical difficuldes but means carrying out a
task whose economic and political implications go far
beyond what is called day-to-day business, and it is

one that vre are trying to tackle together. Moreover,
opponunities zuch as toda/s givc us a chance to establish whether we are on the right road. Bur it is also
true
and here I am not addressing you, Mr President -of the Council, bur Mrs De March, for instance,
who spoke before me
occasions we
- that onoutsuch
must avoid giving an impression
of line with realiry For insrance, it is easy for someone ro say: Mr Spinelli belongs to our troup and played a decisive parrin
the formulation of the European draft Treary, without
mentioning that one did not vorc for that Treaty oneself.

(Applatse)

I

sometimes havc the feeling we are living in differcnt

vorlds and somedmes do not know just why we arc
not moving ahcad. The Presidcnt of the Council

lgldy

said:

I want

freedom

of movement, majoriry

decisions, I srant the Europe of the spacc age, I want
to combine our economic forces, I want to introducc

nev policies into_ the Community. Everyonc sitring

here wants that. The citizens of whom you spoke ah6
want ir
the majoriry at least, leaving out thosc few
who do -not vanr it. I7e all anntEurope. \fhy do we
not $edte Europe? That is the question wc should ask
in such a_situation, and it becomes all rhe more urgenr
becausc there is no going back to nationd freedom, ro
nationd independence. Freedom and independencc
are words which must either be writtcn in a European
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script or nevcr writtcn again on this continent. That is
the task facing us all.

I would like to

ask you,

Mr President of the Council:

in your government's attitude, sincc you said, trl great applause from Parliahas there been some change

ment: on the matter of majoriry decisions we want 7e
retor.r dr.x, Trait6s'?fl.ts something changed or are we
to see what we had not considered possiblc in Stuttgan, whcn your tovernment was the only one of the
six founding members of the Community not able to
sign the Genschcr-Colombo inidative, when you were
one of the famous, or rather notorious, 'asterisk'
countries which refused in Stuttgart to accept the
majority decision? Those are questions which are
being raised in this Parliament and which you must
answer.

\7e do not wan[ to let an excellent speech
- for
which I thank you
leave the impression that every- Sometimes I have the feeling
thing is now possible.

the same happened when Mrs Thatcher was here that people are in the mood which a composer of your
country expressed inhis Apris-mid d'*n Farne'. Everything seems possible on the 'afternoon of the faun':
the sun shines, a European mood reigns. !7e feel we
need only go through that door over there to find
Europe! But when I go through that door over there,
Mr President of the Council, then I meet my electors,
who are despairing and no longer believe that this
Europe will ever become realiry. Then we find a wearincss of Europe, and that is the mood that heralds disintegration. I ask myself: are you, are we all, really
doing enough to prevent that? That is the historic task
facing us and I think we should all do more than
before rc achieve majority decisions.

I am not
Turning now to you, dear Sir Henry
- andagree with
I entirely
attacking any Member Starc
- belongs to Europe,
you that the United Kingdom
France belongs to Europe, and of course not only the
present members of the Community belong to Europe,
not only the countries which are democracies, but
Poland rco belongs to Europe, as does Hungary;
many other countries belong to Europe.

But all these countries look to Vestern Europe and
ask themselves; what are democracies capable of
doing? Are they capablc of organizing life in freedom
and solidariry? Then they also ask thcmselves: why
should it be that an important representative of a largc
Member State cannot manage, because of a quesdon
of 150 million ECU, to clear a hurdle and say: Yes, I
roo am for Europe and feel the same solidarity as the
others? Ve ask ourselves that too.
(Apphuse)

not side-step these questions, because

'![hat about Parliament's budgetery powers? Is it true,
Mr President of the Council, that your government
once made a proposal to restrict Parliament's existing
budgetary powers? ![hy was that done? Alright, that
proposal no longer exists and I believe you when you
say you think as a European, you are a European. But
the proposal was conceived, it was made, and that is
rhe truth and the realiry of Europe. I admire your
I would admire it more if it corresponded to
speech

European realiry.

You said one thing which I find very revealing and
regard as the key to our difficulies: 'H6hs, c\tait ane
victoire de

h

Communafi€ sar elle-mAme'. You are

right: only when the Community wins victories over
its own difficulties and over those who are against it
will it be a Communiry. As long as it still has to win
victories over itself it will not be Europe.
(Appkuse)

Mr Lalor (DEP).
Mr President and colleagues, I
would like to salurc- and welcome the President of the
French Republic here in his capaciry as President-inOffice of the Europcan Council. Ve salute you also,
Sir, on account of the binding friendship that exists
between France and lreland.

Mr President, I do not envy you in your daunting task
trying to seek agreement and compromise in the face

of intransigence,, national egomania and the determination to change the nature of the European Econo'mic Communiry into a free trade area. As we all know,
the European Communiry is at its very lowest cbb.
Resources are running out. Cohesion has been shattered by the failure of successive summits and a general air of uncenainty hangs over our heads stifling
initiative and generally killing incentive.

Mr

(Appkrse)

I will

pointed at the double-tdk of some Europeens. The
cidzens no longer listcn to us bccause they no longer
believe us. Ve Members of Parliament suffer from this
more than others, because we have to talk to the citizens and because it is to us that they righdy turn.

I

believe

that the citizens of Europe are quite simply disap-

President, when your tovernment launched its
European memorandum we here were heanened. You
put forward an ambitious programme to relaunch
Europe and while we did not all agree that Europe
had to be Socialist, we saw in your programme a serious effon to move forward and also to maintain the
one sold achievement of the Community, that is the
common agricultural poliry. Indeed, this solid policy
has always been supponcd by my group here in this
Parliament and by other French colleagues from other
SrouPs.

Like the boy who stood alone on the burning deck,
the gap between your European political programmes
and the realities seens'to me to be so wide that you
have now become an element of crisis rather than a
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mediator with the soludons. I regret this. At the March
Summit a lot of concessions urere made to the Iron
Lady. Other delegations reserved thcir positions. Sub-

sequently, we had the meedngs ouaide the Communiry framework and still absolutely no solutions.

Mrs Thatcher held on undl the Rocard agreement
which inaugurated a new approach for France on
European agriculture: the reduction of prices and the
limiting of production with the super levy penalizing
those who depend on milk production for their
rncome.

This morning you described this as modernizing. On
the other hand, there was no undenaking whatsoever
from the other side either on taxing oil and fats coming into the Community or on increasing the Community's resources to allow it rc deal with the overall
soourge of unemployment.

Vhile

these are exceptional times, we cannot allow
this one-sided surrender of the Communiq/s principles and foundations to go on. The Community spirit
will die an even quicker death if unilaterd demands
are satisfied every time without any regard whatsoever
for the Treaty or the common interests of the Member
Statcs. Mrs Tharcher can certainly be very proud of
her unilateral demands being met.

The sad thing about this whole budgetary quesdon is
that there seem to be no prospects for the future.
\Phen are we going to have real policies to deal urith
unemployment in the Community? Vhen are we
going to have proposals to defend and develop European industries and new tcchnologies? Vhen are vr€
going to be able to propose, initiate and carry our programmes for the dwelopment of all our countries? Let
us get our research act togerher, as you suggested this
morning. I hope that in the future we will be able to
make such advances, because the alternative is too terrible to contemplatc, namely, national policies of a
non-coordinated nature.

May I also say that when extra money is being allocated under the transpon heading referred to by you
this morning, please do not forger those of us on the
periphery who necd exua help rc bring us closer. [r is
essential that the European Community should regain
its raison d'dtre and its credibility before the people of
Europe are called to the polls to show their suppon
for a further new Parliament.
(Apphrse)

(m) Mr Presidenr of the ParMr Peonclla (CDI).
liament, Mr President- of t}re Council, Mr President of
the Commission, for the second time in this century,
the funure of Europe depcnds on France.

This time, Mr President, France says she is ready.
Long live France! long live Europe!

But, Mr President, I feel that it would be both mean
and wrong of me rc speak at the price of silencing
Aldero Spinelli. I would therefore ask you, and I also
ask Altiero Spinelli, to do the Ialian Radicals rhe honour of using the four minutcs which are at my disposal. I believe we shall hear the voice of Parliament,
and the voice of Europe speaking.
(Appkuse)

President.
Mr Spinelli, thus transformed into a radical, you-have another four minutcs and fifteen
seconds.

(Laughter)

Mr Spinelli (COM).

(FR) Thank you, Mr Pannella. Mr President of -the French Republic, Mr President of the Council, following the vote on 14 February

on the drah teaty, the German, Belgian and Italian
Parliaments have already staned preliminary debatcs
on the subject. The French Senate has already prepared a first, excellent, report on the draft. But with
your solemn announcement rhat France is ready to
mke the initiative in bringing about political union,
our draft becomes the subjea of European construction. A new chapter has opened.
Since it will be difficult to do so in wriring, let me
thank you, Mr President of the Republic, and I think I
speak on behalf of the entire Parliament, for giving
this undenaking. . .
(Apphuse)
. . . but let me also draw your artention to the dangers

to which the draft hnd the inidative are open. If
adjustments were found necessary

and this almost
- task should
case
the
be
entrusted, not to experts or diplomats,
but to the new
Parlament, the legitimate respresentarive of the citizens of Europe. Mr President of the French Republic,
w'e are counting on you.

certainly

will be the

(Appkuse)

Mr

(NL) Mr
Eisma (NI).
we much
- and energy President,
appreciate the efforts
of the French Presidency. You, Mr President, have been veqy busy in the
cause of Europe in the last six months. Unfortunately,
the crisis has emerged more clearly in this pcriod than
the achierrements of last year. The results that have
been achieved seem to have been snowed under. Ve
share you view that an impulse for progress was given
in Athens. Ve share your view that major results were
achieved in Brussels. European cooperation is growing. I say this not as an idealistic but as a realistic optimist. The agricultural poliry has been broughr up to
date in some q,'ays. The quota sycrcm is beginning to
have an effee, and rhat is something this Fadiament
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has been calling for sincc l979,You have referred to
the progress made with Esprit, the nuclear fusion pro-

ject in Culham. You have announced Communiry

that Denmark can no longer remain in the EEC. I
believe that this is something which we have
template.

to con-

decisions on rclecpmmunications and biotcchnology.

The Social Fund has been improved. The Regiond
Fund has been improved, since the non-quota secdon
has been enlarged. This means more European policy
under the Regional Fund. But we would warn against
reductions in expenditure and economies in the European Community at the expense of these two funds.
Parliament will strongly resist any such moves.

Prcsident.

I

thank all those who have intervened,

and in panicular
I thank the President of the European Council and President of the Republic for coming here and giving this address.
(Appkase)
(Tbe sitting ans srspendcd dt 12.55 p.m, and resamed at

Mr President, you have spoken here as the President
of the Council of Ministers. You have expressed the
view that decision-making in the Council is overly
dominated by the unanimiry procedure. It is very
imponant rc recall that the French Presidenry has said
this. Being the initiator of the Luxembourg Agreement, France is afur all largely to blame for tfie unanimity rule. If France now w'ants to abandon this rule, it
can make an important contribution to the complete
abolition of the Luxembourg Agreement. Then n'e can
have real decision-making in the Community again.
The French introduced this rule, and it is to be hoped
that they remove it again.

3

p'*')

Mr

of the Co*ncil.
think all the Members of the
European Parlianrent listening to rhe President of the
Cheysson, Prcsident-in-Offce

(FR)

Mr

President,

European Council this morning were left in no doubt

that his declaration has been very cerefully thought
out. It thus conains all that could be said on behalf of
France and all that we felt could be presented as the
conclusions drawn from five months of presidency of
the European Council.

You will thereforc appreciate that

way be seeking

mental policy, the Rhine and acid rain. Parliament responded with loud applause when he announced these
intentions. I would point out that there is a contrast
between the environment and the economy. To ensure

I

and in the longer term we can expeot this to have an
effect on economic growth. In this context we consider the draft trcaty on European Union extremely
imponant because environmental policy will be one of
its objcctives.

I vill concludc by srying that this Parliament will not
be able to assess the outcome of the fonhcoming sum-

mit conference. I wish the French Presidenry every
at the fonhcoming mcetings, particularly in
Fontainebleau. Ve hope that, after all the cfforts that
have been made in the past ycar, the French Presidency will achieve positive results. You deserve them,
suoccss

but Europe deservcs them even more.

(DA) Mr President, I do not
Mr Both (CDI).
- Dane to be amazed at whar the
think I was the only
French President said about unanimous voting
arrangements in the futurc. I should like to point out
that it was France who first introduced the principle of
unanimous voting, and that Denmark's accession to
the EEC took place in the light of that principle. It was
an explicit undenaking made in the context of rhe
referendum and if it is not upheld in practicc the basis
for Denmark remaining within the Community disappears. Ve can therefore conclude that the new
arrangemens referred to by the President will mean

to

I

shall not

in

any

complement or clarify what
Mr Frangois Minerand has said in his speech this
morning. It would only reduce its impon.

The French President also spoke of a strong environ-

that a radical European environmental policy is
purused, innovation in industry will be encouraged,

I

shall confine myself to answering some remarks and
comments
favourable or otherwise
which have
been made-by the Commission or the -representatives
of the political groups.

As President of the Council of Ministers for general
affairs I should like first of all to thank the Members
and the Commission for recognizing that an effon has
been made, that it was a big effort, and that the President of the European Council has personally taken
pan in it. 'Prodigious energy' it was called on behalf
of the Commission. Never have I been so happy to be
associated with such prodigality. . . Such a decisive
impetus', the President of the Commission has also
said. I thank you all for recognizing rhar much, in fact,
has been achieved. I should like to say to you here,
before this Parliament, that if such an effort has been
made, it vas not only from a sense of professionalism,
a desire to please, bur because we were determined to
get over the stumbling blocks which have halted the
progress of the Communiry and, going beyond them,
to rediscover the areas in which Europe can develop.
Ve need this Communiry and it is because of this
need, which I have no hesitation in admining has also
a national aspect, that we have spared neirher energy
nor effon.

This determination was spelt out this morning by
President Mitterand in terms which I think leave no
room for equivocation, It was, let me repeat, a considered satement, it is now public and ir commits the
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Hcad of the French Execudvc, the elected Prcsident of
the French people, who holds that office for seven
years. It was not, in any sense, an improvised speech.
Indeed, our earlier conduct had indicated that in many

commitment to the ncw approach and to the idca of a
common polidcal enpression.

It had bebn no easy task for my country, you may
bclieve me, to take that very firm stand on enlargement which has now been adoptcd, to help tle completion of the Communiq/s negotiating mandate, to
speed up the debatcs which made the start on the final
negotiations possible, rc set that suaight and perhaps
arduous course, which we hope nerrenhcless will not
be long in the negotiating.

He mentioned the Genscher-Colombo memorandum
which became the Solemn Declaradon on European
Union adopted in Stuttgart. kt me remind him that in
the first spcech I made to this House as Prcsident-inOfficc of thc Council I said how much imponance wc
attached to bettcr consultation and that, to the extcnt
that this is currcntly possible for the President-in-Office of the Council, I have done my best to. demonsuate
that ve attach great importance to closcr consultation
by contacts with the Political Affain Committee, by
contacs
to which you, Mr Prpsident will tcsdfy

Nor was it easy, in many respec6, to take up the envi-

tions we have held.

ronmental issues in which France has been regarded as
blemeworthy or at any rate xras being accused of being

I

arays.

so,

It

was also a challenge to tackle the plans, which
Prcsident Mitterand disclosed or reaffirmed this
morning, for industry, for transpon and for culture.
and you know hov much that means
Yes, culture
to the French- culture as an expression of the Com- means that we shall often have to
munity, which
accept that cultural expression at Communiry level is
more imponant than at national level.

fu

you know, we French sometimes tend to believe
that we are bettcr at expressing ourselves than others.
Vell, we now have to accept that what we have to say
will only be listened rc if it is proclaimed with a Communiry voice, in fact that our count4/s independence,
by which we set so much store, can only be secured

with thc-Prcsidency of Parliament, by the consulta-

have also done my best to act in this spirit by applying one particularly imponant of the Stuttgan Declar-

ation, that concerning rnajority voting. I think
Mr Bangemann cannot deny that during the most
r€ccnt Council mceuings we have applied the majoriry
rule in vot€s on some very imporant subjects, such as
the new commercial policy instrument, or thc implementation of thc fruit and vegetables regulation. Ve
applied it in circumstanccs that were by no means pro:
pitious and we found that certain countries with which
we are having difficulties at this moment nevertheless
conducted themselves in the Council in a rcmarkably
responsible Community spirit . . .
Presi&nt.
Mr Bangemann asks for the floor. Under
- Procedure
he is entided rc put a question,
the Rules of
if you will allow it.

fully if the European idea develops.

In affirming

these principles, we also acc€pt the means

of thcir realization. And, ladies and gendemen, one of
your number, Mr Spinelli, speaking, I trust on behalf
of you all, madc the point this morning: the French
President's statement that we cmbracc thc aims of the
draft treaty instituting European Union is further confirmation of our detcrminadon to scc rapid progress of
thc Communiry on the basis of the Treaty of Rome.
For experience has taught us how well conceived and
structured that treaty is and experience tells us that it
must be consolidated and applied in its entirety, possibly with some essential complementary provisions.

fu

President Mitterand has said
and I repeat it here
in answer to some comments -we wish to see a neur

treaty examined and then negodatcd
as eady as possi.ble by all those who wish to acccde to it and we want
it to cover those subjects which vc regard as essential.
The representative of the Liberal Group seemed to
doubt the sincerity of our commitment. I am happy to

reassure him on that score by taking as my authority

the most eminent Frenchman of the day, the President
of the Republic
and by rcminding him that in these
last months we-have on many occasions shown our

Mr

Chcysson, Presideat-in-Offce

(FR) Of cource.

of the Coancil.

-

(FR)
Mr Banganann (L).
Minister, I thank
- but I doMr
you for )Dur comments
not think your recollection of my modcst observation is entirely aocurat€. I
am, indced, pcrfccdy aware of all the efforts undertaken by the French Govcrnment. Perhaps I am
wronB, but my observation, which was more of a qucstion, conccrned the official position. My question was
this: Has the French Government changed its position
since Stuttgart? If my memory seryes me right, I can
list the countries which raiscd objections to the maiority rule. To my asiorihhment
and rathcr to my
disappointment
the only founder-member
of the
Community on -that list is the counrrf you,represenr
here, Sir.

Chcyson, Pnsident-in-Offce of tk Council.
(FR) Mr President, I thank Mr Bangemann for
affording me the opponunity to starc our position. Ve
are bound by thc Solemn Declaration on European
Union adoptcd in Stuttgart, xie af,e implcmenting it
and we havc done our,best to show in practical ways

Mr
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that wc are fully committcd to that declaradon. It is,
indccd, one of the tno working documents to which
thc Prcsident of the Republic referred in his statement
and which will form the basis for the discussion of this

In this way it

important subject which we hope will ake place this
autumn. The other is thc European Parliament's pro-

possible to take up very old subjects, as for instance a

posal on European Union.

Mr Bangemann has pointcd out that at a certain time a
suggestion was put forward which might have had as
its consequence a modification of the European Parliament's budgetary povers. He will allow me to use
this opponunity to reiterate what I have said on many
occasions, and again only a few weels ago before this
Parliamcnt, that the French Government, being a responsible body, has never for a moment envisaged that
any improvement of the budgetaqy procedures could

be made otherwise than in full observance of the
Treaty, that is to say in full respec of the instirutional
powers, and those of the European Parliament and the
Cdmmission in particular.

Mr P.resident, having reaffirmed our resolve, may I go
back rc what I was sayirrg and answer the other speak-

the new commercial policy instrument, the
aspect of our coal policy; in this way, too,

Ve felt from the beginning of our exercise of the
Presidency, and indced had felt for a considerable
time before, that if progress was to be resumed in the
Community, there were a number of areas in which
blockages had to be removed. That was what Stuttgan
c/as about. At Stuttgan lre were not concerned with
dealing with panicular problems, but we tried to link
up subjects which were under discussion and on which
salematr had been reached, in such a way that when
concessions were made on this subject or that the
deadlocks in the various Community bodies, the various Ministerial Councils could be unblocked.
been

reminding you how that course was followed: to Athens, whcre we were able to define the difficulties more

clcarly and see the linls berween them; to Brussels,
to deal in principle vith some of
these difficulties; through the weeks following Brus-

it

social

has been

more satisfactory definition than the last of a European Regional Dwelopment Fund, or the definition of
transport quotas; in this way it has been possible to
deal with our day-to-day affairs, such as the fixing of
agriculrural prices in time for the harvesting year, the
fixing of fishing quotas in time for the season, the fixing of srcel quoas before the last ones run out, the fixing of road Eansport quotas. Vho, a year'ago, would
have thought that on each of these subjects we would
get somewhere, that we would make progress and that
we would take up what ought to be our regular Communiry routine, or that we would now be able to deal
even with the most sensidve rcpics! But it is not
enough. If our resolve is rc have practical effect, we
must

and here I acknowledge a number of spcakers

- said this do more. But we must always do
who have
it, as President Mitterand
was reminding us this morning, within the compass of the Treaty.
I note

ers.

The President of the French Republic has

has been possiblc to break the deadlock
on such difficult subjects as technicd barriers to Eadc,

ment

interesting progress as regards the encourage-

of industrial cooperation. Reference has been
to it this morning
but we should be able to

made
- social area and in the daymake progress, too, in the
to-day running of the Communiry.

it is true, a maffer in dispute, this
troubling matt€r, as the Commission calls it, in the

There remains,

budgetary area: the matrcr of calculadng a budgetary
imbalance which is all the more difficult to deal with
because no provision has been made for it in tle
Treaty, since the Treaty never contemplated the arithmetical nodon of a 'return' to this or that State. It has
been a difficult and roubling question ever since, in
1980, as one of the speakers this morning has recalled,
an isolated, summery decision was taken which, as it
has turned ouq has involved us in a problem for which
we nrere not prepared: the problem of budgetary
imbalance.

w'here we wcre able

sek, when we were able to unravel elements which had
been joined in a single package, so that we could make
progress by dealing with elements which had become
traaable once again. It was in this way that we were
able rc arrive first at proposals, then at decisions on

the compensatory amounts and on other important
matt€rs in agricultural policy, including the 'sense' we
were able to put into the dairy sector. It was in this
way that other regulations in this area became possible. [t was thus that on a number of external problems
ve vere able to achieve a joint Community stance. I
will fust mention the mandatc that has now been given
to the Commission, and communicated to the candidatc counuias, on subjects as difficult as agriculture
and fisheries for Spain and Portugal, sensitive subjects
which in some caries concern our 64 ACP panners in
viev of the rencwal of Lome II.

One of the spealiers this morning has reminded us that
in Brussels we were on the brink of a solution. \fle
were very close, you must atree, in numerical terms,
but I am afraid I have to tell you that the reason for
our failure in Brussels was not the difference of 100 or
200 million ECU, but a much more serious difference
of approach as to the principles on which the final
decision should be based. On this we must be clear.
Now, if we invoke principles, then, as the Presi{ent of
the French Republic made plain this morning, we are
in a grave difficulry. Because then we have on tlte one
hand, those who demand that the Treety should be
observed, and hence that the Communiqy's resources
should be counted ar the Community's resources, and
not as the contributions of individual States, and on
the other hand we have those, or more precisely that
one voice, which says that the pafticular problem of a
panicular State should take precedense over the prin-
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of the Treary to
negotiate and sign that Treary, and which later
inspired other countries to accede to it.
ciples which inspired the authors

From this roubling difficulry, which in arithmetical
terms is unimponanq but in tcrrrs of principle is fundamental, other problems follow concerning the

having raised a number of budgetary principles for
which, at an earlier date, he was partly responsible in
connecdon with the formulation of Article 203. I think
this is helpful to the European Parliament.

4.

immediate future of the Community in the budgetary
sphere
as a number of speakers have pointed out.

-

I would hope, Mr President, that this problem
worrying though it is, especially for those with responsibility for the management of the Community's affairs
will not make us lose sight of all the other imponant
things, all the future prospects, all the reasons which
make us all feel that toda/s meeting is of special
imponance. Of course, the matter will have to be dealt
with, a way of balancing income and expenditure for
1984 x,ill have to be found.
But we should not forgfi that legally nre are bound to

find that balance. And not only in the

sense

The Community is not endded to forget its commitments either in respect of agricultural policy, or of
regional development policy, or of social policy. It has
no such right. The Coun of Justice has been quite
unequivocal in this respect on two occasions: the
Communiry is bound to find the means to implement
the policies vhich it has decided to put inro effect. I
readily admit that the problem is difficult and that it
may cause a lot of technical headaches, but it is not a
problem of principle, it does not affect rhe Communiq/s policies
which, I think you will agree, is
what the day's discussion
is about.

Iet us keep our eyes on the horizon. let us not forger
what is expected of us. Accounting shonfalls are
something that will have to be dealt with, but they are
not the core of this Communiq/s existence. Indeed, it
would be a very dangerous thing if they should be rhe
core of this Communiq/s existence. Indeed, it, would
be a very dangerous thing if they should be the core of
this parliamentaqy session or of the meeting of the
European Council.

Mr President, are tle observations I have per-

mitted myself to make as President-in-Office of the
Council and as France's representarive vithin that
Council. But all this, let me say again, should in no
way obscure the fundamental starement made this
morning by the President of the French Republic on
behalf of France and thc sate of progress which he
presented to you in his capacity as President of the
European Council.
Presidcnt.

Office

My sincere thanks to the President-in-

of -the

Council.

I

Prcsidcnt.
Mr Cronin has informed us in writing
that he is resigning
as a Member of the European Parliament. In conformity with the second subparagraph
of Anicle l2(2) of the law governing the election of
representatives to the European Parliament by universal suffrage, we establish this vacancy and will inform
the Member State concerned.
As the reason for the resignadon of Mr Cronin is his
starc of health, I think I speak for us all when I say
that our best wishes go with him.

of adjust-

ing expenditure to income. Ve are also bound
I say
- of
this advisedln Mr President
to do this in terms
- kt us not forger that
adjusting income to expenditure.
the Treary lays down an obligation to continue acrions
which the Communiry has decided to undertake.

These,

Membership of Parlkment

particularly appreciate his

(Apphuse)

The agenda indicates thar the vote will start at
p.m.

3.30

I do not with rc take anyone by surprise. The sit-

ting is therefore suspended undl 3.30 p.m.
(Tlte sitting ans srspended dt 3.25 p,m. and resumcd at
3.30

p.n.)

Votesl,2

JOINT STATEMENT BY PARLIAMENT AND
CoMMISSION (DOC. 1-r2rl84lREY.)
Mr Fanti (COM).
(n
President,I should like
- thisMrproblem
to remind us all that
was debated at
length by the enlarged Bureau to decide whether or
not it should be included on the agenda. I mainained
then that the suggestion that the European Parliament
should propose a joint declaration with the Commission on its relations wirh that body at the end of the
legislature, and at a time when the Commission's own
mandate is about to expire, consrituted, in my opinion,
a totally inadmissible pracrice. By doing this, in fact,
we should determine for rhe next Parliament and the
next Commission a pre-ordained, compulsory mode of
visualizing their murual relationship.

In this connection the European

Parliament

has

adopted numerous resolution that have so far receivcd
no response. These resolution are recalled in the proposed declaration. Amongst all of these resolutions
there is a notable ommission
the vote with which
- in approving
the majoriry of this Parliamenq
the

I
2

SeeAnnex.
hocedure vtithott report:see Minutcs.
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Fanti

reform of the Treaties, also indicated the manner in
which relations berween Parliament and the Commission should be conductcd.

I

of the Bureau, to be
of what criterion and what procedure

asked in vain, at the meeting

told on the

basis

we are opening this debate. I think a deailed debate is
neccssary on this point to allow all members to consider the importance of this vote, and whether or not it
is necessary to have it.

It is also my view that, given the present attendance in
this Chamber, it is necessary to refer everything to the
next Parliament, without having at this moment to
which we have
check whether we have a quorum
not, Mr President.
To avoid a formal act of procedure, therefore wisdom
demands that we should all together take this line

in other words, we should hand over the problem -to
the next Parliament, giving it also the results of the
work that have been done, so that the future Parliament and the future Commission can tackle and provide a solution for these problems.

Mr

Mr

Pannella (CDD.

Rule 84,

somewhat cavalier fashion. As regards the conrcnt,
agree wittr Mr Fanti.

I

But that is not the essential point. \7e cannot have
what appears to be a solemn declaradon without giving any committee, nor the Members themselves, the
opportunity of considering it. I don't see why we
should be acting in a hurry.
move its inadmissibility.
debated.

I

therefore I must now put rc the yote Mr Panella's proposal not rc deliberate on the subject as a whole.

not certain what the point of
Lady Elles (ED).
- I am
it was decided in the enlarged
this vorc is. I thought
Bureau that we would present this motion to the
House on which to vote and that was what would happen. The fact was, as you have said, that the Polidcal
Affairs Committee was given a mandate to draw up
this declaration, but I would remind the House that it
is also a declaration which has been agreed with the
Commission. The Commission also, therefore, must
have a say. It is not for this House to decide that we
can put amendments to this declaration and expect it
to be adopted because it has been a joint effon by both
institutions. Therefore, I would remind the House that
it is not quite as simple as it might appear.

President, under

- FR)
the procedure you have
I do not think

adopted is in conformiry with the Rules. It is not clear
what this declaration is: it is not a resolution. Ve don't
know what it is. The matter is being dealt with in a

I

ject. As you know, this is the last pan-session and
holding a debate would mean that no other work can
be completed. That is why ure have chosen this
approach. If the majoriry of Members present take the
view that a debate should nevertheless be held, we
shall have to hold the matter over till the next Parliament. That is the background to this proposal and

ask that the matter not be

I think, first, that I should mention to
Presi&nt.
- of considerations that led the enlarged
you a number
Bureau to put this proposal before you.

As you know, Parliament has instructed its Political
Affairs Committee and, in panicular, the Committee
on Institutional Affairs to negotiate with the Commission a number of recommendadons concerning the
improvement of institutional procedures, as drawn up
in reports adopted by the European Parliament. The
Political Affairs Committce was entrusted by Parliament with the task of bringing that about. It was a
limited task because implemenation was to be kept
within existing Treaty texts.

That implementation is now put before us. The
enlarged Bureau yesterday agreed with Mr Fanti that
we would do well to find time for a debate on this sub-

Thag Iady Elles, is the reason why in
President.
- the
placing it on
agenda on Monday, I proposed that
if there was a majority that did not not agree with the
procedure, it would be sent back to the Political
Affairs Committee because we in plenary cannot negotiate with the Commission. That has to be done in a
more limited body such as the Political Affairs Committee.

(n Mr President, I should
Mr Spinclli (COM).
- rc be reasonable. Ve have
like to ask all members
shown that we are people of integriry in this Parliament, and we cannot hope, on the last day but one of
this Parliament's life, to indicate what the relations
between the Commission and Parliament should be
without disand thus commit the new Parliament
cussion, or with a makeshift discussion.

The reasonable thing, after having done a certain
amount of work, is to hold it back for the new Parliament, which will discuss it: but, for goodness' sake, do
not let us have a votc on this point! lrt us try to atree

itself and the decorum

of

Parliament

demand it.
(Appkuse)

(Parlianent rejected Mr Pantelh\ motion)

On the joint declaracion by the Parlia- Comniission, I have received a request
ment and the
for a roll-call vote.
President.
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Mr dc h Malcnc (DED.

(IIT l"k President,I asked MemMr Fenti(COM).
bers to give up the idea of any kind of vote, aftcr hav-

tronic check on Amendmenr-No

ing explained the reaons which make such a decision
neoessary. If afur dl a votc is still being cdled for,
then I must request a check on whether we have a

Mr l.ouwes (t).

-

quorum.

should like

FR) I'd like an elec-

l.

(NL)

u,e take the votc, I
- you toBefore
o ask
verify that dl five or six

group chairmen have signcd this amendment.
(A qrcnm cbeck was

Ptcsidcnt

ru&)

note that quorum
present. The
- therefore beaheld over isto not
question will
the next sitting.

PFENNIG REPORT (DOC. t-ztots4
OF PARLIAMENT FOR I9t5'

.ESTtrMATES

Estirutes of reoetue and expetdinrc: Item 1255 (new):

Anetdment No

[,ouwes, that does not seem to me in
- Mronly
I have
to consider the validity of an

Prcsident.

I

I

I

order.

amendment tabled and to verify that the signatures
appended thereto are sufficient for the amendment to
be tabled. For the resr, ir is a matter for rhc group
chairmen in which I have no desire to meddle. I
merely notcd that a number of names are appendcd
and in the enlarged Bureau I heard that Mrs Hammcrich had not appended her signature.

(Afin an

(DE) Mr President, the ComMr Pfcnaig (EPP).
- not votcd
mistce on Budgets has
ont this modon. I
mysclf am against, because we already have rwo other
budget headings for the same purpose, headings 1149
and 1123. Ve do not need a new budget hcading.

dopted)

electronic

cltecl Anadnett No

I

ut

s

r

Motion for a resol*tion: Afier tbe rejection of

meil No 3

Annd-

to paragrapb 2

Lord Douro (ED).

I would just point out that this vote cannot change-tle Rulcs of the European Parliament.

group leadcrs, was not in every case signed by the
group leader before being submitted. I would ask you,
therefore, to confirm that you received this amend-

Mr Forth (ED).

Prcsidcnt.

Mr President, I undersand that
- has been signed
this amendment, which
by all the

ment duly signed by all the Members whose names are
listcd on thc sheet in front of us.

On a point of ord.r, Mr Presi- explain
dent, could you please
that cryptic commenr?
Prcsi&ne

-

Mr Fonh, Rule 113(3) reads:

The Burcau, aftcr consulting the appropriatc commircc,
shall decidc the number of officials and othcr servanr

Prcsidcat.
I have scen rhe amendments signed by all
the leaders- of the political groups crith one exceprion,
as far as I recall.

and lay down regulations relating to their administrative
and financial situation.

The Bureau shall dso decidc to what catcgories of officials and scrvlnts Anicles 12 w 14 of the Protocol on
the privileges and immunities of the Europcan Communitics shdl apply in whole or in pan.

Lorrd Douro (ED).
Mr President,
course I can- to you, questionofwhat
not, in due deference
you said;
but that does surprise me, because trvo group leaders
have told me they never signed it.

Mr Fgrth (ED):

Prcsidcot.
Can somc information be procured on
this issue, because
I am not absolutely sure? Mr Pfennig, as rapporteur, you mUst know.

Mr

Pfennig (EPP).

(DE)

Mr

Presidenq

I

am

assuming shat all the group
chairmen have signed rhis
motion. Nevenheless I u,ish to inform you that I am
against the motion because budget headings ll49 and
ll23 already fulfil rhe purpose of the proposed head-

whole?

ing 1255.

competense

(Tbe Prcsident dechredAmendment No

(Apph*e)
Presidcnt.

President.
Thank you ve{f much. At any rate the
amendment- has a sufficient number of signatures. Ve
can go ahead and votc.

I

rcjected)

Mr President, are you suggesting

- Bureau is superior to this Housc!
therefore that the
Presumably, the Bureau has brought a recommendation-to Parliamenl By our vote I would have thought
we had rejected it. Vhat status, rherefore, are you
suggesdng thc Bureau has against tlre House as a

Mr Fonh, I wished to indicatc that the

of the Bureau on rhe organigramme
remains untouched. At the same rime Parliament
establishes the financial limits to the budget.

Mr

Forth

House,

as

(ED).-

Is it then the case that if the
a whole, wishes to assert its opinion as
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against the Bureau, wE must vote against the resolution as a wholc or againm the budgct for Parliament as
a wholc?'Ve must be able to have a say in this surely.
Is Parliament not sovereign against the vicw of the
Bureau?

As far as the Rules are concerned, ParPrcridcot.
'liament in some instances recommends policies to the
Bureau but cannot decide on the policies.

would ask the C.ommittee on the Rules of Procedure
and Petitions to cstablish who it is aithin the adminis-

uadon who signs the motions on behalf of the group

chairmen. I fear that this House is bcing misled, and if
my suspicions arc justified, Mr President, it is time to
ensure that the secretaries-general of the groups cannot misuse the group chairmens' signatures. I ask you
to check this, for it will be an interesdng point for us.

(Appkue)

Mr Langc (Sl, Chainun of the Committee on Bdget.
(DE) Mr President, I wish you had not made that
-remark. You are giving rise to a discussion we u'ould
have liked to avoid. In principle, the Bureau's powers
remain untouched. In this one casc, the plenary of

lvt Langes, that is a tery interesdng
Prcsidcnt.
- should
point, which
be looked into. I will see that it is

overrules this rule

- of the group chairmen who told
to give you the names
me they did not sfun the motion because they were not

Parliament

Parliamcnt itself

of the Rules- of Procedure,

as

it-has already done on

other occasions. Every provision of the Rules of Procedure can on occasion be overruled by a plenary

considered.

Mr Langes (EPP).

(DE) Mr President, I am happy

even present at thc relevant time

!

decision.

scRIvENER REPORT (DOC. t-r22t84
.COVER FOR BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS
IN THE 1eS4 FINANCLAL YEAR')

(A2phrse)

Mr Lange, I should like to ask the ComPrcsidcnt.
mittcc on -the Rules of Procedure and Petitions to
pronouncc on this mattCr since up to noYt/ changes to
the Rules have only bcen possible with an absolute
majority of Members. This maner needs to be cleared
uP.

Mr

Presidenq

on behalf of

myself aqd nine other Mcmbers of my group, I vould
ask you to establish whether there is a quorum present.

A count
haoing been uke4 tbe hesi.dent annoanced -tbat a qtanon gt)rts ttot Present)
(Tlten Members rose to sup?ort tbe request

(DE) It is nor a question
- of Procedure but merely
here of amending the Rules
Parliament
of whether the plena4/s 'opinion
- that of
is a meaningless farce or whcther the Bureau takes
-it scriously. I think that is the question.
Mr Koorad Sch6n (EPP).

Prcsidcnt

Lord Douro (ED).

-

I don't belicve that

is

thc problem.

Mr President, I find
Damc Shclagh Roberts (ED).
- fact,
the Bureau is
your rulings perplexing. If, in
supreme, why has the Bureau bothered even to able
amendments?

The votc is therefore held over rc the

Mr Langc (Sl. Cbairnan of the Committee on Bdgetl
(DE) Mr President, on a point of order, what the
-members of the European Democratic Group have
requested, i.e. to establish whether there is a quorom
present, would in fa,c" ptalyze the European Parliament.

.

.

(Apphrse)

The Bureau would, of course, prefer to
Prcsidcnt.
- with the House.
bc in harmony

Mr langes (EPP).

Prcsidcnt.
next sitting.-

-

(DE) Mr President, I asked to

speak aftcr the votc in orrder not rc disrupt the discus-

sions about Parliuncnt's budget which, whatever thc
British Memberc may think, were prepared for with
great care and at length in the Committce on Budgets.

. . . . . . would mean that the European Parliament is
prwented from carrying out its tasks. The curious justhat
dfication given by our Conservative colleagues
- that
we should leave this matter to the Parliament
would mean that our Partakes office after 21 Jdy
liament cannot deliver its-opinion until October at the
earliest, and by then the Council and the Commission
will have dcalt with everything without Parliament

having any chance of having a say on the matter.

The House has rejccted Amendmcnts Nos 3 and 4,
and I can give you one of the reasons for this. Four of

(Apphrse)

thc group chairmen mentioned in Amendments Nos 3
and 4 have told me they did not sign this motion. I

I can only

say,

what son of MPs are you! You ere per-

ilyzingyour own activities, without reaping any praise
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Lenge

for it. That also applies to the behaviour of the European Democrats. If your sucoessors do rhe same in the

Mr Forth (ED).
Mr President, the true reply to the
- has made which
point that Mr Lange
may colleague

next electoral rcrm, the United Kingdom represenawill have no repuation left at all. Just think: since
you claim to have the mother of Parliaments ar home,

the Marquess of Douro has becn too polite to make is

tives

this..

.

why not behave accordingly!
There has already been a lot of abuse as
that -is concerned. In order to solve the question
I have given the floor to Lord Douro to reply to Mr
Lange, after which the Commission intervened. I7e
are now back to points of order and nothing else. If
you have a point of order you have rhe right m speak,
but I would not vanr ro continue this debatc.
Presidcnt.

far

(Lord apphuse)

Lord Douro (ED).
Mr President, perhaps you will
allow me to reply-to rhe points Mr Lange made.
Firstly, I reject utterly the charge that we are behaving

irresponsibly. Many Members of this Parliament,
many different groups of this Parliament, have this
week and other weeks asked for a quorum check when
it has suited them for various reasons. Just because we
have on this occasion asked for a check does not mean
that we have behaved irresponsibly.
Secondly, our reasons for nos wishing to see a vore
this week are threefold: firstly, when the Council considered this matter some ren days ago they issued a
press release which indicated no sense of urgency
whatever. They then a few days later requested
urgency. The two statements are inconsistent. I do not

believe there

is

urgency. Funhermore, much can
change bem/een now aid when the Commission need
the money. The Commission have often in the past

miscalularcd for very good reasons because many
things can change the Commission's estimates. Much
therefore can change before Seprcmber or October.
That is when the money will be needed. That is when
Parliament will be able rc exercise a proper influence
on how the shortfall is rc be covered.

Thirdly, it is an extremely imponant marrer of principle. It would be inappropriate if in the last days of rhis
Parliament we delivered an opinion on somerhing
which will set a precedent for the future and is a matter of extreme imponance. I do believe that it is more
appropriate thar ir should be dealt with by rhe new

as

Mr Eoright (S). Yes, my point of order is that the
quite disgraceful -procedures of the good Lord Douro,
who is a very nice man personally, th6 quite disgracc-

tuI...

Mr Enrighr, you may not speak undl you
indicate on- which rule you are making your point of
President.
order.

Mr Enright (S).
It is on Rule 48, and we are helped
by the fact that- it did not appear on the television
screen.

President.

Mr Enright, I cannot see the urgency of

your proposal.

Efftht (S). There may well be a quorum now,
- will see that the television screen
and if you look you
is showing the wrong procedural modon.
Mr

IN THE CHAIR: MR JAQUET

Parliament.
Vce-Presidcnt

For these reasons I hope I have shown the House that
we are acting for very good reasons and we are acting
responsibly.

sEcoND NOTENBOOM REPORT (DOC.

(Appkusefrom the European Demooatic Grorp)

226/84'REPLACEMENT OF FINANCIAL CON.
TRIBUTIONS BY MEMBER STATES)

Mr

Davignoan Vce-president of tln Commission.
Mr President, in order to prevent misunderstanding I should just like to remind you of what Mr
Thorn said this morning in the general debate, namely
that for the Commission rhere is urgency, for the reasons u,hich have been statcd. I should like to add that
the Commission would regrer it if Parliament were nor
to express its view, even if that view, as in this case,
should not be identical with the Commission's.

(FR)

(Apph*se)

koposalfor a reguhtion:,lfter

the oote on

1-

all tbe

amendments

Mr Notenboom (PPE), ruppor,teur.-(NZ) Mr Presi-

for this second repon, may I
ask the Commission's representative whether he can
confirm on the Commission's behalf that it will acccpr
the amendmcnts the European Parliament has juit
ldopted and change its proposal accordingly. \Pe have
been given an oral assurance in commiite, but it is
dertt,_as the rapporteur

24.5.84
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imponant for confirmation to be given here in the
Chambcr. The Commissioner is giving a sign of affir-

at the request of the Commission or at their own
request.

mation, Mr President . . .

Mr Devigno4

Vtce-presidert

As for the first point, I apologise, but could
man repeat his question?

of tbe Commission.

Mr Selig-

(FR) Mr Presdienq since I am not sufficiently incisive:

'ia'.
PEDINI REPORT (DOC. t-224/t4
DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED REACTORS)

(S).

(DE) Ve are asking that a check

undertaking?
be

- whether a quorum is present. Since
made to determine
our amendmenr have been rejected we :ue acting in
precisely the same *ay as the Conservatives. Thar's
how they wanrcd it!
(More than llMembers rose to support Mr Arndt\
Afier a cbeck, tbe President noted that there

reqrnst

udt net -d quorum

about that.

On the second question, you did say rhat you would
submit a new recommendation to the Council bearing
in mind the Parliament's view. Do you adhere to that

Paragraph 5:1fter rejection ofAmendment No 2.

Mr Arndt

Mr Scligman (ED).- I think the first question would
be better put by Mr lange, from the Committee on
Budgets, because he was the one who was worried

present)

Mr

Davignon, Vce-president of tbe Comnission,
(FR) lt will not be exactly the rcxt that Parliament-is
tryrng to persuade me to accept, and the Honourable
Member knows that very well. That is why I have
made my statement of principle and the Commission
will do its very best to defend that position, without
committing itself to accepting the text

as

voted by Par-

liament.
Prcsidcnt.
The vote on this repon is therefore held
over to the-next sitting.

sEcoND PEDINI REPORT (DOC. t-22e/84

.IRC')

Mr Langc (S), Chairman of tbe Committee on Badgets.
(DE) Mr Vice-President Davignon, surely it is
-only a question
of whether you will honour your
assurance to the C.ommittee on Budgets to submit a
suitably amended proposal to the Council on this marter?

Motionfor a resolution: After

the sote on

all tbe

amendmeils

Mr Scligmen (ED).

Before we finally vote on this
should be -very grateful if the Commission
could state their attitude to clauses 2 and 3 on the
budget transfer situation, and on the presence on the
Advisory Council of the scientific representadves. This
is not quite clear, and until we do have that clarity, I
do not think we should approve this repon.

report,

Mr

Davignon, Vce-President of the Commission.
(FR) I can confirm that, Mr President. That will -be

done. It has already been done.

I

Mr Devignog Vice-president of the Commission.
(FR) Mr President, I shall answer Mr Seligman's
second question, because I hane not quite understood
what he was asking in his first question on the budgeu

On the second question, then, I have said, and I have
explained at length rc the Committee on Energy,
Research and Technolory, that the Commission will
not accept from the Council a text which does not
allow sciendfic experts and expens appointed by the
States to sit together. That is my position. There is not
just a Board of Governorc: there is the Board of Governors and a scientific board. But I will not accept
from the Council a shtute that does not provide for
the scientists to attcnd the Board of Governors either

IPPOLITO TNTERM REPORT (DOC. t-228t84
'CHAPTER VI OF THE ECSC TREATy)

Mrs Valz (EPP), Chairman of the Committee on
Energy, Researcb and Technology.
(DE) Mr Presi-

- doing here is votdent, may I point our thar all we are
ing on our interim report, and not on the Commission
proposal. \7e consider the legal foundations inadequate and have therefore merely submitted an interim
report, after hearing a large number ofexperts.
(Parliament agreed to tbe reqrest)

SHERLOCK REPORT (DOC. t-2or/84
'MOTOR VEHICLES)
koposalfor

Nol

a

direakte: afier tbe rejection ofAmendment

No 1-314/282

(DE) Mr
Nerjcs, Member of tk Commksion.
I am not quite sure whethcr it -is admissible
to ask to speak in this procedure, but the Commission
would like to point out that this is an urgcnt matter
which thc Council should, if possiblc, dccide rapidly.
If thc five amendments were adoptcd, that might mean

Mr

President,

.
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having to initiatc thc procedure pursuant to
Anicle 149/2) of the EEC Treaty, which would delay
matters undl after the election of the next Parliamenu
So I would ask for them to be rejected.

SCHLEICHER REPORT (DOC. t-213/84
'PROTECTION OF LABORATORY ANIMATS)

I wonder whether the Commissioncr, Mr Narjcs,
would be kind cnough to confirm my undcrstanding
that the Commission will now adopt Parliament's
amendments to their proposal, before uansmitting it to

the Council. My undersanding is that thcy will and if
I can have his confirmation I will not then move to
refer back thc proposd under Rule 36(2).

Prcridcnt
First qf all wc havc to vote on the
- otherwise wc shdl havc nothing to put
amendments,
before the Commission.
(Afier tbe doprton of the Commision proposal)

On a point of order, Mr President, I should likc, -if the Commission is agreeable, to
invitc it to make a shon starcment, as I am entitled to

Mr Johnson (ED).

do under the Rules of Procedure.

(DE) lf I
Mr Nerics, Member of the Commissio*
have understood the question righdy, I -am perfecdy
happy to rcll you that the Commission endorses the
principles underlfng the amendment and will make
every effort to put them into cffect.

Mr N$cs, Mn$er of the

(DE)
Commission.
President, the Commission mainains its proposals.

Mr dc Courcy ling (ED), r*?porterr.
As the rapfor the Commitrce on Development
and

port€ur

Cooperation, I move that we refer back this proposal
to the committce under Rule 35(2).

(Pailhmet

IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH
Vce-hesidcnt

Mr

rejeaed the t"quest)

PEARCE REPORT (DOC. t-212184 'DROUGIIT
IN SOUTHERN AFRTCA)

VELSH REPORT (DOC. r-tez/t4'MOTOR
vEHTcLES)

Thirdit&*dftlnprc&le:Amendmeils

Motionfor a resolrrton: afur

tbe oote on

Nos

I 4nd 16.'

all the

ametdma*)

Mr Arndt (S).

(DE)

Ve intend to ask that it bc
I think it is

- a quorum is present.
cstablished vhcther

(FN Before we votc on the
Mr Hermen (PPE).
whole resolution I should likc to ask the Commission's
representative what he thinls of the repon and
whether he acccpts the amcndments xre propose.

than at thc end.

Mr

Presidcat.
You may ask for a quorum chcck ar any
- as I can see,
time. As far
we do not have a quorum.
But first ten Mcmbers have to rise to support your

-

(DE) Mr
Nerics, Member of the Commision.
President, the Commission has nothing further rc add
to what Mr Andriessen said yestcrday.

-

DE COURCY LING REPORT (DOC. t-217/t4
'STRAVBERRIES)
Afier tbe oote on tbe amctdmana

n

tbe

proposalfor a

reg*htion

Mr de Courcy Ling (ED),

more sensible to do that at the beginning of the votc

request.

(Tn Members rose in s*pport of the request tln hesida* aoted tbat 4 qran m uAs not present) The v95 on this report is therefore held over until the
next sltung,

ro?porter.r.

-

Mr

Presi-

dent, before we procced to our vote on the resolution,

The sitting was closed at 6.25 p.m.r

I

Agefu lor

'zr;xt

sitting:

ace

Minutcs.
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ANNEX
Votes

The Rcport of Procccdings rccords in this mncx thc rappoacrr/s opinioa on tfie
various amcndments es wcll as cxplenetions of votc. For dctrilr of the voting thc
rcadcr is rcfcrrcd to thc Minutcs of thc sitting.

MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS
.GULF \FAR'

-

ALBERS (DOC. 1-3oo/84)

sIR PETER VANNECK AND BATTERSBY (DOC. t-314/8+)
REPLACED BY AMENDMENT NO 1

VHICH VAS ADOPTED

r+

It+
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
sIR HENRY PLUMB (DOC. t-2861t4
- LIBYAN PEOPLE',S BUREAU rN
LONDON): ADOPTED
*
*lt

MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS
.OLYMPIC GAMES'

-

PENDERS (DOC. t-284/84
LT,NGES (DOC. t-28s/84)

DE

Ir,

'

MALENE (DOC. t-288/84

HAAGERUP (DOC. t-294/84)
REPLACED BY AMENDMENT NO 1

VHICH VAS ADOPTED

*

++
MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS
.AGRICULTURAL MATTERS'

-

BOCKLET (DOC. t-264/84: ADOPTED
SIR FRED ITARNER (DOC. t-25e/84): ADOPTED
,+

t'*
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MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS
.AIR POLLUTION'
SCHLEICHER (DOC. t-257/84): ADOPIED

CoLLINS (DOC. t-2e6/84)
ALBER (DOC. t-316/84)

NO 1 VHICH VAS ADOPTED

REPTACED BY AMENDMENT

$

++
BARBI MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
(DOC. t-265/84- HUMANITARLAN AID): ADOPTED
*

**
MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS
.EARTHQUAKES IN ITALY

ERCINI (DOC. t-260/8$: ADOPTED
BARBAGLI (DOC. t-261/84): ADO['IED

COSTANZO (DOC. 1-263/84): ADOPTED

LEZZI AND GLINNE (DOC. t-302/84): ADOPIED
14'

**
MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS
.HUMAN RIGHTS'
HABSBURG (DOC. |-28e/84):ADOPTED

GLINNE (DOC. t-303/84): ADOPTED
GLINNE (DOC. t40a/84): ADOI'IED
LOMAS (DOC. t-307/84): REJECTED
FELLERMAIER (DOC. t-3tt /84): ADOPIED

DENIS (DOC. t-3te/84): ADOPTED
PEARCE (DOC. t-313/84): ADOI'IED
r+

,++
JOINT DECLARATION BY PARLI,AMENT AND COMMISSION
on THEIR RECIPROCAL RELATIONS
(DOC. 1-32t(t4lREv.): HELD OVER TO THE NEKT SITTING
+

++
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A DECISION BY THE ENLARGED BUREAU
SETTING UP OF AN TNTERIM SPECIAL COMMITIEE
- ON BUDGETARY AFFAIRS): ADOPTED

PROPOSAL FOR

(DOC. t-r27/t4

r&

**
PFENNIG REPORT (DOC. t-2t0/84
ESTIMATES OF
- DRAFT
PARLLAMENT FOR 1e85):
ADOPTED
The rapporteur was:

-

AGAINSTAmendments Nos

l to 11.
Exphnations ofoote

Mr Hrris (ED).

I shall be voting against this report not simply to preserve the habits
- in that I have not voted yet for a budget of this Parliament, but panly
of the last five years,
because of the procedures by which this whole matter has been considered, or rather not
considered, panicularly in the Committee on Budgets.

let me hasrcn to say that I have the greatest admiration for both the rapponeur who, I
genuinely believe, has done his utmost to bring about a greater degree of control over our
own budget, and, of course, everyone in this House has the utmost respect for the chairman of the Committee on Budgets.
However, the simple fact of the matter is that when this matter came on the agenda on
Monday at the meeting of the Committee on Budgets, very few of us having seen the
repon before, it was rushed through in a mamer of minutes simply because there was no
time to consider iu I do not feel tlat that is the right way for this Parliament to consider
its own budget. I honesdy believe that Parliament must put its own house in order, panicularly on budgetary matrcrs and financial control. I do not think that this report has been
given sufficient consideration and therefore I shall vote against it.

vote replaces a point of order that I would have
Mr Forth (ED).
- My explanation of
made, because I asked for your guidance as to what the status of this document will be. If
r,e oppose the repon, may we thus oppose the views of the Bureau which are nor
endorsed by this House?

I wish to oppose the views of the Bureau. I have opposed them for most of the past five
years. The Bureau appears to me to be largely incompetent in managing the affairs of this
House, and I wish on this occasion to reflect in my vote the views which this House in full
plenary session has expressed this afternoon in not supporting the views of the Bureau. I
want your guidance
and I appreciate that I am puting you on the spot in this
as to
how I should vote if I wish to refurc, to deny, tc, oppose, ro rurn down the views of the
Bureau andl suppon the views of this House, of the European Parliament, in expressing

-

-

its opinion on its own budget for the next year.
Prcsidcnt.
Mr Fonh, I think there is no difference of opinion concerning the volume
and the different
elements of the budget. As you have seen, there were no amendments by
the Bureau.

The Bureau has considered that certain statements were made in some paragraphs of the
resolution which were not in conformiry with the agreements berween the Bureau and the
Committee on Budges in the past and not in conformity with the rules of this House.
That is the only point. If you s/ant some advice regarding the vote, I should vote in favour
of the Pfennig resolution.
19
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SCRIVENER REBORT (DOC. [-322{$4-MEAST.TRES TO COVER

BUDGETARY REQLIIREMENTS

IN let{): HELD

OVER TO THE NEXT

SITTING
*
rt*

BATTERSBY REPORT (DOC. t-222 / E4

-

EEGSEYCHELLES)

: ADOPTED

*

++
NOTENBOOM SECOND REPORT (DOC. [-226|}4-REPLACEMENT OF
FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS FROM MEMBER STATES): ADOPTED
Exphnatiott ofoote

(NL) As rapponcur I am pleased that
Mr Notcnboom (PPE), trt?porteur, in witing.
Parliament has so far agreed to the recommendations
of the Comminee on Budgets.
However, I was personally very inclined to abstain.
Before the final vot€ is taken, I would remind the House that this is really no more than a
compromise text. I myself zrs rapporteur
and the Committee on Budgets fully agreed
with me
had proposed far more drastic -changes o thc own resouroes rcgulation, with a
view rc making
it clearer that own resources are the Communiq/s financid resources and
not contributions to thc Community from the Member Statcs. Own resouroes epitomize
the Communiq/s financial autonomy, meaning that the Community may financc policies,
and thus decidc on their contents, through its institutions without having to account to the

Member Statcs.

This financial autonomy is not adequately reflectcd in the presenr regulation on own
resourses. It might even be said that these texts do thcir best to conccal this aspcct as far as
possible. This game of hide-and-seek has now becn completely stopped as a result of the
amendments that have been adoptcd today. Bur the ueaunent is still aimed at the rymptoms. A fundamental reform has yet to be undenaken, particularly a reform that makerit
clear the Community has its own 'financial sovcreignq/ and thus the powers required to
determine the basis and critcria for levying texes.

I nevertheless recommend as many Members as possible to votc for this resolution because
I know that Paris and Rome were not built on the same day and that Europe is also deyeloping in smdl stcps. This also led mc ro recommend the Cqmmitrce on Budgcts to
endorse the compromise proposal I had worked out with the Commission.
Apan from the adjustments they makc to give bettcr expression to the Commgnity nature
of own resources, these proposals clearly make for an improvement in tie procedures for
collecting and fixing revenue, especially where national legislation has so far provided an
alibi for not assessing duties for the dme being and not making them available to the
Community. An impulse is also provi{ed for renewed efforts to harmonize national lcgislation in this area.

I therefore

ask you all to approve this resolution, in the knowledge rhar the newly electcd
Parliament mtrsr not delay in taking up this mattcr and taking it further.
l

PEDINI REFORT (DOC. t-221/t4
DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED
- TO
REACTORS): HELD OVER
THE NEXT SITTING
Mr Herman, depudzing for the rapport€ur, vas:

)
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AGAINSTAmcndments Nos 1,2 and 4.

-

+

*+
SECOND PEDINI REPORT (DOC. t-22e/t4

-

JRC): ADOPTED

The rapponeur was:

AGAINST Amcndments Nos 1 and 2.

-

+

r++

IPPOLITO INTERTM REPCTRT (DOC. r-22t/t4
- CHAPTER VI OF THE
EAEC TREAfi: ADOPTED
Mr Veronesi, deputizing for the rapportcur, was:

FOR Amendments Nos 2 and 3/rev.

-

+

**
SITUATION OF GYPSIES IN THE
- ADOPTED
COMMUNITY):

VAYSSADE REPORT (DOC. t-1544/t'
The rapporteur was:

AGAINST Amendments Nos I to

-

3.

'+
.t+
TURNER REPORT (DOC. t-227/t4

BARRIERS TO TRADE): ADOPTED

-

The rapportcur vas:

FOR Amendments Nos

-

1

to 3.
r+

rl*

JANSSEN VAN RAAY REPORT (DOC. t-2t6tt4

- UNITED KINGDOM
COPIRIGHT DESIGN LA\tr)t ADOPTED
r0

*!+

SHERLOCK REPORT (DOC.

t-20rlt1-

MOTOR VEHICLES): ADOPTED

Exphnation ofoote

Most pcople are appdled by the noise from some
Simmoods (EDI, in uiting.
motor-bicycles, whose ovners rcgard the excessive rewing of engines as some kind of virility symbol.

Mr

-

No
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Action is needed o do away with out-dated legislation on noise levels from motor-bicycles and vehicles. Europe needs to act quickly to avoid funher crosion of our markets by
Japan and other countries, who are always ahead of us in implementing such mcasures by
adapting their products.
+

r++
SQUARCTALUPI REPORT (DOC. t-te4/t4

ADOPTED

-

BATHING VATER):

Expknations ofoote

Mr Enright (Sl, in witing.
Mrs Squarcialupi's report has my wholeheaned backing; its
- fails
to stop Her Majesq/s Government from cheating by
only weakness is that it still
manipulating, to its own advantage, the definition of bathing beaches. But that is to the
profound disadvantage of places such as Folkestone, Margate and Ramsgate
for it hinpolicy
ders their valiant effons m afiract Continental holidaymakers by a penny-finding
which calls into question its integriry and commonsense.

My original resolution called for a common system of
Mr Simmonds (EDl, in uiting.
warning to tourists when popular- beaches are polluted temporarily because of adverse tide
or veather conditions. In some European countries, purple flags are erected on main
beaches when they are dangerously polluted.

I have received many letters from visitors to my constituency complaining of raw sewage
on beaches, and that they were not warned of such pollution. Many holidays have been
ruined by resulting tummy bugs and worse.

I

believe that one sensible use for the European Regional Fund vould be to help seaside
resorts to improve or replace outdated, overloaded sewaBe oudets, many of which date

from Victorian times.
+

+lt

MERTENS REPORT (DOC. t-tte/t4
PROTECTION OF THE HABITAT
oF THE LAKES OF GANZIRRI AND-FARO (MESSINA) AND THE PONDS
OF VENDICARI (SYRACUSE): ADOPTED
rs

*r+

MUNTINGH REPORT (DOC. 1-2r7/t+

-

VADDEN): ADOPTED

The rapporteur was:

-

AGAINST Amendment No l.
+

rS !t

SCHLETCHER REPORT (DOC. t-213/t4

- PROTECTION OF
LABORATORY ANIMALS): ADOPTED

The rapponeur vas:
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-

FOR Amendment No

No 1-3141289

2

AGAINST Amendments Nos 1,3 to

5.

Expknations ofoote

Mts Seibel-Emmcrling (S),

ir

(DE)

witing.

I find it very difficult to endorse Mrs

Schleicher's report, which in fact goes back to a request of mine.

\7hat I wanted to achiwe, namely effective protrction of the millions of creatures now
being tonured, is not achieved by this report. Its incorporation inrc law in my country
would not prevent a single one of the painful tes6 on animals, which are surely irreconcileable with the unwrittcn laws of humanity.
tests, if considered essendal, should be permissible only for medical purposes, was rejected, as was an effective syst€m to prevent the same tests being carried out again and again for the same purposes.

My motion that animal

If I now vorc in favour with a heavy hean, then I do so not because I want to support this
entirely inadequate report, which is merely an alibi, but to make it known that we must
take a funher stcp in a direction which is essential rc a humane society. For humaniry also
means taking a responsible attitude towards nature and the animal s,orld which is at our
mercy.

Mr Simmonds (ED), in ntiting.
almost any other.

-

As an MEP, I receive more letters on this subject than

There is no longer a case for experiments on live animals involving extended suffering,
except in certain very limited medical fields.

The 10 Member

States should pool knowledge gained from such experiments to ensure
that they are kept to an absolute minimum; funhermore, there should be greater policing
of laboratory work involving live animals.

*
t+

HOOPER REPORT (DOC. t-241/t4

-

ts

INDOOR POLLUTION): ADOPTED

+

*+
CoLLINS REFORT (DOC. t-2t5lE4
SYSTEM ON TI{E
- INFORMATION
STATE OF THE EI{\[RONMENT):
ADOPTED
+

+!c

DURY REPORT (DOC. t-2tt/84
- EEGUNRVA COI\TVENTION):
ADOPTED
Exphnation ofoote

(FR) The graviry and urgency of the refugee problem.
Mr Deni$ (COM), in atiting.
has just been underlined by the ragedy of the Palestinian refugees in the Ain-Helou6
camp in Southern lcbanon where women and children have been killed.

-
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Our conscience can only revolt in the face of such criminal acts and we reaffirm our solidarity with the Pdestinian peoplc vhose plight in the last three decades has been one long
story of marqndom. It poina up the political essence of the problcm.
Out of 16 million refugees and displaced persons, over 14 million arc to be found in the
dweloping countries: in Africa, which accounr for approximatcly one half, in Asia and
Latin America
in other words in countrics whose economic situations and internal
structures are in-any casc extremely precarious.

'Vhile acknowledging that
thc Community is making a contribution to thc implementation
of the aid programmes, as well as to the budget of thc UNHCR, we should neverthelcss
like to see this conuibution extended to other appropriate organizations, in panicular to
non-governmental organizations. In addition, specific provisions should be made under
the new convention of associadon berween the EEC and the ACP countries.

Ve

share the rapponcur's conccrn about the financial position of rhe UNRVA and we
hope that the Community will see its way to increasing that body's funds as well as making complementary contributions to othcr appropriate bodies, such as thc Palestinian Red
Crescent.

On behalf of the French Communists and Allics I declare

CARETTONtr ROMAGNOLI REPORT (DOC.

a

vote in favour.

t-2ttttl-

FIREVOOD CRISIS

IN THE SAHEL REGION OF AFRICA): ADOPTED
,t
+

,o
SIMMONDS REPORT (DOC. t-2r0/t4

-

VIDEOCASSETTES): ADOPTED

The rapportcur was:

-

AGAINST all the amendmcnts
Expknation ofvote

Simmonds (EDl, rapporteur, in aniting.
In my report, I have cdled for Com- the worst violent and
muniry-wide action to resuict the availabiliry of
horrific films
the
- rhe
so-callcd 'Video Nasdes'. last autumn, those Membcrs of Parliament vho attended
vicwing of excerpts of such films provided by Officers from Scotland Yard, were united in
their renrlsion
one Member was physically sick, and more than a third could not bear
to stay at the viewing.
Many European countries are fairly relaxed about sexual pornotraphy, but there is universal concern about the trend towards films depicting sadistic and
sexud violencc, including dismemberment of human bodies. There have bcen a numbcr of
alarming court cases in Europe, where people have been chargcd with crimcs which havc
been dhect imiations of scenes from 'Nasdes'. Very oftcn such pcople have been under
the influencc of &ink or drugs when their crime was committed.

Mr

My repon calls on thosc bodies responsible for censorship, sarutory and otherwise, in the
Member Statcs, to meet to consider a common line of acdon, based on tle experience of
the passage of lcgislation in the UK Parliament.
+

+t[
MARCK REPORT (DOC. t-223/84

TIIE

-

PUBLICATION OF INFORMATION By

ELTROPEAN COMMUNITY): ADOPTED
r$

t0

r,
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coTTnELL REPORT (DOC. r-2o5tt4
PROCEDURES OF A
- PENAL
MURDER IN GREECE):
ADOPTED
Exphtution ofoote

Mr Ouzounidis (S), iz witing.

-

(GR)'!7e havc repeatedly said in Parliament that we

have to bc panicularly careful when examining matters that relatc cxclusively to the internal lcgal procedures of Member States and do not fall vithin the area of Communiry lav.
Ve are reinforced in this vicw by the recent answer given by Mr Thorn, on behalf of the

Commission, to our r.rittcn question No 2010/83.

As regards the resolution of Mr Cottrell on the Chapman affair \re are obliged to point
out that it involves a judicial matter that was dealt with in Greek law during the dictatorship and is rcs jdicau in eccordance with Grcek penal procedure.

Ve wish to inform Parliament that nonrithstanding the

substantial objections about tfie
handling of the case and the judgment arrived at the only way in which the affair could be
reexamined would be if new evidencc were to be brought rc light which could justify a
reopening of the case.

Naturally, this is something which would have to be decided by the Greek judiciary
which, under the constitution, has independent povers, as of. couise in all thc European
countries. In accordance therefore with the basic principle of the separation of powerc it is
not possible for the executive or the legislature
the national parliament and much less
so the European Padiament
to intervene in the- work of the judiciary.

-

For these purely formal reasons of principle we in PASOK feel obliged not to support Mr
Conrell's retolution which is designed to put pressure on the Greek executive (the Ministry of Justicc) to intervene in matters which are properly within the province of the couns.

All the same,

as far as the substance of the matter is concerned, we do agree totally that
there should bc no murky areas which can give cause for reasonable doubt. But for the
reasons given we feel that wc cannot rupponihe repon and therefore we shall abstain.
ri

r+*
NYBORG REPORT (DOC. r-21elt4
t5 AND 15 OF THE
-ARTICLES ADOPTED
TREATY
TRANSFORT):

-MARITIME

The rapporteur was:

-

FORAmendments Nos 5,7 to 9
AGAINSTAmendments Nos

I to 4 and 6.
Explanations ofoote

Mr Moreland (ED).
I would just like to say that I am in favour of a more compeddvc
position on shipping than this report would reveal. I recognize that the rapportcur and the
Commission have taken proper account of shipping intcrcsts but I ttrink shippers' interests
and industries' intcrcsts are also important. I think that some of the liner cohferences need
to bc looked ar kause much of industry feels thar at present they make for high tariffs
for shipping Europe's goods around the rt orld.

-

Thcrefore I would abstain.

Mr Iagetoo (Sl, in writing.

-

(GR) Since the acccssion of Greccc to the EEC not only
of the foreign-going merchant marine uade,

has the Comrnuniry had an increased sharc
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bearing in mind that a significant ponion of intra-Community trade is carried out by sea,
but the size of its shipping intrrest has grovn considerably dso. Accordiry to dre figures
for 1981 Greecc was second only to Liberia in overall merchant fleet capaciry and
accounts for 400/o of the Communiq/s merchant shipping srength.

Ve must therefore make a proper appraisal of the great significance the application of the
rules of competition (Articles 85 and 86 of the Treaty) carries for maritime transpon and
of the effects this will have.

Afur the

coming into forcc in January 1983 of the Code on Maritime Transpon the
ext€nsion of thc application of the rules on compctition to maritime transport as well vas
a logical next stcp in making for the more effective and efficient opcration of this sector,
something which had been hindered by cenain liner conferenccs which had disturbed the
balance of the market. So while the consumer effects of the conferences are acknowledged
it is accepted, on the other hand, that these agreemen$ lead in many instances to distortions and abuses of the rules of competition. For this reason it is essendal that Anicles 85
and 86 of the Treaty be applied to maritime Eansport as well so as to ensure also that the
conferenccs, which frcquently take the form of monopoly cartels, do their job properly.

The requirements for admittance to the conferences, the rights of shipping companies
based outside the country in which a conference is based, togcther with the enddement
which the member shipping companies of a conference have to its rade, turn the conferences into monopoly canels which shut out independent operatorr and thus effectively
exclude them from trading. So it is absolutely essential that the proposed reguladon
should lay down rules and criteria which will make it possible for independenr carriers to
stay in the market and have right of participation in the conferences.

Ve believe that thc legal

basis chosen for the proposed regulation musr be paragraph 2 of
Article 84 of the Treaty which stipulates unanimiry in decision-taking. Here we would like

to belicve that bulk Eansporls, where there is no chanbe of gening agreements, and where
there is acutc competition, chiefly from third countries, should be excluded from the reguladon.
Measures must be taken at Community level to overcome the worsening crisis in shipping
and in the maritime economy more generally so as to avert the movement by Community
ship-owners to flags of convenience, because in the end this could lead to thc complete
decline of Community shipping.
Given the final shape of this report we in PASOK will abstain from voting.
+

*+
VELSH REPORT (DOC. t-te2/t4

-

MOTOR VEHICLES): ADOPTED

Sir Brandon Rhys Villiams, deputizing for thc rapportcur, vas:

-

AGAINST dl the amendments.
Exphnations ofoote

Mr Morchnd (ED).
[ only want to say that I regard it as a total rackcr rhat people in
the United Kingdom- have to pay about 300/o more for their cars than elsewhere in the
Community. \7hat the Commission is doing is generally speaking absolutcly right. I shall
be voting for this panicular resolution although it docs nor go quite as far as I would likc.
I would only say to the Commission that I hope it will not bc put off by cenain noises
from my or'n country intcnded to put it off. Go ahcad. Ve want iheaper cars.
Mr dc courcy r :nt (ED).
land.

-

My point of view is slighdy differcnt from thar of Mr More-
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No

The idca of a common pricing systcm for motorcarc is clcarly an ileal objcctive. Nevertheless, the costs of labour, of matcrials and many other factors,in production, to say
nothing of varying rates of infladon, make the proposal, in my view, unrealistic and thoroughly objectionable to the European motorcar industry as a whole. Therefore I shall vote
against it.

Mr Rolland (DEP), in uiting.

(FR)

Ve

are especially grateful to Mr Velsh, the

for discharging succcssfully a task as techauthor of the repon now under consideration,
nically difficult as the application of Anicle 85(3) of the Treaty.

The rapporteur presents us with a text which has the essendal merit of striking a balance
between, on the one hand, the consumer's right to purchase on the Communiry markets
and, on the
which is by no means the case at the moment
vehicles at a uniform price
other, the protection of the rights of motor vehicle manufacturers, a sector which is in
difficulties rcday and is coming under threat.
'We must therefore ffy rc correct the distortions which now exist in the internal market
but at the same time be careful not to harm the distributors.

And that is what the rapporteur has done in his repon on the Commission's draft Regulation confering a block exemption on motor vehicles distribution and servicing agreements.

\7e shall support Mr Velsh and we shall vote for the motion for a resolution. Ve wish to
pay tribute to this truly'communautaire' initiative which is directed above all rc the Communiq/s interest.

This is how, in our view, Mr President and ladies and gentlemen, the genuine Europe,
Europe on the ground, will make progress.

(DA) As the Velsh report shows, car tax in Denmark
is much highcr than in the other EEC countries.
Mr Skonmand (CDI), in witing.

-

These axes provide a series of advantages for Danish society. It means that people take
better care of their cars and that the cars last longer. By taxing thc people in the society
who are best able to pay it has a useful social funcdon. Finally it motivates the motor manufacturers to hold prices down, since otherwise cars would be exorbitanly dear. This
means that the amount of Danish foreign exchange used to purchase cars is lower than
would othervise be the case.

The lPclsh repon calls on the Commission to put forward proposals for harmonizing car
taxes. Such a proposal will probably mean that Denmark will have to give up its new taxation rystem which will have serious adverse social and economic consequences for Danish
society.

The Popular Movement against the EEC will therefore vote against this repon.
The proposed restriction on motor manufacturers' distriMr Tyrrcll (ED), iz uiting.
- if there is a certain diversity of car prices is premature.
bution rystcms to come into effect

The first task of the Commission, which they have lamentably failed to accomplish, is to
creat€ the essential trading conditions in which a common market in motor cars is possible.

Four steps should be taken now, together, and as a matter of emergency. These are: broad
-harmonization
of car tax; the prevention of dumping by Third Countries, notably Japan
and some Comecon countries, in parts of the Communiry, notably Denmark and Belgium;
anti-pollution regulations for perol engines, different from and superior to those of Third
Countries; and a joint research programme assembled by the Commission.
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Unless, and until thecc stcpa arc taken, proposals to cnforce rigid compctirion policies in
the motor car industry are also proposals to weaken Community manufacturers' position
in their home markct, vith a risk of funhcr closures and loss of jobs.

I cannot possibly suppon the Commission proposal and must absain on Mr
!7olsh's Motion forA Resolution.
rt

*+
DE COIJRCY LING REPORT (DOC. t-2t7tt1-'STRA\TBERRJES'):
ADOPTED
The rapportcurwas:

-

FOR Amendments Nos I to

3.

Exphnation ofoote

Mr P-r,ovrt (ED), in uiting.- i,*Scotland is the area in which the highcst quaity
soft fruit that is grown in the European Community comes from. It is a very important
crop and a vital pan of thc local economiy.

Any additional product or impon has a depressing effect on rhe markct price, and I hopc
that thc Qsmmissies will make it clear to all with reducing consumption and extra production and imports, that the devcloping world need nor expccr to gain a larger share of
our market,
Eastcrn Scodand has scen a reduction in the overall soft fruit acreege in reccnt years, and
q:pberries have secn- a reduaion of. 200/o in area in the last 5 yean. TTris has a viry scrious
effect on income and employmcnt in the region I am honoured ro represenr and i cannot
therefore support thc De Courcy Ling proposals.
{.

r$*

PROPOSAL rROM II{E COMMISSION TO THE COT NCIL (DOC.r-2t2tE4COM(EI) 217 FINAL'FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE): N)OPTED
Exphnation ofoote

Mr Irlor (DEP), in ariting.
I have votc
tf,c proposed dircctive on foot and
- beclusetoin it theagainst
mouth diseasc (Doc. l-232/84)
Commission visualizes forcing Ircland to
run the risk of imponing that drcadful discase from overseas.

Ve

cannot run this rish end it should not be recommended, plus the fact that I do not
will not affect our uade with some of our most imponant third country trad-

accept that it

ing panners.

,&

rt*

TI{E COMMISSION TO TI{E COI,'NCIL (DOC. I.2III}{
re2 FINAL-AGRTCULTLJRAL PRODUCTS rN GREECE):
ADOPTED

PROPOSAL FROM

-coM(rl)

*

+*
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PROPOSAL FROM THE COMMISSION TO Tr{E COUNCIL (DOC.r-2t2tt4
COM(84) 2t5 FINAL- MILK PRODUCTS): ADOPTED

-

*

**
J. MOREAU REPORT (DOC. t-207/84-USE OF TELEMATICS): ADOPTED
+

r+*
MOREAU REPORT (DOC. t-23tlE4

-SHIPBUILDING):

ADOPTED

The rapponcur vas:

-

FOR Amendment No

1

AGAINSTAmendments Nos 2 and 3.
Exphnations ofoote

on the resolution, aldrough I voted in favour of our
- I shall abstain
amendment to the directive. I am glad that the Commission has at last proposed a relaxation of the rules governing the shipbuilding industry as a recognition not only of the serious problems that the industry faces but also of the need to ensure the industr;/s very
survival in the future. I am sorry, however, that my own amendnrents which were suPport€d by thc Socialist Group were not adoptcd by the House as a whole. Unfonunatcly,
many Conservatives here secm to feel that we can go on cutting cqacity in shipbuilding
whatever the consequences. I believe that the time has now come when we should say very
firmly that wc are not prepared to see shipbuilding decline funher aad that we must retain
a reasonable share of rhe world market in the future. If we arc to give our shipyard workers any real hope, we must urge the Commission and our Bovernments to go much funher
than the very modest stcp forward which we arc taking today.

Il[s Quin (S).

(FR) It is remarkable how, once the Committce on
Mrs Dc M.rch (COM), in ntiting.
- to give its opinion direcdy to'the Commission, the
Economic and Monetary Affairs has
criticisms which seemed to me much sharper at the March part-session, are watcred down.

for 'further reductions in capaciq/. The French Communist and Allies lroup has repearcdly
statcd that if the shipbuilding industry is suffcring, it is not from over-capacity, but overspecializarion, it is suffering from financial speculation, from capacity cuts, from thc policies of Europcan shipovners which reduce European dockyards' sales, from aggressive
Bcsides, and most imponantly, the Moreau repon calls cxplicidy in paragraph 5

and oftcn unfair trading practiccs byJapanese and Korean shipbuildcrs.

Thc Commisrion says in its proposal that the situation has worsencd. True enough. But
what does it propose? Oh, just ciury on as before! That is to say, go on restraining and
punishing

thj

Member States when th.y

q'rc

modernize their shipbuilding and create

jobs.
say: Yes, the crisis has become wors. Tberefore, let us change out policies . Thc Commission could and should do much to crearc a truly comprehensivc shipbuilding policy.
The Commission could:

Vc

-

promot€ coordinatcd modernization and diversification protrammes aimed at job
treation based on vocational training and improvement of qudifications, in other
words aimed at reducing social inequalities;
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encourage European shipowners to place orders within the Community and ro stop

-

bulng second-hand

ships

:

-

prohibit the sailing in European waters of ships which do nor meer standards or which
fly a flag of convenience, and combat the obsolescence of fleets: it is essential to this
end rc lay down Community norms;

-

l^y down a definition of Communiry products, so that Community preference can be

-

talk firmly to the Japanese and the Koreans to halt their algressive policies of expan-

applied in this sphere;
sion and sales;

This is what the French Communists stand for, and this is what this fusembly should ask
the Commission to do.
Europe's, industrial future is at stake. That future depends on employment, on social progress and on making the most

of all the assets of the Member States.

DELEAU REPORT (DOC. t-6e/s4-SMUs AND CRAFT INDUSTRTES):
ADOPTED
The rapponeur was:

-

FOR Amendments Nos l/rev., 6 and

12

AGAINSTAmendments Nos 2 to 5,7,8, 16 and 17.
Expknations ofoote

Mr I. Friedrich (EPP).

(DE) !7e have now accepted that for the first time the SMU
can have their intcrests represented
in the Commission. Ve have voted to scr up an internal advisory committee. I ask the Commission to take this vore very seriouslyind to act
accordingly now.
May I conclude by saying rhe following rc the members of the socialist Group: I hope
that you will also express the pro-SMU anirude reflected in the vote ar home
irere I am
thinking of the recent discussions on the suike front in the Federal Republic of- Germany.

Mr Ademou (coM), in afiting.
(GR)
has shown that behind the fine
- there isExperience
words-of those in charge of the EEC
always one solc aim: rc prorccr the interests
of big business at the expense of working people. Much more so whenihese fine words on
the policy on SMUs and craft indpstries go right against the basic law of capitalism: the
concentration of capial in ever fewer hands, and the takeover of the means oi production
by eyer fewer-monopolies. This law operates inexorably, as witnessed by the fact that
I 400 000 small and medium-sized undenakings in the Communiry have tone out of business.

E_PC policy towards these undenalngs has been spelled our quite unequivocally by the
vice-President of the Commission, viscount Davignon: 'The EEc c"nnot be a wet nurse
for sick undenakings.'And the sickest undenakingi of all are the small and medium-sized
ones. If there is anything good to be said abour the European year of SMUs, 19g3, it is
that it laid bare the EEC's attempt to adapt to rhe grave economic crisis by improving its
competitiveness eis-ri-rris the other rwo cenrres of capialism
the USA ani yapan
- A pointcr
- *a
by.sacrificint thousands of SMUs on the altar of this policy.
ro-this was
the
well-know Davignon plan for steel which has hit not only SMUs iri the mealcrorking sector but also, in order to ensure the survival of the steelmaking monopolies, major"steel'
plants as well.

Another thing aimed ar in that year vas to stop the move by small and medium-sized

undertakings towards an anti-monopoly sance by unleashing a murderous anack on them
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by monopoly capital. As far as the proposals in the Deleau report go, they remind one of a

doctor treating cancer with aspirins.
Because of its weak economic infrastructure and unfavourable Communiry treaties and
reguladons the consequences of Greecc's joining the EEC have becn absolutely disastrous
for Greek SMUs and craft industries. Vith the dismanding of tariffs, which has led to the
domestic market being overrun by foreign manufactured goods, bankruptcies, short-time
working, heavy loss-making and shutdowns have become everyday realiry for Greek
SMUs. Sincc Greece joined 3 207 such undenakings
in traditionally robust sectors, ler
- gone into volunmry liquidation.
it be said
have gone bankrupt, and 8 450 others have
- period my counuy's trading deficit with other members of the EEC rose from
In the same
54 billion drachmas in 1980 to 477 billion drachmas in 1983. At the same time unemployment has soared to 350 000, 100/o of the workforce.

'We are certain that the situadon will go on worsening for as long as Greece stays in the
EEC, and we expect no real improvment from the measures proposed in the resolution.
To put the SMUs of our country on a firm fotting we communists propose the following
measures to the Greek Government:

-

The erection of tariffs to protect home-produced goods.

-

Utilization of state rcnders

Reshaping of the taxation system to meet national social and economic needs.

Producdon incendves in line with the contribution of SMUs to the national income
and to employment.
as an

instrument of national economic policy.

Price controls as regards raw materials and machinery.

The development of trade with the socialist countries and with third countries.
State export subsidies.

In the view of our parry, the Communist Party of Greece, an alternative solution would be
the implementation of a state-planned, anti-monopoly economic darelopment policy out
side the EEC.

*

++
PINTAT REPORT (DOC. t-244/t4-MIDDLE EAST OIL SUppLIES):
ADOPTED
The rapponeur was:

-

AGAINSTAmendments Nos I to 8.
+

t$

r,

SECOND EYRAUD REPORD (DOC. |-235/84-SHEEPMEAI): ADOPTED
The rapponeurqras:

-

FORAmendments Nos 3 (lst pan), 7 and

8

AGAINST Amendments Nos I to 3 (2nd and 3rd parts), 4 to 5 and 9.
+

**
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STELI

REPORT (DOC. 1{I/E4-WnCLJLTLTRAL LAND REGISTER):

ADOPTED
The rapportcur xras:

-

AGAINSTAmendment No

1.

+

!lrt

IN SOUTHERN AFRTC,A):
HELD OVER TO THE NEXT SITIING

PEARCE REPORT (DOC. [-212/84-DROUGHT
The rapponcur wls:

-

AGAINSTAmendments Nos

1

and 16.
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IN THE CFIAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

32t

during the course of the sitting it was claimed that not
all of them had donc so. Can you tell us which group
chairmen did sign?

Wce-hesihtt

Ifith the exccption of Mrs Hammerich
- on Technical
of the Group
Coordination and the Dcfence of Independent Groups and Members who withdrew her signature, all the chairmen of the political
troups signed.
Presidcnt.

(The sitting was opened at 9 a.tn)

l.
Prcsidcat.

ApprooalofMinates

Thc Minutes of ycsterday's sitting have

been distributcd.
Are there any comments?

l\'ft lmtemann (L).

(DE) Excuse me,
- I did not sign.
dent, that is not corrcct;
Prcsidcnt.

Mr Pattcrron (ED).

Mr

President, with referencc
- version of the Minutes, you
to page 42 of the English
will remember that yestcrday therc vas somc dispute
as to precisely which group chairmcn had signcd the
amendmcnt to the Pfennig report which was even-

tually adoptcd. The Minutcs record all the group
chairmen as having signed this amendment, although

gemann.

Mr

Presi-

I did not menrion you by name, IV[r Banchairmcn of all the political

I- said 'fu

groups'.

(Parliame* approoed the Minates)t

I

Dottmmt

receioed

,ioar,'see Minutcs.

-

Petitions

-

Transler of apprcprb-
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2.

should be considered before the elections. As no one
else from the subcommittee is present, I feel this
should be e:rplained to Parliamcnt so that Members
can decide in full knowledge of the facts.

Votesr

JOINT DECIARATION BY PARLIAMENT
AND THE COMMISSION
(DOC. 1-r2rlr4lREv.)

(FR) NkPresident, I should like to
(S).
- deliberations in question took place
point out that the
within a sub-committee and not within the Political
Affairs Committee as such. Vhat is more alarming is
to not€ thaq whereas on 14 February 1984, Parliament
debated a motion for a resolution and an attached
draft treary relative to European Union, the general
tone of the joint declaration by the Commission and
Parliament on reladons betn een the two institutions
now diverges from that adoprcd by this House in February last. I feel we cah ill afford to indulge in the luxuqy of spreading confusion with regard to our ultimate
Mr Glinnc

Mr Fanti (COM).
@) Mr Presidcnt, I repeat and
insist on my request- to the Presidency to postpone this
votc, and refer the whole subject to the next Parliament. If this request is not accepted, I must once again
ask for a check to be made on whether we have a quorum.
(DE) W President, the Socialist
Group,endorses- Mr Fanti's request and invites the
other groups to do the same. The issue is no doubt a

Mr Arndt (S).

neoessary one, but we have ccrtainly not had an
opponuniry of discussing this difficult question in
depth in the groups. \Pe therefore ask again that this

item should be removed from today's agenda so that
we can consider the issue. I would like to stat€ categorically that the Socialist Group has not had a chance
o study this proposal. In such circumstances it is customary for the debate to be adjourned.

Presi&nt.

-

A request to esablish whether a quorum

exists has been made. Are ten Members . .

Mr Arndt

(S).

wishes as this legislature draws to a close.

ggnann (t).
(DE) Mr President, my
- opinion expressed here. But
Group basically shares the
given that Mr Arndt would like a count to ascertain
whether a quorum is present, and given that it is not, I
think it would be nicer and more stylish to say that we
have adjourned the debate and held it over to the next
part-session because the Socialist Group is not yet
ready, rather than srying that we do not have a quo-

ffi l

rum.

.

(DE) No,Mr President. Our initial'

(Parliament approoed djorrnment of the debate)

request was that- the plenary sitting should vote for an

adjournment. Only if this request is not acceded to
shall we feel obliged to 'apply the brakes' by ascertaining whether or not a quorum is present. Ve do not
want to do this
we should prefer the House to provide a further chance
of discussing this declaration in
the groups.

(NL) Mr President, I assume we
Mr Croux (PPE).
are talking about -the document on the interinstitutional agreemenl In the absencc ofthe rapporteur and
other members of the subcomminee which considered
this matter, I should like to make turo points.
Firsdy, this matter was discussed at length in the subAII the panies managed to agree. Mr
Hensch in particular was veq/ keen on our taking a

committee.

decision before the elections.
Secondly, we are concerned here with the implemen-

tation of the resoludon by the latc Jean Rey on reladons besc/een the Commission and Parliament and

Mr

in

the

Hensch's report on Parliament's panicipation
legislative process.

.SCRwENER REPORT (DOC. t-322tt4'MEAsuREs To covER BUDGETARY REQUIRTMENTS IN 1er4)

Mr

Pricc (ED).

- Mr President, the European

Democratic Group has repeahdly made it clear this
week that we consider it premature for Parliament to
adopt a position on this panicular issue. Of course we
will bow to dre democratic will of the majority, but on
such an imponant issue we feel that rhat will must be
expressed by a clear majoriry and cenainly not while
this House is inquorate. Ve have also made that posidon clear earlier this week.

I perccive that the House is not only
inquorate, but well belou, its quorum and we feel that
in that circumstancc ve mu$ ask you to apply

This morning
Rule 71.

(More tban ten Members rose to sa?port Mr hice\
rcq*ett After a dteck ha.d beet madq tbe hesidett
dechred tbat a qrofl.m roas not preserrt)

The subcommittee and Parliamcnt's Bureau felt that
this matrcr, in implementation of the 1982 resolutions,

I

SceAnnex.

Prcsidcnt
As the House is inquoratc for the second
timc, the repon
by Mrs Scrivener is refcred back to
commlttee.
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PEARCE REPORT (DOC. r-212/s4

paratory work

.DROUGHT IN. SOUTHERN AFRICA)

in

connection with the compilation of

European sadsdcs?

2. Copyight
(FR) Mr Presidenq for the reasons
- the Socialist
outlined yesterday,
Group is requesting,
pursuant to Rule 71(3) of the Rules of Procedure, that

Mr Glinnc (S).

you ascertain the existence, or othenrise, of a quorum.
(More than tm Members fiose to support Mr Glinne\
r"qrest
Arter a cbech had been nadc tbe kesident
dechred-that a quorun a)at t ot present)

As Parliament is inquorate for

Prcsidcnt.

second time- Mr Pearce's report
to committee,

-

Prcsidcnt.

-

te c hro

lo gy

-

-

of the Socialist

At a public hearing organized by ia Committce

on

Youth, Culture, Education, Informasion and Spon on
24 November 1981 thc European Parliament heard the
vieqrs of reprcsentatives of European anists organiza-

tions and culturd associations conccrning thc social,
economic and legal situation of cultural workers in the
Community. The proposals for action in dris area con.
aincd in the communication from the Commission of
24 Novembcr 1982 on'strcngthening Communiry action
in the culturd seoo/ were dso discussed at thc hearing.

Thc reprcsenatives of the Commission undcnook, both
at the hearing and in its opinion on Parliament's resolution on the social situation of cultural workers (Pnrvot
report
Doc. l/558/80), to implemcnt or endorse Parliament's dcmands.

-

The Socialist Group wishcs to take this opponunity, at
the end of the first term of thc direcdy-elcctcd Parliament, to inquire what action has bcen taken on the
dcmands of thc European Parliament in relation to the
social, economic and legal situation of cultural vorkers:

l.

Ciltural statktics

Vhy

have

no sadsdcs yet been produced on

3,

Tax problems of ai*ral utorkers
is preventing the adoption of the Seventh

Directive on the harmonization of turnover taxes, the
purpose of which is to provide tax relief for artists and
the an trade and thereby potentially to promotc cultural

Subjcct: Action in the cultural sector: the socid, economic and legal situation of cultural workers in
the Communiry

,

is the Commission's reaction to the suggestion that the customary copyright period of 50 years
be extcnded by 20 years, enabling the proceeds
from this extcnsion to be used exclusively for promoting contcmporary originators and their immediate
relatives, but not for inheritorc or thosc who merely
hold legal tide (e.g. firms), since after all they
generally do not need such assistance for social and
anistic reasoos (see the proposal by Dr Diets in the
expert report for the Communiry ol May 1976)?

Vhat precisely

The next itero is the joint debate on:

Schwencke and others, on behalf
Group, to the Commission:

stcps has the Commission taken to improve
the social protccdon and career pnospecr of living
panicularly by means of
authors, composers, ctc.
self-help mersures, administradon by the author of
the funds of the exploiting company, etc.
- by
extcnding the copyright period?

(b) lIhat

the

Oral question with dcbate (Doc.l77/84) by Mr

-

'

will be referred back

European telqtision
3. Aaion in tbe adtrral sector
W&o cassettes
Europan -policyfor the media
Info nna t i on

(a) Vhat

the

employment" rcmuncration and social securiry benefits
of culturd worlrers, as cdhd for by the European Parliament in its resolution of 19 January 1981? Vhy has it
not bccn possible to prescnt at least intcrim &te, possibly h thc form of a document giving statistics for the
main individud catcgories in those Member Statcs which
alrcady have such data availablc? Vho or which body
has been asked by the Commission to cury out the pre-

cxchange in the Community? Is it true that fundamcntal
objections have now been raised in the Commission or in
individual Member States (which ones?) against exempting self-employed aniss from value-added tax, despite
the fact that this tax generally has thc effeo of an additional tax on income in such cases (since it cannot be
passcd on) and thar cenain.Member States already grant
exemptions?

4. Frontier ontrok atd

tbe arts

lZhen are the extcnsive and totally unjustified chechs on
cultural workers at intra-Community borders finally to
be abolished?

Has the Commission aken stcps to ensure that articles
needed for the performance (musical instruments and
acccssories) or exhibition (paintings, sculptures etc.) of
anistic worls may be transportcd across borders without
any discriminatory checls or red tape? If not, will the
Commission provide details of the naturc and extcnt of
such obstacles, specifying the legal basis for them and
indicating which Mcmber Sates oppose such freedom of
movement across Communiry frontierc?

1;r?rO*

of recognition atd exercke of ctb*ral prcfes-

Vhat specific proposals

has the Commission prepared,
in the form of draft directives, aimed at harmonizing thc
,situation of artists, journdists and similar professions in
the Community, given that admission to these professions, training, working conditions andlor forms of
remuneration are governed by diffcrent laws or regulations in the various Member States?

(a) General situation
(b) Translaton/intcrpretcrs (in this case, for example,
Denmark has passed lcgislation on profcssional
training and similar legislation has been drafrcd in
Italy, the Nethcrlands and the Federal Republic of
Germany)
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Prcddcot

(c) Dircoon

Subject: Europcan rclsvision

and produccrc (somc Mcmbcr Sratcs have
nrles governing a@css to drc profcssion, but most
do not)

.

(d)

Architccts (when is a directivc likely to be fonhcoming on equivdencc of qudificetions throughout
the Community)

(c)

Joumdists (differenccs

In thc light of the indications conaincd in the Hahn
reportl .nd of thc considerations dareloped in its repon
to the European Parliamcnt on thc tclevision in Europc,z
can the Commission spccify what initiativcs havc been
taken or ere going to be tekcn in orderto

in rulcs on training and
does ttrc Commission not feel that
admission
therc is a need to harmonize provisioos on training
end rccogrition of qudifications throughout the

1.

-

,

favour a harmonization of the tcchnical norurs
regarding the dircct ransmission of TV through

Community?)

(D

satcllitcs

Other anistic professions, publishing and allied pro-

Nant

ncdb

atd

(IDS);

promotr the crcatign of a Europcan tclevision progranmc Eansmittd by satcllitc, using the 5th channcl on the nationd saEllitcs or a channel from a

fessions.

6.

favour the coopcradon at Communisy lcvcl of thc
nerworks and nationd radio-tclevision serviccs;

oppor*nities for ailural

long rangc European satellitc?

,wo*en

Vhrt is the Commission's

reaclion

to the

conccrn

-

exptcsscd by the professiond organizadons of workers
cmploycd in cultural activitics and the media that, owing
to the uncontrolled sprcad of new media forms (video,

Oral quesdon with debatc (Doc. l-174/84), by
Mrs van Alemann and others, on bchalf of the
Uberal and Democratic Group, to the Commis'sion:

ceblc, commercial broedcastint st tions, ctc.) thc scopc
for producing indcpendcnt programmes cconomically is
dirainishing, gcsulting in morc broadcasting of'canncd
ousic' aod cheap purchasing of films or scrials, which
has a largely adverse impect on employmcnt opponunitics for anists, writcrs, authors and other media-relatcd

Subject: Video casseucs
Taking into .ccount thc rapid expansion of the production and sdc ofvidco cassefics and the necd to pruycnt
young people from exposure to panicularly violent and
unsuiteblc productions, unfonunatcly increuingly present in the video cessctre merkct, cen thc Commission

profcssions?

7. homotionof gerduly Eutopanfilms

indicete:

(a) Vhat

1.

steps has the Commission drcady taken to
implcment the rceolution on the promotion of
film-making in the Communiry countries adoptcd
by the Europcan Parliamcnt on ll October 1983

basis

panicular mcasures could bc cnvisaged;

2.

(Doc. 1-504/83; Pruvot repon)?

(b) Vhat,

in paniorler, does it intcnd to do to preserye

8.

\Phat is thc Commission's rcaction to thc proposal
to hold a Europcan Film Fcstivd in Munich (resolution of 11 October 1983)?

Cooperatiott lr,itb

th

vhcther any action has bcen un&rtaken in order to
Promotc coopcration bcffeen Mcmbcr Stetcs and
the harnonizadon of national lcgislation in this
ficld?

and promotc nationd and regiond films and other
cultunl end mcdia a.reas so es to broadcn thc range
of gcnuincly Europeen productions and to encourage the creative forces needed to bring this about?

(c)

it fecls that the Trcades provide a legd
for Community action in this ficld and which

whether

-

Oral qucstion with debatc (Doc.l-175/S4) by Mr
Hahn, on bchalf of the Group of the European
People's Party (Christian-Democratic Group), to
the Commission:

.

Subject: Europcan mcdia policy

Can thi: Commission say what initiativcs have bcen
taken on the basis of European Parliamcnt rcsolupions
conccrning

Comcil of Euope

Vhat specific stcps has thc Commission taken to cultivatc cooperation with the Council of Europe (and also
Uncsco)
celled for repeatcdly by thc Europcan Parliament - in thc culnrral and socid ficlds bcyond mcre
- in functions, thus cnabling the Community
panicipation
to bencfit from the culturel and educetiond work carried out by thcsc organizations for over 30 years and to
help suengthen thc culturel and linguistic ties beween
the Member Setcs and thc other Europcan countries

1.

thc inroducrion of a Europcan media policy imohing, in panictlar, dre creetion of a Europcan lcgd
framework for trans-fronticr tclcvision broadcests,
with panicular rcgnrd to thc protcction of young
peoplc, copyright, and advenising;

involved?

support for the cfforts of thc European Broadcasting Union to esablish a joint Europcan tclryision
channcl to bc direcdy broadcest by satcllitc;

Is thc Commission prepared to supporr a requcst from
the European Parliament that the Community should,
for cultural policy rcasons, ecc*de to the Council of
Europc's European Culnrral Coavcntion of 1954?

the inuoduction of a uniform tclevision saodard
(C-Mac packct) to @ercomc the split in European
tclcrision caused by the differing PAL and SECAIU
standerds;

-

Oral question with dcbatc (l-175/84) by Mr Bantcmann and Mrs Pruvot, on behalf of the Liberal
and Dcmocratic Group, to the Commission:

I
2
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Prcsidcnt

,1. the crration of e

Europcan tclcvision fund for

European programmcs?

-

Oral question wittr dcbate (Doc.l-179/8a) by Mr
Adam, on fchalf of the Committce on Energ;y,
Rcsearch and Technolot)r, to the Commission:
Subject: Thc procurement proccdure of thc Commission for information tcchnolog;y equipment,
serviccs and software

Having regard to thc judgment exprcsscd by thc Commission in is proposd for thc Esprit programmer that,
because Europe has leggcd behind thc USA and Japan in
the industriel application of many high tcchnologies and
noably clectronics, 'the idcntiry of Europc and even-

affain ministcrs of the Council of Europe, meeting in
Berlin, issued a declaration which somewhat pompously claims that culture is the basis of freedom and
hope and which rmkcs a numbcr of specific demands
in respect of a European cultural poliry. Thcse spccific
cultural demands ioclude the safeguarding of freedom,
promotion of cooperation, strengthening of solidarity
and planning for the future. This is intcnded as a challcngc tovards a common future in Europe. Thc Culture Ministers of the Council of Europe rcgard culttrral policy as one of our major responsibilitics. The
Socidist Group shares this vicw, although it could
have vished for rather lcss pretcntious language.

tually its political indcpendencc will bc seriously at

Ve

stakc',

chance of puaing such formulae to the test and inuoducing concret€ mcasures. \7e have a real opponunity
of realizing for the 'producerc' and consumers' of culture what is here simply called for. Our group has thus
put to the Commission an oral question which conccntrat€s on cultural statistics, copyright, tax problems,
frontier controls, problems of the recognition and
cxercise of cultural professions, ncw media and

having regard to the approval given by the Europcan
Parliament to the Esprit protramme in the Veronesi
report,2 which statcd that'if the European inforrration
tcchnolog;y industry is not to succumb to thc messive
pressurc from its counrcrparts in the US and Japan,
where public aid is grantcd on a large scele, it neede similar inccntives to enablc it to dcvelop,

The Commission is rcquestcd to reply to the following
qucstions:

' l.

Vould thc Commission explain the proccdures it
follows in procuring information tcchnology equipment, serviccs and softwere for the use of ia own
services, including the Joint Rescarch Ccntre?

2.

Have there been any changes in these procedures,
or in thc principler guiding their execution, within
the past year or so? If so, what have these changes
becn?

3.

How do the Commission's prcscnt procedures compare with thosc followed by the public authoritics
of the Membcr Statcs?

4.

How docs the Coomission scck" in this sphere, to
bdance thc claims of rn open tcndcring proccdure
on the onc hand rnd, on the other, thc need to

cnoour€c the dcvelopment of an

5.

as the Euiopean Communiry have a far betrcr

employmcnt opponunitics, promotion of gcnuhcly
European films and, last but not least, cooperation
with the Council of Europe.

To illustrate our very specific list of issues, which is of
course also a list of demands to the Commission, let
me mention three panicularly imponant and relevant
facts. A few days ago I heard of a case on the Germany to Strasbourg border whcre a small group of
musicians had every single instrument and accessoqf
examined before they werc dlowed to cross. And this
in 1984! Secondly, we still have a growing numbcr of
anists vrho are paid well below the minimum wage.
And thirdly, let's do something to creat€ jobs! It costs
200 000 DM to crerte a new job in industry, and only
20 000 DM for a nenr job in the culural field.

I rhall not dwell funher on

independent
European informetion rcchnolog;y industry?

Mr

Is the Commission ratisfied that its present procurc-

re-state our call to the Commission to provide us in
the course of the coming year with cultural statistics
from which we can :rssess the situation of European

ment procedure is not likdy rc lcad to a dominant
supplicr situation, and vhat action is the Commission taking to avoid this possibiliry?

6. Is thc Commissioa

satisfied that parallel action

tovards this end is being aken in thc Mcmbcr

President,

our

dcmands, but I should like in this concluding debate to

anisu, journalists and writcrc, and, secondln to
ensure that this repon, tgqethel with concrete measures, receives proper consideracion.

Statcs?

7.

Docs thc Commisrion eckpowledgc that, in this
imponant industrial scctor, its own actions sot an
imponant examplel'

Mr Schvcnckc (S).

-

(DE) lvlr President, ladies and

gcndemen, at the bcginning of this week the cultural

I

Proposd for a Couacil dccision adopting the First Europeen Strarcgic Programme for Rcsearch and Darclopmcnt

in

Information Technol6gies (EspriQ (COM(83)
find) of2Junc 19t3.

2 Doc. l-682/82
l:

I

:
ri
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Mr

(DE)
Bangcmaun (L).
President, my
- this last lvlr
Group is very glad rc see
debate dealing with
a problem which is of grcat concern to us all, panicularly now during the run-up to the elections. All of us
currendy engaged in thc elcction,campaign, irrespective of our troup, rre familiar with the problem. At
election meetings wc first have to spend rwo hours
cxplaining what the European Parliament is, what the
Commission's povers arc, vhat the Council is and'
what the Council of Europe is. In other words, we
have to go over ground vhich Parliament has already
had preparcd for it by others when it engages in politi-
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cal debate. In addition, vinually nothing is known of
this House's achievements. Ve are surprised at the
man in the sreet's astonishment when we tcll him how
much we have achieved in the last five years. He
doesn't know. He gapes at us in amazemcnt and says
'Vhaq you've done all that?'
Such a situation is extremely dangerous in politics. \7e
are good, but no one knows it. And that is the worst
possible thing in politics. If I am bad and no one
knows, then I don't carc, and I don't make any effon
to change things. But if a parliament has done outstanding work and no one registcrs the fact, then we
muss do something. And our honourable friend Professor Hahn, who will no doubt speak in this debate
and who has done excellcnt work in the field of television over the past five years, is affected here just as
much as the rest of us, for his work is not known
either.

I should thus like, at this juncture, to thank him very
warmly on behalf of my group. Vhether or not he is
returned to the new Parliament
and I trust he will
be
his work provides a basis -for discussion of this
pressing quesdon of a European television channel, for
this ignorance all stems from the way in which the
media are structured at national level.

The European Community as a whole
Commission
- making
as well as Parliament
has trouble
any
impact on this media -set-up. Attendon is always

focused on the relevant national structure. If a town
council has anything to say on a development plan it
gets its local paper to print it. Members of the regional
and nadonal parliamens use similar channels.

\7e in this House also have a good relationship with
our journalists, and with your permission, Mr President, I shall take this opportuniry of expressing our
warm thanks to those who have worked alongside us
for the last five years. But they have the same problem
as we have at home: if a journdist rings up his editor
and says 'there's been a great debate going on in the
European Parliament' the editor days 'too bad
a
calf with tnro heads has been born in Denmark-and
that story makes bercr copy'.

MrRoea[s (S).- (DE) Carolineof Monaco!
Mr Bange-r",' (L).

(DE) | really don't know how
of Mon-

my honourable friend- can think of Caroline
aco when I talk about a calf with two heads.

vour by the national corporations to cstablish such a
public structure, with all the relcvant guarantees of
it must bc said with all the
free speech but also
- in public
red tape which unfortunalely
often abounds
journalist,
corporations. Even a first class
if you send
him to a public corporation, will suffer frcm diformation professionnelh when he leaves it ten years later.
He vill have become tainted by bureaucracy, lost his
journalist's flair. So I can also perfectly well envisage
cooperating with a corporation or with a private company, if there is no alternative, but we must setde these
matlers within the next five years.'Ve thus address our
question to the Commission, which has already made
an interim report in response to initiatives by Mr
Hahn, and we ask it to state its position: what does the
Commission think of the practical and legal possibilides of setdng up the kind of European television channel proposed, and is it prepared to vrork together with
the next Parliament so that we can at last stop being
the Great Unknown?

Mr President, this is also a contribution to democracy
in Europe. Our citizens need to knov more about
those rcpresenting them than they do at present. Only
then can we hope to see our work appreciatcd. I am
glad that the enlarged Bureau has provided a forum
for funher discussion of this subjcct today.

(Apphrse)

Mrs von Alemann (L).

(DE) Mr President,

rhis

assortment of questions currently
on the agenda makes
it somewhat hard for me to explain our quesrion on
video cassettes, since of course it basically belongs
only within the widest possible compass of this debatc.
Our debate is, if I understand ir correcdy, conccrned
with the media, with information, and not necessarily
with the protection of young people, rhough it is precisely to this question that I wish to address mysclf
here. Members of my group pur a question on the subject some months ago. Ve wished to know what if
anything could be done at Community level to prorecr
young people against 'video nasties'. Vhcn I first
mooted this question in my group I was worried, not
knowing how many lawyers in my group might say
'Mcchthild, this is something you can't ban in a free
sociery: you can only counter it by education'. Ban-

ning things is indeed not the way. This is why I cast
this quesdon in reladvely mild tcrms to ensure that a
debate on it would indecd take place. It transpires that
it does not altogether belong vith the subjects under
discussion today; it would have been more appropriatc
to discuss it along with thc Cotuell reporr.

I

tI
t
t
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(Laughte)

h all our efforts towards treatcr freedom of information on r'e must bear in mind that our sociery permits

In any case, we have this problem of breaking through
national structures, and we can only do this by setdng
up a European television channel. How best to do ir is
another maner. My group vould like to see a public
corporation. Ve have no objections to a joint endea-

the manufacture and sale of video films which are easily accessible ro any young penron and which are so
dangerous that we risk creating a toal misconccption
of freedom of informarion in thc younger generation,
in a way which could nor be more disastrous.
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The Liberal and Democratic Group held very serious
discussions on this question and I was happy to find
that my lawyer colleagues too were fully of the opinion that the subject rcquires discussion and careful
thought of thc kind it is currently recciving in the
United Kingdom.

I

cannot say too oftcn that in a modern democracy
anything which is not in the media docs not exist! This
is the very real danger facing the work of this House.

Two things happened yestcrday which may bc said to
underline sdll further the topical nature of this problem.

How can we prevent more and more video nasties
bcing available on the European market so that more
and more young people are exposed to an appalling
influence? And it is an appalling influencc, but most
people feel no personal involvment when they first
hear of this subject because they simply cannot conceive of the horrors shown in these video nasties
cannibalism, murder, all the vile things we do not wish
to see on our screens.
One can become involved when one hears of a recent
case in Dusseldorf. A young lad murdered a girl
because he had seen it done in one of these videos and
want€d to knou, what it was like. A glib account, but if
we have known something like that to happen, that
young people can be comrpted by seeing toal perversion on the TV screen, then it is time we thought seriously about this problem.

I agree that today is not the right time for a lengthy
debate on videos which are harmful to young people,
but I would ask you not to enilect this subject but to
help ensure that something is done about it at Community level too. There have already been parliamentary debarcs in some of the Member States, notably
the United Kingdom. I don't know how we could ban

or

censure video nasdes without all our critics
immediately laying into us and accusing the European
Padiament of being 'anti' freedom of information. But
we must discuss the matter, and I call on the Commission to give thought to it. Young people are at great
risk from these videos, it is a fact, and I would ask that
this subject be reconsidered in depth in a later debate,
perhaps when there is rather more interest and involvment aflront the Members of the House.
(Apph*se)

M Hahn (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gendemcn. My sincere
thanls to Mr Bangemann who
spoke so generously of my efforts towards the inuoduction of a European media policy. And I am glad that
we are returning rc the subject at the end of this parlixmentaqy term because I believe like Mr Bangemann
that it has been a wcak point of this Parliament.
Although outstanding work has been done, it has too
often been done away from the public gaze. And yet
everphing depends on Prrliament getting through to
the man in the sueet and making him underctand what
it

is doing for European uniry.

Ve

should then

be

buoyed up in this sccond direct election campaign by a
quite different wave of goodwill and desire for European uniry.

Firstly, the Commission yesterday submitted the green
paper which Parliament asked for some time ago and
which the President of the Commission and particularly Commission Narjes had long since promised. $7e
ere yery grateful for it, though of course we have not
yet had time to study it in detail as it was not yet available in all the languages yesterday. So this demand by
the European Parliament has now been met. I will say
a brief word about the treen paper in a moment.
The second event of significance is that President MitCouncil
terrand is the first Communiry president
president
to have named media policy as- an impor- task for the European Community. It is
tant common
all the more significant in that legislation on the media
is simultaneously under preparation in all the Membcr
States and that these draft laws contradict each other
almpst
and actually reflect a completely national
- at odds
media policy which is totally
nationalistic
with current technological
dwelopments.
(Appkrse)
But I should first like to thank the Commission for the
initiatives it has taken in response rc initiatives by this
House. Last year's interim repon of I July is a firstclass piece of work It makes the point that because of
the development of new media forms the entire array
of technology available in this field urgendy requires
an appropriate initiative from the Commission. The
Commission points out that we have not much time
left in which to take action and change course. Otherwise time will run away with us and the commercial
solutions we opt for will probably come from outside
Europe
sometldng which does not advance the
cause of-European unity. The Commission indicates,
and Mr Bangemann has just said the same thing, that a
European tclevision channel would be an excellent
means of increasing European awareness: a programme additional to the national programmes, with
just one picture but soundtrack in the various languages, which would help to make the Common Market a realiry at last.

to our call for a
joint European legal framework for all broadcasts
beamed by satellirc, with panicular reference to the

Yesterday's green paper is a reply

prot€ction of young people, copyright and advenising.
These matters are explored in detail in the green paper
and provide an exellent basis for tackling the problem. I would reassure Mrs von Alemann that what she
was saying earlier is closely bound up with this very
problem. In January, for example, RTL showed a
dreadful video nasry; nothing could be done to prev-
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vent this being received in the Federal Republic
because there is no common legislation which would
ensure that relevant laws were in fact obeyed. This is a

very pressing problem, and the rwo questions really
are conneced. In future we shall be able to receive far
more programmes from abroad than from our own
country, and so a degree of alignment at European
level is necessary.

Now to our questions and demands. Our first demand
is that the problem should be taken up again immediarcly after the second direct elecdons.

Ve

ask the Commission to instigate a broadly based

discussion, but in panicular to ensure that this subject
is included on the agenda of the Council and that the
Council considers it. Mr Mitterrand referred m the
matter yesterday and made a staft. In other words the
Council should not ignore the subject as it has done

hitherto, but should be prepared to deal with

it

Our second question: what is the Commission doing
in suppon of the European Broadcasting lJnion's
efforts to create a European television channel beamed
by satellirc? The EBU has been trying to do this since
1982. A whole lot of experiments have been launched
in this field, but there have been repeated fears that
they might collapse, and nothing funher has been
achieved for lack of real political support. !7e need
political support and we must work in the European
Communiry for written regulations.

me point

to two very concrete developments.

both government and teleFirsdy, the Netherlands
have aken the initiavision service (NOS Nederlands)
tive and propose from I January next year to transmit
a European rclevision programme via the rclecommunications satellirc ECS l. Seven nations, seven different

of vhich six belong to the
European Community, have agreed to join in the venture. But assistance will be needed if this programme is
in fact to be fed into the national channels, into the
national programmes. There is a pressing need for an
television corporations

initiative here.

In 1986 the European Space Agenry is to put into
orbit the huge Elsat satellite which will cover the
whole of Europe. Ital!, has first call on it and has made
Elsat available for a European protramme, but as yet
permission to transmit in Europe has not been forthcoming, for rclevision territories are still all nationally
regulated and each country insists that transmission
should only originate in its own territory. Here too we
must help the ESA and Italy to bring a European programme into being.
Finally let me raise a funher point which is panicularly

imponant because it has an economic dimension. Television in Europe is currendy split between mo differing technical systems, Pal on one side of the Rhine,
Secam

Information is a question of decisive importance. It
must be better dealt with in the next parliamentary
rerm than it was in the firsr
(Loud apphuse)

ser-

iously.

lrt

Europe, and the two systems are not compadble. A
superior system, the McBecket system, has now been
developed by French, British and German engineers
and all EBU bodies, technical bodies and broadcasting
corporations have opted for this syst€m which will in
future be the world leader. Japan and the USA too are
already interested in the licence, but our post and telecommunications ministers refuse to go along with the
new sysrcm and want to stick to Pal and Secam. It is
vital for us to seize the initiative here, or we shall once
again lose the world market. Ve would ask the Commission to contact the Council immediately on this
matter and to take the appropriarc steps.

on the other. This divide runs throughout

Mr Adam (S).- Mr President, this question, abled
by the Committee on Energy, Research and Technology, seeks detailed information on the procurement
poliry of the Commission for information technology
equipment services and software. I think it is very
appropriarc that the last motion to be called in this
first directly elected Parliament should be one that
lools to the future of the Communiry.
_
The Commission is involved in computers and telecommunications in two panicular ways. First, in policy
for information technology, especially through the
Esprit programme. Second, it is also a consumer of
goods and services in the information technology sector. Esprit is a determined effon to stop the European

information technology industry being annihilated by
giant enterprises based in other indusrial countries.
The survival of the European industry was forcefully
expressed on pate I of the original Esprit proposal.
The Commission noted that Europe had been lagging
behind the indusrial application of many high technologies and commented that. Because of the increasing direct or indirect influence of elecuonics in practically all aspects of industrial life in the 'S7'estern
world, what was in the past just technological dependence in a few specialized areas is now threatening to
become an industrial and economic dependence plain
and simple. In these conditions, the identiry of Europe
and eventually its political independence will be seriously at stake. That is the underlying comment which

must affect our entire consideration of this panicular
subject area.

The Commission is also an imponant consumer. It is
not only in the market for large mainframe compurers,
but also for many smaller items of equipment for data
processing, information retrieval, word processing and
the ransmission of texts to say nothing of sofuware
and data bases. At the Joint Research Cenre at Ispra,
for instance, very sophisticated data processing facilities are needed for scientific research. Although this
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represen6 a great deal of business, it is only a very
small part of the total European market. It is, in fact,
the very fast rate of growth of this market which is
making it a major battleground for new orders.
The real importance of the Commission's role, as I see
it, is not so much as a consumer, but in the lead that it
gives to other people, to other public bodies and to
national governmenr. Take, for instance, a project
like Caddia, which is the Communiq/s plan to computerize customs and agricultural markets data. This is
going to involve innumerable interfaces berween the
Commission systems and the systems operated by
national and regional bodies. The plan requires agreement on various different rypes of standard so as to
make the sysrcms compatible. In such circumstances
'the
decisions that are made by the Commission can

are suffering the most serious unemployment at the
present time. It was very significant in the most recent
Commission report on the comparison of the regions

which pointed out that if those regions were really
going to be successful in curing unemployment, then
they were the regions that had to advance most
quickly into the new technology areas. Those regions,
and I represent one of them, depend very heavily on
advances in inforrration technology industries. These
are che regions where the industries have got to be
loc4ted, and a positive purchasing poliry within the
Community is going to be an essential element for success.

'\7e

looked this morning, Mr President, for a positive

response from the Commission, and

I urge Parliament

have a very decisive influence.

to support the motion which qhe committee has tabled
to wind up this debate. It will be a sign of our intention co keep a close watch on developments in this

The question then is what kind of lead the Commis-

field in the future.

sion is going to give. There are established procedures
for the procurement of goods and services by the

Commission. These involve calls for tender which
must be open and fair. Now I do not suggest that the
Commission should give an anificial boost to some of
the European suppliers by dropping orders into their
laps. This could not be in anyone's long-term interests.
But what should c/orry us, however, is that there is
concern among European manufacurers that things
are, in fact, working in the opposite direction. There is
a real danger that the Commission could become overdependent, not necessarily on a single supplier, but on
the standards used by one supplier. This would mean
that its systems were not open to the standards and
specifications used by major indigenous European
companies. In other words, the cumulative results of
decisions taken by the Commission could be to weight
the whole apparatus against the very European information technology industry which is so vital for our
economic independence and prosperiry.

I said, it would be wrong rc load the dice in favour
of a panicular, oi panicular, European suppliers. But

As

equally well it would be just as wrong to load the dice
against them. The best chance for the future, not only
in Europe but also in the Third Vorld, lies in general
agreement on imernational standards for computing
and rclecommunications equipment and services, and
work has aheady started with a view to an agreement
on such standards. In March of this year the 12 leading information technology companies in Europe
jointly proposed to the Commission a programme for
the implementation of open systems interconnection
standards from 1985 onwards.

This, Mr President, is the direction in which we must
go. Europe must not be allowed to slide imperceptibly
into over-dependence on the sandards imposed by
any private undenaking or any undertaking ouride
the Communiry. Now this is a mater which is of panicular imponance also, not only to the Community as a

whole, but to those regions in the Communiry which

(DE) First
Mr Naries, Member of the Commission.
of all I should like to express my thanks -to the House
for this morning's debade
foi the variety of points

- which the discussions
raised and the broad base'on
have taken place.

regards the first four questions i shall deal with,
those of Mr Schwencke, Mr Bangemann, Mrs von
Alemann and Professor Hahn, they raise such a plethora of problems that the time available for this
debate allows me to give only cursory answers to
them. Of course we are prepared to engage in any

fu

kind of detailed examination, we want to

discuss

detailed sttdy of the various problems, especially

this debate also shows

as

since these problems- are

nearly all interdisciplinary- ones. Problems which have
a bearing on culture poliry, general poliry, which pop
up in varyint areas of technology and law, are all
interdependent and thus need careful consideration.
The various points raised, I should remind you, will be
covered at the next meeting of Community culture
and education ministers on 22 June, and the Commission will of course report to the new Parliament on
this.

Briefly, my answers to various questions asked are as
follows : rhe Zentralinstirut ftir \Tissenschafts-, Finanzund Kulturwesen in Mainz has been asked to prepare

a study on a better definition of the rcrm 'cultural
worker', and this study is aheady under way. On the
question of copyright the Commission will as soon as
possible, and we hope by the end of this year, publish
a green paper which will stan off a general discussion
of this subject area and give an airing to possible sub-

stantive and procedural solutions to the question of
copyright. I should also mention that the green paper,
which has now been announced on radio and television, also raises the question of special legislation to
cover matters of copyright in radio and television. The
tax problems of cultural workers have been examined
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in the Seventh Directive, with which you iue familiar.
For a variety of reasons this Sevcnth Dircctive is currently having a hard time of ir I cannot predict when
it will bc decided on and when the Council of Ministcrs will conclude their examination of it. In any event
the Commission has in Anicle 2, Paragraph 2 of its
proposal included exemption for culrural workers
from ta:r on thc sale and imponation of articles
required for the exercise of thcir profcssions. This is
encountcring resistancc.
As far as frontier controls and the a.rts nre concerned,
the adoption of Regulation No 3/84 of 19 December
last year based on a Commission proposal of Septembcr 1981 has led to some improvement. In panicular,
for a trial period of three years beginning on 1 July
1985 concessions are proposed for intra-Communiry
movements, and security will no longer have to lodged
to ake Mr
for culture-related anicles. These may

- instruments
apply to musical
painters
which, for example,
may take

Schwencke's example

and articles

across borders for exhibitions. I make no secret of the
fact that the tax authorities have found it extremely
hard to trant this and other concessions because they

are afraid of losing their powerc of control and fear

being cheated of turnover tax and VAT.

As regards the rccognition and exercise of cultural
professions, the Commission is giving priority to those
areas in which the great€st obstacles to freedom of
movement by those in the culural professions in the
Community are found. This does not apply to artistic

activities in general, since' there are virtually no
required qualifications for these. The situation is different for architects and, as you know, the Commission's proposals are unchanged and still awaiting a
decision from tJre Council. I won't conceal the fact
, that it is largely a German problem which is holding
uP agreement on this mafter.

here are Professor Hahn's idea of semint up a fund to
suppoft European telo'ision and film production and

the idea of promoting cooperation by the national
radio and television corporations at European level.

I

agree with all those who have stressed the urgency of
this problem, but I must also remind everyone of thi
institutional and budgetary restrictions which currendy stand in the way of a soludon. I share thc view
that a dcbate on poliry directions by the Council of
Ministers, to be organized as soon as possible, might
sound out how much room for action the Communiry
has here. And tr make no secret of the fact that the
Commission too suffcrs from insufficient public
awareness of the work done by the institutions in the
European interestl outright condemnation or praisc of
Brussels in other contfxts and the nadonalistic nature
of media coverate of Brussels or the Communiry are
some of the great handicaps which thc election campaign and in generd terms thc success of European
integration have to overcome.

(Appkuse)

Unless we stop thinking like war correspondents in
terms of victor and vanquished, defence and attack,
regarding the whole thing as a stalemat€ when there
should be only winners or losers, we shall never
achieve integration.
(Apphrse)
There is wide-ranging cooperation between the Council of Europe and Unesco. Commission representadves
take part in the work of these organizations by invita-

tion. The Commission will also be represented at the
fourth conference of European culture and education
ministers rc be held in the next few days in Berlin.
However, the Commission does nor think it opponune
at present to propose thar the Community should

In the Commission's view the new media forms could
offer cultural workers a chance of,broadening their

become a signatory to the European Cultural Conven-

md listeners and thus increase earnings and employmcnt
as Mr Schwencke has pertinendy observed
if -they can be guaranteed a fair
- Vap of doing this are proposed
return for their work
and discussed in the green paper. A major premise is

1954. The question of our accession might be reviewed
in the light of the Council of Europe's plans to update
this convendon. Given its current form and influencc,
we doubt the usefulness of acceding to it. If it is
amended, qre can reconsider the mattcr.

circles of viewers

don, that is the Council of Europe's Convention of

that a fee should be payable when radio programmes
are simultaneously transmined by cable.

As regards the promotion of European film making,
the Commission has already announced that the cities
of Lille and Munich are to orBanize European Film
Festivals, to be held in each ciry in turn. The Commission will make funds available for them. The first of
these Festivals will bc held in Munich from 23 June to
l July. The Commission is dso waiting for the fonhcoming meeting of the Community culture and education ministers to raisc the question of rhc European
Parliament's proposal for a European Fund to be set
up to assist the European film making industry and
financed out of the Community budgeu Also relevant

Provided this question is indeed reviewed the Comrnission sees no reason in law for the Community to
takc action m prsyent the manufacture and sale of
video cassettes dipicting acts of violence. But this subject too has been examined in the grcen paper, Mrs
von Alemann, and we are confident that it has been
done in a way which will stimulare public debate on
this very question and on the possibilities of applying
Article 100 of the EEC Treary to it.

llL
f;

The Commission has already stated its vieu,s on thc
possibilities of setting up a European tclevision chan-

fi

nel in its intcrim report of last July, quoted by Profes-

sor Hahn.

I would

refer back to urhat

I

said earlier

Il
[i

/
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about the desirabiliry of a debate on policy directions
by the Council of Ministerc, and possibly by the council of Europe, which would lay down guidelines for a
more active and more dynamic pursuit of this objective.

The Commission favours the introducdon of a uniform television standard. In fact I consider it to be of
paramount imponance. Vhat we need is technical
solutions which are as simple as possible and acceptable in cost terms to the consumer. In all our efforts to
standardize sysrcms within the Community we should
also take care to ensure that we do not erect a new
border fence berween ourselves and central and eastern Europe. '$7e must make sure that our television
sandards remain European in the broadest sense of
tlre word and that our programmes can be received
everywhere.

Regarding European mcdia poliry I should like rc
return to the green paper. fu far as the rcchnical
details are concerned, it comprises 350 pages, and its
transladon into the official languages is an operation
of some considerable technical complexity. I would
ask your forbearance, given that the summary of the
operative pan is today available and being distributed
only in the third and founh languages, but at all events
the Italian, French, German and English versions will
be available this evening. You will receive the full text
in all the languanges not later, I hope, than two to
three weeks from now. It is simply a matrcr of getting
it prepared and printed.
In uhis green paper the Commission analyses the possible creation of a common market in broadcastin1- particularly via satellite and cable, and considers how this
objective may be acained. The aim of the green paper
I feel I should underline this is to examine the

-overall

imponance

of

broadcasting

for

progress

towards integration and to determine the importance
and jurisdicdon of the Treaties of Rome over this subject area, in order to limit a pioi the arguments of
any legal experts who may claim that we have no powers to act on the matter.

Thirdly, it is our dury to submit for public discussion
the Commission's current ideas on hov to harmonize
cenain aspecls of legislation in the Member States on
radio and television advcnising, the protection of

achieve the aim of this green paper and make transfrontier television a realiry.
(Appkuse)

Mr Davigpoq

Vce-President of the Commission.
(FR) Mr President, I should like to begin by replying

briefly to the very precise questions posed by Mr
Adam and, in closing, to make a general comment.

Mr Adam is quite correct: she Commission

has

a

special responsibiliry in that it should tailor its possibilities to its role both of consumer of these technologies

and sponsor of *rc expansion thereof.
hasten to assure Mr Adam that I fully subscribe to the balanced account he has provided. If the
Community and the Commission's task were merely

I would

one of propping up uncompetitive industries by providing them with a lucrative markeq such action

would in no way help to resolve the problems of these
industries. Such e guaranteed market could only be
safeguarded at a higher cost ois-i-ois outside competi-

tors, for the former would confine their sales to the
prorccted market. That much is undeniable.

it is no less clear that as soon as an overall
framework for the promotion of these new rcchnologies has been defined, the procurement policy must
adhere to these objectives. Hence the very strict sandards laid down by the Commission since 1983, as
contained in all of our invitations to tender. The considerable public awareness of such requiremen$ precludes any element of surprise whenever an invitadon
to tcnder is made public. Stipulations are set out painstakingly, in panicular with regard to the norms which
have to be complied with, thus prqcluding the inrcrminable problem of equipment incompadbility, Thus
potential suppliers are obliged to enter into a commitment, by vinue of precise atreements rc apply the
norms which change as the technology itself advances.
The prior undenaking to apply norms to be laid down
in the future as tcchnology advances, guarantees that
no undertaking will obtain a dominant position either
in the Community or with the Commission's services.
Secondly,

Thirdly, some twenty undertakings and service companies are currently providing services to the Commis-

young people, trans-fronder broadcasting and copy-

sion under this suppon policy. This is, I feel, as it
should be, since it means that we are working with a

righr

group of people rather than just a few individuals.

In conclusion, Mr President, let me say that we should
like, with the help of the European Parliament, to trig-

It is, to my mind, clear that industrial cooperation on

ger an intensive public debate on the green paper and
the questions it raises. This discussion should if possible take place in the next six or seven months so that
by next wintcr we can already have an interim picture
of what action on needs to be taken and what agreement there is on the content of legislative and osher
measures which need rc be passed. In this way ure can

the Esprit prograrnme will stimulate ever greater innovadon by Community undenakings and provide more
data banks to which our services can be linked

something which panicularly concerns the Ispra
research institute. It would be ridiculous to have a
research data rystem which was not linked to outside,

non-European data banks providing us w'ith information on scientific dwelopments and on the progress of
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experiments currendy, bcing carricd ouL In the pasr
the equipment needed for link ups to data banls out-

procecd to dcvelop and expand our ovn programmes,

side thc Community had

to be obained from third
countries because of their unavailability on Community markets. This helps to explain the Com-

been explored hithcrto.

munig/s reliance on outside sources.

Today's debate
and the answers provided by .y
- Mr Narjes,
fellow Commissioner,
have confirmed this

I

On thc whole, therefore, I fecl t can assure Mr Adam
that the Commission, acting on behalf of the Community, ensures coherence betneen objectives of a
general nature, as laid down Esprit, and our panicular
responsibilities as consumers. Moreover, within the
Commission the depanments which deal with this
issue form pan of one entity, consisring of those who
deal with the Esprit programme on the one hand, and

those whose tasls are confined more panicularly to.
the day to day internal administration. This makes it
possible to create an even balancc by providing, on the
one hand, guaranrced markets, and a procurement
policy in line with overall Communiry policy, on the
other.

That having been said, Mr President, I should like to
conclude with a general comment on this subject matt€r as a whole.
Given that Europe is in need of an economic revival
something which is nor contested, least of all by this
House
such a revival will only be feasible to the
extent that its effects filtcr through to the citizens as a
whole.

'Ve are constandy confrontcd with rhe difficulry of
percuading Community citizens that European integration, far from being a theoretical or technocratic
exercise, is a matter of crucial imponance to each individual and to their children. Those currendy involved
in thc 17 June election campaign are aware of the difficulty of getdng this message across for, although the
Community is, on the whole, acccptcd as a good
thing, its direct influenoe upon the everday lives of its
citizens is less clearly perceived. Virh this in mind,
ladies and gendemen, it is clear that the main thrust of
the electoral campaign
in which the key role is

-is that of getting across rhe
played by tclwision
European idea and of-facilitating Community cirizens'
access, via technology,

to what Europe has to offer.

In this conrcxt I should like to quotc one figure. If we
accept, that optical fibres
which present no undue
- sarcllites
tcchnical difficuldes,
and
will
it pos- citizen to have make
sible for every Community
access to, ar
the very least, some rcn television channels, each of
which is on the air for at least eight hours per day, the
qucstion arises
and
is the cardinal issue
who
- for,rhis
will be responsible
and who will exercise -conuol
over the programme contcnt? At present the Community produces no more than 300 or 400 protramme
hours per year. This presupposes that, in making up
the difference, we either purchase all of it frbm outside the Community, with everything this implies for
our way of life and culture or, altcrnadvely, that we

thus tapping a vast and rich area vhich has hardly

impression
demonstratcd the commitment of
- have
both Parliament
and Commission, faced with the danger of becoming a'cultural desen' o an explora@ry, a
pioneering role on the part of the Community, both in
this new field and in othcrs, as opposed ro a passive
and outdatcd one.

(Appkrse)

IN THE CHAIR: MR

ESTGEN

We-President

Ms Vichoff

(S).

(NL) h is time we took culture

- than say how imponant it is, as
seriously and did more
has happcned far rco often in reccnt years. It is time
we actually did something about the position of anisa
in the Member

States, particularly

at this timc of

economic crisis, when things are rather more difficult,
because these people are always the first to suffer
when cuts are made. Our question and the resolution
on this subject are worded in clear enough terms, and
Mr Narjes' answer gives us some cause for hope,
where the first qucstion is concerned.

The second and founh questions consern European
television and European policy on the media, which
we have abeedy discussed on various.occasions. The

long awaited Green Paper has appeared. I have nor
had a chance rc study it at length, bur one of the
things it says is that the Commission is a Suong advocarc of. European programmes relayed by satcllitc and
of joint programmes. I think there is a chance we ntay
have European television programmes earlier than ve
thought. On l January 1985 the Netherlands Broadcasting Corporation
to which Mr Hahn has already
referred
will be joining
with eight other countriei
in a six-month
expcrimental period of transmining
European protrammes by satellirc. Programmes on

sport, culture, European information

i

meaning

information on the Council, Commission- and Parliament
and information on the European regions are
to be -broadcast five evenings a week Seven languagcs
will be used, and there is an advisory board on which,
if that is what we want, Parliament, thi: Commission,
consumer organizations, trade unions and employcrc
might be reprcsented.

Advertising must provide some of thc funds required,
but it musr comply with the Durch standards
and
we are pleased about this in the Netherlands. In- other
words, a timc will bc set aside for advenisintr and

I

I

I
t
t
$

I
I
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there will no commercials during programmes, nor
any commercial links with the oontents of programmcs. As I understand that the Commission also
intends to be very careful about the influence of advertising on programmes, I think ve must take another
look at Mr Flutton's report, because he has made very
light of the influence of the commercial world on protrammes.

The Dutch Government will very probably make 14m

guilden available to enable these programmes to staft.
I think this also represents a unique opportunicy for us
to become involved. I would therefore ask the Commission, once the Green Paper has been discussed by
all conccrned, at least rc consider the possibility of
more extensive participation, not only during the sixmonth experimental period and to make it possible for
the programme to continue afterwards, although a different satellite will then have to be used.
Then there is the questions about video cassettes. I do
not want to say a great deal about this, but I find it
very stranBe that Mr Simmonds' repon was taken
without debate yesterday and yet it is on rcday's
agenda and is being debated. I think Mr Simmonds
will find that very strange too. On the other hand, I
am glad it is on the agenda now because it enables me
to explain once again that the amendments I tabled
yesterday were certainly not intended as a criticism of
Mr Simmonds'repon. Like him and everyone else, we
are exuemely concerned about violence on videos.

Culture is the final number on this last morning of the
part-session. It took a grruat deal of trouble to get this
far. There was not really any time left, but space was
found. I hope that the new Parliament will be as tough
and resolute about bringing culture to the attention of

the Commission,and Council as my committee

has

been in reoent years. I think it is wonh the trouble.

(Apphrse)

(NL) Mr President, I am
Mr Bcumcr (PPE).
pleased to see the -constant improvement in the
exchange of vicws on culture and the policy on the
I

media between Parliament and the Commission. Both
institudons take initiativcs. I welcomc this because I
bclia,e that Europe will bc less if it is not show-n on the

o, ti"h Mt
tclevision and that European culture
will also be
Fanti has writtcn an exccllent reportless if the media do not,show it to be European culture. I am therefore very pleased with the Green
Paper, which is in fact a follow-up to the interim
document you had already drafted. On the other
hand, we have two reports from she European Parliament, so we are quits again. Although I have not yet
been ablc to t'ead the Green Paper, I should like to ask
a few questions.
Firsdy,

it

is an excellent thing that we should try to

harmonizg the legislation on broadcasting. But do we

know what the national broadcasting organizations
and the governrnents drink about this? Is something
being done to sound them out, or vas this done,'for
example, vhen the Green Paper was being prepared?

It should be noted, Mr President, that the situation as
regards the media is chaodc not only in Europe as a
whole but in the individual countries too. It is therefore a good thing that we are taking matterc in hand,
but everyone must cooperate. I recall the'agreements
that were reached in Geneva in 1980 at a congress of
the broadcasting companies. Vhen we see how the
positions adoptcd at that time, on the protection of
national markets, for example, have been completely
overtaken by technology, aerial technology and cable
technology, I think we would do well rc act as quickly
as possible.

I

agree with whar

Mr Davignon

has said. !7e Euro-

peans face the gigantic task of ensuring that the television programmes wc make to replace the ones we novr

buy and import all too easily are sensible, meaningful
and varied. This will involve a great deal of creative
work. In this respect, I should like to refer rc the ini'
tiatives that have been taken by the European media
platform, where this is again emphasized. The reference to all these initiatives is rc be welcomed.

The Commissioner said that he has placed the emphaI have not been able to read
sis in the Green Paper
on four -areas: harmonization of adverall of it yet
tising time, -rules fur young people, the right to reply
and harmonization of copyright. I hope he has also
taken account of the premises set out in the resolution
adopted by Parliament and drawn up by Professor
Hahn, the great initiator in this field. Ve said that, if
advertising was included in one way or another, we
must ensure that it could not influence the content of
programmes. The same must apply to the authorities.
This will creat€ enouth additional problems, but journalism must be independent in Europe and if, for
example, the European Community panicipates in the
production of a European programme, it must be possible for the Community to be citicized during the
programme. That seems commensurat€ with the
sociery in which we live.
questions principally consern the following. I
understand a kind of interim balance-sheet will be
drawn up before tlre end of the year, pnd my question
is: how do you intcnd to draw up this balance-sheet?
How do you intcnd so fill in the details? How will you

My

go about it?
second question is this: there is talk of a videranging debate. Vho will be taking part? Vho is preparing this debatc? Vill it link up with plans that all

My

of

other organizations have already laid? I
to know whether it would not be
appropriate to set up a kind of working party in thc

kinds

should also like

near future, to consist of Members of the Commission
and European Parliament, people from EBU and possibly representatives of other organizations which are
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making practical preparations in this area. It is

afur all

rather difficult to envisage precisely what an interim
balance-sheet and a wide-ranging debatc entail. Ve
cannot imagine what form thcy will take, and that is
something I should very much like to know.

I should also like to know something about the iniriatives that have been taken. Reference has already been
made to the initiative taken by the Netherlands Broad-

casting Corporation and other .organizations, for
which the EBU gave the green light just a short time
ago, on 23 Ma1 I am also thinking of plans that have
been made by the Italian organizations. I think it
would be sensible if these initiatives were combined,
and this might well be achieved in a working pary of
the r1rye I have just mentioned.
Mr President, I think that is all I have to say. The most
imponant question I am asking is: how are we going

to draw up the interim balance-sheet which is the
Commission's provisional objective? How are we
going to orgtnize the wide-ranging social debate so
that justice is done to all the initiatives that are taken?
One final remark, I suddenly remember. Referring ro
the finances, Mr Narjes said
and he was being real- for the Commission to
istic
that it was not so easy

- money about. But
throw

I think a symbolic financial
contribution from the Commission would be

exuemely imponant, and rhe amount would not be
crucial. I remember the Durch Minister with responsibility for the media saying, for e:ample, that he felt a

rymbolic conribution from the Commission

voted through yesterday, we called for Communirywide cooperadon to restrict the available of the worst
of the nev trend in violent and horrific films, the

so-called 'video nasties'.

last

autumn, when

I

arranged a showing of extracts from some films
and
- at
I have to say thar rhere were more MEPs present
the showing than there are here today
Members
- from
who did aucnd that viewing, whereas those
some
Member States are more relaxed on the subject of sexual pornography, there was, I beliwe, unity in the
revulsion
- indeed, one Member was physically sick
on the subject of these violent and horrific nasdes.

-

There have been in recent months a number of coun
cases throughout Europe, including one here in Strasbourg, where people have been charged with crimes
which have been direct imitations of scenes from these
new violent films. Very often, people charged with
such crimes have been under the influence of drink or
drugs at the time. My report calls on those bodies responsible for censorship, starutory and otherwise, in the
Member States, to meet to consider a common line of

action. I am encouraged by the Commissioner's
remarks on his line of action this morning.

Two brief further remarks, Mr President. One is that
this Parliament has discussed the film industry. Following that report and debate, very strong protests
have come from the industry in Britain thar the views
of the trade were nor taken properly into account. I
hope that that will be correcrcd in tlie life of the next
Parliament.

was

imponant because it would corutitute a guarantee of
Communiry cooperation and support from the Com-

should like to hear it again now rhat the Green Paper

krdy, Mr President, much work needs to be done in
the very exciting and challenging field of cable and
satellite transmissions. I look forward to working with
my colleagues from the other groups, as I hope, in the
next Parliament. May I close by saying how much I
have enjoyed working with those colleagues from all
groups in the Committee on Youth, Culture, Educa-

has appeared.

tion, Informadon and Sport.

mission. I hope there will be an answer in the affirmative to this question.

Mr

Tugendhat reaqrd, positively last time,' but

I

Mr Simmonds (ED).
Mr President, I would like rc
confine most of my remarls
rc the oral question that
has been tabled on the subject of video casseffes.

On the one hand, I was extremely cross when the oral
question was tabled, because it was tabled only a few
days before my reporr on the subject was discussed in
committee and not one of the signatoriei of that oral
quesdon was ar the committee meeting, nor did they
participate in the vorc in committee on rhat resolution.

On the other hand, I am delighted rhat the oral question was tabled, because it gives me an opporruniry to
say a few words on the subject which I was denied
yesterday, as Mrs Viehoff has pointed our, because my
report was taken without debate.

Mr

Presidenr, this is a regrettable and'growing problem throughout the Communiry. In rhe repon ihar we

(Appkuse)

MrFanti (COM).

(n

Mr President, the

speeches

made by my colleagues,
and the observationJ of the
representatives of the Commission
Commissioner
Narjes and Vice-President Davignon- prompr me to
make a more general obsen ation that- stems fiom this
debate ,- a debate that I consider significant, taking
place as ir does on the last day's session of the European Parliamenr, since it deals with a matter that
entirely concerns the future.
This general obsenation

to which Mr Davignon

concerns the fact that, for the recov- for
ery of Europe,
which we have worked, debated,
clashed, united and divided during the course of this
also referred

five-year period, an infinite series o1 messages needs to
be sent out, exemplified an personified by public opi-

nion. The will and determination

of foui

hundrid
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members of the European Parliament is not sufficient;
we need a will and a determination that is incarnate in
the action and work of millions and millions of EuroPeans.

This information is nccessary: and so is a policy for
informadon
information that is essential to the
- the
very life of the
Communiry. Moreover, we have gone
full sail into what has been called the age of communications, in which informadon becomes a determining,
decisive factor. Ve are in an era of profound change
that is affecting the lives of everyone of us, and to
which President Mitterrand also referred in his speech
yesterday.

This is the ground on which not only the determination of the Communiry insdtutions, but also their abil-

iry, to bring about this recovery of Europe, will be
measured. Ve have therefore to tackle this new condition; an information policy is necessary, which must be
approached from tha standpoint of the economy and

from the cultural standpoint. An indissoluble bond
exists between tq/o aspects, and it is on this test bench
that Europe's abiliry to give itself an identiry and
become truly independent will be measured.

I

should like to conclude my speech by claiming for
the Committee on Culture the credit for having
worked over the years to bring these problems into the
Iimelight; for this public acknowledgement is due to
the Chairman, Mr Beumer, the two Vice-Chairmen,
Messrs Hahn and Schwenke, and the Members of the
Committee on Culture, who have worked intensively
and unremittingly on a committce that was for a long
dme considered as being of only secondary importanc€.

I

think that the discussion that we are bringing to an
a future
end this morning augurs well for the future
- itself.
that concerns the activiry of the Commission

I should like to express our thanl$ for the work
done and complemented by the Commission's Depan-

And

ment

for Cultural Affain

(Applarse)

IN T,HE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
Presi.dent

(DA) Mr President, the
European Parliament is today concluding in an excel-

-

takes place in the Parliament is in the highest degree
the expression of genuine national and cultural cooperation. S[e Libcrals do not think that ure can conclude this debatc and this period in a more wonhy
fashion.

However we also wish to stress, on the basis of the
experience of the first legisladve period, that there is
clearly a genuinc need for information. ![e panicularly welcome that fact that so many visitors' groups
have come to Parliament and we are happy to learn of
the keen interest in our work. These visitors' groups
who return home with the experience which they have
gained at the very place the work is carried out are,
without doubt, some of our best ambassadors. Vhen
someone speals from experience he speals with much
greater conviction than if he spoke from mere hearsay.

But we can also conclude that these visitors' groups
express the fact that in our Member States there is a
need for much more comprehensive information about
our work. Not everyone has the opportunity of travelling here. '!7e should welcome the fact that visitors
come, but those who cannot have the real democratic
need to be informed about the things that affect us all.
'!7e know what is happening in the local community
and we take an interest in it since it concerns our everyday life and our future.-!7e are also aware of what
akes place on the national scene since it also concerns
our everyday life and our future. But we are also
European citizens and it is quite natural that in' a
democratic society that we should also be aware of all
aspecrc of that is teking place at European level. This is
also an area where, we hope, people are really
informed since the sign of a genuine democracy is that
people are properly informed. Since we represent Benuine democracies we must call for genuine comprehensive information. This means moreover that inaccurarc reports should meet the fate they deserve.

Doctor Gregoire and

President Thorn, who took- a special interest in the
cultural work. The message that we have to leave and
send on to the new Parliament is that this Committee
must not be in any way diminished, as rumour in some
quartrrs has it, but must on the contrary be srengthened, enriched, so as to make culture an essential
pan of Community policy.

Mrs Tove Nielsen (L).

lent and wonhy manner the first legislative period of
the direcdy elected Parliament since the work which

Mr President, I should like to conclude by mentioning
something which I also feel is encouraging and which
I have learned during this legislative period. I think it

is a good thing that so many young people in our
Member States have a genuine desire to visit other
young people in other Member States. This is indeed
the best means of promoting genuine national cooperation. \7e wish to experience how much we have in
common. !7e have many taks in common to accomplish. There are certain realities facing us all. Ve have
hopes and dreams which are indeed the best Buaranrce
of ensuring that genuine national cooperation can take
place even across frontiers which should no longer
exist in the Community which is of such great benefit
to us all. Let us express the hope that the people of
Europe acquire this genuine experience. This is our
right in a true democracy.

(Appkrse)
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(DE) lr:,l. President, ladies and
Mr Linkohr (S).
- likc to speak
gendcmen. t should
on Mr Adam's oral
question and say suaightaway thrit

I

am very glad that

this at first sight very tcchnical question is being discussed in conjunction with the questions relating to
culturd policy, because the question of information
tcchnology
indeed, of thc Third Indusuial Revolu-

- not only from technocratic consideraarises
tions, but reflects the wide-ranging cultural upheaval

25.5.8+

Mr Selignam (ED).

Mr President, I am gratcful

to the rwo lcading Commissioners
on this subjcct who
arc still here this morning. It adds wcight to the
debatc. The Community has a dury to encourage joint
action and sandardization in procurement of informa-

tion tcchnolory. It must itsclf lead by example and
NATO has singularly failed to do this.

tion

that we are currendy seeing the transition from the

In Esprit, secondly, it is vital to give financial hclp
mainly to the small firms working togerher across
frontiers. Money is very limited. It must not go to the

mechanical to the electronic age, and I think he wasn't
far off the mark.

gianu in thc information tcchnology field. Esprit must
be a catalyst
I am sure Viscount Davignon agrees

To come to the point: reccndy in my region I had

-

which our society is experiencing. Some one once said

a

consuledon meeting about the Esprit programme with
rcprcscntrtives of industry and the chambers of industry and commerce. An exuemely interesdng debate
ensued, which was gready assistcd by officials from
the Commissionc/s directorate-general. It became
apparent, however, that although many undenakings,
and many chambers of industry and commerce, had
vaguely heard of the Esprit programme rhey were in
general very poorly informed about it. I should like to
see better publiciry being given to what is after all a
very big, aggressive industrid programme.

Secondln it emerged that many undertakings, especially those of small and medium size, were still somewhat confused by the question of the tendering procedure. This is thought by many to be very unwieldy,
and perhaps it might be simplified a litde. My third
comment: in hy view the European Communiq/s task
should not be simply to provide money, but above all
to support the efforts of the Communiq/s industries,
labour forces and engincers to help themsclves. This
vould include, for example, bemer cooperation across
borders, better cooperarion across borders by the universities
only with universities in the USA, but
- not
univercities
in Europe
and provision of the requisite
funds, which are not usually
all that great. And I think
it very, important that thc various counrries' training
programmcs

usually the responsibiliry

government authorities

of

the

should be improved,
- protrammes. This is especially their funher training
often
more important than just dishing out money. Or, for
example, the European Communiry should be more
positive on the question of the intcrnational standards
for new technological systcms. I think this is also
imponant. In conclusion I should like to say that those
of us who are returned to the new Parliament will certainly follow the Esprir programme and its execution
with great care. Ve shall not only be counrinB on
fruitful cooperarion with the Commission in this; we
shall also keep a critical eye on the Commission's tendering procedure and on funher advances. in this technological field.
Lasdy,

I would

which gets -small firms startcd.

On the general debate on culture I would also likc to

I suppon very much more Community aid to cultural workers. M-y people say that musicians, anists,
actors and writcrs are nor economically significant,
therefore they must not have financid help from the
Community. This is not right. This is complctely
wrong. Anists are the creators of public tastc which
lies at the base of the huge film and enterhinment
industry. Muscians are the creators of taste and new
trends in the re'cording, tclcvision and radio industries.
These are veqy imponant economically. Viscount Davignon himself said: "Who will producc all these enormous television protrammes that have to be produccd
in the future?'. Cultural workers are going to do that.
Otherwise we shall have a cultural desen, as he sa1n.
say

Cultural workerc are economically important. The
Community should do much more to support thcm for
example in the European Music Year and prevent rhis
cultural desen referred to by Viscount Derraignon.

Mr Dcais (COM).

my friend, Mr Veronesi, in favour of the Esprir programme, and thar of Mr Simmonds dealing with the
video cassette market provide a furthcr opponunity of
reminding the House of the importance of maintaining
and expanding the Communiry video and film industr,,. This industry is, however, gravely imperilled by
the policy of the multinational Kodak.
I

Thc laudable and legitimatc aim of the

welcome a closer degree of coopera-

questions which affect our sociery as a whole.

proposed

Comrtunity stratrgiy on research in information technologies, quality control, including moral quality, of

films, presuppose, likenrise, measurcs to difend rhc
photographic and electronic industry and tcchnology
on the Community market too.

I

Faced with the spectre of a restructuring and rationali-

zation plan which will condemn thousands of qualificd
workers to the dole queue in the immediatc future, the

workforce

tion during Parliament's next t€rm betnreen the Culture and Research Committces, on a. vhole series of

(R) Mr President, this final

- togetler with rhe repons of
debate of our lcgislature,

of the leading

industry, Kodak,

launched an appeal for our assistance.

TLe multinational parcnt company, Eastman-Kodak,
has bcen stepping

I

has

up, in the absen& of consultation or

I
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information, its plane to close dovn. Such acdon
shows has right stance nre were to insist, with regard
to the Vredeling directive on codeterminadon, on the
need for a binding guarantce to ensure information
and consultation of workers, in panicular the workforce of multinational undenakings.

All of

the' measures taken by the Eastman-Kodak
group justify the conccrn voiced by the workforce of
its 17 essablishments throughout the Community,
whether we consider its plans to halt production and
research on magnetic tape at its Vincennes production
unit, in the Val de Marne, or for that matter, the contracts it concluded with Japanese firms for the manufacture of video cameras; in each case the workforce
has justifiably disccrncd the essence of a long-term
sratery which consists in removing production from
Europe and gradually assigning European subsidiaries
no more than a function of warehousing, marketing
and distribution.
This pull-out creatcs alr enormous mess, resulting in
the unemployment and dismissal of untold numberc of
workers in a leading industry, and in increasing Community economic and indusrial dependence on the
United Statcs, for we are dealing here with a key
industry for Community Member States' economic,

policy is concerned.

Ve

should plan to make widespread use of of tclevision and educational protrammes for all age groups.

As carly as pre-primary school tclevision can be used
to familiarize the very young children with a European
culture, thereby providing them with the rudiments of
a European consciousness.

This must be followed up by forging of structural ties
between secondary, and, more imponantly, university
education. Student and rcacher status must be harmonized throughout the Communiry, thereby paving
the way for inter-Community university mobility of
students, teachers and researchers alike. The Comjust as m'any
muniry possesses as many minds
- and
as there are in larger countries, yct we
brilliant oncs

are unable to obtain a comparable level of specializa-

tion.

The Esprit programme, on research and development
in information technologies demonstrates, if proof
were needed, the viabiliry of tangible inter-Community cooperation in an effort to make up our leeway ois-ti-ois the Unitcd States and Japan. Should not

It

such an example be the catalyst

for Communiry joint

and production in the existing production centres both
in France and in the other Communiry Member States
concerned.

This is the main thrust of the motion for a resolution
tebled by my colleagues and I, in which we urge the
Commission, in concert with thc workers conccrned,

to cerry out an inquiry into thc future of the video and
film industry with a vicw to puning forward appro-

is also necessary to promote culture, chiefly through
the media which constitutes an inexhaustible source of

promotion for individuals whose working hours are
less heavily-charged or who opt for a few years sabbatical leave and for the retired or elderly, of whom I
as
speak as one who could join their ranks one day

-

late as possible, naturally.

President, qre must face up to the considerable
changes which the contemporary world is undergoing.
Ve are all preoccupied with thc employment issue but
do we really believe that the 40-hour working week is
an ideal rc be perpetuated? Ve must, therefore, part
company with such a scheme of things. How else

Mr

could ve envisage the future?

I

recendy had thc opportunity of welcoming to the
'Acad6mie frangaise' an emincnt Africano-European,

I

priate measures.

Mr kopold

Ve

memoirs, his recollections that the indigenous inhabitants of the somewhat convivial civilization of Senegal
only worked during half of the year. The rest of the
time was set aside for outings, athletic and poetic com-

I

should like to knov what steps the Commission

plans to take.

petitions.

^

tlr

i

To come to the point, I believe that a body such as this
Parliament should be in the forefront yrhere this
immense issue of @ntemporary communications

tcchnological, cultural and political independence.

offons in the production of the various video and film
accessories? Vc feel that a precondition would be to
maintain, initially, the current level of employment

't

€xpress optimism, for there is widespread doubt concerning the usefulness of our work. But I believe we
after all, every institudon
are making head*,ay
- and,
requires a ceftain running-in.

(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemcn, my wish to addrcss the House on this range of
issues reflects, to a large extent, my desire, on the
occasion of the last part-session of this legislature,
vhich will be my final address to the House, since I
shall no longer be standing for election, to express my
faith in the Communiry institutions, my confidence in
the role played by this Parliament which you, Mr
President, have led with such competence, and to
Ferllc (L).

It

S6dar Senghor.

should be borned

learned

from

his

in mind that the god
of attaining

coveted in life should be more than one
the same daily work output.

If I

may, for the moment, diverge somewhat from our
subject-matter, and at the risk of seeming paradoxical,
I shall endeavour to persuade the House that the idca
of a Communiry consensus on a 35-hour working
weck seems far frosr absurd to me, inasmuch as it con-

cerns, naturally, hcavy, repetitive, and, panicularly,
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shift work. The 39-hour week was not conclusive, for
a reduction of only one hour precluded the creation of
addidonal employmenr An entirely nev rray of life is
called for, in which nor everyone will work in rhe
same way or at the same time. As Alvin Toffler
reminds us, in his book Fatare Shockrwe are now leaving the mass period, mass industrialization, mass consumption, mass culture, and returning to a singular life
style, to the individual, the personal, the differential.
In this scheme of things rhe media has a considerable
role to play.

Vhereas the instruments are,

in

themselves, very

imponant, the awareness of those who make use of
them is of greater importance. And it must be our task,
as European Parliament,

to be the main suppon, the

penonification of this awareness, the superior media,
that is to say, rhe one which facilitates judicious utilization of the others.
(Applaase)

Mr Herris (ED).

- Mr President, I

am grateful to

have the opponunity of making what I think is the last
speech in this Padiamenq eparr from your own which

I am grateful because, like Mr
Faure, I am not returning, but in my case not because I
am redring but because I am a member of my narional
parliament.
we look forward to.

Mr

Naries, Member of the Commission.
(DE) Mr
- to mart€rs
President, let me give two brief answers
raised in the debatc which concern the Commission.
Findy, I should like to reassure my honourable friend
Mr Linkohr
on behalf of
Davignon
- points he has Commissioner
also
that the
made to the Commission
find -a sympatheric ear. \Pe agree with him. Secondly, I
agree with Mr Harris that we need to sort out our
subject areas. On the one hand we have the right of
establishment, that is ro say the seming up and operation of broadcasting corporarions. This is the 'public'
aspect of it. On the other hand, though, we have the
Community question of the need for harmonized rules
for radio and television, that is ro say rhe legal framework within c/hich broadcasting corporadons should
operarc. Thirdly, we have the general questions of
programme planning and, lastly, rhe problem of how
Parliament and the European instirutions are ro project themselves in the new media forms.
Against this background I would reply to Mr Beumer
as follows: the Commission will have to take stock
next winrer, because it must first have a pieure of
what action needs to be taken and what agreement can
be reached on rhe content of the results obtained from
studying the situation as a whole.
Secondly, we do not intend to be the only ones orBan-

izing discussions. Indeed, this is technically not possi-

Ve expect rc see sponaneous debates happening
all over Europe, within and across narional borderq

ble.

I

should like, however, to speak as a journalist in this
final debate before the elections. It is natural that with
elections upon us, or at least upon some, we are sensidve about our image. I believe, however, that it is
wrong for a parliament or for politicians to be constantly preoccupied with their image. I believe it is
wrong also to think that if .we provide sufficienr
money w'e can get across our message and have all the
information we want. Dare I say iq but I think there
c/as some confusion in the debate berween information
and propaganda. Ve have rc live with the press. Ve
have o live with television. It would be fatal for us to
have a European channel if we wanrcd to rurn thar
channel into a propaganda channel .I*ave information
in the
of commenr and reporting
-journalisa sense
- tois rhe
and let us get on with our job! That
my
final message to this Parliamenq ro yourself, Mr Presidenq and rc those who will head Parliament in the
years to come.

I believe in this Parliament. Despitc all the difficuldes,
I think it has made a remarkably good start. I think it
is doing too much. I think ir is spending too much
money. I want it to concentrate on its own role and
not be constandy looking over its shoulder and safng
that our message is not getting across. If you Memberi
who are coming back have confidence in yourselves
and concentrarc on your work, which I am sure you
will do, then rhis Parliament has a future, and I wiih it
well.
(Appkuse)

amongst journalists, lawyers and politicians, and we
shall have to moniror rhese debates and be guided by
them in forming our osrn opinions. I fully expect that

the next European Parliament will also, peihaps via
consultadon procedures, obtain an overview of what
might be contained in a legal framework, as the Commission sdpulates. Possibly
it more a question of
- iswe
practicalides than of principles
might be able to
- basis,
organize such meetings on a joint
as you suggest.

\7e have given substantial consideradon to your erulier reports, such as the one by Professor Hahn. you
will find ample evidence of rhis and I would ask you to
forgiv_e me, since time is short, for being unable to go
into the orher marrcrs arising out of the debate. Once
the new Parliamenr is elected they will be examined in
depth by the appropriate committees.
Presidcnt.
I have received four motions for resolution with -rjquesr for an early votc to wind up the
debate on the following oral questions:

il

-

b_y

Mr

Schu'encke and others,

to wind up

the
debate on Oral Question Doc. l-177/B+ on the
situation of cultural workers in the European

Community (Doc. I -292/ 84),

by Mr Hahn, on behalf of the EPP Group, ro
- wind
up the debate on Oral Question -Doc.

ll

ti
it
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,

l-176/84 on European media policy (Doc.
r-293/84),

integration is a political, not a technical enterprise
the political aspect must take precedence over the
technical'.

-

by Mr Denis and others, to wind up the debate on
Oral Question Doc. l-175/84, on the future of

the visual technology (photographic and electronic) industry (Doc. I -326 / 84),

-

by Mr Adamou and others, to wind up the debate
on Oral Question Doc. l-179/84, on the proce-

dure followed by the Commission in the field of
informadon technolog;y for the purchase of hardware and software services (Doc. l-290/84).

Voter

There are no funher items on the agenda.

It is thanks to your

endeavours that a draft reaty on
European Union came about whereas Member State
governmenm did not advance beyond rheir respective
starcments of intention.

The vital Community revival which will get under way
this coming autumn, and to which both President Mitrcrrand, as President of the Council of Ministers, and
Chancellor Kohl are committed, as each has respectively stated to this House, would be unthinkable in
the absence of this critical text. Thus, pursuanr to the
tradition of an ad-hoc assembly, Parliament will have
dictated, through precise texts the institutional and
political conceptien of the Europe of the future as we
envisage it.

4. Addres by tbe President
President.
Before giving my address I should like to
call Mr Davignon,
Vice-President of the Commission.

Mr Devigpon,

Vce-President of the Commissions.
(FR) Mr President, in the course of the past five years
of this legislature, I have had the privilege of addressing the House on numcrous occasions and it is not
without a degree of solemnity that I would now like to
do so on this last sitting of this ultimate session prior
rc the elections.

There cannot, of coursc, be any question of aking
stock, for it is neither the momenq nor is it the role of
the Commission. However, counting myself among
the ranks of those who believe fervently in the future
of Egrope and in our abiliry to unite, I should like to
extend my thanls rc thc members of the House for
their endeavours on behalf of European integration.
This Europe, which holds out a real chance for future
Benerations, is the edifice you have wished to build
and for which your have, for the most pan, aligned
yourcelves with those who militate in favour of Europe
and, in casting aside the deceptive security afforded by
immobilization, you have given vent ro your desire for
a larger and better role for Europe.

To achieve this end, you have demonstrated

a

willing-

ness, over the past five years, to consider the Commis-

sion as your privileged ally, and the significance of this
gesture w'as not lost on the latter. AII of which did not,
in any way, deter you from giving the Commission a
rough ride in conformiry with the best parliamentary
tradition, from time to time, and so it ought to be!

I would like, in particular, rc thank Parliament for its
of the messate that 'European

relendess repetition

I

SeeAnnex.

You have, therefore, been constandy preoccupied with
the future and, thanks to judicious use by Parliament
of its budgetary povrers, the new policies, so often
invoked by various Member State governmenrc, have,
thanks rc this House, become reality.

Turning rc the new technologies
and I have been
- have only seen
deeply involved in this batde
they
the light of day thanlss to Parliamens's
rhe
- to21dthenot
Member States'
willingness to accede
initial
budgetary appropriations.
At present I am happy to
say that Esprit is gpthering ever-more approbation but

this House can lay claim to being one of those who
played a founding role from its conception.

You have inaugurared

a

veritable research programme;

you have enabled us to demonsrrate the realiry of this
poliry through pilot programmes. Thanks to this
and let us not forger that we are dealing with policy
and not technics
Community can shake off its
- itsthescientific
dependence, affirm
excellence, develop its
industrial potendal and, in so doing, create the vital
employment, making the internal Communiry market
in the process the rype of development zone first
envisaged by the signatories to the Treary of Rome.

Thanks to Parliament's endeavours we have seized this
opponuniry and the beginnings we have rcday will
constitute one of the vital priorities of the next session.
Parliament, not contcnt with paying lip service to the
notion of solidarity, endeavoured to make it a realiry.
\Tithout its suppon we, ar the Commission, would
have been powerless to complete the reform of the
Social and Regional funds respectively. Vithout your
help the social chapters enshrined in Communiry coal
and srcel policy would never have become realiry. I am
today prying homage to this endeavour and it is a fitting tribute both to Parliament and Commission that
the conflict of interests was nor allowed to efface the
notion of solidarity, without which there can be no
Communiry.
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Mr President, I could continue in this vcin and r4endon the manner in which Parliement excrcised its
budgctary powers as a jealously-guarded prcselTe or
that in which it conuolled thc Commission but I
would likc to end on a more pcnond note by pointing
out Parliament's good fornrne in having at its head
two pre-eminent personalitics in the coursc of these
past five ycars. Both Mme Vcil and yourself, Mr President, have endowed Parliament with an image thereby
demon$trating, both within and outsidc the Community, that Europe is alive and that the pessimism
which comes to the fore unduly, is a reflcction of
impatience rathcr than resignation.
Such is thc decp conviction both of the Commission
and of myself. On this Friday morning I would like to
wish each of the members of thc House, who instead

of going home to prepare for

next month's pan-

session, are rcturing to your respective Member States

to defend the Community idea, just as you have done
over these past five years, good luck, to extend my
ihanl$ to those who will not be reilrning and to prepare myself to extend a vaf,m welcome to all of those
who will bc joining us in July.

(Lod

apphuse)

ratc that the issue at stake on 14 or l7June
- again
is the future of the Europcan
on two scpiuae d"1rs
Parliament and of parliamenary
democracy in the
Europcan Communiry; on 14 or l7June a choice has
to be made between the various curren$ of political
thought representcd in this Parliament, which are also
to be found nationdly.

One of our honourable.Membcrc rcccntly described
the first five years of the dirccdy-electcd Parliament as
but the blinking of an eye, in hisrcriiel tcrms. Vhen I
look at the incredibly rapid development of \Testern
Europe over the last thirry or fony years, howwer, I
find that nowadays more can change in fivc years than
previously in a whole sentury.

In the past five

years we, the European Parliament,

have not achiwed as much as marry of us hoped for in
1979,when measured against the needs of parliamen-

tary democracy at'Europcan level. On thc other hand,
I feel that we have in fact achieved a great deal, parti'
cularly in thosc ficlds vhere we already had the beginnings of cenain poarenl. It was expectcd of us that we
would make full use of thc existing powers we inheritcd from our rion-elected predecessors, and consolidate and extcnd those pourers. This has happencd,
especially in the field of supervision of other Com-

munity institutions. Our supcrvisory function
gendemen, as the Commis- Iadies and
sion Vicc-President has just said, in a few weels time
the fint tcrm of the direcdy-electcd European Parliament ccrmes to an end. In fact it ends today. For many
of you; the gavel signalling the end of this sitting will
also bc the starting pistol signalling the beginning of
and looking
the elcction campaign. For others

Prcsidcnt

around the Chamber there seem to be -quitc a few

will mean a final farewell, either

-

it

because othcr duties

await them or because they have decided that the time
has come in rheir life to enjoy a well-deserved rest.

has

workcd successfully, panly thanks to the new methods
of information gathering which wc have ev6lved, and
here I am thinking of the setting-up of special committces of inquiry and the introduction of public hearings.
In any event, our political control over the Commission has resultcd in its more fully discharging its proper role and being ablc to take a more independcnt
line towards the Council of Ministcrs. I consider that
important.

From this podium I should likc to make a point of
thanking you for all you have done for this institution
and for the people of the Communiry.

As far as the Council of Ministers is concerned, wc
have made the proposals we vere asked to make
and here I am thinking of the proposals for a uniforur
electord proccdure and for a statute for Members,
and also our pressure for a single seat for thc institutions. I only rcgrct that the Council of Ministen has

(Apphrse)

been unable ro rreacr satisfactorily to rhesc proposals.

The end of our electoral pcriod and the approaching
elections provide an occasion to take a look behind us

(Appkuse)

and into the future.

Our control function is free from restrictions imposcd
by the Treaty. The same applies to our role of instigator of new forms of Community policy, which I might

Ve are a parliament in the making. At the same time
we are a parliament without a government. Ve are
dso a parliament in the manner of national parlia-

call our'pladorm' function.

ments, in other words, a mecting placc for different

At Community levcl we are in a position to subjcct

ideas and beliefs.

werShing to our scrutiny and now, as a result of the
increase in the number of Memberc and the gradud
disappearance of dual mandates, we arc bettcrequippcd for this rolc than our predecessors of the old
Parliament, even vk-d-ois rhe Council and EPC. In
the legislative field, on the othcr hand, we are ded by
irksome restrictions u'hich havc made themselves

Ve

owe an anscrer to the question posed by the media
and dso by our electoratc
indecd, in the next few
wceks
as to whether we-have made sufficient pro- the past five years to offer the prospect of
grcss over
this Parliament dcveloping funher into 'maturiq/. At
the same dme, we have to make it clear to our electo-

increasingly felt in the cou$e of the last five years.

It

is
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true that we have riseo above our purely consulative

improve our position compared

role, especially in the quasi-legislative use we

inherited in 1979.

have

sometimes madc of our budgetary powers
- Commissioner Davignon has given us a few examples
of this. It
is also truc that many of the amendmcnts tabled by
this Parliamcnt and endorsed by the Commission have
been ultimatcly incorporatcd in lcgislation adopted by

the Council. The influcnce of our institution on Communiry regulations and directives is unmistakeable, but
and that is the rub
it is impossible, or at any rate
-extrcmly difficult to pinpoint
specificdly.
The problems this causcs in interinstitutional relations
are not insuperablc. But 'influence alone' is not
enough to ccment the essential relationship between
an electcd Parliament and its elecorate; a say in the
framing of legislation is a minimum requirement.

(Apphue)

to the powers wc

Our greatest

sucoess has been the use of our budgetary
povers, which are the most imponant povers we possess. By rejecting the 1980 budget we in fact provided
the jolt nceded for thc rcform of the common agricultural policy, five years before the Ministcrs really took

the matter seriously.

In rejecting the supplementary budget for 1982 and
placing the United Kingdom conuibution in a rcserve
at the end of last year, we helped to save the Community from becoming nothing more than a kind of
cqualization fund.
(Apphrse)

It

is regrettable drat the financial crisis in the Com-

munity has caused these powers to be temporarily
The President of the European Council drew a parallel
ycstcrday between the Communiqy's rule of unanimiry
and thc Polish Diet. I am glad thar the President of the
country that vas responsible for the Luxembourg
Compromise saw, fit to make that'comparison. I trust
that the proper conclusions will now be drawn.
(Apph*se)

Thc observation from the speech by Prcsident Mitterrand rcgarding a reform of the consultation procedure
bstween Council and Parliamenq the strcngthening of

the rolc of the Commission, and the statement that
France was prepared to discuss the draft Eeaty on

European Union, are imponant. I trust that not only
Franpe but also the memberc of the European Council
are prepared to work with us during the period 1984
a 1989 in these areas and to make progress. For
unless this willingness is shown or, similady, unless the
draft treary on European Union which we adopted by
such a large majority can be achieved, the direct rela-

tionship between Parliament and electorate, and,
hence, the development towards democracy, parliamentar,' democracy at European level, will remain
problematic. Governmerrs and national parliaments
who subscribe to the idels of parliamentary democracy cannot claim to dcfcnd these ideals unless they
are prcpared at the samc time to defend and pursue
them at European level. Democracy in Europe is indivisiblc.
(Apphase)

Vhen national parliaments delegate to tovernments
1

cenain powcrs relatcd to European affairc, the quality
of parliamenary democrapy suffers at national level if
the European Parliamcnt ln turn cannot exercise these

I

powers at European lwel.

l
t

t
E

{
,I

I belivc that, given the circumstances in Europe during
a 1984, we, the first direcdy elected
European Parliament, have been able to considerably

the years 1979

inrcrfered with. Ir is more than regrettable, it is unacceptable that some governments seem to be using this
crisis in order to make this interference permanent.
This Parliament has made it perfectly clear that it is
against internal wrangling and unilateral deals within
the Council, which are incompatible not only yith the
letter but with the spirit of Anicle 203 and strike at the
very core of the interactive relarionship betveen the
two anns of the budgetary authority, which constitutcs
the essence of the budgetary procedure. Ve have also
made it clear that ve are prepared to discuss Article
203 in its present form, and in particular the margin
for manoeuvre, but only on condition that we obtain a
say on the budget as a whole and new powers in the
framing of legislation.
Ladies and gendemen, as

I

said earlier, we have used

our existing powers to the full. Ve have strerched
them like a piece of elastic and in so doing we have
strengthened our role and status in interinstitutional
relations.

However, even elasticity has its limia.

I see it, we harrc now almost reached the limit of
our capabilities, and -while we have admittedly

As

achieved the primary aim of our first eleeoral tcrm,
we have still not established a real identity or thc
esscntial contact with the electoratc. Our representative role, which in the long run will have a deciding
influcnce on the question of whether thc qrstem of
direct European elcctions will survive, is weak and
urgently needs strcngthening. This we can achieve

only by reinforcing our powers, principally in thc legislative field. This is the area on which we must conc€ntratc during our second terrn, on the basis of the
Spinelli draft. Powcrs rc frame legisladon imply the

son of coresponsibility which is inextricably linkcd to
our elccted status. The curent President of the Bundesrat, Mr Franz Josef Srauss, and thc Belgian Minister for Foreign Affairs, I,eo Tindemans, recendy said
that the third Europcan elections would be extraordin-
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arily difficult unless the direcdy elected European Parliament was able during its second term to acquire new
fundamental powers.

not mean that the responsibilities to be discharged by

I do agree with the basic point underlying these
statements. As an elected body we are more wlnerable
than other institutions.'$7e can only be held reponsible
if we also have some real responsibility.

And so, ladies and gendemen, our sinccre thanls for
the kind and generous expressions of goodwill which

(Apphue)

One request: what would please us most would be if
the European Parliament, or rather, its members,
made every effon after 24 J:uJry 1984 to push forward
che idea of European unity and place it on solid democratic foundations which can never be destroyed by

But

Our legal legitimacy must become political legitimacy.
Only in this way will the European Parliament and its
rystem of direct elections survive inrc the 1990s.

Ladies and gentlemen, I consider this imponant not
just because I am a strong beliwer in parliamentary
democracy; it is also important because without a
strong European Parliament the sights of the Communiq/s future will have to be set lower than is justifiable for the future of the European people. Lastly, it is
imponant to fulfil the hopes which countries outside
the Communiry have placed in direct elections to the-

the Commission are any less weighry, though when we
think of the Council we sometimes have doubts.

we have received and exchanged. Sincere thanks also
to you, Mr President.

the whim of governntents or councils.

(Loud appkase)

European Parliament.

That would be the best possible present to rhose of us
who are now leaving
or at least the best one I
myself could wish for. -But even though today is our
last official meeting it does not mean that we cannot
and shall not meet again on many occasions here in
this chamber, in this House.

(Apphrse)

'S7'armest thanks once again and, as my last

Vhatever our political differences this message must
be cenual in our minds bercreen now and 14 or
17

June. There is no alrcrnative to the European Com-

munity and there is no democradc alrcrnative to
European Padiament.

I am cenain

greeting from my country: 'Gliickauf!'
with the building of Europe!
(Load appkwe)

that we shall con-

5. Approoal of the Minutes

you.
and prolonged

apph*se)

Mr Langc, Cbairman of tbe Committee on Budgets.
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gendemen. Allow me,
as a kind of unofficial spokesman for those of us who
are leaving the House, to say a few words of thanls m
you and your predecessor and to all the other honour-

able members. !7e thank you, Mr President, for your
kind words to us today and at yesrerday's recepdon,
when a large number of honourable members were
present. For technical reasons we were not able to acknowledge them as we should have liked to.

Ve

a

a

tinue to build on this premise afuer 24 July. Thank
(Lord

-

word,

good luck

have seen and see dme and time again that the
relations amongst ourselves which we need do exist
and that they go beyond rhe limitations of political
colour or troup membership. For if we all want rc join
in helping our peoples to build Europe
as the Presi- musr of all
dent has just said
t}en rhis Parliament
the Community institutions
be the most Earopeat4 if.
one can talk of degrces of 'Europeanness'. This does

Presidcnt.
As this is the last sitting of the present
legisladve period,
I propose ro the House that we derogarc from Rule 89(2) which stipulates that the Minutes of a sitting are submitted rc Parliamenr ar the
beginning of the following sitting and adopt here and

now the Minutes of the presenr sitting which

i

have

been drawn up during the course of the debates.

(Parliament gave

its

consett and approoed tbe Minrtes)t
I

6. Adjotnment of tbe session
Presidcot.

i

who will not return to the House. Have a pleasant

fi

I
adjourned the session of thc
- declareI wish
European Parliament.
you every succcss in the
electoral campaign. I look forward to seeing those

journey!

(The sitting ans

I

closed

at

Declarations e*ered in the Register (Rrle 49 of tln Rules
Dans of next pitt-session:see liinutcs.

hocedwe)

-

it

11.25 a.m.)
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ANNEX
Votes

Thc Rcport of Procccdi.gs records in an anncx the rapportcu/s position on tte
various amendmeats end thc explanations of vote. For details of the voting, thc
rcader is referred to tLe Minutcs of the siaing

JOINT DECLARATION By PARLTAMENT AND TI{E COMMISSION
(DOC. I-328/84/NEV.): ADJOURNED (RULE 87 OF THE RULES OF
PROCEDURE)

++
scRtvENER REPORT (DOC. t-322/t4.MEASURES TO COVER
BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS IN 1964,): REFERRED BACK TO
COMMITTEE
r&

,$+

PEDINI REPORT (DOC. t-224/S4,DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED
REACTORS'): ADOPTED
Mrs S7alz, depury rapporteur, spoke:

-

AGAINSTAmendment No

3

+

It

rF

PEARCE REPORT (DOC. t-2t2/84.DROUGHT IN SOUTHERN AFRICA'):
REFERRED BACK TO COMMITTEE
+

*+

scr{\rENcKE MoTION FOR A RESOLUTION (DOC. t-2e2/sl VORKERS
IN THE CULTURAL SECTOR): ADOPTED
+

+rs

HAHN MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (DOC. t-2e3/t4.MEDLA pOLICy):
ADOPTED
+

*rs
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DEMS MOTTON FOR A RESCTTUTION (DOC. t-r25lt1ryISUAL
TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRTI: REJECTED
rl

+*
ADAM MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (DOC. t-2e0lt4'INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY): ADOPTED
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